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The first part of this work sets forth a workable hermeneutic of linguistic discourse analysis 
for Hellenistic Greek texts. The second part applies this model to Paul's letter to the 
Philippians with respect to the issue of its literary integrity. Does the canonical Philippians 
represent one original letter written by Paul or a later compilation of two or more originally 
separate letters? Chapter 1 introduces the linguistic theory of discourse analysis, defining 
key terms, sketching its historical evolution, and outlining four major tenets: (i) analysis of 
the production and processing of discourse; (ii) analysis beyond the sentence; (iii) analysis 
of social functions of language use; and (iv) analysis of cohesiveness. Chapter 2 sets forth 
a model of discourse analysis primarily based on the systemic-functional theories of M. A. 
K. Halliday, with particular attention given to the three meta-functions of language- 
ideational, interpersonal, and textual. Chapter 3 outlines the debate over the literary 
integrity of Philippians by discussing the origin of the debate, its subsequent development, 
and its current status. Evidence is then presented from both sides of the debate, revolving 
around five key issues: (i) the transition to Phil 3; (ii) the so-called `thank you' note in 
4: 10-20; (iii) other internal linguistic evidence; (iv) external, extra-biblical sources; and (v) 
the redactor's motives. Chapter 4 inspects the genre (structure) of Philippians, challenging 
rhetorical approaches to the text and proposing instead an epistolary classification, viz. 
`personal, hortatory letter'. Each epistolary formula is then analysed, with special attention 
given to Phil 3: 1 and 4: 10-20, two highly disputed areas of the letter. Chapter five focuses 
on the language and grammar (texture) of the letter, investigating its use of ideational, 
interpersonal, and textual functions of Hellenistic Greek. In chapter six, relevant issues of 
biblical hermeneutics are addressed and a single-letter and a double-letter reading of the 
canonical text are set forth. 
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Preface 
The first part of this work sets forth a hermeneutical model of linguistic discourse 
analysis for Hellenistic Greek texts. It is a `hermeneutic' because it seeks to understand the 
production and interpretation of New Testament (NT) texts. It is `linguistic' because it 
focuses on the communicative role of Greek language in NT discourse. It is based on the 
theory of `discourse analysis' broadly represented in various social-scientific disciplines 
such as linguistics, sociology, anthropology, and psychology, but more specifically based 
on the systemic-functional theories attributed primarily to M. A. K. Halliday. In the light 
of the fact that biblical scholars deal primarily with textual representations of language, it is 
surprising that modem linguistics has played only a marginal (though increasing) role in 
scholarly analyses of those texts. It is perhaps even more surprising that among those 
scholars who do value linguistics the theories of M. A. K. Halliday have had only marginal 
influence, even though Halliday has had a far-reaching impact not only on linguistics but 
on literary and sociological theories as well. Indeed, Halliday is considered one of this 
century's top-ten Who's Who in Linguistics in Robert de Beaugrande's Linguistic 
Theory: The Discourse of Fundamental Works (1991). It is hoped that this work 
presents the framework of Halliday's theory in a readable and usable manner for the NT 
scholar. 
The second part of this work seeks to apply that hermeneutic to an analysis of the 
language and genre of Paul's letter to the Philippians, especially with respect to the issue of 
its literary integrity. Is the canonical Philippians one letter written by Paul (or his secretary) 
or a later compilation of two or more originally-separate letters? The scholarly rhetoric 
surrounding this issue continues to be a thorn in the interpreter's flesh, as revealed by the 
fact that most discussions of the letter directly or indirectly address it. Most commentaries 
and monographs on Philippians in this century devote some concerted attention to the 
issue, and most essays assume a position (for whatever reason) and then perhaps comment 
on how their particular study contributes to the debate. The issue of the letter's literary 
integrity-despite perhaps the wishes of many-refuses to exit from the scholarly arena. 
Nevertheless, this is the first English-language monograph specifically devoted to studying 
not only the letter's cohesiveness vis-ä-vis the integrity debate but also the methodological 
questions raised by that debate. 
Regarding matters of format, biblical abbreviations follow those in JBL and extra- 
biblical abbreviations follow those in Liddell-Scott-Jones, except for papyri and ostraca 
which follow the third edition of J. F. Oates, R. S. Bagnall, W. H. Willis, and K. A. 
Worp, Checklist of Editions of Greek Papyri and Ostraca (Scholars Press, 1985). All 
translations of sources are mine unless otherwise indicated. Standard editorial symbols are 
employed for citations of papyri and ostraca: Q enclose letters that have been reconstructed; 
{) enclose letters representing the original spelling; and o enclose letters that the editor 
has supplied for clarification, although they are not part of the original. References to 
secondary sources are by author and usually the first major noun of the title. When using 
linguistic terminology I have followed established convention wherever possible, neither 
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creating new terms nor redefining old ones. The index of linguistic terms should help the 
reader find definitions of key terms when encountered apart from their initial definitions. 
This work has benefited from the suggestions and assistance of several colleagues and 
mentors. Special thanks is due to Dr. Loveday Alexander, Dr. Clinton Arnold, Mr. Noel 
Bailey, Prof. Philip Davies, Dr. Craig Evans, Mr. Todd Klutz, Dr. Walter Russell, as well 
as the many members of the Centre for the Bible and Theology at the University of 
Sheffield and participants of the seminar on Greek Language and Linguistics at the 1993 
Society of Biblical Literature National Conference. Special thanks is also due to Dr. 
Eugene A. Nida for encouragement and advice in my work on NT linguistics. Two people 
deserve special mention: Dr. A. T. Lincoln, whose penetrating insight never ceases to 
amaze me, strengthening both the content and argument of the present work, and Prof. 
Stanley E. Porter, who is largely responsible for my initial and ongoing interest in NT 
linguistics. Of course, the faults in the present work are mine alone. I also wish to thank 
several years of first and second year Greek students at Biola University (La Mirada, 
California) for providing a constant reminder that hermeneutical models are ultimately 
worthless if they are unusable. Family and friends, in addition, have provided the 
resources and encouragement to endure a PhD thesis. They only get mention here, but 
their worth to me is immeasurable: Tom and Karen Jull, Jim and Lou Hogue, Tom 
Cousins, Harold Dollar, Stan and Wendy Porter, John and Debbie Reed, Kevin Van Lant, 
Noel and Chris Bailey, Greg and Ramie Streeter, Brett and Irene Neller, and Ruth Anne 
Reese. My parents, Carol and Pete, have always provided the foundation for my academic 
pursuits, always encouraging and never doubting. Above all, my wife, Jamie, and son, 
Jordan, have endured the entire journey with me. It is to them that I owe the most. 
PART I 
Discourse Analysis as New Testament Hermeneutic 
Chapter 1 
INTRODUCTION TO DISCOURSE ANALYSIS 
PRELIMINARY DEFINITIONS 
Discourse analysis is here to stay, at least for awhile. The tenth anniversary issue of the 
journal Text (1990), volume eleven of Annual Review of Applied Linguistics (1990), 
and the International Congress of Linguists in Berlin (1987)-where discourse analyses 
formed the largest contingent all testify to this model's popularity among both theoretical 
and applied linguists. Popularity has its problems, however. Because of its far-reaching 
impact, discourse analysis is one of the least well defined areas of linguistics. ' 
Idiosyncratic models and terminological confusion proliferate as more linguists, as well as 
non-linguists, adopt discourse analysis as a theoretical framework for reading all kinds of 
texts. In addition, the expansive scope of this linguistic theory has led to a diversity of 
opinion. One reason for this is that discourse analysis is a way of reading. It is a 
framework with which the analyst approaches a text and explicates what it says and how it 
has been said in addition to what has been understood and how it has been understood. It 
may be classified under the rubric of hermeneutics. Consequently, it has marginally 
influenced biblical scholarship (more so translation theory)-where there is hardly any 
collaboration on what discourse analysis is and might do. Diversity does not necessarily 
spell its demise, however. Instead, discourse analysis is at an exciting juncture in its 
history, diversity being its greatest strength. Terminological consistency and collaboration 
in the midst of creative thinking, nonetheless, are needed if discourse analysis is to have a 
significant impact on NT hermeneutics. The following study is an attempt at defining 
terminology and collaborating with others, so as to propose a framework of discourse 
analysis that is applicable to NT studies and serviceable to an investigation of the literary 
integrity of Philippians (and other Pauline letters). A few preliminary definitions are in 
order before turning to (i) a brief history of the theory of discourse analysis, (ii) a 
discussion of its major tenets, and in chap. 2 (iii) a detailed model of discourse analysis. 
The term DISCOURSE ANALYSIS, which is used in somewhat different ways by various 
modern linguists, at its broadest level refers to the study and interpretation of both the 
spoken and written communication of humans. 2 The following diagram illustrates the 
basic components of this type of analysis. 3 Broadly speaking, the discourse analyst is 
concerned with the communication (Ausdruck) of signs (Zeichen) by an author/speaker 
(Sender) and their effect on a reader/listener (Empfänger) 4 Such signs in part represent 
(Darstellung) objects, subject matter, and circumstances (Gegenstände und Sachverhalte) 
of the external and internal worlds of the text. 
1Schiffrin, Approaches, p. 5. 
2Cf. Stubbs, Discourse Analysis, pp. 1,9-10. 
3Adapted from Hellholm, Visionenbuch, p. 20. 
4German words are cited so as to show general parallels between this work and other biblical models of discourse analysis (mostly those of Hellholm and Schenk). 
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Objects and States of Affairs 
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Communication Affect 
Sender Recipient 
The problem with this model is that it is too 'neat', obscuring other functions of language 
and hardly revealing the questions being asked by discourse analysts; nonetheless, it does 
demonstrate that discourse analysis takes seriously the role of the speaker, the text, and the 
listener in the communicative event. The 'discourse' part of the term is not as easily 
defined, since a complete discourse might involve a twenty-volume history of the world or 
a one-word exchange between a parent and child. DISCOURSE, then, is probably best 
treated as whatever language users decide, or `texts are what hearers and readers treat as 
texts'. 1 Speakers and listeners determine when a communicative event begins and when it 
ends. This encoded communicative event is what is referred to here as discourse. 
Occasionally, the terms TEXTLINGUISTICS (Textwissenschaft) and TEXT GRAMMAR 
refer to the same type of analysis, but specifically that of written texts. Hence some reserve 
the term DISCOURSE solely for speech (including paralinguistic features) and the term TEXT 
for the written use of language. In current practice the two are rarely distinguished, as R 
de Beaugrande notes: 
Although 'text linguistics' and `discourse analysis' originally emerged from different 
orientations, they have steadily converged in recent years until they are usually treated as the 
same enterprise.... An exception is the 'discourse analysis' practiced by philosophers, 
cultural anthropologists, and literary scholars, especially in France, within such frameworks 
as post-structuralism, deconstruction, radical feminism, and so on, whose relationship to 
text linguistics has yet to be clarified. 2 
For some, the term `textlinguistics' (or `text linguistics') is too narrow and more 
comprehensive terms have been suggested, such as 'text studies', `text science', and 
`textology'. `Discourse analysis' is generally the preferred term, although at times giving 
way to the broader term `discourse studies'; hence, `discourse analysis' is the term used 
throughout this study. Nonetheless, I draw from studies labelled `textlinguistics' as well 
as `discourse analysis'. 
SKETCH OF HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT 
Discourse analysis has a relatively brief history, as far as linguistic models are 
concerned. 3 However, several basic tenets of modern discourse analysis were already 
discussed by the Greeks and Romans, from Aristotle's Poetics to Cicero's Institutio 
1Brown and Yule, Discourse Analysis, p. 199; cf. Tannen ('Discourse Analysis', p. 109): 'Discourse- 
language beyond the sentence-is simply language-as it occurs, in any context... in any form. ' 
2Beaugrande, 'New Applications', p. 26 n. 1. 
3For more detailed histories of the model see esp. Beaugrande, 'Through the Years', pp. 9-17; Stubbs, 
Discourse Analysis, pp. 1-12. 
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Oratoria. 1 The ancient rhetoricians, for example, debated over the best way to structure a 
discourse, the pragmatic effects of discourse, and various genres of discourse. They spoke 
of three central components of any speech, which are useful for analysing discourse today: 
logos (logical reasoning), pathos (emotive effect), and ethos (establishing credibility). 
Furthermore, in the third and second century BCE the Stoic grammarians developed a 
theory of signs which in some ways parallels the work of Ferdinand de Saussure two 
thousand years later. Despite such ties to the past, modem discourse analysts generally 
look to this century for the original architects of the theory. Zellig Harris (1952) is 
sometimes cited as one of the earliest attempts at a suprasentential analysis, but his theories 
have garnered little support (primarily because he divorced semantics from formal structural 
units)? Another pioneering analysis from a more semantic perspective came from T. F. 
Mitchell (1957), a former colleague of J. R. Firth .3 
Other linguists who did not necessarily 
use the term discourse analysis have contributed to its historical development. Some of 
these include stratificational, tagmemic, and systemic linguists 4 Even some 
transformational-generative (TG) grammarians have researched aspects of discourse 
structure, although TG theory does not readily lend itself to the basic tenets of discourse 
analysis .5 Other 
influences on the development of discourse analysis arose only 
tangentially related to linguistics, such as anthropology, sociology, rhetoric, literary 
studies, psycholinguistics, computational linguistics, and philosophical linguistics. For 
example, in the 1920s anthropologist B. Malinowski emphasised the view of `language as 
action' occurring in both `contexts of situation' and `contexts of culture' (he coined the 
terms), which is central to discourse analysis today. 6 His views would later influence his 
younger colleague J. R. Firth, the first professor of general linguistics in a British 
university. M. A. K. Halliday, who has had a significant impact on theories of discourse 
analysis, inherited Firth's views of language as a student of Chinese at the University of 
London and incorporated them into his view of language and discourse. J. L. Austin in his 
influential 1955 lectures at Harvard University argued that language and action are 
inseparable, leading to the theory of `speech-acts', which was later developed especially by 
J. R. Searle.? This too has had a profound effect on discourse analysis. But not until the 
1960s and especially the 1970s did discourse analysis take a more discrete form, during 
which time occurred more concerted deliberation on its theoretical moorings and its 
application to actual texts. Eventually, this shared interest in various phenomena of 
language use, texts, and conversation by researchers in such diverse fields as 
anthropology, linguistics, semiotics, poetics, psychology, sociology, and mass 
communication eventually became more integrated under the label discourse analysis. 
Several PhD dissertations were produced on the subject, linguists of various theoretical 
backgrounds developed their own views on the matter, and several introductions and full- 
scale monographs appeared (see bibliography on discourse analysis). These researchers 
often pleaded that grammatical frameworks needed to extend their analysis `to the real form 
1Cf. Dijk, 'Future', p. 135, who refers to the 2000 year-old tradition of rhetoric as a precursor to discourse 
analysis. 
2See his 'Discourse Analysis', pp. 1-30, and 'Discourse Analysis: A Sample Text', pp. 474-94. 
3See Mitchell, 'The Language of Buying and Selling in Cyrenaica', pp. 31-71. 
40n stratificational grammar see Lamb, Outline of Strat f cation! Grammar, on tagmemics see Pike, 
Language in Relation to a Unified Theory of the Structure of Human Behavior, and on systemics see the 
many works by Halliday (and Hasan) listed in the bibliography. 
5See e. g. Williams, Some Grammatical Characteristics of Continuous Discourse. 
6Malinowski, 'The Problem of Meaning in Primitive Languages', pp. 296-346. 7Austin, How to Do Things with Words and Searle, Speech Acts. 
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of language use, that is, discourse'. 1 The 1980s proved that this perspective on language 
was not merely a novelty, during which time theorists recognised the need for more 
systematic and consistent terminology and broadened the scope of discourse analysis to 
include other fields of study. 
A detailed history of discourse analysis is beyond the goal of this modest work; indeed, 
to be accurate I would need to narrate its histories. In 1968 H. A. Gleason could state that 
`discourse analysis is really just getting underway. There are as yet very few firm 
substantive results'? This is understandable for a young discipline of study. But later, in 
1983, M. Stubbs would still claim that `no one is in a position to write a comprehensive 
account of discourse analysis. The subject is at once too vast and too lacking in focus and 
consensus' .3 In a 1990 special 10-year anniversary issue of the journal Text, D. Tannen 
would still admit that discourse analysis `may seem almost dismayingly diverse'; but she 
then goes on to suggest that `an attitude of catholicism toward the necessary diversity of the 
field' is a strength of discourse analysis theoreticians 4 And even as recently as 1994, D. 
Schiffrin still admits to the interdisciplinary diversity of the field, though she demonstrates 
that there are now theoretical boundaries which characterise much of discourse analysis. 5 
Journals such as Text and Discourse Processes, Annual Review in Applied Linguistics, 
and the two series Papiere zur TextlinguistiklPapers in Text-linguistics (New York: H. 
Buske Hamburg) and Untersuchungen zur Textlinguistik/Research in Text Linguistics 
(Berlin/New York: Walter de Gruyter & Co. ) have especially contributed to this 
interdisciplinary dialogue. Although to a lesser degree, the Journal of Literary Semantics 
often contains articles dealing with issues of discourse. Despite its variegated past and still 
somewhat unstable present, discourse analysis has established itself as a significant and 
most likely a long-term linguistic field of enquiry which will evolve both in methodology 
and application. At that time, perhaps we will be able to see more clearly the main 
trajectories contributing to its evolution. Indeed, the above brief discussion of the history 
of discourse analysis only represents a few trajectories. Some may have wanted to 
highlight others. 
The use of discourse analysis in biblical studies is, of course, even younger than the 
methodology itself, and thus has received less attention. 6 However, despite its 
youthfulness as a hermeneutical model it has been recognised for its possible application to 
the NT. In 1989 W. A. Beardslee prophesied about the potential alliance between 
discourse analysis and biblical studies, 
It may well turn out to be the case that another type of linguistic interpretation [discourse 
analysis], malting much less extensive hermeneutical claims, will come to be even more 
fruitful for actual exegesis than structuralism or Güttgemanns's generative poetics.? 
Despite such promising words, it can hardly be claimed that discourse analysis has 
presently been established as a hermeneutic in mainstream biblical scholarship. This is 
especially true of NT scholars, who lag behind their OT contemporaries. Although many 
scholars have heard the term, few know its underlying theories or employ them in their 
research. Those who do are largely relegated to bible translators using it in their field- 
1Dijk, 'Introduction', p. 1. 
2Gleason, 'Contrastive Analysis', p. 41. 
3Stubbs, Discourse Analysis, p. 12. 
4Tannen, 'Discourse Analysis', pp. 109,111; cf. Palek, 'Discourse', p. 69; Dijk, 'Future', pp. 135-38. 
5Schiffrin, Approaches, esp. p. 5 for the observation which is then worked out in her study. 
6See Snyman ('Discourse Analysis', pp. 86-91) for a survey of South African approaches to biblical 
discourse analysis and Olsson ('Decade, pp. 107-26) for a survey of Scandinavian approaches. 
7Beardslee, 'Literary Criticism', p. 188. 
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work; they are typically not part of mainstream scholarship. A handful of NT scholars do, 
however, draw from discourse analysis as a heuristic device for their own particular 
questions of texts. One of the most notable is J. P. Louw, both for his application of 
discourse analysis to the NT and more importantly for his erudite comments on its 
methodology. Nonetheless, although Louw wrote his programmatic article on discourse 
analysis almost twenty years ago, 1 the discipline has as yet garnered the attention of only a 
few NT scholars, several of whom are linguists by profession. This failure is partly due to 
the differing models of discourse analysis being advocated by various linguists. In their 
work on linguistics and biblical interpretation P. Cotterell and M. Turner warn, 
We must at least comment on the tentative nature of this particular aspect of linguistics 
[discourse analysis]. The fact is that at the present there are no firm conclusions, no 
generally accepted formulae, no fixed methodology, not even an agreed terminology. 2 
A response to this might be that in any interdisciplinary field such as discourse analysis 
similar criticisms will surely arise. (Indeed, what Cotterell and Turner say about discourse 
analysis could have been said about modern linguistics as a whole. ) The diversity of 
backgrounds of discourse analysts, whether they be literary critics, psychologists, 
philosophers, or linguists, has contributed to such problems. But such diversity can only 
inevitably be a strength for the growth of the field as well as a prevention against academic 
parochialism. Biblical scholars will also probably choose from linguistic models best 
known to them (often in terms of their own continental scholarship), resulting in sometimes 
slight and sometimes major differences in theory and interpretation. This can only assist in 
the development of a discourse model which is serviceable for analysing ancient texts. 
Inept models will eventually be weeded out through scholarly critique. 
Another factor resulting in NT scholars' hesitancy towards discourse analysis stems 
from the affiliation between discourse analysis and modem linguistics. Whereas many 
scholars continue to study NT Greek through older philological and grammatical models, 
discourse analysts have kept pace with the theoretical developments of modem linguistics. 
If discourse analysis is to impact NT studies, biblical scholars will at least have to modify 
their view of NT Greek grammar and linguistics in general. 3 
It is too soon to know if Beardslee's prophecy will be fulfilled or if discourse analysis 
will disappear from the annals of NT hermeneutical history. Surprisingly, discourse 
analysis has not significantly influenced mainstream NT scholarship in North America, 
despite the fact that `the study of text and talk is a thriving specialization in the U. S. A. ' 4 
However, there are a growing number of authors attempting to demonstrate its worth for 
students, pastors, translators, and scholars. A number of theses and dissertations have 
come out of the Summer Institute of Linguistics (Dallas), partly in conjunction with the 
University of Texas at Arlington, and many articles have been published in-Bible 
Translator, Selected Technical Articles Related to Translation, Journal of Translation 
and Textlinguistics (formerly Occasional Papers in Translation and Textlinguistics), 
and Notes on Translation .5 Much of the work is based on the tagmemic theories of K. L. 
Pike and discourse models of R. E. Longacre. Closely related, but more eclectic in the use 
of linguistic theory, is the translation work carried out by the United Bible Societies. Here, 
the works of E. Nida and especially J. P. Louw have been influential. Some of the most 
significant work in discourse analysis is coming out of South Africa-the journal 
1Louw, 'Discourse Analysis', pp. 101-119. 
2Cotterell and Turner, Linguistics, p. 233. - 
3See Porter, Idioms, pp. 298-30, who incorporates discourse analysis into Greek grammar. 
4Dijk, `Introduction', p. 2. 
5Sec Longacre, 'Brief Note', pp. 47-48, for discourse studies being carried out at the University. 
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Neotestamentica regularly publishes studies directly or indirectly related to discourse 
analysis, 1 and not simply those of Transformational-Generative approaches nor of the 
`evangelical' persuasion which often characterise the American journals. Two other 
journals which often feature studies on matters of discourse are Filologta 
Neotestamentaria and Linguistica Biblica. D. Hellholm's work (Das Visionenbuch) in 
discourse analysis of ancient texts has been mostly influential in European circles of NT 
scholarship, with other scholars, most notably B. Johanson (To All the Brethren) and B. 
Olsson (Structure and Meaning in the Fourth Gospel) applying similar models to NT 
texts. 2 These may be broadly classified as representing a Scandinavian school of discourse 
analysis. Their works have been partly based on the studies of H. F. Plett, J. L. 
Kinneavy, E. Gülich and W. Raible, and R. de Beaugrande and W. Dressler. 
The present author's work represents a more British approach to discourse analysis, 
being based on systemic-functional linguistics (though the theory is known world-wide). 
To my knowledge, it is the first monograph-sized attempt at a NT discourse analysis based 
on systemic linguistics 3I have, however, also been influenced by a wide array of 
literature and theories on discourse analysis, especially those that are functional in 
orientation. In closing, I hope the model of discourse analysis presented below will help 
eliminate some of the above factors inhibiting the acceptance of discourse analysis as a 
viable NT hermeneutic by defining terminology, employing a unified framework while 
incorporating interdisciplinary research, drawing insights from recent research in NT Greek 
grammar, and applying the model to a NT text. 
MAJOR TENETS OF DISCOURSE ANALYSIS 
The above definition of discourse analysis is far too broad to be of any practical, 
heuristic use. Nevertheless, it does demonstrate that discourse, analysis concerns itself with 
all kinds of human interaction, whether verbal or written. Discourse analysis, accordingly, 
is influenced by many social-scientific models such as anthropology (esp. ethnography), 
sociology, philosophy, psychology, and artificial intelligence. 4 Discourse analysis is not, 
however, a `mixed bag' hermeneutic with no guiding principles. The following tenets 
characterise core beliefs of modern discourse analysts as found in their writings. These 
tenets will certainly evolve over time, and perhaps lose some of their importance in the 
future. For now they have made discourse analysis what it is and they frame the types of 
questions being asked about discourse. They serve here as a preface to the ensuing, more 
detailed model of discourse analysis. 
ANALYSIS OF THE PRODUCTION AND PROCESSING OF DISCOURSE 
Discourse analysts investigate the roles of the author, the audience, and the text (and its 
language) in communicative events. These are viewed as a network of influences 
'See esp. vols. 8 (1974), 11 (1977), 13 (1979), and 16 (1982). 
2Johanson's study of transitional devices is particularly useful. Prior to Hellholm is Schnackenburg's 'Die 
grosse Eulogie Eph. 13-14', pp. 67-87, and Schenk's 'Textlinguistische Aspekte', pp. 469-77, both 
published in 1977. More recently, see Boers, Justification of the Gentiles, who draws on Beaugrande and 
Dressier's work but little else. 
3For a useful guide to terms in Halliday's works published prior to 1977, see de Joia and Stenton, Terms in 
Systemic Linguistics; but, for a comprehensive account of Halliday's theory of language, his Introduction 
to Functional Grammar (1985,1994) is mandatory reading. 
4For relevant works in these fields see Stubbs, Discourse Analysis, p. 12; cf. Beaugrande, 'New 
Applications', p. 17. 
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contributing to the production and consumption of communicative acts. On the one hand, 
discourse analysts seek to interpret a speaker/author's role in the production of 
discourses. 1 The term `author' here may include analysis of both actual authors 
(extratextual authors) or implied authors. This does not alter the fact that much of 
discourse analysis has been concerned with naturally occurring texts and, consequently, 
how original ('real') speakers/authors create those texts and how original listeners/readers 
process them. This is one aspect which has distinguished linguistic discourse analysis 
from many literary theories under the same label. The complexity of meaning, however, is 
not ignored by discourse analysts, yet they have not abandoned the idea of `intended' 
meaning, or better, the notion that author s try to `do things' with discourse. The utterance 
`Your glass is empty' may not be stated for the sake of observation but as an offer to buy 
someone a drink. 2 Linguistic pragmatics (e. g. speech act theory) has resulted in theories 
that are broad enough to account for such language use without abandoning the concept of 
`intended' meaning. Nevertheless further research is needed by discourse analysts which 
`recognizes the problematic role of awareness, consciousness, and/or intentionality' .3 This 
will probably be, and to some degree has already begun to be, answered by those working 
in psycholinguistics. 
There is another side to the coin of communication-the listener or reader. In addition to 
the speaker's role, discourse analysts also seek to interpret the listener/reader's 
comprehension(s) of and response(s) to the discourse. This may include analysis of 
different kinds of original readers or the literary notions of such things as `implied' and 
`ideal' readers 4 Every discourse eventually has an audience who will listen to or read it, 
ponder over it, and probably respond to'it in some way. Even monologue is based on 
dialogue. We rarely communicate with ourselves. We communicate with others. We 
communicate to be heard. However, what is said is not always what is meant, and what is 
meant is not always what is understood. As P. Cotterell 
notes, 
... the speaker may be either unaware of the real message he [or she] was encoding, or 
unwilling to admit to the message, so that he can disown the message.... In the same way 
the listener, possibly because of his relationship to the speaker, may 'perceive' a message 
that cannot be detected by anyone else. If he claims to perceive it, on what grounds can 
anyone else deny that it is there? Certainly not by analysing the offending utterance as 
though it were a cold sentence. 5 
Stubbs comments on the reader's impulse to interpret `Hearers and readers have a 
powerful urge to make sense out of whatever nonsense is presented to them. '6 They may 
not `get it right', but they attempt to understand and, more than that, to understand 
`correctly' (i. e. to understand the intended purpose of a given discourse). The fact that the 
same message may invoke multiple interpretations presents another dilemma for discourse 
analysis. The analyst again may look to the actual language of the discourse, the situation 
1Cf. Louw, 'Reading', p. 20, and Green and Morgan, 'Pragmatics', pp. 167-68. 
2For this and other examples see Stubbs, Discourse Analysis, pp. 4-5. 
3Pomerantz, 'Discourse', p. 87. 
4See, Combrink, 'Role of Reader', pp. 33-40, who critiques Schenk's discourse analysis (Philipperbriefe) 
for not differentiating various reader responses to the text of Philippians. While I find it worthwhile to 
study how modern readers may process language in their interpretative acts, I am (like Schenk) mostly 
interested in how various original readers may have processed the semiotic code of Paul's letter. 
Observations are made on a general level-e. g. how would an ancient reader who knows basic epistolary 
practices have interpreted Paul's epistolary elements? -and specific level-e. g. how would a reader from 
Paul's churches have interpreted his religious terminology (e. g. acotiip(a)? 
5Cotterell, 'Sociolinguistics', p. 64. 
6Stubbs, Discourse Analysis, p. 5; cf. Cooper, 'Given-New', p. 354. 
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and knowledge of the participants involved, and the responses invoked by the message in 
order to account for multiple interpretations. The `why' of multiple interpretations, not the 
`fact' of them, is important to the discourse analyst. 
Most importantly, this tenet takes seriously the role of both speaker/author (actual and 
implied) and listener/reader (actual and implied) in the communicative process occasioned 
by the text. On the one hand, authors create the textual `product', i. e. they are responsible 
for encoding it with signs. Texts are not created ex nihilo; they originate in human minds. 
On the other hand, although this linguistic product constrains a reader's interpretation, it 
does not absolutely determine it. Brown and Yule summarise this two-part tenet aptly: 
We shall consider words, phrases and sentences which appear in the textual record of a 
discourse to be evidence of an attempt by a producer (speaker/writer) to communicate his 
message to a recipient (hearer/reader). We shall be particularly interested in discussing how 
a recipient might come to comprehend the producer's intended message on a particular 
occasion, and how the requirements of the particular recipient(s), in definable circumstances, 
influence the organization of the producer's discourse. This is clearly an approach which 
takes the communicative function of language as its primary area of investigation and 
consequently seeks to describe linguistic form, not as a static object, but as a dynamic 
means of expressing intended meaning. 1 
ANALYSIS BEYOND THE SENTENCE 
The discourse analyst is also guided by the tenet to examine language at a linguistic 
level beyond the sentence. 2 This is perhaps the most distinguishing, if not best known, 
aspect of the theory. The long-lived taboo in linguistics that grammar is confined to the 
boundary of the sentence has been forsaken by discourse analysts. Grammar, they claim, 
is influenced by linguistic levels beyond the sentence, viz. `discourse'. This is in contrast 
to the fact that linguistics `has traditionally been restricted to the investigation of the extent 
of language which can comfortably be accommodated on the average blackboard' .3J. P. 
Louw'c prediction that linguistics in the 1970s would direct its attention to units larger than 
the sentence was already being fulfilled between the late 50s and the early 70s. 4 K. L. Pike 
noted in 1964 that `beyond the sentence lie grammatical structures available to linguistic 
analysis' .5 This change 
in perspective arose from the observation that words or sentences 
are rarely used in isolation, but typically as part of an extended discourse of sequenced 
sentences (esp. in the case of written texts). T. Giv6n criticises those who do not observe 
this aspect of language: 
It has become obvious to a growing number of linguists that the study of the syntax of 
isolated sentences, extracted, without natural context from the purposeful constructions of 
speakers is a methodology that has outlived its usefulness. 6 
S. Wallace is even more trenchant: 
That linguistic categories contribute significantly to the structure of an extrasentential text, 
indeed, that one does not truly understand the meaning of a linguistic category until one 
comprehends its function in a text, are suggestions that mainstream twentieth-century 
linguistics has all but ignored.? 
'Brown and Yule, Discourse Analysis, p. 24. 
2Cf. Stubbs, Discourse Analysis, pp. 6-7; Palek, 'Discourse'. p. 69; Schiffrin, 'Language', p. 97; du Toit, 
'Significance', p. 54; Fillmore, 'Pragmatics', p. 146. 
3Phillips, Structure, p. 8. 
4Louw, 'Discourse Analysis', p. 102. 
5Pilce, 'Beyond the Sentence', p. 129; cf. also Halliday, 'Notes: Part 3', p. 210. 
6Giv6n, 'Preface', p. xiii. 
7Wallace, 'Figure and Ground', p. 201; for the many works influencing this shift see Beaugrande, Text, 
Discourse and Process, pp. xi-xii; cf. also Enkvist, Stylistics, pp. 110-11. 
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Much of this criticism arose in the mid-1960s when the basic assumptions of Saussurean- 
Bloomfieldean-Chomskyan linguistics were being challenged-' Similar criticism may be 
redirected at NT scholars who analyse the sentences of NT texts isolated from their context 
(i. e. extralinguistic context) as well as from their co-text (i. e. intralinguistic context)- 
especially in view of much of biblical scholarship's preoccupation with interpreting 
`words' and their `meanings'. Perhaps more critically, traditional grammars of the last two 
centuries say little about discourse features of Greek. 
The study of larger discourse units, however, does not eliminate the need for 
investigating words and clauses. Discourse analysts advocate a bottom-up and top-down 
interpretation of discourse. The analyst might begin at the bottom with morphology, 
moving up through words, phrases, clauses, sentences and paragraphs (i. e. sequences of 
sentences and embedded sequences of sentences) until reaching the top, viz. the discourse. 
From here the direction is reversed to see how the larger discourse influences paragraph 
construction and on down? Sentences are important, but only in that the analyst reads 
both up and down the text. If possible, the analyst is better off identifying the genre of the 
text before moving to an analysis of its parts, i. e. starting from the top and then working 
downwards. In this framework, the analysis of words and clauses is important, but only 
from the perspective of the larger discourse, as J. L. Lemke puts it: 
Language is not simply used to produce word-meaning or clause-meaning, it is used to 
produce text-meaning, and texts, by co-patterning many word-choices and clause formations, 
can make meanings that words and clauses cannot. That is why we make texts. Text- 
meaning realizes social functions... and among the most important social functions of texts 
is the maintenance and modification of social value systems. 3 
Unfortunately, Louw's definition of the pericope as `the largest readily perceptible 
whole.. . having some autonomy of its own and exhibiting its own peculiar structural 
pattern'4 has resulted in NT applications of discourse analysis which are often limited to the 
pericope rather than the entire text. Although this is a reasonable starting point for a 
difficult task, a thoroughgoing discourse analysis must incorporate the entire text, such as 
W. Schenk's Die Philipperbriefe des Paulus. Such an analysis is understandably 
formidable but well worth the effort, since each microstructure may be viewed in 
relationship to the entire macrostructure rather than just part of it. 
ANALYSIS OF SOCIAL FUNCTIONS OF LANGUAGE USE 
A third tenet of discourse analysis is that discourse should be analysed for its social 
functions and, thus, in its social context. 5 The result has been a strong marriage 
between discourse analysis and sociolinguistics and pragmatics. As Brown and Yule 
state, 
Any analytic approach in linguistics which involves contextual considerations necessarily 
belongs to that area of language study called pragmatics. 'Doing discourse analysis' 
certainly involves 'doing syntax and semantics', but it primarily consists of 'doing 
pragmatics' .6 
'So Stubbs, Discourse Analysis, pp. 11-12. 
20n 'bottom-up' and 'top-down' processing of texts see Brown and Yule, Discourse Analysis, pp. 234-36; 
Beaugrande, Text, Discourse and Process, pp. 26-27; Sandig, 'Holistic Linguistics', pp. 91-95. 
3Lemke, `Semantics', p. 48. 
4Louw, 'Discourse Analysis', p. 103. 
5See esp. Gumperz, Discourse Strategies. Cf. Dijk, Text and Context, pp. 7-8, who defines this aspect of 
discourse analysis as 'world-knowledge interpretation'. Brown and Yule's Discourse Analysis is primarily 
a pragmatic investigation of discourse. 
6Brown and Yule, Discourse Analysis, p. 26; cf. Macdonell, Theories of Discourse, pp. 1-4, who takes a 
more socio-political perspective; Gumperz, Discourse Strategies, pp. 1-8, who provides a helpful history 
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The study of actual language use provides insights into social interaction and social 
action, whether it be, for example, in the domain of education, politics, or advertising. 
Other areas of interest include conversational analysis, discourse markers, formulaic 
speech, gender and language, and ritual language. Language did not come into existence 
for grammarians to ponder its intricate rules and exceptions. ' People use language. And 
they use it in relation to others within their society, be it the larger culture of a city-state or 
the group psychology shared between members of ancient philosophical schools such as 
the Stoics and Epicureans. And they use it for a reason. Discourse is not simply a set of 
propositions (logical, literal, conceptual, or cognitive) with a certain factual content, but 
rather social, communicative interaction between communicants. As N. Fairclough 
theorises, `Discourse is a mode of action, one form in which people may act upon the 
world and especially upon each other. '2 This has led discourse analysts away from 
abstract formalisms of language and into the realm of the `communicative-functional role of 
language', 3 based on the principle that increasingly larger units of language are less and 
less constrained by grammar and more and more by the communicative context. 
Consequently, both the immediate context (Malinowski's `context of situation') and the 
broader culture ('context of culture') factor into a discourse analysis, since language and 
language behaviour `cannot be acquired in isolation, but rather can only be learnt and are 
only available for one's use in situational contexts' 4 M. A. K. Halliday has made this 
tenet central to his theory of language: `Language is as it is because of its function in social 
structure. '5 
Because language is not an abstract phenomenon but a social one, discourse analysts 
emphasise the need to interpret natural occurrences of language-language as use 
(parole) .6 Decontextualised, fabricated data is sometimes used to make an argument more 
clear, but these are exceptions to the rule.? Such artificial use of language may simply 
represent the biases of the grammarian who concocted the sentence; instead, `the analysis 
of discourse is, necessarily, the analysis of language in use' .8 
ANALYSIS OF COHESIVENESS 
That there is a relationship formally, semantically, and pragmatically between the various 
parts of a given text and that there is some thematic element which flows through it, in part 
allow a listener/reader to recognise discourse as a cohesive piece of communication rather 
of sociolinguistics on pp. 9-37; Stubbs, who subtitles his introduction to discourse analysis with The 
Sociolinguistic Analysis of Natural Language; Halliday and Hasan, Language, Context, and Text, pp. 4-10. 
1Research into children's acquisition of language suggests that 'it is pointless to describe the utterances of 
young children in purely grammatical terms; the most important fact about such utterances is that the 
children are using them to do things and therefore a more suitable description is in terms of speech acts' 
(Coulthard, Discourse Analysis, p. 161). 
2Fairclough, Discourse, p. 63. 
3Chen, 'Reflections', p. 23. 
4Wodak, 'Discourse Analysis', p. 126. 
5Halliday, Explorations, p. 65. 
6Systemic linguistics has embraced this principle: '... whereas Saussure, in separating langue from parole, 
drew the conclusion that linguistics was a theory of langue, systemic theory follows Hjelmslev in 
encompassing both' (Halliday, 'Systemic Background', p. 10). 
7This is especially true of philosophers working in the area of speech acts (Coulthard, Discourse Analysis, 
p. 12). 
8Brown and Yule, Discourse Analysis, p. 1; cf. Stubbs, Discourse Analysis, pp. 5-6; Schiffrin, 
'Conversation Analysis', p. 9; Beaugrande, 'Text Linguistics', pp. 10-11; Chafe, 'Looking Ahead', pp. 20- 
21. The 1987 Congress of Linguists similarly emphasised parole over langue (Beaugrande, 'New 
Applications', p. 24). 
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than a jumble of unrelated words and sentences. 1 How is it, then, that speakers go about 
forming texts into a cohesive unit? How do they combine relatively unrelated words and 
sentences into a meaningful whole? Discourse analysts repeatedly seek answers to such 
questions, attempting to identify how a language is used to create cohesive and 
coherent communication. Labov describes the task similarly: `The fundamental problem 
of discourse analysis is to show how one utterance follows another in a rational, rule- 
governed manner-in other words, how we understand coherent discourse. '2 When 
attempting to answer such questions, it is important to note that the structural cohesiveness 
of texts should be viewed as a continuum. At one pole of the continuum are texts with a 
high degree of unity and cohesiveness. At the opposite pole are texts which can be quickly 
recognised as a jumble of words and sentences with little `textuality'. Although a text 
might be elegantly unified or grossly fragmented, most texts lie somewhere between these 
two poles-neither altogether cohesive nor altogether incohesive. Surprisingly, despite all 
of the barriers confronting communication, it is not uncommon to find speakers 
successfully conveying at least part of their communicative intents to listeners. We are able 
to combine words into cohesive units which are understandable to a listener/reader. And 
when failing to do so, we quickly attempt to adjust our message into a more coherent unit. 
Coherent speech is a virtue. Few endeavour to communicate unsuccessfully. 
Whereas the first tenet of discourse analysis emphasises the speaker's role in the 
production of discourse, this tenet recognises the important role that specific languages (i. e. 
linguistic codes) play in the production of discourse. Granted, humans are the ones who 
communicate, who interact with others, who convey `meaning'. Nevertheless, language 
(i. e. shared symbols), as it has been formulated and agreed upon by cultural groups, 
significantly determines the ways in which speakers/authors are expected to construct their 
message. Successful communication implies shared grammar. Or as J. Gumperz 
maintains, 
It seems clear that knowledge of grammatical rules is an essential component of the 
interactive competence that speakers must have to interact and cooperate with others. Thus 
if we can show that individuals interacting through linguistic signs are effective in 
cooperating with others in the conduct of their affairs, we have prima facie evidence for the 
existence of shared grammatical structure. 3 
In summary, it is helpful to phrase the above tenets of discourse analysis in the form of 
questions 4 What is the speaker/author trying to `mean' (i. e. what is the speaker/author `on 
about')? How does the listener/reader respond to the message? Similarly, how do humans 
generally acquire, store, use, and process information in communicative events? What type 
of social factors influence the communication between the speaker/author and 
listener/reader? Conversely, how does language shape the way people communicate and 
interpret discourse? What is it that makes a text coherent? How do the bits and pieces 
seemingly fit together into a cohesive and coherent whole? 
For some biblical scholars, another way of formulating the above tenets has been to 
relate them to the three major categories of linguistics-syntax, semantics, pragmatics .5 
When discussing how it is that speakers/authors use language in specific contexts (the 
focus of the first and third tenets), the focus is on the PRAGMATICS of language- 
I Werth, Focus, p. 5. 
2Labov, Patterns, p. 252. 
3Gumperz, Discourse Strategies, p. 19. 
4Cf. the tenets in Beaugrande, 'Text Linguistics', p. 12, and Schiffrin, Approaches, p. 416. 
5This three-way compartmentalisation of language was first set forth by C. W. Morris, 'Foundations', pp. 
89-95. For a sensible approach to their use in discourse analysis see Fillmore, 'Pragmatics', esp. pp. 143- 
44. 
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extralinguistic features (e. g. presuppositions, deictic indicators of time and place, 
medium, background and history). When analysing the organisation and meaning of the 
forms of language (the focus of the second and fourth tenets), the focus is on the SYNTAX 
and SEMANTICS of language-linguistic features. D. Hellholm portrays discourse 
analysis in terms of these three categories. He describes it in terms of communication 
between `Sender und Empfänger (pragmatischer Aspekt) über einen Sachverhalt 
(semantischer Aspekt) mit Hilfe von Zeichen verschiedener Art (syntaktischer Aspekt). " 
W. Schenk takes a similar approach: `... sie [Textanalyse] eine geordnete (methodisch 
durchgeführte) Befragung eines Textes nach seiner Zeichengestalt (Textsyntax), seinem 
Zeichengehalt (Textsemantik) und seinem Sinn/seiner Funktion (Textpragmatik) ist' 2 
However, while it might be useful to show a relationship between discourse analysis and 
general linguistics, the compartmentalisation of texts into syntax, semantics, and 
pragmatics tends to prolong the misconception that pragmatic meaning is something other 
than semantic meaning and that syntax should be analysed apart from semantics 3 This 
approach is not representative of current models of discourse analysis; 4 for this reason, the 
present author's discourse analysis of Philippians is in many ways methodologically 
distinct from Schenk's 5 
'Hellholm, Visionenbuch, p. 25. 
2Schenk, Philipperbriefe, p. 20. 
3So Beaugrande, 'Text Linguistics', p. 11. 
4This point was acutely made to me by R. de Beaugrande in personal correspondence on 27 July 1994. 
51ndeed, I find it difficult to place Schenk's so-called 'textlinguistic' methodology into modem theories of 
discourse analysis (besides the general tenet that texts should be analysed as wholes; Philipperbriefe, pp. 
18-19). However, I find some of the critiques of his method lacking themselves in understanding of 
discourse analysis as a discipline (e. g. it traditionally has investigated such things as `intended' meaning and 
roles of author's [without neglecting readers]), though I agree with the general criticism that Schenk tends 
to downplay the polyvalency of language and texts-but this is a critique of his own rhetorical style not his 
arguments per se. See the reactions to his textlinguistic method in Combrink, 'Response', pp. 135-46; 
Voelz, 'Some Things Old', pp. 161-69; Donmeyer, 'Readers', pp. 147-59; Kopersld, 'Textlinguistics', pp. 
331-67; Bormann, Philippi, pp. 98-102-Schenk provides a cogent and more nuanced account of his 
hermeneutic in 'Roles of the Readers', pp. 55-80, and 'Der Philipperbrief oder Die Philipperbriefe', pp. 
122-31. In a cursory appraisal, Luter and Lee ('Philippians', p. 101) claim that'Schenk basically assumes 
the three-letter theory instead of employing his various new approaches to buttress the position'; to the 
contrary, Schenk vigorously applies his model of syntax-semantics-pragmatics to his reading of the text so 
as to support his multiple-letter theory. Luter and Lee, for example, fail to deal with his cogent argument 
that 4: 10-20, for various structural reasons, is atypical of Paul's letter forms (see chap. 3 on Topical 
Evidence); whether one agrees with his multiple-letter conclusions or not, he cannot be accused of having 
assumed a partition theory without attempting to prove it. 
Chapter 2 
A MODEL OF NEW TESTAMENT DISCOURSE ANALYSIS 
A rudimentary definition of discourse analysis was provided and then delineated into 
four major tenets in chapter one. The following discussion attempts to detail a unified 
methodology of discourse analysis for NT texts, especially non-narrative ones. 1 The intent 
is to be more specific, to present actual theories about discourse production and 
comprehension, and to apply theory to actual Greek language and discourse. In order to 
preclude idiosyncrasies and eclecticism, it is largely based on a systemic-functional model 
of linguistics. No theoretical study is able to avoid terminology; but an attempt has been 
made (i) to use linguistic terminology explicitly (usually set apart in small caps) and 
consistently, (ii) to select terms that are the most widely acknowledged, (iii) to mention 
alternative terms which essentially depict the same concept, and (iv) to relate linguistic 
terminology, where applicable, to common biblical hermeneutical practices. 
DISCOURSE ANALYSIS FROM THE PERSPECTIVE OF 
SYSTEMIC-FUNCTIONAL LINGUISTICS 
The model of NT discourse analysis proposed below primarily concerns written texts 
and those that are non-narrative; 2 therefore, it is not intended to be a comprehensive theory 
of discourse, since it makes little reference, for example, to speech act theory and 
conversational analysis 3 Because it attempts to deal with written texts it draws heavily 
from the linguistic theory called SYSTEMIC-FUNCTIONAL LINGUISTICS (SFL), or, as it is 
generally referred to, `systemics' 4 Although SFL has many theoreticians, much of it has 
been set forth and popularised by M. A. K. Halliday. Halliday's work is part of the so- 
called `London School' of linguistics, whose founding father was J. R. Firth (1890-1960). 
The theory is `built on the work of Saussure, Malinowski and Firth, Hjelmslev, the Prague 
school, and the American anthropological linguists Boas, Sapir, and Whorf; the main 
1Coulthard (Discourse Analysis, pp. 10-11) proposes four criteria to which linguistic description must 
conform, of which three are relevant to this study. (1) It must be finite. (2) It must be comprehensive, 
describing the whole of the data. Yet it is allowable to have a 'ragbag' category which contains a minority 
of items not positively classified Of course, if 95% of the text falls into this category the description 
would be rejected. (3) The system of labels used by the descriptive apparatus should be clearly relatable to 
the corresponding data. In other words, labels should be precisely defined and related to the data. Werth 
('Linear Order', p. 188) includes: (i) it must predict the observable facts, i. e. surface structures; (ii) it must 
be economical, viable, and explicit; and (iii) it should be compatible with the known facts about humans 
and perhaps psychological and sociological systems. 
20n the discourse analysis of literary texts see Coulthard, Discourse Analysis, pp. 179-92, and Short, 
`Discourse Analysis in Stylistics', pp. 181-91. For some differences between spoken and written discourse 
see Brown and Yule, Discourse Analysis, pp. 15-19. 
3This is not to negate the oral nature of NT discourse or the fact that spoken language precedes written, but 
it does start from the fact that the extant texts are written, not spoken. 
4For a history of systemics see Butler, Systemic Linguistics, for Firthian backgrounds see Monaghan, Neo- 
Firthian Tradition. Helpful introductions include Berry's two volume Introduction to Systemic Linguistics 
and Eggins, An Introduction to Systemic Functional Linguistics. 
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inspiration being J. R. Firth'. ' Not every systemic linguist completely agrees with 
Halliday's particular model of SFL nor is the history of his writings void of evolution? 
Nevertheless, Halliday's writings have been fundamental for the development and current 
status of SFL and, consequently, much of the present functional model of discourse 
analysis is dependent upon him. Other linguistic theories have influenced this work as 
well, including tagmemics (K. L. Pike) and stratificational grammar (S. M. Lamb), both of 
which have affinities with SFL. SFL is least like transformational-generative linguistics 
(mostly attributed to N. Chomsky), and thus little is drawn from works based on this 
tradition. SFL is not a model of discourse analysis per se, but a theory of language in 
general and its functional use in discourse. However, because it adheres to most if not all 
of the major tenets of discourse analysis, it is closely related to models of discourse 
analysis; indeed, it may be regarded as a forerunner of discourse analysis. 3 Furthermore, 
SFL has been extended to deal more adequately with the notion of `text'. R. Hasan and M. 
Berry, in particular, have done significant work in the area of discourse analysis from the 
perspective of SFL (see bibliography); their works show a strong influence below as well. 
As its name suggests, the concepts of `system' and `function' are fundamental notions in 
SFL. SYSTEM refers to the choices available to speakers in the grammar and lexicon of a 
language (lexico-grammar) 4 It is a theory of language as choice. 5 As a simple example, 
in Greek there is a system of grammatical person, with the choices of first, second, and 
third person meanings and corresponding forms. Systemic linguists often represent such 
systems in a diagram. 
first 
person second 
third 
The category of `person' is called the `entry condition' into the system. Once in the 
system, the choices then made are semantic, i. e. they are choices of meaning. When 
choosing to express `grammatical person', in other words, the speaker must choose first, 
second, or third person; there are no other choices. Each semantic choice is then said to be 
expressed by (realised by) grammatical form(s) (not shown in the above diagram). 
Semantic networks are useful for analysing the microstructures of discourse. The analyst 
can often identify patterns of semantic choices that then reveal larger macrostructures. In 
addition, they force the analyst to be specific about his or her description of textual 
meanings and to relate those meanings to other semiotic choices. As Halliday asserts, 
`Discourse analysis has to be founded on a study of the system of the language. '6 
Semantic networks play an important role in this study. They are functional (semantic) in 
nature, i. e. they represent functional choices of authors and the grammatical forms that 
realise those functions. However, it should be noted that any function may have several 
formal realisations and any grammatical form may play several functional roles. The 
following conventions are used in this work for diagramming semantic networks.? 
IHalliday, `Dimensions', p. 30. 
2See discussion in Butler, 'Systemic Models', 13-27. 
3Fairclough (Discourse) and Nunan (Discourse Analysis) incorporate some aspects of SFL into their 
theory of discourse analysis. 
4See Berry, Introduction, I, pp. 142-92. Porter, Verbal Aspect, uses systemic networks in his analysis of 
the Greek verb. 
5HaWday, 'Systemic Background', p. 8; cf. Grimes, Thread of Discourse, p. 114. 
6Halliday, Functional Grammar, p. xxii. 
7For further discussion of systemic notation see Berry, Introduction, H. pp. 9-17. 
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bb 
a if a, then b or c a_00- if a, then b and c 
cc 
aca 
-ý if a and b, then'c or d, c if a and b, then c 
bdb 
The concept of `function' is equally important to SFL, although it received more detailed 
attention later in the theory's evolution. FUNCTION not only concerns the semantic roles of 
linguistic forms, but the semantic roles of those forms in the immediate situation and the 
broader culture. Whereas system concerns the linguistic code, function concerns the 
semantic organisation of texts. Consequently, SFL attaches great importance to the 
sociological aspects of language-how people use language to `do' things. 1 It is thus 
interested in how `form' relates to `function' and how `function' relates to `situation'. 
Conversely, it asks the question, How do the sociological aspects of a situation influence 
the functions of a form? The model of discourse analysis set forth in this work is centred 
around Halliday's attempt to demonstrate the relationship between the context of situation 
(and culture) and the functions of language. Situations (i. e. features of the context) are 
treated in terms of the field, tenor, and mode of discourse. These are expressed with three 
major functions of language, viz. ideational, interpersonal, and textual meanings (and their 
corresponding forms). Halliday's approach to language, therefore, directly addresses 
several of the above tenets being employed by discourse analysts. 
One of the more serviceable aspects of SFL for discourse analysis is the use of the cline 
(= scale or continuum) to describe linguistic phenomena. As M. Berry notes, `Language is 
so extremely complex that it is difficult to be cut-and-dried when analysing language. '2 
When analysing discourse the interpreter quickly realises that linguistic phenomena rarely 
fall into one category or another, but rather they fall on a cline on which the categories 
shade into one another. A skeleton of a cline used throughout this work is represented in 
the following diagram. Certain semantic concepts will be placed in relationship to one 
. another on this cline. 
more A 
less A 
less B 
more B 
Although such a view of language makes any interpretation less definitive it seems to reflect 
more accurately the use of language in discourse. This type of analysis is also useful for a 
general view of cohesiveness. Rarely is discourse entirely incohesive or entirely cohesive, 
1Berry, Introduction, I, pp. 22-23; Butler, Systemic Linguistics, pp. 148-49. 
2Berry, Introduction, I, p. 25. 
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but somewhere between these two poles. Any view of the literary integrity of Philippians 
would be well-served to confess this feature of language and discourse. 
Finally, Hasan argues that SFL has much to offer a model of discourse analysis with the 
concepts of `texture' and `structure'. The concept of TEXTURE refers `to the fact that the 
lexico-grammatical units representing a text hang together-that there exists linguistic 
cohesion within the passage'. ' The devices used to create this cohesion are generally those 
of reference, substitution, ellipsis, conjunction and lexical organisation? In a more recent 
work Halliday and Hasan include other devices such as adjacency pairs (e. g. offer 
followed by acceptance), parallelism, theme-rheme development, and given-new 
information 
.3 Whereas TEXTURE concerns the cohesive properties of smaller linguistic 
units (i. e. microstructures), STRUCTURE refers to larger linguistic units (i. e. 
macrostructures) such as genre (register) and text-types. Structure `allows us to 
distinguish between complete and incomplete texts on the one hand, and between different 
generic forms on the other' 4 The notion of structure is further detailed below in the 
discussion of register/genre in the section on Levels of Discourse; texture is treated in more 
detail under the section on A Functional Grammar of NT Discourse. Both texture and 
structure have proved crucial in the debate over the integrity of Philippians, and thus they 
represent the guiding framework of the second part of this work. 
PRESUPPOSITIONS OF NEW TESTAMENT DISCOURSE ANALYSIS 
Discourse analysis has developed in close relation to the field of linguistics called 
PRAGMATICS (see above). Pragmatics is concerned with the principles used by people to 
draw inferences from given utterances and their contexts in order to interpret those 
utterances. Accordingly, discourse analysts approach the text with a certain idea of how it 
may reflect the context of situation. Several principles resulting from pragmatics provide a 
linguistically and empirically based set of presuppositions that may be brought to a 
discourse analysis of NT texts, based on conversational presuppositions that speakers and 
listeners themselves often bring to communicative events. 
H. P. Grice's work on pragmatic implicature provides a systematic account of many of 
these conversational presuppositions. 5 His work and others like it are especially relevant 
for a discourse analysis of the NT, where speakers are not readily available to question 
their assumptions and intentions. 6 Grice argues that there is a general principle of 
conversation plus a number of maxims which speakers/authors normally obey when 
1Hasan, 'Text', p. 228. 
2For discussion of these see esp. Halliday and Hasan, Cohesion in English; idem, 'Text and Context', pp. 
4-90; for a critique see Carrell, 'Cohesion Is Not Coherence', pp. 479-88, who rightly emphasises the role 
of the reader in the coherent understanding of discourse, especially in the light of cognitive studies based on 
schema theory; see also Green and Morgan, 'Pragmatics', pp. 171-75, who claim that Halliday and Hasan 
falsely (and inconsistently) attribute coherence to the forms of language. However, both studies tend to 
miscontrue Halliday and Hasan's view of cohesion (and coherence) as resident only in the surface forms of 
the discourse. Their theory of cohesion is part of what they call the 'textual' meanings of language. These 
are functions of language and communication, but they do not absolutely determine interpretation. The 
reader is still responsible for their interpretation of linguistic forms. However, what Halliday and Hasan do 
suggest and what makes their theory applicable to NT studies is that language (shared code) is one of the 
means by which readers arrive at their interpretations. 
3Halliday and Hasan, Language, Context, and Text, p. 81. 
4Hasan, 'Text', p. 229. 
5See esp. Grice, 'Logic and Conversation', pp. 41-58; Sperber and Wilson (Relevance) argue that a single 
principle of relevance may account for all of the maxims propounded by Grice and his followers. 6Cf. Johanson, To All the Brethren, pp. 10-11. 
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communicating. These principles are also assumed by listeners/readers, thus allowing 
them to predict what a speaker supposedly `means'. The general principle is called the CO- 
OPERATIVE PRINCIPLE. Grice states: 
Make your conversational contribution such as is required, at the stage at which it occurs, 
by the accepted purpose or direction of the talk exchange in which you are engaged. 1 
This principle assumes that the goal of the speaker is to communicate his or her message 
successfully. The speaker must, therefore, cooperate with the audience. Four maxims 
further clarify what it means for the speaker/author to cooperate. 
Quantity: Make your contribution as informative as is required (for the current purposes 
of the exchange). 
Do not make your contribution more informative than is required. 
Quality: Do not say that which you believe to be false. 
Do not say that for which you lack adequate evidence. 
Relation: Be relevant. 
Manner. Be perspicuous. 
Avoid obscurity of expression. 
Avoid ambiguity. 
Be brief (avoid unnecessary prolixity). 
Be orderly. 
This is not an exhaustive list (so claims Grice), but it represents some of the most 
significant principles or maxims which speakers adhere to when communicating. For 
example, consider the following exchange between a student and a teacher: 
A: I've got the worst headache. 
B: There's a bottle of aspirin in my drawer. 
Several conversational assumptions occur in this brief discourse; a few may be noted. B 
would not be acting in a relevant manner if there was an empty bottle of aspirin in the 
drawer. The speaker assumes that the bottle is not empty. The quality of A's statement 
would be invalid if the student had a stomachache instead of a headache. B assumes that A 
sincerely means what A is saying. Of course the student could be lying, but this would be 
a purposeful avoidance of the co-operative principle for some ulterior motive (i. e. the intent 
of the communication is still accomplished). This is what makes the co-operative principle 
difficult to use at times, since the analyst does not always know if the speaker is being 
dishonest. Another potential difficulty is irony, though according to Grice's principles it 
might be argued that effective irony is simply a case of recognisable relevancy. In other 
words, irony is co-operative because the audience is able to recognise it as irony and thus 
interpret it accordingly. 
In sum, discourse analysts often assume that texts typically respect two basic 
communicative principles: (i) the communication should be informative enough (not too 
little but not too much) and (ii) it should be relevant with respect to the theme(s) of the 
discourse and the context. It is not unreasonable to suppose that NT authors would have 
been accountable to abide by such principles, at least with respect to their audience. The 
co-operative principle, along with the goal of informativeness, truthfulness, relevancy, and 
clarity, provide a standard upon which discourse analysts may argue for a particular 
interpretation of a text. They do not preclude misinterpretation (or multiple interpretations) 
nor may they account for dishonesty. But unless there is clear evidence to the contrary, 
they are presuppositions that a discourse analyst may a priori bring to a reading of the text. 
In any event, they are presuppositions that this discourse analyst brings to this reading of 
Philippians. 
1Grice, 'Logic and Conversation', p. 45; cf. Werth, Focus, pp. 57-59, who treats this communicative 
principle in terms of discourse coherence. 
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LEVELS OF DISCOURSE 
The second tenet of discourse analysis suggests that language is best understood if 
analysed at a level larger than the sentence. But how far into the surrounding discourse 
must the analyst look in order to understand fully a particular instance of Greek grammar? 
This question involves what are termed here the LEVELS OF DISCOURSE (boundaries of 
discourse). 1 Discourse analysts often try to account for the various linguistic and 
contextual constraints which influence the production and processing of texts. These 
constraints range from the smallest meaningful unit the morpheme-to the broadest 
meaningful unit-the speaker's culture. A discourse, then, encompasses these two 
communicative levels and all of those in between. These levels of discourse may be 
categorised under two headings: co-text and context. CO-TEXT refers to linguistic units 
that are part of a discourse and, more specifically, linguistic units that surround a particular 
point in the discourse. CONTEXT refers to extra-linguistic factors that influence discourse 
production and processing, and it may be broadly categorised in terms of the CONTEXT OF 
SITUATION2 (i. e. the immediate historical situation in which a discourse occurs) and the 
CONTEXT OF CULTURE (i. e. the cultural world views in which a discourse occurs). 
CO-TEXTUAL LEVELS OF DISCOURSE 
CO-TEXTUAL levels of discourse are linguistic in nature-they consist of grammatical- 
lexical forms. The importance of defining these linguistic levels in NT discourse is 
heightened by the fact that ancient Greek writers generally did not orthographically separate 
discourse units as is frequently the case in English with the use of spaces between words, 
punctuation between sentences, and indentation between paragraphs. In a typical Greek 
text, be it on papyrus or stone, the letters, words, sentences, and paragraphs run together 
with few or no orthographical markings. There are exceptions to this, but they are few and 
generally limited to literary texts 3 One example, however, of orthographical distinctions 
that may have been meaningful to NT audiences comes from ancient letters. P. Mich. 8.491 
(II CE), a letter from a young Greco-Roman soldier to his mother, is written in such a way 
that the epistolary prescript and especially the closing are set apart from the main body of 
the letter, which implies something about the functions of these parts. It is reasonable to 
assume, nonetheless, that NT discourses were representative of the writings of the day, 
'See esp. Halliday, Functional Grammar, pp. 19-37. 
2Halliday, Language and Social Man, pp. 28-29: 'Essentially what this implies is that language comes to 
life only when functioning in some environment.... The "context of situation" does not refer to all the bits 
and pieces of the material environment.... It refers to those features which are relevant to the speech that is 
taking place. ' 
3Use of orthographical markings include, for example, an upright stroke to separate words or phrases 
(Cyprian writing); single, double, or treble points to separate words or phrases that could lead to ambiguity 
(old Greek inscriptions); a colon to indicate change of person in dialogue; a semicolon for interrogatives; a 
dash (aap&ypacpoc), sometimes adorned (icop(ovis), drawn in the left margin under the line of the text 
which completes a section or speaker's dialogue; a horizontal stroke above proper names; a dot above the 
line to indicate true word-division in cases of ambiguity; accents applied to longer words and especially 
compound words. The Alexandrian critics had a well-known system of markings (traditionally attributed to 
Aristophanes of Byzantium): dot above the line = full stop; dot in the middle of the line = comma; dot on 
the line = semicolon. 
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probably bearing few or no orthographical markings. ' If there were markings that did 
convey meaning, they are lost to us now. 2 
At the lowest co-textual level of discourse, linguists often point to the PHONEMES (or the 
written equivalent GRAPHEMES) of language. These are the various sounds or graphic 
symbols which make up the words of a language. 3 Since native speakers of Greek or 
recordings of these native speakers do not exist today, any phonetic reconstruction of koine 
Greek is tenuous. Although dialectal varieties existed, as the spelling of the papyri 
suggest, the NT texts have been standardised with respect to spelling. Rom 5: 1, however, 
is a case where the mere change of a vowel (o or (0), a grapheme, significantly affects an 
interpretation. Does it read, `Being justified by faith, we have peace before God' 
(indicative mood) or `Being justified by faith, let us have peace with God' (subjunctive 
mood)? Accordingly, text-critical issues are important for discourse analysis. 
MORPHEMES, the next largest level of language, are more significant. Morphemes are one 
of, if not the, smallest meaningful unit of language; they are often combined to make 
words. For example, the English word `unfaithful' is made up of three smaller units: un, 
faith, andful. 4 The Greek word äiciatioS is comprised of a, ntat, and o;. 5 Each 
segment, or morpheme, adds something meaningful to the complete word. Generally 
speaking, a indicates negation (not), the nominal root ittai contributes the meaning `faith, 
belief, trustworthy', and the ending oS signals the nominative case (which has grammatical 
meaning, not lexical meaning). Slight changes in morphology may have significant effects 
on the meaning of larger units of discourse. For example, in Rom 6: 19 the same lexical 
word, napiaiilµt ('to present, offer'), occurs in two separate clauses differing with 
respect to only one letter (c and a). Each letter signals a change in grammatical mood, viz 
the indicative (napcaAaatic `you offered... ') and the imperative (napaanjaatic 
`offer... '). 
The next five levels of discourse-WORD, CLAUSE, SENTENCE, PARAGRAPH, and 
DISCOURSE-are more abstract concepts and thus more difficult to define; however, they 
are often referred to in discourse analysis (esp. in studies of word order) and thus require at 
least cursory treatment here. They should not be assumed as self-evident realities of Greek 
language and discourse, as is often the case in modem interpretations (e. g. `this word 
means... '). If these linguistic levels occur at all in NT discourse, they cannot be defined by 
appealing to such orthographical markings as full-stops, spaces, colons, indentation and so 
on as is done in written English. They must instead be defined mostly in terms of basic 
(unmarked) functional categories .6 
1One known exception to this rule is Paul's practice of closing some of his letters with his own 
handwriting (e. g. 1 Cor 16: 21). The mere presence of a different style of writing, not the semantic content 
it conveyed, could have a meaningful effect on the audience. 
2Both standard critical editions of the Greek New Testament-UBSGNT4 and NAB-provide headings to 
their divisions of the text, a curious addition to the discourse. 
3For a more detailed discussion see Lyons, Theoretical Linguistics, pp. 99-132. 
4Not all words have identifiable morphemes. For example, 'tall', 'taller', and 'tallest' have readily 
identifiable morphemes. However, the similar set of words, 'bad', 'worse', and 'worst', lack distinguishable 
segments. Distinguishable segments are frequently called 'morphs'. Linguists will generally symbolise a 
word like 'worse with the morphemes (bad) and (er) in order to represent orthographically what they 
consider is implicit 
5See Lyons, Theoretical Linguistics, pp. 189-91, for further insights on the presence of morphemes in 
inflectional languages. 
61n this study MARKED stands for'more marked than' or'disprefered' or'less natural than' and 
UNMARKED stands for 'less marked than' or 'preferred' or 'more natural than'; cf. Dressler, 'Marked', p. 5. 
Markedness, then, may be either a bipolar linguistic phenomenon or a graded one, depending on the 
particular grammatical devices. 
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WORDS have long been recognised by grammarians, rightly or not, as the primary 
building blocks of language. ' The term `word' here refers to the various realisations or 
forms (e. g. niatiov, ntatiot) of a semantic function (= sense). PHRASES-a group of 
words (often a modifier, headword, and qualifier such as `the boys next-door') with a 
nominal element-combined with CLAUSES-a group of words with a verbal element 
make up SENTENCES? In English, sentences are often defined as a group of words 
beginning with a capitalised word and ending with a full-stop (or some other form of 
punctuation). These distinctions did not exist in Greek, making it almost as difficult to 
define sentences as it is to define words. Indeed, a sentence may consist of one word 
(xaipcty `Greetings! ') as in James 1: 1. Greek sentences at times even lack verbs as is 
frequently the case with epistolary prescripts. These are exceptions (marked), however, to 
the typical Greek clause structure. Unmarked Greek sentences consist of at least a verbal 
element (predicator); in addition, a complement such as a direct object in the accusative is 
often present. To this basic structure may be added subjects, adjuncts (prepositional 
phrases and adverbs) and conjunctions. The more linguistic elements added to the 
unmarked clause structure, the more descriptive the author is being, i. e. the clause is more 
semantically marked. These four components of the sentence-subject, verb, complement, 
and adjunct (the circumstances)-are an important part of the analysis of the 
microstructures of discourse, especially with respect to word order. 3 At the next level of 
discourse, sentences are combined together to form PARAGRAPHS (sections or pericopes). 
Unlike in English, paragraphs in NT discourse were probably not formally marked by such 
things as indentation (or with numbers as in the codex manuscripts). Instead, Greek 
provides the speaker with a wide array of lexical discourse markers to indicate transitions in 
topic (e. g. SE, ovv, yäp, Stä rovtio, &6, äpa). Ancient communicators realised the 
importance of organising larger discourse into cohesive and thematic units. Rhetorical 
speeches and letters are two examples of ancient discourses which have recognisable 
paragraphs. The rhetoricians speak of four major sections (or arrangements, termed 
dispositio in Latin) of a speech: exordium (introduction); narratio (the statement of the 
matter under discussion); confirmatio (proof of the case); and conclusio or peroratio 
(conclusion) .4 Although such rhetorical strategies may or may not have influenced NT 
discourse, it may reasonably be assumed that these detailed theories reflected less-precise 
notions of thematic organisation employed in common discourse of the day. Determining 
the paragraph structure of NT discourse is a complex task and will be treated below under 
1Dionysius of Hallicarnassus (Comp. 2) notes that (i) Theodectes and Aristotle and the philosophers of their 
day identified nouns, verbs, and conjunctions as the primary parts of speech, (ii) the Stoics raised the 
number to four (separating the article from conjunctions), (iii) subsequent grammarians raised the number to 
five (distinguishing appellatives from other substantives), and (iv) others distinguished additional parts (e. g. 
pronouns, adverbs, prepositions, participles). He is reticent to choose only one classification from these 
various theories; instead, he goes on to distinguish larger levels of discourse, viz, clauses (uwXa) and 
periods (nept65o4: 'these make up the complete discourse (a hyov)'. 
21n linguistics, the term `sentence' is generally reserved for written discourse (as it is here) and the term 
'utterance' for spoken discourse. 
3Various grammatical forms may occupy these constituents of the sentence; indeed some forms may occupy 
several slots. A subject slot may be occupied by a simple nominative or it may even be filled by another 
clause (such as an infinitive or participle clause), typically referred to as RANK-SHIFTING in systemic 
linguistics. For example, in Phil 2: 21 Paul vacillates between his options, `To live (Tb 1f v) is Christ; to 
die (Tb ocnoOaw. ty) is gain', with infinitives serving the role of subject. Rank-shifting occurs frequently in 
NT discourse, partly because of the important role that infinitives and participles play in the Greek 
language. 
4To these categories, some Latin rhetoricians (e. g. the author of Ad Herennium) add the divisio (outline of 
the steps in the argument), which follows the narratio, and the confutatio (refutation of the opposing 
arguments), which follows the con}`urmatio. 
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the discussion of cohesive ties and information flow. Lastly, paragraphs combine together 
to form a DISCOURSE, which consists of the entirety of the author's communication to his 
or her audience (including potential responses). The discourse, then, represents the largest 
linguistic level of communication. 
Based on the above divisions, discourses are comprised of paragraphs (and paragraphs 
embedded in paragraphs), paragraphs are comprised of sentences, sentences are comprised 
of clauses and phrases (which are made of words), and words are comprised of 
morphemes. Each level of discourse is comprised of lower levels (rank and scale). 
Although the higher level generally contains more than one element from the lower levels, it 
is conceivable to have a discourse with only one word (e. g. Leave! ). In this case, the word 
(and its morphemes) fills the role of all levels: sentence, paragraph, and discourse. This 
suggests that the levels of discourse are primarily functional in nature, although some 
semiotic form must be present. W. Pickering emphasises this functional approach in his 
hierarchy of discourse. ' He suggests five levels each with their own function-word; 
phrase; clause; sentence; and paragraph-to which I add discourse. At the lowest level is 
the sound or graphic symbol (phoneme and grapheme). Each level then adds a function to 
the hierarchy, resulting in the following scheme. 
WORD = sound + sense 
PHRASE = sound + sense + attribution 
(CLAUSE = sound + sense + attribution + transitivity + [relation]) 
SENTENCE = sound + sense + attribution + transitivity 
(PARAGRAPH = sound + sense + attribution + transitivity + social task + [relation]) 
DISCOURSE = sound + sense + attribution + transitivity + social task 
Each level has a sound. But sounds by themselves do not make a discourse. `Today' is 
a sound that has meaning in English; but `tyoda' is merely a sound. WORD is sound with 
SENSE (i. e. attributed meaning), including the combination of meanings contributed by the 
morphemes which make up the word. PHRASE includes the function of ATTRIBUTION, the 
ascribing of a quality or characteristic to a central linguistic item (head term). An adjective 
phrase, for example, contains a nominal element which is ascribed some quality by an 
adjective. In the phrase Tucp%bS apoaaitg ('the blind beggar'; Mark 10: 46), the head 
term is npoaaitqS ('beggar') and the adjective 'ru pXös ('blind') attributes meaning to it. 
The discourse level of SENTENCE adds the function of TRANsmvrrY, i. e. processes 
(aspect and modality) and participants (voice, person, number). The largest linguistic 
level, DISCOURSE, 2 adds the function of communicative TASK3, i. e. the overarching 
purpose(s) of the author's communication (e. g. speech acts). The discourse of 
schizophrenics vividly demonstrates the function of task, or the lack of it. Jumbles of 
words are combined (sometimes even in the form of sentences), recognisable as to their 
form but comprising no apparent purpose. In contrast, most discourse embodies 
communicative purpose(s). This purpose is closely related to the notion of register/genre 
(see below). 
The clause and paragraph are subsets of the sentence and discourse. However, both the 
clause and paragraph share the function of RELATION (i. e. the ability to signal ties between 
1Pickering, Discourse Analysis, pp. 14-17; cf. the notions of rank and scale in Berry, Introduction, II, pp. 
6-9. 
2Cf. Turner, `Sociosemantic Networks', p. 69. 
3Cf. the notion of activity structure in relation to genre in Lemke, `Text Structure', p. 163. 
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stretches of languages), since they often contain discourse markers that relate them to their 
co-text. CLAUSES are often combined by conjunctions to form complex sentences. 
Similarly, PARAGRAPHS are often combined by discourse markers to form larger parts of 
discourse. This is typically accomplished by particles (e. g. yäp, oüv, Stä Tovtio, 'dOcv, 
äpa, Sio, U, vvv), but can also be signalled by generic formulas, grammatical person, 
number, tense-forms, case, and semantically-signalled shifts in topic. Clauses are to 
sentences as paragraphs are to discourses. They are both subsets of and cannot exist apart 
from the larger unit; however, the existence of a sentence or discourse does not necessitate 
the existence of a clause or paragraph. 
With these co-textual levels of discourse in mind, the discourse analyst turns to the text 
at hand ready to inspect how the speaker/author has combined smaller linguistic forms (and 
their functions) to form a larger discourse. The question is not primarily whether the 
speaker has done it well, but how it has been done. An incoherent discourse often reveals 
just as much about discourse structure as a coherent discourse. But where does the 
interpreter begin when analysing word, phrase, clause, sentence, paragraph, and discourse 
levels? The concept of BOTTOM-UP ANALYSIS and TOP-DOWN ANALYSIS provides a 
starting point. To read from the bottom-up is to begin by analysing the smaller units of 
discourse and how they are combined into increasingly larger units. The discourse analyst 
starts with the smallest unit, the word (and its morphemes), and concludes with the largest 
unit, the discourse. To read from the top-down is to begin with an understanding of larger 
discourse functions (e. g. register/genre) and then to interpret the meaning of smaller units 
in terms of those functions. Bottom-up analysis may be likened to inductive reasoning, in 
which the analyst arrives at a theory (e. g. appraisal of a text's theme) based on separate, 
individual facts (e. g. microstructures). Top-down analysis, on the other hand, is 
comparable to deductive reasoning, in which a person reasons from a known principle 
(e. g. the function of a certain genre) to an unknown (e. g. the meaning of a particular use of 
a word, a pia)-from a premise to a logical conclusion. K. Callow also recognises 
this two-part task of discourse analysis: 
The aim of discourse analysis is obviously, in the long term, the analysis of discourses, 
i. e., whole passages. To do this, we often have to start by analysing low-level surface- 
structure signals which have discourse significance, such as connectives, word order, and 
verb mood. Such analysis is essential in order to have good, objective evidence for their 
function on any particular occasion of use, but it is not our only aim: our future purpose is 
to see how a whole passage fits together to express the intended meaning of the writer and 
what contribution each constituent element makes to the whole. 2 
Bottom-up and top-down analyses are directly related to the linguistic concepts of 
microstructures and macrostructures (not identical to the notions of `structure' and `genre' 
below). Texts comprise thematic MACROSTRUCTURES of communication .3 It is possible 
1Coulthard (Discourse Analysis, p. 121) argues that paragraph cannot be regarded as a level of grammar 
because 'a potential unit upon whose structure one can discover no constraints in terms of combinations of 
the unit next below has no structure and is therefore not a unit in the rank scale'. However, genres (see 
below) appear to constrain the possible structures for paragraphs (i. e. sections of discourse). Such 'rules' or 
'formulas' of genres are resident in the memories of authors and readers. Therefore, they may be analysed 
formally, although I would agree with Coulthard that most paragraph analysis is based on semantic 
interpretations. 
2Callow, 'Patterns', p. 194. 
3Textual coherence (i. e. conceptional connectivity maintained and recoverable in the text) is another way 
of talking about macrostructures; cf. Beaugrande, Text, Discourse and Process, p. 19, and Cotterell and 
Turner, Linguistics, pp. 230-231. Dijk (Macrostructures, pp. 72,133) describes macrostructure as the 
deep (underlying) structure guiding the semantic organisation of discourse. On the concepts of 
macrostructure and microstructure see esp. Dijk, Aspects of Text Grammars, pp. 6-7,34-129,130-62; Text 
and Context, pp. 130-163. 
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to recognise overarching topics of discourse (i. e. themes) that dominate the composition 
and structure of texts and signify the central thrust(s) of the work. These macrostructures 
(not always limited to one primary theme in a NT discourse) are made up of smaller, 
sequenced MICROSTRUCTURES (e. g. words, sentences, paragraphs). Analysis of words 
and clauses is important, but only within the perspective of the macrostructure. ' Actually, 
each level of discourse is a macrostructure of its lower level microstructures. A sentence is 
a macrostructure of words, phrases, and sometimes clauses. The largest linguistic 
macrostructure is the discourse. The microstructures combine into unified patterns to 
reveal the macrostructure. Although any given microstructure may not directly reveal its 
relationship to the macrostructure, sequences of microstructures reveal these relationships 
(a typical feature in the Pauline discourse)? The point is that macrostructures and 
microstructures are not independent but are interdependent entities of texts. 
Macrostructures govern microstructures, i. e. they influence how the microstructures are 
organised by the author. On the other hand, microstructures determine macrostructures. 
Both macrostructures and their microstructures influence and are influenced by one 
another. 
Finally, the linguistic concepts of PARADIGMATIC and SYNTAGMATIC analysis and 
SLOTS and FILLERS are also helpful for understanding micro- and macrostructural levels of 
discourse. A sentence has various grammatical slots that may be filled by a variety of 
actual instances of language. There are subject slots, verb slots, and complement slots, for 
example. A subject slot may be filled by an infinitive clause, a nominal phrase, or even a 
solitary article. The speaker/author chooses the actual grammatical form to fill the slot from 
his or her paradigm of choices. R. de Beaugrande calls this paradigm of choices the 
VIRTUAL SYSTEM of the speaker/author, i. e. the speaker's linguistic code or language 
(langue, competence, system)-the shared meaning-system encoded in grammatical and 
lexical items. What the speaker/author actually chooses and fills the slot with is the 
ACTUAL SYSTEM (parole, performance). The virtual system is composed of `elements 
whose potential is not yet put to use, e. g. the repertories of sounds, grammatical forms, 
sentence patterns, concept names, etc., which a particular language offers its users'. In 
contrast, a text is an actual system, `a functional unity created through processes of 
decision and selection among options of virtual systems' .3 That which the speaker chooses 
from the virtual system is constrained by the co-text and context. There is, in other words, 
an interplay between the system of language and use of language in the composition of 
discourse. 
On the one hand, the `system' of the language as known to the communicative participants 
determines what items, relations, and significances they assign to any instance of language 
in use. On the other hand, the steadily accruing body of experience with language use is 
both the source of that knowledge and a continual influence upon it. In this sense, the use 
of language provides experience and the system provides categories. 4 
1Although scholars applying discourse analysis to the New Testament have assumed this methodology, 
Louw's popular definition of the pericope as 'the largest readily perceptible whole.. . having some autonomy 
of its own and exhibiting its own peculiar structural pattern' ('Discourse Analysis', p. 103) has resulted in 
NT discourse analyses which often restrict the scope of investigation to the pericope rather than to the 
whole text. So Guthrie (Hebrews, p. 37) misconstrues current thinking on discourse analysis by claiming 
that 'at the heart of discourse analysis is the endeavor to understand the paragraphs in the discourse'. 
2The explicit microstructural relationships in the text are often termed 'textual cohesiveness' (i. e. sequential 
connectivity of surface structures that are maintained in and recoverable from the text; cf. Beaugrande, Text, 
Discourse and Process, p. 19). 
3Beaugrande, Text, Discourse and Process, p. 16; cf. Galich and Raible, Textmodelle, p. 34. 
4Beaugrande, 'Text Linguistics', p. 13. 
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In addition to de Beaugrande's insightful comment, it may be noted that co-text as well as 
`experience' (context of culture and situation) influences choices from the system. The 
following sentence may help to illustrate this: I gulped down . The missing 
element in the preceding sentence may be filled by various linguistic elements from the 
English virtual system (e. g. water, coca-cola, drink). These elements represent 
paradigmatic choices. Not any element from the virtual system may fill this slot, however, 
and some are even less likely than others. `Millet mixed with the mud' is not a probable 
candidate for the missing element, especially in view of the subject `I'. But it would be a 
more likely candidate if `the pig' were the subject. Nor would `I' probably gulp down a 
`brick' or `a dog running through the park'. These may seem amusing, but they vividly 
demonstrate how the co-text (i. e. the syntagmatic choices) of a macrostructure in part 
determines the paradigmatic choices from the speaker's language. In other words, what 
fills the various slots of the discourse levels, is largely determined by what elements fill the 
surrounding discourse. The linear nature of discourse creates a situation in which the 
choice of the next linguistic element in the discourse is influenced by the selection of the 
current element. The way the next element will be interpreted is determined by the previous 
expressions and in particular the immediately previous one. 
In summary, by approaching the linguistic levels of discourse from the top-down and 
the bottom-up the discourse analyst is constantly evaluating how the co-text (both 
paradigmatic and syntagmatic choices) influences the production and processing of a 
particular use of language. This is part of what it means to analyse language at a level 
larger than the sentence. Contextual levels-the other part of extrasentential analysis-now 
requires discussion. 
CONTEXTUAL LEVELS OF DISCOURSE 
Co-textual levels of discourse concern the inter-linguistic components of texts. 
CONTEXTUAL LEVELS of discourse concern the extra-linguistic factors (explicit or implicit) 
which influence the production and comprehension of texts. These are treated below under 
the concepts of context of culture and context of situation, which reveal the sociological 
side of discourse analysis. ' It is beyond the scope and purpose of this work to detail a 
sociolinguistic approach to NT discourse; it is, however, necessary to describe in general 
how linguistic systems may convey culture and situation. 
Context of Culture 
Sociolinguistic studies have shown that the idea of an isolated, fixed language does not 
do justice to the facts. Rather, VARIETIES OF LANGUAGE exist within and across cultural 
groups. Only in the case of STANDARD LANGUAGES, perhaps such as Hellenistic Greek, 
may we think of a LANGUAGE in contrast to what is typically termed DIALECr. A standard 
language, or CODE, is shared by a group of people, either because they are part of the same 
culture or because they have the need to communicate despite differing cultural 
backgrounds. Such linguistic codes provide a way to communicate despite regional and 
social dialects. In other words, whereas the code is shared by the larger society, dialects 
are unique to various users of the code 2 Dialect is commonly thought of in terms of 
pronunciation; however, other factors determine dialectical varieties such as spelling, 
vocabulary, and gestures. Variant spelling practices probably due to pronunciation 
1Cf. Pike's all-inclusive term 'universe of discourse' ('Beyond the Sentence, p. 130). 
2Hudson, Sociolinguistics, p. 48. 
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differences, as found in the papyri, reveal such dialectical varieties in the Greco-Roman 
world. Such dialects (or varieties of language) should be pictured on a continuum with 
opposite poles representing the greatest disparity between the varieties. If two varieties of 
language are close to one another on the continuum, they are readily understood by the 
different speakers/authors. Two varieties of language on opposite ends of the continuum 
are less intelligible to the different users of the codes. Although the similarities among the 
dialects on the continuum are recognisable, R. A. Hudson argues that the individual 
instances on the continuum should not be called a particular language: `The concept 
"language X" has no part to play in sociolinguistics-nor, for exactly the same reasons, 
can it have any place in linguistics. " Accordingly, there is no such thing as the language 
of the NT, but only varieties of language. At most, there is a shared (though loosely 
defined) linguistic code that evolved in the Hellenistic era. Two key factors affect changes 
in varieties of languages: regional and social. Regional factors refer to the geographical 
locations of the language users. Geographical isolation often results in unique 
developments of a language variety (e. g. phonological peculiarities). Social factors, such 
as gender, age, education, and status, all affect the development of varieties of language. 
In addition, the particular needs of social groups result in adaptations of the standard 
language. For example, all legal terms used in the Roman legal system may not have been 
part of the public's vocabulary, but they were a vital part of the variety of language used by 
lawyers and orators. Similarly, early Christians and their various groups probably 
developed their own varieties of language. The discourse analyst must, then, be cognisant 
of both geographical and social differences of language in NT discourse. 
Hudson argues that standard languages are the only examples of language in which we 
may talk of `a language X'. 2 A standard language is a variety of language that has become 
the assumed, widespread language of choice. It may simply be a variety of language that 
has been accepted (for various reasons) by a larger group of speakers. Thus in America, 
Standard English is taught and learned in the school system, while varieties are used within 
particular regional locales and subcultures. This appears to be the case in Hellenistic 
society with the development of Greek. With the rise of Alexander's empire, koind Greek 
first developed as an imposed variety of language, with the result that communication took 
place across dialectal and cultural varieties. Alexander strategically chose the Attic dialect 
of his mentor Aristotle to be the standard language (lingua franca) of his empire. This 
linguistic code was eventually shared by many residents of the Mediterranean world. 
Consequently, letters could be written from opposite ends of the Roman empire (e. g. from 
Philippi to Alexandria) and still be understood by the sender and recipient. To this extent, 
the language of the papyri are useful for analysing the language of the NT. With the 
discovery of the papyri, scholars such as Deissmann and Moulton have made the case that 
NT Greek is also part of this standard koine code. Since then, the view that NT Greek is a 
special Jewish variety of Greek or even a `Holy Ghost' language has been rightly 
criticised, but is still not without its advocates (e. g. N. Turner's Grammar). While being 
open to further research on the particular varieties of language used in the NT, the approach 
taken here is that the language of the NT is part of the standard language commonly termed 
today koin6 or Hellenistic Greek, recognising, however, that particular texts may manifest 
a variety of that code. 3 
1Hudson, Sociolinguistics, p. 37. 
2Hudson, Sociolinguistics, p. 37. 
3For classic treatments of this issue see Porter, Language of the New Testament: Classic Essays. 
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Each language user not only learns the standard language and varieties of language 
needed to communicate, but he or she acquires language based on personal experience, 
resulting in a somewhat idiosyncratic IDIOLECr or personal variety of language. All the 
experiences and events of the individual's life give rise to a unique usage of the linguistic 
code, a sort of fingerprint. For example, a certain individual might have his or her own 
pronunciation, intonation, rate of delivery, vocabulary, or sentence structure. More 
importantly, each language user would recognise the idiolects of others and attach social 
significance to it. Paul's idiolect, both written and spoken, surely evoked certain types of 
cognitive and emotive responses from his audiences (cf. 2 Cor 10: 10). 
Context of Situation 
Whereas standard languages and varieties of languages are determined by broad 
sociological factors, REGISTER or GENRE1 (Schreibweise) has to do with more narrow, 
limited sociological factors. More specifically, whereas a variety of language refers to 
language according to user, 2 register refers to language according to use. Registers are 
the linguistic expressions of the different types of social activities commonly undertaken by 
social-groups (e. g. telephone conversations; teacher-pupil interchange; doctor-patient 
appointments; or ancient letters). They are a means of `doing things' with language. 
Consequently, registers are one of the most important ways of relating language to the 
context of situation. The term REGISTER refers here to a configuration of meanings that 
is associated with a particular situation. 3 Communicants are able to identify the 
situation by means of these configurations of meanings (e. g. epistolary formulas), often by 
the time the first few words of a discourse are spoken. It usually takes only a few seconds, 
for example, when turning on the radio to identify whether we are listening to a sermon, 
sports broadcast, news broadcast, disc jockey, commentary, talk show, quiz programme, 
or interview. Halliday's definition hits at the essence of the concept of register. 
A register can be defined as a particular configuration of meanings that is associated with a 
particular situation type. In any social context, certain semantic resources are 
characteristically employed; certain sets of options are as it were `at risk' in the given 
semiotic environment. These define the register. Considered in terms of the notion of 
meaning potential, the register is the range of meaning potential that is activated by the 
semiotic properties of the situation. 4 
Halliday is suggesting that changes in the context of situation contribute to changes in the 
use of language. Speakers/authors conform their discourse to the context of situation, and 
consequently draw upon accepted forms of language that others recognise as appropriate 
for that situation. Ethnographers have argued that `much of language use, like a grammar, 
is rule governed' .5 Registers, accordingly, may be thought of as rule-governed structures 
of language use. Consequently, their structures invoke certain interpretations by 
audiences, i. e. they provide for predictability. We understand the importance of speaking 
according to the appropriate register when we hear others disobey the rules of a register. 
For example, to address the President of the United States as `Hey Mister! ' would raise the 
1The terms are used interchangeably here, perhaps the only difference being that register concerns 
specifically the social context of a 'way of speaking' and genre has more to do with the spoken or written 
manifestation of that context. 
2Hudson, Sociolinguistics, pp. 48-49. 
3Halliday and Hasan, Language, Context, and Text, pp. 38-39; cf. Martin, 'Process and Text', p. 250, and 
Enkvist, Stylistics, pp. 20-21. Halliday further specifies this 'configuration of meanings' in terms of the 
Firthian contextual categories of field, tenor, and mode (see below on A Functional Grammar of NT 
Discourse). 
4Halliday, Learning, p. 126. 
5Gumperz, Discourse Strategies, p. 155. 
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eyebrows of most. Someone's response to such a statement might be, `You just don't 
speak to the President like that. ' In other contexts, however, the same statement might be 
appropriate. `Appropriateness' was an important aspect of rhetorical and epistolary theory 
in Greco-Roman traditions (see Appendix B). The same communicative principle (which is 
perhaps a universal principle along the lines of Grice's principles) has most likely 
influenced NT discourse production and interpretation. 
The appropriateness of communication required by a register involves essentially five 
aspects of discourse: (i) subject matter (the semantic content of the discourse); (ii) 
situation-type (or context of situation); (iii) participant roles (who is communicating with 
whom; what are the differences or similarities in age, gender, and other social variables); 
(iv) mode (e. g. persuasive, explanatory, and imperative discourses); and (v) medium 
(spoken or written). 1 Language users develop standardised linguistic expressions 
(formulas) in order to express these features of discourse. There is some flexibility in a 
speaker's appropriation of generic formulas, nonetheless. The following systemic diagram 
illustrates the basic choices of generic formulas made by an author. Upon entering the 
system of register, the speaker/author chooses to support or reject standard formulas. If 
they are supported, the author must then choose both between an obligatory or optional 
formula and between a canonical or modified one. These types of choices involve eight 
basic questions: (i) what elements must occur (obligatory)?; (ii) what elements may occur 
(optional)?; (iii) where must they occur?; (iv) where may they occur?; (v) how often must 
they occur?; (vi) how often may they occur?; (vii) what function must they have?; and (viii) 
what function may they have? 
obligatory 
tional support op -canonical 
reject 
N. Fairclough has furthered developed Hasan's theory of register in terms of concepts 
of intertextuality. 2 His work successfully incorporates literary theory into a model of 
linguistic discourse analysis and, I believe, represents a substantive advance in discourse 
analysis methodology. An intertextual approach to register emphasises that discourses 
reuse texts from the past (thus their conventional nature) but also respond to, reaccentuate, 
and rework past discourses .3 In other words, any given discourse, as part of a specific 
register, both obeys and disobeys convention. Discourses are related to past texts both 
horizontally-as part of chain of successive communications (e. g. Paul's letter as part of a 
series of letters from and to a church)-and vertically-as part of a register of 
contemporary texts (e. g. Paul's letters in relation to `personal' letters). Discourses not only 
draw upon formulas of the register in a relatively straightforward way but `reaccentuate' 
them, for example, by combining them according to one's idiolect (e. g. Paul's mixture of 
Jewish and Christian elements in the epistolary salutation). These formulas may either be 
explicitly manifested in a discourse (e. g. disclosure formula) or implicitly incorporated into 
the text (e. g. indirect speech, OT allusions). Fairclough further distinguishes three types of 
intertextual relations: (i) sequential, where different texts or registers alternate within a 
1Hasan, 'Code, P. 272. 
2Fairclough, Discourse, pp. 101-136. 
3Fairclough, Discourse, p. 102. 
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text; embedded, where one text or register is contained within the framework of another, 
and mixed, where texts or registers are merged in complex and less easily separable 
ways. 1 Finally, Fairclough proposes a four-part taxonomy of discourse types: genre 
(register); activity type; style; and discourse. Genre overarches the other types, which are, 
with varying degrees of autonomy, freely combinable with other genres. GENRE is `a 
relatively stable set of conventions that is associated with, and partly enacts, a socially 
ratified type of activity, such as informal chat, buying goods in a shop, a job interview, a 
television documentary, a poem, or a scientific article' or, with respect to the NT, written 
communication between spatially separated individuals (i. e. a letter)? ACTIVITY TYPE 
(what some might call sub-genre) refers to the sequence of actions and participants making 
up the structure of the text. These are, in terms of Hasan's model, the optional formulas of 
the genre. The types of letters classified by ancient epistolary theorists are probably best 
understood in terms of activity types of letters, although they do discuss style as well. For 
example, the letter of commendation is an activity type of the epistolary genre. STYLE 
corresponds to Halliday and Hasan's `tenor' and `mode' of discourse (see below). The 
tenor of a discourse, i. e. the sort of relationship between the participants, results in such 
styles as formal vs. informal, official vs. intimate, serious vs. casual. The use of mood is 
often an explicit indicator of the tenor of a discourse. The mode of a discourse, i. e. the 
medium used to communicate, results in such styles as written and spoken and, more 
specifically, written-to-be-spoken, written-as-if-spoken, spoken-as-if-written. DISCOURSE 
(as defined by Fairclough) is the most autonomous of the three sub-categories of genre, i. e. 
it is the least dependent on the genre of discourse and may be used in a variety of registers. 
It concerns the topic, subject matter, content, or, in term of Halliday's metafunctions, the 
ideational meanings of texts. Thus today we have `techno-scientific discourse' or `feminist 
discourse of sexuality'. 
Some of the problems associated with attempts to classify Paul's letters (which will be 
discussed in detail later) are a result of imprecise definitions of `genre'. One scholar may 
be speaking of the genre of Paul's letters and another the activity type of his letters, 
resulting in quite distinct classifications which are not necessarily mutually exclusive. 
Paul's letter to the Philippians, for example, might be classified in terms of genre as an 
ancient `letter', in terms of activity type as `exhortation', in terms of style as `personal', 
and in terms of discourse as Paul's theology of joy in the midst of suffering. All of these 
have been suggested as characterisations of Philippians. In conclusion, Hasan's treatment 
of register supplemented by Fairclough's use of intertextuality in discourse analysis 
provides a useful taxonomy for macrostructural characterisations of NT discourse. 
SUMMARY 
Discourse analysis of the NT faces a particular problem in that the only recourse the 
analyst has to the cultural world of a text is via its `words'. These words are part of a 
linguistic code shared by a group of people, but they are also part of a variety of language 
shared by various subgroups of society. Furthermore, these words reflect the idiolect of a 
particular author. This overall semiotic system reflects the context of culture influencing 
the production and processing of discourse. In addition, every discourse is part of a 
unique historical context3-a context of situation-which is revealed generically by the 
1Fairclough, Discourse, p. 118. 
2Fairclough, Discourse, p. 126. 
3Halliday and Hasan, Language. Context, and Text, p. 42. 
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register and particularly by its own lexico-grammatical composition. The co-textual levels 
affect discourse production and processing as soon as the first word is written or read. 
This initial word then influences the possible combinations of other words and in turn the 
resulting clause influences construction of the ensuing clause. These clauses may be 
grouped semantically into a paragraph, which in turn influence other formations of 
paragraphs. Both co-textual (inter-linguistic) and contextual (extra-linguistic) factors, 
therefore, play a role in the analysis of a particular grammatical item in a discourse. They 
help clarify what it means to claim that discourse analysis is an attempt at understanding 
language beyond the level of the sentence but without neglecting the semantic importance of 
the sentence itself. These levels of discourse are summarised in the following chart. 
Standard Language/Code 
Variety of Language/Dialect Context of Culture 
Idiolect 
Genre/Register I Context of Situation 
Discourse 
(Paragraph) 
Sentence Co-text 
(Clause) 
Phrase/Group 
Word 
Levels of Discourse 
A FUNCTIONAL GRAMMAR OF NEW TESTAMENT DISCOURSE 
Based on the above introductory issues, a more systematic, comprehensive model of NT 
discourse analysis is now in order. This hermeneutic is partly based on Halliday's three 
metafunctions of language-ideational, interpersonal, and textual meanings-and it is, 
therefore, a functional approach to NT grammar. ' It is functional in three respects. (1) It 
is designed to account for how language is used in situational contexts; therefore, it takes 
the discourse as the scope of grammar. (2) It treats lexis and grammar (lexico-grammar) in 
terms of the functions (meanings) of human speech, viz. ideational, interpersonal, and 
textual. (3) Each element of grammar is treated in terms of a linguistic system, 
emphasising that speakers choose from this system on a functional basis. One traditional 
task of discourse analysis has been to determine the coherence and incoherence of 
discourse. We expect each other to communicate coherently, and we are often relatively 
successful at it. But how do we do it? How does a speaker bring together the various 
linguistic units of communication into an understandable whole? What makes a discourse 
coherent to the eyes and ears of a listener? What makes one discourse coherent and another 
incoherent? Why do two readers interpret the same discourse differently? In numerous 
publications and during a lifetime of linguistic study, M. A. K. Halliday has set forth a 
unified theory of language to account for such questions. Even his critics recognise the 
1For definitions of his functional approach see esp. Halliday, Explorations, pp. 65-66,22-47; idem, 
Language and Social Man, pp. 13,15; idem, Learning, p. 6. A functional grammar is not an attempt to 
explain the infinite number of uses of language, but an attempt to 'identify... a finite set of 
functions... which are general to all these uses and through which the meaning potential associated with 
them is encoded into grammatical structures' (Explorations, pp. 98-99). 
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magnitude of the task and respect Halliday's attempt to answer fundamental questions of 
language and communication. Halliday's general theory is introduced below and then 
treated in detail in its respective subdivisions, being supplemented by the work of other 
discourse analysts where necessary. 
Halliday proposes two essential functions of language: (i) to understand the 
environment (ideational), and (ii) to act on the others in it (interpersonal). ' IDEATIONAL 
MEANINGS (sometimes referred to as EXPERIENTIAL MEANINGS) concern the real world as 
it is comprehended by human experience. 2 Language is used in this way to express the 
various processes, events, states, actions, ideas, participants, and circumstances of our 
experience, including both phenomena of the external world and those of one's 
consciousness. `Language... gives structure to experience, and helps us to determine our 
way of looking at things. '3 INTERPERSONAL MEANINGS (sometimes referred to as 
INTERACTIONAL MEANINGS) concern the use of language to establish and maintain social 
relations. 4 Whereas ideational meanings may be likened to `language as reflection', 
interpersonal meanings may be likened to `language as social action'. Through them the 
speaker expresses his or her own comments, attitudes, and evaluations on the surrounding 
environment. The third function of language-TEXTUAL-is not so much a property of 
language (code), but a property of discourse, s and, consequently, very relevant to the 
discourse analyst. TEXTUAL MEANINGS concern both the semantic and grammatical 
symmetry and the thematic structure of discourse. 6 This aspect of language allows 
speakers to bring together both ideational and interpersonal meanings into a coherent 
whole. That there is a relationship both semantically and grammatically between the 
various parts of a text (cohesive ties) and that there is some thematic element which flows 
through it (information flow) results in cohesive discourse rather than a jumble of unrelated 
words and sentences? 
These functions of language are closely related to the cultural and situational contexts of 
discourse. Halliday speaks of this relationship in terms of the field, tenor, and mode of the 
communicative situation. FIELD of discourse is simply what is `going on' or `happening' 
in the context. Halliday describes it by means of a question: `What is it that the 
participants are engaged in, in which the language figures as some essential component? '8 
TENOR of discourse concerns the participants and their social functions in the context. 
Here, a different kind of question is asked of the text: 
What kinds of role relationship obtain among the participants, including permanent and 
temporary relationships of one kind or another, both the types of speech role that they are 
1Halliday, Functional Grammar, p. xiii. 
2Halliday, 'Notes: Part 3', p. 209; idem, Learning, p. 17; Halliday and Hasan, Cohesion, p. 238. Other 
terms used to describe this phenomenon include 'representational', 'cognitive', 'semantic', and 'factual- 
notional'. 
3Halliday, 'Language Structure', p. 143. 
4Halliday, 'Notes: Part 3', p. 210; idem, 'Language Structure', p. 143; idem, Explorations, p. 66; idem, 
Learning, pp. 126-27; Halliday and Hasan, Cohesion, pp. 26-27. 
5However, I would maintain that advanced language acquisition includes learning textual meanings of 
discourse, e. g. learning the cohesive chains appropriate for doctor-patient interviews or letter writing. This 
learned behaviour, then, becomes part of the shared cognitive language system (i. e. code). 
6Halliday, 'Language Structure, p. 143; Halliday and Hasan, Cohesion, pp. 27,299. 
7Halliday often treats a fourth function of language under the rubric of textual meanings, viz. LOGICAL 
meanings (e. g. the rhetorical functions of 'and', 'because', 'if... then', and 'or'); see Ellis, 'Functions', pp. 
107-29. They are treated here under Textual Meanings (specifically, ORGANIC TIES). 
811alliday and Hasan, 'Text and Context', p. 12. 
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taking on in the dialogue and the whole cluster of socially significant relationships in which 
they are involved? 1 
MODE of discourse not only concerns the obvious question of whether the discourse is 
spoken or written but also the genre of the text. Halliday is worth citing again: 
MODE OF DISCOURSE... refers to what part the language is playing, what it is that the 
participants are expecting the language to do for them in that situation: the symbolic 
organization of the text, the status that it has, and its function in the context, including the 
channel (is it spoken or written or some combination of the two? ) and also the rhetorical 
mode, what is being achieved by the text in terms of such categories as persuasive, 
expository, didactic and the like. 2 
Halliday goes on to suggest that the three features of context field, tenor, and mode- 
are respectively `realised by' (= expressed by) the three functions of language-ideational, 
interpersonal, and textual-as represented in the following diagram. 3 
CONTEXT: (realised by) TEXT: 
Feature of the context Functional component of 
semantic system 
Field of discourse Ideational meanings 
(what is going on) (transitivity, lexis, 
etc. ) 
Tenor of discourse Interpersonal meanings 
(who is taking part) 00- (modality, lexis, etc. ) 
Mode of discourse Textual meanings 
(role assigned to (cohesive ties, 
language) information flow) 
The arrow indicates that the situation is, to use Halliday's term, `realised by' (expressed 
by) the corresponding functions of language. The field of discourse is realised by 
ideational meanings of the language system, the tenor of discourse by interpersonal 
meanings, and the mode of discourse by textual meanings. 
Halliday's model is serviceable for the discourse analyst in that it attempts to relate the 
meanings of language to the context of situation, thus dealing with two of the major tenets 
of discourse analysis (see tenets one and three above). In addition, although the sentence 
plays an important role in Halliday's functional grammar, his theory moves grammatical 
study into the realm of the discourse (tenet two above). Halliday's notion of textual 
meanings of language directly relates to discourse cohesion (tenet four above). Finally, 
although mostly applied to English, it is a functional approach to language in general, 
rendering it applicable to the Greek of the NT. When supplemented by the insights of other 
discourse analysts, I believe it provides NT scholars with a systematically-rigorous, 
linguistically-sensitive hermeneutical model which embodies the major tenets of discourse 
analysis being espoused today 4 The theory is also flexible enough to evolve with 
discourse analysis. Lastly, its interdisciplinary appeal to both linguists and literary 
1Halliday and Hasan, 'Text and Context', p. 12. 
2Halliday and Hasan, 'Text and Context', p. 12. 
3Adapted from Halliday and Hasan, 'Text and Context', p. 40. 
4T u ner, 'Sociosemantic Networks', p. 69. Butler (Systemic Linguistics), a systemic linguist, has provided 
valuable criticism of some of Halliday's work. Such criticism has not, however, overturned the general 
systemic-functional linguistic model of Halliday in vogue today, but in many ways has only modified and 
enhanced it. 
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theorists suggests that it should appeal to the various interests of NT scholars working in 
cross-disciplines such as linguistics, psychology, sociology, and literary theory. 
IDEATIONAL MEANINGS 
IDEATIONAL MEANINGS refer to what is `going on' in the text with respect to what is 
going on outside of the text, i. e. the use of language to represent `doings, happenings, 
feelings, and beings' in the real or imagined world. ' This is what people usually have in 
mind when they talk about what a word or sentence `means'-viz the `content' of 
language. This function of language enables humans to build a mental portrait of a 
discourse. It enables them to relate language to what goes on around them (viz. the context 
of situation and the context of culture) and to what they have individually experienced in the 
course of their lives. 2 The grammar of the clause accomplishes this by means of 
PROCESSES, PARTICIPANTS in the process, and CIRCUMSTANCES associated with the 
process. 3 Processes are typically realised by a verbal phrase, participants by a nominal 
phrase, and circumstances by adverbial or prepositional phrases: e. g. Gal 1: 18Fnettia 
(circumstance) µctä tipia M (circumstance) ävfj?. Oov (process / participant) dS 
'Iepoa6? xa (circumstance) iatopilaat (process [of subordinate clause]) Krlcpäv 
(participant [of subordinate clause]). With respect to grammar, Halliday labels these 
ideational meanings the system of TRANSIT1VrrY. (I use the term sparingly, however, 
because of its potential confusion with NT scholars' understanding of transitive and 
intransitive verbs. ) 
Participants and Processes4 
Participants and processes are closely related elements of ideational meaning, partly 
because certain types of processes invoke certain types of participants. This becomes 
clearer by examining three basic types of processes: material, mental, and reiaiiunal. 
MATERIAL PROCESSES-a common feature in discourse and one of the first functions 
learned in a child's acquisition of language-are processes of doing, i. e. they express the 
idea that some entity is `doing' something and often `doing' something `to' some other 
1Halliday, Functional Grammar, p. 101. 
2This study of ideational meanings may give the impression that discourse represents external reality. 
This, of course, is a simplistic view of discourse and the processes involved in comprehension. A 
significant amount of discourse describes non-real (fictive) people and events, and sometimes quite 
outlandish ones (e. g. the dancing elephants in Disney's film Fantasia). Nevertheless, the world of the text 
is frequently comprehended with reference to the real world (i. e. experiences) of the reader. For example, the 
ability to draw analogies from a text results in a proportionate level of discourse comprehension (cf. the 
PRINCIPLE OF ANALOGY in Brown and Yule, Discourse Analysis, pp. 64-67). Furthermore, the 
PRINCIPLE OF LOCAL IWI ERPREfATION suggests that 'the hearer should not construct a context any larger 
than he needs to arrive at an interpretation' (Brown and Yule, Discourse Analysis, p. 59)-again 
demonstrating that texts are interpreted in the light of extra-textual contexts. For example, upon hearing 
someone say 'Shut the door' one will typically look for the nearest available open door rather than cross 
the street and close the neighbor's door. The speaker will indicate directly by speech or gesture if she wants 
her friend to close the neighbor's door when there is an open door immediately in front of them. These 
principles underscore what was said above in the discussion of the tenets of discourse analysis, viz. that 
communication is a dynamic process involving speaker, text, and audience. I raise the point here again 
only as a caveat against possible misunderstandings of the notion of ideational meanings. 
3Halliday, Functional Grammar, p. 101. Cf. Firth, 'Personality', pp. 37-52, who suggests a four-part 
categorisation of context: participants (persons and personalities; statuses and roles); action (what the 
persons are doing); effects (what changes are brought about by the participants); other relevant features 
(background information such as surrounding objects and events). 
4Cf. Halliday, Functional Grammar, pp. 102-37 (chap. 5 of 1994 2nd edition). 
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entity'. ' These entities, or participants, are termed respectively the ACTOR (i. e. logical 
subject) and the GOAL (or patient). In unmarked clauses the grammatical subject (e. g. 
nominative case) is the actor (Matt 10: 217tapa&c)act SE ä&X9 )S ä8c cpöv cig 
6ävatiov... ), but in marked constructions the actor is sometimes in a prepositional phrase 
(John 14: 216 SE &yanwv gc &yai il%aerat vnö -rob natip6; gov). The actor is 
obligatory, i. e. it must occur in a material process (usually expressed explicitly in a nominal 
group or verbal suffix or implicitly with a passive voice construction); the goal is optional. 
When a goal is present, it may occur in an oblique case (usually the accusative) or less 
frequently in a prepositional phrase (Acts 9: 42 iniatcua(xv now! I ray xvptov). 
These types of material processes are fairly easy to identify, but as the process of the clause 
becomes more abstract it becomes more difficult to apply the categories of actor and goal. 
For example, in Matt 22: 27 &xi0avcv ii yuvrj, the actor is involuntary and is hardly 
`doing' something intentionally. This is better treated as a `happening' than a `doing'; 
nonetheless, both are types of material processes. 
An important semantic feature of material processes (more than mental and relational 
ones) is the speaker's choice of verbal aspect. ASPECT is that category of language `by 
which a speaker or writer grammaticalizes (i. e. represents a meaning by choice of a word- 
form) a perspective on an action by the selection of a particular tense-form in the verbal 
system'? Central to this definition, and important to the point being made here, is the 
speaker's subjective viewpoint of or attitude toward an action. Rather than treat the 
Greek verb solely in terms of temporal categories (which would also be an ideational 
meaning), several recent Greek grammarians are arguing that aspect is the central semantic 
function of verb tense-forms .3 Among these researchers, there is still some disagreement 
as to the role of time and Aktionsart in the tense-forms. The present work does not treat 
`time' or `kinds of action' as dependent upon morphological forms (though the verdict is 
still out), but it does at least recognise that such functions are expressed by other lexico- 
grammatical forms (e. g. particles and lexical choices). Thus, the understanding here of the 
function of tense-forms is closest to that of S. E. Porter's, although it draws from B. 
Fanning, K. L. McKay, and J. W. Voelz in other areas (esp. pragmatic understandings of 
the verb). (The debate over the precise aspectual roles of the Greek tense-forms is far from 
settled, but, in the light of these works, other NT scholars must now at least re-evaluate 
their understanding of the Greek verb and, thus, many of their interpretations of the NT. 
No one can claim anymore that there is only one model for understanding the Greek tense- 
forms. I am simply making it clear which system has been adopted here. ) Porter, who is 
similar in many respects to McKay and less so to Fanning, treats almost every Greek verb 
in terms of three categories of verbal aspect: perfective, i. e. completed process (aorist 
tense-form); imperfective, i. e. progressing process (present and imperfect tense-forms); 
and stative, i. e. resulting process (perfect and pluperfect tense-forms) 4 Besides their 
aspectual functions, the imperfect and pluperfect contribute temporal meanings (i. e. 
remoteness)-these are treated here as ideational meanings. Thus, an analysis of material 
processes in NT texts should also include a discussion of aspectual choices as ideational 
components of discourse. 
1Material processes may involve a'doing to' (dispositive type) or a'bringing about' (creative type). 
2Porter, Idioms, p. 21. 
3See esp. the works of Fanning (Aspect), McKay (Syntax), Porter (Aspect), and Voelz ('Aspect'); and for a 
debate on the issues see Carson and Porter, Language and Linguistics. The future tense-form is debated as 
to its aspectual or non-aspectual role; see below on Interpersonal Meanings. 
4For a condensed version of his 582 page Verbal Aspect monograph see his Idioms, pp. 20-45. 
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Although the `actor and goal' participants are applicable to clauses of `doings' and 
`happenings', they do not seem to apply to clauses of `feeling, thinking, and perceiving' 
(e. g. cpt w, Me), (ppov&w, voew). For example, in Matt 23: 6 cptXoüaty S'tv 
npwtio1C taiav &tioIS 6einvotg, it can hardly be said that the `men' as actors are 
materially `doing something to' the places of honour. These types of processes are 
different kinds of `goings-on' (i. e. different types of ideational meanings)`material 
processes; they are MENTAL PROCESSES, processes of sensing. Mental processes consist 
of three sub-types: PERCEPTION `seeing, hearing, tasting etc. ' (e. g. bpäw, ß? ita , äicoüw, ycüoltat); AFFECTION `liking, fearing, hating, etc. ' (e. g. CntOvt&w, (ptVm, 
cüöox&w, ßov?, ogat); and COGNITION `thinking, knowing, understanding, etc. ' (e. g. 
vo&. w, cüpiaicw, ytvwaxw, £niatiaµat, 8&, w `plan'). Mental processes are distinct from 
material processes in that (i) the participant who feels, thinks, perceives, i. e. `senses', is 
always human (or human-like [including deities and animals], `he', `she', but not `it'), 1 
and (ii) the participant `being sensed', on the other hand, frequently involves a fact (i. e. 
statements, beliefs) and thus is often an abstract. The participants of mental processes 
include senser and phenomenon. The SENSER is the conscious participant which is feeling, 
thinking, or perceiving. The PHENOMENON is the participant which is being felt, thought, 
or perceived. In Greek, it should be noted that the grammatical subject may sometimes be 
either the senser (e. g. Luke 3: 22 iv ao't 656xgaa-God is censer) or the phenomenon 
(Matt 14: 6 [she] ijpcacv ticý'Hp4 ji-Herod is senser), depending on the particular verb. 2 
Whereas material processes are those of `doing' and `happening' and mental processes 
are those of `feeling, thinking, and perceiving', RELATIONAL PROCESSES are those of 
`being' (e. g. ciXw, yivogat, ci tt, vlcäpxw), as in Phil 2: 13 Ocb;... MTty ö Evepywv ev 
v tIv `God is the one working in you' 3 Relational processes in Greek are perhaps the 
most complex type. They may be furthered divided into INTENSIVE ('x is y'; the 
relationship between the two terms is one of sameness), CIRCUMSTANTIAL (`x is at, by, in 
etc. y'; the relationship between the two terms is one of time, place, manner, cause, 
accompaniment, matter, or role), and POSSESSIVE ('x is of y'; the relationship between the 
two terms is one of ownership). Each of these types of relational processes may occur in 
one of two modes: ATTRIBUTIVE ('y is an attribute of x') and IDENTIFYING ('y is the 
identity of x'). The following diagram expresses these relational processes in terms of a 
systemic network. 
intensive 
Lcircumstantial 
relational possessive 
processes 
attributive 
identifying 
1Halliday is not concerned with the possible use of metaphor here (e. g. 'the wind whispered in my ear'), 
which he treats as the 'variation in the expression of meaning', i. e. marked expressions (Functional 
Grammar, p. 320). 
2As these examples demonstrate, Greek speakers could use particular words to express the functions of 
senser and phenomenon rather than use the passive voice; notably. 63o1CEw and äpiaxw do not occur in 
the passive in the NT. 
3See Halliday, Functional Grammar, 'pp. 112-28. 
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In the ATTRIBUTIVE mode, an attribute is ascribed to some participant in the clause. The 
attribute may be one of quality (what Halliday calls `intensive'), circumstance (e. g. time, 
place), or possession. The participants of attributive processes include the ATTRIBUTE and 
the CARRIER, both usually in the form of a nominal phrase. In Greek, the process is 
usually expressed by verbs of being (e. g. yivogat, ci t, üxäpxw), various states of being 
(e. g. vnoa'tp&pw, äv(xxavoµat, Stare? &o), or sometimes with no verb at all. (1) In 
intensive clauses, a qualitative attribute is assigned to a carrier ('x is a member of the class 
y'). The attribute is expressed with a nominal group, with a noun, adjective, or participle 
(including periphrastics) as head-term but not with a pronoun. ' Attributive clauses are 
identified by asking questions of what? or how?, e. g. what is Jesus? or how is the church 
at Philippi? (2) In circumstantial clauses, an attribute expressing a circumstance (location, 
time, manner, etc. ) is ascribed to another entity. The attribute is usually expressed with a 
prepositional phrase or an independent case-form (e. g. dative of time). (3) In possessive 
clauses, the possessive relationship between the participants may be expressed in Greek 
with a nominal phrase (e. g. genitive or dative case noun) or a verb (e. g. "o, ýyivoµat, 
vnäpx(o, tp&o, ntß6) 7. o ). The following diagram gives examples of attributive 
processes in Greek. (Note: c=carrier, p=process; a=attribute. ) 
Intensive 
Matt 17: 2 t& iµätta avtoB (c) E7evETo (p) XE-)1c& (a) 
Mark 6: 4 oüx Earty (p) npocpijsnS (c) Bettpos (a) 
1 Cor 7: 14 Tä Texva v t&v (c) &ca0apr& (a) Fariv (p) 
Circumstantial 
Matt 26: 5 tiva µi1 06pvßoS (c) 7evrjtat (p) ev TW Xaw (a) 
Mark 1: 11 (QWVh (C) Ey vetO (p) Ex TWV ovpav&v (a) 
Rom 13: 4 Aeoi ... 
&äxov' (c) eaty (p) cot (beneficiary) ctS Tö &-a06v (a) 
Possessive 
Rom 7: 3 Eäcv y v1Irat (p/c) ävSpi Etepw (a) 
Rev 20: 6 ... 
6 SEIkEpos O&vaTOs (c) ovx E'XEI (p) E4ovaiav (a) 
In the IDENTIFYING mode, one entity (participant) in the clause is used to identify 
another. The relationship between these two entities is that of token and value (intensive), 
phenomenon and circumstance (circumstantial), or owner and possession (possessive). 
Such relationships between the participants in a clause may be assigned the more general 
labels of IDENT= and IDENTIFIER. Verbs of identification in Greek include, for 
example, dpi, yivoµat, gop(po(O, O )atoixw. (1) In intensive clauses, `y serves to 
define the identity of x'-the identifier defines the identity of the identified. Unlike 
attributive-intensive processes where class membership is the focus, identifying-intensive 
processes must specify `the' participant (e. g. in English `Sarah is wise' and `Sarah is the 
wise one'), either by specifying its form (i. e. how it is recognised) or by specifying its 
function (i. e. how it is valued). The identifier is usually expressed by a nominal group. 
The unmarked word order is: identified followed by identifier. Identifying clauses are 
identified by asking questions of which? or who?, e. g. which is the best choice? or who is 
God? (2) In circumstantial clauses, one entity is being related to another by a circumstance 
(i. e. a feature of time, place, etc. ). As in attributive clauses, the circumstance is expressed 
(i) typically by an adverb, prepositional phrase, or independent case-form, or (ii) by a verb 
1Pronouns identify by means of 'reference; they do not function as attributes. For example, in the 
sentence, The piano player is he', the pronoun 'he would be the carrier and 'piano player' the attribute. 
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(i. e. verbs that encode the circumstance of time, place, accompaniment, etc., especially 
when prefixed with a preposition). (3) In possessive clauses, the possessive relationship 
between the participants may be expressed with (i) a nominal group (e. g. genitive noun) or 
(ii) a verb (e. g. `owns'). The following diagram gives examples of identifying processes 
in Greek. (Note: id=identified; p=process; ir=identifier. ) 
Intensive 
Matt 10: 2 Twv... Sw6eua äcnoat6? ov t& 6v6µath (id) eanv (p) TaüTa... Eiµwv... (ir) 
Mark 12: 20 ä 6&4o. (ir) ilaav (p/id) 
Rev 8: 11 to ovoµa Toi äace oc, (id) A. fyctat (p) 6 "AwnvOo; 
Circumstantial 
Matt 26: 69 av (id) loOa (p) µetä 'Iriaoü Toü ra tXa ov (ir) 
Mark 5: 25 yuvil (id) oüaa (p) iv püaet äiµaTOS SwSeua e°Tn (ir) 
Luke 2: 25 äv6pwnoS (id) iiv (p) iv 'Iepova(x%Ag (ir) 
Possessive 
Matt 21: 28 ävOpwnoc, (id) etxev (p) 2exva Uo (ir) 
Luke 7: 41 &o xpeocpeLVrat (id) l'iaav (p) Savi " trvt (ir) 
The difference between attributive processes and identifying ones is not always clear-cut 
in discourse, and the two categories often blend together. Two principles, however, are 
useful when attempting to determine if a relational clause may be distinguished according to 
these categories. Firstly, in attributive processes, an attribute is ascribed to a participant in 
the clause. The two elements enter into a relationship of class, one entity being part of the 
class of another. In `Paul is a poor speaker', the predicate nominative is an attribute of 
Paul; it does not identify since there are other poor speakers besides him. Secondly, in 
contrast to attributive clauses, identifying clause are often reversible (i. e. the participants 
may be switched) whereas attributive clauses are not (because attributes are not 
participants). An example from the NT that may help demonstrate the difference between 
attributive and identifying clauses is James 2: 17 il iia'ttq, ßä, v µi1 Exil Epya, vsxpä 
catity. Immediately after the nominative subject (il niaTtg), there is a negated identifying 
clause of possession (µi1 [p/id] Epya [ir]) which serves to identify what type of faith is 
under discussion. Once this is specified, the author attributes the quality of vcupä to the 
initial noun. In other words, something is identified (faith without works) and then 
attributed a quality (dead). 
Relational processes in language, as shown above, are more complex than material and 
mental ones. This often results in subtle multivalence when they are used in discourse. 
Such ambiguity often occurs in identifying processes, in which there is confusion over 
which participant is the token and which is the value. In the clause `the best students are 
the greatest worriers', if the token is assigned to `the best students' and the value to `the 
greatest worriers' the meaning is that the best students worry most (i. e. they worry because 
they are good), but if the token is assigned to `the greatest worriers' and the value to `the 
best students' the meaning is that the greatest worriers study best (i. e. they are good 
students because they worry). 1 
The above-mentioned material, mental, and relational processes and their respective 
participants are summarised in the following diagram. 2 To these have been added the 
1On this example see Halliday, Functional Grammar, p. 118. 
2Halliday (Functional Grammar, p. 131) adds the category of behavioural processes, which are treated here 
as a type of material process. 
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categories of verbal and existential processes-the former is not very different from both 
mental and material processes but involves different participants and the latter is not very 
different from relational processes except that the existent (similar to token) is not `related' 
to a value. 
Process Function Participants 
material: `doing' Actor, Goal 
action `doing' 
event 'happening' 
mental: `sensing' Senser, Phenomenon 
perception `seeing' 
affection `feeling' 
cognition 'thinking' 
verbal: 'saying' Sa er, Target, Verbiage 
relational: `being' Token, Value 
attribution `attributing' Carrier, Attribute 
identification 'identifying' Identified, Identifier 
existential: `exists' existent 
Process Types and Their Participants 
Besides the participants listed in this diagram, there are others that are not as directly 
related to the process of the clause, viz. BENEFICIARY and RANGE. In terms of `logical' 
language used by grammarians, whereas the ACTOR is `logical subject' and the GOAL is 
`logical direct object', the BENEFICIARY is `logical indirect object' and the RANGE is 
`logical cognate object'. The beneficiary may take the form of any of the oblique cases, but 
the dative predominates; the range may also take the form of any of the oblique cases, but 
the accusative predominates. Beneficiary participants are common in material processes, 
often in the form of a recipient (the one to whom goods are given, e. g. 2 Cor 9: 9 SS(0iccv 
tioiS 7CMßty `he gave to the poor') or a client (the one for whom services are done; Heb 
12: 13 tipoxt&g 6pO&S xotcitc tioig 7coaiv ütv `make a straight path for your feet'). A 
beneficiary is sometimes found in relational clauses as in 1 Cor 1: 30 3; ycvij0rl aocpta 
il tIv `who [Christ Jesus] became wisdom for us'. The RANGE, on the other hand, is the 
element which specifies the scope of the process, i. e. it completes the process. ' Ranges 
are only slightly distinguishable from goals (see above), viz. there is nothing being `done' 
to a range-element and it is not in any prominent sense a participant in the process. In 
material processes, the range expresses the domain over which a process takes place, as in 
the sentence `Mary climbed the mountain'. The phrase `the mountain' is not the goal of the 
process, i. e. she is not 'doing' something to the mountain (e. g. digging into it); instead, it 
specifies the range over which her climbing took place. In Greek, the range may also be 
combined with a verb (usually xco or tot&n) in order to function as a process. This is 
exemplified in 1 Cor 13: 1-3, in which a form ofw is used in conjunction with various 
accusative nouns (äyänqv, icpo(pil rdav, xiatitv): `I have not love' = `I love not'. Such 
constructions may have evolved in order to enable speakers to specify the number or kind 
of processes that take place: general `I make a request'; specific quantity `I make many 
requests' (e. g. Mark 9: 5 noII1aa tEV rpEiS ax-tlväc [goal? ]); specific quality `I make 
joyful requests' (e. g. John 6: 38 ovx Iva 90105T6 9º ct T6 Eµöv &U& Tb 8 , Ilµa 
1See Porter, Idioms, p. 88, on the accusative case. 
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tioü nPµyr(xvtioc). There are, then, two basic types of ranges: `range as entity' (cognate 
object) and `range as process' (e. g. constructions using ixo or not6W). 
Circumstancesl 
Besides participants and processes, most Greek clauses use CIRCUMSTANCES in order 
to express additional ideational meanings. Hellenistic Greek contains several linguistic 
devices which indicate circumstances. For example, adverbs, prepositions, and case-forms 
are all used to specify functions of extent, location, manner, cause, accompaniment, and 
role. These functions are briefly treated below along with representative examples from the 
NT. 
Circumstantial elements of EXTENT and LOCATION are prominent in narrative. 
Hellenistic Greek evolved a very descriptive grammar and vocabulary to specify these types 
of circumstances. At the most basic level, circumstantial elements may be displayed as a 
grid with eight cells: 
S atial2 Tern ral3 
Extent Definite Matt 5: 41 pD tov 'Ev James 4: 13 7GOt OJIEV EKEL ivtav'C6v 
Indefinite Matt 26: 39 npoe7l8Wv µucpov 2 Cor 6: 10 &E Se xaipovre 
Location Definite Mark 5: 3 ev rdt; µviµaaiv Matt 13: 30 iv uaipW Toü Oeptßµoü 
Indefinite John 3: 23 &ryüc toü EaXeiµ Phil 2: 19 TaxEwc n 4iNat 
Circumstances of extent involve questions of how far?, how long?, how many [units 
of measure]?, and how many times? 4 In Greek their structure may consist of, for 
example, a nominal phrase with an adjective (Matt 14: 17 nie äptiouS) or, more 
typically, a prepositional phrase (e. g. &co, St&, sic, &x, Fni, uatiä, np6; ), or the so- 
called accusative, genitive, and dative of time. 
Circumstances of location involve questions of where? and when?. Adverbs, 
prepositions, and oblique cases are all used to express location. Circumstances of location 
are more grammatically elaborate (i. e. delicate) than those of extent, however. 
Prepositions, for example, may be used to specify several relative spatial locations (e. g. ev, 
ixi, nap(i, ncpi, rpö, ßvv, vnip, vnö). In functional terms, location may be absolute 
or relative (either near or remote) as in the following examples. 
Spatial Temporal 
Location Absolute Matt 2: 1 iv BtOVEg Luke 4: 31 ev T* a& aaty 
Relative 
Near John 3: 23 iv Aivwv e üs 
roü EaXeiµ 
Rom 15: 25 vuvi &e 
aopeüopat tic 'IepouaaX, R 
Remote Luke 15: 13 tic xwpav 
µaupäv 
Heb 1: 1 th) at ö Othc 
ILaXAßas 
1Cf. Halliday, Functional Grammar, pp. 137-44 (chap. 5 of 1994 2nd edition). 
20n the semantic domain of 'spatial relations' in Greek see Louw and Nida, Lexicon, pp. 708-24. 
30n the semantic domain of 'time in Greek see Louw and Nida, Lexicon, pp. 628-54. 
4There is not a sharp distinction between circumstances of extent and expressions of range; however, 
whereas extent is expressed in terms of measurement (e. g. years), range is not [-measurement]. 
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In addition, location may be expressed in terms of rest or motion (e. g. änö, 5tä, bx, &i). 
Spatial Temporal 
Location Rest Acts 5: 23 E"ßw ovSEva 
EUPOPEV 
Acts 8: 26 nopevov Kaut 
Flp 
Motion towards Luke 2: 15 eox BtOA, eE t Acts 20: 11 i pt avyui; 
away from Luke 16: 26 Sta ývat Ev9Ev John 9: 1 '[ X2 v EK yEvu 
Circumstances of MANNER may be divided into three categories: means, quality, and 
comparison. MEANS involves questions of how? and with what?. In Greek, 
instrumentality is usually expressed with &+ dative (Ex and µesä are also used), leaving 
vnö + genitive and Stä + genitive to express agents and intermediaries respectively. The 
second expression often occurs in the passive and is better classified as a participant, not a 
circumstance, of the clause. The first expression typically functions as a circumstance due 
to its being semantically inanimate. The third expression, however, is more difficult to 
categorise precisely, sometimes appearing as a participant (esp. as the `indirect' agent of a 
passive voice clause) and sometimes as a circumstance of the clause (esp. in active voice). 
QUALITY is generally expressed by an adverb, answering the question of how?. It is 
typically expressed by means of adverbs, but prepositions (e. g. £v) and particles (e. g. 
ön(og, uaUq, wS, nöOcv) may also indicate the quality of a process. The genitive, when 
used to modify another noun, may also function to specify quality; in this case, however, it 
is not functioning as a circumstance of a clause but that of a phrase. COMPARISON is 
generally expressed in Greek with morphological suffixes (-, repo; and -tiatoq; although 
the comparative and superlative distinctions are fading in the NT eras) or the genitive with 
the comparative adjective (e. g. Matt 5: 20). Circumstances of comparison answer the 
question like what?. The following diagram gives examples of circumstances of manner 
from the NT. 
? -Foren Examples 
Means how?, with what? Luke 24: 35 Ev Tp xXäaet'roü äptov 
Acts 2: 28 µzt& To"v apoßcr tov aov 
Eph 2: 16 Sß. ä Tob (Ytavpob 
Quality how? Mark 12: 37 uai nöOev aatob Mnv vibe 
Luke 4: 22 ¶ot, X6yot; t1S x&pttzoc 
Rom 12: 8 b µesaStSob; iv äa tt 
Heb 1: 1 no), v e xadt noXvc ön 
Comparison like what? John 5: 36 -rhv µapTuptav t iCw To"v 'Iw&vvov 
like how? 1 Cor 7: 38 b µi-ya tU ov upctaaov noti aet 
Gal 6: 10 pAXtmra ToüS oticc ovs T11S MGM); 
Circumstances of CAUSE consist of four basic categories: reason, purpose, result, and 
behalf. (Note: I am not treating the clause complex here, which would include e. g. tv(x 
clauses; rather, I am interested in circumstantial elements within the clause. These may, 
however, be extended in principle to the level of clause. ) Prepositions such as Stä and äßi. 
are used in Greek to represent the REASON for which a process takes place (what causes it) 
or the PURPOSE for which it takes place (the intention behind it)-questions of why? or 
how? and what for? -, although the semantic distinctions are not always clear-cut in the 
1Cf. Turner, Grammar, p. 29. 
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NT. Again, these circumstantial functions (and that of result) are generally expressed with 
prepositions (e. g. Stä + accusative). Less recognised as a causal circumstance in Greek is 
the use of a preposition (usually ünhp or nept) to indicate the entity (typically a person) on 
whose BEHALF a process takes place. The following diagram provides examples from the 
NT. 
? -Form Examples 
Reason why?, how? John 6: 66 Ex To1S ov ao7Üloi... ät), Oov 
Acts 21: 34 µ7 Svvaµevov... a6Tov yv&vat Tö &a paX s Stä 
Töv O6pußov 
Eph 5: 31 äcvvt TovtOV uaTa%iyrst äv8pwnoc, Töv nadpa 
xai 'M, v µ11TE a 
Purpose what for? Luke 2: 32 cpi5; Eis &cnoK&? nv EOvwv 
Eh2: 10 ictt6OEvuC Ev Xptat4 '11100T) ent pyots &yca. BotS 
Result what result? Phil 1: 12 ö rt vä uat' 4µe l. L&X, ov Etc, 7[poxo3sity TOT) 
evayycXiov &Xi XvOev 
Behalf who for? Mark 2: 27,6 aäßßatov St& Töv ävOpwnov Eyeveo 
Col 1: 7 äs &rrty nta cbq veep vµwv Siäxovo; To"v Xptato"v 
Circumstances of ACCONWANIMENr in the clause are similar to the use of particles for 
connecting clauses, meaning `and', `or', or `not'. They are typically expressed by means 
of prepositions. They represent questions of and/but who/what else?, and may involve a 
comitative or additive relationship, as in the following examples. 
? -Form Examples 
comitative who/what with? John 21: 3 EpX6geOa uai ittcts aüv aoi 
Matt 26: 47 oXXoc no?, µerä µaxatpwv uat vXwv 
not who/what? John 15: 5 xcopIS 4 oü 0'6 SüvawOe notety ov&v 
Rom 4: 6 w6 OEk Xoyigetat SLxatoaüviiv x(j)pi e"P7wv 
additive who/what else? Matt 8: 33 «nAyyetXav a&vta icat t& TWv 
SatµovtCoµevcuv 
Col 3: 14 eat E&atv... To$ToL iv dcy&mly 
not who/what else? Rom 1: 25 A&Tpevßav t xtiaet nap& Töv c aavta I 
Luke 11: 11 ÖGV'[L t'X%os Ö(QLV cdtjs E7tt3 act 
Circumstances of MATTER deal with questions of about what? or with respect to 
what? and are typically expressed with prepositions meaning `about', `concerning', `with 
reference to', as in the following examples. The so-called dative of respect may also be 
treated as a circumstance of matter. 
? -Form Examples 
mattet' about what? Mark 1: 30 X youaw aL rw ncpt ai tiq 
Rom 16: 19 O! Xw... vµ&L ao(poiS ELvat ELS TÖ &YaO6V 
Col 2: 16 µi1 o'vv its v t&c uptvETo) iv ßpci act xai iv aöact n iv 
NCPEt eop tfic. "" 
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Circumstances of ROLE deal with questions of as what? and are often expressed with a 
participle clause, as in the following example. 
? -Form Examples 
role as what? Phil 2: 6 öS iv µopcpn Aeon vtäpxwv oox &pnay thv Tirjaato T6 
eivat iaa OF@ 
The above study reveals that prepositional phrases are typically used to specify 
circumstances in the Greek clause; adverbs and the oblique cases are also used, but less 
frequently. As part of the prepositional phrase, the nominal group often represents a 
participant in the process. However, the preposition acts as an intermediary between the 
nominal group and the process. The result is only an indirect relationship between the 
participant and process as indicated by the preposition. For this reason, it is often more 
accurate to classify such phrases as circumstances rather than as participants, although an 
indirect relationship may be present. (This principle does not negate the fact that 
prepositional phrases may express participants directly related to the process [e. g. vnö + 
genitive]). 
For the sake of a convenient reference tool, the above ideational meanings are all 
summarised in the following diagram (of transitivity). 
Ideational Role Participant Transitive 
(typical form) Function Function 
Process Material Mental Attributive Identifying 
Participants Agent Actor Senser Carrier Token 
nominative 
vnö + gen. 
accusative Medium Goal Phenomenon Attribuwr Value 
Actor (reflex) 
dative Beneficiary Recipient Beneficiary 
Client 
accusative Range Range Phenomenon Attribute 
exw-type (63oue(O) 
Circumstances Extent duration (temporal) how long? how far? 
distance (spatial) 
Location time (temporal) when? where? 
(Realm) place (spatial) 
Manner means how? what with? 
quality in what way? 
com n like what? 
Cause reason/purpose/result why? what for? what result? 
behalf who for? 
Accompani- comitation who/what with? 
ment addition who/what else? 
Matter what about? who regarding? 
Role what as? 
Diagram of Ideational (Transitivity) Functions 
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In summary, the above treatment of the central components of ideational meanings- 
processes, participants, circumstances-is not merely an exercise in grammar. It 
represents a functional, linguistically-based system by which the discourse analyst may 
classify how an author communicates `ideationally' in a discourse. It has a comparative 
value for NT studies as well, serving as an analytical tool to juxtapose different texts not 
only to expose their differing ideational content but also how author(s) express that content 
with the lexico-grammar (e. g. two authors may express the same ideational functions with 
different lexico-grammatical forms). Ideational meanings, however, are only one way in 
which Greek evolved to serve the communicative needs of its users. Before turning to the 
second system-interpersonal meanings-a discussion of lexis may supplement Halliday's 
treatment of ideational meanings. 
Lexis 
The above discussion of participants, processes, and circumstances primarily deals with the 
grammatical forms of ideational meanings. A more obvious way of representing ideational 
meanings is by means of lexis (word choice). Indeed, an important part of determining the 
ideational functions of discourse is by analysing the lexical choices of the author. Some 
linguists and psychologists have attempted to set forth stereotypic representations of human 
knowledge of the world, variously termed SCRIPTS, SCENARIOS, MENTAL FRAMES, and 
SCHEMATA. 1 These then are used as a basis for interpreting discourse or, for example, 
creating artificial intelligence software. Such theories of cultural knowledge are directly 
related to Halliday's theory of ideational meanings, since they concern the relationship 
between human experience and language functions. The various theories share the belief 
that knowledge is organised in memory according to contextual scenarios or schemata; the 
theories are, thus, cognitive-psychological approaches to discourse comprehension. 
Understanding discourse is, in this sense, essentially a process of retrieving stored 
information from memory and relating it to the encountered discourse. This is a 
remembered framework to be adapted to fit reality by changing details as necessary. 2 
The theories emphasise that cognition is central to the act of communication. In order to 
understand the world `out there' people organise it into meaningful categories. As an 
individual's experience increases so does his or her schemata of the world. For example, a 
child may experience bananas, oranges, apples, and pears while growing up, quickly 
categorising them as edible objects. Eventually, the child may categorise them as types of 
fruit-one type of edible object with particular tastes. The more experience gained, the 
more refined the schemata becomes. However, these mental scripts are not detailed to the 
point of remembering every aspect of every experience-they become generalised. As E. 
C. Bartlett notes, `The past operates as an organized mass rather than as a group of 
elements each of which retains its specific character. '3 The task for the listener/reader of 
communication is to map the textual world of the discourse on to mentally-stored schemata. 
For example, the sentence `The woman stepped out of the vehicle' allows for a number of 
possible worlds that might be constructed by a listener/reader. One reader might build a 
mental scenario in which a woman with short hair wearing a dress steps out of a bus. 
Another mental scenario might involve an extravagant movie star being escorted out of a 
1See esp. the studies of Minsky, `Framework'; Schank and Abelson, Scripts, Tannen, 'What's in a Frame'; 
Rumelhart, `Schemata'; and Mandler. Stories; see Johanson, To All the Brethren, p. 29, for application to 
NT studies. 
2Brown and Yule, Discourse Analysis, p. 236. 
3Bartlett, Remembering, p. 197. 
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limousine. These are only two of a multitude of possible schemata that might be 
constructed by an audience. 1 
In the light of work being done on mental schemata, the vocabulary (lexis) of a language 
plays a significant role in conveying the ideational meanings of discourse. Some words, of 
course, play more of a role than others. Discourse markers such as SE ('but, and') and icat 
('and'), for example, play a textual role rather than an ideational one. Because of the 
importance of vocabulary for the analysis of ideational meanings, a tool like J. P. Louw 
and E. A. Nida's Greek-English Lexicon is invaluable for the discourse analyst. Despite 
the title, this work offers much more than the standard lexicon. It seeks to partition NT 
words into their semantic domains and subdomains, i. e. the various categories of meaning 
(usually cultural categories) which distinguish words from one another. 2 This lexicon is 
characterised by functional categories, making it especially beneficial for the discourse 
analyst. For example, rather than listing words in their alphabetical order, Louw and Nida 
order them according to meaningful categories such as Geographical Objects and Features, 
Maritime Activities, and Household Activities. Under each category (domain), further 
subdomains may also be delineated. Under the category of Geographical Objects and 
Features, for example, are the subcategories (subdomains) of Universe/Creation, Regions 
Below the Surface of the Earth, Heavenly Bodies, Atmospheric Objects, The Earth's 
Surface, Elevated Land Formations, Depressions and Holes, and so on. By grouping 
words according to functional categories, Louw and Nida reveal an essential function of 
words, viz. a means of storing and communicating human knowledge of culture and 
experience. More importantly, under each category (domain or subdomain) words are 
listed according to a hierarchy, i. e. words with the most general meaning are listed first and 
those with the most narrow meanings last (from generic to specific). For example, under 
the category of Household Activities, oixovoµew / oixovoµia ('to manage and provide 
for a household') is listed first and aap&o ('to sweep by using a broom') last. In other 
words, sweeping with a broom conveys a more specific household activity. 
In sum, Louw and Nida's semantic domains are closely related to notions of mental 
schemata. They represent categories by which language users organise the phenomena of 
their world into expressible forms. Rather than refer the reader to Louw and Nida's 
lexicon the various semantic domains are listed in full below. A similar study of semantic 
domains (chains) provides the basis for the analysis of ideational and textual meanings in 
Philippians (see chap. 5). Their lexicon is not the only possible schemata of NT culture, 
nor can it account for the mental scripts of individual authors. Nevertheless, it is one 
which is based on the linguistic forms of the NT (not a fabricated conceptual description), 
making it all the more useful for discourse analysts 3 It relates, in other words, ideational 
functions to their lexical forms. 
Objects 
"Geographic Objects and Features 
"Natural Substances 
"Plants 
"Body, Body Parts, and Body Products 
"People 
"Kinship Terms 
1Cf. Hellholm, Visionenbuch, p. 43, who notes that 'jeder Adressat/l eser versteht den Text anders als 
andere Leser'. This is not an absolute principle, however, otherwise, shared experience and effective 
communication could not exist (see chap. 6 below). Context and co-text constrain potential interpretations. 
20n the theoretical moorings of the lexicon see Louw and Nida, 'Introduction', pp. vi-xx. 
3An obvious weakness of the work is its limitation to NT texts (though Nida has informed me that the 
glosses are based on a survey of Classical and Hellenistic literature as well); hopefully, future editions will 
cite extra-biblical literature. 
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"Animals 
-Foods and Condiments 
-Artifacts 
-Constructions 
"Groups and Classes of Persons and 
Members of Such Groups and Classes 
-Supernatural Beings and Powers 
Events 
-Be, Become, Exist, Happen 
-Physical Events and States 
-Linear Movement 
-Non-Linear Movement 
-Stances and Events Related to 
Stances 
-Attachment 
-Physical Impact 
-Violence, Harm, Destroy, Kill 
-Danger, Risk, Safe, Save 
-Trouble, Hardship, Relief, Favorable 
Circumstances 
-Physiological Processes and States 
"Sensory Events and States 
-Attitudes and Emotions 
"Psychological Faculties 
*Leam 
-Know 
-Memory and Recall 
"Think 
"Hold a View, Believe, Trust 
-Understand 
-Communication 
"Association 
Abstracts 
"Nature, Class, Example 
-Quantity 
-Number 
"Sequence 
-Arrange, Organize 
"Whole, Unite, Part, Divide 
"Comparison 
-Value 
"Proper, Improper 
-Time 
-Aspect 
-Affirmation, Negation 
-Real, Unreal 
-Mode 
"True, False 
-Genuine, Phony 
-Able, Capable 
"Help, Care For 
"Guide, Discipline, Follow 
-Control, Rule 
-Punish, Reward 
-Hostility, Strife 
-Reconciliation, Forgiveness 
-Behavior and Related States 
-Perform, Do 
-Agriculture 
-Animal Husbandry, Fishing 
"Building, Constructing 
"Household Activitiess 
-Activities Involving Liquids and Masses 
-Activities Involving Cloth 
"Activities Involving Clothing and 
Adorning 
-Contest and Play 
-Festivals 
-Funerals and Burial 
-Religious Activities 
-Maritime Activities 
-Military Activities 
-Courts and Legal Procedures 
"Power, Force 
"Ready, Prepared 
-Degree 
"Features of Objects 
"Space 
"Spacial Dimensions 
"Spacial Orientations 
"Spacial Positions 
"Spacial Extensions 
"Existence in Space 
"Weight 
"Status 
"Moral and Ethical Qualities and 
Related Behavior 
"Relations 
. Case 
"Discourse Markers 
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"Adequate, Qualified 
Other 
"Discourse Referentials "Names of Persons and Places 
INTERPERSONAL MEANINGS 
Whereas ideational meanings of language are used to convey and understand the 
environment (the world `out' there), INTERPERSONAL MEANINGS are used to act on the 
others in it. l Another way to express the distinction is that ideational meanings represent 
speakers' experiences and interpersonal meanings are a form of action, i. e. the speaker 
does something to the audience. Consequently, interpersonal meanings also reveal `how 
the speaker defines how he sees the person with whom he is communicating'. 2 This is 
accomplished in the clause when the speaker and audience play various roles in their 
rhetorical interaction. These roles, at their most basic level, consist of statements, 
questions, offers, and commands. These are treated below in the same way ideational 
meanings were treated, viz. with respect to the basic components of the clause (subject, 
predicate, complement, adjunct). 
Halliday takes a functional approach to the four speech roles, seeing two fundamental 
`actions' behind them: GIVING and DEMANDING. 
Either the speaker is giving something to the listener (a piece of information, for example) 
or he is demanding something from him-giving means 'inviting to receive', and 
demanding means `inviting to give'. The speaker is not only doing something himself; he 
is also requiring something of the listener. 3 
Thus, the `act' of speaking is more appropriately termed an `interact', an exchange in 
which giving implies receiving and demanding implies giving. These two speech roles are 
done with respect to two kinds of commodities, what Halliday calls `goods-and-services' 
and `information'. GOODS-AND-SERVICES are not limited to material products, but 
include any speech event with the aim of getting the audience to perform an action (`open 
the door! ') or give an object ('send the letter! '). The other commodity is the exchange of 
INFORMATION, which implies a verbal response (in contrast to goods-and-services which 
are mostly non-verbal). Treating the two speech roles in terms of the two commodities 
results in four primary interpersonal speech functions, as seen in the following four-cell 
grid. 
commodity 
exchanged 
goods-and-services information 
role in 
exchange 
giving OFFER STATEMENT 
Matt 4: 19 nodjao... John 6: 48 eyü) Eiµt o äpTOS 
demanding COMMAND QUESTION 
Rom 13: 12 &noOw tcOa... Heb 2: 6 Ti Eatty &vOpwnoS tt... 
1Halliday, Functional Grammar, p. xiii. Interpersonal meanings are treated in detail under the section on 
'Clause as Exchange' (pp. 68-100). 
2Hudson, Sociolinguistics, p. 49. 
3Halliday, Functional Grammar, p. 68. 
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The four speech functions-offer, command, statement, and question-also invoke certain 
responses (see the following diagram). 
initiation expected response alternative response 
give goods-and-services offer acceptance rejection 
demand command undertaldn refusal 
give information statement acknowledgement contradiction 
demand question answer disclaimer 
In a discourse analysis of NT letters such as Philippians, the desired responses do not enter 
into the analysis as much as they might in narrative (except perhaps in a reader-response 
analysis). The focus here, then, is upon the four speech roles. 
In a Greek clause, the four interpersonal functions may be expressed by means of a 
subject, predicate, complement, and adjunct. Of these, the predicate carries most of the 
semantic burden, having developed modal suffixes to express the four speech functions 
(note: the interrogative pronouns and particles help specify questions). This is typically 
referred to as grammatical mood. S. E. Porter's systemic analysis of the Greek verb 
provides a useful categorisation of the Greek modal system for an analysis of interpersonal 
meanings. ' Modality, as it is being used here, concerns the extent to which 
speakers/authors commit themselves to, or distance themselves from, propositions? In 
contrast to some attempts by grammarians to view mood in terms of `reality', Porter argues 
that mood expresses the speaker's subjective attitude `to what is both factual and not 
factual on the basis of the speaker's belief 3 The speaker's view of reality (not reality 
itself) may be understood either as an assertion or as a non-assertion, corresponding 
respectively to the indicative and non-indicative forms. (Participles and infinitives are 
themselves unmarked with respect to intermediacy [i. e. they do not express intermediacy], 
but may still be used to indicate one of the four speech functions. ) The emphasis is placed 
on the semantic contribution of the indicative as the speaker's assertion about reality, not 
whether that assertion is actually true. 4 In the case of non-assertion, non-indicative forms 
are used to indicate various other semantic categories: direction (imperative), projection 
(subjunctive), projection + contingency (optative). 5 The imperative is used to direct 
someone's action; it plays the speech role of command. The subjunctive is used to create a 
situation or realm which is held up for consideration; it is typically used in exchanges of 
information but may also be used as a command (without the forcefulness of the 
imperative; e. g. the so-called hortatory subjunctive) .6 
(The future, which shares formal 
and functional characteristics with the subjunctive, may be used either in statements to 
indicate expectation or in offers to indicate willingness. ) The optative mood (rare in the 
'Porter's understanding of mood-forms is internally coherent with his understanding of the tense-forms; 
thus, I have found it especially useful for treating ideational and interpersonal functions of discourse. The 
role of grammatical voice (esp. the middle) requires further research if it is to be more thoroughly integrated 
into a theory of discourse analysis. I have relegated my comments on voice mostly to matters of 
pcommence. 
2Cf. Fairclough, Discourse, p. 142. 
3Porter, Verbal Aspect, p. 165. 
4So Halliday notes: 'Semantics has nothing to do with truth' (Functional Grammar, p. 76). 
5For detailed treatment of these categories see Porter, Verbal Aspect, pp. 163-78. 
6The future, for most purposes, may be treated similarly to the subjunctive, perhaps with the added 
semantic feature of 'higher degree of certainty'-thus, it is often used in offers; on the function of the future 
see Porter, Verbal Aspect, pp. 403-39, esp. pp. 438-39; cf. McKay, Syntax, p. 27, but in terms of the 
aspect of 'intention'. On the hortatory subjunctive see Turner, Grammar, p. 94. The optative sometimes 
functions like an exhortation as well (e. g. Rom 15: 5,13; 1 Thess 3: 11-12; 5: 23; 2 Thess 2: 17; 3: 5,16). 
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NT) is similar to the subjunctive in that it is used to project a realm. With the optative, 
however, the speaker makes a more vague, less assured statement (i. e. a contingent one). 
It too is typically used in exchanges of information. In sum, the three moods-indicative, 
subjunctive, and optative-may all be used in an exchange of information (statement or 
question), each indicating different gradations of probability from the speaker's point of 
view. Exchanges of goods-and-services, however, are typically expressed by the 
imperative, negated aorist subjunctive, `hortatory' subjunctive (command), or future tense- 
form (offer). Interrogatives, which do not have separate modal suffixes, are often 
indicated by means of interrogative pronouns or particles (e. g. n0Cv). There are two 
types of interrogatives: (i) polar questions (e. g. ov or µßj questions), ' in which a `yes' or 
`no' response is sought and (ii) content questions (e. g. interrogative pronouns), in which a 
more detailed response is sought. Finally, POLARITY (negation) is another grammatical 
expression of modality. For example, by negating a statement in Greek this usually 
means that a negative particle is placed closer to a verb than to a substantive-the speaker 
may distance himself or herself from the asserted validity of a proposition. Thus, polarity 
is part of an interaction, allowing an audience to respond to a statement, question, 
command, or offer with an assertion or denial. Polarity is part of the overall system of 
modality, being used with each of the mood forms. This is evidenced by the fact that 
certain moods have a corresponding form of polarity (indicative takes 6; non-indicative 
takes µßj). 
In addition to modal suffixes (and their polarity) and interrogatives, Greek also 
developed a variety of adjuncts (adverbs and prepositional phrases) in order to express 
interpersonal functions. MODAL ADJUNCTS modify the verb by expressing such functions 
as probability, usuality, obligation, inclination, as in the following diagram. They help 
specify the nature of the speaker's statement, question, command, or offer, and they 
invoke a certain response from the audience. 
probability nävtiws, ua?, wS, äacpa%Co;, övtiwS, ei Ju v, µevovv, äv + 
im erfect (apodosis of conditional), ýnotic, ä a, taw , tiä a 
usuality &et, näv robe, Exäatiotie, etc aiwva, noWnct;, no%vµcpwS, 
nvxv&repov, noaäict;, Stä navtöS, toti&, nchno'e, StjitoTC, 
tjnotic, tJScnote, ovSc tobe 
obligation äva aatiw , 
bei 
inclination Exovaiwq, npoOvµwg, bic uvws, anovöaiwS, äaµEvws, hS&wS, 
aow 
Modal Adjuncts 
The above modal adjuncts represent a specialised area of the Greek language; many other 
lexical choices (nouns, verbs, and adjectives) are also used to express similar interpersonal 
meanings. A complete study of these are beyond the scope of this work, but the following 
words may also play a role in the interpersonal functions of a discourse: probability 
(Svvatiös &&SvatioS Ev6exEtiat ävMc=oS ß&l3atoS &o pa? A, Aripocpopcoµat, 
ict9oµat, &8nX6c, Ei rüxot, conditional clauses); usuality (nvicvö; ); obligation (Bit, 
I- A xp1j, , 0 C4 (Qci%w, äväyxil, Satit, Mw, Enttp& tw, av yyvcýµri, äAýµtroS); inclination 
1The general rule is that questions expecting a negative answer are negated by µdj (µiß oý) and questions 
expecting a positive answer by ov (or (Yv µj); see Porter, Idioms, pp. 277-78, and Turner, Grammar, pp. 
282-83. 
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(£Ko'Satoc, i: Kwv, a$8aipetiog, äKwv, npoOvgia, i1cr vcta, Cil%o a, cvxäptatioc, 
' rotgo;, tEptµv(X). 1 
In addition to the predicate and the modal adjunct, the two other components of the 
clause-viz. subject and complement also contribute interpersonal meanings. 2 The 
subject specifies the entity in the clause `in whom is vested the success or failure of the 
proposition" .3 In exchanges of information, the subject is the entity with respect to whom 
the statement is claimed to have validity. For example, in exchanges of goods-and- 
services the subject specifies the entity responsible for the success of the proposal. In the 
command pt t tet yuvaixa (1 Cor 7: 27), the person being addressed (viz, the unmarried 
man) is the one `responsible' for the success or failure of Paul's proposal. In the offer 
KaX& » tiöv ov ?. aöv gov Xaöv gov (Rom 9: 25), the speaker (viz. God) is 
`responsible' to carry out the proposed action. The subject in Greek is typically expressed 
(i) with the nominative case (or verbal suffix when an explicit subject is absent) in finite 
clauses and (ii) with word order (viz. subject before complement) in copulative and 
infinitive clauses .4 In passive voice clauses, the subject still plays this role; it is not 
redirected to an expressed agent (e. g. vno + genitive) .5 In the sentence 
&yw U ij6taia 
5anv1jaw Kai bKSatcavT G1 ooµat vit'p t& v yn xwv üµwv (2 Cor 12: 15), the subject 
(Paul) is responsible for the validity of the offer in both the active voice Sanavýaw and 
the passive EK8aicavn9Tjaogat. Even when an agent (or instrument) is expressed, the 
subject is still being held up by the author as the entity responsible for the `success' or 
`failure' of the verbal event. In the clauses itävta got E"4catirv ä2 2' ovK &y(J) 
E4ovataaGljaogat ünö titvo; (1 Cor 6: 12), although the agent (ntö titvos) is that which 
has control over Paul, Paul is left in the subject slot indicating that he is `responsible' for 
the success of the offer. Furthermore, the subject and agent may not only be different 
items in the clause, but the subject and theme6 (i. e. that which the clause is about) may also 
be different. For example, in the sentence Stw tiwv npoaeuxwv vµwv xaptaOrjaoµat 
vµiv (Phlm 22), the phrase `through your prayers' begins the clause and thus represents its 
theme (on `thematisation' see below under Information Flow); Paul, however, is the 
subject (first person singular verb). The responsibility for the validity of the clause still 
rests on Paul; of course, the unexpressed agent (divine agent? ) is partly responsible for the 
action, but the grammatical subject is being held up by the author as the locus of the 
action's outcome-the crucial element of the interact. This is a marked clause; in unmarked 
clauses the subject, theme, and agent are the same. When they are distinct, the author is 
using more semantic resources (i. e. marling the discourse) to express interpersonal 
meanings. This distinction between subject, theme, and agent is much easier to identify in 
Greek than, for example, in English, since Greek has more resources to distinguish the 
three functions: (i) nominative case or verbal suffix (or word order in infinitive clauses) for 
subject; (ii) word order (viz. element at the beginning of the clause) for theme; and (iii) 
'Such words argue in favour of treating lexis and grammar together as part of the same linguistic code; in 
other words, what is traditionally treated as a matter of grammar (e. g. modality) may also be expressed by 
individual lexical items. Hence, the term 'lexico-grammar' is another way of speaking about linguistic code 
in this model of discourse analysis. 
2Halliday (Functional Grammar, pp. 71-83) divides the interpersonal clause into mood (subject and modal 
adjunct) and residue (predicator, complement, adjunct). Greek clauses do not fit this kind of analysis; thus, I 
have only treated the four components separately, with no overarching structure. 
3Halliday, Functional Grammar; p. 76. 
40n the word order of infinitive constructions see Reed, 'Infinitive, pp. 1-27. 
50n the function of the agent see above under Ideational Meanings. 
60n the function of the theme see below under Textual Meanings (esp. Information Flow). 
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prepositional phrase (e. g. vnö + genitive) or, less frequently, oblique case for agent. The 
three, for example, are distinguished in Heb 11: 23 t{atEt (theme) Mwvrnjg 
(subject)... Expv 3i -cpigi1vov vnö -rwv nathpwv aütiov (agent) `By faith Moses... was 
hidden for three months by his parents. ' 
Unlike the predicate, modal adjunct, and subject, the complement and other forms of 
adjuncts (circumstantial and conjunctive) generally play a secondary role in the construction 
of interpersonal meanings-Halliday calls them `residue'. However, the complement may 
play a more central interpersonal role, representing the entity in a clause which gives 
occasion for continued interaction (esp. in commands) as in John 6: 34-35 nävtotc 56; 
ii tIv tiöv äptiov toi tov (command) / cyth ci tt b äptiog 'n1S CcoiS (response). In most 
cases, however, the subject or the predicate (or its polarity) instigates the response, as in 
the following examples. 
John 6: 28 Speaker Ti aotWµEV Cva ep ý6REOC T& Epya TOÜ OEOV; 
John 6: 29 Response TOÜTÖ EQTLV TÖ Ep'YoV TOU OcoV CVa 7tt6T611TE Et; 8V 0C7CEQTELa, EV EKE IVOS 
John 6: 31 Speaker &pTOV EK TOV ovpavo ESooKEV a of cpay£iv 
John 6: 32 Response oü Mwüaiq SESwu£v v ttv... äi1 ,6 natijp µov... 
If the speaker's question is rejected, this then allows for a new proposition, with a 
change of subject as in John 7: 15 7twS ovtio; yp&gpatia oiSev µi1 tcµa0riicws 
(question) / il Eµtj St& xX ovic Eatity igh 61M toi xCgNfavtiög pc (answer), a change 
of polarity as in John 1: 21 av 'H?. iag ct (question) / o$ic cijtt (answer), or sometimes (esp. 
in the Gospels) a new direction in the dialogue as in John 4: 9-10 twS ob 'Iov&aiog wv 
nap' i p6 nciv attciS yvvaucög EapaptttSog oüaig (question) / ci 7j6ct; iv Suopthv 
Toi Ocoi, icai, tic Eatity 6 Vyc)v aot... (answer). Because the types of responses and 
how they follow from previous speech acts (statements, questions, commands, offers) are 
often part of a narrative strategy, they represent an important factor in a discourse analysis 
of dialogue. 
In conclusion, the following diagram summarises the four speech roles of interpersonal 
meanings. In statements and questions, polarity is either positive `it is so' or negative `it is 
not so'. There are two kinds of intermediate possibilities: (i) degrees of probability 
(assertion; projection; expectation; possible-conditional) or (ii) degrees of usuality 
(sometimes; usually; always). In commands and offers, the polarity is either positive `do 
it' or negative `do not do it'. In commands, intermediacy may be analysed in terms of a 
scale of obligation (allowed to; supposed to; required to); in offers, it may be treated in 
terms of a scale of inclination (willing to; anxious to; determined to). 
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Commodity Speech Type of Typical 
exchanged function intermediacy realisation Example 
probability indicative Rom 5: 21 iva iYian£p Eßaßil cuß£v il 
assertion äµaprta iv ¶w 6avac9, oücaos 
projection subjunctive Kai h xäpts ßaatX60118tä 
expectation Stxatoßüviic £i; l wi1v aiwvtov... 
possible optative 1 Pet 3: 17 Kp£1ttOV 7&p 
«yaOoxotovvTa;, £i Mot 2b 
information statement, O&'TIga TOT) OeoÜ, TC a ctV i 
question1 
modal adjunct 
KaKOnotovvtac, 
Mark 11: 32 äaaVT£S 'yäp £ixoV Tbv 
'I0AVVIIv övTws C 'M xpo pn.; T1; rv 
Rom 3: 9 Ti ovv; xpo£x6µ£6a; ov 
7CävTwS 
usuality modal adjunct Matt 18: 21 Küpt£, xoßäxts al apTja£t 
sometimes Etc EFIE 6 &S£Xc6c 1101) Kat &(p# YO) 
usually avT&; Ecus extaKtS; 
always John 8: 29 ovK d(M-ic v µ£ Rovov, ött 
eyW to äp£vTä avtw notw 
a&VTOT£ 
imperative 1 Pet 5: 2 nogt&vaT£ T6 EV vµiv 
command obligation xoiµvtov tob Oeoü... p. ävayKaatwc, 
allowed &W EKOVaicos Kat& 6£6v, µr 8 
supposed ai, axpoK£p&; äA, ß, ä xpo&üµws 
required subjunctive Luke 2: 15 StEXOO)g£v Sil EoK BrOXe£µ 
g 'ems iScuµ£V '16 pi ga To rro Kai services 
lexis 1 Thess 4: 1 ... TÖ xü Set 
vµä; 
7C£ptxa2£LV 1Kat ap£6K£tV e£W 
future 2 Cor 12: 15 eyW Be ý Stata 
offer inclination Sanavijaco Kai eKSaxxavi Oijaogat 
willing veep T&&v Wuxwv bµWv 
anxious subjunctive Luke 6: 42 &cp£S eK(3ä?, w 2b Käpcpos determined modal adjunct Rom 11: 14 et xwq napcx ic aco gov 
Av a&pica Kai ß6ßa)'rtv&; it 
a$Twv 
TEXTUAL MEANINGS 
Whereas ideational meanings of language represent experience and interpersonal 
meanings represent speaker-audience interaction, TEXTUAL MEANINGS play a very 
different role in the construction of texts, viz. they relate an immediate linguistic context to 
both a preceding context and a context of situation (i. e. meaningful relationships between 
text, co-text, and context). Textual meanings of language allow speakers to produce a 
`message' (i. e. theme) from the ideational and interpersonal meanings. This is done by 
making explicit `the external relationship between one clause or clause complex and 
another, and-in a way which is not dependent on grammatical structure'? Halliday is not 
speaking only about how clauses are grammatically linked paratactically and hypotactically 
(i. e. grammatical structure); more than that, he is asserting that discourse gets its cohesive 
quality by means of semantic relations involving `elements of any extent, both smaller and 
larger than clauses, from single words to lengthy passages of text ... [which] may hold 
across gaps of any extent' .3 He labels this characteristic of discourse COHESION. In 
'Statements and questions are not always grammatically distinquished; however, the interrogative pronoun 
is one way of distinguishing the two. 
2Halliday, Functional Grammar, p. 287. 
3Halliday, Functional Grammar, p. 288. 
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another work, M. A. K. Halliday and R. Hasan subdivide textual meanings into two parts: 
(i) semantic and grammatical symmetry within the text and (ii) thematic structure. These 
two aspects of textual meaning, it is argued, make a text a `text'. That there is a 
relationship both semantically and grammatically between the various parts of a given text 
and that there is some thematic (prominent) element which flows through it allows an 
audience to recognise it as a cohesive text rather than a jumble of unrelated words and 
sentences. 1 On the one hand, discourse is expected to be cohesive, i. e. its various 
linguistic elements should interrelate in a meaningful whole. On the other hand, certain 
elements must distinguish themselves as thematic (or prominent), i. e. each discourse 
should be about something in particular, not everything in general. (Of course, exceptions 
to such tendencies do exist; but they may be explained in terms of lack of cohesion and 
information flow-schizophrenic discourse, for example, is an exception which proves the 
rule. ) In sum, textual meanings of discourse are signalled by COHESION and 
INFORMATION FLOW. Both concepts are treated in detail in the following two sections. 
Cohesive Ties 
The cohesiveness (textsyntaktische Kohärenz) of a given text should be viewed as a 
continuum. At one pole are texts with a high degree of unity and cohesiveness. At the 
other pole are texts which can be recognised immediately as a jumble of words and 
sentences having little textual meaning (e. g. schizophrenic discourse). Somewhere 
between these poles lie most texts-neither altogether cohesive nor altogether incohesive. 
What properties of language contribute to the production of cohesive or incohesive texts? 
To explain this Halliday and Hasan appeal to the relationship between a text and its external 
world (i. e. context of situation and of culture) and its inner world (i. e. co-text). The 
former relationship is primarily a matter of historical inquiry when analysing the NT, 
requiring, for example, knowledge of Paul and the social world(s) in which he lived. The 
latter relationship involves the interdependency among the linguistic pieces of discourse. 
This type of cohesion `occurs where the INTERPRETATION of some element in the 
discourse is dependent on that of another. The one PRESUPPOSES the other, in the sense 
that it cannot be effectively decoded except by recourse to it'? These cohesive 
relationships may occur between words and phrases or even between sentences and 
pericopes. That such relationships occur in texts is not an overly sophisticated observation, 
but the question remains: How is language used to create these cohesive relationships? To 
answer this question Halliday and Hasan introduce the concept of cohesive ties. COHESIVE 
TIES refer to the language system's ability to form relations between linguistic items of the 
various levels of discourse. 3 The nature of this relationship is primarily semantic, i. e. the 
ties are related in a meaningful way. Cohesive ties consist of two types: organic and 
componential. 
Organic Ties. ORGANIC TIES primarily concern the conjunctive systems of language, 
such as particles which serve as markers of transition (e. g. y' p, &W, S&, xai). Organic 
ties are also signalled by prepositions, grammatical structure (e. g. genitive absolute using 
yivoµat), and conventionalised lexical items (e. g. Xotnöv). 
1This is not to say that texts with a lesser degree of cohesion will not be interpreted by readers, but that 
cohesive texts reduce the interpretative choices and thus decision-making labour of the reader. 
2Halliday and Hasan, Cohesion, p. 4; cf. Werth, Focus, p. 90. 
3Cf. Hellholm, Visionenbuch, pp. 29-31, who stresses the linguistic, rule-based (Verknüpfungsregeln) 
aspect of cohesive analysis. 
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Organic ties make up the `logical' system of natural language and consist of two 
functional systems: (i) interdependency or `taxis', viz. parataxis and hypotaxis (found at 
all levels of language) and (ii) expansion and projection (limited to the levels of clause and 
paragraph). 1 HYPOTAxIs is the logico-semantic relation between a dependent element and 
the element on which it is dependent (dominant element). Hypotaxis is a modifying 
relationship; one element is dependent on the other and the order of the elements varies. In 
hypotaxis, a secondary clause is dependent on a primary clause. PARATAXIS, on the other 
hand, is the logico-semantic relation between two linguistic elements of equal status and, 
thus, either could stand independently of the other. Parataxis is dependent on the order of 
linguistic elements (e. g. the first clause initiates and the second continues). In other words, 
the primary clause precedes the secondary clause. The logico-semantic relation between the 
primary and secondary clause may be one of PROJECTION or EXPANSION. 
In PROJECTION, the secondary clause is `projected' (extended) through the primary 
clause by means of (i) a locution or (ii) an idea. LOCUTION occurs with verbs of saying or 
hearing (direct or indirect discourse); in Greek the secondary clause is usually expressed 
with the infinitive (Acts 25: 11 oü napattov tat th &xoOavciv) or finite verb forms with 
particles such as ötit, et, or coq (Mark 1: 37 XCyovaty avti) ötit nävccg ýiltiovaiv (1c). 
IDEA covers a broad range of projections, in which the secondary clause presents `an idea, 
a projection of meaning'? Another way of viewing such expressions is that a clause has 
shifted rank down into the slot of the complement; in this way, the idea is a way of 
`completing' the process of the primary clause. These, like locutions, are commonly 
expressed with an infinitive (James 1: 26 $t tits Soicci Opilaic)S ctvat) or ht construction 
n£ntotcuKa ötit ob eö Xpt(ytiöS ö viöS tioi ©co ) in the secondary (John 11: 27 CYO) 
clause. 
In the case of EXPANSION, the secondary clause `expands' the primary clause in one of 
three ways: (i) elaboration, (ii) extension, or (iii) enhancement. In ELABORATION, the 
secondary clause (or phrase) expands upon the primary by `elaborating' on it (or some 
portion of it), i. e. restating, specifying, commentating, or exemplifying. In EXTENSION, 
the secondary clause `expands' the primary clause by moving beyond it, i. e. adding to it, 
giving an exception, or offering an alternative. In ENHANCEMENT, the secondary clause 
`expands' the primary clause by qualifying it with a circumstantial feature of time, place, 
cause, or condition. For example, in Greek a preposition + infinitive is used to expand the 
primary clause, with the preposition specifying the type of expansion. By way of simile, 
the three types of expansion may be likened to enriching a building: (i) elaborating the 
existing structure of a building; (ii) extending it by addition or replacement; (iii) enhancing 
its environment. 3 The following diagram lists further distinctions of expanding, extending, 
and enhancing textual relations and examples of how Greek (with English equivalents) is 
often used to express them. 
1See Halliday, Functional Grammar, pp. 192-251,302-309 (chap. 7 of 1994 2nd edition). 
2Halliday, Functional Grammar, p. 197. 
3Halliday, Functional Grammar, p. 203. 
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ELABORATION (+) 
Apposition (restate or re-present; e exe etical) 
expository ötit, tva, tovtio &r rtv (in other words, that is, I mean, to 
put it another wa ) 
exemplifying 
_ 
obu)q, ovtiw, yiypantiat, Pi rG) (for example, for 
instance, thus, to illustrate) 
Clarification (summarise or make precise) 
corrective p&%%ov, tevoüv, µcvoüvye, &X , ovx 
ötit (or rather, 
at least, to be more precise, on the contr , however) 
particularising ä? taia (in particular, more especially) 
summative ?, otnöv, ovv (in short, to sum up, in conclusion, briefly) 
verifactive ö, övu) (actually, as a matter of fact, in fact) 
EXTENSION (_) 
Addition 
positive uai, 6 , tip, näXty, ctta, 
iii, xai... xai, tic... xai, 
µuv... SE (and, also, moreover, in addition) 
negative ovU, Ri186 (nor) 
Adversative äUä, SE, tcvoi v, µcvoi vye, µtvtiot, t? i'jv, 7tap6C 
(but, yet, on the other hand, however) 
Variation 
replacive äv-Ti, tiovvavtiiov, Ev... 6 (on the contr , instead) 
subtractive i1ctö , ci µ" (apart from that, except for that) 
alternative -n, (alternatively, or) 
ENHANCEMENT (x) 
S atio-Tem rall 
following uai, S., 1catiä (then, next, afterwards) 
simultaneous 
f/ IIff 
cug, otic, otiav, icotE, notii, ua tS, aµa, icpaita4 (just 
then, at the same time 
preceding icpo, npiv, npwtiov, ij& 1, näkat (before that, hitherto, 
previously) 
conclusive 2, otn6v (in the end, finally) 
immediate 60- 65, cüG (at once, immediately, straightaway) 
interrupted tia v, tia &w , av tov, 
&, Xw (soon, after a while) 
repetitive ävwOev, näXty, dc tiö x6?. ty (next time, on another 
occasion) 
specific µcta4v, ai t pov, avptov (next day, an hour later, that 
morning) 
durative Ev Tw Mc c4$ (meanwhile, all that time) 
terminal f/ , 
äx t, t (until then, u to that int) 
unctiliar vvv, Beb o (at this moment) 
Comparative 
ISpatio-temporal conjunctions may create 'external' and/or 'internal' cohesion, i. e. the cohesive tie may be 
between the discourse units (e. g. `Secondly, I am... ') or between events in the world (e. g. '... then John ran 
to the tomb'). 
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positive 
t 
oµotoSf , oµoto S, totovtioS, opf/oS, wS, coact, cfIoazccp, 
=06 5, =eä, KaOÖ, ioaavtiw (likewise, similarl ) 
negative r1, rjne , negated ` ositive forms' (in a different wa ) 
Causal-Conditional 
(i) causall 
result M, npög, et;, Lva, ovv, tiotvuv, rotyapoüv, iac, vatic 
(in cons uence, as a result) 
purpose tva, önwS, ü6a rc, gl1notic, pil m o; (for that purpose, 
with this in view) 
reason ö'zt, yäp, Sia, Stkt, xäpty, f'vcxcv, inci (on account of 
this, for that reason) 
basis Ent', / (on the basis of, in view of) 
(ii) conditional 
positive 10, et, nticcp, MV, cavn£p, st rc... $ttie, av, noticpov (then, 
in that case, if, under the circumstances) 
negative ci ij, &v µtj (otherwise, if not) 
concessive uaitcp, uaitiot, uattotyc, xäv [uai. + Eäv] (yet, still, 
though, des ite this, however, even so, nevertheless) 
Res ctive 
sitive w6c, &O6c6c (here, there, as to that, in that res ect) 
negative i! O Xa ov (in other respects, elsewhere) 
Besides creating links in the discourse, another function of organic ties is to set 
boundaries. They provide a means of organising groups of componential ties (see below) 
into thematic sections/paragraphs. In other words, they may be used to set limits on how 
far the reader should look back in the discourse when interpreting cohesive ties (e. g. the 
referent-point of a demonstrative pronoun). 
Componential Ties. Whereas organic ties generally concern various paratactic and 
hypotactic, logico-semantic relationships between clauses and paragraphs (and phrases), 
componential ties generally concern the meaningful relationships between individual 
linguistic components in the discourse (e. g. repetition of words). This generally amounts 
to semantic relationships between words or phrases. In order to account for the various 
semantic relationships between discourse components, Halliday and Hasan appeal to three 
types of componential ties: (i) co-reference; (ii) co-classification; and (iii) co-extension. 2 
These are akin to the distinctions of reference, denotation, and sense often discussed in 
linguistic semantics. 
CO-REFERENCE (reference) refers to the cohesive ties between linguistic items of the 
same identity. In the sentence `John bought the suit which he gave to his brother', the 
relative pronoun `which' refers to the entity `suit'. Both lexical items-'suit' and 
`which'-share the same identity. The same is true of ö &aci p and öv in Matt 2: 9. Co- 
referential ties may be either exophoric or endophoric. EXOPHORIC information is located 
in the context of situation and thus also in the context of culture-it may or may not be 
linked to the co-text as well. Often the interpretation of such elements is based on the 
1As Louw and Nida (Lexicon, I, p. 782 n. 6) note: 'Result... and Purpose... may in some cases be regarded 
as more or less the two faces of the same coin. Result may view an event on the basis of what has 
happened, and purpose may view the same event in terms of its future potentiality. ' 2See Halliday and Hasan, 'Text and Context', pp. 43-59. 
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cultural and situational presuppositions shared by the speaker and listener. 1 In 1 Thess 
2: 14 the intensive personal pronoun ti& M' A& refers to a situation of persecution that lies 
outside of the text (exophoric); at the same time, it is linked to the preceding and ensuing 
co-text (endophoric) by a comparison with the Christians in Judaea (the co-textual tie is one 
of co-classification). Exophoric reference, because it points outside of the text, requires 
more interpretative effort on the part of the reader. P. Werth accordingly notes that 
the most easily acceptable discourse would be one relating to a completely standard context. 
The more effort that is required of the listener to find a suitable context, (assuming normal 
intelligence and language-experience), the lower in acceptability is the discourse. 2 
ENDOPHORIC information is located within the text, i. e. a linguistic item referring to other 
linguistic entities in the surrounding text it may or may not refer to something in the 
context of situation as well. Endophoric information may refer to elements in the preceding 
(ANAPHORIC reference) or following (CATAPHORIC reference) discou se 3 Anaphoric 
reference, one of the most frequently used devices of textual cohesiveness, is a semantic 
relationship between one entity A (antecedent), which may or may not be linguistic, 
and another entity B (anaphors such as pronouns, definite descriptions, repetitions, 
and zero-anaphora [e. g. verbal suffix]), which must be linguistic, such that in some 
discourse, B corresponds to A. 4 Consequently, anaphoric elements may also contribute to 
the incoherence of discourse. This occurs `when an anaphor (usually a pronoun) has more 
than one potential antecedent in preceding discourse, a situation which may easily arise in 
view of the limited intentional specifications of most anaphors' .5 
Another area of linguistic research is directly related to co-referential ties and adds much 
to Halliday and Hasan's discussion, viz. the notion of DEIXIS. The linguistic devices used 
to create co-referential ties are often referred to by linguists as deictic indicators. DEIxIS 
refers to the ability of language users to employ linguistic forms to `point to' or `indicate' 
elements of the co-text or context of situation. Levinson describes it as `the ways in which 
languages encode or grammaticalize features of the context of utterance or speech 
event' .6 Deictic indicators are treated below according to three categories: person, time, 
and place. 
PERSON DEIXIS (personale Deixis) refers to the encoding in discourse various 
participants (animate or inanimate) of a context of situation.? Languages often allow for 
naming conventions to identify participants. Generally, some nominal form plays this role. 
Pronouns then take over to make the discourse less redundant. Other means of signalling 
participants in Greek include the article and verbal suffixes (e. g. first, second, third person, 
singular and plural). Person deixis not only concerns the referents of a discourse, but also 
the roles played by those referents. Typical roles include the SPOKESPERSON(S) and 
RECIPIENT(S). The spokesperson produces the discourse, but can also be distinguished 
from its SOURCE. Indirect discourse is one way in which a spokesperson shifts to another 
person as the source of a message. For example, in 1 Cor 12: 16 the anatomical `ear' is the 
source of a direct discourse ('Because I am not an eye, I do not belong to the body' '&n 
1Cf. Gfvon, Understanding Grammar, p. 50. 
2Werth, Focus, p. 35. 
3Studies in language typology suggest that 'anaphoric indexicality is universally preferred over cataphoric 
indexicality' (Dressler, 'Marked', p. 10). This is a reader-oriented rule of language: 'Because anaphora 
refers back to what is already known and cataphora to a (potentially) uncertain future, the former establishes 
the more reliable sign relationship' (p. 10). 
4Cf. the important study of anaphor in Werth, Focus, pp. 61-65,166-68.5Werth, 
Focus, p. 20. 
6Levinson, Pragmatics, p. 54. 
7See Halliday, Language as Social Semiotic, p. 132, and his Functional Grammar, pp. 168-69. 
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oüic d 6(p9a? 4L6S, ovu Eiji Ex toi a6µatoS) which is recounted by the 
spokesperson, Paul (the actual source of the direct discourse). Paul at times appeals to this 
distinction between spokesperson and source. In 1 Cor 7: 10 he gives a command to 
married persons, adding that it is not his command but the Lord's. Later in the letter he 
gives his own opinion regarding the pursuit of marriage by virgins (1 Cor 7: 25). In one 
case the source is the Lord; in another he is the source. Just as the spokesperson may not 
be the source of a message, the recipient may not be the TARGET. For example, in 1 
Timothy some have argued that the intended target comprised a wider circle of believers, 
even though the letter is addressed solely to Timothy. ' Recipients may be either RATED 
or UNRATIFIED. To draw from 1 Timothy again, if the author's real target was the larger 
church body (see 1 Tim 4: 13), he may have only ratified part of that group to hear his letter 
(e. g. elders and presbyters). These leaders (including Timothy) were then expected to see 
that the message eventually reached the entire church community. 
TEMPORAL DEMS (temporale Deixis) is another important way in which discourse is 
tied to a context of situation? For example, in the dates of Greco-Roman epistles letter 
writers sometimes specify the anchorage point from which the date is to be understood 
using the word Evcau&nog 'present, current': e. g. P. Oxy. 8.1128.9-11 (173 CE) toi 
Eveatiünos tipctauatBEi rov (tptaxat6$xatiov) ovS Avpi ? dou 'Av« vivov 
Kaiaapog. According to one grammatical model of the Greek language, verb tenses serve 
as temporal indicators in discourse. As noted above, recent research in Greek verbal aspect 
either abandons or significantly dilutes the idea of time in the verbal tense-forms. This 
debate is far from over, and presently there are exegetes from all three schools of thought 
(temporal, Aktionsart, aspect), and some with mixed categories. The point, however, is 
that the interpretation of tense-forms as temporal deixis is disputed. Some less-disputed 
deictic indicators of time include adverbs (e. g. t&tc, vbv, p pt), anaphora (e. g. 
demonstratives), and references to places (spatial and temporal deixis are closely related). 
All three classes are helpful for establishing temporal relationships with the context. The 
first class represents a type of direct temporal indication; the others are indirect. Discourse 
analysis of temporal deixis is complicated by the point of view of the speaker. For 
example, if a letter contains the sentence `Now I will tell you what I think about your 
previous correspondence', does the word `now' refer to the point in time at which the letter 
was written or the point in time when it was read? Similarly, does the aorist eypava in 1 
Cor 5: 11 (vi v SE ypayra v tIv... ) refer to the time when the letter was written or the time 
when it was read. 3 In deictic terms, the distinction is between the `moment of utterance (or 
inscription) or coding time (or CI)' and the `moment of reception or receiving time (or 
RT)' 4 Temporal deixis is even relative to the speaker/author, since at the precise point in 
time when the word `now' or ypayra was actually written, the author has not yet finished 
the clause. The point being emphasised here is that grammatical forms do not provide 
absolute indicators of time. They are relative to anchorage points which are determined 
by the speaker. 
Levinson defines PLACE DEIXIS (lokale Deixis) as `the specification of locations 
relative to anchorage points in the speech event's The characteristic feature of place deixis 
1See Reed, 'To Timothy or Not', pp. 90-118. 
2Halliday, Functional Grammar, p. 176. 
3The label 'epistolary aorist' does not solve this ambiguity, it only specifies one possible interpretation; 
there is no 'temporal' problem needing explaining if the Greek verb does not indicate absolute time. 
4Levinson, Pragmatics, p. 73. 
51 evinson, Pragmatics, p. 79; cf. Halliday, Functional Grammar, p. 160. 
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is that it concerns the spatial locations of persons/objects relative to other persons/objects. 
An example of this may involve a speaker (anchorage point) pointing to an object across the 
room (relative location). This may be done explicitly by naming or describing locations, as 
in the sentence `The school is twenty miles away from the library' and in Matt 14: 24 -rb SE 
NXoiov... atiaSious no?, Xoüg &xb tug -A; änsixcv. Locations may also be specified 
deictically-relative to the location of a speaker, as in the sentence `The dog is fifty feet away 
from here' and in John 4: 16 vnaye ¢ wvnaov tiöv ävöpa aou ical We &068e. In 
both examples, `here' and &O6c6c refer to something outside of the discourse. `Here' and 
&0688 are the anchorage points around which other objects are relatively located. As in 
temporal deixis, place deixis is relative to the speaker, i. e. the speaker determines the 
anchorage point around which other entities are located. It is in this way that anchorage 
points contribute to the cohesive structure of discourse. 
CO-CLASSIFICATION (denotation)-the second type of componential tie-refers to 
cohesive ties between linguistic items of the same class or genus. One way to create this 
type of tie is by SUBST=ON, as in `I want the children to draw with crayons' and `I 
want the teenagers to draw with pencils. ' By substituting `teenagers' for `children' and 
`with pencils' for `with crayons' the two sentences form a cohesive tie of co-classification 
with respect to who should do the drawing and how it should be done. A co- 
classificational tie (of `sinning') is created in Rom 2: 12 by substituting =6µm; with Ev 
v6µ, ('door yap ävöµwS t1µaPtiov... icat boot ev vöµ, (p nlµaPiov). Another way to 
convey co-classification is by ELLIPSIS (or zero-anaphora). ' For example, an individual 
might say to another, `I hit the ball so hard it went over the parking lot. How hard did 
you? ' A cohesive relationship exists between these sentences because of the elided element 
`hit the ball'. Both sentences do not refer to the same event; rather, they fall into the class 
of `ball-hitting'. Similarly, in Phil 2: 4 (µiß ti& Eavtiwv lcicaatog axonoüvticg &U& r& 
k6pcov'E)Caotot) the participle auonovvticg is elided after &. XX6, creating a co- 
classificational tie of `considering'. 
CO-EXTENSION (sense)-the third type of componential tie-refers to cohesive ties 
between linguistic items of the same semantic field, but not necessarily of the same class. 2 
In the sentences `John ate the pizza' and `Susie gobbled down the cake' the linguistic pairs 
`John' / `Susie', `ate' / `gobbled down', and `pizza' /'cake' do not refer to the same 
entities nor do they refer to the same class (e. g. pizza is not a kind of cake). Co- 
extensional ties are one of the most common ways of creating cohesiveness in texts. These 
ties are primarily lexical. By using words with similar senses speakers talk about similar 
things in similar ways. 
Halliday and Hasan distinguish between two types of co-extensional ties: (i) instantial 
and (ii) general. INSTANTIAL LEXICAL RELATIONSHIPS arise from the particular demands 
of the text. 3 For example, the author of 1 Timothy may be referring to the specific 
individual TtltoO og when he uses the vocative w äv8pwnc Ocov in 1 Tim 6: 11. 
However, this understanding is based on knowledge derived from the co-text or context of 
situation (instances of the discourse) and not from the Greek language itself. That is, w 
ävOpwne Om B, as a Greek expression, is not a substitute for Timothy. Instantial ties 
often prove difficult for the modern reader because their interpretation is based on 
knowledge of the immediate text or the context of situation; a study of other contemporary 
literature or of Greek semantics is of little or no help. 
1Cf. Werth, Focus, p. 176. 
2Co-classification is a sub-type of co-extension. 
3Halliday and Hasan, 'Text and Context'. pp. 43-59. 
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GENERAL LEXICAL RELATIONSHIPS originate from the language system itself; thus, 
they are shared by a group of language users. General co-extensions take five forms: 
reiteration; synonymy; antonymy; hyponymy; and meronymy. REITERATION occurs when 
both members of the cohesive tie consist of the same lexical item. This is one of the more 
obvious forms of cohesive ties. However, the simple repetition of a lexical item does not 
imply total synonymy nor does it leave out the possibility that the same (spoken or written) 
lexical items have two quite different meanings with the same spelling (a monetary `bank' 
or a dirt `bank') and/or pronunciation (`meet' and `meat'). Furthermore, the repetition of 
some words, such as the article ö, does not necessarily indicate cohesiveness. That is, 
repetition is not a phenomenon of the code itself but of the code as it is used by a 
speaker/author, hence, its presence in discourse as a cohesive device must be argued for by 
the interpreter, not simply asserted (this is an important point for debates over literary 
integrity; see chap. 5). SYNONYMY refers to cohesive ties created by lexical items sharing 
similar meanings (but not necessarily totally synonymous), i. e. words from the same 
semantic domain. ANTONYMY refers to cohesive ties created by lexical items opposite in 
meaning. It is not that antonyms are unrelated in meaning but that the antonyms differ in 
one or more semantic features but share others, i. e. there is negativity and similarity. ' 
Thus `dog' and `kite' are not antonyms because they do not share anything in common that 
would allow the listener to recognise a semantic tie between the two. The cohesive tie is 
created by means of shared semantic features. HYPONYMY refers to cohesive'ties created 
by the inclusive relationships between lexical items. One lexical item is included in the total 
semantic range of another item (but not vice-versa). This allows for a hierarchy of 
meanings in lexical systems. For example, `labrador' is a hyponym of `dog', `dog' is a 
hyponym of `animal', `animal' is a hyponym of `living beings', and so on. Similarly, ot; 
is a hyponym of itaog. The one is included in the semantic range of another which in turn 
is included in the semantic range of another, and so on. Hyponymy may be further 
distinguished according to contracting types (e. g. `People got on and off. At the news- 
stand businesspersons, returning to Paris, bought that day's papers. ') and expanding 
types (`Tulips are cheap even in January. But then flowers seem to be necessary to 
Scandinavians during the darkest season. ')? MERONYMY refers to part-whole 
relationships between lexical items. For example, the word `fur' is a meronym of `dog' or 
`cat'. Similarly, x6gil is a meronym of is paXA. The one is a part of the other. Because 
it is part of the other, it shares a cohesive relationship with it. A study of such co- 
extensions in discourse is not always straightforward, because individual words often have 
several meanings (i. e. senses). The result is polysemic indeterminacy. This occurs `when 
certain senses of two items are potentially linkable' .3 The phenomenon of polysemic 
indeterminacy provides an important caveat when analysing co-extensions in discourse. 
Through the analysis of co-referential ties (e. g. pronouns, demonstratives), co- 
classificational ties (e. g. substitution, ellipsis), and co-extensional ties of both instantial 
(i. e. those tied to the situational context) and general types (repetition, synonymy, 
antonymy, hyponymy, and meronymy), the discourse analyst is able to demonstrate a 
major component of textual cohesiveness. As seen above, co-reference and co- 
classification are primarily expressed by grammatical networks in the language and co- 
extension is primarily expressed by lexical networks. 
1On this type of contrastive coherence see Werth, Focus, pp. 87-89. 
2Enkvist, Stylistics, p. 118. 
3Werth, Focus, p. 21. 
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A nagging question remains: What makes one text seemingly more cohesive than 
another? To answer this question Halliday and Hasan speak in terms of SEMANTIC 
CHAINS. A chain is formed by a set of discourse lexemes each of which is related to the 
others by the semantic relation of co-reference, co-classification and/or co-extension. If a 
text, for example, contains a participant who is identified using pronouns, demonstratives, 
or the person's name, then these elements form a chain of co-reference. There are two 
types of chains: identity chains and similarity chains. IDENTITY CHAINS are expressed by 
co-referential ties and SMM ARITY CHAINS are expressed by co-classificational and co- 
extensional ties. Exposing the identity and similarity chains of a text, nevertheless, proves 
less than adequate when attempting to speak about the relative cohesiveness of a text. In 
order to determine relative textual cohesiveness, the discourse analyst should differentiate 
between peripheral, relevant, and central tokens. PERIPHERAL TOKENS include those 
linguistic items which do not take part in a chain. This happens, for example, when a topic 
is brought up in a clause and then subsequently dropped from the discussion. It is isolated 
from other chains and, hence, is peripheral to the author's larger argument. RELEVANT 
TOKENS include all linguistic items in the text which are part of one or more chains. It 
should not be concluded, however, that a high proportion of relevant tokens to peripheral 
tokens necessitates greater textual cohesiveness (although it may play some role). Textual 
cohesiveness is primarily occasioned by central tokens. CENTRAL TOKENS refer to 
linguistic items in chains which interact with linguistic items in other chains. For example, 
in the NT, a co-extensional chain of supernatural beings might interact with a co- 
extensional chain of miracles (e. g. God raised Jesus from the dead). If the two chains 
interact in more than one part of the text (esp. in close contexts), it is probable that the 
author is `on about' a similar topic, thus creating cohesiveness and potential coherence in 
the text. He is establishing a thread in the discourse. She is using her language in an 
organising manner. Central tokens, in essence, involve chain interaction. Halliday and 
Hasan claim that `the minimum requirement for chain interaction can be phrased as follows: 
for two chains x and y to interact, at least two members of x should stand in the same 
relation to two members of y'. 1 In other words, two lexical items (the same or different) of 
the same chain must be used in conjunction with at least two other lexical items (the same 
or different) of another chain? Typically, chain' interaction involves a chain of 
participants (e. g. `the Philippian Christians') and a chain of events (e. g. `think'); 
however, chain interaction may occur when one chain of participants interacts repeatedly 
with another chain of participants (e. g. `Paul' says, hopes, sends `the Philippians'). 
Halliday and Hasan's principle is based on the view that, with respect to textual 
cohesiveness, the main basis for coherence lies in similarity. Chain interaction is a theory 
of similarity in texts-the view that cohesiveness is created by speakers saying similar 
kinds of things (e. g. chain 1) about similar kinds of phenomena (e. g. chain 2). In non- 
technical terms, chain interaction is the speaker's being on about similar kinds of things. 
This understanding of language use is closely related to the principle of linguistic 
REDUNDANCY, i. e. texts will typically transmit less information than the sum of its 
1Halliday and Hasan, 'Text and Context', p. 57. 
2To limit chain interaction to 'two' may seem arbitrary, but it is the necessary lowest boundary since if 
only 'one' chain interaction were required then every clause of discourse would necessarily be a central 
token-a problematic conclusion. Admittedly, Halliday and Hasan are after a relative (scalar), not absolute, 
set of criteria for speaking about the cohesiveness of discourse. 
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linguistic parts. Redundancy `serves to reduce the likelihood of an error in the reception of 
the message resulting from the loss of information during the transmission'. 1 
Information Flow 
The use of cohesive ties in cohesive chains studied above represents one way in which 
language is used to create textual meanings. It represents a cohesion of similarity. This 
approach is somewhat static in its analysis of discourse, however, not treating how the 
cohesive ties are put together in a linear way in discourse. The concept of information flow 
is an attempt to deal with this aspect of texts-it is directly related to the study of textual 
meanings although it is not traditionally part of Halliday's scheme. INFORMATION FLOW is 
an intentional metaphor used to refer to the ongoing change in status of discourse entities 
through time. The study of information flow is not per se concerned with the ideational 
content of discourse but with how speaker sand listener s'perceptions change throughout 
the discourse with regard to the status of ideational elements. Information flow may affect 
several choices of Greek discourse, including word order, pronomilisation, and 
tense/aspect. It is an important example of how discourse may influence morphological 
and syntactical choices and one that has received little study with respect to NT discourse. 2 
Topicality. The positional order of linguistic elements in discourse has received 
considerable attention by linguists studying notions of given versus new information, 
theme versus rheme, and topic versus comment. Such approaches were a focus of early 
representatives of the Prague School, especially V. Mathesius, 3 carried out further under 
the FUNCTIONAL SENTENCE PERSPECTIVE by J. Firbas 4 Besides this approach, three 
other approaches by Givon, Halliday, and Prince provide workable heuristic models for 
analysing the topical flow of information in NT discourse. 
The use of language in a referential manner in discourse follows a basic principle 
whereby a linguistic item maintaining a topic/theme may employ a 'leaner' semantic content 
(e. g. pronouns), but a linguistic item re-establishing a prior topic/theme requires a `richer' 
semantic content (e. g. full noun phrase)? T. Givon's ICONICITY PRINCIPLE states the 
inverse principle: `The more disruptive, surprising, discontinuous or hard to process a 
topic is, the more coding material must be assigned to it. '6 That is, as topic continuity 
decreases, there tends to be a progression from referents which are not coded (ZERO- 
ANAPHORA), to those coded by pronouns, to those coded with definite nouns, to those 
coded with modified definite nouns.? This is a scalar phenomenon in that on one end of 
the spectrum are the most predictable topics and on the other end are the least predictable 
topics. Notably, this principle is based on cross-language studies; hence, it has potential 
relevance for NT discourse analysis .8 In addition, 
Givön provides a useful quantitative 
approach to the analysis of topic information in discourse, based on three types of analysis: 
(i) referential distance-the number of clauses between the previous occurrence of the 
topical entity and its current occurrence; (ii) potential distance-the existence of 
'Caron, Psycholinguistics, p. 5. 
2Grimes' 1975 essay ('Signals', pp. 151-64) is still one of the best discussions of information flow (or 
'topical structure) in NT Greek; several of his conclusions are substantiated by my analysis of information 
flow in Philippians. 
3Mathesius, 'Satzperspektive', pp. 202-210. 
4See the overview in Firbas, 'Dynamics', pp. 40-70. 
5Cf. Kies, 'Marked Themes', P. 71. 
6Giv6n, 'Topic', p. 18. 
7Giv6n, 'Foreground', pp. 177-78. 
8See his Topic Continuity in Discourse: A Quantitative Cross-Language Study. 
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competing topical entities within the last few clauses; and (iii) persistence-the number of 
clauses after the current one in which the topical entity continues to be included. The 
assumption of the iconicity principle is that speakers/authors generally attempt to remove 
potential confusion from the discourse. This might involve specifically naming the 
participant, using a pronoun, or signalling the participant by means of a verbal inflection (in 
the case of subjects). Since the potential for confusion is highest when a new participant 
enters the scene, that participant is typically expressed in Greek with a full noun phrase. 
Subsequent to the first appearance, the participant is often expressed with some form of a 
pronoun (demonstrative, personal, and even articular pronouns) or verbal inflection-the 
verbal inflection used by itself is the unmarked expression. If the author uses a full noun 
phrase where a pronoun or verbal inflection is expected, this may be done for the sake of 
comparison/contrast with another element in the discourse or for the sake of `emphasis' 
(e. g. 2 Cor 10: 1 Cyw IIaUoS). 
M. A. K. Halliday's discussion of THEMATISATION and INFORMATION STRUCTURE- 
influenced partly by the Prague School linguists-has had notable influence on modern 
linguistics. ' Its significance for the concept of information flow (especially theme) 
demands mention here. 2 According to Halliday, THEME is that element which states what 
is being talked about in the clause. 3 The RHEME is that element which contributes what is 
being said about the theme. The theme appears first in a clause-it sets the stage for what 
follows. The remainder of the clause is the theme. In English, the forefronted element in 
unmarked thematisation is a subject in a declarative clause, a predicator in a polar question, 
and a `wh'-word in a `wh'-question. Marked thematisation (i. e. sentences which do not 
follow this pattern) indicates focal material. Choosing between theme and theme concerns 
informational thematisation. In contrast, choosing between given and new information is 
another way of information structuring. NEW INFORMATION is that which `the speaker 
presents.. . as not being recoverable from the preceding discourse' 
4 GIVEN INFORMATION 
is that which is presented as recoverable from the previous discourse .5 Unmarked 
information, according to Halliday, occurs in English when the tonic (accent) is on the last 
syllable. When information is marked, the tonic falls on any element except for the final 
syllable. The element upon which the tonic falls is new information; everything else is 
given. The following examples from Halliday illustrate the principle. 6 
// ^I'm / looking for the / caretaker who / looks after / this block // (unmarked) 
1See Halliday, Functional Grammar, pp. 38-67. In Prague School terms, the theme is that element in a 
clause which contributes least to the furthering of the communicative process; the rheme, conversely, 
contributes the most. 
2Thematisation has been treated by linguists in primarily three ways: (i) as surface structure reorderings for 
the sake of style/rhetoric (Chomsky, Aspects; Katz, Semantic Theory); (ii) as reorderings for the sake of 
pragmatic effect (Chafe, 'Givenness', pp. 25-55); and (iii) as reorderings that affect the semantics of the 
sentence (Firbas, 'Defining', pp. 267-80; Halliday, 'Notes: Part 2', pp. 199-244; for a survey and critique 
see Kies, 'Marked Themes', pp. 49-56. 
3Cf. Fairclough, Discourse, p. 183: 'The theme is the text producer's point of departure in a clause, and 
generally corresponds to what is taken to be (which does not mean it actually is) "given" information, that 
is, information already known or established for text producers and interpreters. ' 
4Halliday, 'Notes: Part 2', p. 204. 
5The concepts of given and new are described by functional sentence linguists in terms of communicative 
dynamism (CD). GIVEN elements contribute least to the'development of communication' (CD); NEW 
elements contribute the most (Williams, 'Functional Sentence Perspective', pp. 77-78). Some key 
differences between a functional sentence perspective and a systemic-functional approach are: (i) the former 
divides the theme into transition (verb) and rheme (complement, adjunct) and (ii) the former distinguishes 
between diathemes (non-proper themes such as the temporal clause 'When they arrived at the temple... ') and 
proper themes. 
6Halliday, 'Notes: Part 2', p. 207. 
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// John painted the shed yesterday // ('John' is new information) 
// John painted the shed yesterday // ('painted' is new information) 
Because Halliday's discussion of given-new information concerns spoken language, it is 
less helpful than theme-rheme for a discourse analysis of NT texts, where phonological 
units cannot be identified (although a study of rhythm might be informative). Perhaps 
other grammatical devices signal given-new information in NT discourse; however, as of 
yet no convincing research has been proposed which applies to a wide variety of Greek 
discourse. 1 Most importantly, theme-rheme and given-new represent different types of 
informational choices; hence, theme and given, rheme and new, do not always correspond 
(see the second example above). To conflate the two ways of information structuring is to 
err in the same way the Prague School linguists did. 2 
An approach similar to Givbn's and Halliday's and one that is perhaps the most useful 
taxonomy for NT discourse analysis is that of E. F. Prince. 3 She distinguishes between 
three types of participants with respect to INFORMATION STATUS: new, evoked, and 
inferable. When a speaker/author introduces NEW information into the discourse, it will be 
either brand-new or unused. A BRAND-NEW item of information is not previously known 
by the audience at all and is typically introduced by means of an indefinite4 expression or a 
full noun phrase. Brand-new entities may be ANCHORED (i. e. linked to another discourse 
entity) or UNANCHORED. An UNUSED item is known to the audience (based on their 
knowledge of the context of situation or culture) but is not at the forefront of their 
consciousness at the time of utterance. The second class of participants are EVOKED (i. e. 
already in the discourse). They are either (i) situational or (ii) textual. Situationally-evoked 
items are interpreted via access to the context of situation. Textually-evoked items are 
interpreted based on the co-text. Typically this involves a linguistic entity that has already 
been introduced in the discourse and is now being interpreted with recourse to that former 
entity through a referential marker (e. g. a pronoun). The third class of participants are 
INFERABLES. These are discourse items which the speaker/author believes the 
listener/reader can infer from a discourse item already introduced or from other inferables. 
These are usually expressed with another full noun phrase (e. g. tibxvov in Phil 2: 22 is an 
inferable of Ttg6ftov in v 19). 
Prominence. Another means of information flow has often been treated by linguists and 
literary theorists under the heading of PROMINENCE (also known as emphasis, grounding, 
relevance, salience). Prominence typically refers to the means by which speakers/authors 
draw the listener/reader's attention to important topics and motifs of the discourse and 
support these topics with other less-prominent materials Prominence, in comparison to 
cohesive ties (the cohesion of similarity), represents the cohesion of dissimilarity. In 
lLevinsohn ('Phrase Order', pp. 44-64) is perhaps the most noteworthy attempt. Although I am in general 
agreement with Levinsohn's approach, his study does not adequately account for (i) subjects that are not 
known, (ii) the variant position of the verb with respect to subject and objects, (iii) the role of the verb, (iv) 
complements that split the verb or subject, (v) modifiers of substantives that are major participants (e. g. 
genitives), and (vi) new (non-given) information which is sentence-initial. 
2For a critique of given-new theory see Kies, 'Marked Themes', pp. 53-54. 
3Prince, 'Toward a Taxonomy', pp. 883-907. Chafe ('Constraints', pp. 21-51) provides a similar model-a 
cognitive-pyschological approach-of active, semi-active, or inactive information in the speaker's and 
listener's consciousness. His terminology 'already active /'previously inactive' for'given' 'givenand 
'starting point' /'added information' for'topic' /'comment' and respective explanations are an 
improvement on the older and frequently misunderstood terms. 
4The use of indefinite expressions for new information is not as true for Greek as it is for English. 
5For a critical survey of linguistic and literary notions of foregrounding (prominence) see Dry, 
'Foregrounding', pp. 435-S0. 
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other words, language is used to set apart (i. e. to disassociate) certain entities from other 
entities of the discourse. If discourse amounted to one cohesive chain interacting with 
itself, the discourse would be flat, monotone, uninformative. To study the prominence of a 
discourse, then, is to study how the cohesive chains have been ordered into a message. 
This concept is not entirely new to NT studies. NT scholars frequently claim that certain 
grammatical constructions are `emphatic'. By this they generally mean some linguistic 
element (either a word or clause) is being emphasised by the author, which is often treated 
in terms of word order. For example, if a prepositional phrase is placed at the front of a 
clause, the author is supposedly emphasising that item. Although this type of interpretation 
is not inherently flawed, the term `emphasis' requires further defining. The study of 
prominence in linguistic, literary, and psycholinguistic theories may provide a more 
methodologically-rigorous approach to questions of theme and emphasis in the NT. 
Prominence is defined here as those semantic and grammatical elements of discourse 
that serve to set aside certain subjects, ideas, or motifs of the author as more or less 
semantically and pragmatically significant than others. 1 Without prominence discourse 
would be dull, flat, and to a certain degree, incoherent. As Robert Longacre humorously 
comments, `If all parts of a discourse are equally prominent, total unintelligibility results. 
The result is like being presented with a piece of black paper and being told, "This is a 
picture of black camels crossing black sands at midnight. "'2 Whereas most studies 'of 
prominence have been concerned with narrative, the following study is primarily concerned 
with non-narrative NT discourse. 
Rather than speak in terms of emphatic and non-emphatic features of texts, most 
discourse analysts suggest at least three, sometimes more, levels of prominence .3 With 
regard to NT discourse I propose three relative levels: background, theme, and focus. 4 
BACKGROUND refers to those linguistic elements in the discourse which, in the case of 
narrative, serve to carry the story forward supporting the main plot with secondary 
participants and events and, in the case of non-narrative, serve to support the main 
argument providing ancillary comments, explanations, conclusions, and summaries. 
Background elements can often be eliminated without drastically obscuring the main 
message. In other words, those elements which may be deleted from the discourse without 
disrupting or undermining the development and interpretation of the discourse represent the 
background. Those which remain are thematic .5 It is not that background material is not important but that it is less important than other elements of the discourse. They 
supplement thematic material. 
THEME, on the other hand, is information central to the author's message. 6 In narrative, 
thematic elements consist of major participants and events (i. e. central tokens) often 
10ther approaches to the concept of prominence have been carried out under the auspices of macrostructure 
or proposition-based analysis (Dijk, Macrostructures), story-grammars (Yekovich and Thorndyke, 
'Evaluation', pp. 454-69), text networks (Beaugrande, Text), and staging (Grimes, Thread of Discourse). 
Especially relevant for this study is T. Givon's 'topicality hierarchy' ('Topic', pp. 149-88). 
2Longacre, 'Discourse Peak', p. 83; cf. DiJk, 'Semantic Discourse Analysis', p. 131: 'Without a semantic 
macrostructure, even a fragmentary one, there is no overall coherence and hence no point to the discourse. ' 
3Cf. 'multiple planes of the text' in Dry, 'Foregrounding', p. 441. 
4Callow (Discourse Considerations, pp. 63-65) adds to these three 'emphasis', which is similar enough to 
focus to be combined into one category-or perhaps simply demonstrates that prominence may be treated in 
scalar terms (allowing for many distinctions). It must be emphasised that these are relative terms to be 
understood in relation to one another (on a cline), as will be discussed below. 
5Cf. the concept of 'topic framework' set forth in Brown and Yule, Discourse Analysis, p. 75. 
6Callow ('Patterns', p. 195) associates theme with the purpose of, the author. She maintains that 'material 
at the factual end of the purposive chain is considered to be less prominent than material at the activity end; 
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occurring along some chronological line (+sequential). In contrast, in non-narrative (- 
sequential), the chronological element is usually absent (or less significant), as in 
argumentation (e. g. lawyer's cross-examination), exhortation (e. g. eulogy), or explanation 
(e. g. recipe). Thematic elements are unique types of prominence in that after first 
appearing in the discourse, they are expected to appear again. If an author states the theme 
and purpose of an essay by means of an introductory sentence, the reader expects the rest 
of the discourse to be about that theme. Consequently, subsequent appearances of thematic 
elements are often reduced to unmarked forms such as pronouns, since they are part of the 
discourse's COMMON GROUND shared by speaker and listener. 
Whereas thematically prominent elements are generally expected by the reader at the level 
of clause (i. e. they are unmarked after initial occurrence), FOCUS refers to those linguistic 
elements which stand out somewhat unexpectedly, i. e. they are semantically marked, even 
if they have been previously introduced into the discourse. Such elements may not carry 
much semantic weight (e. g. i8oü and Eyw ai tög); instead, they serve a more pragmatic 
function, e. g. drawing the listener/reader back into the communicative process. At times, it 
is necessary for an author to reintroduce a thematic element (which usually has been 
reduced to pronominal forms or zero-anaphora), i. e. focus on it, to ensure that it is at the 
foreground of the reader's mind. K. Callow uses the analogy of a stage. Focal 
prominence is likened to a spotlight highlighting particular theatrical characters on the stage 
of a play. 
The concepts of background, theme, and focus are best understood on a cline of 
prominence. A linguistic element at any given point in the linear development of a 
discourse will fall somewhere on the cline. In addition, it may fall somewhere else on the 
cline as it is used throughout the text, e. g. at one point being background and at another 
being focal. 
Focus 
Ü 
Theme 
Background 
What was thematic in the previous paragraph may only be background in the next. For this 
reason, it is necessary to speak of the DOMAIN OF PROMINENCE, i. e. the extent to which a 
linguistic element maintains its degree of prominence (similar to Givön's notion of 
referential persistence). The domain of prominence may or may not extend throughout the 
whole discourse, but it will extend somewhere. The domain of an element's prominence 
reveals its relative importance in the discourse. In NT discourse, the domain of 
prominence may consist of the phrase (e. g. headword of a prepositional phrase), clause 
(e. g. rheme), paragraphl (e. g. verbal aspect), or the entire discourse (e. g. epistolary 
formulas). 
Firstly, background elements have no limits as to their domain, since they coincide 
with a theme (which has no limit to its domain). Wherever a thematic unit is located 
there is a graded increase in prominence as we move away from fact towards volition' (p. 197). 
Accordingly, commands (e. g. imperative mood) tend to be more prominent in NT discourse. 
'Most NT discourse analysis has been concerned with the notion of domain of prominence in terms of the 
paragraph. 
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(whether at the discourse, paragraph, or clause level), there will probably be an associated 
background (e. g. peripheral tokens). Thus, backgrounds may be relegated to the phrase, 
clause, paragraph, or discourse. Backgrounds may even be embedded within other 
backgrounds. For example, in Matt 13, the author's narrative moves from one background 
to another (both in the same locale). In the first scene (Matt 13: 1-35) Jesus speaks in 
parables while sitting in a boat along the shore of a lake surrounded by a crowd of people. 
In the second scene (Matt 13: 36-52) he has entered a house near the lake and is speaking in 
parables to his disciples. In each scene Jesus tells three parables, each with its own unique 
background, theme, and focus. Secondly, thematic prominence occurs at all levels of 
discourse: phrase, clause, paragraph/section (and paragraphs within paragraphs), and 
discourse. On the one hand, an entire discourse may have a single theme that runs 
throughout (i. e. global theme). Within this theme, other thematic sub-units may have their 
own prominence. Organic ties (see above) often signal the beginning and end of a thematic 
unit. They mark topic-shifts. ' An entire discourse, on the other hand, may have more than 
one theme. 2 For example, authors of ancient letters often develop several topics-a feature 
of conversation-as Cicero notes: `I have begun to write to you something or other 
without any definite subject, so that I may have a sort of talk with you. '3 Thirdly, focal 
prominence is typically relegated to the clause and occasionally to the paragraph. A 
particular participant may be focally prominent within a paragraph and then fall out of 
prominence in the next. The domain of focal elements is typically less than that of theme, 
since an element with a larger domain tends to become thematic, i. e. it becomes expected in 
the discourse. 
In conclusion, an analogy of a soccer match may help illustrate the concepts of 
background, theme, and focus. Certain participants and events in a soccer match are 
almost always present and help to create an atmosphere in which the game is played. These 
might include Buis, food vendors, security personnel, announcers, and even coaches and 
officials. These play, at varying degrees, background roles with respect to the actual game. 
They are not essential for it to be played, but they are frequently present. In other words, a 
soccer match could be played without such participants, but it would lose some of its 
robustness and impact so players often overstate, `We couldn't have done it without the 
fans. ' Indeed, some of these participants can contribute to the outcome (e. g. support of the 
fans for the home team) and even be in focus at a given time (e. g. the ball being thrown 
back on the field by a fan). Similarly, background elements in discourse are not obligatory 
for the theme to be communicated, but they are supportive (i. e. peripheral tokens). The 
players, however, must be present for the match to take place. They move the game 
forward, tackling, passing, running, and most importantly, scoring. They are the main 
participants and they perform the main actions which define the rules of the game. Without 
them, the game could not be played. Similarly, thematic prominence refers to those 
participants and events (i. e. central tokens) which comprise the main message(s) or 
theme(s) of the author (at whatever level of discourse). They point to what is being talked 
about. Finally, at key moments in the match certain participants and events stand out, 
focusing all attention upon themselves. For example, during a penalty kick, all eyes would 
be on the potential scorer, the ball, and the goalie. Although all other players are involved 
in the game, at that moment the focus is directed upon a few. Some players are frequently 
l0n the term 'topic-shift' see Maynard, 'Placement', pp. 263-90, and Schank, 'Rules', pp. 421-42. 
2Cf. Hellholm, Das Visionenbuch, p. 45, who speaks of 'eine Hierarchie von Haupt- und Nebenstrategien'. 
3Cicero Att. 9.10.1. 
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in focus (e. g. strikers), while others get there chance only sporadically (e. g. goalie). In 
similar fashion, focal prominence serves to highlight particular participants and events in 
the discourse. Just as in a soccer match, focal prominence occurs sporadically. An 
element may enter in and out of prominence at any given time in the discourse. 
Although this is only intended as an analogy, it does illustrate the basic function of each 
level and how they interrelate. It also partly demonstrates how grammatical prominence is 
closely related to human perception, as studied by psychologists. 1 The way in which 
humans perceive their world is three-dimensional, with various objects being in specific 
view at some times and not at other times. We might except people to communicate and 
process discourse similarly. 
Signalling Devices of Information Flow. It is not difficult to convince ourselves that 
NT texts have prominent elements and that certain discourse elements are often presented in 
a thematic manner. It is more difficult to convince each other what constitutes an element 
as prominent in the discourse. This latter difficulty is quickly realised when sorting 
through the multitude of scholarly views regarding the themes of NT texts. For example, 
is Paul's correspondence to the Philippians a letter about joy, unity, steadfastness, 
martyrdom, friendship, or suffering? To make matters worse discourse analysts do not 
necessarily agree upon what signals prominence in discourse. This is partly due to the fact 
that studies of prominence have been carried out by linguists from different backgrounds 
dealing with different languages. What applies to one language does not always apply to 
others, sometimes leading to a lack of consensus among analysts' theories and thus their 
analyses. Furthermore, prominence is a phenomenon that is not part of a linguistic code 
but is a function of discourse. That is, prominence is not a function of morphology proper 
but is a result of morphological forms as they are used in discourse; hence, in one 
discourse particular morphological forms (e. g. tense-forms) may be used to indicate 
prominence whereas in other discourses they may play a different semantic role. Thus, the 
following discussion is not intended as a deterministic tool which applies to all NT 
discourse. Nevertheless, some general guidelines, which apply to many languages, are 
suggestive for the analysis of NT discourse. 
Recent research suggests three basic signalling devices of prominence: phonetic 
(obviously difficult for NT studies); syntactic; and semantic. 2 These involve, for example, 
semantic relations (including cohesive ties and clause pairs), verbs, noun-verb relations, 
word order, formulas of genre, some particles, and boundary markers. In Greco-Roman 
administrative correspondence, for example, abstracts were often included which revealed 
the theme of a letter-3 this is a very precise way of indicating prominence. Most discourse 
does not so blatantly give away its theme(s) or purpose(s). Other lexico-grammatical 
devices are employed. Given-new and theme-rheme information typically is signalled by 
word order and pronomilisation. Prominence, however, is rarely signalled by one device, 
but more often is the result of a combination of grammatical and semantic features. The 
analyst of ancient texts should not depend on the presence of one grammatical category to 
determine prominence, but an analysis of several signalling devices. By relying on several 
" 
I Wallace, 'Figure and Ground', pp. 213-16. 2Werth, Focus, p. 98. These are ultimately cognitive processes. 
3See White, Light, pp. 216-17. The recipient would sometimes summarise the contents (including date and 
sender) of a letter on the verso; such examples at least suggest that authors wrote and readers read with 
thematic issues in mind. 
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categories a better basis may be established for a particular reading of the text. 1 Nor should 
a particular signalling device (e. g. tense-forms) always be treated in terms of prominence; 
again, prominence is more a feature of discourse than it is one of grammar (or linguistic 
code). For example, it appears that when the semantic function of verbal aspect conflicts 
with a verb's level of prominence, the semantic function prevails. In this case, other 
categories may combine to indicate prominence. This cluster-concept approach to 
prominence suggests that it is best understood as a scalar phenomenon of discourse rather 
than a binary one. Furthermore, I am not suggesting that these features are hard-and-fast 
rules; rather, as is the case with most of language (especially at the level of discourse) they 
represent regularities. The following list suggests some of the signalling devices of 
information flow used in NT discourse. 
1. Semantic Relations (Cohesive Ties): An analysis of semantic chains is an 
important part of determining prominence. Central tokens, for example, are more 
prominent than peripheral tokens (see above on cohesive ties). Words of 
beseeching and saying (mental processes) often signal upcoming, thematically 
prominent material (e. g. `I beseech you... '); 2 thus, such words often occur in the 
present tense in NT letters (see the analysis of prominence in chap. 5). 
Some research in both linguistics and psychology (originating from the 
Gestalt psychologists of the early twentieth century) suggests that certain semantic 
categories tend to appear in background and thematic material. 3 These are 
typically discussed in terms of figure (theme) and ground (background), or `more 
salient' and `less salient' items. 4 Such theories start with the assumption that 
people are more interested in some things than others, and that they process 
information based on those interests. S. Wallace sets forth the major components 
of this theory. (1) People are more interested in other human beings (or at least in 
animate entities); (2) People tend to place themselves at the centre of attention; (3) 
Individuated-especially concrete, definite, singular, countable-entities are more 
apt to attract interest than their opposites; (4) The real, the certain, the positive, the 
immediate, the bounded, the completed, and the dynamic are more effective in 
moving a discourse forward (i. e. to constitute the thematic portion of a text) than 
their respective contrasting properties, which form the supportive background. 
Based on such research, the following chart provides a useful scheme for the 
analysis of NT discourses 
'Other works on prominence have suggested a similar 'cluster concept' of foregrounding (see Dry, 
'Foregrounding', p. 441). 
2Cf. the concept of 'metacommunicative references' in Johanson, To All the Brethren, p. 16. 
3See Dressler, 'Marked', p. 14. 
4See esp. Wallace, 'Figure and Ground', pp. 211-18. 
5Adapted from Wallace, 'Figure and Ground', pp. 212,214; cf. Dry, 'Foregrounding', p. 447. 
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MORE SALIENT LESS SALIENT 
human non-human 
animate inanimate 
concrete abstract 
thing-like, solid, discrete unformed, diffuse, 
shapeless, unbroken 
well-defined, tightly less definite, unstructured, 
organised loosely organised 
contoured, surrounded, boundless 
bounded, enclosed 
localised unlocalised 
with distinguishable parts without distinguishable parts 
near far 
above, in front below, behind 
greater contrast lesser contrast 
stable unstable 
symmetric irregular 
2. Verbal Aspect: One of the discourse functions of verbal aspect is to indicate the 
prominence of clauses in relationship to the larger paragraph or discourse. 1 In 
non-narrative, background prominence may be signalled by clauses using the 
aorist tense-form (perfective aspect). It is not so much that aorist tense-forms are 
thematically unimportant (nor are they always background material) but that they 
may be used in discourse to set apart some events from those signalled by the 
imperfective aspect (present and imperfect tense-forms). Thematic prominence 
may be signalled by the present and imperfect tense-forms (imperfective aspect), 
as well as the future tense-form. 2 The three forms are probably needed to 
differentiate time in discourse, an important component of theme. Focal 
prominence may be signalled by the perfect and pluperfect tense-forms (stative 
aspect). The pluperfect was probably retained in the language for temporal 
reasons (viz to indicate `remote' time) 3 (Verbs without a complete aspectual 
system [e. g. d iii] do not express prominence, at least morphologically. ) 
'See Hopper, 'Aspect', p. 5, who highlights the discourse-function of aspect: 'The fundamental notion of 
aspect is not a local-semantic one but is discourse-pragmatic. ' Ehrlich ('Aspect', pp. 363-76) has rightly 
challenged the idea that verbal aspect is always an indicator of prominence, while maintaining that this is 
one of the roles it may play in some discourse contexts. 
2Cf. Porter, Idioms, p. 23, who speaks in terms of background, foreground, and frontground. NT Greek is 
notably unique with respect to studies of universal grammar, since the imperfective aspect often plays a 
thematic role and the perfective aspect often plays a background role (contrast Wallace, 'Figure and Ground', 
pp. 208-209). Note, however, that Levinsohn (Discourse Features, pp. 164-66) argues for the aorist tense 
as the thematic marker and the imperfect as the background marker. His analysis, most notably, does not 
take into account the other tense-forms and is apparently based on insights from universal grammarians 
rather than on analysis of non-narrative NT texts. He does not discuss Porter's work on verbal aspect. 
Diver ('System of Relevance, pp. 60-61) speaks of the central (aorist tense and active voice) and peripheral 
(imperfect tense and middle voice) relevance (= prominence? ) of the Homeric verb. He unfortunately treats 
relevance in terms of binary opposition (based on the root) and fails to account for the entire system of the 
Greek verb (esp. tense-forms). In addition, it is unclear in his scheme if voice alone (viz, active and middle) 
or tense alone (aorist or imperfect) signals relevance or if the two must be used together. 
3Demetrius (Eloc. 214) notes that changes in tense-forms may be used for 'vividness' (evapye(tcpov) or 
'forcefulness' (getväcepov). In narrative, the aorist is more vivid than the present because `there is 
something more striking in the suggestion that all is over [perfect yey? ov65] than in the intimation that it is 
about to happen [peXXov ros] or is still happening [ytvog you &Q'. His observation is undeveloped and, 
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Having put forth this scheme, it must now be stated that verbal aspect as a 
morphological category primarily serves the function of indicating the author's 
viewpoint on the nature of a verbal event. Nevertheless, the semantics of the 
aspectual categories lend themselves to discourse prominence. The perfective 
aspect lends itself to general descriptions of an event, whereas the imperfective 
aspect suggests the author is focusing on the particulars of an event. The stative 
aspect is even more accentuated, since the attention is placed upon an event that 
has resulted from other circumstances (i. e. a stative event stands at the centre of 
an activity). However, the use of verbal aspect (i. e. the morphological forms 
which indicate verbal aspect) to indicate prominence is a secondary role-a 
pragmatic function of grammar-and, thus, a discourse function not a 
morphological function of Greek grammar. Furthermore, I am not claiming that 
every time one comes across a particular tense-form that it must be fitted into this 
model of prominence. However, both the ancient and modern evidence suggests 
that speakers/authors do alternate tense-forms so as to communicate information 
status. Perhaps the best basis for a prominence reading occurs when particular 
tense-forms are used with particular words (or concepts) so as to set them apart 
from other tense-forms used with different words (or concepts) all in the same 
linguistic context (i. e. the author is contrasting or setting apart certain information 
from other information by means of tense-forms). 
3. Verbal Mood: Modality may be used to distinguish between background and 
thematic prominence. Under normal circumstances, a speaker might expect an 
audience to be more interested in what is asserted as real or factual (indicative 
mood). What someone asserts as actually happening is more likely to be the 
centre of attention in discourse than what is merely projected or purported to 
happen (i. e. what might, may, could occur). Accc dingly, the subjunctive and 
optative moods, because their function is essentially that of `non-assertion' or 
`projection', are often used to express background material. 1 This partly explains 
their frequent use in subordinate clauses (e. g. purpose clauses), which typically 
play a rhetorically supportive role in discourse. 2 In non-narrative, the imperative 
mood is also used in thematic material, due to its semantic attribute of `direction' 
(i. e. the speaker directs or commands others to do something). 
4. Verbal Voice: The active voice is predominant in the NT, with the middle voice 
being, by a small margin, the least used of the three voices in the Greek NT: 
active (20,697x); middle (3,500x); passive (3,932x). The passive voice is often 
used to move the logical agent into the background of the discourse, leaving some 
hence, should not be applied to all Greek discourse indiscriminately, however, it does support the point 
being made here that changes in tense may indicate prominence. Longinus (Sublime 25), part of the same 
tradition of literary theory as Demetrius, seems to argue the reverse, viz. by describing past time events as 
happening in the present 'you will turn the passage from mere narrative into vivid (or energetic) actuality': 
&Tav ye µiiv r& napcii). vO&a tort xpSvotc, eta&y ; ZK nv6µeva uai aapövr, ov Stijrnvty tt -röv 
Xöyov &U' Evaycwviov ap& a xotioet;. According to this theory, the present tense is more prominent 
than the perfect (used to denote a past time event). The lesson to be learned from these two literary 
theorists is that the use of tense-forms to signal prominence is not an inherent feature of the Greek language 
but a device used by authors (sometimes differently) according to the situation of the immediate discourse 
(parole). The model proposed here is particularly intended for non-narrative discourse. 
ICf. Grimes, Thread of Discourse, p. 65. 
2This may be further substantiated by the fact that subjunctive and optative moods prefer the aorist tense- 
form (background) over the present (theme) and perfect (focus) in the NT: aorist subjunctive (1,390x), aorist 
optative (45x); present subjunctive (463x), present optative (23x); perfect subjunctive (10x), perfect 
optative (Ox). 
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other grammatical subject to take its place. ' In other words, the passive is related 
to the thematic organisation of the clause and discourse? 
5. Noun-Verb Relations: The grammatical relations between nouns and verbs are 
also indicators of prominence (see also word order below). First and second 
person combinations typically signal thematic prominence (i. e. central tokens); 
third person signals background prominence (i. e. peripheral tokens). The 
nominative case generally signals a thematic element in the clause. The vocative 
case is often a signal of thematic material at the level of discourse and focal 
material at the level of clause. A study of Philippians suggests that the basic word 
order is V (Verb) or VO (verb - object), i. e. this is the unmarked grammatical 
construction. If a subject is added to this basic word order (usually in the 
nominative), the clause has marked word order. Once a thematic participant has 
been introduced by the nominative case, continued reference is usually by means 
of pronouns or verbal suffixes (first, second, third person, singular or plural). It 
is usually only reintroduced in the form of a full noun phrase for the sake of 
focus, comparison/contrast, or to prevent ambiguity (a thematic concern). 
6. Word Order. Various word order constructions are often motivated by 
informational requirements of the discourse .3 Since word order in Greek is 
somewhat flexible, the concept of information flow may help explain apparently 
random variations of word order which is often treated as an unmeaningful 
feature of an inflected language such as Greek. 4 Here, for example, the 
grammarian queries: Why does one sentence have SVO word order and another 
VSO word order? 5 The answer is apparently related to the relative prominence of 
the linguistic components in the clause. Most NT clauses have V or VO (verb- 
object) word order, lacking a specified subject. This is the unmarked pattern, i. e. 
it does not indicate prominence because the subject is not expressed (probably 
because it is already known). 6 When a subject is expressed, the unmarked word 
1Resear ch suggests that the active voice in English texts prefers animate objects (which tend to have 
thematic prominence) and passive clauses prefer inanimate ones (which tend to have background 
prominence); see Svartvik, Voice, pp. 49-50. I have not studied this with respect to Greek discourse, but 
based on the semantics of prominence it is suggestive. 
2Cf. Stein, Studies, p. 125, following Halliday. 
3Cf. Werth, Focus, p. 12. 
4See the critique of NT scholars by Radney, 'Factors', pp. 1-79. Radney offers a solid methodological 
approach to questions of word order, but his conclusions based on the text of Hebrews are less than 
convincing. He maintains that basic NT Greek word order is VSOI (I=indirect object), even though actual 
instances of this pattern are infrequent, but instead SVO or SOV predominate. To be fair, he does attempt 
to explain the variations in terms of meaningful categories (pp. 21-22); but one is still dissatisfied with his 
a priori assumption (based largely on Hebrew word order) that Greek word order is VSOI. Furthermore, he 
does not address the issue that most clauses lack a subject, which begs the question of a basic word order 
involving all three or four grammatical components (subject, verb, direct object, and indirect object). As 
the study of Philippians suggests, SVO and VSO are both fair appraisals of NT word order if one considers 
the discourse effects of topicality and information status. 
5The letter 0 (= complements) here signifies various types of sentence completives, including dative and 
genitive direct objects, rank-shifted infinitive and participle clauses, and indirect objects. 
61 am here only interested in the word order of the main parts of speech: subjects, verbs, and complements 
(Le. participants and processes). Dionysius of Hallicarnassus (Comp. 5) sets out to demonstrate the 
'natural' word order of Greek: nouns before verbs, verbs before adverbs, things prior in time before 
subsequently temporal things, nouns before adjectives, common before proper nouns, pronouns before 
common nouns, indicative before other moods, finite verbs before infinitives. He abandons this theory after 
discovering exceptions to the rules: 'But experience upset all these assumptions and showed them to be 
completely worthless. Sometimes the composition was rendered pleasing and beautiful by these and similar 
arrangements, but at other times not by these but by the opposite. ' His starting point, however-viz. to fit 
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order of a discourse tends to be SO, with the verb falling before or after the 
subject (SVO, VSO, SOV). 1 However, alterations to this pattern (OSV, OVS, 
VOS, OS, or variations involving other parts of speech such as adjuncts) are not 
infiequent see the analysis of topicality in Philippians in chap. 5 below. 2 A 
general rule to follow is that the more to the right a linguistic item (e. g. noun, 
adjective, verb) occurs, the more prominent (in terms of topicality) it tends to be 
in the clause .3 The more to the 
left an item occurs, the more prominent topically it 
tends to be in the discourse. Such patterns of information flow influence the 
order of words, as summarised in the following chart. 
Anaphoric Non-Anaphoric 
discourse prominence 
clause prominence 
Rather than the terms `given' and `new', I prefer `anaphoric' and `non- 
anaphoric'. Semantic material is distributed in the sentence so as to respect the 
order of anaphoric and non-anaphoric, 4 although syntactic elements may be 
moved for the sake of markedness (e. g. comparison, contrast, focus). There are, 
therefore, four possible orders in which information may be structured in the 
clause (I=Initial and N=Non-initial): (i) Ito I, in which the current linguistic item 
and its referent are both at the beginning of the clause (e. g. `The fields outside 
the villages were full of vines. The fields were brown. '), (ii) Ito N, in which 
the current linguistic item is initial in the clause but its referent is not initial in its 
own clause, (iii) N to I, in which the current linguistic item is not initial in its 
clause but its referent is initial in its own clause, (iv) N to N, in which the current 
linguistic item is not initial in the clause nor is its referent initial in its own 
clause .5 
7. Boundary Markers (Organic Ties): Although organic ties (e. g. conjunctions) may 
have minimal semantic content, they serve an important role with respect to 
prominence by signalling the domains of thematic units. These are termed here 
together the parts of speech as 'nature' (aet) demands-suggests an awareness of an unmarked, typical 
manner of combining words which could, of course, be altered. His remarks on word order, then, would 
suggest that there were patterns of natural arrangement but that he himself could not theoretically explain 
all of the reasons underlying marked patterns. 
'In his treatment of the 'plain' (iaxvös) style, which is supposedly the most suitable for letter writing, the 
author of On Style (Pseudo-Demetrius) notes that the natural order of words ((pvatxn'rächet zwv 
övop. &tow) is subject, predicate adjective, and then other descriptors (Eloc. 199). He then notes that 
changes may be made to this word order (Eloc. 200). Three observations may be reasonably drawn from his 
discussion: (i) there is an unmarked word order in which subject precedes object; (ii) changes in this word 
order may be for the sake of information flow (Eloc. 50); and (iii) the location of the verb is not as 
important as that of nouns and adjuncts. Cf. Quintilian Inst. 9.4.23, who similarly suggests that the 
'weaker' word should not follow the 'stronger' because 'sentences should rise and grow in force'. 
2The order of the verb is perhaps less important due to its tendency not to be the theme (so Firbas, 'Non- 
Thematic Subjects', p. 49). Levinsohn (Discourse Features, pp. 22-23) argues that verbs occur first in 
sentences where there is continuity with the previous discourse. However, in Phil. 1: 3,12; 2: 19; 4: 21- 
examples of epistolary forms that clearly signal discontinuity-the verbs are sentence-initial. 
3Cf. Larsen, 'Word Order', pp. 29-34. The author of the Greco-Roman work On Style (Pseudo-Demetrius) 
suggests that 'more vivid' (r& evapryeattpa) words should be placed second (i. e. after the initial less 
vivid word) or last in the clause (Eloc. 50). 
4This point is based on the thoroughgoing study of Werth, Focus, for a summary see p. 220. 
5Cf. Enkvist, Stylistics, pp. 119-20. 
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`boundary markers' and generally consist of particles and conjunctions, but may 
include larger units (e. g. genitive absolute). They connect paragraphs with 
paragraphs, and clauses with clauses. Clauses lacking connecting particles 
(asyndeton) are unmarked, i. e. they neither mark prominence nor do they not 
mark prominence. icai, used as a connector of clauses (usually clause-initial), 
indicates co-ordinated sameness; 1 used as an adverb, it often indicates focal 
prominence. 2 Levinsohn, in his study of textual connections in Acts, argues that 
SE is used to signal development units (DU) and to introduce new units into the 
discourse. As Callow remarks, 
The speaker uses 8i as a signal, saying, 'This is the next step. ' It may be a little step or a 
big one, it may be a step forwards, or sideways, or even backward-looking, but it is always 
the next step, and with it the speaker or writer is progressing one thought at a time along a 
purposeful line of development. 3 
The use of oat' and tic indicate relationships between sentences in the 
development unit (DU) 4 Examples of particles that tend to signal thematic 
prominence include ovv, Stä tiovtio, öOcv, dpa, Sio, S&., vi v. For example, in 
Rom 12: 1 the combination of ovv, the verb of beseeching, several present tense- 
forms, and imperatives signal a thematically prominent section of Paul's 
discourse. Examples of particles that often signal focal prominence include yý, SA 
('then, indeed'), Sijnou ('surely, indeed'), ci g v, gcvovv ('surely, certainly'), 
ggztyc ('how much more'), nävt(oS ('indeed, certainly, in any event'), äß, a, ä 
(`certainly, emphatically'), i8oü, {Sc, s aye ('look, listen, pay attention'), w 
8. Formulas of Genre: One of the best ways for determining prominence at the 
discourse level (i. e. determining thematic units of discourse) is to analyse its 
generic conventions. `Once upon a time' and `They lived happily ever after' and 
'Have you heard the one about... ' are well known generic features that mark off 
boundaries of a text and convey discourse themes. The epistolary formula `I 
want you to know... ' (Phil 1: 12), for example, signals the beginning of a 
thematic unit as well as inform°9the reader of a thematic concern of the author. 
I See Buth, 'Oüv', pp. 152-54. 
2See Tittud, 'Function of icat', pp. 240-70. 
3Callow, 'Disappearing Ae', p. 192. 
4Levinsohn, Textual Connections, pp. xv-xvi. 
5See Van Otterloo, 'Towards', pp. 34-64. 
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Summary 
The following chart summarises the various TEXTUAL devices detailed above which 
contribute to the cohesiveness of discourse. 
COMPONENTIAL RELATIONS ORGANIC RELATIONS 
Device Tie Relation 
A. Reference Co-reference A. Conjunctives 
1. Pronominals 
2. Demonstratives 
3. Article B. Formulas of Genre 
"5 4. Comparative e. g. epistolary 
Ä B. Substitution & Ellipsis Co-classification thanksgiving 
1. Nominal 
2. Verbal 
3. Clausal 
C. Prominence 
1. Word Order 
2. Verbal Aspect 
3. Verbal Mood 
4. Verbal Voice 
A. General Co-classification or 
1. Repetition Co-extension 
2. Synonymy 
3. Antonymy 
4. Hyponymy 
" 5. Meronymy 
ºý B. Instantial Co-reference or 
1. Equivalence Co-classification 
2. Naming 
3. Semblance 
So far, cohesive ties and signalling devices of information flow have been largely treated 
in isolation from one another. M. P. Williams' research in theme-rheme suggests that the 
study of cohesive ties may be assisted by the analysis of prominence. ' In other words, 
these two features of language dynamically interact to produce cohesiveness in discourse. 
This is precisely what Halliday has argued by subordinating the two under the heading of 
`textual meanings'. However, Williams has made the relationship between the two more 
specific by means of a systemic network (reproduced below)? In sum, the systemic 
diagram demonstrates that the theme may be expressed (+complete) or unexpressed (- 
complete). The theme may continue the message of the previous clause by means of elision 
(+elision) or substitution (-elision). Substitution may involve the use of a pronoun or a full 
noun which is a repetition (same item), synonym, antonym, hyponym, or (I add) meronym 
of the previous theme. The theme may, instead, not continue (-continue) the previous 
message and, if so, must do two things. Firstly, it must either develop (+developmental) 
the discourse in a new direction (new information) or not (-developmental). If it is not 
developmental (i. e. it is related to the previous message but not in a continuative manner), 
1Williams, 'Perspective', p. 87. 
2Winiams, 'Perspeetive, p. 85, modified here for use in NT discourse analysis. 
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then it relates to the previous discourse by either introducing, reasserting, contrasting, or 
summating it by means of pronouns or full noun phrases (repetition, synonym, antonym, 
or hyponym). Secondly, a non-continuative theme may be (i) related to the (a) previous 
theme, (b) previous rheme, (c) previous theme/rheme or (ii) unrelated to the previous 
message. 
U 
C. " 
Ný+ 
.a air 
a 
Rheme r 
+Complete 
-Complete 
Same item 
+Ellided Pronominal Synonym 
+Continuative -[ 
- Elhded 
] 
Full noun 
Antonym 
Hyponym 
+Developmental 
Theme 
Introductory 
-Continuative -Developmental 
Reassertive 
Related to previous theme 
Contrastive 
Related to previous theme 
Summative 
Related to previous theme/rheme 
Unrelated 
CONCLUSION 
The above functional model of Hellenistic Greek is organised around the three primary 
functions (meanings) of language-ideational, interpersonal, and textual. Each function 
makes its own contribution to the production and processing of human discourse. 
Nevertheless, they all interact in a dynamic way in discourse; hence, an individual clause 
may be analysed with respect to all three functions. IDEATIONAL MEANINGS concern `the 
goings-on' in the text, especially with respect to who is involved (participants) and what 
they are doing (processes)-the system of transitivity. INTERPERSONAL MEANINGS 
concern the social relationships between the participants (i. e. how they interact with one 
another)-the system of modality. TEXTUAL MEANINGS concern the cohesive ties (organic 
and componential) and information flow (topicality and prominence) in discourse, i. e. how 
the ideational meanings of the discourse are organised into a cohesive whole. 
PART II 
Discourse Analysis of Philippians 
Chapter 3 
'ftffi DEBATE OVER THE LITERARY INTEGRITY OF PHILIPPIANS 
Does the canonical letter to the Philippians consist of one Pauline letter or is it a redacted 
aggregate of two or more originally separate Pauline (or partly pseudo-Pauline) letters? 
The question regarding the literary integrity' of Philippians is ultimately a question of 
`whether something happened'-or, in the language of the courtroom, a question of fact 
(an sit). Therefore, this study is partly concerned with evidence-evidence set forth by 
scholars from the nineteenth and twentieth centuries either for or against the letter's literary 
integrity. Such scholars have addressed a number of questions. Exactly what happened 
(who? what? when? how? why? )? What were the circumstances in which the event 
occurred? Could this event have happened at the time? If so, how was the event like or 
unlike similar events? What were its causes? What were its consequences? What does its 
occurrence imply? How do we know about it? There is much at stake with regard to the 
literary integrity of Philippians, with respect to issues of both interpretation and Pauline 
chronology. Moreover, this issue raises critical questions regarding biblical hermeneutics 
and the standards used to determine the cohesiveness of other NT texts (e. g. the Corinthian 
correspondence). The first part of this chapter briefly surveys the history of the debate, 
setting the stage for the next section which presents evidence submitted by scholars both 
for and against the literary integrity of Philippians. 2 
BRIEF HISTORY OF DISCUSSION 
Before turning to a topical summary of the debate over the literary integrity of 
Philippians, it is worthwhile to narrate briefly the origin of the debate, its subsequent 
evolution, and its current status. D. Cook has exposed the false claims of several scholars 
that in 1685 Stephanus Le Moyne, a seventeenth century professor of theology at Leiden, 
was the first to dissect Philippians into two originally separate letters 3 Cook admonishes 
those who have passed down the myth without verifying its source: `One man's error does 
not become true because another man believes and repeats it. '4 The trajectory of the myth 
seems to have started primarily with C. Clemen (1894), H. J. Holtzmann (1892), and M. 
Goguel (1925), to whom various twentieth century scholars such as W. Schmithals 
(1965), B. D. Rahtjen (1960), R. Jewett (1970), G. Baumbach (1971), and J. -F. Collange 
(1979) appeal for their knowledge of Le Moyne. So C. Clemen claims, `Am frühesten 
unter allen paulinischen Briefen ist der Philipperbrief mit Rücksicht auf seine Einheitlichkeit 
1The term 'integrity' is preferred here over 'unity' since the latter term may falsely suggest that unity 
implies textual completeness. 
2For other recent surveys see Garland, 'Composition', pp. 141-59; Schenk, 'Philipperbrief, pp. 3280-84 
(although prior to many recent studies in support of the letter's integrity); Schoon-Janßen, Apologien, pp. 
119-26; O'Brien, Philippians, pp. 10-18; Wick, Philipperbricf, pp. 16-32; and Bormann, Philippi, pp. 87- 
118. 
3Cook, 'Stephanus Le Moyne', pp. 138-42. 
4Cook, 'Stephanus Le Moyne, p. 142. 
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angefochten worden, nämlich von Stephan le Moyne, Varia sacra 1685, II, 332.343, der 
ihn in zwei Teile zerlegte. " V. Koperski has subsequently supported Cook's interpretation 
of the disputed passages in Le Moyne's Varia Sacra (pp. 332,343), claiming to have 
sought the opinion of Jozef Usewijn, Professor of Latin at the Faculty of Literature and 
Philosophy, Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, Belgium. 2 The relevant passages are part of a 
larger discussion by Le Moyne in which he attempts to explain Polycarp's use of the plural 
.. ntatioX, in Phil 3: 2. Le Moyne's view of Polycarp's plural is that (i) it may have been 
influenced by the Latin language ('qui Epistolas & literas, de unica tantum Epistola & 
litera solebant usurpare' [p. 332]), (ii) it may be a reference to both the Thessalonian and 
Philippian correspondence taken together (in view of their Macedonian origin), or (iii) the 
originally single letter to the Philippians may have been later divided into two works, which 
Polycarp subsequently (and mistakenly) spoke of in terms of the plural. In support of this 
third view, Le Moyne provides supposed examples of the dividing and uniting of ancient 
texts such as that of Ezekiel, the works of Josephus, and Ps 147 (pp. 332-42). Those who 
appeal to Le Moyne as the progenitor of the multiple-letter hypothesis typically refer to the 
beginning of his treatment of Eypaytcv cxta ro%&;, 
unica tantum legitur Epistola scripta ab Apostolo Paulo ad Philippenses; & de variis ad 
illos scriptis, nulla apud quemquam extat memoria. Adeo ut per Epistolas, enallage 
quaedam numeri intelligenda sit; Epistola pro Epistolis. (p. 332) 
and the conclusion, 
Sic potest intelligi locus Polycarpi qui Epistolas Pauli ad Philippenses memorat, non quod 
plures Epistolas ad Philippenses scripserit Apostolus, sed quod Epistola ad Philippenses 
in duas posset dividi, & revera divideretur & duae essent ad Philippenses Epistolae, sicut 
duac erant Epistolae ad Corinthios, & duac ad Thessalonicenses, qui cum Philippensibus 
totius Graeciae ecclesias florentissimas constituebant. Saltem hoc mallem, quarr cum 
Salmerone asserere, per Epistolas Pauli ad Philippenses de quibus Polycarpus, intelligendas 
Epistolam ad Philippenses & Epistolas ad Thessalonicenses, qui cum essent in Macedonia 
sicut Philippenses, Epistolae ad Thessalonicenses scriptae, jure censeri possunt scriptae ad 
ipsos Philippenses. Utatur quisque arbitrio suo. Sed magis arridet prior conjectura. 
(emphasis mine, p. 343) 
When put in the larger context of Le Moyne's discussion of Polycarp's Phil 3: 2, it is clear 
that Le Moyne viewed the canonical Philippians as an originally single whole penned by 
Paul; however, he concludes that Polycarp may have known of multiple letters to the 
Philippians which had been separated out from this originally single letter. Thus, Le 
Moyne does posit a case in which there may have been multiple letters to the Philippians, 
but his view is the reverse of modem multiple-letter theories, viz. an originally single letter 
was divided into multiple works. His view was not that originally separate letters were 
combined into one work. 
In spite of Cook's defaming detective work, the deconstruction of the Stephanus Le 
Moyne myth might mean little more to multiple-letter theorists than a later origin for the 
dissection of Philippians .3 In one sense, such a response would be correct, since the age 
of a theory often says nothing about its veracity, as the history of astronomy attests. 
However, it is difficult not to imagine that the scholarly attention and publications devoted 
to this issue would not have had as much impact as they did had not earlier scholars 
misunderstood Le Moyne and had not later scholars circulated this misunderstanding. 
Who, then, first dissected Philippians into separate letters? This question is almost as 
difficult to sort through as the facts of the Le Moyne myth, since many early scholars cite 
others in support of a multiple-letter theory without providing titles and page numbers. 
1Clemen, Einheitlichkeit, p. 133. 
2Koperski, `History', p. 599 n. 4. 
3Schenk (`Philipperbrief, p. 3281 n. 3), for example, just briefly mentions Cook's fording. 
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Nonetheless, the unambiguous evidence points to J. H. Heinrichs in 1803 (Pauli 
Epistolae ad Philippenses et Colossenses graece) as the first proponent of a multiple- 
letter theory. ' He viewed 1: 1-3: 1 and 4: 21-23 as being written to the broader Christian 
community at Philippi and 3: 2-4: 20 specifically to the community leaders. 2 After 
Heinrichs, the next multiple-letter theorist is H. E. G. Paulus, who in 1812 modified 
Heinrichs' partition by adding 4: 10-23 to the first two chapters and proposing Phil 3: 2-4: 9 
as the second letter. The key evidence for these early divisions was drawn from (i) the 
supposed change in mood at the beginning of chap. 3 and (ii) the view that whereas chaps. 
1-2 were written to the entire church community, chaps. 3-4 (esp. 4: 2ff. ) were not. 
Another key factor in early partitions was occasioned by the pressing debates at that time 
over the authenticity of Philippians (and all of the Pauline letters). If a scholar located non- 
Pauline material in certain sections of the letter (e. g. Schrader and Völter), 3 then one 
reasonable conclusion was to propose a partition theory of Pauline and non-Pauline 
fragments. Until the 1950s, a few other scholars adopted one of these partition theories or 
slightly modified them (see chart below), and yet one proponent of the multiple-letter 
theory, J. H. Michael, could still state in 1928 that `the majority of scholars... see no 
necessity for postulating an interpolation at all' 4 The list of such scholars is not 
unimpressive: W. M. L. de Wette (1834), B. Weiss (1859), 5 J. B. Lightfoot (1868), H. 
A. W. Meyer (1875), R. A. Lipsius (1892), E. Haupt (1897), M. R. Vincent (1897), H. 
A. A. Kennedy (1903), A. V. Heeren (1911), C. Toussaint (1912), J. Moffatt (1918), M. 
Jones (1918), W. Michaelis (1935), P. J. Huby (1935), M. Dibelius (1936), P. Bonnard 
(1950), G. Heinzelmann (1955), E. F. Scott (1955), E. Lohmeyer (1956), W. de Boor 
(1957), K. Barth (1962, translation of 1947 German edition). 
This general consensus would change in the mid-1950s with a fivefold succession of 
studies advancing a three-letter theory: W. Schmithals (1957), J. Müller-Bardorff (1957- 
58), F. W. Beare (1959), P. Benoit (1959), and B. D. Rahtjen (1959-60). Although 
Schenk claims that these scholars came to their conclusions unabhängig of one another, at 
least Rahtjen was aware of the threefold partition of J. E. Symes already published in 
1914. Even though Symes' portrait of five letters (two of which are now lost) to the 
Philippians-(i) 3: 2-4: 9, (ii) 4: 10-20, (iii) 1: 1-3: 1 and 4: 21-23-has garnered no support, 
it deserves recognition as probably one of the earliest three-part divisions. 6 Nevertheless, 
the three-part divisions of the 1950s are those which have been typically supported to one 
degree or another in introductions, commentaries, and articles by an impressive supporting 
cast including H. Koester (1961,1982), G. Bornkamm (1962), B. Rigaux (1962), R. H. 
Fuller (1966), J. Murphy-O'Connor (1966), W. Marxsen (1968,1978), J. Fitzmyer 
(1968), P. Siber (1971), E. Lohse (1972), B. Wilke (1973), J: F. Collange (1973), W. G. 
Doty (1973), N. Perrin (1974), P. Vielhauer (1975), N. Walter (1978), H. M. Schenke 
1Cf. de Wette, Lehrbuch, p. 233; Weiss, Philipperbrief, p. 218; Meyer, Handbuch, p. 6; Schenk, 
'Philipperbrief', p. 3281 n. 3; and Koperski, 'History', p. 602. 
2Heinrichs, Pauli Epistolae, pp. 38,87. 
3Doughty ('Citizens', pp. 102-22), despite approximately a century of general scholarly support of Pauline 
authorship, has renewed the debate over the authenticity of Phil 3. 
4Michael, Philippians, xi. 
In the Einleitung of his commentary on Philippians, Weiss like others of his day primarily occupies 
himself with the debate over the letter's authorship rather than its literary integrity, though he was one of 
the early respondents to partition theories. 
61n 1908 Ewald (Brief, esp. pp. 23-24,27) had already pointed to 3: 1-4: 1 and 4: 2ff. as supplements 
(Nachträge) added by Paul to the first part of his letter (1: 1-2.23) perhaps because he had received new 
information about Philippi-the 'interruption theory'. He does not dispute the integrity of the letter, 
however, i. e. he does not suggest that separate letters were later redacted into their canonical form. 
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and K. M. Fischer (1978), G. Barth (1979), J. L. Blevins (1980), N. Perrin and D. 
Duling (1982), D. Patte (1983), W. Schenk (1984), C. J. Peifer (1985), R. Pesch (1985), 
B. Mayer (1987), P. Perkins (1987), D. Dormeyer (1989), B. Byrne (1990), P. Sellew 
(1994), D. J. Doughtyl (1995), L. Bormann (1995). Some have decided to remain with a 
two-part division: G. Friedrich (1962), J. Gnilka (1968, but already sympathetic to a 
multiple-letter theory in 1965), L. Keck (1971), J. J. Gunther (1972), A. Suhl (1975), F. 
F. Bruce (1981, contrast his 1983 works), J. Becker (1989). Three-part divisions of 
Philippians often propose the following reconstruction: (i) letter A (at least 4: 10-19), the 
Dankschreiben, which Paul wrote to the Philippians soon after receiving their gift from 
Epaphroditus; (ii) letter B (at least 1: 1-2: 30), the Gefangenschaftsbrief, which Paul later 
wrote in order to inform them about his well-being and that of Epaphroditus; and (iii) letter 
C (at least part of Phil 3), the Kampfbrief, which Paul wrote still later after hearing that 
outsiders were infiltrating the Philippian church with false teaching. However, as the chart 
of partition theories below reveals, this three-letter theory comes in many shapes and sizes. 
Despite the many scholars who adopted the views of the `fabulous five' of the fifties, a 
substantive number of scholars still argue for or assume a single-letter position: B. S. 
Mackay (1960-61), G. Delling (1961), G. S. Duncan (1962), T. W. Manson (1962), G. 
R. Beasley-Murray (1962), V. P. Furnish (1962-63), D. Guthrie (1963), C. O. Buchanan 
(1964), E. Lohmeyer and W. Schmauch (1964), P. Feine, J. Behm, W. G. Kümmel 
(1965), T. E. Pollard (1966-67), A. F. J. Klijn (1967), C. Holladay (1969), C. H. Buck 
and G. Taylor (1969), P. Richardson (1969), J. L. Houlden (1970), R. Jewett (1970), W. 
G. Kümmel (1973), J. Ernst (1974), G. P. Wiles (1974), G. B. Caird (1976), R. P. 
Martin (1976), H. Gamble (1977), W. J. Dalton (1979), A. Lindemann (1979), D. Ezell 
(1980), J. B. Polhill (1980), B. Mengel (1982), R. Russell (1982), G. F. Hawthorne 
(1983), R. C. Swift (1984), A. B. Spencer (1984), D. E. Garland (1985), W. S. Kurz 
(1985), L. T. Johnson (1986), C. Mearns (1987), L. Portefaix (1988), D. F. Watson 
(1988), R. F. Hock (1988), D. E. Aune (1989), L. Alexander (1989), P. Rolland (1990), 
P. S. Minear (1990), R. T. Fortna (1990), L. M. White (1990), I. H. Marshall (1991), P. 
T. O'Brien (1991), J. Schoon-Janßen (1991), S. K. Stowers (1991), T. Wong (1992, 
though not decisive), M. Silva (1992), V. Koperski (1992), J. T. Fitzgerald (1992), D. A. 
Carson, D. J. Moo, L. Morris (1992), G. W. Peterman (1992), T. Geoffrion (1993), M. 
Tellbe (1994), P. Wick (1994), D. A. Black (1995), A. B. Luter and M. V. Lee (1995). 
Nevertheless, there is no firm scholarly consensus on the issue of integrity, if such a 
measurement is possible; however, the boundaries are clearly drawn, resulting in several 
significantly different readings of Philippians. 
The 1985 publication of D. E. Garland's `The Composition and Unity of Philippians: 
Some Neglected Literary Factors'-only a year later than Schenk's Philipperbriefe- 
represents the beginning of a shift back towards stronger support of a single-letter 
perspective. Some of the most resolute voices have come from those studying the genre of 
Philippians, i. e. the macrostructure of the letter. Current scholarship on the genre of 
Philippians is moving primarily along two trajectories (with occasional overlap): (i) 
Philippians as a `friendship' or `family' letter (e. g. L. Alexander [1989]; L. M. White 
[1990]; S. K. Stowers [1991]; J. Schoon-JanBen [1991]; J. T. Fitzgerald [1992]) or (ii) 
Philippians as a `rhetorical speech' (e. g. W. Schenk [1984]; D. F. Watson [1988]; T. C. 
1Doughty ('Citizens', pp. 102-22) is not concerned with the integrity issue per se, but argues that Phil 3: 2- 
21 is a non-Pauline interpolation, based primarily on material in the text (e. g. the self-conception of the 
apostle, his Damascus experience, and his controversy with Judaism), which he believes Paul would not 
have written but instead reflects deutero-Pauline motifs and conceptions. 
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Geof&ion [1993]; B. Witherington [1994]; D. A. Black [19951)-but almost all claim that 
their classification of the genre supports a single-letter theory. The former approach often 
emphasises the multi-thematic nature of the letter, whereas the latter approach tends to 
suggest a central unifying theme. Perhaps these two positions will move closer together, 
as in L. G. Bloomquist's epistolary and rhetorical analysis The Function of Suffering in 
Philippians (1993), 1 or perhaps one trajectory will win out, but the point is that studies of 
the genre of Philippians are pointing to a unified letter. Somewhat different from these two 
macrostructural approaches is the 1994 work of P. Wick, Der Philipperbrief, who 
attempts to establish the unity of Philippians by arguing for a series of parallelisms 
(chiasm) in the letter based on an Old Testament literary background, yet Wick also sees 
both epistolary and rhetorical elements in Philippians. Along similar lines (though less 
detailed), the 1995 chiastic analysis of A. B. Luter and M. V. Lee attempts to establish not 
only the unity of the letter but its central theme (partnership in the gospel)? Despite these 
recent `genre' approaches, the multiple-letter theory is in no way defunct. For example, in 
a 1993 article, J. Reumann, a leading contributor to scholarship on Philippians, assumes 
(albeit tentatively) a multiple-letter theory3 Furthermore, W. Schenk's 1984 commentary 
on Philippians will probably remain a strong influence on future supporters of multiple- 
letter theories. Furthermore, Schenk's so-called `textlinguistic' analysis has raised the 
question of method, which is sure to be a key area of the debate in years to come 4 
TOPICAL SURVEY OF DEBATE 
The above brief history of the debate provides a context for the following topical survey. 
Rather than rehearse every individual scholar's arguments, which often simply echo former 
arguments with little or no alteration, the following discussion is organised topically, listing 
key proponents of a view in the footnotes. Evidence and rebuttals against the literary 
integrity of Philippians are presented first, primarily because such arguments were raised 
earliest; then evidence and rebuttals for the integrity of the letter are presented. The two 
sides should be read in conjunction. The same numerical reference is assigned to `pro and 
1Black ('Discourse Structure', p. 49) claims to treat Philippians as a 'hybrid letter in which the epistolary 
body contains a deliberative heart'; his epistolary analysis is superficial, however, and his approach is more 
characteristic of rhetorical readings of the letter (yet without strict adherence to the canons of rhetoric). He 
uses terms such as 'body opening' for 1: 3-11 and 'body closing' for 4: 10-20 and 'body proper' for 1: 12-4: 9 
without justifying these terms from ancient epistolary practice ('Discourse Structure', p. 25); of course, he 
cannot justify them because, unlike his use of rhetorical categories, such labels were not used in ancient 
epistolary theory and practice to describe letter writing (see Appendix B). Accordingly, it is hard to take 
seriously his claim that he is doing a 'textlinguistic' structural analysis of the letter when he fails to define 
clearly the epistolary genre and formulas of the letter. 
2Luter and Lee, 'Philippians', pp. 89-101. 
3Reuman, 'Contributions', p. 439; see also his 'Philippians 320-21', p. 594. 
4Combrink ('Response', pp. 135-46) and Voelz ('Some Things Old', pp. 161-69) criticise Schenk for 
employing a method that usually assumes the literary integrity of texts. On the one hand, it is true that 
discourse analysis typically has not been employed to answer questions of literary integrity; however, these 
critics show no awareness of the fact that theories of discourse analysis have been greatly influenced by 
psychological and linguistic studies of discourse 'incohesiveness' or 'incoherence' such as the study of 
asphasia and schizophrenia (sometimes referred to as 'discourse error analysis'). Such studies have greatly 
increased our understanding of 'coherent' discourse. I would criticise Schenk, however, in the way that he 
presents 'texdinguistics' as a more 'objective' method (Philipperbriefe, pp. 30-32) on the grounds that (i) 
it is not clear that his 'textlinguistic' model is representative of discourse analysis as a whole (e. g. his 
bibliography lacks many notable, especially English, works on discourse theory) and (ii) discourse analysts 
generally recognise that all linguistic analyses involve a certain element of subjectiveness (or intuition) and 
interpretation. 
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con' arguments dealing with a similar topic (although in some cases the relationship 
between the two is only slight). ' 
TIE TRANSITION TO CHAPTER THREE 
-- The interpretative watershed of the debate over literary integrity has been and continues 
to be the beginning of Phil 3. 
Multiple-letter theorists: There is a noticeable shift in tone and mood at the beginning of 
Phil 3 (either v lb or v 2), which suggests that two separate letters have been joined 
artificially. 2 'Auffallend ist... der thematische Neueinsatz und der gleichzeitige Stilbruch 
3,2 nach 3,1 zu einem neuen konkreten Teil, der stark von Polemik bestimmt ist. '3 H. 
Holtzmann states more dramatically: 'Das Aufrauschen aller Wasser der Kritik an dieser 
Stelle lässt vermuten, dass hier eine Klippe verborgen ist. '4 (1) The mention of travel 
plans (2: 19-30) signals the end of letter B. 5 (2) 'CO' Xoutöv, interpreted as an adverb 
'finally', signals the end of the discourse. 6 Schmithals maintains that 1 Thess 4: 1 and 2 
Thess 3: 1 similarly belong to the conclusion of the letter.? (3) xaipctc iv xvpiw, 
interpreted as a farewell formula 'Farewell in the Lord' (cf. 2 Cor 13: 11; Gal 6: 17; 1 Thess 
4: 1), signals the end of a letter. 8 Even if xaipcse means 'rejoice', similar summons to joy 
appear at the end of other Pauline letters (2 Cor 13: 11; 1 Thess 5: 16). 9 (4) The language 
changes from 'rejoicing' to 'violent hysteria', resulting in a shift in tone and an incoherence 
of thought. 10 Explanations that Paul had stopped writing and subsequently received new 
news resulting in a change in his psyche are hypothetical and unverifiable; 11 indeed, the 
first two chapters represent 'the model of a clear and definite epistle'. 12 (5) 4: 4 appears to 
cohere more with 3: 1 than does 3: 2.13 This is exemplified in the shift in tone from 4: 3 to 
4: 4, 'von der Polemik gegenüber den Juden zurück zur ruhigen Darlegung'. 14 4: 1-3, a 
series of 'you-imperatives' logically follows 3: 21 as reminders of all that was said in 3: 2- 
21.15 In addition, 4: 8-9 seems to fit together with the end of letter C, completing that letter 
with a closing epistolary 'desire for peace' (Grundwunsch) in 4: 9b (cf. 4: 19). 16 (6) The 
fact that five independent researchers-Schmithals, Müller-Bardorff, Beare, Benoit, 
Rahtjen-proposed essentially the same partitions of the letter in the late 1950s would seem 
1Some categories (e. g. redaction) have not been dealt with by both sides, not because of lack of evidence 
but because of the nature of the issue; in such cases, counter-evidence may not exist. 
2Schenk specifies this shift in terms of rhetorical categories. Letter A is a genus deliberativum 
('Philipperbrief, p. 3282) and Letter C is a genus iudiciale (Philipperbriefe, p. 335). 
3Schenk, 'Philipperbrief, , p. 3282; cf. Clemen, Einheitlichkeit, p. 139. 
4Holtzmann, Lehrbuch, p. 270. 
5Schenk, 'Philipperbrief, pp. 3281-82. 
6Schmithals, Paul, p. 71; Beare, Philippians, p. 100; Muller-Bardorff, 'Frage', p. 593. 
7Schmithals, Paul, p. 71 n. 36. 
8Goodspeed, Introduction, pp. 174-75; Beare, Philippians, pp. 145-46; Rahtjen, 'Three Letters', p. 171. 
Schenk ('Philipperbrief, , p. 3282) adds that the combination of rb Xout6v, the vocative, and the imperative 
normally introduces the closing admonitions of a letter. 
9Sehenk, Philipperbriefe, p. 242. 
10Lake, 'Critical Problems', p. 485 ; Goodspeed, Introduction, p. 90; Houlden, Letters, p. 41. 
11Schmithals, Paul, pp. 68-69,71-72; Schenk, 'Philipperbrief, p. 3282. 
12Schmithals, Paul, p. 72. 
13Schmithals, Paul, pp. 72-73; Müller-Bardorff, 'Frage, p. 593. 
14Schenk, 'Philipperbrief', pp. 3282-83. The similarity between 3: 1 and 4: 4 as well as the epistolary 
closing formula in 4: 7 lead Schenk to believe that they are part of the same letter (1: 1-3: 1,4: 4-7): 'eine 
spätere Hand beide Verse auseinandergerissen hat' (p. 3283); cf. Schmithals, Paulus, p. 52. 
15Schenk, Philipperbriefe, pp. 256-59. 
16Schenk, 'Philipperbrief, p. 3283. 
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to strengthen the theory's likelihood. t (7) Paul's personal situation in chaps. 1-2,4 has 
changed from that of chap. 3.2 Paul's imprisonment, an important part of chaps. 1-2 and 
4, is not mentioned in chap. 3. (8) Paul's attitude about the opponents as seen in chaps. 1- 
2 (1: 15,17,28; 2: 15) is different from that of the third chapter. In more general terms, the 
troubling situation at Philippi has grown significantly worse from the first two chapters to 
the third, suggesting that the latter comprises a distinct letter (C) written after the former 
letter (B) because Paul had received new information about the Philippians. In 1: 28 and 
2: 15 the opponents are described in a vague manna. whereas they are clearly defined in 
chap. 13 Paul's cautious attitude in 1: 27-2: 18 regarding the problems at Philippi do not fit 
into the same context as his 'passionate agitation' in chap. 3.4 The polemical tone of chap. 
3 may be understood as an individually separate text intended to be read as a rhetorical 
speech of the 'judicial' species. s (9) Phil 3: 1-4: 9 is 'Paul's farewell to the Philippians' and 
thus must have been written after 1: 1-2: 30.6 Other indicators that Paul is facing the end of 
his life in this section include xaipete ('farewell') in 4: 4, the statement 6 "ptoq ' '; in 
4: 5, and the hint in 4: 1 that 'Philippi is beyond his reach'? (10) 71e 'briefliche 
Selbstreflexionen' in both Phil 3: 1 and 4: 4 are 'Kennzeichen des Briefschlusses' and their 
similarity suggests they were originally in closer proximity. 8 (11) Phil 3: lb is the only 
place in the text where Paul speaks of his 'writing' (yp&"), as he does in other closing 
sections of his letters (Gal 6: 11; 1 Cor 4: 15 [which ends a separate letter]; Phlm 19,21), 
whereas the use of Xkym in Phil 3: 18 suggests that the whole of letter C was intended to be 
read aloud? (12) The characteristic use of first person plural language in letter C to 
associate Paul with the Philippians as well as the antithesis between the 'we' and the 
'many' in 3: 18-19 and those in 3: 2 suggest that this section of the letter is its own coherent, 
originally separate unit. 10 (13) The polemical teachings in Phil 3: 2-21 are uncharacteristic 
of Paul's authentic letters but instead represent deutero-Pauline motifs and conceptions 
(e. g. salvation is a human achievement which humans can attain); thus, it must be an 
interpolation. t I 
Single-letter theorists: A shift in tone does not imply that a redactor has combined two 
originally separate letters. In response, the change is only momentary: 'Indeed, the attack 
on "the enemies of the cross" is renewed in w. 18.19. the intervening verses do not 
maintain this aggressive tone; they arc consonant with the tone of the preceding 
chapters. 112 (1) Paul may speak of his co-workers and travel plans in the body of his 
letters, as in I Cor 4: 14-21, Gal 4: 12-20, and 1 Tress 2: 17-3: 13.13 (2) rö Xotaöv may 
1Schcnk. 'Millippcrbricr. P. 3281. 2Bonkamm, ' lipperbdf . P. 197; Gailka, Ph lipperbrief. pp. 9.13. 3MUllcr-IIardoff, 'Fragc', p. 591; 13ornkamm. 'i'hilippcrbricr, pp. 197-9& 4Schmithals. Paul, pp, 74.73. SchmIthals (Paul, pp. 74-73 a. 45) argues that the opponents mentioned in Phil 1: 1S-17 (La. those who preach out of envy and strife) are in Philippi. In this letter (B) Paul could still speak of them In slightly positive terms (vi=, they at least proclaim the Gospel of Christ). However, in Lulu C (after rcalving new Information about than) he has no such praise for chem. Identifying them as 
sSchenk. Ph!! lpperbrlefe. pp. 27740. 6psh0en, Throe Letters'. p. 164. 7Ra*a. 'Three Letten'. p. 164. 8SCheak. PARI pperbºlre, pp. 242-43. 9Schenk, PlJllpperbrlefe p. 233. 1 oSche* PAW Upperbritfe' pp. 254.56. 
12 
Doughty. 'Citkuu'. pp. 102.22. 
" 
ay, 'Furth r Thought: '. p. 163; cl. Ilall. '1'fillippisns'. p. 132. 13CulMicer. 'Co-workers'. P. 350. 
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function as a transitional particle in the sense of 'moreover, and so, for the rest'. 1 In this 
way it indicates that Phil 3 Is the next in a series of Paul's discussions. (3) xaipctt, when 
used with &v xvp(Q), can only mean 'rejoice' here (so 1 'liess 5: 16) and not'farewell' (cf. 
Phil 2: 19 and 4: 4). 2 Furthermore, xa{pete is not an epistolary closing; rather something 
such as FppmaOe would be expected. In addition, the Pauline letters, except for 2 Cor 
13: 11 ('16 ). otaov... %aipete) all close with a xdptc formula (1 Cor 16: 23; 2 Cor 13: 13; 
Gal 6: 18; 1 mess 4: 28; Plum 25; cf. Eph 6: 24; Col 4: 18; 2 Thess 3: 18). 3 Lastly, the 
appeal to the use of summons to joy in 2 Cor 13: 11 and 1 Thess 5: 16 in support of viewing 
3: 1 as the end of a letter (i) assumes a rigid Pauline letter structure: and (ii) fails to note that 
joy expressions are not exclusive to the end of Paul's letters, including Philippians (2: 17) a 
(4) In an informal, friendly, 'personal' letter like Philippians, one might expect sudden 
shifts in tones Shifts in tone occur in Rom 16: 17-20,1 Cor 15: 58, Gal 3: 1 and 4: 21. and 
yet no multiple-letter theories are based on them. 6 Paul (or his secretary) may have stopped 
writing and started later at 3: 1-2, perhaps receiving news about the problems at Philippi 
during the intervening time. Furthermore, there are many semantic parallels between 
chaps. 2 and 3 which would suggest their unity. humility and self-sacrifice (2: 2,7; 3: 3,8, 
12-15); acceptance of suffering (1: 29; 2: 17; 3: 10); growth in the Christian life (2: 12-14; 
3: 12-16); joyful confidence in the congregation (2: 2; 4: 1); correct mental attitude (1: 7; 2: 2, 
3,5); 3: 15.19; 4: 2,10). 8 This parallelism is especially true between the so-called 'Christ- 
hymn' (2: 6-11) and another possible hymn in 3: 20-219 Finally, the view that the shift in 
tone at chap. 3 demands a multiple-letter theory is subjective and artificial. 10 (5) The 
twofold use of 'rejoice' in 3: 1 and 4: 4 suggests literary framing rather than clumsy 
editing. t t (6) The fact that there is little consensus on where the interpolation begins (3: 1. 
1Jannaris. 'IMtisreadings'. PP. 429.31; Mcccham. 'Meaning', pp. 331.32; Cavallin, '7wtaov'. pp. 121-44; Garland, 'Composition', p. 149. 2Alexandcr, 'Lcuer-Forms', p. 97; ef. Mackay. 'Nrther T'houghts', p. 167. 3Garland, 'Composition', p. 150. 4KoPcnU. 'Textlinguistics'. p. 344. 5l1aupt, Briefe, p. 100; Vincent, Eplstlet, p. xxxii; Dibelius, Fresh Approach, pp. 166-67; Jülicher, 
Introduction, pp. 118.19; Dolling, Phllipperbrief. p. 335; llawtlwrne, Philippians, p. xxxi; contrast 
Garland, 'Composition', p. 147. 
'Further her Thoughts'. p. 163; KCmmel, Einleitung, p. 293. 7Lightfoot, Philippians, pp. 69.70,143; Michatlis, Brief, p. 6; Moffatt, Introduction, p. 173; Jones, 
Philipplans, pp. xlv-xlvl; Pollard, 'Integrity', p. 61; Dolton, 'integrity '. p. 98. Strange ('Dikticrpauscn', 
PP- 109-17). who argues that Paul's Individual letters were probably not dictated in one sitting (estimating 2.3 hours 10 write Philippians), suggests that the beginning of Phil 3 is perhaps a case of resuming a pause in dictation. Mengel (Studien, esp. pp. 314.16), who holds a single-letter view. reconstructs the historical 
situation of Philippians with two interruptions In the discourse: (1) 1: 1.2: 24, which Paul composed immediately after the arrival of Iipaphroditus and was interrupted due to Epaphroditus' illness; (ii) 2: 25-3: 1, 
which Paul wrote upon Eptphroditus' feeovety; (iii) upon hearing news about false-teachers in Philippi Paul finally takes up his pen again in 3: 2ff to refute theso---to this he attaches final warnings and closing 
I rcctings, 
Jones. Philippians, pp. xlvii-xlviii; Mackay, 'Furtha Thoughts'. p. 168; Pollard. 'Integrity', p. 65; Jewett. 'Epistol ry Thanksgiving', pp. 31.33; Dalton, 'Integrity'. pp. 99-101; Garland. 'Composition', PP. 157.38. 
9DaItOn, 'Intcgrity', pp, 99.100; Hooku, 'Phil 2: 6.11'. pp. 155-S7; Culpepper, 'Co-workers', pp. 350-51; Hawthonk, Phllipplans, p. xxxl; Garland, 'Composition'. pp. 158-59; and Minear, 'Singing', pp. 205-18; however. Rcumann ('Philippians 3.20.21'. p. 603) notes that some have maintained a multiple-letter theory despite finding hymnic material In 3: 20-21. Fowl (Story, p. 78 n. 1), for example, makes a cogent 
argument that 2: 6.11 serves to support i'aul's argument against the opponents in 3.1 ff, yet he states that his reading is not dependent upon ehe integrity dctate. lODalton, 'Integrity', p, 98. I'Johnson, Writings, P. 339. 
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Mb, or 3: 2) raises questions about the credibility of the theories. 1 (7) The lack of mention 
of Paul's imprisonment would be unnecessary in chap. 3 if it had already been mentioned 
in chap. 1. (See under number four for other possible explanations of the change in 
situation. ) (8) This view assumes that the opponents described in 1: 28 and 2: 15 and those 
in chap. 3 are the same. If they arc different. then we might expect different descriptions of 
them in the let er. 2 Furthermore, one rhetorical analysis reveals that this section fits 
naturally into the entire discourse .3 (9) The so-called 'testament of a dying 
father to his 
children' pattern can be seen in 1: 12-2: 18, which would then suggest that chap. 3 and 
chaps. 1-2 were not written at different times. 4 Secondly, eschatological references appear 
throughout the letter: 1: 1(Y, 3: 20,21; 4: &5 (10) Although Phil 3: 1 maybe viewed as a 
Selbstreflexion, such expressions do not necessarily occur at the end of a letter (cf. 2: 18). 6 
Indeed, hesitation formulas (3: 1b) are not limited to the closing sections of letters (see 
chap. 4 below on Epistolary hesitation Formula). (11) yp6. pea expressions are not limited 
to the end of Paul's letters (or any other): e. g. 1 Cor 9: 15; 14: 37; 2 Cor 1: 13; 9: 1; Gal 
1: 20; 1 Thess 4: 9? Furthermore, Xhv is used in Phil 4: 11 where it most likely does not 
reflect an oral address; hence, its use in Phil 3: 18 is less than definitive evidence for a 
rhetorical understanding of Phil 3. (12) The use of the first person plural is overstated; 
indeed, Paul can use other language to associate himself with the Philippians (1: 5,30; 4: 3, 
14-15). Secondly, antithesis exists not only in 3: 2 and 3: 21 but also in 1: 28 and 2: 21-22.8 
(13) To claim that a portion of the letter must be deutero-Pauline (and hence an 
interpolation) because it contrasts with or is not found in the accepted Pauline letters begs 
the question of Pauline coherence. Paul's views could have changed over time. 9 
Doughty's thesis that the opponents in Phil 3: 2-21 arc merely polemical characterisations 
created by a deutero-Pauline community, while possible, is no more provable than the 
several attempts to identify real opponents infiltrating Paul's church; if there are real 
opponents underlying the text, then Paul's sometimes atypical statements (e. g. emphasis on 
human achievement. though balanced by the work of Christ [3: 12 xattXnµc>Ofly ünö 
Xptatoü]) may simply have been occasioned by the opponents' particular ideologies. 
TITAN C YOU NOTE: P1 t1L 4: 10-20 
Multiple-letter theorists: As in the beginning of Phil 3. there is also a change in tone and 
circumstances beginning at 4: 10. (1) An unusually long interval of time has transpired (in 
view of the probably lengthy illness of Epaphroditus) from the time of Paul's receiving the 
Philippians' aid (via Epaphroditus) and the time of his response in 4: 10.20. This is 
especially strange since Paul has apparently communicated with them from the time of the 
arrival of Epaphroditus and the writing of letter B (so 2: 26). 10 The use of 'historic' aorists 
1Carland. 'Compaoition'. pp. 134.55. 20-Brien. Philipplan, r. P. 14; cl. I laupt. BrIeje, p. 99 of the Einleitung; Michaelis. Brief. P. 6. 3Watson. 'Rhctorical Analysis', pp. 72.76. 4Mac1wy. 'Fur1her Thoughts'. pp. 166.67. 5Mackay, 'Further Thoughts'. p. 167. 6Cf. Koper: kl, 'TexUingulstics'. P. 344. 7KoPý. 'Texdingulstks'. P. 347. 8- Textlinguluks'. pp. 348-50. 9Sce e. g. Forutia, "Phllippians', pp. 220.34. who argues that Paul's emphasis on human achievement 
reflects an Undevck ! (Cartier) Paulin theology, and yct Fvrtn3 still holds to a singlc-lctter theory. mighty could have ma<ic his game point but LutW concluded that the Paul of Phil 3 is not the Paul we find In the OLha accepted Pauline kucn. 10SchmiUwls, Paul. p. 78; RAOM "Itme Leim'. p. 175; Beare. Philippians. p. 4; Hornkamm. 'Philippertwic . p. 196; Musson. Einlot,,,, p. 71; Viclha=. Geschichte. P. 161. 
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in 2: 25-30 reveals that Paul had, at the time of writing, sent Epaphroditus back to Philippi, 
again pointing to an inordinate length of time before Paul wrote his thank you Of it were 
actually part of the canonical Philippi=). t (2) It is unusually strange that Paul would 
wait until the end of his letter to thank the Philippians for their aid. 2 (3) If 4: 10-20 is a 
separate letter and has already been, sent before letter B, this explains the unofficial nature 
of the allusions to the aid in 1: 3-11 and 2: 25-30.3 (4) The dual benediction in 4: 20 may 
point to a redaction. (5) ... (6) ... (7) The thank you note 
has a form of an epistolary 
opening similar to that of Philemon, in which expressions of 'joy' appear at the beginning 
of letters. 4 In addition, the epistolary closing in 4: 19 resembles that of 4: 7 and 4: 9b, 
suggesting that this section is part of a differeent letters (8) The evidence for a subscription 
in Philippians is indeterminate; besides, a subscription of such a length (either beginning at 
3: 1 or 4: 10) would be uncharacteristic of Paul's other letters. 6 
Single-letter theorists: 4: 10-20 naturally fits into the whole of the letter. (1) F rstly, 
there is no indication In 2: 25-30 of the length of Epaphroditus' sickness (the aorists are 
'epistolary' aorists). 7 It is just as possible that Epaphroditus became ill on the way to see 
Paul and that he nearly died trying to complete the mission; he may have already recovered 
by the time he arrived; secondly, nothing indicates that Epaphroditus was going to stay and 
assist Paul in his imprisonment; rather, the terms xpe(a, Wga, and Xettovpyia only refer 
to the gift of money which Epaphroditus was going to deliver before returning to Philippi. $ 
Thirdly, nothing indicates that Paul and the Philippians have communicated regularly; 
indeed, 2: 20-23 suggests that Paul was having trouble finding someone to send to 
Philippi. 9 Finally, the delay can be attributed to Paul's inability to find a letter carrier. 10 
(2) Paul's primary purpose for writing is not to thank them for the gift, but to deal with 
dissension 1t Paul had many purposes for writing (e. g. to inform them about his situation; 
to explain Epaphroditus' situation; to exhort them to unity and steadfastness). Even if a 
thank you was his primary reason for writing. 1 Corinthians is an example of letter with a 
Primary purposo-viz the collection for the saints-which is mentioned only in the very 
last chapter. 12 Secondly. Paul's thank you demonstrates his uneasiness over receiving 
financial support, perhaps explaining why he does not formally thank the Philippians until 
the end (cf. I Cor 9: 15-18; 2 Cor 11: 7-10; 12: 14; 17bess 2: 5-12; 2 Thess 3: 7-12; Acts 
20: 33.35). 13 Thirdly, Paul does informally thank them early in the letter at 1: 3,5 and 
2: 25-30.14 (3) The allusions to aid in 1: 3-11 and 2: 25-30 are not necessarily 'unofficial' 
1Rahtien, hrec Letters', pp. 169-170.173. 2Michacl, 'Furt and Second Epistles', P. 107; Collange, Philippians, p. S. 3 Raht jcn, 'Thrco Lacers'. pp. 169-70. 4Schcnk. Philipperbrlefe, pp. 57.61. Tho similar argument of White ('Introductory Formulae'. P. 95) is based on epistolary evidcncc, ratter than solely on a Pauline letter structure. 5Schcnk, 'Fhillppcrbric! ', p. 3283. 6Rahtjcn, "Three Letters', p. 273. 7Mackay, 'Further Thoughts', pp. 165.66. 8 kaY. 'Further Thoughts'. p. 169. Buchanan. 'Epaphroditus' Sickness', pp. 159-60; Garland, 'Composition', p. 151.9Mackay, 
'Further Thoughts', P. 169; Garland, 'Composition'. P. 151. 10Mxkay, 'Furt er Thoughts', p. 169. The author of P. Oxy. 6.935.16-18 (III CE) recognises that the receipt of future letters are dependent upon the ability to find a letter tarnet: 816 7[p64]00 cot öaon 81' o[ü] My I ZE1 bt 4« 7pdq[pC). If Paul's imprisonment was in Rome or Caesarea. the difficulty of findinBak ttu carrier, especially one whom Paul could trust with his documents, would be exacerbated. 11Gnika, Phllipperbrlej, p. 12; Garland. 'Composition'. p. 153. 12Jones- Integrity', p. 467. 13llawtlwrnc, Philipploat. M 194.95; Garland, 'Composition', P. 153. UMartin, Philippians, pp. 63.64. 
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but could simply be initial references to the gift that Paul specifically mentions in 4: 10-20. 
(4)1 'Tress 5: 23-29 (cf. 2 Theo 3: 16-17) parallels the benediction in Phil 4: 20.1 (S) Gal 
6: 10-11 and Col 4: 6-7 parallel the break at Phil 4: 9-10.2 (6) It is improbable that Paul 
would write a separate thank you note consisting of 4: 10-20 (as partition theorists claim) 
without explaining his personal situation which had occasioned the sending of aid. 3 (7) 
Firstly, 'joy' expressions are typically used in brief letters where by nature they would 
appear towards the beginning of the letter; therefore, it is difficult to compare them to 
Paul's more lengthy letter. Secondly, some 'joy' expressions do not occur at the 
beginning of a letter (see the discussion of 4: 10-20 in chap. 4 below); thus, it is not 
obligatory for' joy' expressions to appear at the beginning of a letter. Indeed, Paul's use of 
such an expression at the end of the letter would correspond well with the 'maintenance of 
contact' function of the closing section of letters (see Appendix B). (8) Paul's own 
subscription begins at 3: 1. thus explaining (i) why such a highly personal matter as a 
'thank you' would only appear at the end and (ü) the change in mood at the beginning of 
Phil 14 Or, Paul's autograph may begin at 4: 10, which parallels similar autographic 
certifications found in commercial receipts s 
OM IER INTERNAL EVIDENCE 
Multiple-letter theorists: Various other textual signals suggest a multiple-letter theory 
and help guide a reconstruction of the original letters. (1) Lexical parallels do not 
necessarily prove the letter's Integrity. ' For example, there are many lexical parallels 
between 1 and 2 Thessalonians. Not all supposed lexical parallels are as clear as is 
maintained: e. g. Pollard's connection of 2: 5-11 with 3: 4-11 is an 'artificial construal'? 
(2) An expectation of the parousia appears in Phil 4: 5 6 xvptoc q, it may be compared 
to the maranatha formula in I Cor 16.22 which appears at the end of the letter. 8 (3) An 
element of the epistolary closing is found in the expression h eipi vn toü Ocoü (Phil 4: 7; 
cf. 4.9; 1 Thess 5: 23; Rom 15: 33; 16: 20-. 2 Cor 13: 11; Gal 6: 16), which suggests that this 
is the close of another letter (probably letter 13)9 (4) The placement of the travelogue 
(2: 19-30) occurs at the end of letter B; this is the proper location for concrete statements 
about persons: ... 4X. ebenso brief-abschließende, konkret personen-bezogene Bemerkungen auftauchen wie 2,19-30 und dann in Gestalt von GrUUBen 4,21f. ein drittes 
Mal'. to (5) Paracnesis, according to the Pauline letter structure, should appear before the 
closing, but in Philippians the thank you note has been inserted between the paraenesis and 
closing. (6) 7vijvte avgv'e in Phil 4: 3 probably refers to Timothy, who at the time of 1: 1- 
2: 23 was with Paul at his place of imprisonment; thus, 4: 3 indicates that Timothy was at 
Philippi and Paul's statement must have been written at a later time. 11 
Single-letter theorists: Lexical and thematic parallels found throughout the letter point to 
its unity: '... daps son Etat actucl, l'Epitre est structurfe dc manure trts unifiee. 
1Garfand, 'Composition', p. 147 n. 22. 2 ar Lýnci, 'Cumposition', P. 147 n. 22. 3Garland9 'Composition', p. 132. 4Batu, 'Subscripcions'. P. 38. SGamblc, history, p. 146. 6Schcnk, Phlllpperbrleje, p. 335. 7Schmithzls, Paul. P. 81 n. 59. 8Schcnk, Phlllpperbrkfc, p. 244. 9Schcnk, PhNlppcrbilrjc, p. 244. loSchcnk, 'Phdirpubricr, p. 3283. 11 Rahlicn, Mm Uucn', p. 171. 
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L'hypothtse de la compilation devient alors extrftcment problematique'. t (1) Lexical 
parallels appearing throughout the disputed sections of the letter include: xaipou (1: 18; 2: 2, 
17,18; 3: 1; 4: 1,10), xdp5o; (1: 21; 3: 7); xapx6; (1: 22; 4: 17); aeptoocVCU (1: 26; 4: 12, 
18); xo). ttcu- (1: 27; 3: 20); e to (1: 28; 3: 19); omtrlpia (1: 28; 3: 20); xotvuovia (2: 1; 
3: 10; 4: 14,15); c povim (2: 2,5; 3: 15,19; 4: 10); axoxto (2: 4; 3: 17); EvXptat4 'Irlaoi 
(2: 5; 3: 13,14); µopprj (2: 6.7; 3: 10,20); ip' lopat (2: 6; 3: 7); vxäpxcu (2: 6; 3: 20); 
aXilµa (2: 7; 3: 21); evptaxa (2: 7; 3: 9); O&vatos (2: 8; 3: 10); azaup6; (2: 8; 3: 10); 
, taaetv6oo (2: 3; 3: 2 1; 4: 21); &xovpmnot (2: 8; 3: 20); &x(yctov (2: 18; 3: 19); 864a (2: 11; 
3: 19,20); xvpto; 'ir1QoB; Xptat6S (2: 11; 3: 8,20); @vota (2: 17; 4: 18); avvaOAECo 
(1: 27; 4: 3); ot4xm (1: 27; 4: 1); ixtxoO- (1: 8; 2.26; 4: 1). 2 Thematic parallels include: call 
to unity (1: 27-28; 2: 2; 3: 16); adversaries (1: 28; 2: 1-4; 3: 2); sufferings (1: 29-30; 3: 10); 
exhortation to imitate (1: 30-. 2. -11; 3: 17); humility (2: 1-11; 3: 1-11); emptying (2: 5-11; 3: 10); 
glorification (2: 10.11; 3: 11); progress in Christian life (2: 12-18; 3: 12-13); race motif (2: 16; 
3: 12,16).! The use of a 'steadfastness' theme (in terms of a politicallmilitary concept of 
citizens/soldiers working together) pervades the letter. 4 The epistolary structure of 
Philippians, in terms of both its familiar and friendship nature, argues in favour of its 
literary integrity (see chap. 4 below for proponents). The thematic foreshadowing of the 
thanksgiving formula also argues in favour of its unity. 5 The closing of the letter (4: 8-23) 
summarises various themes from preceding portions of the letter (proper moral conduct; 
imitation; reaffirmation of Paul's authoritative status; joy/rejoicing; fellowship; correct 
mental attitude suffering: humility). ' (2) In I Thessalonians, references to the parousia are 
present in 3: 13; 4: 13-18; 5: 1-8,23, thus demonstrating that a rigid Pauline rule does not 
exist.? Eschatological references appear throughout the letter. Phil 1: 10; 3: 20,21; 4: 5.8 
Furthermore, the phrase may not have a temporal meaning but a spatial one (e. g. 'the Lord 
is near in presence') 9 especially in the light of the possible allusion in 4: 5-6 to Ps 145: 18 
where a spatial meaning seems to be in effect (Me Lord is near to all who call on him. '). 
(3) Firstly, if chap. 16 of Romans is part of the original letter, then the 'peace' wish of 
Rom 15: 33 falls a considerable distance away from the end of the letter. Secondly, and 
perhaps most importantly. Rom 15: 13 6 6e Oeb; i; cri6oS np6oat vµä; näotic 
xapa; xai e{pTjvrlS Iv %t ttatevety, which is also a form of the 'peace' wish (e. g. it 
uses the optative), Is not at the end of the letter. Thirdly, the 'peace' wish is, precisely 
speaking, not Paul's chosen closing formula (n xdptc to $ xuptov hAv 7nao5 µF0' 
ujt& v); thus, the 'peace' wish would not have been restricted to the actual end of the letter. 
Regardless, its presence in Philippians is not far removed from the end of the letter. In 
sum, not every 'peace' expression in Paul is precisely limited to the end of the letter. 10 
(4) The travelogue need not appear at the end of Paul's letters (1 Cor 4: 14-21; Gal 4: 12-20; 
1 Thess 2: 17-3: 13). I l Epistolary literature does not follow a rule whereby mention of 
1 Rol land, "La : ttuctura', P. 213. 2Rolland, 'LA suutture', pp. 213.16; Jewca. 'Thanksgiving', p. 52; Bloomquist, Function. pp. 102-103; Garland, 'Composition'. pp. 160.62. 3lcwctr. 'Th4Wcsgfvfng', pp, 49.32; Culpepper, 'Co-Workers'. pp. 350-51; Bloomquist, Function. p. 103. 4Gcoffrfon. PWpo e, esp. pp. 139.217,224.27. 5Jcwct4 '11anksgiving', p. 53; O'Brien, PAiliippians, p. 16; Black. 'Discourse Structure'. pp. 27-30. 6W eima, Endings, pp. 194.201. 7Kopersu, 'TeWingufstics', p. 345. 8MxkaY. 'F r Thoughts% p. 167. For the spatial intcrprctation sea Chambcrs. '. 0 K6ptoq &irGc'. pp. 108-110. 0Kopcnki, 'Textlfngufstki', p. 343; Gamble, Textual llutory, pp. 65-63. 11 Aune. literary Environment, p. 210. 
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specific individuals only occurs at the end of letters. (5) If paracnesis is defined broadly as 
'moral exhortation'. then one is hand-pressed to limit such material to the immediate end of 
Paul's letters (esp. in Philippians itself, e. g. 1: 27-30; 2: 1-5.12-18; 3: 15-17). (6) The 
suggestion that age in 4: 3 refers to Timothy is mere conjecture: 'A reference to 
someone who belongs to Philippi itself is more probable... because Timothy is normally 
mentioned by name when Paul refers to him. 't 
EXTERNAL EVIDENCE 
Multiple. letter theorists: External evidence supports a multiple-letter theory. 2 
(1) Polycarp is aware of at least two letters of Paul to the Philippians. 3 Polycarp uses the 
plural bttato) in reference to Paul's multiple letters to the Philippians (Phil. 3: 2: v tiv 
YpaWev bttatoX* c, followed by the plural relative pronoun äcß. He clearly 
distinguishes between the singular and plural forms in 13: 2, t&; xtatoXk ... tp 
& ttatoXn 
taint (cf. 1 Clem 47: 1; Ignatius Eph. 3: 2; Pol. 8: 1; Smyrn. 11: 3), so this must be treated 
as a real plural as well 4 (2) Georgius Syncellus (c. VIII-IX CE) mentions a first letter to 
the Philippians (zovtou xai 6 ix6ato)lo; Ev ra Wpb; 0tXut aious µtµvrltat apthvp 
bnato)lp), implying the existence of other letters. s (3) The Syriac Catalogus Sinaiticus 
(c. 400 CE) mentions two letters to the Philippians. 6 (4) The author of the second century 
letter to the Loodiccans (known only in Latin), who closely follows the structure of 
Philippians in composing his discourse, had access to a copy of Paul's letter which lacked 
at least 3: 2-4: 1 as well as 4: 10.20.7 
Single-letter theorists: External evidence is in favour of a single-letter theory, since 
'Philippians appears in all the Canons of Scripture during the second century: in the lists of 
the heretic Marcion and of the Muratorian fragment, as well as in the Old Latin and Peshito 
Syriac versions' 8 Other external evidence is inconclusive. (1) The term for 'letters' may 
have been used by Polycarp with a collective meaning of 'injunctions' (but of one letter); 
thus, Polycarp need not be referring to more than one letter. 9 Perhaps Polycarp has in 
view both the Thessalonian and Philippian correspondence, both being sent to Macedonian 
churches. t° Polycarp may have used the plural because of Paul's mention of previous gifts 
in 4: 16.11 Even if it is areal plural' it does not prove a multiple-letter thcory; 12 it only 
demonstrates that Polycarp knew of a plural number of letters written from Paul to the 
Philippians. 13 These other letters may be lost to us now, just as the supposed third letter to 
the Corinthians may now be lost (2 Cor 2: 4; 7: 8). Furthermore, if Polycarp knew of 
1Mackay. 'Further Thoughts'. p. 167. 2For a recent advocmc of the support from utcrnal evidence see Scikw, 'Laodiceans', pp. 21-28. 3Clcmen. EinheltlichAcit. p. 134. 4Zahn, Elnleltwg, p. 401; Schmithals, Paulas, p. 58 n. 58; Schenk, 'Philipperbricl', p. 3284. 5Syncellus, Chronographla, p. 631; cl. Rahijen, 'Three Letters', p. 168; Scllew, 'Laodiceans', p. 26. 6Rahtjcn, 'Three Letters'. p. 168. 7Sellcw, 'Laodiceans'. pp. 17.28. 8Ughtfoot. Philippians, p. 76. 9Lightfoot (Philippians, pp. 141-42) discus su Thucydides 8.5 1. Josephus A/ 12.4.10, and Alciphron 2A; 
e!. Haupt. LIrlefe, p. 97 of the Eln/eitwi. t0Zahn, Introduction, p. 536; Ihupt. Drkfe, p. 97 of the Einleitung; Moffatt. Introduction. p. 174; Mackay, 'Further Thoughts% p. 162. Cl. Schweizer, 'zweite mcssalonicherbeier. pp. 90-105. who 
suggests that 2 Thessalonians was originaUy addressed to the Philippians; rebutted by MichaCGs. 'zweite Thcssalonicherbriet'. pp. 182-86. "Garland. 'Composition'. p. 154. 12KUmme1. Einleitung, pp. 48,293. 13jones, 'integrity'. p. 466; Ilonnard, PAilippiens, p. 9. 
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several distinct letters, why is Markion. a close contemporary of Polycarp, not aware of 
them? t (2) Perhaps a'supe fluous a crept into the text and was afterwards written out in 
full apcinp .2 Syncellus' mention of the first letter to the Philippians is more likely a 
mistaken historical claim on the part of the author, as is true of several of his other citations 
of NT history, 3 (3) The mention of two letters to the Philippians in Catalogus Sinaiticus 
is probably a case of dittography and parablepsia, being of dubious historical value. 4 (4) 
The compiler of the spurious letter to the Laodiccans s as Sellew admits, omitted several 
sections from the so-called letter B of Philippians (1: 1; 1: 3-11; 1: 14-17; 1: 22-2: 1; 23-11; 
2: 15-30), giving less credence to Sellew's conclusion that omissions from the so-called 
letters A and C point to the compiler's dependence upon a different text (the original letter? ) 
than that represented in the canonical Philippians. 6 The compiler's selectivity allows for 
the view that the compiler knew of the canonical form of Philippians but only chose from 
parts of it; indeed, the unambiguous parallels between the two texts are not manifold in 
number (Phil 1: 2 [though this could be from Gal 1: 3). 3 [though thanks is given to Christ 
rather than God), 13 and/or 18,19-20,21; 2: 2,12,13; 4: 6,8,9,22,23), making it 
difficult to create a Vorlage from them. Furthermore, Sellew too quickly dismisses the 
phrase et praccavcte sordidos In lucro in Laod. 13 (which Lightfoot suggests was 
ßX&ete Sl: tot; a1axpoictp6ct; in the Greek version)7 as a reference to Phil 3: 2 (and 
possibly echoing icepS- in 3: 7,8 [In lucro] and aiaX&p in 3: 19 [sordidos]) 8 especially 
since it immediately follows the unmistakable reference to `rejoice in the Lord' of Phil Ma. 
If this is a reference to 3: 2 (and other parts of Phil 3), then the compiler was at least aware 
of the first part of letter C. 
REASONS FOR REDACTION 
Multiple-letter theorists: The redactor(s) may have had several reasons for constructing 
the letter as it now exists. (1) The compilation of epistolary fragments could have been 
largely accidental, being composed piece by piece as the church collected the various 
essential letters and omitted others. 9 (2) The redactor(s) may have been motivated by 
prestige, i. e. the need to create a more theologically profound Pauline letter than the original 
brief letters. The order of the fragments can be explained thus: (i) because of the flattering 
remarks made about them and the general literary excellence of the letter, 1: 1-2: 30 was 
added before 3: 1; (ii) then, as a final boast, Paul's complementary thank you was added to 
the end; and (iii) finally, the doxology, originally at the end of 1: 1-2: 30, was attachcd. 10 
(3)' lire combining of two or more letters to save writing materials was a common practice 
'Jones, 'Integrity'. p. 466. 2Lightfoot, Philippians. P. 142 n. 2. 3 kay. 'Further Thoughts'. p. 162. who mentions Anno Mundi 5540 and 5553 as examples of Synccllus' unreliable work. 4Soutcr and Williams. Text. p. 209-the relevant section of the catalogue reads Of the Ephesians, 318 lines.. 
-(Of the Philippians. 318 linesj... Of the Philippians. 235 lines. Cf. Mackay. p. 161. 50n the PrOblematics of dating this forgery sec Schnocmelcher. 'Epistle'. pp. 129-3 1. 6Sellew does not mention the possibility that the compiler Is working from memory rather than a text. 
which might explain the hardly organised structure of his discourse. Indeed. this would seem to account for the apparent conflation of elements from Phil 2.14 'do without' and 3: 1 'not hesitatingly' into Laod. 12 el facile sine renactu quaecumque jacl: Ls. 7IJghtfoot. Colonjant. p. 294. 811c translations of PXixm in Laod. 13 in the Vulgate videte ('look') and Latin version praccavele ('beware') simply reflect two possible meanings of the Greek verb (sec chap. 4 on Hesitation Formulas). 9Lakc. 'Critical Problems', p. 488. 10Rahtjcn. me Letters'. p. 273. 
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in that period. " (4) By beginning and ending the final letter with `positive' letters, the 
redactor leaves an impression of Paul's successful ministry at Philippi as well as his cordial 
friendship with the Philippians? (5) The redactor's situation may have necessitated a new 
composition because Paul's original letters were no longer relevant. 3 The thank-you note 
would have been attached at the end to demonstrate the church's victory over heresy. (6) It 
cannot be assumed that Paul included a thanksgiving in letters A and C, especially in the 
light of their absence from 2 Corinthians and Galatians. Therefore, the redactor need have 
only excised the prescripts, subscriptions, and Pauline closing from the other letters. 
Single-letter theorists: It is unlikely that a redactor would have created the text of 
Philippians as it now exists. Furthermore, it is difficult to imagine a Sitz im Leben which 
would account for the redaction as it now stands. 4 (1) ... (2) ... (3) ... (5) The original 
texts would not have been mutilated if they were considered sacred. 5 (6) Why would a 
redactor excise the epistolary openings and closings of the original letters, since these 
typically play a vital role in the Pauline letter? 6 Furthermore, the ancient practice of editing 
letters usually only involved excising the prescript and subscript.? In the case of 
Philippians, it must be argued that Paul's thanksgivings have been removed from letters A 
and C. 
PARTITION THEORIES 
The following chart lists in chronological order the various partition theories of 
Philippians. It demonstrates the manifold variety of multiple-letter theories, but it does not 
prove detrimental to the multiple-letter theory itself (as some have maintained); if anything, 
it demonstrates the difficulty with which scholars have analysed the cohesive structure of 
the letter. Most of the differences concern (i) the precise location of the break at the 
beginning of Phil 3, (ii) whether or not, and to what extent, the beginning of Phil 4 (4: 1-9) 
belongs to letter B, and (iii) the placement of 4: 21-23. (Note: the divisions are intended 
only as general categorisations, since some of the authors remain tentative on the precise 
beginnings and endings of the various fragments. The headings Letter A, B, and C are 
only used by some authors, esp. those beginning in the 1950s. They are only intended 
here as a general guideline for labelling the partitions. ) 
1Rahtjen, 'Three Letters', P. 273. 
2Blevins, 'Introduction', p. 316, in support of Marxsen, Introduction, pp. 67-68. 
3Muller-Bardoff, 'Frage', p. 601; Bornkamm, `Philipperbrief, pp. 14-18. 
4Michaelis, 'Teilungshypothesen', p. 326. 
5Dalton, 'Integrity', p. 98. 
6Kümmel, Einleitung, -p. 293; Garland, 'Composition', p. 156. 
7Aune, Literary Environment, pp. 210-11. 
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(Letter A) (Letter B) (Letter C) 
Dankschreiben Gefangenschaftsbrief Kampfbrief 
1803 Heinrichs 1: 1-3: 1a; 4: 21-231 3: lb-4: 202 
1867 Weisse 
1872 Hausrath 
1892 Holtzmann 
1937 Goodspeed 
1812 Paulus 1: 1-3: 1; 4: 10-23 3: 2-4: 93 
1931 Schweitzer 
1971 Keck 
1981 Bruce 
1836 Schrader 1: 1-2: 30; 4: 3-23 3: 1-4: 2 (non- 
Pauline) 
1892 Völter4 1: 1-7,5 12-26; 2: 17-29; 1: 8-11,27-30; 2: 1- 
4: 10-21(23) 16; 3: lb-4: 9,22 
(non-Pauline) 
1894 Clemen 1: 1-2: 18; 2: 25-3: 1; 4: 4-7, 2: 19-24; 6 3: 2-4: 3, 
10-23 8-9 
1904 Bacon 1: 1-2: 30 3: 1-4: 23v 
1913-14 Symes 4: 10-208 1: 1-3: 1; 4: 21-23 3: 2-4: 9 
1914 Lake 1: 1-2: 30-, 4-4-239 3: 1-4: 3 
1917 J. Weiss 1: 1-3: 1; 4: 2-23 3: 2-4: 1 
1953 McNeile-Williams 
1Lightfoot (Philippians, p. 69 n. 1), giving both a title and page number, claims that Heinrichs divided the 
letter after 3: la; cf. de Wette, Lehrbuch, p. 233, and Meyer, Handbook, p. 7. Michael (Philippians, p. 
xi), giving neither a title or page number, claims that he divided it after 2: 30. Clemen (Einheitlichkeit, p. 
132) claims that Heinrichs had a two-part division of 1: 1-3: 1,4: 21-23 and 3: 2-4: 20. Schenk 
('Philipperbrief , p. 3281 n. 3) gives only a general division: 'Eine Trennung von Phil 1-2 und Phil 3-4 in 
zwei Paulusbriefe nahm zuerst Heinrichs 1803: 33 ff. vor'. Despite the confusion, Heinrichs clearly makes 
the break at 3: 1b Tö Xotnöv, &SeAlcpoi µov, xatpetE ¬V is pq, treating it as a closing 'greeting' (pp. 31- 
38). 
2Heinrichs (Pauli Epistolae) claims the first letter (B) was written to the church in general and the second 
letter (C) to the church leaders. Hausrath (Paulus, pp. 486-88), like most early theorists, argues that 3: 1- 
4: 23 was written prior to 1: 1 2: 30. Letter C. then, was a letter of warning and thanks. 
3Schrader (Paulus, p. 233) views this as a non-Pauline interpolation. 
4Cf. the readings of Völter by Lipsius (Philipper, p. 215) and Schenk ('Philipperbrief. , p. 3281 n. 3); 
contra that of Clemen, Einheitlichkeit, p. 133, who claims that Völter's partition consisted of 1: 1-7,12- 
14,18e-26; 2: 17-29; 4: 10-21,23 and 1: 8-10,27-30; 2: 1-16; 3: 1d-4: 9,22f. 
5Excluding avv bctrncönots uai Staxövots. 
6Clemen's idiosyncratic placement of Phil 2: 19-24 here is partly based on the view that the 'brothers' 
spoken of negatively in 2: 21 are different from the positive portrait of those in 1: 14 and 4: 21. 
7Bacon (Story, pp. 367-75) maintains that this letter was probably written first since Paul would have 
thanked the Philippians for the gift soon after receiving it. 
8The chronological order of Symes' reconstruction is as follows ('Five Epistles', pp. 168-69): Missing 
Letter I (56 CE), a progress report written shortly after leaving Macedonia; Fragment I= Phil 3: 2-4: 9 (58 
CE), from which has been excised Paul's acknowledgement for their first gift of aid (cf. 4: 16); Missing 
Letter II (59 CE), Paul's acknowledgement of their second gift of aid (cf. 4: 16); Fragment II = Phil 4: 10-20 
(60 CE), Paul's final acknowledgement of their last gift of aid (cf. 4: 16); Fragment III 'the noble Epistle' _ 
Phil 1: 1-3: 1 and 4: 21-23 (61 CE). 
9Lake ('Problems', p. 487) suggests that 3: 2 may instead begin this letter. 
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1920 Michael 1: 1-3: 1a; 3: 20_4: 231 3: 1b-192 
1972 Gunther 
1957-58 Milüer-Bardoff 4: 10-20 1: 1-26; 2: 17-18; 1: 27-2: 16; 3: 2-21; 4: 8-9 
4: 1-3; 2: 19-30; 3: la; 3 4: 4- 
7,21-23 
1957 Schmithals 4: 10-23 1: 1-3: 1; 4: 4-7 3: 2-4: 3.8-9 
1966 Fuller 
1984 Schenk 
1959 Beare 4: 10-20 1: 1-3: 1; 4: 2-9,21-234 3: 2-4: 1 
1966 Murphy-O'Connor 
1983 Patte 
1959 Benoit 4: 10-20 (21-23) 1: 1-2: 18; 3: 1-4: 1,8-9 2: 19-30; 4: 2-75 
1962 Rigaux 
1959 Rahtjen 4: 10-20 1: 1-2: 30; 4: 21-23 3: 1-4: 9 
1962 Friedrich 1: 1-3: 1a; 4: 10-23 3: lb-4: 9 
1975 Suhl 
1961-62 Koester6 4: 10-20 1: 1-3: 1; 4: 4-7 (21-23)7 3: 2-4: 3.8-9 
1962 Bomkamm 
1968 Marxsen 
1972 Lohse 
1978 Schenke & Fischer 
1979 G. Barth 
1985 Pesch 
1975 Vielhauer 4: 10-20 1: 1-3: 1; 4: 4-9,21-23 3: 2-4: 3 
1978 Marxsen 
1968 Gnilka 1: 1-3: 1a; 4: 2-7,10-23 3: lb-4: 1,8-9 
1973 Collange 4: 10-20(21-23) 1: 1-3: 1a; 4: 2-7 (21-23) 3: lb-4: 1,8-9 
1974 Perrin 4: 10-20 1: 1-3: 1 3: 2-4: 9 
1982 Perrin & Duling 
1978 Walter 4: 10-20 1: 1-3: 1; 4: (4)5-7(8-9) (21- 3: 2-4: 1(2-3) 
23) 
1987 Mayer 4: 10-20 1: 1-3: 1; 4: 2-7,21-23 3: 2-4: 1,8-9 
1989 Becker 1: 1-3: 1; 4: 1-7,10-23 3: 2-21; 4: 8-9 
1995 Bormann 4: 10-23 1: 1-3: 1; 4: 2-7 3: 2-4: 1,8-9 
1Michael(Epistle, p. 112) hints at the possibility that 2: 19-24 was an originally separate note penned by 
Paul (to a now unknown recipient), explaining Paul's firm expectation to see the Philippians soon; 
nonetheless, he leaves it in his outline. 
? Michael (Epistle, pp. xii) only tentatively suggests that this interpolation may have been a separate letter 
sent to the Philippians; he does, however, believe it was written by Paul. 
3Müller-Bardorff ('Frage', p. 593) treats 3: lb as a redactional gloss: 'Wir stoßen hier offenbar auf die Hand 
des Redaktors. ' 
4Murphy-O'Connor ('Philippiens', p. 1215) is noncommittal on the original location of vv 21-23. 
5This short letter is interpreted as a letter of recommendation. 
61n his 1982 History and Literature, Koester maintains the same basic view but is more tentative on the 
location of 4: 1-3,4-7,8-9,21-23. 
7The various advocates of this partition theory differ as to their certainty about the placement of 4: 21-23. 
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CONCLUSION 
The picture painted by the above survey looks like this. Those advocating a multiple- 
letter theory claim that a later redactor (the who? and when? ) combined two or more Pauline 
letters (perhaps adding further material) into one letter (the what? ) by excising epistolary 
features (the how? ) for any number of possible reasons such as to make what originally 
were three insignificant pieces of Pauline correspondence into one substantial letter (the 
why? ). Although this is a perfectly plausible explanation (i. e. as far as is known from 
contemporary practices this event could have happened), others maintain that the canonical 
letter to the Philippians consists of only one Pauline letter. Almost invariably, the debate 
has centred around the shift in `tone and mood' at the beginning of Phil 3 and to a lesser 
degree around the supposed lateness (both in time and in its textual location) of the `thank 
you' in 4: 10-20. There are other issues at stake, of course, but none that have so 
repeatedly been referred to as the central issue of the debate. Regarding the first issue, 
most scholars on both sides of the debate confess to a change in tone and mood at the 
beginning of Phil 3 (although it is disputed whether the change occurs after 2: 30,3: 1a, or 
3: 1b). Single-letter theorists have responded sometimes by claiming that the change has 
been exaggerated and that the letter's "`artlessness" is due to the fact that like so many 
letters.. . it consists of a "stream of consciousness" rather than follows a predetermined 
plan'. ' Others have emphasised lexical and thematic parallels throughout the letter and, 
more recently, the unified generic structure of the text (e. g. `letter of friendship' or 
`rhetorical speech'). Regarding the second issue, the historical lateness of the letter 
depends on how the historical situation is reconstructed by the modem reader. (i) a lengthy 
illness of Epaphroditus and multiple correspondence (combined with a Roman or 
Caesarean imprisonment) point to an overly-delayed thank you on Paul's part, but (ii) a 
brief illness which happened on the way to Philippi or soon upon his arrival coupled with 
the fact that Paul did not have a post office at his beck and call suggests a reasonable time- 
frame within which Paul sent his thanks to the Philippians. Such historical questions 
raised by the text will probably never be agreed upon by both sides of the debate; the 
creative historical reconstructions of scholars will prevent this. However, agreement upon 
literary questions would appear to be more promising. After all, we all have the same text 
in front of us, - 
"Z''°{ ? And yet, after almost two centuries of critical inquiry there is still 
no consensus, despite a growing number of scholars' reticence to adopt a multiple-letter 
theory (especially outside of Germany). 
The lack of consensus over the integrity debate is at least partly due to (i) what I call the 
`omnipotent author and redactor', (ii) the `burden of proof question, and (iii) 
methodological presuppositions. Firstly, literary evidence gives rise to what may be called 
the `omnipotent author or redactor'. If a scholar demonstrates textual cohesiveness, it may 
be attributed to either the original author or a later redactor. If a scholar demonstrates 
textual incohesiveness, it may also be attributed to either the original author or a later 
redactor. In both cases, the author or redactor becomes all-powerful, able to do whatever 
scholars want them to do with the text. Secondly, most would probably agree that the 
burden of proof falls on those who wish to argue against the letter's integrity, for the 
simple reason that the literary integrity has not been questioned until relatively recently in 
the history of NT interpretation. Nevertheless, I must agree with W. O. Walker's 
estimation that based on textual and literary-critical considerations `the Pauline letters, as 
1Pollard, `Integrity', p. 59. 
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we now have them, do, in fact, contain interpolations (yet to be identified, of course)'. ' 
Although Walker is primarily concerned with interpolations added to Pauline letters, not 
compilations of originally-separate letters, the fact that (i) the textual history of at least some 
of Paul's letters show redaction (e. g. Romans), 2 (ii) the literary integrity of at least 2 
Corinthians is still doubted by many scholars, 3 and (iii) the development of the Pauline 
corpus is very uncertain (raising questions about when the textual history we possess really 
began) .4 all suggest that the burden of proof 
faced by multiple-letter theories of Philippians 
is not as weighty as some might assert. Thus, since most scholars have agreed that chap. 3 
of Philippians is problematic, multiple-letter theories have, I would argue, at least 
overcome any initial burden of proof. This burden of proof should not be reinstated, 
unless it can be demonstrated that Phil 3 cohesively fits into the larger discourse. Thirdly, 
M. Foucault has argued that knowledge is not simply a reflection of the essence of things 
and that it is not simply an expression of human ideas. 
Archaeological description is precisely such an abandonment of the history of ideas, a 
systematic rejection of its postulates and procedures, an attempt to practise a quite different 
history of what men have said. 5 
He goes on to note that ideologies take form in relation to one another and often in an 
antagonistic manner-a characteristic true of the debate over the literary integrity of 
Philippians. The above evidence for and against the letter's integrity is not pimply the 
result of rational and empirical investigation-much of it has been 
iem `z (i. e. 
rhetorical). Indeed, the question of method has been addressed only recently in the debate. 
Though I have not attempted an `archaeological description' of the history of the debate, 
my reading of the unfolding narrative of scholarly debate over Philippians left me with an 
impression of die religious, cultural, and professional forces directing various authors' 
theories. J. E. Symes's `Five Epistles to the Philippians' is perhaps the best example of a 
work with little evidential support but much personal opinion. The myth of Stephanus Le 
Moyne also stands out as an example of less than satisfactory evidence in the name of 
scholarship. 6 Perhaps more importantly, presuppositions and unstated methodologies have 
influenced scholarly decisions. Consequently, much time has been spent in the present 
work on issues of method. This will, hopefully, enable others not only to critique my 
analysis but also to challenge the methodological presuppositions underpinning it. 
In sum, the question of the literary integrity of Philippians has raised interpretative 
issues which have affected historical (e. g. From where were the letter(s) written? [the 
nearer Ephesus or the more distant Rome and Caesarea]; Paul may have sent more banal 
letters to his churches which were not preserved separately or at all; How often did Paul 
communicate with his churches?; How soon was an individual required to send notice of 
receipt of a gift? ), structural (e. g. genre; thematic outlines; form-criticism of Paul's other 
letters), and more general reconstructions of the text (e. g. Are the opponents in Phil 3 
actually present at Philippi or are they merely part of Paul's rhetorical imagination? and 
l Walker, 'Burden', p. 611. 
20n Romans see Gamble, Textual History, pp. 145-46, who notes a possible redactional similarity 
between the closings of Romans and Philippians but does not find it a persuasive explanation of the latter's 
structure. 
3It is worth noting that although Furnish upholds the integrity of Philippians ('Place and Purpose'), he 
denies that of 2 Corinthians (11 Corinthians). 
4For recent surveys of the discussion and his theory of an early edited collection put together by Paul 
himself (with compiled letters) see Trobisch, Entstehung and Letter Collection. 
5Foucault, Archaeology, p. 138. 
6The myth has not totally been eradicated; so Alexander, 'Letter-Forms', p. 89, still refers to Le Moyne. 
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What is the nature of Paul's `thank you' in 4: 10-20? ). 1 Thus, the integrity issue has not 
been easily dismissed by scholars studying Philippians; indeed, many studies of the letter 
begin by stating the author's assumptions about the integrity debate and conclude by 
commenting on how his or her own particular study illuminates the integrity debate. Based 
on the above survey of the debate four particular issues have proved particularly critical to 
the discussion: (i) apparent shift in tone and mood at the beginning of Phil 3; (ii) location 
and temporal lateness of 4: 10-20; (iii) lexical parallels used throughout the disputed 
sections of the letter, and, more recently, (iv) genre. Each of these topics is given 
considerable attention in the next two chapters, but only as part of a larger discourse 
analysis of the letter so as to give due attention to the text itself. Issues i, ii, and iv are 
primarily treated in chap. 4 and issue iii in chap. 5. 
1Perhaps even more consequential for basic exegesis is that a multiple-letter theory cautions against 
referring to disputed sections of the letter to interpret something in another supposedly separate letter, 
similar criticism is launched at those who simplistically parallel Paul's other letters (which have their own 
situational constraints) with the one they are interpreting. 
Chapter 4 
THE STRUCTURE OF PHILIPPIANS 
As argued in the first part of this work, the cohesiveness or `coherent predictability' of 
discourse is primarily created by generic STRUCTURE (conventions of register) and 
linguistic TEXTURE (the three metafunctions of language-ideational, interpersonal, and 
especially textual meanings). Discourses are unified in part because their structure is 
unified and their texture is unified. 1 In the present chapter, the structural side of the 
cohesiveness of Philippians is analysed with a view to entering into the dialogue over its 
literary integrity. In chap. 5, the texture of Philippians is in focus. To study structure 
before texture, as is done here, is to take a top-down approach to discourse analysis, 
beginning with a characterisation of the genre (or macrostructure) of the text before turning 
to a more detailed analysis of its linguistic microstructures (though there is a circularity to 
the hermeneutical process). 
The discussion of the STRUCTURE (genre) of Philippians is based on the treatment of 
REGISTER and GENRE in Part I. Structure allows the reader both to distinguish between 
complete and incomplete texts as well as to relate the currently digested text with those from 
the individual's other textual experiences (i. e. to make intertextual interpretations). This is 
primarily accomplished by means of `cues' or structural formulas of the genre (both 
obligatory and optional as well as explicit and implicit). In this way, structure creates 
predictability, allowing the reader to recognise the type of discourse being spoken and, in 
turn, to use other similar discourses as a schema for interpreting the immediate one. 
We are never selecting with complete freedom from all the resources of our linguistic 
system. If we were, there would be no communication; we understand each other only 
because we are able to make predictions, subconscious guesses, about what the other person 
is going to say. 2 
To modify obligatory features of register is to risk depriving an audience of this 
predictability factor, 3 however, such adaptations may serve as a more subtle way of 
introducing ideological and social change to a reader. The importance of identifying the 
register of Philippians for discourse analysis cannot be overemphasised here. Not to 
analyse the register of a text may be likened to studying its individual words apart from 
their linguistic and cultural context, since the study of a text's register entails studying other 
texts from the same or similar register. So J. L. Lemke warns: 
But if we study a discourse, a whole situated text by itself and apart from other texts or 
occasions of discourse with which it may have definite relationship, do we not likewise still 
run the risk of learning nothing about how we build every text upon and out of other texts? 
or about the social functions of the system of texts we build-and do not build? 4 
1So Halliday and Hasan (Cohesion, p. 23) relate the two: 'The concept of COHESION can... be usefully 
supplemented by that of REGISTER, since the two together effectively define a TEXT. ' 
2So Halliday and Hasan, Language, Context, and Text, p. 40. 
3Stubbs (Discourse Analysis, p. 94) emphasises: 'Predictability may be the single most important feature 
of human communication, precisely since it is central not only to all levels of language, but also central to 
memory and to thinking in general. ' 
4Lemke, 'Ideology', p. 275. 
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The genre of Philippians is undisputedly that of an ancient letter. ' However, further 
classification of its epistolary nature is open to debate. Indeed, the relatively recent debate 
over the letter's precise genre has resulted in a state of affairs in which it is now necessary 
to argue for a particular genre rather than assume one. The following study of the structure 
of Philippians, therefore, begins by exploring various epistolary classifications of the text 
(and Paul's other discourses) before then analysing in detail the epistolary structure of the 
letter. 
THE LTTERARY GENRE OF PHII. IPPIANS 
Approaching almost a century of Pauline studies since A. Deissmann's classification of 
Paul's writings as `real letters' (rather than literary `epistles')? there is still no consensus 
on an epistolary typology of Paul's letters. Although most reject Deissmann's strict letter- 
epistle distinction, D. E. Aune observes that `few typologies of Greco-Roman or early 
Christian letters have been proposed and none widely adopted' 3 Paul's letters do not 
neatly fit into the categories of the epistolary handbooks, nor do they always parallel the 
letters from the Egyptian rubbish heaps. They seem at once both non-literary and literary 
(if I can for the moment be permitted to use such slippery terms). So J. L. White is 
indeterminate: 
It must be acknowledged that both the length and character of the New Testament letters, as 
a type of instruction, fail to resemble the documentary letter tradition. But neither do the 
New Testament letters belong to the Greek literary letter tradition, including philosophical 
letters of instruction. Rather, Stowers suggests, they are the product of a Jewish 
subculture; falling somewhere between the documentary and literary letter tradition. 4 
Another respected scholar of epistolography, W. G. Doty, is not much more specific: `I 
should classify the letters of Paul and his school as "more private" in type, even though 
several of them show characteristics of "more public" letters' .5 Aune's scheme represents 
another alternative: `(1) circumstantial, or dialogical, letters, which are closely linked to 
specific historical situations, and (2) general, or monological, letters, which are 
unconnected to specific historical settings'. 6 In addition, S. K. Stowers partly treats Paul's 
letters in terms of the typologies of the epistolary theorists? Suffice it to say that scholars 
agree that Paul's letters are letters-end of story. 
The recent upsurge in rhetorical interpretation of Paul's letters has introduced yet another 
epistolary classification .8 The assumption of such studies has been that the epistolary and 
Classical rhetorical genres could be and actually were readily merged. As to the possibility 
'This appraisal of Philippians has long been recognised; so de Wette, Lehrbuch, p. 232: 'Der Inhalt ist 
brieflicher, als in irgend einem andern an eine Gemeinde gerichteten Schreiben. ' 
2See Deissmann, Light, pp. 148-49,228-30. Doty ('Classification', p. 194) offers a more balanced 
typology than Deissmann, stating, 'In contrast to his [Deissmann's] exclusion of the "literary" as of no real 
worth, all the letters with which epistolary research has to do.. . appear now in a literary context'. He also 
rightly argues that 'formally and stylistically the "epistle" is a letter' (p. 191); thus, he concludes, The 
absolute distinction between Letter and Epistle should be dropped' (p. 198); cf. also the earlier criticism of 
Schubert, 'Form', pp. 368-69. Nevertheless, Deissmann's value remains in the many formal and functional 
parallels he has exposed between NT letters and the personal and documentary letters. 
3Aune, Literary Environment, p. 161. 
4White, 'Discussion', p. 51. 
5Doty, 'Classification', p. 198. Contrast Aune, Literary Environment, p. 160: 'There are... no really 
private letters among Paul's authentic letters. ' 
6Aune, Literary Environment, p. 204. Under the circumstantial type he places I Thessalonian, Galatians, 
2 Corinthians, Philippians, Philemon, and under the general type he places Romans. 
7Stowers, Letter Writing, pp. 49-173. 
8For a comprehensive bibliography see Watson and Hauser, Rhetorical Criticism of the Bible. 
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of finding rhetorical species (viz. judicial, deliberative, and epideictic) in ancient letters, 
Stowers avows, `There are types of letters which belong to each of the three species'. ' 
Appendix B `The Influence of Rhetorical Theory on Greco-Roman Letter Writing' below 
inspects the extent to which rhetorical theory (as found primarily in the handbooks) actually 
influenced Hellenistic epistolary theory and practice. To quote Jerome: `What has Horace 
to do with the Psalms, Virgil with the Gospels, Cicero with the Apostle? '2 Does 
Classical rhetorical theory resolve scholarly debate over the Pauline epistolary genre? 
Should Paul's letters be classified as `rhetorical letters' (i. e. letters governed by the canons 
of the rhetorical handbooks), thus ending the debate unresolved since Deissmann or, at 
least, placing the correct emphasis upon his literary style? The results of the study suggest 
that while rhetoric (mostly inventio and elocutio) was at times employed in a few letters, 
to analyse Paul's letters in terms of rhetorical species and dispositio is methodologically 
suspect. 3 Although epistolary style was in some cases influenced by conventions of 
elocutio, in contrast to such anomalous practices, Paul's epistolary style has been (i) set 
apart from `proper' rhetorical style or (ii) defended as to its legitimacy (thus implying 
`inferior' style). 4 I am not denying that Paul's letters contain `argumentation' or that such 
argumentation cannot be paralleled in other contemporary literature; rather, I consider it 
methodologically suspect to read Paul's letters according to the rhetorical handbooks in 
the light of (i) the evidence from the rhetorical and epistolary theorists themselves and (ii) 
the absence of formal parallels between Paul's letters and other so-called `rhetorical' letters. 
The extant literary evidence just does not support an assertion such as B. Witherington's 
recent suggestion that in Philippians 
Paul has blended the letter and speech conventions, so that apart from the epistolary opening 
and closing of the letter one can evaluate the letter in terms of the rhetorical conventions. 
In short, the thanksgiving section and the body of the letter can be evaluated this way? 
Witherington exemplifies a growing number of scholars who follow in the footsteps of 
earlier rhetorical analyses of Philippians, most notably the judicious studies of D. F. 
Watson and L. G. Bloomquist. Both Watson's and Bloomquist's attempts to interpret 
Philippians according to the rhetorical handbooks deserve further critique here in the light 
of the study in Appendix B. 
Watson's 1988 rhetorical analysis of Philippians has received considerable attention 
from subsequent scholars; indeed, perhaps next only to Garland, Watson has had the most 
significant impact on the shift back towards a single-letter view of the letter. Watson 
argues that, in keeping with Paul's use of rhetorical conventions in his other letters, 
Philippians exemplifies a rhetorical structure which affirms its literary integrity. 6 An 
underlying assumption is that Philippians represents yet another example of Paul's 
1Stowers, Letter Writing, p. 51. Stowers claims, 'The relationship of the early Christian letters to the 
larger world of Greco-Roman letter writing, literature, and rhetoric is today a neglected and a pressing 
question' (p. 18). 
Jerome, Epistulae 22.29 (emphasis mine). 
3Dormeyer ('Readers', p. 152) surely oversteps the evidence, asserting that 'the letter had to be arranged 
according to the "dispositio" of the "oratio"' (emphasis mine). 
4Turner (Style, p. 86) doubts rhetorical influence on Paul for stylistic reasons (e. g. anacolutha and 
solecisms). Malherbe ("`Seneca"', p. 414) notes that some early writers commentating on Paul's style 
explained the 'rudeness' of his discourse in two ways: (i) God, not human eloquence, empowers the 
Christian message and (ii) Paul's style effectively communicated to the lower social ranks who received the 
gospel; see e. g. Origen C. Cels. 6.58-61; Lactantius Div. inst. 5.1.15-21; Jerome Ep. 53.10.1; so also the 
author of the Epistolae Senecae et Pauli. 
5Witherington, Friendship, p. 145 n. 48. 
6Watson, 'Rhetorical Analysis', pp. 57-88. 
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supposedly verified use of ancient rhetoric in his other letters. At the culmination of his 
argument Watson asserts, 
It may be argued that since Paul utilized the rhetorical conventions of the Greco-Roman 
world in his other genuine letters, since the present form of Philippians conforms well to 
those conventions, and since the proposed interpolations and evidence given for 
interpolation can be explained by rhetorical convention, than [sic] the integrity of 
Philippians is best assumed (p. 88). 
The majority of Watson's work attempts to divulge the precise rhetorical conventions in the 
letter, with extensive citation of ancient rhetorical theory. The thoroughness of his work is 
laudable, and he presents a reasonable argument in favour of the unity of Philippians by 
tracing the flow of Paul's argument. Nevertheless, in view of the evidence from the 
rhetorical and epistolary theorists, his systematic dispositio interpretation of Philippians 
according to the canons of the rhetorical handbooks is methodologically suspect. 
Furthermore, his analysis, at times, is contradicted by an epistolary reading of the letter. 
Many of his rhetorical explanations of Philippians may be explained on better literary 
grounds from an epistolary perspective. 
Under the subheading The Species of Rhetoric, the Question, and the Stasis, Watson 
categorises Philippians as deliberative rhetoric, `intended to advise or dissuade its audience 
regarding a particular course of action' (p. 59). He admits, nevertheless, that 2: 19-30 is 
epideictic, which `lends itself to any attempt to advise and dissuade' (p. 60). In response, 
the issue is not whether Philippians exhibits features of advice, dissuasion, praise or blame 
(which it certainly does), but whether such features are evidence of Paul's use of ancient 
rhetorical theory rather than his `everyday' experiences with similar cultural rhetorical 
practices (listening to a public speech). The epistolary theorists describe types of letters 
which advise, dissuade, commend, and blame, without describing them as judicial, 
deliberative, or epideictic speeches. Thus, it is less methodologically suspect to describe 
Paul's discourses according to epistolary typologies without appealing to the categories of 
the rhetorical handbooks. 
Under the subheading The Exordium, Watson classifies Phil 1: 3-26 as an exordium 
with three main functions: `to obtain audience attention, receptivity, and goodwill' (p. 62). 
For example, Watson notes that when Paul thanks, rejoices over, and prays for the 
Philippians he does so to increase goodwill (p. 61). Why not attribute this function to 
Paul's use of the epistolary prescripts, thanksgiving, and prayers, especially since they can 
be paralleled both formally and functionally with other epistolary literature? For example, 
the subscription and adscription were customarily expanded in letters so as to reveal the 
quality of the relationship between the sender and recipient (see below). ' With regard to 
the so-called exordium, Watson also remarks, `Goodwill is obtained by concentrating 
upon the facts of the case and the persons involved, including the rhetor, the audience, and 
the opposition' (p. 62). Paul persuades his audience in this manner, however, not only in 
chap. 1 but throughout the letter, singing praises of his audience (2: 25-30 [Epaphroditus- 
part of the Philippian community]; 4: 3,10,14) and himself (2: 17; 3: 4-11,17-18; 4: 11-12, 
15-18) as well as chiding `opponents' (chap. 3). Hence, according to Watson's functional 
description of the exordium, it is difficult to limit the exordium only to 1: 3-26. Watson 
even suggests that the epistolary prescript in Philippians (1: 1-2) `functions much like the 
exordium' (p. 65), pointing to elements such as the greeting formula, the topos of 
servanthood, and the mention of bishops and deacons (who may have been part of the 
'Alexander ('Letter-Forms', p. 91) makes a similar point with regard to family letters. 
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ecclesiastical problems at Philippi). 1 This would seem to be special pleading when it is 
recognised that the prescript is so terse that its relationship to the rest of the letter is 
especially vague. Aside from 1 Thessalonians, Philippians has a relatively brief Pauline 
prescript, lacking the epistolary expansions characteristic of those in Romans, Galatians, 
and 1 Corinthians. Thus Paul probably gave little extra thought to the rhetorical function of 
his prescript here, rather employing it in light of its typical epistolary function, viz. to 
introduce the main participants of the communication and their current relationship. 
Furthermore, the few extant `rhetorical letters' seem to separate distinctly the epistolary 
opening and closing from the rhetorical body of the letter (see Appendix B). In addition, 
Watson includes the epistolary disclosure formula (1: 12-26) under the subheading of 
exordium. This is unlikely, since the typical function of the disclosure formula was to 
introduce the main reason for writing at the beginning of the letter-body (although it could 
be used elsewhere). 2 According to the rhetorical handbooks, this would make it the 
narratio, not the exordium? According to Watson, the narratio does not begin until 1: 27. 
Again, whereas there is both formal and functional epistolary evidence paralleling Paul's 
disclosure formula, Watson can supply no such examples of a `rhetorical' usage. 
The next major rhetorical unit, according to Watson, is the narratio in Phil 1: 27-30-an 
exhortation to a way of life. It is `the proposition that Paul will develop in the remainder of 
the rhetoric' (p. 66). Paul attempts to persuade his audience to live an honourable life, 
exhorting them to let their manner of life be worthy of the gospel. 4 In response, firstly, 
epistles, not just rhetorical discourses, may contain themes or 'purposes' .5 There is no 
apparent reason why one could not designate 1: 27-30 as the theme of Paul's letter yet 
without appealing to rhetorical terminology. 6 Secondly, L. Alexander7 and L. G. 
Bloomquist8 have challenged the view that 1: 27-30 is the central purpose of the letter-the 
former with her epistolary study and the latter with his epistolary and rhetorical analysis. 
One natural place for a theme of a letter is in a disclosure formula and, in Philippians, this 
is located in 1: 12-26, immediately prior to Watson's narratio. The obvious strength of 
Alexander's study is that she provides actual letters which both formally and functionally 
parallel her interpretation. Watson does not provide a single rhetorical letter which formally 
I Watson notes that there is only a 'functional' parallel between the prescript and exordium; however, it is 
unclear what a 'formal' parallel would look like since the rest of his epistolary analysis is largely based on 
functional grounds as well. 
2White, Light, p. 207 n. 85. 
3So Bloomquist's analysis (see chart below). 
41n contrast, Alexander ('Letter-Forms', p. 95) maintains that 'the point introduced in v. 12 should be taken 
as part of the central "business" of the letter'. Her reasons include Paul's use of the disclosure formula in v 
12, which frequently introduced the subject matter of ancient letters but, I might add, not necessarily the 
only subject matter. By failing to treat the epistolary function of this formula, Black ('Discourse 
Structure', p. 17) can wrongly conclude: 'Unlike John's Gospel (John 20: 30-31), Paul tells the Philippians 
nothing about his reasons for writing. ' An author need not say 'this is my theme... ' in order to indicate the 
reason(s) for writing. Black claims to have deduced the key purpose of Philippians (viz. 'unity for the sake 
of the gospel) from the discourse structure of the letter, and yet he gives superficial attention to the 
explicit epistolary structure (genre) of the letter (here and more importantly in the commendations, 
petitions, and joy expression), only using the anachronistic labels of opening, body, and closing to 
structure his exegesis. 
5For a survey of various thematic understandings of Philippians see Geoffrion, Purpose, pp. 2-13. At the 
close of his survey, he overstates the value of rhetorical criticism: '... none has been able to show 
convincingly how the many diverse elements within the canonical letter cohere or what the overall purpose 
of the letter might be' (p. 13). Stagg ('Mind', p. 337) points to 2: 5, 'have the same mind', as the central 
theme; cf. Robuck, Christ-Hymn, p. 155. 
6See Stagg, 'Mind', p. 338. 
7Alexander, 'Letter-Forms', esp. pp. 94-96. 
8Bloomquist, Function, pp. 107,123-25. 
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parallels his interpretation, but bases it solely on a functional (and methodologically 
questionable) similarity with the handbooks. Thirdly, the precise relationship between 
Paul's supposed narratio and the rest of the letter is unclear. Watson claims, 
Paul's initial exhortation to 'let your manner of life be worthy of the gospel' is repeated in 
different form as 'stand firm in one spirit, with one mind striving side by side for the faith 
of the gospel, and not frightened in anything by your opponents' (p. 67). 
Watson's second part of the narratio ('stand firm... ') is `different' in that it serves to 
narrow the meaning of the first part ('let your manner... )--a hyponym (a-rjuetc) of 
ro . ttcücaOc. 
1 It represents one of many ways in which the Christian may live a life 
worthy of the gospel. This first part is so conceptually broad in meaning that it could 
legitimately be the theme of any of Paul's letters, making it difficult to counter (or prove) 
the suggestion that it is the macro-theme of this letter. The second part of the narratio-the 
implied command to `stand firm'-however, is difficult to picture behind the entirety of 
Paul's rhetoric in Philippians, raising doubts as to its categorisation here as part of the 
narratio. Unity, which is integral to this second part, is not a significant topic in 2: 19- 
3: 21. Similarly, opposition is a major topic only in chap. 3, aside from Paul's struggles in 
1: 15-17 which appears before 1: 27-30. Phil 1: 27-30 does indeed reflect themes (or topics, 
concepts, terms) treated elsewhere in the letter. Watson has not demonstrated by his 
rhetorical analysis that it is the theme of the letter, instead, it may only be one of Paul's 
reasons for writing. More likely, there is no one theme in Philippians (see chap. 5); 
instead, Paul's discourse moves from topic to topic, with recognisable cohesive ties 
between microstructures but no one overarching rhetorical macrostructure-a characteristic 
of many personal letters. 2 Indeed, the various epistolary formulas in Philippians point to a 
variety of topics which Paul intended to communicate in the letter without some central 
theme binding them together. 
The next supposed rhetorical unit is the probatio (2: 1-3: 21). `Here Paul seeks, through 
the mustering of arguments and examples, to persuade his audience to "live a life worthy of 
the gospel"' (p. 67). Watson divides the probatio into three sections (2: 1-11; 2: 12-18; 3: 1- 
21), each developing and building upon Paul's overall rhetorical strategy. His analysis of 
rhetorical microstructures (e. g. the use of example, comparison, amplification) is helpful, 
but some of his macrostructural analysis is suspect. For example, the inferential 
conjunction &Satc in 2: 12 (cf. 4: 1) suggests that 2: 12-18 flows out of and is dependent 
upon the exemplum of Christ in 2: 6-113 Hence it does not by itself embody the second 
development of Paul's proposition. The life modelled by Christ leads into Paul's 
exhortation `to work out your salvation with fear and trembling'. In other words, in view 
of Christ's example, Paul gives a consequential exhortation. Separating 2: 12-18 into its 
own 'distinct' unit skews the flow of the discourse. This raises questions regarding 
another of Watson's claims regarding the supposed probatio: `As is often the case, the 
proposition is reiterated at the beginning of each development' (p. 67), which supposedly 
occurs in 2: 12-13. But if 2: 12 is better understood as an exhortation based on the 
statements of 2: 1-11 (as is suggested by the conjunctive ci ate), then 2: 12 does not occur at 
the beginning of a rhetorical development as Watson claims (cf. 4: 1). More problematic is 
Watson's handling of 2: 19-30-Paul's epistolary commendations of Timothy and 
1Cf. Schenk, Philipperbriefe, pp. 165-66. 
2Cf. Alexander, 'Letter-Forms', p. 100. 
3Cf. Minear, 'Singing', p. 211. 
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Epaphroditus. 1 His categorisation of this section as a digressio2 undermines its important 
epistolary function. Watson admits that in these sections Paul seeks to inform the 
Philippians of his future plans for correspondence, but then he sets this epistolary feature 
aside, highlighting rhetorical elements instead. R. Funk has rightly demonstrated that 
Paul's epistolary travelogues serve to persuade the audience to obey his directives. 3 Phil 
2: 19-30, however, is more than a travelogue seeking compliance from the audience. It 
contains forms and functions found in epistolary recommendations (see below). Paul 
praises both Timothy and Epaphroditus, endeavouring to ensure their acceptance by the 
Philippians. Such `rhetoric' is not limited to the canons of the handbooks, but is a function 
of epistolary commendations. To label this section a digressio, so as to preserve its 
rhetorical function in the letter despite its seemingly strange location in the discourse, seems 
to be special pleading, especially since its form, function, and location may be explained in 
terms of epistolary convention. Finally, with regard to the probatio, Watson's treatment of 
Phil 3: 1-21 is helpful overall, especially revealing Paul's use of comparison and contrast 
(two of the `common topics' described in the rhetorical handbooks) which point his 
audience towards the `better' of two ways of life. However, Watson again cites numerous 
supposed parallels between Paul's style and the categories of the rhetoricians, implying 
Paul's unmistakable dependence upon them. In response, applying labels to functionally 
similar language does not prove that there is a formal relationship. 
Finally, Watson categorises the rest of Philippians, except for the closing (4: 21-23) as a 
peroratio (4: 1-20) 4 This rhetorical section serves a twofold purpose: recapitulation 
(repetitio; 4: 1-9)5 and emotional appeal (adfectus; 4: 10-20) (p. 76). Regarding the 
supposed repetitio, although Paul does touch upon topics in 4: 1-9 which occur throughout 
the letter (especially 4: 1-4), 4: 5-9 contains several elements new to Paul's discussion: e. g. 
`let your gentleness6 be known to all'; `the Lord is near'; `do not be anxious'; 'make your 
requests known to God in your prayers with all thankfulness'; 7 and `the peace of God'. 
The virtues listed in v8 are also new to the discourse. Furthermore, the specific nature of 
Paul's exhortation in v3 suggests that he is not recapitulating past arguments but is 
continuing to advance new information. The supposed adfectus, according to rhetorical 
strategy, should appeal to the emotions of the audience. This section partly does just that. 
1Family letters sometimes detail the movements of intermediaries (e. g. Sel. Pap. 1.112.21-22; P. Mich. 
8.466.5-8,12-17,35-37; P. Mich. 8.490.5-6). 
2Quoting Quintilian Inst. 4.3.14, Watson notes that the digressio is "'... the handling of some theme, 
which must however have some bearing on the case, in a passage that involves digression from the logical 
order of our speech'" ('Rhetorical Analysis', p. 71). 
3Funk, 'Parousia', pp. 249-69. Cf. Cicero, Fam. 10.23.7: 'I pray that I may soon be at your side, and so 
be permitted, by the dutiful discharge of my obligations to you, to enhance the pleasure you take in doing 
kindness to me. ' 
4Contrast Bloomquist (see chart below). 
5Watson's breakdown of this section is questionable. He links 4: 1 with 4: 2ff. ('Rhetorical Analysis', pp. 
76-77), failing to explain the use of i& rc as a connective and Paul's shift from speaking to the Philippian 
community as a group in 4: 1 to then addressing individuals in 4: 2ff. The command to stand firm in the 
lord (4: 1) fits better with the foregone discussion of opponents (3: 2-21) than it does with the ensuing 
exhortation for unity (esp. 4: 2-3)-see chap. 4 on Final Petitions. 
6Watson ('Rhetorical Analysis', p. 77) translates enteuct; with 'forebearance', claiming that the term 
summarises several concepts in 1: 27-30 (aAxw, auva9X&w, &ywv). The word is probably better 
understood in its typical sense of 'gentleness, graciousness, equitable' (see chap. 5). It is often used with 
reference to persons known for their fairness and equity to others (cf. O'Brien, Philippians, p. 487); see 1 
Tim 3: 3; Titus 3: 2; James 3: 17; 1 Pet 2: 18. 
7'Thanksgiving, joy, rejoicing' is a subject found throughout Philippians; but it is not the main point of 
the clause here, as its expression by means of a prepositional phrase would suggest (i. e. it is circumstantial 
to the clause). 
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Paul begins in v 10 by lauding the Philippians for assisting him in the work of the gospel 
(see also vv 10,14-16,18). However, Watson suggests that Paul's adfectus is `only a 
veiled attempt to elicit pathos' (p. 78). Paul makes it clear that he could have managed 
without the Philippians' assistance: `I have learned to be satisfied in all circumstances' (v 
11). Such statements work against the standard function of the adfectus; indeed, Paul 
would be breaking with rhetorical convention in his peroratio. In contrast, Alexander has 
shown that Paul's ambivalent `thank you' (4: 10-20) formally and functionally parallels the 
`thank yous' found in several family letters; l this is done without appealing to the rhetorical 
handbooks. 
L. G. Bloomquist's study of suffering in Philippians represents another, although quite 
different (see diagram below), analysis of the rhetorical species, inventio, dispositio, and 
elocutio of Philippians. In contrast to Watson, his approach includes some treatment of 
the epistolary nature of the letter. Furthermore, he attempts to justify the methodology of 
his rhetorical reading. In a brief, two-page discussion of `Rhetoric and Letters' (pp. 84- 
85) he concludes, `The science of letter-writing was governed by the general canons of 
rhetoric. '2 Unfortunately, nowhere does he demonstrate this in ancient rhetorical or 
epistolary literature. Apparently, he bases his view on the assumption that 
the three basic principles that underlie epistolography-substitute for personal presence, 
occasionality and a desire to persuade-suggest that while a letter's structure may be 
determined by epistolary analysis, the function of the structural components must be 
examined not only in terms of epistolary analysis but also in terms of ancient rhetoric. 3 
In response, firstly, Bloomquist's three basic principles of epistolography do not 
substantiate his point. (1) Although the letter did serve to substitute for personal presence, 
it did not therefore necessarily act as a piece of oration in the technical sense. Indeed, 
epistolary theorists set the letter apart from oration based on this `personal' style of letters 
(see Appendix B). (2) Occasionality may be a feature of letters, but again this does not 
make them a rhetorical exercise. Hellenistic business contracts are occasional, but surely 
they are not speeches. (3) Bloomquist does not demonstrate that one basic principle of 
epistolography is its `desire to persuade'. The epistolary theorists or letter writers do not 
characterise letters based on this feature. And even though one purpose of any given letter 
may be to persuade, it is a non sequitur then to conclude that the whole letter is an oration 
or, for example, Paul gave it the structure of a logos. Thus, whereas Bloomquist appears 
to justify his rhetorical analysis of Philippians, he does not. He merely defines the canons 
of rhetoric and then applies them to the letter. Why conclude that a letter must be analysed 
both in terms of its epistolary functions and rhetorical functions, simply because it shows 
explicit features of the former? Surely not all of the papyrus letters `must' be analysed 
according to the canons of rhetoric. If Philippians is a `rhetorical letter' this can only be 
substantiated by a functional and a formal analysis of its content. To show only a few 
functional parallels with the canons of rhetoric, especially generic matters such as rhetorical 
species, is a tenuous basis for a rhetorical reading of Philippians. Bloomquist provides no 
example from Greco-Roman literature of a letter that contains both the abundant epistolary 
formulas and the supposed rhetorical conventions of his reconstruction. To the contrary, 
one feature of the few 'rhetorical letters' which do exist (e. g. the letters of Demosthenes) is 
that they contain only a few epistolary conventions-usually only_a terse prescript, 
salutation, and closing-unlike the many epistolary formulas found in Philippians. 
'Alexander, `Letter-Forms', pp. 97-98; cf. Peterman, "`Thankless Thanks"', pp. 261-70. 
2Bloomquist, Function, p. 85. 
3Bloomquist, Function, p. 85. 
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Finally, his claim that a rhetorical analysis is `scientific' is a straw-man argument. 1 It is no 
more scientific than any other commentator's exegesis of the text, since Bloomquist must 
demonstrate his rhetorical theory by means of his exegesis. 
F. W. Hughes provides a more cautious and, I believe, more cogent argument in favour 
of viewing Paul's letters as rhetoric on the macrostructural level; his work primarily 
concerns 2 Thessalonians, but his justification for classifying Paul's letters in terms of 
rhetoric is relevant here. 2 (1) A good deal of his argument is based on the fact that later 
writers have read Paul according to the rhetorical handbooks. This, however, must be 
balanced with the fact (as Hughes admits) that many scholars have not been compelled to 
analyse Paul's letters in terms of the rhetorical species or dispositio-indeed, some have 
rejected such approaches .3 In 1928, the distinguished Classical scholar, W. Rhys Roberts, 
wrote of Paul's rhetorical style: 
It is well thus briefly to remind ourselves that, among the early Christians, there were many 
writers, including St. Paul himself, who knew and appreciated ancient Greek literature, 
though concerning themselves little with formal rhetoric and literary criticism 4 
The current debate over rhetorical analyses of Paul's letters seems to centre around the 
question of whether rhetorical handbooks (and which ones) should be used prescriptively 
(i. e. Paul's letters are speeches based on the canons of rhetoric) or descriptively (i. e. 
Paul's letters include argumentation which may be illuminated by ancient and modern 
rhetoric). Melanchthon, who wrote three rhetorical handbooks, introduced new terms and 
categories for interpreting Paul when he deemed the rhetorical handbooks insufficient. s He 
exemplifies how principles of rhetoric (old and new) may be used to describe Paul's 
discourse without being prescriptive. (2) Whereas Hughes rightly notes that elocutio 
(explicitly and implicitly) influenced epistolary theorists and some letter writers, he fails to 
mention that dispositio does not influence the discussions of the epistolary theorists. The 
evidence from the rhetorical and epistolary theorists suggests that the areas of inventio 
(argumentation) and elocutio (where it overlaps with epistolary style), to a certain degree, 
may service the analyst of ancient letters. The use of dispositio is, in contrast, 
methodologically dubious. So the classicist C. J. Classen warns: `On dispositio rhetorical 
theory may be consulted, but extreme caution is called for. '6 This issue in the current 
debate over Paul's epistolary classification is germane to the analysis of Philippians since 
dispositio concerns the overall structure of discourse, contributing significantly to how 
the discourse coheres and, thus, how the reader might have been expected to understand 
the smaller units (i. e. genre creates predictability for the listener/reader and hence limits 
interpretative choice). (3) Hughes claims that `perhaps the best proof of the use of rhetoric 
1Bloomquist, Function, p. 191; cf. Black, 'Discourse Structure', p. 21, who critiques rhetorical analyses as 
'being too narrow and involving too great a degree of subjectivity' and yet sets forth his own rhetorical 
dispositio of the letter. 
2Hughes, Christian Rhetoric, pp. 19-30. 
3For example, Hughes (Christian Rhetoric, pp. 27-28) mentions that in the Middle Ages several scholars 
treated letter writing in terms of the parses orationis (dispositio). The ars dictaminis (applying Classical 
rhetoric to letter writing) divided the letter according to the structure of Classical oration: salutatio, 
exordium (or captatio benevolentiae), narratio, petitio, and conclusio. The salutatio distinguished it as 
the epistolary genre. Hughes does not, however, note that some disdained such uses of the letter, such as 
the Classical purists, the medieval Ciceronians, who confined the epistolary genre to the limits of the 
familiar letter and desired to 'purge humanist epistolography of all vestiges of the ars dictaminis' 
(Henderson, 'Erasmus', p. 332). 
4Roberts, Rhetoric, p. 108. 
5See the summary of Melanchthon's interpretive strategy in Classen, `Epistles', pp. 271-78. 
6Classen, `Epistles', p. 289. This statement is given vis-ä-vis his critique of Betz's analysis of the 
dispositio of Galatians. 
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in ancient letters is not statements about letters in the various rhetorical handbooks, or even 
epistolary handbooks, but actual letters written by prominent rhetors'. t He then provides a 
brief, but informative, rhetorical analysis of Demosthenes' Epistle 1 (pp. 48-49), partly 
based on Goldstein's study. The only supposed rhetorical letters he supplies from the 
Hellenistic era are found in the collection of epigraphical letters by Welles. 2 The reality is 
that of the thousands of extant letters (both literary and non-literary), those that 
systematically follow the canons of rhetoric are scarce. Even though it is possible to 
acknowledge that many extant letters exhibit features of argumentation (e. g. disclosure 
formulas; statements of concern; statements used to persuade, coerce, or threaten)? 
Hughes, unnecessarily and without the required evidence, comes to the conclusion that 
such expressions `could be seen to impinge rather directly on theories of rhetoric' 4 Surely 
this claims more than can be reasonably verified from the `silent' evidence. The argument 
of 'literary dependence' could be reversed just as easily, viz. the use of such formulas 
shows that the rhetorical handbooks are dependent upon theories of letter writing. Perhaps 
instead, the use of such formulas in letters may simply represent `universal' (or at least 
'regional') devices of persuasion (i. e. cognitive structures common to humans), although 
this proposal needs more research. (4) Finally, Hughes claims that evidence from Paul 
suggests that his letters were rhetorical in nature. Before taking up his claims, a brief 
survey of Paul's statements about letter writing is in order. 5 Whether Pauline or not, 2 
Thess 3: 14 (ci Be Ttq ovx vztaicovct ticj X, yw il t& v St& Ejq tato?, ijs... ) suggests that 
Paul's letters dealt with matters of obedience (ünaicovw). In the same letter, the author 
emphasises the important didactic character of the letter-it could carry authentic or false 
teachings (cf. 2: 2,15). In the undisputed letters, Paul speaks of the act of letter writing in 
terms of the recipients' obedience (e. g. 1 Cor 5: 9,11; 2 Cor 2: 3; 13: 10; Phlm 21; cf. 1 Tim 
3: 14)--an act of imitating him and his gospel (cf. Rom 15: 15-16; 1 Cor 4: 14-16; 14: 37). 
This function of his letters is not always negative, sometimes serving to praise the 
recipients' conduct (2 Cor 7: 12). Paul also knows the important `relational' function of 
letters, i. e. they build and maintain social ties (2 Cor 2: 4). Sometimes, the letter grieves the 
recipients (2 Cor 7: 8). By writing letters he could ensure that he would receive information 
back about the status of his churches (2 Cor 2: 9)--receiving a letter obligated one to write 
back. In addition, Paul knows the important social function of letters of recommendation 
(1 Cor 16: 3; 2 Cor 3: 1-3) as well as the use of such letters to obtain more general needs (1 
Cor 9: 15). Such statements about the function of his letter writing may be accounted for in 
personal and business epistolary traditions, without recourse to the rhetorical handbooks. 
Nevertheless, Paul's statements about his letter writing in 1 Thess 5: 27 (cf. Col 4: 16) and 2 
Cor 10: 9-11 have been used as evidence for a rhetorical classification of his letters. Firstly, 
Hughes seems to argue that because Paul's letters were `official and relatively public' they 
1Hughes, Christian Rhetoric, p. 47. 
2Welles, Royal Correspondence, pp. xli-l and letters 14,22,30,36,44, and esp. 15. 
3See White, Light, pp. 204-208. 
4Hughes, Christian Rhetoric, p. 25. 
5For a thorough, resourceful treatment of the terms for letter writing used in the Classical and Hellenistic 
eras see Stirewalt, Studies, pp. 67-87. Greek terminology for letter writing distinguished between the 
medium of letters-f SIAog (papyrus) and &X os (tablet)-and the act of writing in contrast to speaking- 
ypäµµaTa (words). Enioxodi is sometimes used interchangeably with 'ypäµµaxa. The term eitato? dj 
originated in an oral setting, meaning 'injunction, command' (Aeschylus, Sophocles, Herodutus); it could 
be 'anything sent by a messenger, message, order, commission, whether verbal or in writing' (LSJ s. v. 
ErztaTo? dj). Later, it became the preferred term for the written 'letter'. 
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function like speeches and, thus, they probably employ rhetorical rules. 1 It does not 
follow, however, that because Paul's letters were read out loud and to a group of people (1 
Thess 5: 27) they thus represent rhetorical speeches in the technical sense. A letter could be 
official, public, and also read out loud and yet still not be a rhetorical exercise. The reading 
of letters was necessary in the light of illiteracy or the presence of multiple people. In 
military settings, for example, letters were read out loud to officials? Such letters were not 
listened to and analysed in the light of rhetorical handbooks; they simply conveyed military 
information (e. g. a potential siege). Surely, when Paul's letters were read aloud, elements 
of spoken discourse influenced the audience's understanding. It does not follow from this 
that Paul constructed them as speeches-indeed, some elements of speech could not be 
encoded in letters (e. g. intonation; gestures; spatial distance). He, as well as other letter 
writers, were aware that what they wrote might be read aloud to others .3 Dionysius of 
Halicarnassus narrates an event which perhaps resembles the context in which a church 
would have received a letter from Paul: 
... (after learning of a deadly plot and introducing this to those around him) Fufetius handed 
over the letters (enaaToM), which a certain man had brought to him from his friends at 
Fidenae, to one of the people present so that he would read them; at the same time he 
presented the man who had brought the letters. After the letters were read and the letter- 
bearer had informed them of everything he had learned by word of mouth from the people 
who had sent the letters, all were seized with great astonishment, as would be expected of 
those who had just heard of so great and so unexpected a danger 4 
Similarly, Paul may have sent his letter with Timothy and/or Epaphroditus to one of the 
Christian leaders at Philippi-perhaps the person identified in Phil 4: 3-who would read 
the letter himself and then have it read to a house church in the presence of those who 
delivered it so that the letter-bearers could orally convey other relevant information. 
Although this is clearly an oral setting, it is not therefore a rhetorical setting (e. g. a 
courtroom). Secondly, 2 Cor 10: 9-11 is somewhat of a two-edged sword if used to appeal 
to the rhetorical nature of Paul's letters. (It must be noted that Paul is characterising his 
opponents, leaving us only to speculate what they precisely meant by ßapCtat uai 
iaxupat-if those were their terms. ) According to Paul, some have claimed that his 
entaTOXai are `weighty and forceful' but (i) his physical appearance is &COevtj and (ii) 
his Xöyoq ('speech') is iýouOcvilgUoc ('despised, of no account'). Hughes deduces 
from this passage, without giving reasons, that `Paul's enemies' contention that Paul's 
letters were "weighty and strong", though his physical presence and oral delivery were 
weak, indicates Paul's letters were understood as powerful documents of rhetoric by Paul's 
enemies' s He gives no evidence that the terms ßapciat and iaxupai are technical terms 
used exclusively to define rhetorical speeches. ßapelat may simply denote the `heavy, 
burdensome obligations' of his letters and iaxvpat' may indicate the `forceful and 
effective' authority of his words. 6 The semantics of the words need not indicate that Paul's 
letters were viewed as rhetorical orations; the words must be interpreted as referring to 
such. Somewhat instructive for the meaning of (3aps7tat is Sel. Pap. 1.121 (II CE), a 
'Hughes, Christian Rhetoric, p. 27. 
2See e. g. Diodorus Siculus 17.106.3.3 and Josephus AJ 12.331.1. 
3See e. g. P. Oxy. 50.3567.16-20 (252 CE), in which a letter (of commendation? ) by an Aurelius 
Harpocration was written to be read in a semi-public ceremonial circumcision of a boy for his service in the 
Egyptian priestly classes. 
4Dionysius of Halicarnassus, Antiquitates Romanae 3.8.1.1-9. 
5Hughes, Christian Rhetoric, p. 19 (cf. p. 29); he cites Meeks, Urban Christians, p. 72, in support; cf. 
Malherbe, "'Seneca"', pp. 416-17. 
6See Furnish, II Corinthians, p. 468. 
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family letter in which the sender describes his letter to his brother as 'admonishing' (t& 
yp6. taco vaWeTovv[ti]ä ac). He tells his brother not to be `offended' by this 
admonishment, using the adverb ßapews: µi1 jiap&wS eiXe tou tiä ypäµµatia 
vooOctovv[ti]ä oe. This brief letter is clearly not a rhetorical speech, yet 'rhetorical' 
(persuasive) language is used by the author to describe it. Lastly, in 1 Cor 2: 1-4 Paul 
seems to distance himself from `superior' forms of speech and wisdom: v2 171,8ov ov 
xaO' vnepo 3v. yov il aocpta;... and v4b Xoyos goo iced ro xtjpuyx& µo1 o$x ev 
actOoIS aocpia;. öyot; äi?. ' ev äno&cI. ct rvc6gatio; xai. SuväµEM;... (cf. 1 Thess 
2: 5). Of course, Paul's discourse may be explained as slight-of-hand rhetoric, l but to 
argue so is to enter into circularity which can never be agreed upon (i. e. Paul does not 
mean what says). Instead, it would seem that the `plain' sense of Paul's language denies 
his use of rhetorical strategies. Furthermore, perhaps Paul's protasis in 2 Cor 11: 6 ci Se 
xal i5tc&tr S ticj ?. öycp truly is not a `contrary-to-fact' conditional (either in form or, more 
importantly, function), i. e. he really is `ignorant, unlearned, amateurish' in his oral 
abilities. In sum, Paul's statements do not preclude the use of rhetoric-he may simply be 
using rhetoric seemingly to distance himself from rhetoric-but prima facie they seem to 
place him outside of the canons of rhetoric but perhaps instead in the tradition of the 
philosophers who, while fording matters of style important for clear and appropriate 
communication, frequently distance themselves from rhetoricians. 2 
Returning to the genre of Philippians, as with rhetorical analyses of the other Pauline 
letters, proposals for the dispositio of Philippians (or, in Schenk's case, one of its 
fragments) are widely divergent. 3 
Swift4 
1984 
Schenk5 
1984 
Watson 
(1988) 
Bloomquist 
(1993) 
Witherington 
(1994) 
Black 
(1995) 
exordium 1: 3-11 3: 2-4 1.3-26 1: 3-11 1: 3-11 1: 3-11 
narratio 1: 12-26 3: 5-7 1: 27-30 1: 12-14 1: 12-26 1: 12-26 
propositio 3: 8-11 1: 27-30 
partitio 1: 15-18a 
probatio 
(ar umentatio) 
3: 12-14 2: 1-3: 21 1: 18b-4: 7 2: 1-4: 3 1: 27-3: 21 
refutatio 3: 15-21 
peroratio 4: 1-3,8-9 4 11-20 4: 8-20 4: 4-20 4: 1-9 
narratio 4: 10-20 
1So Levison, 'Rhetoric', p. 39, who sees irony here: 'It is irony rather than honesty that gives 1 
Corinthians 1-2 its tone. Although what Paul writes is a rejection of rhetoric, how he writes establishes 
him as a rhetor. ' 
2Malherbe, Moral Instruction, p. 68. 
30f these, the studies of Schenk, Watson, and Bloomquist are the most comprehensive; for a critique see 
Schoon-JanBen, Apologien, pp. 139-43. Geoffrion (Rhetorical Purpose) adopts the same dispositio 
structure as Watson. Besides Swift's incomplete analysis, Black's is the least convincing of all, oddly 
placing another narratio at 4: 10-20 and failing to treat its epistolary function (expression of joy for receipt 
of goods), which has clear formal parallels in the papyri-something he cannot claim of his narratio. 
4Swift's analysis ('Theme and Structure') is hardly cogent, (i) virtually equating epistolary and rhetorical 
conventions (p. 241), (ii) leaving the rest of the letter unanalysed as to its dispositio, and (iii) creating 
formal structural criteria (e. g. prologue and epilogue) without explaining if these are to be understood as 
Greco-Roman or modem literary conventions. 
5Dormeyer ('Readers', p. 152) essentially follows Schenk, except for placing v4 with the narratio. 
6Watson (`Rhetorical Analysis', p. 65) tentatively suggests that 'the epistolary prescript of vv. 1-2 also 
functions much like the exordium'. 
7Cf. Dailey, 'To Live', p. 19. 
8This is further divided into the repetitio (vv 1-9) and adfectus (vv 10-20). 
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As to the breakdown of the probado there is further disagreement. Watson sees a three- 
part development with an inserted digressio (2: 19-30): 2: 1-11; 2: 12-18; and 3: 1-21. 
Garland, although his is not a thoroughgoing rhetorical analysis, places the digressio at 
3: 1-21.1 Bloomquist suggests a five-part structure: confirmatio (1: 18b-26); exhortatio 
(1: 27-2: 18); exempla (2: 19-30); reprehensio (3: 1-16); and exhortatio (3: 17-4: 7). If the 
rhetorical dispositio of Philippians is so clear, then why is it so difficult to agree on what it 
is? Of course, the presence of disagreement does not necessarily invalidate a theory; but it 
does at least demonstrate the complexity of a rhetorical analysis-it is not simply a matter 
of scientifically applying `rules' of rhetoric. Furthermore, rhetorical analysis has not 
created a consensus on the unity of the letter, as Schoon-Janßen remarks: 
Während Schenk mit seiner rhetorischen Analyse seine Teilungshypothese zu stützen 
versucht, will Watson mit derselben Methode die Einheitlichkeit des Phil sichern ... Daß Watson mit seiner rhetorischen Analyse die Einheitlichkeit des Phil nicht bewiesen hat, 
geht schon daraus hervor, daß man fast dasselbe Schema auch auf Briefteile anwenden kann, 
wie Schenk gezeigt hat. 2 
There is, in contrast, general agreement on the epistolary features of the letter, precisely 
because explicit formulas signal structural units. I am not saying that Philippians does not 
contain argumentation-indeed, I agree with Watson's and Bloomquist's readings at 
several points, but I would counter that such argumentation is not based on the canons of 
rhetoric and, in fact, can sometimes be misconstrued if analysed accordingly. The larger 
argumentative strategies of the letter can be explained by studying the epistolary formulas 
and linguistic structure, without appealing to theories of dispositio in the rhetorical 
handbooks. 
Although not to the same degree as Watson's and Bloomquist's comprehensive and 
systematic outlines, other works have also pointed to rhetorical elements in Philippians. 
W. Schenk, who holds a multiple-letter theory, labels 1: 3-11 of letter B the `Proömium' 
and 1: 27-2: 18 as `genus deliberativwn' 3 D. E. Garland, in defence of the letter's unity, 
sees the rhetorical device of inclusio at work in 1: 12-26 and in 1: 27-4: 14 P. Wick treats 
the thanksgiving and prayer in 1: 2-11 as the tpoötgtov, which among other things can 
introduce the theme of the speech. 5 R. C. Swift, who unconvincingly treats the structure 
of Philippians as a conglomerate of literary, epistolary, and rhetorical conventions, claims 
that 1: 12-26 `bears striking resemblance to what Greco-Roman rhetoricians refer to as the 
narratio of an epistle' .6 Whereas Watson and Bloomquist view Philippians as deliberative 
rhetoric, G. A. Kennedy believes it is largely epideictic. 7 J. W. Marshall inspects the use 
of ethos in Philippians, i. e. the appeal to the good character of the speaker and audience. 8 
1Garland, 'Composition', p. 173. 
2Schoon-Janßen, Apologien, pp. 141-42. 
3Schenk, 'Philipperbrief, p. 3282. 
4Garland, 'Composition', pp. 141-73. 
5Wick, Philipperbrief, pp. 139-48. He notes that according to his scheme, the theme of this section is 
icowcovia not the 'attitude of Christ' and 'joy in the Lord' which is the theme of the main body of the 
letter, he accounts for this by concluding that xotvcovia 'erweist sich als eine durch den Brief durchgehende 
Klammer, welche die beiden komplementären Pole der Gesinnung Christi und der Freude im Herrn 
zusammenhält' (p. 148). 
6Swift, 'Theme', p. 241. Swift is simply wrong-the rhetoricians do not treat the narratio with respect to 
letter writing. 
7Kennedy, Interpretation, p. 77; cf. Basevi and Chapa, 'Philippians 2: 6-11', pp. 338-56. Watson 
('Rhetorical Analysis', pp. 59-60) admits that 'epideictic rhetoric is found in the digressio in 2: 19-30' but 
holds that as a whole the letter is deliberative. 
8Marshall, 'Ethical Appeal', pp. 357-74; see also his lengthier treatment in his dissertation The Person of 
Paul: A Study in the Apostle's Ethical Appeal. Logos (appeal to their reason) and pathos (appeal to their 
emotions) comprise the two other means of appealing to the audience. 
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With respect to smaller sections of the letter, C. J. Robbins' `Rhetorical Structure of 
Philippians 2: 6-11', T. D. Robuck's The Christ-Hymn in Philippians: A Rhetorical 
Analysis of Its Function in the Letter, and C. Basevi and J. Chapa's `Philippians 2: 6-11: 
The Rhetorical Function of a Pauline "Hymn"' treat the so-called `Christ hymn' in terms of 
Classical rhetorical conventions (e. g. Phil 2: 6-11 as encomium). 1 A. H. Snyman analyses 
4: 1-20 in the light of the rhetorical peroratio and modes of persuasion (ethos, logos, and 
pathos), but he cautions against forcing NT texts into the moulds of ancient rhetorical 
handbooks. He suggests that `Watson's analysis of the peroration is an example of forcing 
New Testament material into categories of classical rhetoric. He could have proved his 
point [viz. the unity of the letter] just as well without rigid use of these categories from the 
classical peroratio'. 2 P. Wick's monograph on the structure of Philippians is also 
sympathetic to, but not uncritical of, rhetorical readings of the letter. 3 Lastly, recent 
commentators have paid lip-service to a rhetorical analysis of Philippians, yet without 
making it a guiding factor for their exegesis. P. T. O'Brien, for example, tentatively 
follows Watson's rhetorical analysis at various points, esp. with respect to the literary 
integrity of the letter and the thematic importance of 1: 27-30 (propositio) 4 
The study of the epistolary nature of Philippians by L. Alexander-a trained classicist 
contrasts with the above rhetorical analyses of Philippians, placing its genre in a decidedly 
epistolary contexts Alexander maintains that the opening and closing of Philippians not 
only contain formal epistolary parallels but the body of the letter does as well. She points 
to the following epistolary features: address and greeting (1: 1-2); prayer for the recipients 
(1: 3-11); reassurance about the sender (1: 12-26); request for reassurance about the 
recipients (1: 27-2: 18); information about the movements of intermediaries (2: 19-30); 
exchange of greetings with third parties (4: 21-22); closing wish for health (4: 23). She is 
able to parallel all of these with formal features of various family letters, 6 specifically 
P. Oxy. 12.1481 (early II CE), Sel. Pap. 1.112 (II CE), BGU 2.632 (II CE), P. Mich. 
8.490,491 (II CE), and P. Mich. 8.466 (107 CE). Most significantly, she argues that, as 
in other family letters, `the exchange of news and reassurance which takes up the early 
sections of the letter is, initially at least, the letter's real business' (p. 95). In contrast to the 
single propositio of a rhetorical analysis, this would suggest that at least one of the main 
themes (or purposes) of Philippians, like other family letters, is the exchange of 
information between sender and recipient -all of whom are part of the `family' of Christ, 
lIn contrast, I am inclined with Fee ('Philippians 2: 5-11', pp. 29-46) to read 2: 6-11 as 'Pauline prose' 
rather than as a 'hymn'; see also Wright, Climax, pp. 97-98. Eckman's ('Analysis', pp. 258-66) metrical 
analysis could have easily concluded that there is no hymn present here rather than in the end attempting to 
salvage some notion of an independent 'hymn' (albeit admittedly altered in its epistolary context). 
2Snyman, 'Persuasion', p. 330. 
3Wick, Philliperbrief, pp. 161-73. 
40'Brien, Philippians, p. 37; contrast Silva (Philippians, p. 16): 'Duane F. Watson has attempted a new 
(but to my mind not fully persuasive) arrangement [of the letter]... '. Marshall (Philippians, p. xxix) 
similarly remarks that if Watson's rhetorical arrangement of the letter is correct 'it shows that a unified 
theme can be detected right through the letter from end to end. However, it is probably too neat. ' 
5Alexander, 'Letter-Forms', pp. 87-101. To be sure, Philippians more than any other letter of Paul has 
been characterised as a letter, but not in the systematic manner of recent studies. This has often been 
mentioned with a view to pointing to its somewhat disjointed structure; so Zahn (Introduction, p. 560) at 
the turn of the century claims that Philippians 'is not an essay, but a real letter, in which the succession of 
ideas is not always strictly logical'. 
6 They are called 'family' letters because the correspondents are related socially or by blood. Already in 
1899, Vincent ('Aspects', p. 107) calls Philippians a 'familiar epistle' (without further definition). He 
seems to conclude that because of this it is 'informal and irregular in structure'; but it cannot be shown that 
family or personal letters are by nature 'irregular' in structure. 
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i. e. &c pot vv xüptcp (cf. Phil 1: 12,14; 2: 25; 3: 1,13,17; 4: 1,8,21). The exchange of 
information is motivated by `the correspondents' interest in each others' welfare' 
(Verbindung1riefe). 1 This loosely-defined `theme' is taken up at various points in the 
letter. (i) Paul's welfare (1: 12-25; 4: 10-18); (ii) Philippians' welfare (1: 3-11; 1: 27-2: 18; 
2: 29-4: 9); and (iii) intermediaries' welfare (2: 19-24,25-30)-all conveyed from Paul's 
perspective. 2 The strength of Alexander's study is that it may be tested, both in terms of 
the form of the letter and its function. She provides parallels from discourses that actually 
exist in contrast to parallels in the rhetorical handbooks which exist in theory but, 
significantly, only rarely in epistolary practice .3 Alexander's study may be broadened by 
including other letters of friendship. Family letters, accordingly, are a type of friendly 
letter, 4 both may be treated as types of `personal' letters. The personal letter was generally 
a shorter piece of communication sent primarily to preserve relations between family and 
friends. 5 This type of letter typically included (i) expressions of friendship and affection, 
(ii) reports on the welfare of the sender and requests for similar information from the 
recipients, (iii) instructions regarding business matters and/or requests for information or 
articles, (iv) greetings to family and friends. Epistolary formulas used throughout these 
letters express desire to maintain contact, anxiety over the recipient, and the reason(s) for 
writing .6 
L. M. White's treatment of Philippians as a `friendly hortatory letter' places the letter in a 
wider context of Greco-Roman conventions of cpiXia, as found specifically in the epistolary 
handbooks.? This is best exhibited in Philippians through the use of the specialised terms 
uotvcwvia, xaipcty, and r6 aütiö cppovciv 8 In addition, the napovaia- and 7t6OoS- 
motifs in the letter point to its `friendship' nature9 Based on the use of such language 
throughout the letter he, like Alexander, views the letter as an originally single unit. '0 Both 
the study of Alexander and that of White, I believe, have advanced understanding of the 
epistolary typology of Philippians on both formal and functional grounds. 
Other studies of the epistolary nature of Philippians have also pointed to the `personal' 
or `friendly' nature of the letter. J. T. Fitzgerald states outright that Philippians `is 
essentially a letter of friendship'. 11 Reumann highlights `friendship' language in 4: 10-20, 
1White, Light, p. 197. 
2The information about each participant's welfare may be with respect to past, present, or future time. 
3Those that do exist in practice (e. g. letters of Demosthenes) hardly parallel the use of epistolary 
conventions in Philippians. 
4Cf. Stowers, Letter Writing, p. 71: 'The epistolary theorists could have isolated the family letter as a 
type analogous to the friendly letter. A letter for maintaining the affection and social relationship of the 
household. ' 
5Personal letters of a longer length such as Philippians are not totally absent from epistolary literature. 
For example, Stirewalt (Studies, pp. 12-14) classifies some of the letters of Demosthenes (Epistle 5), Plato 
(Epistles 6,13), and Isocrates (Epistles 4,5) as 'personal letters'; nonetheless, they are exceptions to the 
rule. 
6See Koskenniemi, Studien, esp. pp. 128-54; Doty, 'Epistolary Classification', pp. 11-12. 
7White, 'Morality', p. 206; for examples of letters of friendship see Stowers, Letter Writing, pp. 60-70. 
8White, 'Morality'. p. 214. He also notes that concentrations of compounds using auv- further convey the 
interactional moral tone of the letter (p. 214 n. 58). 
9Schoon-Janßen, Apologien, p. 145. 
10White, 'Morality', p. 206 n. 22; however, in n. 21 he admits (although somewhat tentatively) that 3: 1- 
4: 1 'may have the best claim for derivation from a separate letter'. 
11Fitzgerald, 'Philippians', p. 321. Cf. Schoon-Janßen, Apologien, p. 164, and Meeks, Origins, p. 77, 
who claims that Philippians 'exploits many of the conventions of the topos "On Friendship", but 
subsumes friendship under the peculiar notion of "partnership for the gospel"'. Despite the lack of 
epistolary evidence, Dormeyer ('Readers', pp. 152-53) treats Phil 3 as a friendship letter with a rhetorical 
dispositio. For discussion of mostly 'literary' Freundschaft letters see Thraede, Grundzüge, pp. 125-46. 
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esp. (ppovciv + imep + genitive in 4: 10 (cf. 1: 7). 1 In his work on ancient letter writing, S. 
K. Stowers cites Phil 1: 7-8 and 2: 17-18 as commonplaces (topoi) from the friendly letter 
tradition, 2 which are exemplified in the `friendly' letter of the Tvnot 'EntatioXtxoL 
The friendly type ((ptXix6c), then, is one that seems to be written by a friend (vtb c Xou) to 
a friend (np6; ( (Aov). But it is by no means (only) friends who write (in this manner). For 
frequently those in prominent positions are expected by some to write in a friendly manner 
to their inferiors and to others who are their equals, for example, to military commanders, 
viceroys, and governors. There are times, indeed, when they write to them without 
knowing them (personally). They do so, not because they are close friends and have (only) 
one choice (of how to write), but because they think that nobody will refuse them when 
they write in a friendly manner, but will rather submit and heed what they are writing. 
Nevertheless, this type of letter is called friendly as though it were written to a friend. 3 
This discussion is illustrative for Philippians, in which elements of friendship are mixed 
with exhortations that are intended to be `heeded'. Letters containing elements of 
friendship do not preclude, in other words, the use of commands and exhortations. 
Indeed, `friendly' letters need not even concern actual friends. The literary use of 
`friendship' language might simply serve one's argumentative strategy. In a more detailed 
treatment of friendship in Philippians, Stowers identifies several conceptual and formal 
similarities between Philippians and hortatory (or psychagogic) letters of friendship, also 
concluding that such a reading supports the view of the literary integrity of Philippians: (i) 
the theme of presence and absence (1: 19-26); (ii) expressions of affection and longing to be 
with one's friends (1: 7-8; 2: 26; 4: 1); (iii) sharing and reciprocity between individuals (1: 7; 
2: 17-18; 4: 14) and, similarly, giving and receiving (4: 15); 4 (iv) agreement and equality 
(1: 27; 2: 1-4); and (v) enmity as a corollary of friendship and thus the use of contrastive 
models in exhortation (1: 15-17,27-30; 2: 19-24; 2: 25-3: 1ff. ) 5 
The example of a friendship letter supplied by the author of Tvnot 'Extatioa. ucoi 
supports Stowers' claims, paralleling elements of Paul's discussion of himself in Phil 2: 16- 
17, of Timothy in Phil 2: 20, of Epaphroditus in Phil 2: 29-3: 1, and of members of the 
Philippian church in 4: 2-3. Notably, the term cptXoq is never used in the sample letter. 
Even though I have been separated from you for a long time, I suffer (aäßxw) this in body 
(Tw ocäµatt) only. For I can never forget you or the impeccable way we were raised 
together from childhood up. Knowing that I myself am genuinely (yvrßiwg) concerned 
(Staueiµevov) about your affairs (Tä apös at), and that I have worked unstintingly for 
what is most advantageous to you, I have assumed that you, too, have the same opinion of 
me, and will refuse me in nothing. You will do well, therefore, to give close attention 
(entvuo, t&v) to the members of my household lest they have need (xpct&v) of anything, to 
assist them in whatever they might need, and to write us about whatever you should 
choose. 6 
Despite the clear parallels, it is probably prudent to view such language in letters as topoi 
of friendship rather than as a Gattung of friendship.? And it is certainly wise not to cast 
1Reumann, 'Contributions', pp. 455-56. 
2Stowers, Letter Writing, p. 60. 
3Pseudo-Demetrius, Tvnot 'EntatoXtxoi. 1; translation by Malherbe, Theorists, p. 33. 
4Cf. Marshall, Enmity, p. 163; for a more detailed analysis see Bormann, Philippi, pp. 161-224, who 
studies Philippians (esp. 4: 10-20) against the backgrounds of römisch-hellenistischer sozialer 
Konventionen of cptXia, Beneficialwesen (based on Seneca's De beneficiis), konsensuale societas, and 
patron-client relations, favouring the last model for interpreting Paul's relationship (client) with the 
Philippians (patrons). 
5See Stowers, 'Friends', pp. 107-114; cf. Malherbe, Moral Exhortation, p. 144, who also sees topoi of 
friendship in Philippians. 
6Pseudo-Demetrius, Tünot 'E7rtotoXtxoi 1. 
7So Berger, 'Gattungen', p. 1389. Nonetheless, by analysing ancient practices of friendship we perhaps 
gain a more accurate understanding of the 'personal' nature of Paul's letter than that presented in a very 
general manner by advocates of a single-letter theory who highlight its persönlichen Charakter. For 
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Philippians simplistically into a genre of `friendship', since the evidence, although 
suggestive, is only sketchy. 
D. E. Aune's classification of Philippians as a mixture of `gratitude' (Pseudo-Demetrius' 
letter of thanks äuccuxapt(ntxöc 21) and paraenesis (positive and negative) accounts for 
both the topoi of friendship and the repeated use of exhortation in Philippians. ' The 
`mixed' letter in Pseudo-Libanius' epistolary types similarly mixes varies kinds of styles in 
one letter: tust U ilv Eu Stcupöpcov xapaxrnjpo)v avvtatiwµEV. 2 His example of a 
mixed letter combines both positive and negative exhortation, similar to that found in 
Philippians: 
I know that you live a life of piety, that you conduct yourself as a citizen (no)xteüp) in a 
manner worthy of respect (aeµviJ, indeed, that you adorn the illustrious name of 
philosophy itself, with the excellence of an unassailable (&vExtXjxtov) and pure (äyvj; ) 
citizenship (RO)WEEiac). But in this one thing alone do you err, that you slander your 
friends (cpOX ov; xax&; )kyet). You must avoid that, for it is not fitting that 
philosophers engage in slander. 3 
The `mixed' letter may also account for the combination of personal information and 
paraenesis in Philippians (and in Paul's letters in general). Finally, A. J. Malherbe's study 
of Paul's letters (esp. 1 Thessalonians) in the light of the Hellenistic moralists and 
epistolary paraenesis (i. e. traditional, generally applicable exhortation) may prove to be 
especially informative for classifying and interpreting Philippians 4 Philippians 
demonstrates several features of epistolary paraenesis, from beginning to end: Paul's 
boldness 7rappriaia (1: 20); the theme of philophronesis and parousia (1: 24-27; 2: 24); 
father-son relationship (2: 22); models to be emulated (2: 29); models to be avoided (3: 2, 
17); imitation (3: 17); tapaxaXL terminology (4: 2); the theme of remembrance of what is 
already known, expressed by oiöatic (1: 16; 4: 15); and virtue lists (4: 8-9). 5 Lastly, the 
Hellenistic moralists who used letters to convey their philosophy (e. g. some of the letters 
of Cicero, Seneca, and Pliny) provide general parallels for the lengthier nature of Paul's 
letters as well as their hortatory agendas .6 
In summary, the issues raised by Deissmann still haunt NT scholarship, now in the 
debate over the rhetorical nature of Paul's letters. The rhetorical camp treats them 
fundamentally as speeches, i. e. orations embodying the canons of the rhetorical 
handbooks. Appendix B argues that such a rhetorical classification is methodologically 
suspect, in the light of evidence from the rhetorical and epistolary theorists.? Furthermore, 
a rhetorical analysis may misinterpret the structure (and function) of a letter, since the 
oration and the letter represent quite distinct genres. C. J. Classen makes this point in his 
criticism of Betz's rhetorical analysis of Galatians: `It is not surprising that the categories 
example, to claim that Philippians contains topoi of friendship does not necessarily mean that it had to be 
disjointed in nature. 
tAune, Literary Environment, p. 210. Commands are found throughout the letter (both exhortation and 
prohibition) but the most obvious conglomeration of exhortation is in 4: 2-8. On a broader scale, Meeks 
(Origins, p. 80) notes that `significant portions of all Paul's letters are given over to exhortation and moral 
advice. 
2Pseudo-Libanius, 'Extoto? tµaiot XapaxrýpEg 45. 
3Pseudo-Libanius, 'EntaToXtpaiot Xapaxrnpec, 92; translation by Malherbe, Theorists, p. 81. 
4See esp. his Moral Exhortation, pp. 79-85 and 'Hellenistic Moralists', pp. 278-92. 
5See Malherbe, 'Hellenistic Moralists', esp. p. 292, who similarly characterises 1 Thessalonians as a 
paraenetic letter. 
6See Malherbe, "`Seneca"', pp. 414-21. 
7An area of debate closely related to the question of Paul's use of rhetoric is that of the Greek of the NT, 
viz. is it koine or a special type of Christian language (e. g. a mixture of Hebrew thought and Greek 
language)? A detailed comparison of the language (style) of Paul with the language (style) of the orators 
may shed further light on the issue of rhetoric in Paul. 
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of rhetoric fail us with respect to the structure of this epistle, because it is an epistle, and 
they were not made nor meant to fit such kinds of composition. " N. Enkvist makes a 
similar point with respect to the study of modem genres: 
In ordinary communication, people who know the language do not choose just any norm for 
comparison with a text: the norm chosen must have a definite contextual relationship with 
the text. If we read a sonnet, we are more likely to compare it with other sonnets than 
with, say, a telephone book or a newspaper article. The impression of style, then, arises 
out of a comparison of the densities of linguistic features in the text with the densities of 
the corresponding linguistic features in a contextually related none? 
I am not advocating, however, that Paul's letters are merely identical reflections of 
personal, family letters. He has his own ideological concerns (as well as his own idiolect), 
which result in modifications of the epistolary conventions. Nevertheless, such 
modifications may only be understood in the light of what was convention, which requires 
paralleling Paul's letters with other similar letters and appreciating both in their own 
situations. Neither am I suggesting that Philippians does not contain argumentation; but the 
emphasis is placed here on its epistolary nature and only then on its use of rhetorical 
microstructures. The literary link between letter writing and rhetoric seems to be limited to 
matters of style and, less so, invention (the use of topoi). To this extent, the treatment of 
the style of letter writing in De Elocutione is informative of how Paul may have conceived 
of the style of his letters .3 It is even more relevant for Pauline studies if W. Rhys Roberts' 
three suggestions about the work are true: (i) origin in Tarsus, (ii) composition during or 
before early Christianity, and (iii) written by a grammaticus and used during the secondary 
stage of education (which seems to me the most likely apex of Paul's Greco-Roman 
education) .4I am arguing, nonetheless, that the evidence from both epistolary and 
rhetorical theorists as well as actual letters suggests that Paul's letters are not structured 
according to principles of rhetorical dispositio. 5 
An epistolary analysis of Philippians based on (i) J. L. White's functional definition of 
the three sections of a letter ('maintenance of contact' in the opening and closing sections 
and `information/requests/commands' in the body section), (ii) L. Alexander's study of 
family letters and the broadening of this to include features of `personal, friendly' letters, 
(iii) epistolary paraenesis (e. g. philosophical epistolary traditions of Cicero and Seneca), 6 
(iv) epistolary formulas in Greek and Jewish letters, and (v) Paul's Jewish-Christian 
1Classen, 'Epistles'. P. 286. 
2Enkvist, Stylistics, p. 24. 
3The discussion of epistolary style (223-35) must be read in conjunction with the treatment on the 'plain' 
style (iaxv6c) (190-235) as well as that on 'members' (uwXac) and 'periods' (nepi8o) (1-35), the most 
basic formal constituents of style. 
4See his introduction to Demetrius' On Style in the Loeb Classical Library, pp. 276-79; Malherbe 
(Theorists, p. 2) takes a broader dating (third cent. BCE-first cent. CE). The question of Paul's education 
is problematic; however, his grasp of letter writing suggests more than an elementary education. Stowers 
(Letter Writing, p. 32) claims that letter writing was learned in the secondary stage of education. Such an 
education could reasonably account for the advanced yet not overly sophisticated style of Paul's letters. On 
the education of rhetors, the final level of formal education see Marrou, History, pp. 194-205. 
50n this basis I would concur with one of Schoon-Janßen's -, of Watson's rhetorical reading: 
'... scheint mir Watson den Phil und seine Rhetorik zu schematisch zu interpretieren' (Apologien, p. 142). 
6The one section in Philippians which does not recall common epistolary conventions is Paul's self- 
narrative and rebuttal to 'implied' opponents in 3: 2-4: 1. Perhaps here more than anywhere else in the letter, 
moral letters and rhetorical discourse may illuminate Paul's style. Several components of ancient encomia 
(as delineated in the progymnasmata)-viz. prologue, race and origins, achievements, comparison 
(avrcpi, atc) with those of good and bad character-played an important role in rhetorical (and sometimes 
epistolary, esp. praise and blame) practice and might help explain Paul's self-portrait vis-ä-vis the implied 
'opponents'. 
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adaptation of such formulas, ' may account for much of the generic STRUCTURE of 
Philippians? Such an approach accounts for both the basic form and function of the letter, 
contrary to F. W. Hughes' claim: 
The question that rhetorical analysis of letters can answer, that epistolographic analysis 
alone does not appear to answer very well, is this: Just how are the structure and function 
of a letter related to its content and the intention of its writer? 3 
To the contrary, the formal structure of the letter suggests that an interpretation of the 
communicative functions of Philippians should begin with an appraisal of its epistolary 
macrostructure. Starting from this epistolary vantage point, the interpreter may then 
account for Paul's adaptation of the epistolary genre to his immediate situation. His 
adaptation, or that of his secretary, may have included (conscious or unconscious) 
principles of inventio or more likely elocutio, but I see no formal basis for prescriptively 
applying the rhetorical species or dispositio to Philippians. Furthermore, rather than 
approaching Philippians with a prototypical Pauline letter structure, as W. G. Doty 
proposes 4 this epistolary classification starts with the premise that Philippians must first be 
interpreted in its own epistolary context and only then compared with Paul's other letters. 
Priority, in other words, must first be given to the letter at hand and its own contingent 
circumstances. Indeed, the supposed Pauline letter structure does not neatly fit the 
structure of Philippians: (i) there is no eschatological appeal before the travelogue; (ii) the 
travelogue comes towards the middle of the letter, and (iii) the paraenesis and closing are 
separated by the thank you note. Philippians is not the only letter that deviates from this 
prescriptive structure; 5 thus, unless all deviation from a supposed norm is taken to be the 
work of a redactor, the application of a `Pauline letter structure'-which not every scholar 
agrees exists-is not a substantive argument against the integrity of Philippians. R. 
Russell has rightly emphasised the danger of reading a prototypical Pauline structure into 
Philippians and then, because it does not fit, concluding that it must be a composite letter. 6 
1So Schneider, Brief, col. 575: 'Paulus hat das griech. Briefformular übernommen, hates aber christlich 
umgebildet u. erweitert. ' 
20n the similarities between Jewish authoritative ('official') practices of letter writing (2 Macc 1: 1-2: 18; 
Jeremiah-Baruch letters; rabbinic letters; Elephantine correspondence; Bar Kokhba letters) and Paul's letters, 
see Taatz, Frühjadische Briefe, esp. pp. 102-14. She claims that Jewish official correspondence serves the 
function of establishing and strengthening the partnership between the Jewish homeland and diaspora 
communities. Paul similarly maintains community relationships, she argues, by appealing to his 
collective authority (with other co-workers) and to his prophetic authority (as one called by God); his letters 
are primarily paraenetic and communal in nature (not private). Taatz unfortunately downplays any Greco- 
Roman epistolary influence on Paul, when it is clear that the verbal parallels in Greek with Paul's 
epistolary formulas suggest otherwise, especially (with respect to this study) the epistolary structure of 
Philippians-in this respect she fails to provide a thorough epistolary analysis of all (or any) of Paul's 
letters; she tends to highlight only those features which support her thesis. Even if (for the sake of 
argument) Paul was primarily influenced by Jewish epistolary practices, it is clear that Greco-Roman 
practices interacted with Aramaic and Hebrew practices probably via early Egyptian epistolary traditions (see 
Dion, 'Family Letter', pp. 59-76). Regarding Paul's letters, it is not a matter of either 'Jewish' or 'Greco- 
Roman'. Neither is it a matter of either 'non-literary' or 'literary' (so rightly Richards, Secretary, pp. 215- 
16). Cicero is an example of a letter writer who combined both literary and non-literary styles in his 
epistolary discourse (cf. Wick, Philipperbrief, p. 156). Seneca as well could mix philosophical teaching 
and personal conversation in his letters; so Wick (Philipperbrief, pp. 157) states, 'Bei Seneca ist eine enge 
Verbindung von Selbstdarstellung und Parttnese zu finden, und Freundschaft ist von seinem Philosophieren 
nicht zu trennen'-Wick finds paraenesis, self-representation, and friendship parallels between Seneca's 
letters and Philippians. 
3Hughes, Christian Rhetoric, p. 30. 
4Doty, Letters, p. 29: A Pauline letter structure 'aids in our reconstruction of letters (such as the 
Corinthian and Philippian correspondence) which have been broken up and rearranged in transmission'. 
5For example, the travelogue appears at various points in Paul's letters (1 Cor 4: 14-21; Gal 4: 12-20; 1 
Thess 2: 17-3: 13). 
6Russell, 'Letter Structure', esp. pp. 295-97. 
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J. L. White has further demonstrated that some claims about the untypical nature of the 
epistolary structure of Philippians are unfounded. ' This is even more significant coming 
from White, who had earlier adopted a Pauline letter structure and subsequent conclusions 
about the integrity of Philippians. A comparative analysis of Paul's letters is not without 
value, however, if the individuality of each is respected. 
Therefore, when classifying Paul's letters (which is only intended as a flexible 
generalisation), I propose that (i) the relative length2 and authoritative function of Paul's 
letters (i. e. their `literary' character) especially parallel administrative (official) epistolary 
traditions (about which Paul would know from the inscriptions erected at key locations in 
cities and his own experience with city officials, e. g. Sel. Pap. 6.1912 [41 CE] `Letter of 
Claudius to the Alexandrians')? (ii) the personal nature of his letters (i. e. their 'non- 
literary' character) parallels the language and functions of correspondence between family 
and friends, (iii) the paraenetic nature of his letters parallels the letters of the Hellenistic 
moralists, and (iv) Jewish `liturgical' and epistolary traditions and his adaptation of these 
(e. g. embedded hymns, confessions, appeals to Scripture, and doxologies) arise from both 
his Jewish and Christian experience (i. e. his idiolect) 4 J. L. White comes close to this 
categorisation in his claim that `Paul's letters are longer and more literary than ordinary 
correspondence. These features are joined by the official, albeit, familiar, tone of his 
letters' .5 This intertextual account of Paul's epistolary style does not appeal to the 
rhetorical handbooks. Philippians is first of all a letter, i. e. correspondence between 
spatially separated people. Beyond that, it shows features of administrative and personal 
(familiar) epistolary traditions, the latter of which Hellenistic moralists could use for 
hortatory purposes. Paul brings to this epistolary context his own idiolect, Jewish 
background, as well as his own Jewish-Christian ideology. Lastly, in contrast to rhetorical 
reconstructions, where there is a noticeable emphasis upon finding a controlling theme (or 
propositio) of the letter, this decidedly epistolary classification of Philippians allows for 
(almost demands) multiple purposes in the letter. 6 
'See esp. his comments on the 'joy expression' of 4: 10 ('Introductory Formulae', p. 95; Light, p. 201) and 
on the travelogue of 2: 19-30 ('Introductory Formulae', p. 95; 'Epistolary Literature', p. 1750 n. 59). 
2Letter writers often apologised for 'laconic' letters; see examples in Stirewalt, Studies, pp. 81-82. It is 
not unreasonable, then, to assume that the relative length of Paul's letters may have been partly occasioned 
by his desire to convey his concern for the recipients. 
3The'administrativenature of Paul's letters is also evidenced by their decidedly didactic nature. With 
respect to administrative letters, White ('Discussion', p. 50) states, 'The correspondence that emanates from 
superiors or peers would typically fall under the subheading "letters of instruction"' (emphasis mine). In 
addition, that Paul's letters (at least some of them; see Gal 1: 1; cf. Col 4: 16) were probably intended to be 
'circular' in part parallels administrative practices of circulating letters throughout a region; see Josephus AJ 
11.3; Vit. 245; P. Oxy. 1409 (278 CE). 
4Cf. Wick, Philipperbrief, p. 160, who also suggests several epistolary traditions influencing Paul: 
'Traditionen, aus denen er offensichtlich schöpfen konnte, sind der hellenistische Freundschaftsbrief, der 
Familienbrief, der Brief als geeignetes Mittel zur Vermittlung von paränetischer Lehre und der frühjüdische 
gemeindedleitende Brief. ' 
SWhite, 'Saint Paul', p. 436. 
6Hawthorne (Philippians, pp. xlvii-xlviii) lists eight purposes of the letter. (i) to show his affection for 
them; (ii) to bring them up to date on the news about himself; (iii) to inform them of some erroneous 
tenets of Jewish religion; (iv) to encourage them in the face of persecution; (v) to tell them about 
Epaphroditus' welfare; (vi) to correct division within their ranks; (vii) to encourage them to rejoice 
irrespective of circumstances; (viii) to express his thanks for the gift. Although (iv) and (vii) are similar 
and the solely Jewish interpretation of Phil 3 is debatable, Hawthorne demonstrates in part the multi- 
thematic nature of Philippians. 
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EPISTOLARY CONVENTIONS IN PHILIPPIANS 
In the above section, it has been argued that the register (genre or macrostructure) of 
Philippians is decidedly epistolary in nature. This was further delineated in terms of its 
personal (friendly and familiar) and paraenetic functions-which in terms of the texture of 
the discourse (see chap. 5) are predominantly INTERPERSONAL meanings of language. 
That is, Philippians is a letter (i. e. a discourse between spatially separated communicants) 
employing a combination of personal and paraenetic functions of language. It does not, in 
contrast, contain a rhetorical dispositio structure. The following study attempts to detail 
the obligatory and optional epistolary formulas in Philippians. ' The purpose is not simply 
to list endless formal parallels between Philippians and the letters from the papyri, ostraca, 
and inscriptions. It is a comparative analysis with other epistolary traditions so as to reveal 
how Paul adopts and adapts the epistolary register for his own ideological and situational 
purposes. Particular attention is given to those epistolary conventions (esp. in 3: 1 and 
4: 10-20) which have played a central role in the debate over the letter's literary integrity. 
As a matter of definition, I use the term `formula' (convention) simply to mean the use 
of similar linguistic forms in similar situational contexts (i. e. registers) with similar 
functions. 2 To recall the discussion of register in chap. 2, if an author `supports' generic 
convention he or she may use `obligatory' or `optional' formulas and `canonical' or 
'modified' ones. 
obligatory 
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LETTER COLLECTIONS 
Before turning to the individual epistolary conventions, a brief response to P. Perkins' 
comparison of Philippians with the ancient practice of collating separate letters is in order. 
Accepting the hypothesis of multiple letters, Perkins states, 
Documentary papyri show that letters could be appended to one another. Phil 4: 10-20 may 
well have been dispatched with the letter about Paul's case... [then] the warning against 
intruding Judaizers may have been dispatched with the latter's [Timothy] departure for 
Philippi not long after the previous correspondence. 3 
Her reference to documentary chain letters (letters appended to other letters) is a reasonable 
(yet impossible to verify) hypothesis about how Paul's letters may have been circulated 
among the various house and regional churches. This does not prove a multiple-letter 
theory of Philippians; it only allows for it. However, in a footnote she seems to claim that 
chain letters might explain the subsequent redaction of Paul's letters into the canonical one: 
In the case of administrative chain letters, the opening conventions might be reduced to "to 
B" and the closing omitted. In some cases the contents of an appended letter may be referred 
to, with the original attached for the recipient's information 4 
1To my knowledge the present study is one of the most detailed epistolary analyses of the whole of the 
letter, but also see Bloomquist (Function, pp. 104-116) and Alexander ('Letter-Forms', pp. 87-101) who 
treat the whole of the letter in terms of its epistolary structure. 
2Cf. Mullins, 'Formulas in New Testament Epistles', p. 388. 
3Perkins, 'Christology', p. 509. 
4Perkins, 'Christology', p. 509 n. 4; cf. White, `Formulas', p. 294. I would add that the prescript is 
sometimes reduced to just 'A'. 
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As evidence she cites J. L. White, Light from Ancient Letters (pp. 35-36,40-43,87, 
217-18). In response, although appended letters may have had their closings excised, I am 
aware of no case where the entire opening was omitted, which must be the case with letters 
A and C to the Philippians. Furthermore, appended letters contain noticeable remnants of 
their epistolary openings. 1 In some cases, separate `petitions' would be physically 
gummed together to form a single role (Sel. Pap. 2.290.3-4 [207 CE]). Chain letters were 
not solely limited to administrative tasks; for example, Sel. Pap. 1.125.14-16 (II CE) 
mentions a collection of personal correspondence. Sel. Pap. 1.121 (II CE) is a case of two 
letters (from one author to his mother and to his brother) written on the same sheet of 
papyrus, both containing a complete epistolary structure (prescript, body, closing). Copies 
of letters were often initiated with the expression ävttypacpov e ctatoXfiS; for example, 
Sel. Pap. 2.422 (103 CE) has the opening and closing intact. Secondly, in nearly all of the 
above examples, specific reference is made to an appended letter, precisely because the 
purpose of appending letters was not to create one seamless letter. This is where Perkins' 
chain-letter hypothesis fails to explain a multiple-letter theory of Philippians. Chain letters 
may help explain how Paul might have sent originally-separate letters. But the redaction of 
administrative chain letters and that which must have occurred in the case of the canonical 
Philippians are of an entirely different kind; thus, chain letters and collections of letters do 
not provide a convincing explanation of the mysterious, enigmatic redactor who 
successfully combined the letters into a seeming unity only to be detected over 1,700 years 
later. 
PRESCRIPT (1: 1) 
HavXos xai TtgMco; SoUot XptatoiI Iiioov näaty toIS ayiot; ev Xpta'r 
'Irlaov 'Col; ovaty &v Ot?, incot; aüv bntßxönotg scat 8taicövot;. The prescript viz. 
superscription (sender, `implied author') and adscription (recipient, `implied reader')-was 
obligatory for the epistolary genre. 2 To it was typically added a salutation (see below). 
The prescript and salutation (and other opening elements such as the thanksgiving) set the 
social and interpersonal context for the entire discourse. They often take the form of `A 
(nominative) to B (dative), greetings (e. g. xat'pctv)'. An inverted order of the prescript 
with the salutation omitted is sometimes expressed with `to B from A' (e. g. P. Oxy. 
2.284.1-2 [50 CE] Ttßepicnt K? a-o8t6t 1laoi ovt atipatirlyi 7tap6c 'A%c4äv6pov toii 
`A7toX?. coviov) or `to B xaipety A', especially in complaints, petitions, administrative and 
1See White's examples as well as Sel. Pap. 2.225 (278 CE); 2.256 (226 BCE? ); 2.273 (157 BCE); 2.298 
(120 CE); 2.301 (194 CE); 2.410 (257 BCE); 2.412 (251 BCE). 
2For a lengthy list of all types of letter openings see Exler, Form, pp. 24-60; In his commentary on 
Ephesians, Theodore of Mopsuestia comments on the conventional nature of Paul's prescript: ev Toviw 
xaT& T6 eice8b, arTw TiIS &xiaTOXi Tily xpoypaq v avvenepavev, napan%Aat6v Tt Tn nap' fi ttv 
ßvvrjOeiq xotWV- iuS &rczv e naTMoVTEC ? yogev '0 Seiva Tw &tvt xaipety (see Harris, 'Study', p. 
163). Lohmeyer ('Probleme', pp. 158-73) differentiated between griechischem und vorderasiatischem 
Briefformular, placing Paul's prescript in the former context; he also views the salutation as an early 
Christian liturgical formula used to introduce worship. Friedrich ('These', p. 346) agrees that Paul's 'grace 
and peace' expression 'zum Bestand des orientalischen Briefgrußes gehören' but adds that Lohmeyer 'hat ... zu 
radikal jeden griechischen Einfluß geleugnet'. Friedrich doubts Lohymeyer's 'liturgical' thesis of the 
salutation on the grounds that (i)1 Thess 1: 1 is an abbreviated formula and (ii) the later Pauline letters 
(presumably he means the Pastorals) do not employ the exact same formula even though they too were 
probably read during worship-a more rigid formula would be expected to have evolved over time. Instead, 
Friedrich sees Paul's salutation as a development 'aus dem orientalichen Briefformular' (e. g. neo-Babylonian 
and Elephantine letters). 
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official communication. Paul follows the typical `A to B' order of personal letters. ' Exler 
notes that the `A to B' formula `remains the common formula for superiors and equals' but 
becomes less frequent in letters `by inferiors writing to superiors' during the first three 
centuries CE. 2 `Familiar Letters almost always take A- to B- xaipetv... '; 3 in contrast, 
personal letters in which the correspondence is from family members asking for favours, 
from children, or from servants or agents of the household sometimes employ the more 
reverential `To B from A xa(pcty' 4 The functions of such word order variations suggest 
that the opening of the letter was used to establish social relationships between sender and 
recipient. More obviously, the prescript was necessary due to the spatial distance 
separating the communicants, i. e. it identified who was talking to whom. The 
superscription and/or adscription were also often expanded with the addition of epithets, 
titles, terms of relationship (A to his mother B) and endearment (A to my most beloved 
friend B), and geographical location. 5 One distinguishing feature of Paul's prescript is his 
sometimes lengthy expansion of the obligatory `A to B' elements, a characteristic which 
was not advocated by the later epistolary theorist of 'EntatoXtµaiot XapaxVnjpcq (51)6 
but, nonetheless, was practised by many-theory and practice do not always mesh. In his 
letter to the Romans, after identifying himself as the letter's sender Paul continues from 1: 1 
through 1: 6, employing adjectives, participial phrases, and relative clauses in his 
subscription until finally arriving at the adscription. Paul's epistolary expansion, then, 
should not be characterised as a digression, but as a linguistically `marked' development of 
his subject matter, setting the stage for the rest of the discourse. This would not only be 
evident to Paul but, more importantly, to Greco-Roman readers who were exposed to 
epistolary conventions. Expansions of superscriptions in Hellenistic letters typically 
involve descriptions of the sender's identity (e. g. `son of... ') or location (e. g. `from the 
region of Oxyrhynchus'). This is especially true of official letters which require detailed 
identification. For example, in a census return, a woman, Thermoutharion, describes 
herself as the daughter of Thoonis and as one having a guardian, Apollonius the son of 
Sotades (P. Oxy. 255 [48 CE] 0epµov0ap1ou tij ®owvtos µeä uupiou 
'Ano viov toi 1wtiäSov). In some cases, the social role of the sender is mentioned, 
as in Sel. Pap. 1.104 (I BCE) 'A0r vay6paq ö &pxiatipo; (the official physician) tioi; 
lc pcVat... xaipcty (note the plural recipient)? Expansions of adscriptions often involve 
additions of words expressing honour or endearment (e. g. ýtýtiäticu; titµtunäticp; icupiq; 
ilµ Cpcp; i& q; yXvxuti&rcp; & to?. oyon&zT) or familial relationships (&Brx p4 ; &. &7 c [; ; 
ju1tpi; natipi; A)1 S; 91)yatipi). 8 Similar to the Pauline letters, adscriptions of ancient 
lln the pseudepigraphical Epistolae Senecae et Pauli the order of the elements was an issue; see Malherbe, 
'"Seneca"', pp. 420-21. In Ep. 10 Paul tells Seneca that his own name should appear first in the latter's 
prescripts in view of his status in the church-Seneca addresses his letters with Seneca Paulo salutem 
while Paul uses the supposedly more humble Senecae Paulus salutem. Although Paul continues to place 
his name second (out of respect and 'to be all things for all people'), Seneca later concurs that Paul's name 
should be placed first (Ep. 14). Paul obliges him in his last letter. 
2Exler, Form, p. 64. Cuneiform letters (e. g. Ras Shams; El-Amarna; Neo-Babylonian) sometimes, but 
not consistently, place the name of the recipient first as a sign of the sender's lower social status; see 
Knutson, 'Letters', pp. 15-23. 
3White, 'Formulas', p. 290. 
4For examples see Exler, Form, pp. 33-34. 
5See e. g. BGU 3.846 (II CE) 'Av t& vt5 A6vyoc, NeAdUt Tq µnvpi nA. ißra xai, pety 'Antonius Longus to 
Neilouta my most esteemed mother, greetings'; P. Ryl. 2.231 (40 CE) 'Aµµwvtos 'Acpo&aüat 4 
gnkr&tp xaipety 'Ammonius to the most beloved Aphrodius, greetings'. 
6 The author states that the address should begin with the simple b Setva 4 Wtvt xaipety. 
7Cf. yewpyöc, in P. Tebt. 1.56.1 (late II BCE). 
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Greek letters are not always expressed with personal names, at times being addressed to 
plural recipients. In P. Amh. 2.40 (11 BCE) Epiodoros, for example, writes to the religious 
officials at Soknopaious, without specifying any names: 'Hntö& epos tit ?. wwvct xai 
tiol; 'cpccat tiov Eoxvonaiov Xatpctv. l The preposition Ev used to identify the location 
of a plural recipient, as in Philippians, appears in P. Tebt. 1.59.1-2 (99 BCE) 
HoactSwvtog ticIq ýv Tc=ivet icpcat. 2 Letters to plural recipients were not always 
official in nature as demonstrated in the preceding P. Tebt. 1.59 (99 BCE) -a terse friendly 
letter-and Sel. Pap. 1.99 (154 BCE)-a family letter. 
Paul's prescript in Philippians was not only modified in terms of its expansion, but also 
in terms of the semantics of this expansion. Paul, in other words, employs an optional 
feature of prescripts (viz, expansion) but modifies it for his own ideological purposes. He 
employs the noun SoUot with reference to himself and Timothy and the substantival 
adjective äyiot; with reference to the Philippians (cf. Rom 1: 7; 1 Cor 1: 2; 2 Cor 1: 1). 
Furthermore, the mention of another `sender' in the prescript (viz. Timothy; cf. 1 Cor 1: 1; 
2 Cor 1: 1; 1 Thess 1: 1; Phlm 1), although not unique in epistolary literature, is 
unquestionably rare .3 This 
is more noteworthy in the light of Paul's mention of co- 
workers in several of his letters: 1 Cor 1: 1; 2 Cor 1: 1; 1 Thess 1: 1; PhIm 1 (cf. Col 1: 1; 2 
Thess 1: 1). The mention of Timothy in the prescript coheres with mention of him later in 
Phil 2: 19-24-but does the prescript indicate dual authorship? The predominance of first 
person singular pronouns (54 personal pronouns; 2 possessive; 1 reflexive) and verbs (66) 
in contrast to first person plural pronouns (six personal)4 and verbs (four)5 at least 
suggests that for much of the letter Paul is `portrayed' as the implied author, whether 
Timothy actually contributed to the letter writing process or not. 
8See e. g. P. Oxy. 2.269.1-3 (57 CE) Tpücpwv 'Aµµwv&vt Tw cpt). Tätwt xaipew; P. Heid. 2.211. v. 2.1-2 (I 
CE) K caTwp AoAMcot T& t ¶tgtwsäxwt xaipety; BGU 8.1838.1-3 (51-50 BCE) Twt Oetotätwt tcai 
xvpiwt a'cpaTnywt naps EeµOews to"v lIctoe ptos; SB 14.12084.1-3 (I CE) ZwtXoS dbtXovµhvit At 
?St nA, eiaTa xaipety xai výivety; P. Oxy. 12.1092.1-2 (c. 30 CE) 'Epµoyeviis 'Ia upäst v& t 
&Se%4pwt xaipety; P. Corn. 1.49.1-2 (I CE) [Atoy]eivrl 6EpµovO&Tt [Tý µ]rtpi uai xupiq xaipety; 
P. Fouad. 1.75.1-2 [64 CE); eaf ac IIoµmliwt Twt aaTpi xaipety; for the use of familial terms in the 
prescripts of Aramaic letters see Dion, 'Family Letter', p. 60. 
IPlural addressees are identified with a variety of nouns and adjectives and in a variety of types of letters, 
including personal letters: e. g. P. Oxy. 1A7.5 (83-84 CE) &yopav6µots; P. Mil. Vogl. 42182 (11 CE) 
&SeX poi,; P. Mich. 3.201.2 (99 CE) äµcpotepot,; P. Oxy. 3.474.1 (184 CE) ßaat7L(txotS); P. MiI. 2.63.11 
7ewpyotS; P. Laur. 2.41.1 (III CE) 7v1Ia ot; P. Oxy. 1.96.4 Siµ(oßiotS); P. Cair. Zen. 2.59203.7 (254 BCE) 
XaotS P. Oxy. 1.96.4 (180 CE); µeT6x(otc); P. Oxy. 1.883 (179 CE) atio)4yotS; P. Oxy. 1.58.1 (288 CE) 
avpaTqyot;; P. Oxy. 14.1668.1 (111 CE) ec8EWtS; P. Oxy. 91206.5 (335 CE) jXots; P. Oxy. 
42.3018.13 (III CE) ßapßäpotc; P. Oxy. 14.17682 (III CE) yXuicut&tots; P. Ryl. 4.5742 (I BCE) 
avweicposägotS; P. Oxy. 14.1768.2 (111 CE) TExvotS. The mention of plural addressees in Paul's letters is 
also paralleled in royal letters written from a leader to a community as well as in philosophical letters 
written from a philosopher to a community of students (White, 'Ancient Greek Letters', p. 96). Epicurus, 
for example, addresses a letter 'to the philosophers in Mytilene and another to 'to friends in Lampsacus' 
(Stowers, Letter Writing, p. 40). 
2Cf. P. Bour. 12.1-4 (88 BCE) f wv vo%S Ev IIaOüpet iepeüvt xai ¶otS &XXot; Tots uatOUCO"vat 
xaipew. 
3Riehards (Secretary, p. 47 n. 138) cites six: 'POxy. 118,1158,3094,3313,3064 (all third century) and 
1167 (n. b., A. D. 37-41)'; but he concludes, without explanation, that'none of these letters are analogous 
to Paul's letters'. He seems unaware of a large number of examples; I have found at least 83 other 
examples, one as early as 137 BCE--examples from only one corpus of papyri include SB 5.7579.1 (99- 
100? CE); 5.7580 (128 CE); 6.9017.16.1 (I-II CE); 6.9545.1 (142 CE); 6.9552.1 (137 BCE); 14.11496.1 
(319 CE). 
4Phil 3: 17 is the only case in which the Philippians are clearly not part of the reference (thus, Timothy 
may be in view); the others are ambiguous as to whether Paul includes his immediate colleagues and/or 
includes himself and the Philippians (see 1: 2; 3: 3,20-21; 4: 20). 
5Phi13: 3,15,16,20. None of these are informative to the question of dual authorship, since they 
probably encompass more than those who are present with Paul. 
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The expansion of the prescript using äyiotg is clearly religious in tone. Although it 
parallels the use of'tepe(S `priests' (and other religious terminology) in the papyri (e. g. 
P. Bour. 1.12.1-4 [88 BCE] fl? krcov tiolg Ev IlaOvpct icpci at icai talg aaxotg tioig 
uatioucovat xaipetv), Paul's use of a'ytog in his prescripts (it is also used similarly in the 
closing greetings) does not serve as a precisely defined institutional role but a group- 
identifier (i. e. those who are `in Christ'). In 1 Cor 6: 2, Paul appears to include himself and 
all `Christians' under the rubric of aYtot. Its use in his other prescripts (Rom 1: 7; 1 Cor 
1: 2; 2 Cor 1: 1; cf. Eph 2: 1; Col 1: 2) suggests that the term in part served to identify those 
who were `inside' over against those who were `outside' (i. e. the `we' and the `they'). ' 
Therefore, although little is known about the precise cultural composition of the Philippian 
Christians (precisely because Paul's prescript and letter is unconcerned with and assumes 
such things [see chap. 2 on the CO-OPERATIVE PRINCIPLE]), 2 Paul's prescript portrays the 
implied audience in a decidedly religious and, furthermore, in a [Pauline] `Christian' 
manner. 
The other expansion, Soüa, ot, 3 may imply a Greco-Roman concept of `slavery', either 
with a negative4 or positive connotation or both, s or, instead, a Jewish concept of religious 
1Paul uses other titles to identify his recipients, perhaps demonstrating his conscious awareness of his 
epistolary strategy: &yamltÖS (Rom 1: 7; Phlm 1); ExxXnaia (1 Cor 1: 2; 2 Cor 1: 1; Gal 1: 1; 1 Thess 
1: 1; 2 Thess 1: 1; Phlm 2); auvepyöS (Phlm 1); &S&Xcpij (Phlm 2); auatpart& (PhIm 2); cf. macÖS 
(Eph 1: 1; Col 1: 2) and Texvos (1 Tim 1: 2; 2 Tim 1: 2; Titus 1: 1). 
2The biblical and archaeological evidence regarding the socio-cultural and socio-economic makeup of the 
Philippian Christians is, although minute, suggestive. In Acts 16: 13 the author breaks his pattern of 
placing Paul in a synagogue upon his arrival to a new city but instead has him at a apoacuxºj. Regardless 
of whether the term refers to an unofficial gathering or an actual synagogue (see Hawthorne, Philippians, p. 
xxxiv, for proponents of both views) it is clearly a Jewish gathering (r... nµepa 26)v aa[ 3&t(ov). 
Unless the author of Acts is cognisant of the absence of Jews in Philippi but still wants to maintain his 
image of Paul preaching first to the Jews and so he fabricates this Jewish gathering (a distinct possibility), 
then at least the initial Philippian Christians had some type of Jewish background. Second, the silence of 
archaelogical evidence for Jewish communities in the area of Philippi suggests that these Jews were clearly 
at home in a Greco-Roman culture, probably making their livelihood directly in interaction with Gentiles. 
Nonetheless, by the time of Paul's letter(s) to the Philippians, some of the Christians were probably from a 
pagan background, like their fellow Macedonians in Thessalonica (1 Thess 1: 9) -perhaps explaining why 
Paul does not use scriptural argumentation in the letter. Finally, if the persecution faced by the Philippians 
mentioned in 1: 28-30 is being inflicted by Philippian officials (not an outside Judaising group), then it 
would seem best to place the socio-economic status of the Philippian Christians among small traders and 
craftspeople. All of the Philippian Christians could not have been veterans, as has often been assumed, 
since these would have been a minority of the population by the time of Paul (the original veteran 
colonists' grandchildren would have been present at Paul's arrival). Nevertheless, the persistence of Roman 
culture in Philippi (as evidenced by the abundance of Latin inscriptions) suggests that the Philippian 
Christians would have been acculturated to Roman 'colony' life. Thus, the Philippian churches (not 
necessarily the target readership) are probably mixed, including Jews and Gentiles who are both familiar 
with both Greek and Roman culture. Regardless of their actual historical make-up, the implied readers of 
the letter are familiar with both Jewish and Greco-Roman social conventions. Since Schinz (Gemeinde) 
the gentile composition of the Philippian Christians has generally been accepted, but it is less certain 
whether this new religious group would have been perceived by the surrounding community as anything but 
another form of Judaism (monotheism). 
3The absence of dx6asoXos in Phil 1: 1(cf. 1 Thess 1: 1; 2 Thess 1: 1; Phlm 1), as many have pointed out, 
may indicate that Paul's apostolic authority was not being challenged in Macedonia (so O'Brien, 
Philippians, p. 45); however, if So"vXoS implies an honorific title, based on a LXX background, then Paul's 
prescript also establishes his institutional role over the Philippians (so Schenk, Philipperbriefe, p. 77). In 
any case, Paul seems conscious of his use of titles in his prescripts, as is demonstrated by their diversity: 
änöa ro) os (Rom 1: 1; 1 Cor 1: 1; 2 Cor 1: 1; Gal 1: 1; Eph 1: 1; Col 1: 1; 1 Tim 1: 1; 2 Tim 1: 1; Titus 1: 1); 
SoüXos (Rom 1: 1; Phil 1: 1; cf. Titus 1: 1); 8&a ttoS (Phlm 1); nothing (1 Thess 1: 1; cf. 2 Thess 1: 1); and 
a&eXVk (with reference to Sosthenes in 1 Cor 1: 1 and to Timothy in 2 Cor 1: 1; cf. Gal 1: 2; Col 1: 1). 
4So O'Brien, Philippians, p. 45, who reasons that (i) the readers in a Greco-Roman context would have 
understood the term with a negative connotation and (ii) the larger letter stresses humility and, thus, would 
suggest a similar meaning in the prescript. In response, Martin (Slavery, esp. pp. 1-49) has argued that 
Greco-Roman readers, if the Philippian readers are permitted to be viewed in such a simplistic manner, 
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servanthood. l Clearly, it must be admitted that Sova, oq could have any of these semantic 
meanings depending on the background and situation which the modem interpreter reads 
into its particular usage; in at least 1 Cor 7: 22 (b &60epo; xar 0e .S 
SoUo; iatty 
Xptatioü) Paul clearly uses it according to a Greco-Roman world view. In such a terse 
prescript, it would seem wise not to be dogmatic about any of these interpretations. 
Regardless of the precise cultural background of Soi oq (Jewish, Greco-Roman, or 
elements of both), it refers to both Paul and Timothy and, thus, probably does not 
designate a technical, official title; 2 Paul reserves änöatioA, o; in his prescripts for himself 
alone in order to describe his divinely ordained status (1 Cor 1: 1; 2 Cor 1: 1; Gal 1: 1-2; cf. 
Col 1: 1) whereas Timothy is referred to as simply 65&W; in 2 Cor 1: 1 and Phlm 1 (cf. 
Col 1: 1). In other words, Paul seems to differentiate between his official title and that of 
his co-workers; this would leave &i? o; to serve as a general descriptor of those `serving' 
in a particular manner (probably as `missionaries') on behalf of the Lord (cf. Col 4: 12 
where it describes Epaphras but in a closing greeting). Furthermore, in the light of the `A 
to B' order of Paul's prescript (see above) and his typical attentiveness to epistolary 
convention, Paul is probably not portraying himself as an `inferior' to the Philippians. 3 
The word order of the prescript suggests that it would have been read as though Paul is at 
least their equal. Paul's SobXo; is also described in reference to the Messiah Jesus 
(Xptatiov 'Irlaov), a decidedly religious relationship. 4 Paul's use of the genitive 
Xptatiov'naoi is even more noteworthy if it is remembered that the sender of a letter 
sometimes specified his or her social status and identity (and that of the recipient) by 
employing the genitive name of his or her father or mother (e. g. Sel. Pap. 1.103.1 [95 
BCE] IIcsoaovxoc flaveoXovvto; to... ); Paul is perhaps portraying himself as the 
inferior of Jesus just as sons were subordinate to their fathers or, more likely, he is simply 
describing his particular social network (i. e. to whom he belongs) .5 Paul's description of 
himself in relation to a `deified' entity is probably best treated as a modified use of an 
optional epistolary tradition. Similar expressions are very rare in the papyri; note, 
however, that in the prescript of P. Genova 1.10.1-4 (55 CE) Nero is described as a 
could perceive of slavery in terms of a person's relative power. Furthermore, since there is no other 
linguistic context in Phil 1: 1 it seems unwise to interpret one aspect of the rest of the letter (viz. humility) 
as the motive behind & Xot. Indeed, in the same verse Paul has no trouble using terms like bttßuöno, and 
Sta icövos which would have had connotations of authority. Why set apart leaders in the prescript if his 
point was to stress humility? 
5Although I think the evidence in Phil 1: 1 and Rom 1: 1 is too sparse to claim that SoZ%oq was a 
'leadership title' in early Christianity (so Martin, Slavery, p. 51), I am convinced by Martin's argument 
that even in a Greco-Roman context the concept of slavery might have implied such things as humility or 
power, being understood differently by various readers (Martin, Slavery, p. 60). 
1Schenk (Philipperbriefe, pp. 77-76) views &i Xot vis-h-vis an OT background, in which SoW . oc, could 
refer to servants set apart by God for a special ministry (e. g. Neh 10: 29; Josh 24: 29; Ps 89: 20 [LXX 
88: 21]; 2 Kgs [4 Kgdms] 14: 25). 
2Paul uses the participle phrase 8ovXn6vzE; 'to the Lord' in Rom 12: 11 with reference to all Christians, 
not an isolated few (cf. Rom 14: 18; Eph 6: 7). 
3For example, O'Brien (Philippians, p. 45) sees a thematic relationship between SoW. ot as 'slaves of 
Christ' and the theme of humility elsewhere in the letter (e. g. 2: 6-11). 
4Parkin ('Prescripts', p. 99) argues that Paul's connection with Christ here, even though he does not 
identify himself as &x6atoXoc, is a sign that he feels his apostleship is being challenged; he notes that 1 
Thessalonians in contrast employs neither expression because it was written before Paul's apostleship had 
been challenged. Although imaginative, this suggestion is nonetheless speculative; more importantly, it 
should not be used to interpret chapter three as an apologetic by Paul. 
5Fitzmyer ('Epistolography', p. 213) notes that the use of win and vn ('servant' and 'lord') in the 
prescripts of Aramaic letters does not imply slavery 'but are used as polite customary expressions among 
persons of differing rank or status'. Paul's 'servanthood' is expressed with respect to Jesus by means of the 
genitive; the epistolary order does not indicate that he saw himself as an inferior to the Philippians. 
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descendant of the deified Caesar Augustus N&pw[v] K? av6[t]oq... än&yov[o; 
Kaißapoc] Oeov [Ee](3aßtioü... x(aipctv), and in SB 10.10256.1-3 (54-68 CE) the 
sender ['ApOow]vts 'Apau ato; toü 'Ap8owvtos describes himself as i¬pcvg icai 
npocpATq; of a variety of gods, [®oAptSoS] uai "latao; xai EapäntSos xai. tiwv 
auwäwv 9thv [icyiatiwv], before addressing and greeting the recipient 'ApOowvt 
IIavaiptos Xaipetv. l 
These are all important issues for interpreting the epistolary structure of Philippians, but 
they contribute little to the question of integrity. One point, however, especially relates to 
the entire structure of the letter and, hence, its perceived unity. Does the only use of 
second person singular grammar in Philippians (ac and av . aµßävov) and the mention 
of a yv1jatc 6t-aye in 4: 3 suggest a different letter than that signalled by the plural 
recipient in 1: 1? For example, Rahtjen argues that Phil 4: 3 probably refers to Timothy, 
who at the time of 1: 1-2: 23 was with Paul at his place of imprisonment, but at the time of 
4: 3 was at Philippi; hence, these references betray different letters written to different 
recipients? Besides the dubiety surrounding the speculation that Mate av uyc refers to 
Timothy whose name was deleted by a later redactor, evidence from epistolary literature 
reveals that there is nothing unusual about highlighting a specific individual in a letter 
written to a plural audience. In Sel. Pap. 1.99 (154 BCE) Sarapion writes to Hto? q. tato t 
Kai `Ano? o viw tio% äScWtg (the outside address also names both individuals). In the 
body of the letter he uses a second person singular verb (xaX@; nothactc änootcIXat)- 
referring to Apollonius-in order to request the sending of some oil. Prior to this he uses a 
second person plural pronoun in a disclosure formula: yeypacp' iµciv (ü tIv) iva ei6f trat. 
The author vacillates between writing to the recipients as a group and writing to an 
individual in that group. Furthermore, there is no need to see a redactor's hand in Phil 4: 3 
vis-ä-vis the absence of a personal name, since letters to a plural audience sometimes had 
only a singular addressee on the verso of the papyrus. In Sel. Pap. 1.103 (95 BCE) the 
address on the verso reads IIctieapaejOci Ncßxouvtog and napä IIctoaovxov -Toi 
Ncpxovvtos. The prescript, however, is addressed to Panebehounis and five additional 
people. In the first sentence of the letter's body, the sender issues an exhortation using a 
second person plural imperative: µi1 Xvncia9E i -Toi; xwptoOeiat. The letter to the 
Philippians similarly could have been addressed to a named individual on the verso (which 
was never preserved during the collection of Paul's letters) but to a wider audience in the 
prescript with the unspecified reference to the individual in 4: 3. This individual would 
have most likely had some form of a leadership role in the house churches at Philippi. This 
may help further explain Paul's seemingly awkward expression in the prescript: avv 
Finauönot; xai Stauövotg. This has generally been interpreted either inclusively ('to all 
the saints, including the overseers and deacons')3 or exclusively ('to all the saints together 
with the overseers and deacons') 4I am not particularly interested here in the question of a 
church order which may or may not have been imported into the text by a later redactor, 
answers to such issues must remain tentatives Rather, my interest is in how this 
1See also P. Tebt. 3.737.1.1-2 (136 BCE) and P. Oxy. 34.2722.5-6 (154 CE). 
2Rahtjen, 'Three Letters', p. 171; cf. Schenk, Philipperbriefe, p. 272. 
3Although in Classical Attic ovv often means 'including' and 'with the aid of', Ionic and accordingly 
Hellenistic 'retain avv in the sense of "with" alongside µn&, and so it appears in the NT also' (BDF § 
221). 
4For a survey of interpretations see O'Brien, Philippians, pp. 48-50. 
5Schenk (Philipperbriefe, pp. 78-82), for example, interprets &nimconos as a postapostolic authority 
imported into Philippians; contrast, however, Reumann ('Contributions', pp. 446-50), who, although not 
opposed to a multiple-letter theory, argues that these leadership roles may have been created by the 
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prepositional phrase may have been understood (by Paul and his readers) in an epistolary 
context such as the prescript. The use of the preposition ßvv with the dative in conjunction 
with the addressee (more often with the sender) of the prescript is not lacking in the papyri 
(though it is rare). When this phrase is used, it is combined with an initial reference to the 
recipient by means of xai and it typically includes an intensive pronoun referring back to 
the recipient. For example, in P. Oxy. 1.61.5-6 (221 CE) the recipients are identified as 
AvpilX(%u) ) Atoyývet uat tioiS av a(vtiw) &riµoa((otg) tipan(eýitiatq) 'Oý(upvyx(tou) 
, col; cpt). (ti tot; ) xa(p[(ctv)]. 1 The absence of the connective uai and pronoun in 1: 1 
suggests that Paul's use of the preposition is not simply inclusive, since he is not following 
linguistic convention. However, based on Paul's use of äytot elsewhere (as just 
mentioned) it is also unlikely that he is differentiating between the `saints' and the `leaders' 
(an exclusive interpretation) as distinct institutional roles. Instead, what he may be doing is 
addressing his letter to the äytot at Philippi who have leaders designated as `overseers' and 
`deacons', i. e. a particular group of Christians at Philippi distinguished by their 
organisational character. 2 The grammar and a contrastive analysis with other letters at least 
suggest this reading is possible. A historical explanation of this interpretation may be that 
Paul's letter is addressed to particular house churches in Philippi which (i) had sent aid by 
means of Epaphroditus to Paul (thus deserving individual thanks) and/or (ii) were having 
leadership conflicts. If the letter was addressed to an individual leader (Phil 4: 3) and the 
Christian communities were dispersed throughout the region of Philippi (not limited to the 
city proper), 3 then it is at least reasonable that Paul addressed his letter only to certain 
groups within this region (even though he may have expected it to be circulated to others). 
Surely, those who had written to Paul (for information of his well-being) and sent aid may 
have only represented one group of Christians at Philippi 4 This reconstruction must 
remain tentative; but it is an attempt to explain the somewhat `uncanonical' use of avv with 
the dative in the prescript. 5 
Philippians themselves. Although Reumann's thesis is somewhat speculative, he argues convincingly that 
the prepositional phrase can make perfect sense in a Pauline setting based on (i) the great variety of terms 
for leadership in the Pauline communities and (ii) the meaning of the terms themselves in either a Jewish or 
more likely a Greco-Roman context. Furthermore, the plural eaiax6aotc argues against a later Ignatian 
monepiscopacy and the mention of 'deacons' not 'presbyters' leaves only a twofold ministry, not a threefold 
one. I would simply add that the prepositional phrase makes sense in an epistolary context as well. For 
the only possible textual evidence (P46) of an omission of av iißuönots uai 8=6vot; see Skeat, 
'Bishops and Deacons', pp. 12-15; Skeat shows that the manuscript, which has a lacuna at the relevant 
section, either lacked ßuv eataic6aot; uai Siaxövot, or ndcan Tt µve(Qc vµwv thvtote ev ea in vv 3- 
4, while admitting that we do not know which set of words was omitted. 
'See the same expressions in P. Hamb. 1.59.2 (138 CE); P. Oxy. 3.514.1 (190-91 CE); P. Oxy. Hels. 1.24.3 
(217 CE); PSI 7.857.1 (IH BCE). The use of ger& as a modifying phrase of the recipient in prescripts is 
more frequent in the papyri, but it does not parallel Paul's usage (even semantically) since it is invariably 
used in the expression µct& xuptov in contracts so as to indicate the guardian of a woman: e. g. P. Mich. 
5.266.3 (38 CE); P. Oxy. 2.267.2 (36 CE); 14.1721.5 (187 CE). 
20f Paul's three other uses of avv in Philippians, two modify a verb (1: 23; 2: 22) but one serves to limit 
the substantive it modifies: 4: 21 ax& ovTat { jx&S of evv Eµot 68c4ot 'the brothers who are with me 
(i. e. not all Christians) greet you' (cf. Rom 16: 14-15). 
31he colonists of Philippi were dispersed across its large fertile plain, approximately 730 square miles in 
area (Levick, Colonies, p. 45). The point is that it cannot be assumed that Paul's letter is addressed to a 
closely-knit group of Christian house churches; some may have been many miles away from others. 
Surely they would have associated with one another, but as separate households they would have also acted 
independently at times (e. g. sending aid to Paul). 
4This interpretation coincides well with the suggestion by Lohse ('Entstehung', pp. 63-64) that Paul 
mentions the &ntoxonot and Suzxovot in the prescript because they were largely responsible for the sending 
of the gift. 
5Paul's use of avv with the dative in 1 Cor 1: 2 does not help to resolve the question of its use in Phil 1: 1, 
because in Corinthians it may be interpreted in several ways including being taken with xXilTois acyioK 
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In sum, Paul's prescript lays the groundwork for the rest of his discourse. In it he 
identifies the main participants and establishes their current relationship with one another. 
As J. L. White notes, the epistolary opening (of which the prescript is part) is where `the 
keeping-in-touch aspect of letter writing (maintenance of contact), which reveals the 
general character of the correspondents' relationship toward each other, comes to 
expression'. ' In other words, the epistolary conventions which appear at the opening (and 
closing) of a letter establish who the participants of communication are and the nature of 
their immediate relationship. In the letter to the Philippians, Paul describes the relationship 
between himself and his readers with religious language, which is distinct from the 
multitude of personal letters in which family and friendship language tends simply to 
reaffirm positive feelings between the sender and recipient. 
SALUTAnON (1: 2) 
Ancient letter writers repeatedly follow the superscription and adscription ('A to B') with 
some type of salutation (initial greeting): xaipety; &pp@aOat; vytaivcty; or a combination 
of the first with one of the other two? However, these salutations are not obligatory to the 
epistolary genre, as is evidenced particularly in formal letters (e. g. petitions, complaints, 
and applications) which often begin with "`To Y [dative] from X", usually omitting the 
salutation'; 3 but they are frequent in personal letters. The salutation plays the same role as 
the prescript (and other conventions appearing in the opening of the letter), viz. establishing 
the immediate interpersonal relationship between sender and recipient. Sometimes the 
salutation appears to be little more than a formal nicety as in the `appointment' of a village 
scribe Menches recorded in Sel. Pap. 2.339 (199 BCE) 'Am&i vt6.6 is Mappei Xa(pcty - 
Mctjt...; in other cases (especially personal letters), its omission might have been taken 
as an affront by the recipient. Paul's undeniable modification of this optional epistolary 
formula would have been immediately noticeable to his Philippian readers who had 
repeatedly become accustomed to traditional formulas. It has not been emphasised enough, 
perhaps because it becomes mundane to the modem reader of the Pauline letters, how 
ancient readers would have been struck by Paul's modification; his formula was not a 
ritualistic `hello' but a means of drawing the reader into a letter with different aims than 
those to which they were accustomed. 
Two reasons suggest that Paul is adapting his salutation from the typical epistolary 
salutation. First, and most apparent, is his use of the noun xäcptc. Although this term is 
an important part of Paul's religious vocabulary, it also recalls its infinitive cognate 
Xatpcty ('hello', `greetings') used as a salutation in letters. The use of the noun xäptc 
near the salutation is found in P. Cair. Zen. 3.59526.1 I t? oicp& g Zi vwvt xaipcty, tialc 
'you who are called saints together with all those who have called upon the name of the lord'; in other 
words, the prepositional phrase may be defining an attribute of those who are 'called saints', which is 
similar to the function being attributed to cvv with the dative in Phil 1: 1. What the 1 Cor 1: 2 reference 
does seem to demonstrate is that this expression is part of Paul's uncanonical use of the epistolary prescript 
(i. e. his idiolect). 
I White, Light, p. 219. 
2Roller, Formular, p. 61. Examples abound, but some near the time of Paul include P. Oxy. 2.297.1 (54 
CE) 'Agg vtoc, 'Aµµxnvimt t& t aatp. xatpety; BGU 8.1769.1 (48-47? BCE) 'EA, )4vtxog EvpvXwt 
TWt 6.6e461, xaipety uai eppwaOat; P. Oxy. 22.2353.1-2 (32 CE) EtvOwvtS 'Apaoxp&rt rüg viwt 
si eiasa xaipety icai Stick aav, 6; iltaivety. 
3Aune, Literary Environment, p. 163. The expression xaipety uai eppciaOat is typically pre-Pauline 
(primarily second to first century BCE) and xaipety icai vytatvety is mostly limited to the first century 
BCE and first century CE; see, however, Crönert ('Briefe', p. 157) for this formula in a fourth century BCE 
Athenian letter inscribed on lead. 
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OeoiS noXX xäptc here it is probably best understood in the sense of thanksgiving 
('many thanks to the gods... '). l Similarly, Gemellos follows his xaipety salutation with 
thanks directed towards the recipient for showing concern for him: P. Mich. 8.498.1-5 (II 
CE) I'Eµ , 
X[o]S 'AnoXtvapiwt tint titµu thtc t [ä]SeXq t xai[pct]v, xäptc cot 
7cXctaTn, ä8elge, µcptµvi aavt{ µs. It is unclear and probably doubtful that Paul is 
following this convention. Nonetheless, that Paul had some precedent for changing the 
infinitive to a nominative is evidenced by this and other adaptations of the x(xipEty formula 
in epistolary literature. For example, besides the usual xaipety, this verb is also found in 
the optative (xaipot; ) and imperative (xaipe)? These examples demonstrate the 
possibility for a modification of the conventional form; nevertheless, Paul's switch to the 
noun form is clearly uncanonical. Secondly, Paul's expansion of the salutation is not 
unparalleled in papyrus letters. For example, letter writers frequently employ modifiers to 
describe xaipety (e. g. näaat [pre-first century CE]; no71? ; nXeiata) 3 Thus, it would 
not be unthinkable for Paul to modify his salutation with the prepositional phrase änö 
9c6 xatipk iiµwv uai xvpiou 'Iiiaov Xptatioi. Thirdly, salutations not infrequently 
consist of two or more verbal elements (e. g. xaipety xai F. ppwaOat and xaipcty scat 
vyux{vety) 4 For example, in a letter from Diogenes to his brother Dionysius, the sender 
not only combines two verbs, but he modifies them with 7tA, ciatia (P. Oxy. 7.1061 [22 
BCE] Atoytvrig Atovuaiwt trat äö , (pcit 7t?, ciata xa(ipcty) xal 
vytaivctv). Such 
combinations of verbs in epistolary salutations provide a reasonable parallel for Paul's dual 
elements xäptc and cipi vrl. It has become customary for scholars to treat Paul's two-part 
salutation as a combination of (i) the traditional Xa(pcty altered to a more `Pauline 
Christian' xäptc and (ii) the Jewish salutation tt4 translated into the Greek ctpTlvil 5 The 
Hebrew and Aramaic epistolary evidence provides a suitable background for Paul's use of 
1Cf. the same expression in P. Oslo 3.155.1-2 (II CE). 
2See e. g. P. Oxy 3.526.1-3 (11 CE) Xaipots KaA, öxatpe K$pt)1,, ae apoßatyopdw and BGU 3.821.1 (11 
CE) Xaipe xüpte tov x ercp 'HpaioKos ae äaa&Cogat. White ('Formulas', p. 295) correctly places such 
variations of the salutation in the second and third centuries CE-mostly the latter. Later uses do exist 
(e. g. SB 14.11588.2 [IV CE]), but BGU 6.1453.2 (323-30 BCE) xatpe, if the spelling is correct, may be a 
pre-Pauline usage. The point stands that authors were not inescapably determined by convention. 
3See e. g. BGU 1.38.1-2 (1 CE) Eepivoc 'Ano%tvap(q Tw xatpet noM xaipety and BGU 3.811.1-2 
(98-130 CE) KopvfXtos 'AnoX &ttt& t &804Fu xXctaTa xaipety. 
4Hawthorne (Philippians, p. 11) makes too little of the use of double salutations. I have found at least 35 
examples of xatpcty uai rytaivety (BGU 8.1871.2 [57-56 BCE]; 8.1873.5 [I BCE]; 8.18742 [I BCE]; 
8.18782 [I BCE]; 8.1880.2 [61-60? BCE]; 8.1881.1 [I BCE]; 14.2419.2 [I BCE]; P. Heid. 2.212.2 [I 
BCE]; P. I. F. A. O. 2.23 [14 BCE]; 2.8.3 [I CE]; 2.20.1 [I CE]; 2.24.2 [31 BCE-14 CE]; 2.46.2 [I CE]; 
P. land. 6.104.1 [14-37 CE]; P. Koeln 1.56.2 [I CE]; P. Mert. 1.12.2 [58 CE]; 2.62.3 [6 CE]; P. Mich. 
8.464.3 [99 CE]; P. Oslo 2.47.2 [1 CB]; P. Oxy. 2.293.2 [27 CE]; 4.746.2 [16 CB]; 7.1061.2 [22 BCE]; 
12.1480.4 [32 CE]; 14.1672.2 [37-41 CE]; 22.2353.1 [32 CE]; 41.2979.1 [3 BCE]; 55.3806.2 [15 CE]; 
P. Princ. 3.161.2 [33 CE]; 3.186.2 [28 CE]; PSI 14.1404.2 [41-42 CE]; SB 5.7530.1 [1 BCE-I CE]; 
6.91212 [I CE]; 10.10240.2 [41 CE]; 12.10799.1 [24 BCE- 14 CE]; 14.12084.3 [I CE]); and at least 27 
examples of %aipety xai epp& oOat (BGU 8.1741.13 [64-63 BCE]; 8.1755.2 [52-51 BCE]; 8.1756.1 [59- 
58 BCE]; 8.1757.1 [52-51 BCE]; 8.1760.11 [51-50 BCE]; 8.1769.1 [48-47 BCE]; 8.1788.3 [I BCE]; 
8.1872.3 [51-50 BCE]; 8.1875.21 [I BCE]; P. Bad. 2.152 [I BCE]; P. Bad. 4.48.1 [126 BCE]; P. Com. 
1.5.1 [II BCE]; P. F. rasm. 1.8.3 [153-52 BCE]; 1.18.1 [II BCE]; P. M. 1.117.2 [I CE]; P. Haun. 1.10.3 [III 
BCE]; P. Lond. 7.20732 [III BCE]; P. Muench. 552 [II BCE]; P. Princ. 3.160.2 [1 BCE]; PSI 8.968.1 [I 
BCE]; 8.969.1 [1 BCE]; 9.1079.2 [I BCE]; 15.1513.1 [II BCE]; P. Tebt. 3.754.1 [II BCE]; P. Yale 1.55.2 
[107 BCE]; SB 3.6300.2 [88 BCE]; 5.8754.23 [49-48 BCE]). 
5See Roller, Formular, p. 61; Taatz, Frühjüdische Briefe, p. 112. Champion (Benedictions, pp. 45-75) 
and Mullins ('Benediction', pp. 59-64) attribute the 'grace and peace expressions in Paul's letters to 
benedictions in the LXX (Deut 6: 24-26) and synagogue worship; contrast Jewett, 'Form', p. 31, who is not 
convinced that these had any formal influence on NT expressions. While it is possible that Paul's 
expressions reflect a functional similarity with these OT benedictions-viz. (i) wish / recipient / divine 
source or (ii) wish I divine source / wish / recipient-the language is very different (e. g. there are no verbs; 
the source is God and Jesus; dative rather than accusative is used for the recipient). 
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£ipfjvrr. The author of an embedded letter in 2 Maccabees (1: 1-10a), which mostly follows 
regularities of Hebrew and Aramaic epistolary style, employs the less common Greek 
salutation `To B xaipcty A'1 followed immediately (with no conjunction) by a prayer for 
the welfare of the recipients using cipijvq (Eipijvnv äya9ijv xai äya8onotfjo(xt vµiv 6 
ocoq... ) 2 O'Brien notes that in the LXX cipi vrl can also have the general sense of 'well- 
being' .3 This meaning 
is not far removed from that of another form of the Greek 
salutation, vytaivcty, which is used in conjunction with xaipcty, for example, in 2 Macc 
1: 10. In epistolary contexts bytaivcty and ippii aOat often function as the sender's wish 
for the recipient's health and well-being, and when used with xaipcty as a double- 
salutation either verb may appear as the second element. Rather than alter the verb to a 
noun form such as byfavatq, Paul may have chosen eipijvi in slight contrast to the 
function of b yux(vety. In a two-part salutation, the Philippian readers would have expected 
to find an exhortation to their good health in the second element. Paul, however, wished a 
type of well-being upon them that was not limited to physical health, 4 but one grounded in 
a `peace' and `well-being' from his god and lord, not one of the other gods beseeched by 
letter writers to bestow well-being upon their recipients. 
In sum, just as Paul's modification of the obligatory prescript is primarily in terms of his 
particular theological aims, so also is his modification of the optional salutation. Not only 
has he departed from the verbal greeting formula in favour of the nouns xäpts and eipijvri, 
which have unambiguous religious overtones (Jewish-Christian), but he places the source 
of his greeting in the realm of the supernatural-a quite uncanonical modification of the 
epistolary salutation. Paul's modification was probably influenced by both Jewish and 
Greco-Roman traditions (which, of course, were not alienated from one another), as well 
as his own `Christian' experience. This is not a naive conflation of different cultures, but a 
recognition that Paul has consciously drawn from various registers to create his version of 
the epistolary salutation; it is perhaps the most clear case of his modification of epistolary 
traditions. And although a linguistically-sensitive analysis of Paul's salutation would 
caution against reading theologically pregnant concepts5 into what was often less 
meaningful to the communicative act both the Greco-Roman and Jewish salutation could 
1Goldstein (II Maccabees, p. 140) maintains that xaipety here is a translation (as in 1 Esdras 6: 8 and 2 
Macc 12: 20) of the Semitic salutation 'peace' (d W). He does not precisely answer how the salutation in 
the second embedded letter (1: lOb-2: 18, by a different author)--xaipcw xai vytaivety-is a translation of 
the Semitic formula. In terms of semantics, bynaivety better parallels tfiaf than xaipety; so Dion, 
'Family Letter', p. 68. It may be that there is no one-to-one correspondence in the translation; rather, the 
author employs a Greek epistolary convention with a similar pragmatic function (viz, to greet the recipient) 
but not the same semantic one. Friedrich ('These', p. 273), in response to Lohmeyer's suggestion that 
Paul's salutations are liturgical, had already pointed to parallels 'aus neuassyrischer, neubabylonischer Zeit 
und in den Elephantinepapyri'. 
2The order of the salutation 'To B (greeting) A' is common in Aramaic letters (see Fitzmyer, 
'Epistolography', p. 211). Concern for the well-being of the recipient is also found in Aramaic prescripts; 
for examples see Fitzmyer, 'Epistolography', pp. 214-15. Furthermore, two-part greetings (e. g. 'peace and 
life; 'greetings and prosperity') are found in Aramaic prescripts-see examples in Fitzmyer, 
'Epistolography', p. 215, and Dion, 'Family Letter', p. 61. Finally, Fitzmyer ('Epistolography', p. 215) 
notes the difficulty of knowing whether the Jewish salutation formula is just a simple 'greeting' (English 
'Hi') or something with a more theological intent ('peace'). 
30'Brien, Philippians, p. 51. 
41U common epistolary wish for the physical well-being of the recipient is noticeably absent from Paul's 
letters. In addition, terms for health such as 6ymivo and iryajS, although found throughout the Gospels 
(esp. John's) are absent from the accepted Pauline letters; only the Pastorals use the word, and there it is not 
used of 'physical' well-being but of 'healthy, sound' teaching and conduct (1 Tim 1: 10; 6: 3; 2 Tun 1: 13; 
Titus 1: 9,13; 2: 1,2,8). 
51t seems unadviseable, for example, to read all of O'Brien's OT and NT concepts of 'peace' into Paul's 
salutation (Philippians, p. 51)-perhaps a case of illegitimate totality transfer. 
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be used as a simple 'greeting-Paul Is undeniable modification of convention suggests a 
calculated effort on his part to communicate something somewhat unique at the beginning 
of his letters. Unless this salutation is part of a pre-Pauline Christian tradition which had 
become widespread in usage (which would have had to have occurred early since it occurs 
in all of Paul's letters), Paul created it and, although he probably employed more than one 
secretary, ' demanded its use in all his letters (demonstrating at least in part his control over 
the content and style of his letters). It was an essential component of the structure of his 
letters; and it again demonstrates that Paul chose to modify canonical epistolary conventions 
to one degree or another. We might, therefore, anticipate similar modifications elsewhere. 
THANKSGIVING AND PRAYER (1: 3-11) 
Expressions of thanks to gods or human beings are not infrequently found in the 
opening sections of letters as well as in the closing and middle sections. 2 Paul uses similar 
expressions of thanksgiving in the opening (Rom 1: 8; 1 Cor 1: 4; Phil 1: 3; 1 Thess 1: 2; 
Phlm 4; cf. Col 1: 3; Eph 1: 16), body (Rom 6: 17; 1 Cor 1: 14; 14: 18; 2 Cor 4: 15; 9: 11; 1 
Thess 2: 13; 3: 9), and closing (Rom 16: 4) sections of his letters. His reasons for 
thanksgiving vary: the spreading of the gospel (2 Cor 4: 15); good news about someone's 
`spiritual' welfare (Rom 6: 17; 16: 4; 1 Cor 1: 5-8; 2 Cor 9: 11; Phil 1: 3-7; 1 Thess 1: 2-10; 
2: 13-14; Phlm 4-5; cf. 1 Thess 3: 9; Col 1: 3-7; Eph 1: 16-18); a mixture of the previous two 
(Rom 1: 8; cf. Col 1: 6); and Paul's own behaviour (1 Cor 1: 14; 14: 18; cf. 1 Cor 10: 30). 
The form and function of Paul's thanksgivings have received considerable scholarly 
attention, with a general consensus that they in part reflect Hellenistic epistolary traditions. 
As a challenge to this consensus, Peter Arzt, in a 1994 Novum Testamentum article, 
claims to `offer the results of a more extensive examination of papyrus letters than has been 
undertaken previously... with the aim of situating Paul's expression of thanksgiving in 
epistolary practice as exemplified in the papyri' .3 After an impressive survey of epistolary 
literature, he concludes: 
There are no formal 'introductory thanksgivings' in the prooemia of letters 
contemporaneous with the Pauline and other New Testament letters; hence, any 
reconstruction of such an "introductory thanksgiving' shatters on the lack of evidence. A 
certain version of the formula valetudinis which is extended by a thanksgiving seems to be 
limited to the third century B. C. E.; therefore it cannot be counted as a contemporary parallel 
to Paul. 4 
The ensuing response to Arzt's discussion includes (i) treatment of epistolary 
thanksgivings in general and their importance for understanding Phil 1: 3-11, (ii) 
methodological discussion of generic formulas, concluding with (iii) a more detailed 
analysis of the thanksgiving and prayer formulas in Philippians. 
iPaul at least employed secretaries in Romans (16: 22, the only reference to the name of a secretary), 1 
Corinthians (16: 21), Galatians (6: 11), and Philemon (19); cf. Col 4: 18; 2 Thess 3: 17; see Richards, 
Secretary, pp. 169-76. If Tertius was the secretary of all of Paul's letters-travelling with the Pauline 
mission-mention of him in one of the other letters might be expected, since Paul is not slow to make 
note of his co-workers. 
2Besides religious motivations for giving thanks (e. g. the gods could determine an individual's future health 
and welfare), White ('Epistolary Formulas', p. 297) notes that thanks is also given in order (i) to oblige the 
favour of the recipient and (ii) to express thanks for someone's action on behalf of the sender (e. g. Seneca 
Ep. Mor. 40.1). 
3Arzt, 'Thanksgiving'. pp. 29-46. 
4Arzt, `Thanksgiving', pp. 44-45. The formula valetudinis includes various kinds of wishes for well-being 
using, for example, a form of eppG)o@at; see examples in Exler, Form, pp. 103-106; see also Cicero Fam. 
5.1.1; 5.7.1; 7.4.1; 9.8.2. 
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V Fa1Fr. oocrh I haut, 
found much that I agree with in Arzt's analysis, there are several areas which 
prompt serious disagreement. These are in part due to a few relevant examples which he 
does not cite-although his is the most comprehensive listing of examples I have come 
across-as well as what he counts as evidence. His argument is essentially that during 
Paul's time comparable epistolary `thanksgiving' formulas (viz. those in which 
thanksgiving is given to the gods for human beings in the openings of letters and in the 
context of a health wish), in their two most basic configurations, were not in use; thus, he 
concludes that Paul's thanksgivings should not be understood vis-ä-vis epistolary 
thanksgivings. 
(1) Regarding one version of the thanksgiving formula Arzt states, 'Instead of the verb 
cüxaptatiE iv the noun xäptc occurs in the references of the third century B. C. E. For this 
special type of the formula valetudinis I could find no reference more recent. ' I Later he 
repeats a similar claim: `A certain version of the formula valetudinis which is extended by 
a thanksgiving seems to be limited to the third century B. C. E.; therefore it cannot be 
counted as a contemporary parallel to Paul. '2 The version he is referring to takes two basic 
forms: xäptc in the nominative with a dative noun (usually 6coi; or aot) and xäpt; in the 
accusative usually in conjunction with the verb E'X(o. Of the former type, if all Arzt requires 
is an example not limited to the third century BCE, he provides one himself: P. Giss. 17.6- 
7 (II CE) äa, ß, ä xäptc toig Oeoi; näßt kt ae 6tacpv?, 6Caaovat änpößuonov 3 If he 
requires the expression near the opening of the letter I would suggest P. Oslo. 3.155.1-2 (II 
CE) as a post-third century BCE example: `Acppo6(i(Ytos) 'ApthA, w {panA )} 
x(aipetv). E4il? Oa änö aov uoµyrwg {ico tao s} &TxTxtc, x&ptg OcoIS `Aphrodisios 
to Harpalus, greetings. I have journeyed from you in good health, thanks to the gods. '4 
Another second century CE example using the other type of Xaptg thanksgiving (but not in 
the opening) is found in P. Oxy. 1.113.13 (II CE) xäpty exw Ocoig näaty. (Arzt would 
probably reject these examples on the grounds that they are not part of a real formula 
valetudinis and are post-Pauline; the inadequacy of such criteria is treated below. ) Arzt 
does not specify what would count as contemporary to Paul, but apparently something 
from the first century CE would be more appropriate. Is not, however, this first century 
CE requirement somewhat arbitrary? Indeed, a true contemporary of Paul would have to 
be not only within a few decades of his writings but in the same locale, not distant Egyptian 
cities. Unlike Arzt I at least find second century CE examples informative parallels for the 
study of Paul's letters, especially since the majority of extant papyri are from the second 
century CE and beyond. 5 I am even more convinced of the relevance of second century CE 
examples if similar formulas can be found prior to Paul's writings, demonstrating some 
lArzt, 'Thanksgiving', p. 31. In n. 7 he cites P. Mich. 1.23 (257 BCE), P. Cair. Zen. 1.59032 (257 BCE), 
and P. CairZen. 3.59426 (260-250 BCE); he mentions others letters which use the nominative form of the 
noun xäptS with a verb (usually a form of EEX(O): e. g. P. Cair. Zen. 1.59076 (111 BCE? ); P. M. 1.79 (c. 260 
BCE); P. Cair. Zen. 3.59526 (III BCE); P. Petr. 1.29 (III BCE); P. Petr. 2.13(6) (III BCE). 
2Artt, 'Thanksgiving'. pp. 44-45. 
3Arzt, 'Thanksgiving', p. 32 n. 12. 
4For the use of the adverb xo rg1&c with a form of eXw as a report of health see PAthens 1.60.10 (IV 
BCE); SB 10.10240.6 (41 CE); P. Col. 8.215.8 (c. 100 CE). 
51ndeed, the majority of examples Arzt cites in support of a report of prayer formula (or apoßxüvrµa 
phrase) are prior to Paul or in the second and third centuries CE. Is this not a double-standard? When he 
cites P. Giss. 85 [reign of Trajan or Hadrian] as an example of the xpoaxüvnµa phrase, he dismisses the 
thanksgiving which appears in the same context as 'very different from Paul's prooemia' (against P. 
Schubert, Form, pp. 168-69) because it is later than Paul and 'thanks is not given on behalf of the addressee 
but directly to the addressee, although this happens before the god' (Arzt, 'Thanksgiving, p. 41 n. 44). 
For a similar use of the thanksgiving see P. Mich. 8.502.17-18 (II CE) apö novvb evxaptat& µov... ý 
(nv) &S[cXc j 'coot] xup4 110-0 8epµouOapüp nap, Oeots. 
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sort of trajectory. There is at least some evidence for such a trajectory in the case of the 
two xäptc forms of thanksgiving directed to god(s): P. Cair. Zen. 2.59160 (255 BCE); 
P. Cair. Zen. 3.59426 (III BCE? ); P. Cair. Zen. 3.59526 (III BCE); P. Mich. 1.23 (257 
BCE); P. Tebt. 3.2.946 (III BCE); P. Oslo. 3.155.1 (II CE); P. Oxy. 1.113.13 (II CE). 
The trajectory of usage is somewhat irregular, but it must at least be admitted that post-third 
century BCE examples of xäptc thanksgivings exist. Furthermore, it should be noted that 
this selection does not include several examples of `thanks' directed at people mentioned in 
a letter, which Arzt rejects as possible Pauline parallels (see below for a response). 
Some of the most important examples rejected in Arzt's study are found in the New 
Testament itself: 1 Tim 1: 12 yj ptv w tiw iv8vvag6a(xvri ge Xptatiw 'Iri(yov tiw 
xupic) hgrov, ötit... and 2 Tim 1: 3 xäpty ixo r(p 0c@ ... 
6; &6tuXe1niov Xco tv ncpi 
aov gvetav .v tal; 6c oeaiv tov vvictög uai ilµhpaS. Whether these are Pauline 
letters or not, they are certainly not pre-Pauline letters from the third century BCE (rather, 
probably late first century CE); and especially in the light of the use of `thanksgiving to 
God' and `mention of remembrance and prayer' in 2 Tim 1: 3 these are apt examples of 
epistolary formulas in which thanks is given to a god at the beginning of the letter. Indeed, 
the possibility that these authors were dependent upon Paul's letters and yet still changed 
his epistolary thanksgiving argues for an epistolary convention which was more familiar to 
the later authors (i. e. they had an option and chose to go with what was more socially 
familiar to them rather than recite Pauline convention). 
(2) Arzt's second argument is more significant, since it regards the form of thanksgiving 
apparently used by Paul: `In connection with a formula valetudinis at the beginning of a 
letter, we find the verb [cüxaptaticiv] not before the second century C. E. '1 Presumably, 
Arzt is referring to thanks given to a god, since his statement falls under the section entitled 
`The formula valetudinis and a Motif of Thanks to the God'. Clearly, thanks given to an 
individual near the opening of the letter occurs before Paul's time as in P. Wash. Univ. 
2.106.2 (18 BCE) 6xaptat6 aot ?. Iav &rt... and very near the time of Paul's writings as 
in SB 3.6823.18-19 (41-54 CE) IIpip. q SE uai Tuxapüt cvxapta[t]w pcyä). o;. 
However, Arzt strictly demands an example before or during the time of Paul in which 
thanks is given to a god rather than a person. Despite the fact that Arzt cites an example 
with a thanksgiving (to a god) in the opening which may date from the first century CE (SB 
6.9017.23.2 [I-II CE] cüxaptat6 ticj Esp6ntSt... ), 2 there are at least three other 
examples during the first quarter of the second century CE in which thanks (using the verb) 
is given to a god: P. Mich. 8.465.14 (107 CE) cüxapta[t& SE] tick EapäitSt (Sarapis) 
ical ['Aya9; j] TSX (Isis) ötit...; 3 8.473.29 (early II CE) [c]vxaptatioü t[c]v trot; Ocot; 
ötit...; and 8.476.25 (early II CE) cvxaptatw toot; Ocol; ört... 4 If Paul's letters which 
contain thanksgivings are dated conservatively sometime in the 40s and 50s and the 
previous examples are dated 100-125 CE, then there is no more than 40 to 85 years 
separating the two groups of letters. Arzt would probably reject the above P. Michigan 
examples on the grounds that the thanksgivings are not found at the opening of the letter. 
Despite the questionable logic behind this criterion, a second century CE ostraooiletter 
exists which may contain a thanksgiving (using the adjective) to a god near the letter's 
1See Arzt, 'Thanksgiving', p. 31. 
2See Arzt, `Thanksgiving', p. 35. 
3The same author of this letter uses a similar formula to give thanks to people: P. Mich. 8A66.47 (107 
CE) dapw Oüoilvaaup xai AovyEivgo xw Bappa'cpm. 
4See also SB 16.12589.4-5 (II CE) puOoüaa özt Eppo aat 9e[ois aä]aty evxapiaTqaa (near the opening 
of the letter); P. Mich 8A78.13 (early II CE); and P. Oxy. 12.1481.9 (early II CE), although the last two 
texts are fragmented. 
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opening: O. Amst. 1.29.2-5 (II CE) xaipely- [ytvtaxety ocOaco], ä6eXcpe, Stt ccpp 
ag[... ]ov tja0evilxc icai [... cüx]aptaticit t6 t Otht (see also SB 6.9017.23.2 [I-II CE]). 
In addition, some letters prior to Paul contain the verb of thanksgiving near the opening. 
Arzt cites BGU 14.2418.9 (late II BCE) äxcuxaptatriaaµsv tioig ¬vtiav0a Ocoig; 
P. Lond. 1.42.7-11 = UPZ 1.59.9-10 (168 BCE) eni gEv rwt ipp& a0a[i] ae c 0&og Toig 
Ocois eüxapiotovv as examples; and UPZ 1.60.5-8 (168 BCE) £ni piv t& t Epp& aOai 
ac... tioIS Oeoig Encuxapiatiovv. He does not consider such examples to be 
`conventional' because they are not part of an actual formula valetudinis. But why must a 
thanksgiving expression be in the context of a formula valetudinis in order to be 
considered an epistolary formula? Indeed, the majority of thanksgiving expressions do not 
occur in the context of a health wish. Arzt first proposes what he considers to be a 
legitimate formula, viz. the formula valetudinis (which he hardly defines), and then denies 
such status for the simple thanksgiving expression because it cannot be found during the 
time of Paul's writings in connection with a formula valetudinis. This seems to me a non 
sequitur. Arzt gives no substantial reason why the lack of a formula valetudinis should 
deny simple thanksgivings the classification of epistolary formula. Lastly, the same applies 
to eüxaptatieiv thanksgivings as it does to xäptg thanksgivings, viz. examples of the 
same epistolary convention found prior to and soon after Paul (II CE and beyond) provide 
useful parallels for understanding his thanksgivings. There is evidence for such a 
trajectory in the case of e x(xptatic) (and cognate) forms of thanksgiving (to gods and 
persons) used in letters: e. g. P. Cair. Zen. 4.59594.7-8 (III BCE) d xaptaticiv... Zi vwvt; 
P. Cair. Zen. 3.59309.2 (250 BCE) uai icp6tcpov gcv aot cyp6 fcgtcv cüxaptatiovvtcg 
6tt...; UPZ 1.59.9-10 = P. Lond. 1.42 (168 BCE) t gLv 'r& t Epp@o0a[i] ac e O&og 
tioig Ocoig cüxapiotovv; UPZ 1.60.8 (168 BCE) &Ci xv tiiit ippü)aOai ae... tioig Oeoig 
&csvxapiatiovv; P. Wash. Univ. 2.106.2 (18 BCE) St& navtibs bytaivety {vytatvty) 
cüxaptatiw aot a. iav ött...; 2 Macc 1: 11 (c. I BCE) Ex gcy6 wv 1cty&vvouv imb rov 
Ocoi acagx thvot pey&Xo g cüxaptatioi tcv avrq)...; I SB 5.7600.6-7 (16 CE) 
tcyäXwg aot (an) c' aptatiw uai nä%ty (ca? ctv) e xaptatirjacu {cuxaptaTna(ot}; 
SB 14.11645.11 (II CE) 6(p6tg [o(ptXtg) BE xal crib cüxaptatieiv { £uxaptaatity } talg 
Oco[i]S; P. Rain. Cent. 1.72.19 (III CE) eiXaptatico y&p Mto& peu; P. Oxy. 10.1299.6 
(IV CE) cüxaptatiov[g]cv {£uxapt(; tiw[µ]cv) Tw Ocw ötit...; SB 12.10773.8 (V CE) 
cvxapt<anw {£uxatti(o} yäp aot (an); SB 5.7655.2 (VI CE) cvxap[t]ati[w %Ctv]; 
P. Ness. 3.73.3 (683 CE? ) cüxaptatiw tiw 8cý. The point being made here is that 
thanksgivings using a form of d aptcrtciv, concerning which I find no reason why not to 
classify them as generic conventions, are found before, during, and after the time of Paul's 
letters. 
Lastly, I find Arzt's argument unconvincing because he dismisses Paul's letters 
themselves as possible first century CE cases in which thanks is given to a god near the 
letter's opening. Indeed, Paul's thanksgivings do not occur in the context of a formula 
valetudinis-he does not use any of the common terms of well-being (e. g. WwaOat; 
i)yta(vety; cinuxetv); therefore, they have more in common with the majority of epistolary 
thanksgivings than those from the third century BCE which are part of a formula 
valetudinis. Should it not at least be entertained that Paul provides us with the first 
1On the parallel between this thanksgiving and Paul's see Taatz, Frühji7dische Briefe, p. 33. She allows 
for the possibility that this is a Hellenistic formula but maintains that the prayer in 2 Macc 1: 17 is a 
Jewish 6Xmn, 6; (Berakah) formula. However, if Paul's prayer expressions were Berakah formulas one 
would expect him to use the same language as 2 Maccabees rather than apove - language found in the 
papyri (see below). 
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(known)l mid-first century CE example of a eüxaptaticiv thanksgiving to a god in the 
opening of a letter? Or should we, as Arzt would seem to have it, propose a revisionist 
reading of Paul's thanksgivings, claiming that they are not what they prima facie appear to 
be? In the light of the fact that Paul clearly does use other epistolary formulas in his letters 
(e. g. prayer formulas; disclosure formulas; commendations; closing greetings), it is quite 
plausible that his thanksgivings also reflect epistolary thanksgiving traditions as well, while 
keeping in mind that Paul also modifies epistolary tradition (e. g. salutation). 
(3) Issues of definition can no longer be assumed with such a complex subject as that of 
literary genre in the NT. I believe Arzt's argument is at its weakest here. The study of 
epistolary convention such as Arzt's requires methodological discussion of what constitutes 
a `formula' or `convention'. This has already been carried out above in the first part of this 
work under the topic of GENREGISTER; it remains to highlight relevant parts of that 
discussion in response to Arzt here. He notes that `epistolary conventions have a tradition 
and meaning that the writer as well as the addressees must be familiar with'? The validity 
of this statement is questioned even in his next sentence: `Otherwise the convention is not a 
real convention at all, at least not actually. '3 What, then, constitutes a 'real' convention (or 
formula)? And what does it mean that an expression is `at least not actually' a formula? In 
response, firstly, `conscious awareness' should not be a criterion for identifying a formula. 
Whether an ancient listener or reader was consciously aware of how they used or 
interpreted language is not only a matter of extreme speculation but is of little help for the 
question of what constitutes a formula. Much of language is used in an unconscious 
manner-an English-speaking child may not `know' what a present progressive tense is 
and yet find little difficulty using one in speech. Secondly, epistolary formulas (and all 
generic conventions) are part of linguistic systems, i. e. they become part of language users' 
linguistic `competence'. M. A. K. Halliday's definition of register (genre) is relevant here: 
A register can be defined as a particular configuration of meanings that is associated with a 
particular situation type. In any social context. certain semantic resources are 
characteristically employed; certain sets of options are as it were 'at risk' in the given 
semiotic environment. These define the register. Considered in terms of the notion of 
meaning potential, the register is the range of meaning potential that is activated by the 
semiotic properties of the situation 4 
In this study, therefore, genre/register has been defined as a configuration of meanings 
that are associated with a particular situation .5 The issue, then, is whether Paul's 
thanksgivings represent (in part or in whole) a configuration of meanings which was 
associated with a particular situation in epistolary literature. While Arzt admits that the use 
of `thanksgiving' terminology does occur around the time of Paul, he still asserts that this 
`use of cüxaptaticty in connection with news about the addressees' well-being is `not part 
of the actual formula valetudinis' 6 As far as I am aware, those scholars who have treated 
Paul's thanksgivings as epistolary formulas have not suggested that thanksgiving formulas 
are part of an opening health wish, i. e. this is not part of their definition of an epistolary 
thanksgiving formula (nor should it bel). It is not obligatory for the thanksgiving formula 
to appear in the context of a health wish, as is clear from the majority of epistolary 
thanksgivings (e. g. P. Mich. 8.473.29 [early II CE]). What is essential in a definition of 
generic formulas, as stated above, is a configuration of meanings which is repeatedly 
1But see perhaps SB 6.9017.23.2 (I-II CE) c aptaT&)iii EEp&xt8t. 
2M. n 'Thanksgiving'. p. 31. 
3Arzt, 'Thanksgiving'. p. 31. 
4Halliday, Learning, p. 126. 
5Halliday and Hasan, Language, pp. 38-39; cf. Enkvist, Stylistics, pp. 20-21. 
6Arzt, 'Thanksgiving', p. 32. 
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associated with a situation. With respect to epistolary thanksgivings, this configuration of 
meanings consists essentially of the expression of `gratitude, acknowledgement, 
appreciation, valuation' to a person or god for some reason. Greco-Roman status-relations 
required such formulas and the prevailing world view that divine beings controlled one's 
fate demanded them. This customary configuration of meanings developed various types 
of grammatical and lexical expressions. T. Y. Mullins identifies five typical linguistic 
elements used in the thanksgiving (none of which is the formula valetudinis), citing BGU 
816 as an example: verb of thanksgiving (süxaptatö ); modifier (noX ); object of 
thanksgiving (7at6wpw ri ätvrpön(p); person addressed (nä-rep); and substance of the 
thanksgiving (tci avv&T'roicc... ). 1 Of these elements, the verb (and I would add the 
noun xäptc), object of thanksgiving (dative), and substance of thanksgiving (e. g. o Et, 
btci, yäp) were typically present. This configuration of meanings and forms was 
associated with a particular situation, viz, an event (e. g. a safe journey, the sending of 
gifts, a person's good health) requiring thanksgiving. Based on this linguistic definition of 
generic formulas, several of Arzt's other arguments fail. 
Firstly, he states that other 
expressions of thanks to the gods are not formulaic but issue from the spontaneous and 
well-founded desire of the writers. A distinct hint on this is the occurrence and large variety 
of such formulations within the letter body. I hanks can be offered by senders, addressees or 
even by third persons. 2 
It is unclear how the claim that such expressions `issue from the spontaneous and well- 
founded desire of the writers' must necessarily lead to the conclusion that they are not 
formulaic. A generic formula, just because it is conventional, may also be used in a 
`sincere' and `spontaneous' manner (so most of the above examples). In contrast, it may 
become hackneyed. The author of P. Mert. 1.12.6-9 (58 CE) reveals how thanksgivings 
could be thought of as somewhat banal: yp6. pety SE aot gey&A. aq cüxapta tics 
ztapctto(v) Sei (St) y&p trot; gh (piXot; oat St& ? 6yo)v eüxaptaticiv `I did not write 
great thanks to you, for it is only necessary to give thanks to those who are not friends. ' 
Furthermore, generic formulas need not be limited (obligatory) to one section of the 
discourse in order to be considered a formula. It is clear from the papyri that thanksgiving 
was not a matter to be limited to either the opening or closing, just as disclosure formulas 
and greetings were not limited to one particular part of Hellenistic letters. 
Secondly, Arzt states that `the usages of thanksgivings in Greek papyrus letters so far 
presented differ distinctly from the form of thanksgiving that Paul offers to God for his 
addressees at the beginning of most of his epistles' 3 The main distinction, according to 
Arzt, is that thanksgivings in letters are expressed to a god and/or a human being, but not to 
a god for a human being as in Paul's letters. 4 Admittedly, most thanksgivings concern the 
health and general welfare of the author or other people being addressed in the letter, 
whereas Paul gives thanks to his god because of the `spiritual' welfare or ethical behaviour 
of the addressees. In response, firstly, it is at least worth noting that in P. Mich. 8.473.29 
(early II CE), the author gives thanks to the gods because a certain individual, Saturnilus, 
is similar in disposition to the recipient in that `no one is able to deride him' 
[e]vxaptatiovµ[c]vfrot; Ocol; [ö]tit öµot<o>S (oµotc) o[o]v Eatity, [ov]SEi; 
S[ü]vati[at] a$tiöv [u]arayA&aat. Here is an example in which the author thanks the 
gods because of a particular attribute of a person (not because of his good health), not 
'Mullins, 'Formulas', p. 382. 
2Arzt, `Thanksgiving', p. 33 (emphasis mine); see pp. 33-35 for examples. 
3Arzt, 'Thanksgiving'. p. 37. 
4See Arzt, 'Thanksgiving', pp. 34-35,37,41 n. 44,44 n. 47. 
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totally dissimilar to the way in which Paul sometimes thanks his god for the character and 
behaviour of his churches (e. g. 1 Cor 1: 4-5 the Corinthians abound in Christ Jesus, in all 
speech and knowledge). More important than demonstrating such epistolary parallels to 
Paul, however, is the answer to the question: Could Paul have been modifying (albeit 
slightly) the thanksgiving formula for his own ideological reasons, while retaining its 
obligatory elements? 1 The possibility of such modification is substantiated by the variety 
of forms of epistolary thanksgivings. Paul may have had his own ideological reasons for 
not speaking of the `health' of his recipients, viz. such concerns are `earthly'. Arzt's 
response to this question `Did Paul create an "Introductory Thanksgiving"? ' is worth 
quoting here. 
This question can be answered in the negative. An imitation of a report of a prayer and/or 
µveia-motif combined with a thanksgiving to God for the addressees is limited to some 
pseudo-Pauline epistles only (Eph.; Col.; 2 Thess.; 2 Tim. ). Other letters or epistles of 
early Christian writers do not point to the existence of a formal 'introductory thanksgiving' 
either. The same is true for Christian papyrus letters. 
Arzt's negative answer is apparently based on the fact that later Christian authors did not 
adopt (imitate) Paul's particular thanksgiving (as they did with some of his other formulas 
such as the prayer motif and expression of joy)? But this does not answer the question! 
Are we to believe that an author's epistolary style is dependent upon those who follow? 
Surely Paul may have modified epistolary convention (e. g. his salutations) whether or not 
later Christian authors did. 
Lastly, Arzt concludes that `because of the lack of references within the large number of 
Greek papyrus letters we may conclude that an "introductory thanksgiving" never existed 
as a set phrase' 3 He has already admitted that the use of thanksgiving expressions (or 
motifs) are present at the beginning of some letters. Now he seems to argue that this is not 
a `set phrase'. Admittedly, it is difficult to quantify what constitutes a `set phrase', 4 but if 
formulas are defined in terms of the above discussion of genre/register then the over 130 
examples of thanksgiving expressions cited by Arzt (to which I add at least 10 more) 
reasonably seem to justify categorising them as epistolary formulas (with both obligatory 
and optional manifestations). The evidence reveals that these formulas were flexible 
enough to be slightly modified (so 2 Thess 1: 3 ¬ xaptatiEiv öcpei op cv tick Ocw n6vtiotic 
n£pi vµwv...; cf. SB 14.11645.11-12 [II CE] 6(pciXetq (o(pnXtg) Se' xai ab Evxapta'r Iv 
(euxapißatity) tioIS O o[I]5... ). 
In summary, what Arzt has partly achieved in his study is a demonstration that epistolary 
reports of prayer are `more conventionalised' (i. e. they developed more obligatory rules for 
their usage) than epistolary thanksgivings. However, he has not demonstrated, either in 
terms of (i) the epistolary evidence or (ii) his unclear methodology on genre and generic 
formulas, that thanksgivings are not epistolary formulas and that Paul's thanksgivings 
(Romans; 1 Corinthians; Philippians; 1 Thessalonians; Philemon; cf. 2 Thessalonians; 
Colossians) should not be interpreted in the light of such formulas. Therefore, in 
preparation for a more detailed treatment of Phil 1: 3-11, I find it difficult to better J. L. 
White's statement on Paul's modified epistolary thanksgiving formula: 
1His assertion that thanksgiving expressions and motifs (which he does not define) 'arise from Paul's 
personal feeling, not from any epistolary formula' does not address the question (Arzt, 'Thanksgiving', p. 
35). Paul's 'personal feeling' may have occasioned his modification of the formula. 
2A M 'Thanksgiving', p. 44. 
3Arzt, 'Thanksgiving', p. 37. 
4Arzt specifies neither (i) the type of papyrus letters which might have employed thanksgiving expressions 
(friendship and familiar letters are the most likely, eliminating at least a significant portion of documentary 
papyri) nor (ii) how many examples must be found in order to justify use of the term 'a set phrase'. 
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The apostle Paul regularly employs this formula in the opening of his letters, though his 
thanks to the deity seems to be occasioned more by the well-being of his recipients than by 
his own welfare. And his thanksgiving leads, customarily, to an intercession on his 
addressees' behalf. ' 
In Phil 1: 3-5 Paul gives thanks to his god because of (or during) every mention of the 
Philippians (or their remembrance of him) in his prayers: cüxaptat& tiw 9a; ß gov Eni 
x6 con v wv nävtiotic Ev näß S 'ßct ov vne 7cäv'cu)v bg2 He gives a; 1 µµ ? 11 µPµ 
thanks in the act of prayer, making his request with all joy because of their participation in 
the gospel with him: ... µctä xap&S3 v 
SMow notoüµcvoS, Ent m, icotvavia vgew 
Ei; tib d ayy&, tov änö tnjS npc tt S figipag äxpt toi vvv. As already mentioned, T. 
Y. Muffins has identified five elements of the thanksgiving formula: verb of thanksgiving; 
modifier, object of thanksgiving; person addressed; and substance of the thanksgiving. 4 
Three of these elements-verb of thanks, dative of direction, and content/reason of 
thanks-are found elsewhere in NT epistolary thanksgivings. s However, in Philippians 
the content/reason of Paul's thanks is obscured by the fact that he does not employ the 
customary ötit (or yäp, r. j). 6 This has proved important for one of the issues concerning 
the letter's integrity, viz. why does Paul wait until the end of the letter to thank the 
Philippians for their aid? Is this not belated? Besides the fact that it has not been shown 
that in Greco-Roman society it would be considered inconsiderate to delay one's thanks 
until the end of a letter, some have responded that already in 1: 3 Paul has given thanks for 
the Philippians' aid: `The allusion to the gift in chap. 1: 3 prepares the way for the more 
detailed treatment in chap. 4: 10-20. '7 This is based on a causal interpretation of Cni 7t&Gp 
t µvthz üg v which conveys (in part) the reason for Paul's thanksgiving and a 
subjective genitive reading of b t6 v ('I give thanks... because of your remembrance of 
me'). The most cogent argument for the causal reading is that of P. T. O'Brien .8 The 
other alternative has been to take äti with the dative in a temporal sense and bg8v as an 
objective genitive ('I give thanks ... during my every mention of you'). The evidence for 
the causal understanding of rai with the dative is impressive. Although Paul uses Eni 
elsewhere in his thanksgivings in a temporal sense, in these cases it takes the genitive (1 
Thess 1: 2; Phlm 4; cf. Eph 1: 16). When it takes the dative, it has a causal function (1 Cor 
1: 4; cf. 1 Thess 3: 9). Perhaps the most compelling evidence for a causal interpretation of 
i näßß nj µvcta b i& v is the causal use of Fact with the dative in Phil 1: 5, in which Paul 
gives thanks because of the Philippians' `participation' in the gospel-the other Eni + 
dative expressions in Philippians may also be explained with a causal function (see chap. 
5). Furthermore, `in extra-Biblical Hellenistic sources the construction daptat&. w äti 
1White, 'Epistolary Formulas', p. 297; cf. O'Brien, 'Structure', p. 53. 
2A very close parallel to Paul's thanksgiving, although fragmented, is P. Cair. Zen. 1.59076.2-3 (257 BCE) 
... [ao]W1 %4ptc, toto, 
9eot... aoü && n[avt6; µveiav xot]ovµevoc, oiaaep Sixatov nv 'much thanks to 
the gods... always remembering you, just as it is right [for me]'; so Phil 1: 4-7 evxaptaTia Tj Sew Ent 
aäaD To gvciq vµ6)v... ua0k EaTty Sixaiov eµoi toüto cpovety. 
3Neither the text nor a functional analysis of epistolary thanksgivings give credence to Black's assertion 
that 'with the words µesä xap&S (1: 4) Paul announces one of the most obvious subthemes of the letter- 
joy in the midst of adversity' (Black, 'Discourse Structure'. p. 30, emphasis mine). This is the type of 
indiscriminate lexical paralleling that single-letter theorists must avoid. 
4Mullins, 'Formulas', p. 382. 
5See 1 Cor 1: 4-9; 2 Cor 1: 3ff.; Phil 1: 3-11; 1 mess 1: 2-16ff.; 2 Thess 13ff.; Col 1: 3-8; Phlm 3-11. 
65'riti is used in Rom 1: 8; 1 Cor 1: 14; 1 Thess 2: 13; 2 Thess 2: 13; cf. Phil 6. 
70'Brien, Thanksgivings, p. 46. 
8O'Brien, Thanksgivings, pp. 41-46; his commentary (Philippians, pp. 58-61) presents essentially the 
same view; cf. Zahn, Introduction, pp. 529,534; contrast, most recently, Black, 'Discourse Structure', p. 
27 n. 27, who apparently takes a temporal view, not interacting with O'Brien's study. 
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titvt is the most commonly used prepositional phrase to express the cause for which thanks 
are offered'. 1 According to this causal reading, then, Paul lists three reasons for his 
thanksgiving: (i) v3 every mention/remembrance of you; (ii) v5 their participation in the 
gospel; and (iii) v6 God's (or Paul's? ) continuing work in them. However, the evidence 
for a subjective genitive interpretation of bµwv in v3 is less convincing; and it is here 
where the rest of O'Brien's interpretation of the phrase is more suspect. Paul's use of the 
genitive bµwv (subjective or objective) is ambiguous in Phil 1: 3. In all of the other NT 
letters, it is clear from the grammar who it is that is doing the `mentioning, remembering', 
because a verb makes it clear-not&w (Rom 1: 9; Eph 1: 16; 1 Thess 1: 2; Phlm 4) and co 
(1 Thess 3: 6; 2 Tim 1: 3). 2 In every case where a modifying genitive is employed, it is 
clearly an objective usage (Rom 1: 9; 1 Thess 3: 6; PhIm 4). In all but 1 Thess 3: 6, which 
does not occur in an epistolary thanksgiving like the others and probably means 
`remembrance' rather than `mention', Paul is the one making mention of someone else. 
Therefore, based on the use of tveia in epistolary thanksgivings of the NT, 3 an objective 
genitive reading of btv in Phil 1: 3 would appear most appropriate. P. Bad. 4.48.1-3 
(126 BCE) also makes use of an objective genitive: Atovvaia O&ovt tiw xupüot xaipety 
uai &ppCoaOat, Eppwµat & uai akh, aov rily äptatiiv gvciav (µvrlav) eni navtib; 
äyaOov notovgývq ov Sta irres ('I do not cease making the highest mention of you 
upon/during every good thing') c xogat 6 to ; Ocoi;...; the similarities with Phil 1: 3-4 
are evident: (i) use of na; emphasising the frequency of mention and (ii) use of not (o. 4 
In sum, a causal interpretation of äci does not necessarily lead to a subjective genitive 
reading of b}t& v; indeed, an objective genitive reading is substantiated by the fact that 
when epistolary tveia expressions use a genitive pronoun, the pronoun always5 refers to 
the person(s) being mentioned, not the person doing the mentioning. It is not unreasonable 
to read i't' ndaq tj µvth üµwv as either Paul's or other Christians' mention of the 
Philippians (to God in prayer? )6 if it is understood that mentioning (or talking about) the 
Philippians would bring to his mind their faithful service.? In other words, pvcia here 
1O'Brien, Thanksgivings, p. 43 (cf. Schubert, Form, pp. 77,159); see n. 105 for examples, although he 
only cites one papyrus letter. UPZ 159.10-11(168 BCE). I could find only two other unambiguous 
epistolary examples: UPZ 1.60.8 (168 BCE) in! µev Twt FppwaOai ae... rots 6eo%S encapia rovv 'I 
gave thanks to the gods because of your good health' and the much later Christian P. Oxy. 18.2194.8-9 (V. 
VI CE) vxepcuxaptato"vat Tw O(e)w ent aaxov&p bg&v tp ßeXrtaTp They give thanks to god because 
of your most excellent zeal'; cf. the fragmented text of P. Lond. 5.1674.97-98 d xaptato<-u>[ t]e[v] Tw 
NCO Fnt TovTw. 
2In 2 Tim 1: 3 the author makes it even more clear that Paul's mention is made concerning the recipients 
rv crept aoü µvciav; so also Eph 1: 16 ivnep vµwv µveiav and 1 Thess 1: 2 nepi t&vr v vµ&V µvciav. 
30f approximately 32,000 papyri searched, I have not found a single case of Eni with pvcü . 4See also P. Bad. 4.51.3-4 (I1 CE) ßo"v Til(v) ioril(v) µveia(v) (µvea) aotoa x vi (notovµevnt) oS 
Sta71, Exw (StaXuto ); P. Cair. Zen. 1.59093.2-3 (257 BCE) uai aoü StaTe? ovµev iv (eµ) aavti 
Icatpwt µveiav aotoüµ[evot]. However, there is one example from the papyri that at least supports the 
idea that µveia can be the activity of the recipients. In P. CairZen. 1.59028.5 (258 BCE), the recipients 
are said to have 'remembered, mentioned' the author (and companions) in order that they may not be 'naked, 
exposed': aepi>> L&v µveiav xo11Laat (aorlßat), önaO; µi17uµvoi wµev. Unlike Phil 1: 3, however, here 
the meaning is unambiguous due to the use of the preposition 'cp. 
5Phil 3: 1 is the only ambiguous case. 
6In BGU 2.6325-6 (II CE), the author makes mention of the recipients to the local gods: µveiav (pviav) 
aov aotoüµevoc, aapä xoK [Fv]O&8c 9eois. If Paul intends a similar meaning, then his thanks is firstly 
based on his mention of the Philippians to God in prayer, i. e. recalling his fellow-Christians in prayer 
"results in gratitude to God for their Christian growth and service. 
7Paul is fond of mentioning the success of his converts in other letters: with respect to the Philippians 
(Macedonian churches) see Rom 15: 26; 2 Cor 8: 1; 2 Cor 11: 9 (cf. Phil 4: 15), and with respect to other 
churches see 2 Cor 9: 2; 1 Thess 1: 7-8. 
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may include the meaning of `remembrance'. 1 Paul is thankful because of the good 
recollections he has of the Philippians. Similarly, in his opening thanksgiving in 1 
Thess 1: 2-3, Paul remembers the work of faith, love, and hope exhibited by the 
Thessalonian Christians. As in the other interpretations (causal-subjective and temporal- 
objective), this `causal-objective genitive' interpretation must remain tentative; but it can be 
emphasised that even after O'Brien's study, it is still unclear whether Phil (: 3 is a reference 
to aid sent from the Philippians and thus foreshadows Phil 4: 10-20, which (if it does) 
would prove useful for a single-letter theory. 
Another aspect of Paul's thanksgiving that is directly relevant for the issue of the letter's 
integrity concerns the supposed `thematic' function of Paul's thanksgiving. Several 
scholars, following P. Schubert, argue that the thanksgiving introduces or summarises the 
general theme of the letter. 2 In contrast, Mullins notes how thanksgiving formulas often 
contribute to and are part of, but 
öt 
necessarily introduce or `prefigure', the `writer's main 
line of thought' .3 Which hermeneutical principle is to be applied to the thanksgiving of 
Philippians? Mullins' approach is to be preferred because it cannot be shown that other 
epistolary thanksgivings perform a `thematic' function. 4 If this is true of Paul's 
thanksgivings, it is only true because he has done so, not because he is following 
sociolinguistic convention. Therefore, any supposed parallels between the thanksgiving 
and the other parts of the letter are based on a semantic evaluation of the letter, not on a 
principle of generic structure. Consequently, O'Brien overstates the interpretative value of 
the thanksgiving, claiming that `... the purpose of the thanksgiving periods was to introduce 
the basic theme of the letter' .5 This cannot be demonstrated as a feature of all epistolary 
thanksgivings and, thus, it should not be assumed as a feature of Paul's. 
After his thanksgiving formula, Paul moves into a prayer formula (vv 9-11). 6 Prayer is 
also the situational context for the thanksgiving, as is clear from the two uses of Sblatq in 
1See P. Cair. Zen. 1.59093.2-3 (257 BCE), in which it is at least not explicitly stated that 'mention' is 
being directed to a god. uai ao"v Stam oüµev Ev (Eg) murr uatpwt µveiav noto$µ[evot]; cf. 1 Thess 
3: 6. Thus, p. veia need not be an act in which one specifically mentions someone to someone else. 
2E. g. Schubert, Form, p. 24; Wiles, Prayers, p. 204; Aune, Literary Environment, p. 186; Doty, 
Letters, p. 33; Jewett, 'Thanksgiving', p. 53; Garland, 'Defense', pp. 328-3 1; and O'Brien, Thanksgivings, 
pp. 12-13. With regard to Philippians O'Brien sees several parallels between the thanksgiving and the rest 
of the letter e. g. reference to financial help (1: 3 and 4: 10-20); joy (1: 4 and 1: 18,25; 2: 2; 17-18,28-29; 
3: 1; 4: 1,4,10); gospel (1: 5,7 and 1: 12,16,27; 2: 22; 4: 3,15); fellowship/participation (1: 5,7 and 2: 1; 
4: 14,15); the day of Jesus (1: 6,10 and 2: 15-16; 4: 1); righteousness (1: 11 and 3: 6ff. ); love (1: 9ff. and 
2: 1ff.; 4: 2ff. ). Assuming a thematic function of the thanksgiving, Swift ('Theme', p. 237) claims that the 
central theme of Philippians is 'the Philippians' partnership in the Gospel'. 
3Mullins, 'Formulas', p. 387; he also argues that it is not the nature of thanksgivings to introduce, but to 
punctuate (p. 388). 
4Schubert (Form, p. 162) cites only one example in support of this thesis (P. Lond. 42): 'This single 
papyrus letter is sufficient evidence that the c aptat& period is a fixed epistolary formula which serves to 
introduce the subject matter of the letter in a more formal manner... '. Similarly, he states, 'The function of 
the epistolary thanksgiving in the papyrus letters is to focus the epistolary situation, i. e., to introduce the 
vital theme of the letter' (p. 180). Firstly, 'thanksgivings' as epistolary formulas in and of themselves do 
not introduce basic themes since several of them occur later in the body of the letter (e. g. P. Mich. 8.476 [II 
CEl); Fondly. because 'thanksgivings' convey information they will of course contribute to the 
information structure of the letter, i. e. they will at least comprise one topic of the letter (e. g. 'I received 
your letter... '); lastly, not all 'thanksgivings' can be shown to relate thematically to the rest of the letter 
(e. g. P. Sarap. 1.92 [II CE] in which the author gives thanks because of the recipient's good health and then 
proceeds to discuss business regarding earthen vessels). Surely, introductory thanksgivings may set a tone 
for the rest of the letter but this is much more generic than saying that they introduce the 'vital' or 'basic' 
theme of the letter. 
50'Brien, Thanksgivings, pp. 12-13. 
6Wiles (Prayers, p. 159) plays down the Greek background of the prayer formula, even though examples 
exist where the language of prayer is conjoined with that of thanksgiving (e. g. P. Lond. 42; P. Vat. 2289; 
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v 4.1 The cultic importance of prayers in Egypt is revealed by the fact that people would 
travel many miles if necessary to offer prayers to the god(s). For example, approximately 
200 texts such as the following have been found on the walls of an Isis sanctuary on the 
river island of Philae: `I, Apollonius son of Theon, came to the Lady Isis [to offer] the 
prayer for.... 2 Similar prayers made their way into epistolary literature. The epistolary 
prayer formula, more so than the thanksgiving, often follows the epistolary salutation. 
Apollinarios, a military recruit, writes to his mother, Taesis, stating, `Above all else I pray 
that you are well. I myself am well and I am making prayers on behalf of you to the gods 
here' P. Mich. 8.491.1-4 (II CE) tpb gEv tävTwv cüxogat oc vytaivcty {uyetatvcty}, 
xäyi) cd tö bytaivc» {uyctatvo) uai tiö npoaxvvnjt& aov notes nap& ToiS EvOä6c 
OcoIS. Furthermore, prayer and thanks to the gods concerning the recipient's well-being 
are sometimes combined in letters 3 For example, both components are found in Sel. Pap. 
1.97 (168 BCE). Isias, writing to her husband Hephaistion, mentions that she continually 
prays for his well-being: ci ippwµvvont ti&a xati& %6yov änavtiai, cult äv bS tiolc 
Ocoig dot vrl StatcX . She then mentions having received a letter from him, part of 
which referred to his well-being. Upon hearing such news she notes that she immediately 
gave thanks to the gods for his good health (Cni µßv tiwt ippä aOat at iB&og tiolc Ocolc 
cüxapiatiouv) 4 Hence, prayer and thanksgiving to the gods (typically concerning a 
person's well-being) are closely related actions of the sender on behalf of the recipient (or 
vice-versa). Similarly, Paul links these two actions in the opening of his letter to the 
Philippians: 1: 3 cüxaptatiw and 1: 9 7rpoac6Xoµat 5 The actual content of Paul's prayer 
requires discussion of two other common epistolary conventions. 
Not only is prayer to the god(s) paralleled in other letters, but co-textual elements in and 
near Paul's prayer-a travelogue and disclosure formula-also parallel conventions in 
Hellenistic letters. 6 The disclosure formula in Phil 1: 12-26 is treated in the next section. 
Here it remains to discuss the content of Paul's prayer, viz. desire to visit the Philippians. 
BGU 2.423; P. Giess. 85); instead, he emphasises a parallel between Paul's intercessory prayers and Jewish 
liturgical practices (p. 160). So also Wick (Philipperbrief, pp. 177-78) places Paul's prayer language here 
(and elsewhere) in an OT context, thereby supporting his bold thesis that Philippians consists of a set of 
five macro-parallelisms. 
1For a similar expression using not&co and 6&totc in the opening of a letter see P. Harr. 1.63.4 (161 CE). 
2See discussion and translation in MacMullen, Paganism, p. 29. 
3Sanders ('Transitions', p. 358) argues that the thanksgiving formula is a translation of a Jewish hodaya 
formula, which occurs at the opening and closing of a Jewish prayer as a variant of the beracha and 
berachoth (cf. Audet, 'Evxaptocia'. pp. 643-62). In order to justify this assertion he must claim that the 
blessing (or eulogy) formula in NT letters (1 Cor, Eph, 1 Pet; evXMTÖs 6 6e6), a Jewish beracha, is the 
antecedant of the thanksgiving formula. He does not demonstrate this. Surely, all epistolary thanksgivings 
found in Egypt do not represent Jewish hodaya. Furthermore, the equating of the blessing formula with 
the thanksgiving formula seems to fail on the grounds that the author of Ephesians distinguishes between 
the ev%oplt&s (1: 3ff. ) and eüxaptetcem section (1: 15ff. ) of his letter. Thus, if Paul's thanksgivings can 
be explained formally and functionally in terms of Hellenistic epistolary expressions, then there is no need 
to interpret them as a translation of a Hebrew hodaya. 
4See also 2 Macc 1: 1-9; 1: 10-2: 18; P. Col. 4.66 (256-66 CE) eyw 8e c oµat at&at toi; OEotS uai twt 
8aiµovt tot) ßaatA, eaos ae ivytaivety icai e"XOety tö t&zoc npbS it gar, -, P. Mich. 8.466 (107 CE) ap6 twv 
oXmv eirzopai as eppwaOat; P. Amh. 2.135 (early II CE) eppwaOai as eirxogat µcä Tiuv r&icvmv; 
P. Mich. 8.481 (early II CE) np6 ; Lev nävwtaov ciao tat as üytaivety. See also the thorough survey of 
letters by Arzt, 'Thanksgiving', pp. 41-44. 
5Paul's use of the prefixed verb npoec(oput is more rare than the unprefixed form, but the former does 
appear in letters: e. g. P. Lond. 6.1926.16-17 (IV CE) and SB 12.10886.8-9 (1 BCE). 
60'Brien (Thanksgivings, p. 217) certainly overstates the background of the prayer formula: 'Both the farm 
and the content of this prayer point unmistakably to an Old Testament background'. Both the form and 
some of the content of Paul's usage are evidenced in Greek epistolary prayers, as well as originating from 
his own Jewish and Christian experiences. 
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Paul's notification of his travel plans, by Funk as a `travelogue', has been 
recognised by several scholars as an important part of his epistolary and persuasive 
strategy. ' According to Funk the travelogue section brings Paul's `apostolic presence', 
and hence his apostolic authority, into the sphere of the recipients. Paul accomplishes this 
through the contents of a letter, the dispatch of envoys, and/or mention of his own personal 
arrival. 2 The first two methods are intended to take the place of his physical presence; the 
latter method invokes the impending possibility of his personal presence. Funk maintains 
that Paul brings to bear his apostolic presence so that he may persuade the recipients to 
pursue certain courses of action .3 For example, three times 
in the opening section of 
Romans Paul reinforces his desire to be in Rome, first by stating the specific content of his 
prayer (1: 10 ... c o8(i)%aogat 
iv Tcj OE%Ag ct ¶ov Ocov , 
Ociv Tcpb; b g&; ), then by 
mentioning his desire to see them and minister among them (1: 11 ttnoO& yap i&iv 
bga;... ), and finally by revealing the content of the disclosure formula (1: 13 ... EoXMIct; 
npocOigily a8cIv irpb; v t&g). Several ancient letters explicitly reveal the desire of the 
sender to make physical contact with the recipient. 4 A noteworthy example of the mention 
of travel plans in the context of a prayer formula is P. Col. 4.66.22-23 (256-55 BCE): &y(')) 
Sý cüxoµat 7cäat talc Ocoig... ac vytaivcty ua aecty orb tiäxog 7cpog q g&; `I pray to 
all of the gods that you may be healthy and may come to us quickly' .5 In another letter 
(P. Tebt. 1.37 [73 BCE]), Apollon writes to Petesouchos apparently regarding overdue 
payments. Petesouchos is instructed that Apollon is on his way to the scene, and if he does 
not carry out the letter's instructions Apollon will be compelled to come earlier than planned 
(I 1 5. %a, µ ? 1S ' YK O1j µ C'Y. Ei,, p) EXýla ava as ao at wv av tov . Based on the grammatical 
and semantic parallels with Rom 1: 9-117 and the word order, 8 Paul's statement in Phil 1: 8 
most likely entails his `desire' to visit them, not just an `inner longing' for them. 9 
1Funk, 'Parousia', pp. 249-69; Doty, Letters, pp. 36-37; White, Light, pp. 219-20; and Aune, Literary 
Environment, pp. 190-91. 
2Funk, 'Parousia', p. 266. 
3 With regard to Hellenistic letters White (Letters, p. 202) states, `The request or demand for the recipient's 
presence or the sender's own anticipated visit sometimes conveyed a threatening nuance... [and] served to 
frighten the recipient into responsible and immediate action! 
4The motif of the sender's 'presence' within the broader epistolary tradition has been studied in detail by 
Koskenniemi. He (Studien, p. 38) states, 'Es wird nämlich als die wichtigste Aufgabe des Briefes 
angesehen, eine Form eben dieses Zusammenlebens während einer Zeit räumlicher Trennung darzustellen, 
d. h. die mcova{a zur napouaia machen'; see also Thraede, Grundzüge, pp. 146-56; and Karlsson, 
'Formelhaftes', pp. 138-41, with respect to Paul's letters. 
5Cf. Cicero Fam. 5.21.1 and 7.2.4. 
6See also e. g. Pap. Col. 4.121 (181 BCE) and P. Tebt. 2.289 (23 CE) in which the recipients are warned 
that inappropriate actions will result in their being brought into the physical presence of the sender. 
7Similarities include: (i) appeal to God as a witness of his desire to visit (Rom 1: 9; Phil 1: 8); (ii) use of 
the term 'desire eautoOü (Rom 1: 11; Phil 1: 8); (iii) use of a' va clause to indicate the purpose for 
coming, viz. to minister in some way (Rom 1: 11; Phil 1: 9); and (iv) mention of prayer for all of this to 
happen (ent cwv npoaevxwv Rom 1: 10; npoa6xo tat Phil 1: 9). 
8The basic word order of this section is VO (Verb-Object). In only three cases is the word order OV: 1: 4 
tv Wow aoto$pzvos and 1: 7'r6to c povety and 1: 9 toü ro apoacopat. In 1: 4 S&&aty is initial 
because it is both the theme/topic and anaphoric information. In 1: 7 , roüzo is initial because it too is 
anaphoric information, referring back to the preceding clause (cf. 1: 6 aatotO&S ainb toüto). Thus, 1: 9 is 
also probably anaphoric-Tovto refers back to his desire for them (i. e. his desire to be with them); against 
O'Brien, Philippians, p. 73, who takes it with the following tva clause. 
9So O'Brien, Philippians, p. 71: `In light of most of the Pauline instances (especially 2: 26) it is likely 
that enutoOew should be understood here as meaning that the apostle longs above all to see the Philippians 
again (cf. 1: 25ff.; 2: 12,23)'; see also 1 mess 3: 6; 2 Tun 1: 4. So also Mullins, 'Visit Talk', p. 353; 
contra Standaert's analysis ('Transitions', p. 96). In P. CairZen. 1.59025.8 (III BCE) the author invokes 
the witness of the gods when speaking of travel plans: 7[pbS Atbq oüv laai 8eüv }lý 6KvijanS SttXOc v etc 
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Accordingly, in v9 he reveals the purpose (iva) for his prayer to be with them (tioih o is 
anaphoric, referring back to the `desire' clause, as it always is elsewhere in Philippians 
when falling before the verb), viz. he prays to visit them so that he may participate in (or 
affect) their spiritual growth. ' In contrast to the goal of Paul's prayer, the senders' 
epistolary prayer in P. Mert. 2.63.18-19 (57 CE) cüxöµcOa { cvx(oµcOa) ac Iva xoc%@q 
Xcty (cy v) seeks the physical well-being of the recipient .2 Again, Paul's use of 
convention has probably been modified due to his ideological convictions (e. g. suffering 
comes with being `Christian', Phil 1: 29). 
. 
Despite the many similarities between Paul's thanksgiving and prayer and those found in 
other letters, Paul's usage is uncanonical in two respects. Firstly, Paul thanks a god from a 
different religious tradition than those typically worshipped in Greco-Roman contexts and 
mentioned in epistolary thanksgivings. 3 While quite obvious to us, this point, nonetheless, 
would have been salient to Greco-Roman Christians who received many letters in which 
thanks was given to the gods (plural) or to a different god (e. g. Sarapis). Secondly, 
whereas most letters express thanks for the well-being of the recipient or for the sender's 
own good health, in Phil 1: 3-7 Paul thanks God for the Philippians' participation 
(icotvo via 2x) in the gospel. The nature of this participation raises a significant 
problematic when interpreting the thanksgiving and prayer of Philippians. Does this 
participation-either an act of sharing or of participating with-primarily envision their 
individual responses to the gospel (i. e. their initial acceptance of the gospel-message) or 
their co-operation with Paul in the task of spreading the gospel message (i. e. their work on 
behalf of the gospel)? Perhaps this bifurcation is not necessary here. In the context, there 
is no clear reason why the Philippians' xotvcovia must exclusively involve either inner 
`beliefs' (acceptance of the gospel) or outer `works' (ministry on behalf of the gospel). 
Clearly, in Phil 4: 15 Paul emphasises the `work' of the Philippians on behalf of his 
ministry using the verb uotvcovE co, i. e. they contribute in material ways4 to his mission. 
Furthermore, in 1: 5 their `participation' is said to have taken place from the first day until 
now, which indicates that Paul is speaking of something beyond (but not necessarily 
excluding) their initial response to the gospel and is referring also to their ongoing 
participation (whether belief or activity) in Paul's ministry (cf. 4: 15-16 vv äpxij tioi 
d ayyEX{ov... ). Nonetheless, even though the Philippians' icotvwvias probably involves 
epwptov xai ayopäcaa; 'Before Zeus and the gods, do not hesitate to come [coming] into the trading place 
and to buy items [buying]... '. 
lapooc oµat is followed by a tva clause elsewhere in the Pauline letters: 1 Cor 14: 13; Phil 1: 9; Col 
1: 9; 4: 3; 2 Thess 1: 11; 3: 11. In these, the Iva clause need not indicate the content of the prayer per se, but 
as it usually functions it may indicate the general result (or purpose) for the prayer, which of course would 
be closely related to the specific requests of the prayer. Thus, Paul's prayer in Phil 1: 9 probably involved 
both the request to be with them and the consequences of that, viz. their 'spiritual' growth-in this sense, 
the IM clause may be viewed as the content (better 'result') of the prayer. 
2Cf. SB 6.9017.8.15 (I-U CE) c oµat Cva µi8Enote µou xpeiav aXp ovukt 'I pray so that he may no 
longer have any need of me. ' 
3See e. g. BGU 2.423 (II CE) in which a soldier gives thanks to Serapis (4 xvpi(p Eepdxt&t) for saving 
(e"(wae) him through a dangerous sea journey. See also the letter dictated by a Jew who surprisingly gives 
thanks to the gods C. PapJud. 1.4 (257 BCE) no7171 xäptc, toto, 6eot;. 
4CCf. Paul's use of the noun to refer to the Jerusalem collection in Rom 15: 26 and 2 Cor 8: 3; 9: 13. 
suotvwvia often has a passive function referring to the state of 'having in common' (2 Cor 6: 14; 13: 13; 
Gal 2: 9; Phil 2: 1) or 'possessing together' (1 Cor 1: 9), but it can also denote an act of giving or sharing 
something with others, in which cases it is often followed by an eK prepositional phrase (Rom 15: 26; 2 
Cor 8: 4; 9: 13). The latter examples suggest that Phil 1: 5 concerns the Philippians' act of contributing to 
the gospel-work (so 2: 22 with tic t 6ayyVtov clearly involves work on behalf of the gospel; cf. 4: 15 
in which the verb is followed by ei); according to this context, in 1: 7 Paul describes them as fellow- 
participants with him in his work of grace (Rom 1: 5). The meaning of Phlm 6 uotvwvia As aia'tco is 
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service on behalf of the gospel (partnership in the sense of a `contractual relationship' [cf. 
Gal 2: 9-10], 1 an expression of `friendship'? `political identity', 3 client-patron 
obligations, 4 or a Gemeinschaftsverhältnis, 5 or elements of some or all of these), in 1: 6-7 
(the third reason for his thanksgiving) Paul seems to broaden his description of them to 
include all that characterises them as Christians, including their alliance with the gospel 
message and its ethical requirements (cf. 2: 13). 6 His description of them as 
avyicotvwvoüg tov tu; xäpttioc recalls his account of the Macedonian churches in 2 Cor 
8: 1 yvwpi o jcv Be v tIv, ä&rX(poi, rv xäpty tioi Ocov tihv Sc6opÄvriv Ev -Tai; 
&xuarlaiatg ch ; Maxe6oviag (cf. Col 1: 6). But even here, xäptc is not only an object 
which the Macedonian churches possess but characterises their service on behalf of the 
saints in Jerusalem (see esp. 8: 6 kttie. ... 
Av xäptv); thus, the `grace' which they 
share with Paul in Phil 1: 7 may, as in v 5, designate their assistance on behalf of Paul's 
mission.? On the other hand, the eschatological reference to the day of Christ in Phil 1: 6 
recalls a similar eschatological passage in the epistolary thanksgiving of 1 Cor 1: 8-9, where 
it is clear that Paul is speaking of moral qualities (ävcyxXhtooc Ev ti; j hllipa tov uvp(ov 
ilµwv) and a `sharing in' (acceptance of) Christ (E c? i Orltic ci; uotvwviav tiov viol 
avtiov 'Irlaov Xptaiov; cf. Phil 3: 10). It is not unreasonable to think, then, that Paul 
speaks of both the initial icotvwvia of the Philippians as an act of accepting the gospel- 
message (grace) but also the ongoing uotvwvia of the Philippians as an act of adhering to 
and propagating the gospel-message with Paul .8 Thus, the Philippians are `partners with 
Paul'9 regarding all that xäpt; entails, both acceptance of the xäptc of the gospel and the 
moral and ethical entailments of xäpt; (e. g. the Jerusalem collection). In sum, the reason 
for Paul's thanksgiving is the general `religious' well-being of the Philippians, as 
exemplified in their xotvwvia on Paul's behalf. Their `well-being' probably involves 
several aspects: belief in the gospel; moral conduct; and missionary service. 10 
In sum, two points from the above treatment of the epistolary thanksgiving and prayer 
formulas in Philippians are directly relevant to the issue of integrity. (1) Although the 
too problematic to be used as evidence here; for discussion see O'Brien, Colossians, Philemon, pp. 279-81; 
but see Wright (Climax, p. 52) for a cogent interpretation of icoto via there which approaches my 
interpretation of Phil 1: 7: '... the key idea is mutual participation in Christ'. So also it is unclear in 
Phlm 17 (µE EXetS xo%vwvSv) what type of 'fellowship' Paul has in view, although the lexical similarity 
with Phil 1: 7 (E ctv µe... -bA4... (YuyicotvwvoüS µou) is noteworthy. 
1Sampley, Partnership, esp. pp. 51-77. 
2E. g. White, 'Morality', pp. 210-15; Stowers, 'Friends', esp. 110-12. 
3Geoffrion, Purpose, passim. 
4Bormann, Philippi, pp. 187-24. 
5Hainz, 'KOINfNIA', pp. 375-91. 
6So O'Brien, Philippians, p. 26. In Rom 15: 27 Paul seems to differentiate between 'sharing' in spiritual 
blessing and 'ministering' to physical needs; but in Gal 6: 6 the command to 'share' (uotvwvcivw) refers to 
physical not spiritual matters (cf. Rom 15: 26-27 where the Macedonians are involved in the giving of 
material aid, whereas the Jerusalem Christians shared spiritual blessings). The collection for Jerusalem is 
an act of uotvwvia (see Hainz, 'KOINf2NIA', pp. 378-80). 
7For this reading see esp. Davies, 'XAPIE', pp. 343-46. 
8Cf. Hainz, 'KOINnNIA', p. 389. 
9T7he genitive you in 3: 17 avµµtµqtai µou and 4: 14 a vy cowvwv jaavsc pov are probably objective 
genitives (i. e. objects of an action, 'imitating me'), suggesting the same of µou in 1: 7-the Philippians (as 
a joint adventure amongst themselves) gave to Paul a gift of grace (material or spiritual? ). But other uses 
of ovv- prefixes are not followed by an objective genitive involving a person (see esp. Phil 2.25 auve*v 
xai avatparnaötqv µou); rather, in such cases the meaning is 'fellow-', e. g. 'fellow-servant' (Matt 18: 28). 
Thus, it is just as likely that toi in 1: 7 serves to describe the Philippians as Paul's fellow-participants in 
, 
IOCf. Panikulam, Koinonia, p. 84 
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linguistic evidence suggests that eni 7cäann T11 µvcia %i&v should be interpreted with a 
causal meaning, it has not been demonstrated, either in terms of grammar or epistolary 
convention, that vµ iv is a subjective genitive (i. e. `your remembrance of me [in the form 
of material assistance]'). Therefore, this phrase is not definitive evidence against the 
multiple-letter argument that Paul's thank-you comes too late in the letter (though we 
suspect it on other grounds). (2) The supposed thematic function of the thanksgiving must 
be demonstrated from an analysis of the semantic content of the letter and cannot be 
attributed to an inherent trait of epistolary thanksgivings. Therefore, any parallels between 
the thanksgiving in Philippians and the rest of the letter must be argued for, not hastily 
assumed. 
Lastly, the above study suggests that Paul again has modified (or at least employed a 
rare use of) epistolary convention for his own ideological purposes: (i) Paul's 
thanksgiving is noticeably monotheistic and the deity is identified in relation to himself 
(9cý Ito-o) and (ii) Paul thanks his god in part for the `religious' (or `spiritual') welfare of 
his recipients, viz. their participation in the gospel. The importance of the 
thanksgiving/prayer `rhetoric' for Paul in Philippians becomes further apparent when 
compared to his other introductory thanksgivings/prayers: (i) thanksgiving is mentioned 
first, in the context of prayer on behalf of the recipients (Rom 1: 8; 1 Cor 1: 4; Phil 1: 3-4; 1 
Thess 1: 2; Phlm 4; cf. Col 1: 3); (ii) the reason for thanksgiving is at least partly based on 
the `spiritual' well-being of the recipients (Rom 1: 8; 1 Cor 1: 4-8; Phil 1: 5-7; 1 Thess 1: 3; 
Phlm 5-6; cf. Eph 1: 15-19; Col 1: 4; 2 Thess 1: 3); (iii) the recipients' spiritual well-being is 
guaranteed into the day of Christ (1 Cor 1: 8; Phil 1: 6); and (iv) Paul prays that he might 
visit the Philippians so that he may actively participate in their Christian development (Rom 
1: 10-11; Phil 1: 8-9). 
DISCLOSURE AND REQUESTS/PETITIONS (1: 12-26) (z* I -1 ) 
The example of prayer cited in P. Mich. 8.491 (II CE) above may also serve as an 
introduction to the next epistolary convention used in Philippians, viz. a disclosure formula 
with associated requests. After mentioning his prayers to the gods, Apollinarios remarks 
that he wants his mother to know about his safe arrival in Rome (lines 4-5 ytvc; )aucty 
(ystvoualcctv) ac O, µATiip, 'UTt... ). 1 Similarly, in Phil 1: 12 Paul discloses 
information to the Philippians about his personal situation and well-being: ytvc&U£ty 5e 
vµäS ßoiXogat, äSEXcpo', ötit ti& uati' £ to p. &X? ov ciS npoiconily rov e ayyextov 
ai XvOcv `I want you to know, brothers and sisters, that my situation has come about for 
the advance of the gospel. '2 He narrates his situation in w 12-26, mostly discussing the 
preaching of the gospel which resulted from his imprisonment and debating whether he 
wants to die and be with Christ or to live and further serve the Philippians. The importance 
1For other examples near the time of Paul see e. g. P. Oxy 4.743.27-28 (2 BCE) äv tocT6 aE OaW 
ytvWaiccty (7ELVWaiccty) dTt...; P. Oxy. 4.744.3 (1 BCE) yivwaxc iuc...; P. Koeln. 1.56.3 (1 CE) 
7tv6auety (ytvwauty) aE O Xo &tt...; P. Mich 8.464.3-4 (99 CE) ytvwaxety (ytvwauty) aE OE7lco 
ott.... 
2For examples in or near the opening see Rom 1: 13; 2 Cor 1: 8; Phil 1: 12. Sanders ('Transition', pp. 348- 
62) and Mullins ('Disclosure', pp. 44-50) conclude that Paul's disclosures signal the end of the 
thanksgiving section. Roberts ('Transitions'. p. 98) adds to the disclosure other transitional devices: (i) 
1: 10 eschatological climax and (11)1: 11 doxology. For disclosures in the body of Paul's letters see Rom 
11: 25; 1 Cor 10: 1; 11: 3; 12: 1; 1 Thess 4: 13. Phil 1: 12 is the only one which has ßovXo tat with 
ynvwaacty. With respect to the other letters, 1 Cor 11: 3 O&Xau SE bµäc, Et&evat &Tt... is stated in the 
positive (cf. P. Hamb. 2.192.17-18 [III BCE] EiSevat SE aE O&Xco 'act...; PSI 12.1259.4 [II-III CE] 
d8ivat aE OVA O ... ); the remainder in the negative (e. g. Rom 1: 13 ov Oe &v t&S dryvoEiv, 6 SE t, &Tt...; cf. P. Cair. Zen. 3.59530.1 [III BCE] oüx oTgai ae &Noety Stätt...; P. Brem. 1.6.3 [II CE] 
ovx o µat äyvoeiv ae &t... ). 
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of informing friends and family about one's own situation is revealed, for example, in 
P. Yale 1.42.5-9 (229 BCE), in which the letter writer complains that he is anxious because 
up until the present he has heard nothing about the situation of the recipient (ti& xatiä ae). 1 
In Phil 1: 27-2: 18 Paul then turns to petition the Philippians with respect to their conduct. 
He uses his own immediate story and a story about Christ as means to exhort them. 
Epistolary formulas disclosing information often take one of the following three forms: 
y ypacpa ovv önwS eiSljs... ('I write so that you may know... '), Yivc'aic (ioOt, µ0E) 
ötit (wc)... ('Know that... ') [and] ytvwausty ac O& o'&Ut... ('I want you to know 
that... ') 2 All three formulas primarily serve the task of disclosing information and often, 
especially in brief letters, supply the `explanation of the reason for writing' .3T. Y. 
Mullins lists four elements of the third type of disclosure formula: (i) 9. o) `to desire, 
wish', (ii) noetic verb in the infinitive, (iii) person addressed, and (iv) information .4J. L. 
White lists the lexical choices often found in the formula: 
(i) the verb of disclosure, often a two-membered unit consisting of a verb of desiring (Oixw 
or ßo$Xoµat) in the first person indicative, and the verb of knowing (ytvücxco) in the 
infinitive form; (ii) the vocative of address (öc8cXq oi, 'brothers', in the five examples from 
Paul); and (iii) the subject to be disclosed introduced by &rt. 5 
This longer, more polite form of disclosure is common in private letters, whereas the 
imperative form (yivwaxc) is typical of business letters. Phil 1: 12 follows the polite form; 
only Paul's use of ßo-Skogat rather than the more typical OeXci stands out but is probably 
of little functional significance. 6 The actual content of Paul's disclosure is that his 
circumstances (viz. his imprisonment) has resulted in the advancement of the gospel. His 
situation has had two consequences (i) v 13 the gospel has been brought to those 
in charge of his imprisonment (and the `rest'? ) and (ii) v 14 others have been emboldened 
to preach the gospel. Paul then notes that not everyone is proclaiming the gospel out of 
sincere motives-some (probably Christians) do it apparently to increase Paul's troubles; 
yet he still rejoices because Christ is being proclaimed. At the end of v 18 Paul makes a 
transition (&XX& uat'xapi1aop(xt... yäp... ) into a discussion about his possible 
aannpia: ot6a... ötit tovt6 got änoßijactat ci; aw piav (v 19). The string of 
prepositional phrases and a'äct clause in w 19-20, seemingly cluttered, modify (directly or 
indirectly) this main clause. Despite Paul's difficult clause structure, interpretations of 
what he means here have focused on the possible semantics of ownlpia? Two basic 
interpretations predominate, one emphasising the theological background of the term 
(eschatological salvation) and the other pointing to its typical epistolary function (rescue 
from danger) .8 In support of the former reading, O'Brien points to the exact parallel of the 
! RT) cot 7rypa oS lrxiovaS entcrsoa&S uai ovOev (ovOeg) got aapä aou tt got apoaxccpLrvTaL, -to 
..... .... aýl, eov &Ntwv eveua ¶oö µi8 Ecus toü vüv axquoevati to Kath ße. 
2For further discussion and examples see White, Light, pp. 204-205,207-208. 
3White, Light, p. 207. 
4Mullins, 'Disclosure. p. 46. 
5White, 'Introductory Formulae', P. 93. 
6For use of ßouXopat rather than Wo with a noetic verb see e. g. P. David 1.14.19-20 (U-III CE); P. Koeln 
5.238.2-3 (IV CE); P. Oxy. 48.33993 (IV CE); P. Oxy. 563862.6-7 (IV-V CE); P. Stras. 135.2-3 (IV-V 
CE). 
7Unless strong evidence can be proffered, voino should be taken with its nearest co-textual cohesive tie, viz. 
the demonstrative pronoun in 1: 18 ev Toüup which itself refers to the ongoing proclamation of Christ 
(with sincere and insincere motives); contra O'Brien (Philippians, p. 109) who takes it back to 1: 12. 
8O'Brien (Philippians, p. 109) lists various options: 'rescue from captivity, preservation of the apostle's 
life, triumph over his enemies, the salvation (and conversion) of many people, the eternal messianic 
redemption, or, in general terms, whatever will be salutary for Paul'. 
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expression ötit tioi tö got änoßijaetat et; awuipiav in Job 13: 16 LXX. 1 Job seeks 
vindication in the `heavenly court'; so also, Paul seeks salvation based on God's 
judgement. However, it is not the function of Job's statements in their context that 
necessarily determines Paul's usage, but how Paul seeks to incorporate this subtext into his 
own discourse. And since Paul's usage is what is at issue, the Job parallel proves 
indeterminate. Indeed, O'Brien can use it to support his eschatological interpretation of 
aoyr1 pia and Hawthorne can use it to support his physical interpretation? Paul's use of 
the noun in his other letters including Philippians (Rom 1: 16; 10: 1,10; 11: 11; 13: 11; 2 Cor 
1: 6; 6: 2; 7: 10; Phil 1: 28; 3 2: 12; 1 Thess 5: 8,9) would suggest that ao pia in Phil 1: 19 
implies eschatological salvation, i. e. deliverance from wrath (Rom 5: 9; 1 Cor 3: 15; 5: 5; 1 
Thess 1: 10; 5: 9) and reception of eternal glory (Rom 8: 18-30; 2 Thess 2: 13,14). 4 
However, in epistolary contexts such as this one, aoxmtpia regularly implies the physical 
welfare (e. g. rescue from the dangers of a sea-voyage) either of the sender or the recipients 
(cf. 2 Macc 1: 11) 5 R. MacMullen notes that the same is true of `salvific' terms in 
inscriptions: "`Savior" in them [inscriptions], or "salvation", had to do with health or other 
matters of this earth, not of the soul for life eternal. '6 Furthermore, the idea that a person's 
well-being is dependent upon one's own and others' prayers to the gods has been 
mentioned above with respect to epistolary thanksgivings and prayers; similarly Paul also 
attributes his a pia to the 501atc of the Philippians and the provision of the Spirit 
(1: 19). 
Consequently, the debate over the meaning of auurpia in Phil 1: 19 raises linguistic 
issues regarding the influence of SYNTAGMATIC and PARADIGMATIC choices on word 
meanings. Scholars have typically focused on paradigmatic choices that were at Paul's 
linguistic disposal (competence) when he used aw pta. But if syntagmatic choices (viz. 
the epistolary context) are taken with equal seriousness, then the interpretation of aamlp(a 
as `physical well-being, safety' in Phil 1: 19 is more credible. I find it difficult to believe 
that Paul, who so far has appeared to be very aware of his epistolary style, would fail to 
see the connection between his use of aomrpta and epistolary usage. But as has already 
been noted, Paul is capable of modifying epistolary convention (especially for ideological 
1This OT parallel is quite clear since (i) Paul only uses the verb äcaoßaivw here (cf. Luke 21: 13 where it 
also has the sense of 'result' rather than movement away from) and (ii) this verb is rare in the papyri and 
never used in conjunction with awrnpia. Yet there is the possibility that this expression represents a 
Jewish idiom, rather than a conscious use of Scripture (Stanley, Paul, p. 67 n. 8); thus, appeal to its 
original context for understanding Paul's use may be misleading. 
20'Brien, Philippians, p. 110, and Hawthorne, Philippians, p. 40. 
3Even Hawthorne ('Interpretation', pp. 80-81), who reads aoyrnpia in 1: 19 as physical deliverance, 
interprets it as 'salvation of your souls' in 1: 28, even though his somewhat unique reading of 1: 28b would 
allow for a non-eschatological reading. 
4So O'Brien, Philippians, p. 110; Garland, 'Philippians 1: 1-26', p. 333; Dailey, 'To Live', p. 20; Silva, 
Philippians, pp. 76-78; Marshall, Philippians, p. 24; so also the author of the Latin (translation? ) letter to 
the Laodiceans (late H CE? ), who recites Philippians at several points, translates 1: 12 with vita aeterna. 
? Cf. Alexander, 'Letter-Forms', p. 96. The majority of epistolary uses of aamlpia are in reference to the 
welfare (e. g. health, safety) of the recipient (aaac lpia aov) or other family members and friends (e. g. 
P. Mich. 8.490.12-14 [II CE] uai av Se µil öxvet (wxvt) yp&Verv (ypa(pty) wept AS aongpias aou icai 
rrls -rwv &&I& v pov); however, for an example which concerns the as t pia of the letter writer see the 
same letter P. Mich. 8.490.6-7 (II CE) c väyxrly (avavx lv) e"axov rot Stl) rat aepi AS awrrlpiaS µov; 
cf. PSI 4392.5 AS aongpiaS ilµ& v (242-41 BCE). Request for information about the recipient's 
awrgpia is often combined with a promise to take care of whatever the recipient needs, as in P. Mich. 
3.212.9-11 (H-IH CE) 7p&" pot, xivpte, abv [T]ots x[E]pot; iEPi'v ga 1Pac aov scat icpi iuv 
x pl tc cap' eµo S. Personal correspondence often comprised these two elements: information about well- 
being (awgpia) and request for goods and services (Xpeiai). 
6MacMullen, Paganism, p. 57. 
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reasons), and this is what he has apparently done here. That a pia does not simply 
mean `physical rescue' in 1: 19 is most evidenced by the final phrase in v 20: Me St& 
ýAq c re St& Oav&cov-Paul clearly allows for the possibility of his death, regardless of 
his personal expectations. ' The `rescue' he envisions is not limited to his mortal life. 2 
Paul makes the qualification in v 20, viz. that whether he lives or dies Christ shall be 
magnified through him, so as to redirect the implied epistolary reader's MENTAL SCRIPT in 
a way that challenges their need for deliverance from physical sufferings-and what more 
striking way to do this than to manipulate conventions of language probably familiar to the 
reader. Paul is less ambiguous about the meaning of owv1pia in 1: 28-30: God's 
salvation (v 28 (Yo rgpia) does not preclude suffering (v 29 näaxety) in the Christian's 
life. Clearly aamqpia here does not imply physical rescue, which would not serve Paul's 
ensuing argument that `suffering' is fundamental to Christian existence. In 1: 19 Paul seeks 
aa p(a that is not solely based on physical deliverance but on eschatological 
vindication; 3 the Philippians should adopt the same attitude toward `suffering' that he has 
(1: 30). 
The remainder of Paul's disclosure develops out of the last phrase of 1: 20, viz. he 
desires to die and be with Christ but also to remain and serve the Philippians (1: 21-26). 
This eventually becomes a travelogue statement in v 26 (6tä fig pig itapovßiaS 7c(, XA, ty 
npbS bga; ) 4 The rhetorical importance of such statements in Paul's letters has already 
been noted in the above treatment of prayer formulas. It remains here to note that letter 
writers sometimes discuss their travel plans in relation to their circumstances. For 
example, in P. Mich. 3.203 (98-117 CE) the author Saturnilus uses a disclosure formula 
(ytvü)austy (yelvwauty) ac Oe i'öit... ) to reveal that he has not had an opportunity to 
visit since he was last there (line 8) and then he employs another disclosure formula to 
reveal that he may not be able to visit again for some time (line 13). On the one hand, letter 
writers such as Paul seem obliged to make known their future travel plans; on the other 
hand, the same letter writers often apologise for previous and future failures to visit. Much 
of Paul's travel language is paralleled in the non-literary papyri; 5 Mullins is not 
exaggerating when he claims that non-literary papyri `are full of visit talk' .6 Paul's use of 
lln a mostly convincing reading of =Mpia as physical deliverance, Kennedy ('Background', pp. 23-24), 
however, fails to account for the apparent implications of this prepositional phrase. Reeves ('To Be', p. 
286), who also adopts the interpretation of physical deliverance, gets around this problem by interpreting 
'whether by life or by death' metaphorically, i. e. 'dying' means staying in prison; but the context does not 
prompt a metaphorical reading and his appeal to 2 Cor 1: 9-10 could just as well support a'physical death' 
interpretation of Phil 1: 20. Furthermore, his claim that Paul's absencelpresence language in 1: 27 'is 
inexplicable if the apostle believed that he was going to die in prison' (p. 288 n. 96) is unwarranted if Paul 
is simply referring to his receipt of news about them while he is still in prison. Reeves' larger argument 
that Paul here is debating whether or not to use the Philippians' monetary gift as a bribe to secure his 
release, while plausible (Acts 24: 26), requires reading much into the text that is not explicitly stated. 
2sovT6 in v 19 probably refers back to the activity of those who preach Christ so as to afflict Paul. Their 
activity will result in Paul's ultimate vindication (salvation) before God, since he, like Job, is innocent. 
3Cf. Garland, 'Defense', p. 333.2 Tim 4: 10-18, whether it is Pauline or not, provides a comparible 
intertextual reading of how I interpret Paul's statement here. Paul, in his defence of the gospel in prison, is 
confronted by two sets of Christians-one supporting him and the other not. Thus, he has been deserted in 
his imprisonment. He expects God to rescue him, in spite of the possibility that ultimately he may die. 
His rescue is one that will bring him into the heavenly kingdom. Cf. Clemen, Einheitlichkeit, p. 141, 
who notes a possible historical connection between 2 Tim 4: 9ff. and Paul's earlier letter (A) to the 
Philippians. 
40n the concept of napouaim in letters see Thraede, Grundzüge, pp. 146-56. 
5For a formal study which gives more attention to epistolary literature than Funk's notion of 'Apostolic 
Parousia' see Mullins, 'Visit Talk', pp. 350-58. 
6Mullins, 'Visit Talk', p. 352. 
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pvvw terms in 1: 24-25,7rapovai. a in 1: 26, and the participles , 
0wv, i6wv, änwv in 
1: 27 are all common terms of `visit talk' in personal letters. 1 
Regarding the structure of this section, the use of requests after a disclosure formula 
may illuminate the function and location of 1: 27-30 as well as the additional exhortations in 
2: 1-18. L. Alexander has rightly pointed out the petitionary nature beginning at 1: 27 and 
that the clause tva... äxoüco r& ncpt vµwv may be `an implied request for news'? The 
exhortations of 2: 1-18, signalled by ovv, would then represent Paul's new petitions to the 
Philippians. In other words, 1: 27-30 (a petition following a disclosure) addresses their 
immediate situation and 2: 1-18 brings to bear new exhortations. Throughout this entire 
section (1: 12-2: 18) Paul's own situation-the content of the initial disclosure formula-is a 
recurrent topic (1: 13,17,20-26,30; 2: 12,17). His situation is interwoven with 
exhortations to the Philippians. The combination of a disclosure formula and petitions is a 
useful epistolary strategy, obviously because letter writers would want to reveal their own 
situation, reiterate previous commands, address the immediate situation of the recipients, 
and add any new commands that require their attention. 
J. L. White has identified three main parts to epistolary petitions (and requests): (i) 
background, in which the petitioner recites the circumstances which necessitate the request; 
(ii) request, and (iii) acknowledgement that the letter writer will be benefited if the request 
is fulfilled 3 (1) White observes that `in letters where request is only one of the functions 
in the body, the "background" is often omitted as a formal element. It is functionally 
present, however, in iva, öncu and yip clauses which follow the request and provide 
explanation of it. '4 Similarly, Paul's initial noXttcücaOc request is explained by the 
following tva clause, i. e. his request is based on his desire to receive future news of their 
steadfastness (v 27) and fearlessness (v 28). More than that, however, the disclosure 
about Paul's situation in prison serves as a background to his petitions in 1: 27-30; he uses 
his own situation as an example for the conduct of the Philippians. This background- 
petition structure in Philippians may be explained in terms of epistolary literature; so White 
notes that `the initial disclosure may serve... as background information to justify the 
request' .5 Lastly, there is no inherent epistolary reason why a letter may only make one 
request or petition; thus, Paul's multiple exhortations are not entirely uncanonical. In 
P. Mich. 3.203 (98-117 CE), after using four disclosure formulas, the author makes five 
different requests-take care of my pigs; send allowance to Julas; send his brother to me; 
send olives; write to me concerning Julius-before closing the letter with greetings. 
Obviously, that which makes Paul's petitions stand out is their moral character. (2) Paul 
uses two clearly marked linguistic transitions to begin his two sets of requests/petitions: 
'Besides the examples in Mullins, see BGU 14.2420.2-3 (I BCE) ItpoaLLvw Av napovaiav aoü; P. Oxy. 
47.3357.7-8 (I CE) &vaµeivat tily Cav ov aapouaiav; P. Oxy. 56.3852.17-18 (II CE) n ail aapouaia 
e"asat Viv (tgpetv); P. Oxy. 4.744.5. (1 BCE) ado iv 'A)e4av6ped>> µevw; CPR 7.55.7-8 (II CE) 
napap. van ev At oixiat; P. Leit. 1.5.6 (c. 180 CE) a[oü] &«v; SB 6.9228.5 (160 CE) 6 Mu'rop 
änwv; PSI 12.1241.19-21 (159 CE) WOW &vOoµoX6p got ncpt AS c at[a]Oetas vtv; P. Oxy. 
9.1215.2 (II-III CE) ua (aXwc, ) aotnaetc, (mýaiS) &&v apös eµe (atµat). 
2Alexander, 'Letter-Forms', pp. 95-96. 
3White, Light, p. 204; see also his more detailed treatment The Form and Structure of the Official 
Petition, although this mainly treats official and administrative petitions. Personal letters sometimes 
employ a simple imperative to make a request. 
4White, Light, p. 204. 
5White, Light, p. 198. 
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1: 27 g6vovl and 2: 1 ovv 2 Yet, the transition to 1: 27 is still stated in the context of his 
travelogue. In other words, Paul's initial set of petitions is occasioned by the travelogue 
discussion. Paul wants the Philippians to `conduct themselves' or `exercise their 
citizenship' in a manner worthy of the gospel, 3 whether or not he is able to visit them. In 
P. Oxy. 3.532.10-18 (II CE) the letter writer warns that if a payment is not made at once 
then he will have to come in person and dispute over it: ävayicat o; ovv tiw äva6t86vtit 
(ava& ouvtt) aot cb itati6? tov tiovtio 60&A; än66o;... öpa ov<v> µi1 ä, Xfi); 
7cp6tls icat nou apg µE npbS as 8civ avvýý ri aovia aot. 4 Paul, in contrast, does 
not want their conduct to be motivated by a potential visit. (3) Lastly, at the end of Paul's 
second set of petitions, he perhaps states his acknowledgement of the benefit he will 
receive if the Philippians carry out his petitions: viz. their obedience will result in 
uavxrlµa i to't ci; nµhpav Xptatoi because ovx ciS ucvov 98pa tov oü5E Etc xevöv 
ciconiaaa (2: 16). 
In sum, an epistolary reading of 1: 27-30 (and 2: 1-18) as a set of petitions which follow 
a disclosure resists the claim that we have here the central purpose of Paul's letter (see the 
above critique of Watson's rhetorical analysis) .5 This is not to deny that Paul's 
exhortations in 1: 27-30 were important to the fabric of the letter, but that they represent but 
a few among many exhortations which he wished to convey to the Philippians (see 
discussion of Interpersonal Meanings in chap. 5 below). In addition, these requests are 
closely tied in a structural way to Paul's disclosure of his situation-the two work together. 
It was perfectly natural for Paul to make requests of his recipients in an epistolary context; 
this is not something that differentiates his letter writing style. However, Paul, as is typical 
of his modification of epistolary convention, composes his requests so as to serve his own 
religious purposes (in contrast to the seemingly mundane `Send me some olives, mother. '). 
One last aspect of Paul's disclosure formula is worth noting since it is directly relevant to 
the issue of literary integrity. As with the thanksgiving it has been noted that disclosure 
formulas reveal topical intentions (purposes) of the author, however, this is a feature of 
disclosure formulas in general, whereas it is not true of all thanksgivings. The statement- 
of-reason-for-writing function of disclosure formulas, of course, has serious ramifications 
for the literary integrity of Philippians because single-letter theorists have always been 
searching for a thematic thread which binds the letter together. However, Paul's use of a 
disclosure formula should not be used for such an endeavour, since although it is true that 
disclosure formulas reveal an author's purpose for writing they do not necessarily reveal 
the purpose for writing (especially in lengthier letters) .6 For example, in the previously 
mentioned letter P. Mich. 3.203 (98-117 CE) Saturnilus uses four disclosure formulas ('*art 
ytvaiauety {yetvwxty } cc O &w ait... ) in the same letter, each revealing a separate 
reason for writing: (i) he sent them three letters in the present month (lines 2-3); (ii) he had 
IOn the use of L6vov with an imperative see LSJ s. v. p6voS B. H. 
2White (Light, p. 204) notes that otvv is one of the conjunctions used to connect a request to a background. 
Accordingly, the petitions beginning at 2: 1 probably follow from the petitions and situations stated in 
1: 27-30; this understanding is supported by Paul's use of the imperative zX. r pcaate. Paul will be pleased 
if they carry out the petitions of 1: 27-30, but his joy will be made complete if they carry out the ensuing 
petitions. 
For various interpretations of noXvre6ea6e see Geoffrion, Purpose, pp. 42-48, who defines it in political 
terms. 
4For epistolary formulas used to summon responsible action see White, 'Formulas'. pp. 305-307. 
SGeoffrion (Purpose, pp. 35-80) treats it as the 'primary theme'. 
6So White, Light, p. 198: 'One should not attempt to determine the intention of a letter on the basis of 
one or two epistolary formulas in the body. ' 
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another child born to him (lines 5-6); (iii) he had no opportunity to visit them since his last 
visit (lines 8-9); and (iv) he may not be able to visit again for awhile (lines 13-14). 
In conclusion, Paul again employs epistolary formulas (viz. disclosure and petition) to 
serve his own communicative goals. His disclosure is used to narrate his own situation in 
order to later exhort the Philippians to behave in the same way. In other words, Paul's 
modification of epistolary convention may be summarised in the statement that he discloses 
information about himself and then uses this for paraenetic purposes. ' In this regard, 
his letters resemble philosophical letters such as Seneca's rather than the type of petitions 
found in most personal letters. 
TRAVEL INFORMATION AND COMMENDATIONS (2: 19-3: 1) 
In Phil 2: 19-24 and 2: 25-28 Paul makes known to the Philippians his plans to send 
Timothy and Epaphroditus to Philippi. The structure and language of the two sections 
contain several similarities. 
2: 19-24 Mention of sending EkniCo) Si iv xupiw 'I loo"v TgtöOeov Taxen neµ4fat ü Liv 
Reason tva uä76 Evyrvxw yvoüs tä wept vµwv 
Praise of person 66eva 7&p e"xw is ö vuxov, 8a-Its 7vIjßiC q T& nepi v t& v 
gEptµv et. .. 1 V& 
Soxtµily avTO) 7tvwvxeTe, öiCO; 
tpt ¶& na CVoV avv & to. e8o$Xtvasv Ei; Tö Evayye%tov. 
2nd mention of sending To"vTOV... o'vv &=Co) aennat äv &(pi&w r& nept eµe 
E avýc,... 
Mention of travel plans nenotOa BE ev xupiw &t ica. avhÖ TaxeuK eXevaouat. 
2: 25-29 Mention of sending ävayncaiov Se ilmaäµiiv 'Enacpp68ttov Töv &ScXcpöv xai 
cmvep-yöv uat w(Ylpatt( v go-o, i) &v Be &n6aco%ov uai 
71etTOVpyöv ýS xpeiaS µov, aEµWat apoS vp. & 
Reason enet&il EntnoOwv i1v nöcvtaS vµä, uat &Snuov&&v, 
Mention of illness &6tt tpcoüaaxe 'äst naOevnaev. Kat yäp i aOevrlßev 
aapanMatov eavcTm" &U& b ee x A), haey a16't6y... 
2nd mention of sending anovSato rtpo ovv fn eµ to av, tÖv, 
Reason tva j&ovTec avtov 7c&Xty apii' xa'yw &Xun&Tepo; w. 
Exhortation to receive npoaSexEGAe o$v avTÖv b xvpiw pzt& nä as xapäcc,... 
Paul's language here parallels other letters in which the well-being of someone known to 
the recipient is mentioned by the author, more specifically, Paul may be employing a form 
of epistolary commendation (recommendation) in order to entrust Epaphroditus (and 
perhaps Timothy) into the care of the Philippians (cf. Rom 16: 1-2 and 2 Cor 3: 1). 2 This 
section, however, serves more than the task of commending Timothy and Epaphroditus. 
The above underlined elements represent several common topics of personal (family and 
friendship) letters, which will be treated in more detail below. Most of these concern 
information about the travel itinerary of oneself and one's intermediaries. The threefold 
exhortations in 1: 28-3: 1, which is part of the commendation of Epaphroditus, will be 
treated in more detail in the next section on epistolary hesitation formulas. It need only be 
stated here that the first imperative, apoo%cde, is common in epistolary 
commendations. The many formal and functional epistolary characteristics of this section 
1So Wick (Philipperbrief, p. 158) rightly claims, `Paulus seine Selbstdarstellung ebenfalls dazu benutzt, 
um damit den Philipp= ein Beispiel für die Paränese zu geben'; for example, `Fair Seneca ist der Tod die 
höchst mögliche Form der vorbildlichen Selbstdarstellung. Auch für Paulus ist seine mögliche Hinrichtung 
ein Weg, ein Vorbild der Gesinnung Christi für die Philipper zu sein. ' 
2See the standard works of Keyes, `Greek Letter', pp. 28-44, änd Kim, Letter of Recommendation. On the 
basis of form and content Kim (Recommendation, pp. 120-35) understands the following sections of Paul's 
letters in terms of epistolary commendations and introductions: Rom 16: 1-2; 1 Cor 16: 15-16,17-18; Phil 
2.29'30-, 4: 2-3; 1 Thess 5: 12-13a; the whole of Philemon (particularly vv 8-17). 
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highlight its epistolary context (register). It is not necessary to classify it as a rhetorical 
digressio (so Watson) so as to explain its supposedly awkward appearance in the structure 
of the letter. An epistolary reading makes perfect sense of its structure and function in the 
discourse, without appealing to the rhetorical handbooks. 
Epistolary recommendations contain three distinctive elements: (i) recommendation of 
the individual (usually the letter carrier), 1 specifying the relationship with the sender, (ii) 
request for the recipient to assist the recommended person; (iii) expression of appreciation 
by stating that the sender will be favoured by the recipient's assistance and/or that the 
sender will repay the favour. 2 In P. Oxy. 2.292 (25 CE), for example, Theon (sender) 
recommends his brother Heraclides to Tyrannus (recipient) immediately after the letter's 
salutation: `HpaiXei. 6 äno&So$S aot of v intatioXily &rziv µou && X(pög. Theon 
then proceeds to recommend Heraclides into the care of Tyrannus: Ste napaxak& ac 
µmä täarjS Suväµc C'Xctv avtiöv auvcatiaµtvov. Finally, Theon states that 
Tyrannus will favour him if he receives Heraclides: xapiact (Xapcaat) Sc got tiä 
µtytatia &v aov , rjS EXtaqµaaiaS tivxrjt. 3 In his letter to the Romans, Paul follows 
this basic pattern, introducing Phoebe in 16: 1 and requesting her care to the Romans in v 2, 
except that he does not mention any favour which will transpire if the Romans act on his 
recommendation. avviaTilµt and compounds of SXoµat are two key words in Rom 
16: 1-2 which are also found in letters of recommendation (and introduction) 4 
Furthermore, Paul states the reason why the Romans should fulfil the requested 
recommendation: `She has been a helper of many, including myself' (16: 2). The example 
in Romans and statements such as that in 2 Cor 3: 1 demonstrate that Paul knew of and 
practised the social convention of epistolary recommendations (cf. 1 Cor 16: 15-16,17-18; 
Phil 4: 3; 1 Thess 5: 12-13; Phlm 17). Phil 2: 19-3: 1 differs in that Paul is primarily 
announcing the sending of, and only partly commending, his fellow-workers to the 
Philippians. Therefore, although the use of apoa66XcaOc in 2: 29 is sometimes a feature 
of recommendations, recommendation does not adequately characterise the whole of this 
section (it is only one function of many), which is perhaps better classified broadly as a 
report of the welfare and travel plans of individuals. Statements regarding travel plans is a 
recurring topic in this section: (i) sending (vv 19,23,25,28) implies that people will visit 
the recipients; (ii) Paul himself is confident that he will come soon (v 24); 5 (iii) 
Epaphroditus desires (to see) the Philippians (v 26; cf. Rom 1: 11; 2 Cor 9: 14; Phil 1: 8; 1 
. Thess 3: 6); and (iv) the Philippians will be glad when they see Epaphroditus again (v 28; 
cf. 2 Tim 1: 4). In this manner, Paul bridges the spatial gap separating himself, his fellow- 
1Although commendations typically concern the letter-carrier, Paul does not specify this and thus it must 
remain only a speculation that Timothy or Epaphroditus delivered the letter. The use of the aorist tense for 
the verb of sending is of little help for determining if Epaphroditus had already been sent, since it can be 
interpreted as a past-time aorist-so Rahtjen, 'Three Letters', pp. 169-70, who sees this as evidence that 
Epaphroditus had already been sent to Philippi with the thank you note of 4: 10-20-or an epistolary 
aorist-Mackay, 'Further Thoughts', pp. 165-66, in response to Rahtjen-or with no recourse to temporal 
schemes at all (e. g. a verbal aspect reading) -so the present author. Paul's specific mention of a letter 
carrier might be expected since this is common in the papyri letters (see Epp, 'Manuscripts', esp. pp. 46- 
47). If, however, Timothy or Epaphroditus delivered the letter they may have also read it; see Polybius 
Historiae 2.61.53, in which the letter carriers also read the letter. 
2White, Light, p. 204; for a list of examples see Keyes, 'Introduction', pp. 32-39,43. See Pseudo- 
Demetrius, TSnot 'EmwoXtxoi 2 for the introductory (av(n=uc ) type of letter. 
3See also e. g. P. Oxy. 22.2349 (70 CE); P. Oxy. 4.787 (16 CE); and from the perspective of one who was 
recommended P. Mich. 8.498 (II CE). 
4Keyes, 'Introduction', pp. 39-41; cf. Kim, Recommendations, p. 132. 
5See above under disclosure formulas for a discussion of Paul's apostolic parousia as a feature of his 
travelogue statements. 
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workers, and the Philippians, ensuring that they will all be brought together again. The 
desire of spatially separated comrades to see one another becomes becomes a contest for 
Saturnilus in P. Oxy. 3.203.17-18 (98-117 CE) e[i] ü LE ; OeXct ge (got) [g]txpbv i6cIv 
(ct6cty}, C Y( µeya ('If you wish to see me a little, I [wish to see you] greatly'), revealing 
the social importance of such statements in personal letters. ' Similarly, Paul sends 
Epaphroditus back to Philippi because (i) Epaphroditus desires (to see) them (v 26) and (ii) 
the Philippians will be gladdened by seeing Epaphroditus again (v 28). 2 
Paul begins 2: 19 and 2: 25 by stating his intention to send (t p. at) Timothy and 
Epaphroditus (respectively) to Philippi .3 The 
`sending of envoys' for business and 
personal matters is a recurring topic in epistolary literature 4 `Envoys not only bring 
messages to the absent party but also bring return messages and personal attestation of 
what they have witnessed. '5 This is apparently the task that Timothy is to perform, viz. 
Paul sends him tva uäyw 64mXw yvovs ti& iccpi Tä ncpi vµwv (v 19). 6 Timothy's role 
is probably more than a silent observer, since Paul could have requested a letter in order to 
hear about their status. Envoys are also sent to carry out tasks. In P. Mich. 3.203.25-28 
(98-117 CE) Saturnilus requests that the recipient send (ir p. ov) the brother of Julas to 
him so that Saturnilus may send back his wife and children with him. Epaphroditus was 
sent by the Philippians as their änöatioXos in order to care for Paul's needs (Xcttioupybv 
'rI1S Xpciac gov). A form of the expression `write to me whatever you may need' (Mv 
ttvos xpEiav 4%... yp6. pe ilµiv) is common in letters.? Similarly, Epaphroditus is the 
agent (or envoy) through whom the Philippians meet the needs of Paul (nj; xpciag go-O). 
Although the reason why the recipient should carry out the favour(s) requested is not 
always stated in recommendations, the reason is sometimes based on `the virtues and 
deserts of the person introduced'. 8 Paul ascribes high virtues to both Timothy and 
Epaphroditus-part of the rhetoric of commendations. Timothy is `like-minded' with Paul; 
he does not seek the things of himself but those of Christ; the Philippians are exhorted to 
know (ytvwaxctc as imperative)9 about his approved merit (Soictp. i v); he, as a son to a 
1Cf. P. Cair. Zen. 2.59254.5-6 (252 BCE) ac t8ety (iovXopat öaov & t8 etat... xp6vov; P. Fouad. 
1.75.14-15 &äv E[7l]Op ua. O XA Süvnt airrýv tS&(tv]; P. Col. 8.215.22-24 (100 CE) ei (il) SvvatÖv 
&aTty, ttv (etSty) ße rv µucpäv tpiS AV itµEpav (tiµopav). 
20n the 'desire' of separated individuals for one another in epistolary literature see Koskenniemi, Studien, 
pp. 169-72, and Thraede, Grundzuge, pp. 165-73. 
3Although the verb nigno is used to refer to the sending of persons (a criMO-verb is more common, 
e. g. P. Oxy. 14.1663.8 [II-III CE]), it is typically employed to refer to the sending (or request for sending) 
of material goods (both in the aorist and present tenses), e. g. SB 5.79873 (81-96 CE) [a]äxxouS aot 
encµVa xai... 'I send you the sackcloth and... '; SB 6.9449.5-6 (41-42 CE) ov aEµnw U Got [-Tä] 
bctµrvta Sta... 'I am not sending you the monthy offerings because... '. Both functions were often 
combined in a statement such as 'I am sending you something through (8(a) so-and-so' (e. g. P. Brem. 
1.21.3-4 [II CE] e"se t i& Got 6t& 'AnoUwviou'tot gtxpoü (µEtxpou) äpyupiou Spavt&c eixoat). 
4White, 'Epistolary Formulas', p. 304. 
5Mitchell, 'Envoys', pp. 653-54. 
6Cf. P. Wisc. 2.84.24-26 (II BCE) onx 6X(ywS y&p äywvtüt t pt (ttxpet) oü p. &Oc T& aept ao"v; UPZ 
1.72.4-5 (152 BCE) &co6aavrcc Ev IIo(et r& nepi aoü; SB 6.9451.4-6 (II-III CE) [e]Xc4 ov Se 6 
°IwvoS toü &S"ov ¶& 7]päµµata uai EYvwv t& aepi vµ[wv]; P. Ryl. 4.696.8-9 (III CE) iva got 
&XO+'tES gC tMP amt t& nep. Gov. 
7For epistolary examples see White, Light, p. 207. 
8Keyes, 'Introduction', p. 41. 
97tvcöaiceve is either an imperative or indicative in function. Determining its original function will 
always be problematic, but three reasons suggest or at least allow for an imperative reading: (i) Paul can 
use the imperative followed by &Tt elsewhere (Gal 3: 7; cf. 2 Tim 3: 1; Matt 24: 22,43; Luke 10: 11; 12: 39; 
21: 20; 21: 31); (ii) the imperative would parallel more closely the structure of Paul's commendation of 
Epaphroditus which employs three imperatives; and (iii) the imperative makes better sense of the 
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father, 1 serves (F. So %euocv gnomic aorist) on behalf of the gospel (vv 21-22). In 
addition, Paul forecasts that Timothy will care for the Philippians (iä xWt bg&v 
t ptgvtjact). Similarly, in P. Mich. 8.498.4-5 (II CE) the sender thanks the recipient for 
caring for him: xäptq aot %XcfaTij, HcXA , µcptµwjaavt µe. 
2 Similarly, 
Epaphroditus is ascribed a list of five attributes which have to do with his Christian identity 
(&6 , (pöv) and roles (avvcpy6v; (; vatipattwtinv; 
& töato? ov; Xcttipovpyöv). 
Furthermore, his illness is a cause for praise, since he risked his own life for the work of 
Christ (v 30). Paul is, firstly, compelled (&vayuaiov) to send Epaphroditus back since 
the latter desires (äctnoO v to see) them and since he became troubled (6811govwv) 
because they had received news of his sickness. The `desire' of separated individuals to 
see one another has already be mentioned above as a common epistolary topic (see on the 
thanksgiving and prayer). It remains to be stated here that such reciprocal worry is 
characteristic of personal correspondence (e. g. requests for information about health). In 
P. Mich. 8.465.23-24 (107 CE), the letter writer urges the recipients to be . Xap@; (glad) 
because he is in a good place; he goes on to say that if they are grieved he will be `uneasy, 
troubled': cav y&p v tciS {vµt; ) Xvnr aOe 46 äSiiµovw. Paul similarly is glad that 
Epaphroditus is now in good health because he would be grieved by the Philippians' 
anxiety over their apostle. Epaphroditus' desire to see the Philippians and his uneasiness 
over the Philippians' knowledge about his sickness are not Paul's only reasons for sending 
him back. In addition, Paul is more eager (anov6atot pwg) to send Epaphroditus than 
Timothy because of the former's sickness. The mention of a person's health is not an 
uncommon topic in personal letters. In some cases, this amounts to more than a request for 
information and turns into specific mention of a individual's health. The Philippians, of 
course, will be glad when they see Epaphroditus again, standing in good health. So also 
the author of P. Muench. 3.1.57.4-5 (II CE) prays to the gods that he may see his readers 
in good health: rol; Oeois cüxoµat i6civ { ct&tv } äµäS ü-ytaivovtas. In P. Hamb. 
1.88.3-5 (II CE) the letter writer, 'Avtiä , is glad because he has received a letter telling of 
the recipient's deliverance (by the gods? ) from illness: iXäprly ?akv aov tiö 
tta, r A, tov ua?. fis cpäace , 
'dn eyaia11aac {cyatariacg} icai 6tt &atievtjaag (a) 
& Mn<; > {£awüii} 3 Similarly, Paul gives credit to God for the healing of Epaphroditus 
(v 27) 4A letter which reflects something of the feelings that Paul had with respect to 
Epaphroditus is P. Mich. 8.473.25-27 (II CE): ... uai [tja]Oe"icev. [£8Xt]ß1, v X=10c% 
(epistolary) commendatory function of this section in that it reflects Paul's attempt to commend Timothy 
into the care of the Philippians rather than just to assert it 
'Paul's use of familial language may serve to endear Timothy to the Philippians. To reject the son would 
be to reject the father. In P. Mich. 3.203.23-24 (98-117 CE) the author asks the recipient to send an 
allowance to Julias; he then asks them to treat him as if he were his own son: [e"a]ccw <w>ai c[p vi]6s µov 
üx i cp Eµe cpt%e"u, xai ey&Dt& Texva µo1 [qt) ]. In UPZ 1.70.1-2 (152 BCE) the author, Apollonius, 
addresses his older brother as father ('AnoXmvtos IIToXgLaiwt rw aaTpi xaipetv), a term of respect. 
Paul apparently found the flexibility of familial terms appropriate for descriptions of Christian relationships 
and roles (e. g. his use of &6e%Toi). 
2Cf. P. Mich. 8.473.16-17 (11 CE) µil xaOei [So]v µeptµvwv. 
3Cf. Sel. Pap. 1.9830-31 (c. 160 BCE), in which the letter writer states that he is anxious to know if a 
child is not ill: eyw y&p vil '[oüs OeovS &Yaavtw µßj note &[p]po atct v6 nat8&ptov. After noting that 
she had heard about the recipient's sickness (6n iiaO xas (i(; OevrixoS)), the author of P. Col. 8215.6-8 
(100 CE) mentions her thankfulness upon hearing about the recipient's recovery. exapilv Be äxouaaa[a] 
m xogVk (xcogawc) e"axrlxac (eaxoS). Already in 1917 Moffatt ('Philippians 11 26', pp. 311-12) 
made the observation that Phil 2: 26 compares to P. Oxy. 1481(early II CE), which tells of a soldier's 
concern that his mother had learned of his illness. 
4Cf. P. Col. 3.6.13-14 (257 BCE), in which the letter writer seems to say that he cannot send an individual 
back to the recipients until an unnamed god releases him from sickness: &; äv t&Xtßsa ain6v 6 Oc6S 
äff, xasaa njaw avt6v np6S t&S; cf. the ostraca letter O. Anist. 129.4-5 (II CE). 
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{Xo[t]n[ti0ets]) bx' aütioü {awrov}, y&prly öXoS [öti]t ECrlKE[v] `... and he became 
ill. I was troubled, being grieved by him (his sickness); I was exceedingly glad that he 
lived. ' P. Oxy. 55.3816 and 3817 (III-IV CE) are informative examples of letters reflecting 
epidemics of infectious diseases in Egypt and the importance of communicating the health 
of oneself and others to family and friends (just as news about misfortunes today [e. g. 
earthquakes] invokes the desperation of distant loved-ones to attain further information 
about the well-being of family and friends). The first letter reads: 
Ptoleminus and Chaeremon to Sinthonis their sister, greetings. Before all else we pray to 
God that we find you in good health (o iATIpov). I want you to know that (yv& vat ae 
Oo uTt... ) Achilles is very ill (voßt) and has been treated many times for his foot 
problem and continues to be ill up to the present moment (t& eao äpß voat) and is 
perhaps even more so (ill); because of that I could not speak with him. I was very sick 
(haO v iaa) myself, even to the point of death (r, % O&varov). However, I thank god that I 
have become well (c aptar& Tw OF -& e"anua). Write to me about the things 
you need, sister. I have written to you so many times and yet you do not answer me. Greet 
our brother Palex and our mother and all your household by name. I pray for your health, 
sister. 
A severe sickness could be brief or lengthy; ' thus, it is suspect to assume that 
Epaphroditus' sickness must have been lengthy and thus Paul would not have waited until 
it was over to thank the Philippians (hence, Paul had already written a letter to the 
Philippians [e. g. 4: 10-20] which included oral information about his sickness). Modem 
temporal expectations should not be placed upon ancient communicative practices, unless it 
can be shown that the ancient persons would never wait for an extended period of time 
(whatever that amounts to! ) before notifying someone about a sickness. The above P. Oxy. 
55.3816 demonstrates that a letter writer might wait until after their own or another 
person's recovery before writing. 2 Furthermore, it should not be assumed that a particular 
letter writer had the necessary facilities (e. g. letter carrier or secretary) to write immediately 
at the time of sickness. As seen in the above P. Mich. 8.473, the letter writer might deem it 
important to wait until the individual's recovery before reporting an illness. 
Returning again to the commendatory function of 2: 19-3: 1, as S. K. Stowers notes, 
epistolary recommendations do not necessarily involve introduction (as if the recipients had 
never known the person being commended). 3 Rather, recommendation (or commendation) 
may simply serve to ensure the favourable reception of the person being commended. 
Paul's first imperative in 2: 29 is perhaps the most suggestive evidence that this section is an 
epistolary commendation of Epaphroditus. Compounds of Sxoµat are found several 
times in letters of recommendation, including Rom 16: 2 and later Christian letters 4 
Epaphroditus is to be given a favourable reception because (v 30 'ött) of his near-death 
service on behalf of the work of Christ. His service, which Paul perhaps mentions as a 
persuasive device, supplied what was lacking on the Philippians' part (v 30 tiö vµc&v 
vati&ptlµa A; np6; µe XSttiovpyia; ). In addition, Epaphroditus is to be received simply 
because it is Paul who sends him back with commendations. To reject Epaphroditus would 
be to reject Paul; so also in other literature, M. Mitchell demonstrates that `rejection of the 
'In a plausible reconstruction of the badly fragmented P. Mich. 8.478.9-11 (II CE), the letter writer says 
that his sickness prevented him from writing for five days. In P. Brem. 1.64.7-9 (II CE), the letter writer 
states that his eye disease lasted forfour months: & ... 
i, u ývrpäµnvoq dcaOeviu (awOevaot) µov t& 
oµµaTa. 
2Epaphroditus may have already written to the Philippians about his sickness, either on his way to Philippi 
or immediately upon arrival. 
3Stowers, Letter Writing, pp. 159-60; he cites Phil 2: 25-30 as an example. 
4Keyes, `Introduction', pp. 40-41. 
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envoy means rejection of the one who sent him'. 1 This is even more significant if 
Epaphroditus has been given instructions on how things should be going at Philippi. 
Epaphroditus, like Timothy, is not a passive observer in Philippi; he will participate 
(influenced by his time with Paul) in the growth of the churches there. The second of 
Paul's requests is that the Philippians are to hold such as these (viz. those who do the work 
of Christ) in honour (v 30). With similar language, the author of P. Oxy. 2.292.5-7 (25 
CE), after commending his brother (gov &50g6S), requests the recipient to `hold' him as 
one being commended: Stö napauaXw ae tctä näarS 8uv6 tecoS xety avtiöv 
auveatiathvov. Paul, somewhat differently, turns his commendation into an opportunity 
for more general moral exhortation. As is argued in the next section in more detail, Paul's 
final exhortation regarding Epaphroditus is that the Philippians are to be glad (happy). As 
is clear in 2: 28, this joy is to be occasioned by the recovery and return of Epaphroditus. 
But Paul is not finished here with his exhortations. He uses the report of Epaphroditus as a 
springboard into the negative warnings of 3: 2. 
Before concluding this section, it is worth noting that Paul's placement of the 
commendations (and his own travelogue) at this location does not demonstrate that this is 
the end of an originally separate letter. The travelogue (and specific mention of individuals) 
need not appear at the end of Paul's letters (1 Cor 4: 14-21; Gal 4: 12-20; 1 Thess 2: 17- 
3: 13); thus, its placement in Philippians does not provide conclusive evidence for a 
multiple-letter theory? Furthermore, contemporary letters do not follow a rule whereby 
mention of specific individuals only occurs at the end of the letter. 3 
In conclusion, Paul's recommendations are both canonical (i. e. they seek to commend 
Timothy and Epaphroditus into the care of the Philippians) and modified (i. e. he sets up at 
least one of the commended persons, Epaphroditus, as a model of moral imitation) .4 Paul 
may also be using Timothy as a paradigm of conduct when he contrasts Timothy's concern 
for the Philippians with those who seek the things of themselves (2: 21; cf. 2: 4). 'ere is 
no need to categorise Phil 2: 19-30 as a digressio in order to preserve the letter's coherence 
(so Watson). Such a claim seems to be special pleading in order to resolve an apparent 
break in the flow of Paul's argument. To treat Paul's very epistolary language here as a 
rhetorical exercise is to remove it from its context of situation (i. e. register) and skew its 
function of `friendship maintenance' in the letter. 
HESTFATION FORMULA (3: 1B) AND SURROUNDING REQUESTS/PETITIONS (2: 29-3: 2) 
The interpretative watershed in the debate over the literary integrity of Philippians has 
been and continues to revolve around the beginning of Phil 3. Those who argue that 
Philippians consists of multiple letters claim that the supposed shift in Ton und Stimmung 
1Mitchell, 'Envoys', pp. 645-49. Her second principle, viz. envoys have the power and authority to speak 
for the person who sent them (pp. 649-51), may also be a rhetorical device of Paul's commendation. 
Mitchell also rightly notes that Paul's request for a proper reception does not necessarily indicate that 
Epaphroditus has fallen out of favour with the Philippians (p. 647 n. 20; cf. Col 4: 10; Acts 18: 27)-so 
other commendations do not imply contention. 
2Aune, Literary Environment, p. 210; Bloomquist, Function, p. 111; contra Schenk, 'Philipperbrief , p. 3283. 
31ndeed, most commendations comprise the whole of a letter, thus, they occur neither at the beginning nor 
the end of a letter (see examples in Keyes, 'Introduction', pp. 32-36). 
4It can hardly be said, however, that this is the 'crowning central thrust of the letter'; so Inter and Lee, 
'Philippians', p. 98, who place 2: 17-3: la at the centre of their macro-chiastic outline of the letter. They 
give no evidence that ancient letters (either in theory or practice) would be written in such a macro-chiastic 
form (because there is no clear formal evidence). Furthermore, their inclusion of 2: 17-18 with 2: 19-3: 1 as 
one distinct section betrays their failure to distinguish the clear epistolary formula which sets apart 2.19 
from the preceding discourse. 
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there exposes a seam between two, originally separate sources. Even those who maintain a 
single-letter theory recognise the difficulty of this transformation in textual timbre. So P. 
Bonnard, who adopts a single-letter theory, still asserts: `Le ton de 1'6pitre change 
brusquement; avec une rare violence et une insistance solennelle... l'apotre met 1'Eglise de 
Philippes en garde contre ses adversaires. '1 Some might argue that if this issue could be 
resolved the debate over the literary integrity of Philippians would be resolved. There are 
other issues at stake of course, but none perhaps with as much import as this one. The 
complexity of this issue is revealed in the fact that not all multiple-letter theorists agree on 
where the shift in tone occurs (see chart of Partition Theories in chap. 3 above). Single- 
letter theorists are confronted with a similar problem, since they too must explain the role of 
3: 1 (with its many interpretative perplexities) in terms of the linguistic structure of the entire 
letter, so P. Wick, `Was ist die Funktion von 3, la und 3, lb? Wie stehen sie zum 
Briefkorpus und was bedeuten sie eigentlich? '2 The way in which the interpreter answers 
these questions will largely determine how he or she views the severity of the shift in tone 
from 2: 30 to 3: 2. 
The following section argues in detail that Phil 3: 1b (Tä a' t& yp6. pcty vµiv E tot µßv 
ovu öicvnpöv, vµiv BE äa(pa) is an epistolary hesitation formula, which helps to 
define its role as a transitional device in the discourse and, consequently, provides further 
data for the debate over the literary integrity of Philippians. It begins with a general 
treatment of the form and function of epistolary hesitation formulas, then turns to an 
analysis of various interpretations of Phil 3: 1-2, and finally discusses in detail the 
epistolary function of 3: 1 with respect to issues of the structure and integrity of the letter. 
Hesitation Formulas in Hellenistic Letters 
Although a few scholars have treated expressions of hesitation as epistolary formulas, 
they have not been related to NT letters .3 The following discussion sets forth the basic 
form and function of the hesitation formula in order then to demonstrate its presence in Phil 
3: 1b. 
The hesitation formula gets its name from its key component, the verb öxv&U and its 
cognate forms. This verb is often combined with a verb of writing (ypä. gxo) and, thus, 
sometimes functions as a type of disclosure formula, a common epistolary convention. 
The disclosure of or request for information is one of the primary functions of the 
epistolary body. 4 Consequently, letter writers developed various disclosure formulas to 
serve this function. Broadly defined, these formulas represent an author's `explanation of 
the reason for writing' .5 When used to introduce the body of a letter, disclosure formulas 
often take the form yivwaicc (ia8t, µ6c8E) &tt ( )... `Know that... ' or ytvwaxety ae 
O Xw 'ötit... 'I want you to know that' as in P. Oxy. 8.1155.2-4 (104 CE) ytyvcaKcty 
(ytv(Wicty} ac [AC]X(J) ötit (en) cu, Ovc tßißip a etc `A? 46v8pt av... 'I want you to 
IBonnard, Philippiens, p. 60. 
2Wick, Philipperbrief, p. 56. 
3Steen ('Les Clich6s', pp. 158-60) treats IL I dicviiaj c, µii öxvet, and the adverb dc6icvo as'les expressions 
d'intensit verbales'. White ('Formulas and Cliches', p. 305) briefly treats µiß 6xvf ca; 'Do not hesitate as 
a 'summons to responsible action' but fails to link it with disclosure formulas. He notes that the 
imperative hesitation formula typically occurs at the end of the letter, 'either as a means of advising the 
addressee to send news about health... or to advise the addressee not to hesitate in asking for favors'. 
However, he does not treat hesitation formulas in terms of disclosure formulas, as I have suggested here. 
4White, 'Letter Tradition', p. 97. 
5White, Light, p. 207. 
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know that I then went up to Alexandria... '. 1 When used to conclude the body of a letter, 
disclosure formulas often take the indicative form yEypacpa oüv'Onwq sib jg... `I wrote, 
therefore, in order that you may know... ' or the imperative form yp&, gov fiµiv tva 
ci&i tcv... `Write in order that we may know... ' 2 When the indicative form is used in a 
context indicating prior correspondence (e. g. `I wrote formerly that... '; `Just as I wrote... '; 
`This is now my second letter... '), it often introduces rather than concludes the body of the 
letter. In this case `these phrases tend to precede a request or a demand in which the 
addressee is urged to attend to the neglected matter' .3 Otherwise, when concluding the 
body, this kind of disclosure formula functions to recount the author's primary reason for 
writing or to request information so as to necessitate further correspondence. 4 Disclosure 
formulas may also occur within the body of the letter, often employing particles such as 
ovv (`therefore') or adverbial uai ('also'). 
Hesitation formulas sometimes function as disclosure formulas in that they may be used 
to reveal information to the letter's recipient. They may be thought of in terms of H. A. 
Steen's epistolary clich6s, whereby epistolary formulas are `softened' or `intensified' to 
produce a certain effect. 5 Hesitation formulas may intensify disclosure formulas by adding 
either (i) a form of the verb öicv&co ('to scruple, hesitate, delay') which is often negated or, 
more rarely, (ii) the adverb äöxvwS (`unhesitatingly, without hesitation') so as to indicate 
no hesitation on the part of the author concerning some matter. They are often combined 
with a dependent clause (e. g. relative clause, conditional clause) or a catenative clause 
using the infinitive. The following epistolary examples mostly from the third century BCE 
to the fourth century CE illustrate the use of hesitation formulas in letter writing. They are 
grouped into two categories: requests and notifications. Requests denote those hesitation 
formulas in which the sender commands the recipient not to hesitate with regard to a certain 
matter. Notifications denote those hesitation formulas in which the sender asserts that he 
or she does not hesitate with regard to a certain matter. 
Requests. The most common use of the hesitation formula occurs when the sender 
requests that the recipient not hesitate (i) to write about his or her situation and needs (see 
examples 1-14) or (ii) to carry out a task mentioned in the letter (see examples 15-23). This 
formula generally occurs towards the closing section of a letter, immediately followed by 
greetings (e. g. äan(iiogat... ) or a farewell (e. g. eppc)ao). The verb of hesitation 
usually consists of a negated aorist subjunctive (gh 6, CIT q), 6 but the negated present 
imperative is also found (µil öxvct). The following examples illustrate its form and 
function. 
1. P. Alex. Giss 58.11 µi1 öxvf auc ae[pi] ¶S ails [ßwt1]piaS 6ii) oa[i pot] 
(116 CE) Do not hesitate to inform me about your well-being. 
2. P. Cair. Zen. 5.59823.9 Eäcv roi xpeiav EXtS twv uaO' ilp& , µi1 
öxvet 7p& pety 
(253 BCE) If you have need of something from us, do not hesitate to write (for 
it]. 
3. Morn. 49.10 yp&q etv { ypagty} pot (µv) Bpi Sewv &v 7AýnS 
(I CE) (xpMo c, ) Tiov &06 SE µil öuvet (ouvt) got (µv) ypc etv 
(7pac tv) et&via (et3ria) &n&v6xvoc (avoxvt c) nottjacu 
(ice) 
1For examples of these formulas see Mullins, 'Disclosure', pp. 47-48. 
20ther imperative forms include Staa&u i aov ('inform'), öcvsi7pc ov ('write back'), and dcvsupcüvnaov 
(`reply'). 
3White, 'Letter Tradition'. p. 98. - 4White, Light, p. 205. 
SSteen, 'Les Cliches', pp. 119-76. 
60n use of the negated aorist subjunctive instead of the aorist imperative see Porter, Idioms, pp. 56-57. 
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... to write to me concerning anything you lack (if you have need) 
now, do not hesitate to write to me, knowing that without hesitation 
I will do it. 
4. P. Hamb. 2.191.8 p? öicvet Se 7p& etv ilµiv, [ä]v TtvoS Twv nap' nµiv 
(III BCE) xpeiav (xp ') Extttc 
Do not hesitate to write to us for anything you may have need from 
5. P. Harr. 1.107.15 
us. 
pi 6icvtianc yp&pcty got xEpt tS ü-yiaS aoü öacos 
(III CE) äuoüßaS Xap« (rap) 
Do not hesitate to write to me concerning your health in order that 
hearing about it I may rejoice. 
6. P. Mert. 2.85.17 xEpt wv [xp]11gEtS, 7[). v]xvTaTE &6e qE, Ypäcpwv1 
(III CE) got µil [5]uvEt 
Concerning which things you need, most dear brother, do not hesitate 
to write [writing] to me. 
7. P. Mich. 8.482.2.22 µi1 bic[vtj]ßnc 7p&(PO)v bttatOV , 
irret (Ent) 
(133 CE) EXapitv X av ? J. av l6S aou napayEvagivov (napayEvaµevoS) 
Do not hesitate to write a letter (writing letters], because I am 
exceedingly happy (gnomic aorist) as if I were present with you .2 8. P. Mich. 8.490.12 aü Se µi1 öicvet (wuvt) ? p&ccEty (ypa(pty) 1Ep. tS 
(II CE) ao ti pia; aou uat TqS Twv ec&E? (p&v µou 
Do not hesitate to write concerning your well-being and that of my 
brothers [relatives]. 
9. P. Neph. 5.17 nepi wv xpcia aoi Eatty Ev 'A) cxv6peicL, µil 
(IV CE) ötcvEt yp6. pEty 
Concerning which things you need in Alexandria, do not hesitate to 
write. 
10. P. Neph. 10.17 p6 vi a c, yp&Wat pot nept w(v) xpsiav (xptav) 
(IV CE) ExetS 48&ou y&p co e&v pot xE%EÜ6rn1s etc 6äv (Sav) O&JJG 
Do not hesitate to write to me concerning which things you have 
need of, for I am pleased if you request me [to do] whatever you want. 
11. P. Oxy. 6.930.1 µil öxvet (ouvt) pot [y]p&( ctv xat nep. wv F[a]v 
(1I-III CE) Xpetav E" S 
Do not hesitate to write to me also concerning whatever things you 
may need. 
12. P. Oxy. 34.2728.35 µn öxvialir na... ypäiyat got nept näv to v 
(III-IV CE) Do not hesitate [always? ] to write to me concerning everything. 
13. PSI 6.621.6 ßv Se uaiu; r, nottjaetS p öxvmv ? p&cpety npo'S 
(III BCE) ilp&c . n&v '&p r6 SvvatÖv ual npoOvµoc uat ä6icvm; 
nou aopzv 
You do well (you favour me) not hesitating to write to us, for we 
will do everything possible [for you] eagerly and without hesitation 
(cf. #3). 
14. PSI 8.971.26 ab oüv nepi wv zp etc nap' Eµoü (Eµot) EA T6 
(III-N CE) nap6vioS, p duvet (ouvt) 7p4ely got 
Whatever you have need from me upon my arrival, do not hesitate to 
write to me. 
The combination of a form of öxv&A with a form of ypäc (usually the infinitive) is found 
in all of the above examples (except the first). 3 This type of hesitation formula is very 
similar to the disclosure formulas mentioned above. It, like most disclosure formulas with 
a form of ypäcpco, occurs towards the end of the letter where it serves a pragmatic task as 
do most closing formulas, viz. `the maintenance of contact' 4 They are often combined 
1This author prefers the participle of ? p& pw rather than the infinitive (cf. line 6). 
Note the hesitation formula and expression of joy in the same context here, as in Phil 3: 1; cf. also #5. 
3See also P. Cair. Zen 359405.9 (III BCE); P. Congr. 15.22.2.28 (IV CE); Pdond. 7.2090.6 (III BCE); 
P. Mich. 3.221.14 (296 CE? ); P. Mich. 8.465.36 (107 CE); P. Mich. 15.752.9 (11 CE); P. Oslo 3.82.1.9 (I11 
CE); P. Oxy. 9.1218.9 (III CE); P. Oxy. 41.2983.33 (II-III CE); SB 5.7872.23 (306-37 CE). In addition to 
the unprefixed forms, see the prefixed i« toxvew in P. Tor. 8.80 (119 CE) and P. Berl. Zi1L13.10 (VI CE), 
which may have a more intensified meaning. 
4White. light. pp. 218-219. 
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here with `expressions indicating a willingness to help the recipient' (e. g. `if you have need 
of anything... ') as a `variation of the "offer to repay a favor" convention'. 1 
When used as requests as in the following examples, hesitation formulas often serve a 
more forceful rhetorical purpose, viz. to coerce or persuade the recipient to carry out some 
action. As H. A. Steen notes, `Pour manifester qu'il faut qu'une action qui est exprimee 
dans une forme d'ordre, soit faite avec vitesse et sans cesse on emploie le cliche µiß 
öxvi app suivi de participe ou d'infinitif. '2 They are often used in a cryptic manner 
immediately following a set of instructions (see #20 and #22). Because of the function of 
this type of hesitation formula-viz. to persuade the recipient to perform a specific task 
other than writing-it is not restricted to one location in the body of the letter. 
15. P. Cair. Zen. 1.59025.8 apo's Atö o'vv ua. BEwv µh 6xvtans 8tE7XO v Et; 
(III BCE) ý Eµnoptov uat ayopaaac, 
Before Zeus and the gods, do not hesitate to come [coming] into the 
trading place and to buy items [buying]... 
16. P. Cair. Zen. 2.59251.10 eäv it Sent Eis ävnXwµa 26 &vayxaiov Soüvat3 µh 
(252 BCE) öuvtjagtS 
If he may request anything for necessary expenses, do not hesitate to 
pay what is necessary. 
17. P. Mich. 3.213.14 Stö o'vv My äväyla y Tat µiß 6icvtja iS 
(III CE) npoac? Oety aiTiu 
Therefore, if it is necessary, do not hesitate to go to him 4 
18. P. Münch. 3.57.18 Ith grvet (oicvt) £7Ct?. ycty K?. EOnätpav tv 
(II BCE) g[t]upäcv &x aatn[i]S 8uy&Tptov... 
Do not hesitate to tell the small[er] Cleopatra that [as? ] your 
daughter... 
19. P. Oxy 14.1769.7 ypaWa t4 6SE46) ÜTt nEp1 ov MV xpEiav (xptav) 
(III CE) axpS iva Mpiw- µn öuviiaets (ouvriats) oüv npooexotty 
(npoac Otv) aLT& xEpi of My xpfCn5 
I wrote to [my] brother so that you may receive whatever you may 
need. Do not hesitate, therefore, to go to him concerning whatever 
you may need. 
20. P. Oxy 20.2275.19 ... µövov µý 
6xvians, xüpt& µou 5ZE e [list of instructions] 
(IV CE) ... only, do not hesitate, master and brother of me, (to do these 
things]. 
21. P. Oxy. 31.2603.34 icat Ei SuvacÖv aoi, eatty Toil Mots yp6 yat ncpt 
(IV CE) [TOÜTwv] µiß dicvfiaetc, (ouvtjatS) ... And if you are able to write to the others about these things, do not 
hesitate [to do so]... 
22. P. Oxy. 49.3503.14 eäv [n aot] äßapES uai xpEiav E'XTj aou... [? ] npög 
(I CE) rok `1' ff OcttaS [Z&p]ty Toü 6piov, µi öxvf aaS 5 
If it is not a burden to you and he has need of you... [go? ] to the 
TwpOEiTas on account of the guardian of the landmarks; do not 
hesitate [to do this]. 
23. PSI 14.1414.21 Eav Ttva xppCwat [o]i tp6 tgot avto µit 6xv1anc 
(II CE) If the pupils [foster-children? ] need anything, do not hesitate [to take 
care of it]. 
The above examples, unlike those with a form of ypäqxo, are less interested in `maintaining 
contact'-although this is a tangential concern (see #19) especially when they appear at the 
end of the letter. Instead, they are more interested in bringing about the obedience of the 
. 
10n these formulas see White, Light, p. 207. 
2Steen, 'Les Cliches', p. 159. 
3The editors place a comma after 8o"vvat, implying that it goes with the preceding clause (e. g. 'If he 
requests anything for necessary expenses, give it'; imperatival infinitive), but it seems more natural to take 
it with öxvi c ts, which frequently takes the infinitive. 
4Cf. Acts 9: 38; LXX Num 22: 16; see also Steen, `Les Clich6s', p. 160. 
5This hesitation formula is introduced with a disclosure formula (Stb yp4o cot, tiv' eiSjc (t&qS) "" ")" 
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recipient regarding some task. 1 Rather than simply tell the recipient what he or she is to 
do, the sender may include a hesitation formula to stress the important interpersonal 
dynamic involved in the carrying out of the instructions. 2 
Notifications. Whereas hesitation formulas which function as requests generally use the 
negated aorist subjunctive of öxv&o, those that function as notifications typically use the 
negated indicative (with almost every tense). The difference in function is also salient. 
Whereas hesitation formulas of request are used to encourage the recipient to some sort of 
action (usually on behalf of the sender), hesitation formulas of notification reveal the 
sender's desire to take some course of action on behalf of the recipient (or some other 
person), as in the following examples. 
24. P. Cair. Zen. 159029.3 
(258 BCE) 
25. P. Cair. Zen. 1.59034.15 
(257 BCE) 
26. P. Lond. 6.1916.21 
(330-340 CE? ) 
27. P. Mert. 2.62.12 
(6CE) 
28. P. Mich. 8.491.14 
(II CE) 
29. P. Oxy. 4.743.2.40 
(2 BCE) 
30. P. Oxy. 14.1775.8 
(N cE) 
31. P. Oxy. 38.2862.7 
iv &pmt µEv at&]... dicvo tEV cot päcpcty, vuvt 
Si y vcoaKE... 
At first, on account of (certain troublesome events] ... we hesitated to 
write to you, but now know that ... 
3 
E toü Se napayEvop vov t 'AXEk&v3pstav Kalt 
6KVOÜv r6S cot aEpt To&cwv EvtuxEiv, &XX&..., Stb ovK 
t Svväµiv c OEws aapaycv aOat Wpbs ae. 
I went to Alexandria and hesitated (delayed) to meet with you 
concerning these things, but [I dealt with other matters] on account of 
which I was not able to come to you right away 4 
+pcis hilts) o$1c bxvijaopev (oxvllawµev) Ei'rt 
Kat e p#Kag v aapE&SKagev a rr j, 
&? X& Kat intkp ýrity 
Svvagty +p&v enoujaagev 
We will not hesitate, if we discover anything, to transmit [tell? ] it to 
him but also to do it [ourselves] beyond our ability. 
Kat ävöxvmG noujaw (noTlawt) xpöc, aütwv öµota 
I also will do the same to them without hesitation. 
Kam Se aou a<Etc, > (ironic) ypaVaaä 
(ypaVaaaa) got entato? v xE[p]t Vic, awtpiac aou Kat ¶wv 
&ZE), v µ0l) Kat Twv a&v nävTwv. Kat eYw (y(0) Ei Ttva iav 
Eüpw 7p&c 0 aot" o$ ti 6icv jaw rot 7peupety (ypa(pty) 
You will do well writing a letter to me about your well-being and the 
well-being of my relatives and all of yours. I also, if I find someone 
[to carry the letter], will write to you; I will not hesitate to write to 
you. 
, cat au SE viEp iov Eav OOL11; yp&(pc got Kat 
ävöxvCDS aotiaow (nollaw) 
And write to me concerning whatever you want and without 
hesitation I will take care of it. 
ovx 4 1CV11 ao rre nä)Lty i Rixliaa 
I did not hesitate nor again did I neglect... [followed by an excuse]. 
gaptvptjaEt SE v ttv (vµEtv)... &Tt oSx o icvi as 
1See also BGU 15.2494.8 (III CE); CPR 7.11.14 (236-37 CE); P. Lond. 6.1916.17 (330-40 CE); P. Mert. 
1.22.3 (II CE); P. Oxy. 18.2190.2.44 (I CE); P. Oxy. 20.2275.9 (IV CE); P. Oxy. 48.3419.19 (IV CE); 
P. Oxy. 49.3507.11 (IH-IV CE); P. Oxy. 51.3646.16 (HI-IV CE); P. Tebt. 3.752.2 (II BCE); P. Wisc. 2.73.9 
(II CE); SB 16.12496.7 (c. 300 CE). 
2P. Harr. 1.107.15 (III CE), which employs the hesitation formula in conjunction with another common 
epistolary formula (µil &µeXjaiS'do not neglect'), further illustrates this interpersonal dynamic; cf. also 
&vöuvws uai ßaov8ai(o, in P. Mich. 8.498.14 (II CE). 
3This is one of the rare cases of a hesitation formula that is not negated (see also #25 and Demosthenes 
Epistulac 2.4.3). In this letter (from Artimenos to Zenon), the sender recounts how they hesitated (delayed) 
to write to the recipient on a previous occasion because of certain difficulties facing them (apparently they 
became ill and were having trouble making a sea voyage), but now informs the recipient that matters have 
improved and they are able to write about accomplishing their duties. When the hesitation formula is not 
negated, the sender often takes pains to provide an excuse for the failure to communicate. 
4The sender admits that he had to hesitate (best translated 'wait'; cf. #24) to meet with the recipient, but 
only because he was fulfilling previously negotiated tasks (apu aveiaS); thus, the hesitation is 
excusable because the sender is fulfilling other social responsbilities on behalf of the recipient. 
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(III CE) He [the letter carrier? ] will testify to you... that I did not hesitate [to 
do some task]. 
32. PSI 6.717.6 icai a Be oüv µvna[Oi ]-ct nä ... 
vmlp&nloa uai 
(II CE) ovu o icvtl[a]a e[! G? ] ac 
Indeed, remember how I assisted you and did not hesitate [to help? ] 
you. 
33. PSI 7.837.15 ovx 6icvb ov5E RAI öxwjao 
(IH-IV CE) I do not hesitate nor againl will I hesitate. 
In the above examples, 2 the hesitation formula typically serves to remind the recipient 
that the sender is not being negligent, whether it be with respect to business matters, to 
their `friendship', or to the maintenance of contact. It is as if the sender is saying, `I am 
not hesitating, thus you know that I am not being negligent or lazy. ' If the hesitation 
formula is not negated, i. e. there is some hesitation on the part of the sender (either to 
communicate or to carry out some duty), then an excuse is given in order to exonerate the 
negligence. 3 
In sum, it has been argued that the above examples represent epistolary formulas, i. e. 
they are repeatedly used epistolary conventions possessing both a recognisable linguistic 
form and a communicative function. The hesitation formula, as with all generic 
conventions of discourse, should not be defined rigidly but instead should be treated in 
terms of obligatory and optional elements and the social practices governing their use (e. g. 
subject-matter, situation-type, participant roles) .4 The hesitation formula must contain a 
cognate form of öuvecu + some course of action to be taken which is usually present in the 
preceding discourse. This construction is usually in the negative (ovic or µdj), except in 
cases where the sender has hesitated to do something, in which case the hesitation formula 
is followed by an excuse for the sender's behaviour. Hesitation formulas often include a 
form of yp&pw in a catenative construction and are often located near the closing of the 
letter (often prior to a greetings [äanägogat] formula) but occasionally appear near the 
opening and in some cases even in the body of the letter, thus, no strict rule presents itselfs 
ImiXrv may mean here 'against' as in 'I will not hesitate against you' or perhaps it stresses the repetitive 
nature of the saying as in 'I do not hesitate; again [I say] I will not hesitate. ' 
2See also #3 and # 13 above, and P. David 14.20 (II-III CE); P. Oxy. 31.2596.11(111 CE); P. Turner 43.4 (111 
CE); SB 6.9158.23 (V CE); SB 16.12994.18 (241 CE); Libanius, Ep. 95.3.5 and 855.2.4; Polybius 
Historiae 12.5.4.1 and 16.20.5.3. 
3Cf. Demosthenes Epistulae 2.4.3: 'At the present moment I hesitate to write [öuv& yp& etv] about 
these services in detail because... '. 
4Hasan, 'Code', p. 272. 
50f the yp& pco type of hesitation formula inspected (both requests and disclosures), 23 appear at the 
closing of the letter (i. e. prior to final greetings), five appear near the closing (with other closing formulas 
intervening), none appear at the beginning, three appear near the beginning, and apparently none appear in 
the body of the letter. Of the hesitation formulas inspected that concern the performing of some task (see 
examples 15-23), six appear at the closing, three appear near the closing, six appear at the beginning, three 
appear near the beginning, and nine (including the example from Demosthenes) appear in the body of the 
letter (usually following or within a narrative description of events). The relative location of four hesitation 
formulas could not be determined due to the fragmented nature of the texts. 
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The Epistolary Function of Phil 3: 1 
Phil 3: 1 not only lies at the centre of Paul's letter to the Philippians, it lies at the centre of 
the debate over the literary integrity of Philippians. Single-letter theorists must explain how 
the two clauses in this one verse are able to link what has gone before with what is coming 
ahead. Multiple-letter theorists must explain, conversely, how these clauses fail to build a 
cohesive bridge between what has passed and what is forthcoming. And these are not easy 
tasks, since there is perhaps no other verse in Philippians with so many grammatical and 
lexical interpretative difficulties. Almost a century later, we might still agree with B. Weiss 
on this single verse: `The hypotheses which have gathered around the passage 3: 1 furnish 
a sad illustration of how matters stand in the exegesis of Philippians. ' l L. Keck is equally 
disparaging: `No one really knows what to make of it [3: 1]. '2 The grammar is partly to 
blame. What transitional role does tiö Xoucc v play? Does xatpcte have an epistolary 
function such as `farewell' or does it simply mean `rejoice'? Does ti& avtiä refer to Paul's 
previous or ensuing statements or does it refer to something outside of the text such as a 
previous letter? Does äacpaXk mean `safety' (and if so what does Paul write that proves 
safe for the Philippians) or does it mean `specific, concrete'? Does Okketc in 3: 2 mean 
`consider, observe, learn from' or the more polemical `beware of? This study raises two 
further issues. Is 6K-vi pöv being used as an epistolary hesitation formula or does it 
simply mean `troublesome, irksome'. If it means `hesitating', is not &mpa better 
understood as `steadfast, firm' or `trustworthy, dependable' rather than `safeguard'? The 
following analysis attempts to sort through some of these exegetical questions from the 
perspective of the epistolary context of Phil 3: 1, especially the probable use of a hesitation 
formula in Phil 3: lb. It is an endeavour, first of all, at an epistolary reading of 3: 1b, but 
more than that an attempt at understanding 3: 1 in the linear flow of the discourse. 
Ambiguity in Phil 3: 1-2 
With regards to tiö Xounöv the issue is not only what it means (i. e. its semantic 
meaning) but whether it concludes the previous section or begins a new one (i. e. its 
TEXTUAL MEANING). The adjective ? otx6; (Xdmo) generally means `left over, 
remaining', and so with expressions of time often means `future' (LSJ s. v. ? our6q). 
When not modifying another substantive and in the neuter singular, it can function as an 
adverb of time `henceforward, hereafter' or as an adverb of sequence `for the rest, as far as 
the rest is concerned', either indicating another item in a sequence `then, well then, in 
addition' or, more specifically, the last item in a sequence `finally, in conclusion. 3 It can 
also be used to indicate an inference `well then, therefore, and so', 4 sometimes leading to 
an exhortation .5 Does tiö 
? otnöv signal that Phil 3: 1 is the last statement (conclusion) in 
the sequence of Paul's thought or the first in a new one? Paul uses the expression in both 
senses-in 2 Cor 13: 11 to indicate the close of his letter and in 1 Thess 4: 1 to indicate the 
'Weiss, 'Status', p. 389. 
2Keck, 'Philippians', p. 846. 
3LSJ s. v. XotnöS. Cavalin ('XotnSv', pp. 121-44) has shown that the various meanings of ilout6v are 
based on the temporal meaning. He apparently classifies Phil 3: 1 as 'interjektionelle (Tb) ? otn6v', but 
wrongly claims that 'ein solches (sö) Xout6v steht bei Paulus meist auch im Endabschnitt des Briefes' (p. 
137); he says nothing specific about the integrity of Philippians. 
4LSJ s. v. Xotn6S and BAGD s. v. Xour4 see Jannaris ('Misreadings', pp. 429-30) for this understanding of 
Phil 3: 1 and 4: 8. Thrall (Greek Particles, p. 28) notes that Xouxov can be used as a transitional particle 
'to introduce either a logical conclusion or a fresh point in the progress of thought'. The use of the article 
T6 does not seem to affect the meaning, although its absence may reflect a more colloquial usage (so 
Plummer, Second Epistle of St. Paul to the Corinthians, p. 380). 
5So Holladay ('Opponents', p. 77 n. 1) on Phil 3: 1 and 4: 8. 
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transition from the thanksgiving to the exhortation (cf. 2 Thess 3: 1). 1 Determining its 
meaning in these passages is largely based on where it appears in the discourse; thus, in 2 
Cor 13: 11 and sometimes in Gal 6: 17 it is translated `finally' because it is located at the 
physical end of the letter. But in the case of Philippians, that is exactly what is at issue, 
viz. is 3: 1 the end of a previously separate letter? Thus, appeal to Paul's other uses of 
? otn6v helps little to resolve his use of it in Phil 3: 1a (or in Phil 4: 8); his other uses prove 
only that it could have one of several functions in Phil 3: 1.2 Furthermore, a single-letter or 
a multiple-letter theory may be defended with any of the above meanings of Xotnöv, 
depending on what the interpreter reads into the linguistic context. For example, R. P. 
Martin, who maintains a single-letter theory, accepts `finally' as a possible meaning of tb 
a, otnöv which `would lead us to expect the conclusion of the letter, but this is not the case, 
and the apostle has occasion to renew the promise of a conclusion in 4: 8, after much 
intervening discussion' 3 Conversely, multiple-letter theorists who include portions of Phil 
4 (e. g. 4: 2-7) at the end of Phil 2 can read iö Xotnöv as `in addition, then, well then' 
without undermining their theory. The point being emphasised here is that the `actual' 
meaning of tb iwtn6v in Phil 3: 1a in and of itself proves nothing with regard to the literary 
integrity of Philippians. 
Perhaps more crucial to the issue of literary integrity is the meaning of XaipCc. Does it 
have an epistolary function meaning `farewell' or does it simply mean `rejoice'? Again the 
interpretative problem is similar to that of eb a, otnöv. If 3: 1 is the closing (or near the 
closing) of an originally separate letter then Xaipete could possibly mean `farewell', but if 
it is not the closing of the letter then `rejoice' is the preferred interpretation. As is the case 
with tib Aotxöv the interpreter must work from a view about the integrity of the letter to an 
interpretation of xat'pec. More is at stake here than with th Xotnöv, however. If 
xaipcte means `farewell' then there is substantial evidence for a multiple-letter theory. 
The converse is not true, however, since a multiple-letter theorist may interpret xat'petc as 
either `rejoice' or `farewell'. So W. Schenk understands it as a `Aufforderung zur 
Freude' .4 The evidence (both epistolary and stylistic) clearly suggests that it means 
`rejoice' or `be glad' here. Paul uses the non-imperative forms of xaipcu invariably to 
mean 'rejoice' .5 Phil 2: 18 and 1 Thess 5: 16 use the imperative in the sense of `rejoice', 
6 
and only 2 Cor 13: 11 and Phil 3: 1 (and less likely 4: 4) are cases where Paul may be using 
it in an epistolary sense. How the reader interprets Phil 3: 1 (and 4: 4) is dependent upon 
her or his view of the letter's integrity, leaving only 2 Cor 13: 11 as possible evidence. But 
even in 2 Cor 13: 11 it is unclear whether xat'pce means `farewell', especially since it has 
1He also uses the term to indicate a temporal succession 'henceforth' (1 Cor 7: 29; cf. 2 Tim 4: 8; Acts 
27: 20) and to link two clauses together logically 'in this connection, then' (1 Cor 4: 2); see Fee, First 
Epistle to the Corinthians, p. 338 n. 10 on 1 Cor 7: 29 and p. 160 on 1 Cor 4: 2.1 Cor 1: 16 may be an 
accusative of respect and thus functioning substantivally: '... with respect to the rest [of the people], I do 
not know if I baptised any other person'. 
2Although he recognises several possible meanings for Xoutöv, Schenk (Philipperbriefe, p. 242) simply 
asserts that sicher X, oucöv in 3: 1 as in 4: 8,2 Cor 13: 11 and 1 Thess 4: 1 is a 'clausula epistolae' and, 
hence, is a 'Kennzeichen des Briefschlusses'. The literary evidence (both Pauline and extra-biblical) does 
not warrant such an unqualified assertion. Schenk translates aoux6v with abschließend (p. 248). 
3Martin, Philippians, p. 138. 
4Schenk, Philipperbriefe, p. 242. Schenk, however, goes on to suggest that the parallel summons to joy 
in 2 Cor 13: 11 and 1 Thess 5: 16 suggests that its use in Phil 3: 1 is a 'Kennzeichen des Briefschlusses'. 
According to this logic Phil 2: 18 would also have to be the close of a letter. . 5So Rom 12: 12,15; 16: 19; 1 Cor 7: 30; 13: 6; 16: 17; 2 Cor 2: 3; 6: 10; 7: 7,9,13,16; 13: 9; 1 *Mess 3: 9; 
see esp. Phil 1: 18; 2: 17; 2: 28; 4: 10. 
60n 1 Thess 5: 16 see Bruce, I&2 Thessalonians, p. 124. 
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just been used as `rejoice' in v9 and it is followed by a list of ethical imperatives. ' 
Therefore, the evidence in the Pauline letters does not lend itself to a reading of xat'pctc as 
`farewell' in Phil 3: 1. More importantly, L. Alexander correctly notes that whereas the 
imperative may mean `farewell' in conversation (Matt 26: 49) it means `greetings' in letters; 
thus, `the place for this verb is not at the end of the letter but the beginning where it means 
"Greetings"' .2 Therefore, since Paul is writing a letter, he probably does not use it to mean 
`greetings' here. 
Although commentators repeatedly debate the meaning of th a, otnöv and Xaipcc, little 
or nothing is said concerning the grammar and epistolary function of tia' wuka ? p6pcty 
vµtv £µof µev ovu öxvi1P µ ov, v tv Be äa aý ' despite its problematical issues of lexis ýP ESQ 
and grammar. This clause lacks a discourse marker (i. e. connecting particle), a finite verb 
(e. g. cigi), and a nominative subject. To make matters more problematic, it is difficult to 
locate the referent of ra aviä `the same things' and the precise function of the datives 
tot and tIv. 
The subject slot of Phil 3: lb is filled with an infinitive clause t& cr t& yp6. pcty v tiv `to 
write the same things to you'. This is what Paul is going to talk about, i. e. it is the theme 
of the sentence. It has its own clause structure: (i) the implied subject is Paul as is clear 
from the use of the personal pronoun i got; (ii) yp&petv is the predicate of the clause; (iii) 
and there is a double complement the direct object t& 6, rä and the indirect object %Ctv. 
If translated in the indicative, the clause reads `Paul writes the same things to the 
Philippians. ' rä 6, rä `the same things' has been variously understood as referring (i) to 
matters solely within the text (see below), such as (a) repeated exhortations to rejoice, 3 (b) 
repeated exhortations to humility and unity, 4 (c) repeated warnings against dissension in 
the church, 5 or (d) repeated warnings against the opponents, 6 or (ii) to matters both 
external and internal to the text, such as the similarity of Paul's words in Phil 3 with Paul's 
teaching (a) from his previous ministry at Philippi,? (b) from other epistolary 
correspondence with Philippi, 8 or (c) from the oral communication of the letter-carrier. 9 
All of these are possible interpretations of t& 6ti6.10 However, these are conjectures that 
1See Furnish, 2 Corinthians, p. 581, who opts for 'rejoice'. 
2Alexander, 'Letter-Forms', p. 97. I have searched unsuccessfully in almost every papyri collection for a 
use of xaipets at the end of the letter meaning 'farewell'; one possible case is a Christian letter that must 
be reconstructed as [x]aipe[Te] (SB 6.9527.17 [385-412 CE]). In contrast, the plural imperative xaipEre 
meaning 'farewell' is common as a closing expression in inscriptions, esp. sepulchral ones (e. g. 
inscriptions from Thessaly IG 9.2.856.3; 9.2.909.8; 9.2.922.8; 9.2.960.5). Although Alexander correctly 
notes the scarcity of xaipeve in letters meaning 'greetings', the fact that the singular imperative xaipe can 
mean 'greetings' (see Exler, Form, pp. 35-36,67-68) is evidence enough for at least the possibility that the 
plural x(xipcve may mean 'greetings'. The scarcity of the plural form can be explained by the fact that 
most letters were written to one person rather than a plurality. Nevertheless, her point still stands that 
xaipw'greetings' appear at the beginning of letters, not at the end. 
-'Michaelis, Brief, p. 52; cf. Weiss, 'Status', p. 389; Hawthorne, Philippians, p. 124. 
4Jones, 'Integrity', p. 471. 
5Lightfoot, Philippians, pp. 125-26. 
41ackay ('Further Thoughts', pp. 163-64) argues that Paul has 'repeatedly warned the Philippians against 
the "judaizers", and that in 3: 1 he is simply apologizing for giving this warning again [cf. 1: 28,29; 2: 14- 
16; 3: 18]'. 
70'Brien, Philippians, p. 352. 
8Vincent, Philippians, p. 91. 
9So Furnish, 'Place and Purpose', p. 86, who takes &aW partly as the 'specific, concrete' commands 
to be given in Phil 3. 
10Rahtjen's ('Three Letters', p. 172) suggestion (one of two) that the original reading may have been 
Tara is simply another conjecture possible but unverifiable. 
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prove nothing about the literary integrity of Philippians; they only conform to one's prior 
decision about the integrity. 
What Paul says about the subject of his sentence (the infinitive clause) is found in the 
double predicate adjective (or nominative) phrase E toi gCV ovic öxvrlpöv, vµiv Be 
äacpac. The typical translation of this phrase is `[to write the same things to you is] not 
troublesome for me but safe for you'. The only substantial scholarly controversy here has 
been whether &a pa? means `safe' (so most) or `specific' (Furnish). V. P. Furnish 
argues that äacpa% means `specific, concrete' and that it describes both the specific 
exhortations Paul will give in Phil 3 and those which will be conveyed by Epaphroditus, 
Timothy, and Paul upon their arrival. These `specific' exhortations represent the same 
things (, rä avtiä) he had already communicated earlier in the letter (e. g. 1: 27-30) in a more 
`general' manner. 1 This interpretation has not won much support due to its speculative 
nature, and most still read &FWki; as `safe'. In all fairness, however, Furnish's 
explanation is no more speculative than, for example, G. F. Hawthorne's theory that C& 
avtiä refers to the exhortation to rejoice and that this is `safe' for the Philippians because 
`they will discover that this positive Christian attitude will save them from the ills that 
plague their church'? 
A final interpretative issue that has been raised with respect to the literary integrity of 
Philippians is found immediately after 3: 1, viz. the meaning of ß? tcte. Although 
ßX cts is often translated here with `beware of, be on your guard against, watch out for', 
G. D. Kilpatrick argues that ßA. &nw only means `beware of' when followed by either (i) a 
clause with a negated aorist subjunctive (or future indicative) or (ii) by the preposition 
&6 
.3 Almost the same claim had already been made by B. Weiss in 1897.4 The point is 
consequential, as taken up by G. F. Hawthorne: `Thus Paul is not so much warning the 
Philippians to be on guard against their opponents, as he is asking them to pay careful 
attention to them, to study them, so as to understand them and to avoid adopting their 
destructive beliefs and practices'5 and, therefore, `the connexion of Phil 3: 2 with what has 
gone before is not as abrupt as is typically assumed' .6M. Silva attempts to devalue 
Kilpatrick's rule with the argument that `where the verb is followed by a pil clause, 
however, that clause simply completes the thought partially expressed by the verb.... The 
English "watch the fire" usually implies a warning, such as "lest it burn up the house" .7 Silva's English example, however, seemingly proves Kilpatrick's point, viz. the direct 
object contributes the idea of warning to the imperative. It is not the word `watch' in 
Silva's sentence that makes people take heed, but its concatenation with the word `fire' 
(direct object). Similarly, the use of the derogatory direct objects xu'vas, uauob; 
£py ca;, uatiatiopi v provides the element of `warning' in 3: 2. The sentence `watch the 
hummingbird' typically would not send an English speaker running in trepidation. 
Nevertheless, Silva's critique is not without value, for it recognises that Kilpatrick's `rule' 
is syntactically based whereas it should be semantically (or both syntactically and 
semantically) based. In other words, it is the meaning of the context surrounding ßXE c&c 
1Fumish, 'Place and Purpose'. P. 87. 
2Hawthorne, Philippians, p. 124. 
3Kilpatrick, 'BAE11ETE', pp. 146-48. 
4Weiss, 'Status', p. 390. 
5Hawthorne, Philippians, p. 125. Cf. Caird, Paul's Letters, p. 131; Garland, 'Composition', pp. 165-66; 
Geoffrion, Purpose, pp. 196-97. 
6Kilpatrick, 'BAEIIETE', p. 148. 
? Silva, Philippians, p. 172. 
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that gives it a `cautionary' tone. The point being made here is one that modem linguists 
frequently make, viz. words in context, not words in isolation, have meaning. Thus, the 
use of the negated aorist subjunctive-a common prohibitive construction in Greek'-with 
ß? t tc would naturally imply a `warning'. Similarly, the particular semantics (not the 
syntax) of a direct object in combination with ßXncic may result in a warning such as 
`beware of, take heed of' something or someone. Contrary to Kilpatrick, this is at times 
what happens in the NT. The imperative of ß? nuo occurs in 25 NT verses? Of these, 10 
fall under Kilpatrick's first category, 3 two under the second category4 and 13 are followed 
by an accusative, another clause, or nothing at all. 5 As Kilpatrick notes, some of these last 
constructions simply mean `consider, take due note of, look at', as in Acts 3: 4 IP cVJov ei; 
il t&g `Look at us' or in 1 Cor 10: 18 PX&erc tbv 'IapaýX uatiä of pxa `Consider the 
people of Israel'. Against Kilpatrick, however, some of them include a more cautionary 
tone like `take heed, be watchful, be observant', as in Mark 13: 9 ß? it to 8 tci 
&zutio$5... `Take heed of yourselves, for they will deliver you up to the councils... '. D. 
E. Garland, in accord with Kilpatrick's study, cites 2 John 8 as a case of ßXrtcte with an 
accusative reflexive pronoun iavtiovs meaning `watch yourself. 6 Immediately 
following this command is a tva clause with two negated aorist subjunctives: `Watch 
yourself in order that you may not lose what you have worked for but, instead, may be 
fully rewarded. ' The translation `beware of, take heed of yourself' does not seem 
unwarranted here even though ßß, E cetc is followed by the direct object Eavtiovs (thus 
breaking Kilpatrick's rule); the translation `consider yourself', on the other hand, misses 
the urgency of the text. In sum, there are at least a few cases in the NT where the 
imperative of 3A. tw followed by an accusative or prepositional phrase other than änö 
includes the idea of caution, although not necessarily best translated with `beware of'. In 
P. Herm. 15.8 (IV-V CE) the sender gives various instructions to the recipient, one of them 
being (3? ie itcpi toi övov'QTt t& ilnoxätiw ¶ov no6iov avrov icovt `Be concerned 
about the donkey because the sole of its foot is in pain'. Although there is no notion of fear 
in this example, ß7. &e (which is followed by kepi) does not simply mean `look at, 
consider' but invokes the action of the recipient to do something, as in `be concerned 
about, look after'? This example further suggests that a semantic reading based on the 
context, not a solely syntactically based rule like Kilpatrick's, is needed to account for 
ß? ntc in Phil 3: 2. The importance of this word for the integrity debate is obvious: If 
(3? nttc indicates a polemical warning against historically-real adversaries, then such a 
change in tone may support a multiple-letter theory, but if it simply calls the Philippians to 
observe the mistaken religious boasts of Paul's prototypical Jew, then it may lend itself to a 
single-letter theory. 
1See Porter, Idioms, p. 56. 
2Kilpatrick was concerned with any form of ßßw in the NT, but it seems more contextually sensitive to 
consider primarily the imperative forms, since this is what occurs in Phil 3.2. 
3Matt 24: 4; Mark 13: 5; Luke 21: 8; Acts 13: 40; 1 Cor 8: 9; 10: 12; Gal 5: 15; Col 2: 8; Heb 3: 12; 12: 25. 
4Mark 8: 15 and 12: 38. 
5Mark 4: 24; 13: 9.23,33; Luke 8: 18; Acts 3: 4; 1 Cor 3: 10; 10: 18; 16: 10; Eph 5: 15; Phil 3: 2 (3x); Col 
4: 17; 2 John 1: 8. 
6Gazland, 'Composition', p. 165 n. 88. 7Cf. P. Mil. Vogl. 2.77.9,14,15 (H CE) where ß7&e is used first in the body of the letter with 111j + 
subjunctive (line 9 PM[ne S]e µil Wo xan Fiipo ... ) and then in succession (once with the plural once 
with the singular) at the end of the letter with accusative nouns (WxE%e ¶& nat6ia uai Ta Eis. PUne 
Eiat&wpa<v> v <v> µucpa<v> (µeuxpa<v>)). Although both uses are slightly different, both include 
the idea of 'concern', i. e. 'Be concerned that I might come and find... ' and'Be concerned about the children, 
the other household members, and the little Eisadoras'. 
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Phil 3: 1b in its Epistolary Context 
- The above review of interpretative issues surrounding tiö 
? otnov, Xaipctc, tiä a&tc, 
&a paXk, and ß2, m8 demonstrates the impasse faced when interpreting Phil 3: 1 with 
respect to the literary integrity of the letter. To breach this impasse the interpreter needs to 
devise a reasonable historical reconstruction (e. g. a multiple-letter theory) that in turn 
explains the meanings of these words. The apparent ambiguity of the grammar has resulted 
in a plethora of such historical reconstructions. Based on the above study of hesitation 
formulas, I wish to add one more interpretation to this stew of ideas, proposing that Phil 
3: 1b is an epistolary hesitation formula of disclosure, employing all three required 
elements-6kviipöv (a cognate form of öxvcw) with the negative oüic in conjunction with 
the infinitive ypäcpety. However, in contrast to a purely situational reconstruction (e. g. 
Paul is speaking of previous correspondence), it is a comparative analysis based on similar 
generic formulas found in other Hellenistic letters. The discussion starts by treating the 
meaning of öxvrlpöv, moves on to deal with other elements in 3: 1b (t& aka, &a(paXe;, 
g6v... U), and finally treats the surrounding linguistic context in 3: la and 3: 2 (-TO' Xotn6v, 
xaipctic, 3? ee) as to their function in the linear flow of the discourse. 
(1) The first matter to discuss is the obviously atypical interpretation of öxvTlpov that 
this reading proposes. English commentators and translations almost invariably take 
öxvnpös to mean `irksome, troublesome' as if Paul is apologising for his repetitiveness; 
so Hawthorne states that `... his [Paul's] persistence in this matter is no onerous chore that 
wearies him (6icviipöv)'1 and Mackay claims `he had repeatedly warned the Philippians 
against the "Judaizers", and... he is apologizing in iii. I for giving this warning again'? 
Regardless of this one-sided interpretative tendency, Liddell-Scott-Jones suggests two 
basic meanings for the adjective: (i) shrinking (thus, the idea of hesitating3), timid, idle, 
sluggish or (ii) things that cause fear, are vexatious, or are troublesome 4 The verb öxv&w 
describes people (or animate objects) who `hesitate, shrink from doing, scruple'. Mayser, 
in his grammar of the papyri, translates the verb öuv&o as zögern, zaudern, sich 
scheuen, 5 not something like bemühen. J. L. White translates the epistolary formula gh 
6xvija; IS as `do not hesitate'. 6 Some German commentators recognise the possibility of 
this meaning in Phil 3: 1b, translating it with words like zögern and Bedenken tragen? 
For example, W. Michaelis translates the first part of 3: 1b: `Diese Aufforderung euch 
nochmals zu schreiben, zögere ich nicht. '8 And he apparently treats the öxvr pöv 
expression as an epistolary formula: `Mit auch sonst üblicher Floskel des Briefstils (oüx 
öuvw uä) wird die Wiederholung begründet und entschuldigt. '9 In an epistolary context, 
this is the meaning that applies to the verb or adverb. I have not found a case where it 
means `to trouble' or `troublesome' in an epistolary context. `To hesitate' is most certainly 
'Hawthorne, Philippians, p. 124 (emphasis mine). 
2Mackay, 'Further Thoughts', p. 164 (emphasis mine). 
3The abridged version of LSJ defines 6xvip6S as 'shrinking, hesitating, back ward, unready, tumid'. 
4LSJ s. v. Exva) oS (poet. for 6xvip6; ). Different interpretations of the adjective ('hesitating'; 
'burdensome, troublesome'; 'tiresome') are found in the Greek fathers (see discussion in Weiss, 
Philipperbrief, p. 219 n. 1), but there is little debate in more recent literature. 
5Mayser, Grammatik 1.2, p. 134. 
6White, 'Formulas and Cliches', p. 305. 
7See Fridrichsen, 'Exegetisches', p. 300; cf. Haupt, Briefe, p. 125. Synge (Philippians, p. 39) is one of 
the few English commentators who uses 'hesitant' in a translation, but he still views the whole phrase as a 
'Pauline apology' and not in the context of an epistolary formula. 
8Michaelis, Brief, p. 52. 
9Michaelis, Brief, p. 53; his view has not influenced English commentators. 
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the meaning it has when combined with the infinitive yp&pety and, therefore, is most likely 
the meaning of öu" pöv in Phil 3: lb, even though there Paul uses the adjective rather than 
the verb. In epistolary contexts, öuv&o and its cognate forms do not describe a person as 
someone wearied by an `onerous chore' but someone (not) worried about or (not) 
hesitating over some task to accomplish. A similar epistolary reading of Phil3: lb is being 
argued for here. Against this, it might be argued that Paul's expression does not exactly 
parallel the epistolary formulas cited above, since he uses the adjective öicv pöv not the 
verb 6icv&o or the adverb äöicvwS as is typical of the formulas. The change in 
grammatical form, however, does not eliminate the possibility of an epistolary reading. 
Firstly, even the above epistolary formulas are not grammatically unalterable, allowing for 
stylistic variations such as the participles---which grammatically has functions like an 
adjective-instead of the indicative or subjunctive; in addition, the adverb is sometimes 
found instead of the verb, specifying the manner in which some activity is done (viz. 
hesitatingly). Therefore, the hesitation formula was not rigidly defined in terms of 
grammar. What is more important for its formulaic composition is the lexical choice of a 
cognate of öuv&u; similar lexical and grammatical variety is true of other epistolary 
formulas (e. g. disclosures)? Secondly, it is generally recognised that Paul feels free to 
modify an epistolary formula for his own purposes, such as the nominative xäptq instead 
of the typical verbal xafpety in his salutations. A similar epistolary modification may be in 
effect in Phil 3: 1b. Thirdly, the adjective does not appear to differ semantically from the 
verbal form. In other words, just as forms of öxv&w may indicate a process in which 
someone or something acts in a hesitating manner (e. g. `I do not hesitate to write to 
you'), so also the adjective may serve to describe the manner in which some other action is 
taking place. 3 In these cases a form of the adjective sometimes modifies an infinitive clause 
(or the subject of the infinitive clause), as in Phil3: lb. For example, in section 83 of 
Philo's De virtutibus loaning money to a fellow countryman is discouraged. The text 
goes on to explain that just because (&& tioirc) a person should not loan money, it does 
not follow from this that he should hold back from giving (äva& caOat) or that he should 
contribute (or `lend') more hesitatingly (a tP&Ucty öxvilp&t pov). The comparative 
adjective öuvrlp&rcpov modifies the infinitive au t CCUety, describing the manner in 
which one should not (µA) go about contributing. 4 The point is that the adjective öxv, ipög 
may function to describe a process (i. e. a verbal event) in the same way that öuv&o may be 
used with an infinitive. 5 Therefore, in terms of the grammar, öxvripov is perhaps part of 
a predicate adjective structure, `adding something to the qualities or characteristics of a 
'See examples #13 and #25. 
2In his discussion of epistolary formulas, White (Light, pp. 198-211) lists several grammatical (and even 
lexical) variations of the same formula. 
3This is not to say that the adjective is equivalent to an adverb, but that the adjective may be used to 
attribute a quality (in this case one of manner) to another linguistic item in the surrounding discourse. 
4It is furthermore noteworthy that the use of &vaSüoOat ('to draw back, retire, shrink back, hesitate') in 
this sentence is in the same semantic field as 6xvew. For other examples of this function of the adjective 
(i) in close relation to an infinitive see Dio Cassius Historiae Romanae 55.123.3 [Augustus was] 
6wnp6repoc,... apöc, tb Twv 3ou7levtwv slaw e=CX0&veaOat 7eyovic; Dio Chrysostom Oration 18.6.4 
oxvgpa notei xpoac&peeOat; Oration 34.9.5 &me toils atOtq 6xviip6Tepov e4a tc pt&vcty; Josephus 
AJ 1.66.4 ei Xts öxvrlpbc ýv np6S r6 tpove6ety or (H) in close relation to a nominal phrase expressing an 
action see Josephus AJ 2.236.2 apöS xöv (p6vov 6i vrlpös Jv 5 ßaßt ; BJ 4ä84.2, täcs... µty XPOCFPOXZV, 
6xvllpor&pas äwt tro b Eigmv. For use of the adjective in place of the noun to describe the effects of 
inebriation see PhiloDe specialibus legibus 1.99.1-2 öxvou... öxvtpov&pous. . 5Cf. Joannes Philoponus In Aristotelis categorias commentarium (Volume 13.1, page 180, line 25): iaS 
nap& Tö öxvw-0, xv ao-xv1lp6c. 
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substantive [in this case an infinitive functioning as a substantive]... by ascribing or 
predicating something to a substantive'. ' That which the adjective öxvtipöv ascribes to 
the infinitive (i. e. the substantive of the clause) is the manner in which it was not (oüx) 
done: `To write the same things to you is not a hesitating process for me... '. A perhaps 
better explanation of the grammar is that the adjective is acting as a substantive (i. e. 
predicate nominative) and may be translated `To write the same things to you is not a 
matter/cause of hesitation for me... ' (cf. Phil 1: 21 where we must interpret the precise force 
of the predicate nominative XptarOq). 
Therefore, it is not implausible that Paul has slightly modified an epistolary hesitation 
formula here in Phil 3: lb. Indeed, the combination of the infinitive ypäcpety with a negated 
cognate of öxv&n suggests that he is using an epistolary formula. Regardless of what r& 
av r& refers to (see below), Paul employs this modified epistolary formula to indicate that 
`writing the same things' was not done in a `hesitating' manner, i. e. it was not something 
that `caused öxvoq' for him. 2 Even if someone is still not convinced by an epistolary 
reading of 3: lb, the evidence from the papyri and other literature suggests that öxvrlpöv, 
in combination with ? p6pcty, means `hesitating' not `troublesome'. 
A further question arises: Why would the act of writing the same thing potentially cause 
hesitation for Paul, thus requiring his denial of such an event? In order to answer this, it is 
necessary to place the hesitation formula in its literary (intertextual) context, viz. personal 
letters. The use of Greco-Roman language of friendship in Philippians has been suggested 
most notably by L. M. White, S. K. Stowers, J. T. Fitzgerald, J. Reumann, and J. 
Schoon-Janßen. Both White and Stowers classify Philippians as a `friendly hortatory 
letter', which contains terminology from Hellenistic cpt%ia traditions: xotvwvia; tiö M' AO' 
cppovciv; xaipcty 3 Although such an overarching classification of the letter may warrant 
some reservations, the letter certainly contains features of friendship language. The 
hesitation formula in Phil 3: lb is also an expression of Paul's friendship, basically on two 
levels. Firstly, its use in the epistolary literature is mostly in contexts of friendship (see 
above) or, at least, in contexts of client-patron relationships ('patronal friendship') 4 This 
is a common use of the hesitation formula, in which the author reinforces her or his 
relationship with the recipient by including what seems to be a superfluous hesitation 
formula (see esp. example 28 above) .5 Secondly, rejoicing (especially rejoicing together, 
Phil 2: 17-18)-the content of Paul's repeated exhortation (see below)-is a common 
characteristic of cptXt1a. 6 The hesitation formula, then, both is an expression of friendship 
itself and is used by Paul in the context of friendship language, viz. as an explanation of 
1Porter, Idioms, p. 118 (discussing the function of adjectives). 
2BAGD s. v. öxvilpöc, interprets the adjective similarly in Phil 3: 1, but without the notion of 'hesitation': 
'causing öuvos, causing fear or reluctance... w. inf. Phil 3: 1'. In the greek fragments of his commentary, 
Theodori Episcopi Mopsuesteni (ed. Swete) translates this section with nep i iwv crk&v xai yp6Vety 
öxvos oi>Setc, using the noun instead of the adjective (p. 231). 
3White, 'Morality'. pp. 206-207,214; Stowers, 'Friends', p. 106; for a classic treatment of 'friendship' in 
letter writing see Koskenniemi, Studien, pp. 115-27. 
4So Stowers ('Friends'. p. 118): '... rulers and government officers frequently employed friendly letters in 
communicating with those under them'; cf. Marshall. Enmity, pp. 143-47, on patronal friendship. 
5Although I find the main argument of Stowers' article convincing, I find his claim that Phil 3: lb is a 
'hortatory idiom of parenetic letters' unsubstantiated ('Friends', pp. 115-16). He does not provide any 
citations that parallel Paul's statement; apparently, he bases his claim on a recognised convention of 
paraenesis 'to assure readers that they do not really need the advice being proffered' (p. 116). Reading Phil 
3: lb as a hesitation formula makes sense of its 'friendship' context without reading a `hortatory idiom' into 
the text; furthermore, this reading does not negate the possibility that Paul felt that they needed to be joyful 
for some reason (e. g. they were discouraged due to persecution). 
6'Friends share one's joy while enemies gloat over one's misfortunes' (Dio Chrysostom, Oration 3.103). 
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why he repeatedly exhorts them to rejoice. To translate öxvripöv as `irksome, 
troublesome' in Phil 3: lb misses this point altogether, placing the expression in a context 
of `irritation' rather than `friendly reaffirmation'. Paul's only other use of the adjective in 
Rom 12: 11 tj atou6; j µi1 öxvilpoi ('be not slack in zeal' or better `do not hesitate when 
it comes to being zealous'), where it is paired with r4 itve tatit ýiovtic; ('be aglow with 
the Spirit'), similarly involves the meaning `hesitating, delaying, neglecting'; ' at the least, 
it certainly does not mean `irksome, troublesome'. The strength of this epistolary reading 
of 6wnpöv in 3: lb is that it can be identified formally and functionally in extra-biblical 
literature, both in terms of the language of friendship and epistolary hesitation fonnulas. 2 
(2) The second matter to discuss is the effect of this epistolary reading on an 
understanding of äacpaX, and r& a$t&. Firstly, öuvripöv is closely linked to &acpaX. &S 
by means of g&... SL Both adjectives are components of a two-part predicate adjective (or 
nominative) construction, i. e. they modify the clause `to write the same things to you. 
The entire clause may be a parenthesis, in which Paul steps aside from the flow of the 
discourse and comments upon the conspicuous repetitiveness of his exhortation to rejoice. 
eµot Rev ov9 9 ic ok-mpov 
tia avtia Ypacpcty v tiv 
üµiv Sic äacpa? E 
The grammatical similarity between the two expressions is obvious: both begin with a 
dative (of respect or of advantage(disadvantage)3 personal pronoun and conclude with a 
neuter nominative adjective. 4 The semantic dissimilarity apparently signalled by g& ... 
U, 
however, is not as straightforward. The contrast between i toi and v ttv is evident 
enough, viz. they specify two different sets of people; but in what way does oüx 
öxvrnpöv contrast with &Ogcc c;? 5 Perhaps they do not contrast at all; rather, jt v... Be 
indicates an additive relationship between the adjectives .6 That contrast is not in effect here 
is suggested by the fact that although there are points of difference between the two 
phrases, there is not a positive-negative opposition. Instead, Paul is using *... BE to 
indicate two implications of `writing the same things', one with respect to himself and the 
other with respect to the Philippians.? This also accounts for the grammatical similarity of 
the terms, viz. they are both negated words, one with the negative particle 61c and the 
other with a-privative. In this case, if öxvrlpöv means `irksome, troublesome' (as most 
translations) then it reasonably follows that &a p& means something like `assured from 
danger, safe' (so most). However, if öuvripöv means `hesitating, causing hesitation' then 
1Cranfield, Romans, II, pp. 633-34. 
2Contra Beare's speculation, for example, that 'the phrase "to me not fearsome, and for you safe" is in 
Greek a line of verse (iambic trimeter), and it is probable that Paul is quoting, half playfully, from a poem 
unknown to us' (Philippians, p. 143); cf. Schenk, Philipperbriefe, p. 243; Moule, Idiom Book, p. 199 n. 
1. 
30n these types of dative see BDF §188 (dative of advantage/disadvantage'serves to designate the person 
whose interest is affected') and § 197. 
4The neuter gender is used in 3: lb because these adjectives modify the entire infinitive clause r& avt& 
ypäccety %Aiv; cf. Phil 1: 22 where the neuter rotno stands for the infinitive Tb Cv iv aapxi (note the use 
of neuter forms in 1: 24,29; 2: 6,13,25; 4: 10; but contrast Phil 1: 21). 
SThe terms are used in the same context in P. Oslo 3.128.12 (368 CE); unfortunately, the surrounding text 
is so fragmented that it is difficult to know their semantic relationship. 
6Cf. Turner, Syntax, pp. 331-32. Louw and Nida (Lexicon, I, p. 791) note: 'µev... S&: markers of two or 
mace items which are additively related and thematically parallel'. Cf. the grammar of 1 Cor 1: 23 where 
two groups-expressed in the dative ('Ioi&aiots and e"Overnv)-are compared with respect to their view on 
'Christ crucified'. 
70n this understanding of contrast see Beekman and Callow, Translating, p. 195. 
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it may be more fitting to translate äac aX as `trustworthy, unfailing'-a use of the term 
sometimes describing friends 1-or `not liable to fall, immovable, steadfast'? This 
semantic field of meanings nicely parallels the idea of `unhesitating' signified by ovic 
öxviipöv. As is the case with the neuter öxvi pöv, äwpa? &c is sometimes used to 
modify an infinitive clause. In non-biblical literature, the adjective often describes the 
infinitive as an action that is `safe' or `unsafe' (frequently in contexts of physical danger), 3 
but this meaning does not necessarily involve the idea of `safety from danger' .4 Just as 
öxvnpöv may be understood grammatically as a predicate nominative (see above), 
äacpa is also a predicate nominative, perhaps meaning `steadfast' or `a matter/cause of 
steadfastness'. Paul's repeated exhortations to rejoice are a cause of steadfastness for 
them. 5 Unfortunately, Paul does not specify how rejoicing will produce steadfastness; 
perhaps (and this is a very tentative `perhaps') `continual rejoicing' creates steadfastness by 
creating unity. Despite his silence on this issue, the parallelism with 6wnpov, the 
probable anaphoric (not cataphoric) reference of ti& aüiä (see below), and the fact that 
äacpaX does not necessarily imply `safety from danger', suggest that 3: lb does not refer 
to the dangers discussed in 3: 2ff; instead, it represents Paul's parenthetic comment on 3: 1a. 
In epistolary terms, it is a disclosure formula revealing Paul's own perspective on his letter 
writing. 
Secondly, an epistolary reading of Phil 3: 1b sheds light on the function of r& aütiä. 
Paul uses c& avtiä `the same things' only three times in the neuter accusative plural. In 
both Rom 2: 1 and 1 Thess 2: 14 it occurs at the beginning of the clause as in Phil 3: lb. In 
1LSJ (abridged) s. v. &acpaMc 2; it is only used in Phu 3: 1 as an adjective in Paul. 
2Furnish ('Place', p. 85) argues for similar meanings used elsewhere in the NT-'certain, dependable' and 
'assurance'-however, he unnecessarily argues that this meaning must be in reference to 'knowledge' in 
Phil 3: 1 ('certain, dependable, specific knowledge'). The adjective does not necessarily imply 'knowledge', 
but only the attribute of 'dependability, certainty'. I am not sure (nor convinced) how Furnish comes up 
with 'specific' and 'concrete' from these meanings of &c; Ta and, thus, I remain unconvinced by his 
subsequent conclusion (i) that the 'warnings of chapter iii (e. g. vv. 2,15-19) are considerably more pointed 
and specific than those of chapters i-ii (L27-28; 11-13,14-18)' or (ii) that the letter is more specific and 
concrete than the oral warnings and directives delivered in person by Epaphroditus and Timothy (p. 86). 
The Acts 21-22 uses of the adjective (21: 34 and 22: 30) which Furnish mentions do not refer to 'specific, 
concrete' facts (p. 84), but 'dependable, trustworthy' facts and information which Festus could have used to 
prosecute Paul. Furnish's point that other textual evidence using the article r6 with ia(paV-; (A`vid 69 
pm) supports his reading of Phil 3: 1 is a grammatical fallacy regarding the 'definiteness' of the article (see 
Porter, Idioms, pp. 103-104). In any case, the context, not the adjective, must determine whether the object 
of the adjective is 'knowledge'. If t& avth refers to the exhoration to rejoice (see discussion below) then 
äcß 5 could just as well describe the 'dependability' of this exhortation for the welfare of the 
Philippians. As Furnish notes, the adjective is often used in epistolary business transactions to express a 
'security' of receipt, i. e. a guarantee that a person will receive that for which they payed; see Moulton and 
Milligan, Vocabulary, p. 88. 
3E. g. Anthologia Graeca 12.121.5 nvp6; S' ovx &acaOUg & aov "Epaety ainlpt v; Appian BC 2.4.29.7 of 
Se uat tj ov rt ovx aaca), ilyovvw Sta) ew iv vxo ti 1Toµmltao Svvaµty; Dio Cassius Historiae 
Romanae 4625.4.2 ev t n6Xct Statpißcty &acaX &iyveto; Demosthenes De Chersoneso 64.8 
Xa 6vta xpiiµat' airtöv drat; Eats X yety nap', i tv. 
4E. g. Josephus Ap. 2.225.1 T'qv & itOil nepi Oeoü 8640Cv ei; tily t&v &)wv öwotav ovx Jv &acaXk 
Ekeveyx tv; Dio Chrysostom Orationes 10.24.1 'Oddpw tEv o'vv äacaAes ijv "Tacos aopeüeoOat aapä 
thy 'Ax6 eil AeXovs; Isocrates Antidosis 159.5 Evop1 ero r6 %Xouteiv äcaW6US ttvat xai 
agtvbv. 
5Cf. Schenk's translation (Philipperbriefe, p. 248): '... sondern dient eurer Festigung' (emphasis mine). 
Another possible understanding of &a S which makes seam of oüu 6xvIp6v as `not a cause of 
hesitation' is that Paul's repeated exhortations to rejoice are, for them, a surety (or guarantee) that they will - 
rejoice. Cf. the similar meaning of the adjective in Dionysius of Antiquitates Romanae 
6.75.2.1 s6 &wpaXis -rt-IS &m0cpia, S er8o ev etvat ßeßatov 'the surety of your freedom seems to be 
secure'. 
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Rom 2: 1 it refers backwards (cf. Eph 6: 9). 1 In 1 Thess 2: 14 it gets it impetus from 2: 14a 
(with the reference to tiwv 6a@ v Ev r fi 'IovSaia) but is further specified by the following 
text, i. e. t& ai th is both anaphoric and cataphoric. 2 In both cases, nevertheless, r& 
a&c& obtains its referential function when two items in the immediate linguistic context are 
being compared: (i) in Rom 2: 1 a comparison between the actions of two individuals (viz. 
Töv 'Mepov and acau röv) and (ii) in 1 Thess 2: 14 a comparison between the sufferings of 
the Thessalonians and those of the churches in Judaea. Thus, the most likely place to find 
the referent of t& aüt& in Phil 3: 1b is in the immediate linguistic context, especially in an 
item with a textually-based, comparative partner. If nothing in the text suggests itself as 
such a candidate, then it would be reasonable to look outside of the text to locate its 
referent. However, not only is 3: 1a ('Rejoice in the Lord! ') immediately prior to tiä a$t& 
but it has verbal parallels earlier in the discourse (2: 17-18,28,29; cf. 1: 18) and even later 
in the discourse (Phil 4: 4,10) 3 In further support of an anaphoric interpretation is the fact 
that the singular tiö a$iö in Phil 2: 18 precedes the verb and is used anaphorically (cf. also 
the singular avtö in 1: 6). If by the phrase c& avttä Paul has in mind information external 
to the discourse (e. g. another letter or the report of Epaphroditus), it might be expected that 
he make this explicit in the text as in P. Oxy. 3.533.3 (II-III CE), where the author uses the 
expression (Yva µiß) ti& a&r& yp6. yco to refer to the contents of another letter (viz. '600C 
6t& SAS &r pa; ktato%A; Eypayra, which occurs immediately before the expression). 
Against an external interpretation of c& avtiä (e. g. it refers to another letter or the report of 
Epaphroditus), it does not seem plausible that the Philippians could readily associate Paul's 
immediate point with that of previous correspondence. Furthermore, a cataphoric 
interpretation (e. g. t& av & refers to the warnings in 3: 2ff. ) is questionable, since not 
only is Paul's usage suggestive of an anaphoric interpretation but cross-linguistic studies 
show that anaphora is more frequent than cataphora in most languages because it is easier 
on the interpretative faculties of the reader (see chap. 2 on Reference)-readers expect 
pronouns to refer to information already introduced in the discourse. A significant burden 
of proof, then, would seem to rest on those arguing for a cataphoric or extra-textual 
interpretation. Several commentators recognise the appeal of an internal and anaphoric 
understanding of tiä avtiä 4 As Lightfoot notes, `There is nothing in the words which 
suggests a reference to any incident external to the letter itself 5 The one objection to this 
interpretation has been with regard to äacpa: `But in what cogent sense would it be 
safe (äa(pac) to urge the readers to rejoice? And would this simple and natural 
summons (which occurs again twice in 4: 4! ) have called forth an apology for repetition? '6 
1The anarthrous aath is used similarly in Rom 1: 32; 2: 3; 10: 5; Gal 3: 10,12. 
2Wick (Philipperbrief, p. 57) similarly understands r& atinä in Phil 3: 1 both anaphorically and 
cataphorically: 'Mit dem iä av t& meint er also nicht nur die Aufforderung zur Freude oder die Warnung 
vor Gegnern ... sondern er bezieht diese Wendung auf beides und auf alles, was noch kommt. ' His interpretation forms part of his larger argument that the letter is a series of parallelisms joined by the 
Christ-hymn (2: 5-11): al (1: 12-26), a2 (3: 1-16), bl (1: 27-30), b2 (3: 17-21), cl (2: 1-4), c2 (4: 1-3), dl 
(2: 12-18), d2 (4: 4-9), el (2: 19-30), e2 (4: 10-20). Paul's usage elsewhere does not support such an 
extensive interpretation of rä cr x& nor does it make good linguistic sense to interpret a pronoun with 
such a ubiquitous cataphoric function. 
3Wick (Philipperbrief, pp. 56-57) objects to limiting ¶& a$-T& only to Paul's Aufruf zur Freude on the 
grounds that in '... 2,18 verwendet Paulus ausdrücklich einen Singular (ib ainö) im Zusammenhang mit 
dem Aufruf zur Freude. ' Wick's appeal to 2.18 seems misplaced because, even if c6 avTS there refers to the 
'call to joy', the plural is used in 3: 1 for the very reason that Paul is referring to all of his exhortations to 
rejoice whereas in 2: 18 the reference is only to the immediate exhortation to rejoice. 
4Lightfoot, Philippians, p. 125; see O'Brien (Philippians, p. 351 n. 23) for a lengthy list of proponents.. 
5Lightfoot, Philippians, p. 140. 
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This is perhaps a persuasive point if &o(paXk means `safeguard from danger' (viz. the 
danger described in Phil 3), 1 but if it means `trustworthy, steadfast, security against 
falling' (without the connotation of external `danger'; see above) then 3: 1b and the 
exhortation to rejoice in 3: 1a logically cohere. Paul's repeated exhortation to rejoice is, 
for him, not a cause of hesitation and is, for them, a cause of steadfastness. 
(3) The final matter to discuss is the effect of this epistolary reading of Phil 3: 1b on an 
interpretation of those linguistic elements around it, viz. xaipetc, -rb ? otnöv, and 
(3X&ztc. Firstly, although the imperative of xaipw almost surely means `rejoice' here 
(see above), it is not solely a theologically-motivated `rejoice'-as O'Brien writes of `a 
positive Christian attitude of joy that finds outward expression in their lives and that 
realistically takes into account the adverse circumstances, trials, and pressures through 
which the Philippians were called to pass'2-but a sociologically-motivated `rejoice', i. e. 
motivated by the epistolary situation. 3 Elsewhere in the letter, forms of xaipw are used in 
contexts concerning correspondence between Paul and the Philippians: (i) Paul's potential 
visit in the future (1: 18-194 xapijaogat... yäp... ), (ii) Epaphroditus' imminent arrival 
(2: 28 £negNfa avtiöv tva... xapijtic), and (iii) the receipt of the Philippians' gift (4: 10 
ixäprlv... &v xupi p peyäAwS ötit... ävc06Actc tiö bxep cµov (ppovciv). In such cases 
the exhortation to rejoice is partly motivated by the possibility of future correspondence 
(e. g. the arrival of Paul, envoys, epistles, information, gifts). L. M. White similarly notes 
that it was customary in letters representing the absent friend that "`joy", and "mutual 
exhortation" were by-products of such friendly relations. 5 This appears to be the case in 
3: 1 as well. Paul has just mentioned the recovery and imminent arrival of Epaphroditus 
(2: 25-30) and thus exhorts them to rejoice vis-ä-vis this information. 6 Similarly in BGU 
60'Brien, Philippians, p. 351; cf. Lightfoot, Philippians, pp. 125-26; Garland, 'Composition', p. 164. 
Cf. Moffatt, Introduction, p. 173: 'Paul had not spoken so often or so amply of rejoicing... that his 
hearers would feel it irksome to have xaipere iv Kupp repeated to them. ' 
lIt is not unreasonable, however, to understand Paul's repeated exhortation to rejoice as a safeguard for the 
Philippians in the sense that it produces unity in the midst of the 'danger' of discord. This reading would 
allow for &aq &a as 'safeguard'; nevertheless, this does not seem to parallel semantically ovic 6K-Mpov as 
well as 'trustworthy, cause of steadfastness' does. 
20'Brien, Philippians, p. 349; cf. Swift, 'Theme and Structure', p. 247; Vincent, Philippians, pp. 90-91, 
who translates v1 as '... whatever your trials, past, present, or future, continue to rejoice in the Lord'. The 
tendency to view 'rejoice' in the light of 'suffering' has been prominent among interpreters of Philippians 
(see Bloomquist, Function, esp. pp. 18-70). 
3Cf. Mullins, 'Formulas in New Testament Epistles', p. 388: 'The use of epistolary forms, more than any 
other part of a letter, reflects the fact that it was a letter, not an essay or a theological tract. The presence of 
one of these epistolary forms in an ancient Greek letter indicates a pause in a communication process, not a 
development in a literary process.... Wherever and whenever that pause comes, it signals that the writer's 
attention has shifted from conveying his personal ideas to the reader and that he is now dealing with more 
formal aspects of the relationship beween [sic] himself (as writer) and his readers. ' 
4Later in vv 24-26 Paul makes it clear that his release may result in another visit to see them. 5White, 'Morality', pp. 211-12, citing Phil 1: 9; 2: 1-2; 4: 1-4,10, but surprisingly omitting Phil 3: 1. For epistolary examples using forms of xaipw in the context of family and friendship relations see e. g. P. Oxy. 1 
55.3807.43-44 (26-28 CE? ) xaipw ger? Xcos pn Ti µe p. eety =-ra[x). ]evaat; P. Berl. 11.15-16 (33- 
34 f"VIf/1I\"/ 34 CE) estßKOnobvtat at of ev otxaot navTec, uat yatpw o ypayras ýv photo? (v); P. Oxy. f""\f fI IMff" 
46.3313.20-21 (II CE) uat ayanwµev avwa xat o kos xatpogev tact aot teat [t]w aaTpt avt&v; 
P. Oxy. 1.119.7-8 (III CE) p. i ? 4f3w xeipa (xetpav) nap& [a]ov oZre tt xaipw at iwtnöv (? unov); 
P. Oxy. 14.1676.23 (111 CE) xaipw &Tt 1ccx [S] e"xetS. 
6Schenk's translation takes Ev xvpiw as the object of the verb: 'Ihr könnt im Blick auf unseren 
auferweckten Herrn froh sein! ' (Philipperbriefe, p. 248); see Weiss (Philipperbrief, p. 217) for early 
Christian and later protestant authors who take ev xupiT as the object of the verb 'rejoice and thus 
conclude that 3: 1 goes with what follows as a contrast to those who boast 'in the flesh'. The use of the 
imperative followed by Ev xvp{q is relatively frequent in Philippians compared to the other Pauline letters 
(Phil 2: 29; 4: 1; 4: 4; cf. Eph 6: 10). In Phil 2.29 and 4: 1 Ev xupi p is clearly not the object of the verb's 
action, but the realm or sphere in which it takes place (on the spherical use of the dative with iv see Porter, 
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2.632.9-10 (II CE), Antonius is glad because he has learned of the well-being of the 
recipients: Entyvovs ac Cppo)µ v Xiav CXäpi v. l xaiptt does not punctuate the 
discourse as an isolated, abstract exhortation to rejoice with no textually-based motivation, 
nor does it casually pick up where 2: 18 left off, severed by two epistolary commendations. 
It is motivated by the immediately preceding discourse, specifically, by the discussion 
about Epaphroditus. They can rejoice because Epaphroditus has recovered from his 
sickness in the process of ministering to Paul and because he will be returning home soon. 
This reading of 3: 1 is evidenced by the fact that Paul explicitly states in 2: 28 why he is 
sending Epaphroditus back, viz. `in order that you may rejoice [Xapfitic] at seeing him 
again' (cf. v 29 xpoaS caOc... avtiöv ev xupicp µaä xaoilc xapäc) 2 3: 1 simply 
restates this purpose. 
Secondly, if the above reading of xaipcts is adopted and 3: lb is read as an epistolary 
hesitation formula, then tib ? otnöv probably means `in the future, henceforth', 3 or 
`finally' (as in the last in a list) but not `finally' (as in the end of the letter). It is argued 
here that it does not introduce the beginning of a new section (nor the absolute conclusion 
of the previous section), but signals the final imperative in a list of three (2: 29 
lcpoaö caOe... C'Xcce xaipctc), all of which concern the Philippians' reception of 
Epaphroditus. In Hellenistic letters, ? otx6v may be used as a discourse marker either at 
the beginning, middle, or end of a letter 4 When used in the middle of the letter, ? outöv 
often concludes a previous narrative or list of commands with a final request. In P. Oxy. 
48.3400 (359-65 CE) Papnuthis (sender) begins the body of his letter with an account of 
how he has tried to collect grain in the village of Berky, just as his landlord (the recipient) 
had instructed him. After using several sentences to narrate that the grain was full of barley 
and the measure was apparently the wrong size, he concludes the narrative with ?, otx6v 
(spelled A. unöv) + request (line 18): `with respect to the future [for the rest], write whether 
you want me to accept the grain and the measure'. He then goes on to narrate similar 
events, followed by two other requests. This example demonstrates the use of ? otnöv + 
Idioms, pp. 157,159; Wedderburn, 'Observations', pp. 83-97; and on this meaning in Phil 3: 1 see Ewald, 
Brief, p. 148). Thus, if it is being used similarly in 3: 1 then the object (or reason) of their rejoicing is not 
Christ but must be determined from elsewhere in the context. In his other letters, Paul uses the preposition 
Lai, never iv, to indicate the object of xaipw (Rom 16: 19; 1 Cor 13: 6; 16: 17; 2 Cor 7: 13); however, in 
Phil 1: 18 Ev, r6-rcp perhaps indicates the object of his rejoicing; but it may indicate the context (the realm) 
in which he rejoices, viz. in the midst of those proclaiming Christ in pretence and in truth (cf. LSJ s. v. 
xatpw L1: 'rarely e"v rtvt'). Therefore, usage of xaipw in Paul and in other literature in general argues 
against reading iv xvpüu as the object of the verb in 3: 1; but Phil 1: 18 leaves the option open. 
1This sentence is notably followed by a hesitation formula: uai 'yw 6i& aäßav & popµily oirx öxvw aot 
ypäyrat acpi t-q[S] ooMpias gov xai Twv eµwv 'and whenever I find an opportunity I do not hesitate to 
write to you concerning my well-being and that of my family'. 
2Schnider and Stenger (Studien, p. 176) treat this as an epistolary formula of joy (Ausdruck der Freude), 
thus leaving open the option that xaipcTc in 3: 1 functions similarly. 
30n this meaning of Xota6v in the NT see Meecham, 'aout6v', p. 331. The illative function of Xotnöv 'so 
then, accordingly, therefore', which Meecham sees in Acts 27: 20,1 Cor 7: 29, and 2 Tim 4: 8 (cf. 1 Thess 
4: 1 and 2 *Mess 3: 1), is another possible translation of Phil 3: la that fits my interpretation. 
4Especially illustrative is the letter from the 'naughty schoolboy' Theon to his father (P. Oxy. 1.119.8,13 
[H-III CE]) in which Xout6v (spelled Xvn6v) is used twice, once meaning 'in the future, from now on' (line 
8) and once meaning 'finally' (line 13; having looked at the original manuscript I agree with Deissmann's 
reading [Light. p. 202], against the editors' reading XvpSv). See also e. g. Xout6v in the beginning of 
P. Oxy. 17.2149.5 (II-III CE) meaning 'in the future'; in the middle of P. Oxy. 12.1480.13 (32 CE) 
meaning 'for the rest'; and at the end of P. Oxy. 4.709.12 (50 CE) meaning 'finally'. The plural t& 7wtx& 
is also used, but less frequently (e. g. P. Col. 3.6.14 [257 BCE]). ) of v is often used as an adjective 
meaning 'the remainder' (e. g. Phil 4: 3), especially in contracts ('Pay the remaining sum! '; e. g. P. Oxy. 
3.511.4 [103 CE]). . 
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command in the middle of the letter but near the end of a discussion. 1 Similarly, Phil 3: 1 
concludes the commendation of Epaphroditus (2: 19-30) with the third in a succession of 
three exhortations (2: 29 npoa8&ca8c... xcc... 3: 1 xaipece) 2 'rb k oink accordingly, 
could be understood as `in the future, from now on, the remaining time', similar to its use 
in 1 Cor 7: 29. As already mentioned, the purpose of Paul's call to rejoice in Phil 3: 1 is 
perhaps best broadly understood in terms of practices of friendship, cptXta: 3 he as the 
sender of the letter is informing the recipients of their friend's good health, thereby 
allowing them to be at ease in the future. P. Mich. 2.495.9-13 (II CE) recounts how the 
sender is joyful because he received a letter from the recipient recounting the safety of 
particular individuals known to him: bcogta6jn v aou -rb tavö? tov 2tapä 
Ecxoü<v>Sov, uai µcyä?, ws äpiiv nE pi cjg aoYmpi(o)aS ¶wv ..... [coy] `I received 
your letter from Secundus and I rejoiced greatly concerning the health of your 
[children? ]. '4 Similarly, the news of Ephaphroditus' health is cause for the Philippians' 
good cheer. In addition, the fact that Paul restates the events of the sickness of 
Ephaproditus in v 30 when he has already made this clear in w 26-27 suggests that the 
faithful ministry of Epaphroditus on behalf of the Philippians is also cause for joy. In other 
words, now that the Philippians know of Epaphroditus' health and his devoted 
servanthood, `from now on' (tib ? otnöv) they are to rejoice, to be glad .5 
Thirdly, whether ß? cte means `consider' or more likely `beware' (see above), it fits 
naturally into the progression of the discourse as the fourth in a series of present tense 
imperatives begun in 2: 29 (2: 291rpoa6eXe(; Oe and'Xcc evtitµoüg; 3: 1 xaipere; 3: 2 
P? , retc). Whereas the initial three imperatives serve to esteem Epaphroditus (and those 
like him) in the light of his faithful ministry, the imperatives in 3: 2 serve to snub an 
opposing group of people. The structure is governed by these positive and negative 
models. S. K. Stowers has suggested a similar structure in terms of Philippians as a letter 
of friendship: `A series of positive and negative models of how friends behave versus how 
enemies behave constitutes the core of the letter and is the key to its architecture. '6 
Schoon-Janßen, similarly, suggests `daß 3: 2-11 ein dem positiven Beispiel in 2: 19-30 
korrespondierendes Negativ-Beispiel ist'? Schoon-Janßen, furthermore, argues that 
Paul's argumentation is `nicht aktuell-apologetische Charakter' and that Paul may simply be 
drawing from prior conflicts (e. g. Galatian opponents) to warn the Philippians in the case 
of potential encounters with Judaizers or to deal with internal disputes in the Philippian 
church regarding their religious identity (should they maintain Jewish traditions) .8 
1Cf. P. Oxy. 12.1480.13 (32 CE), if napaxaX begins a new sentence which is probably the case; 
P. Oxy. 17.2154.15 (IV CE); and P. Oxy. 48.3408.19 (IV CE). 
2Phil 4: 8 similarly signals the close of a succession of imperatives. 
3xaipew is an important term in this literary tradition; see L. M. White, 'Morality', p. 214. 
4See the editors' comment on the fragmented text:...... [wv]: the most likely readings are natöt[wv] and 
a. S [wv] (cf. L 22). The latter is the less satisfactory palaeographically while the former is not supported 
by the gender of the pronoun in 1.14: In either case, the sender is happy because of good news about 
someone's health. The mention of joy upon receiving news about someone is a common theme in 
Hellenistic letters; cf. P. Mich. 8.473.4,26 (II CE) and P. Mich. 8A82.2.23 (133 CE) where it occurs in the 
context of a hesitation formula. 
5Cf. P. Oxy. 55.3810.13 (II-III CE), where the sender writes about good news (tepi T-q; txayytXiac) and, 
therefore, Dioscurides should not worry 'any more' about anything. 
6Stowers, 'Friends', p. 117; cf. Fitzgerald, 'Philippians', p. 321; Minear, 'Singing', p. 211; Geoffrion, 
Purpose, p. 197, 'insiders and outsiders'. I would not go so far as to claim that this pattern is the key to 
its architecture; rather, it is one pattern in the semantic structure of the letter. 
7Schoon-JanBen. Apologien, p. 142. 
8Schoon-Janßen, Apologien, esp. pp. 146-57,159-61,164-65; his general argument is based on the view 
that (i) the entire tenor of the letter is freundschaftlich, (ii) the rhetoric of the letter is symbuleutischen 
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Positive-negative exhortation, in which one group is esteemed and another disdained, is 
also found in Phil 3: 17-19.1 There Paul exhorts them to imitate him and to pay careful 
attention to those living like him (v 17); he immediately follows this exhortation by 
contrasting a group of individuals who do not follow his example (vv 18-19)? Similarly, 
Phil 3: 2 takes the discussion in a different direction by introducing new participants (viz. 
`the dogs') who may be contrasted with the noble ministry of Epaphroditus (and those like 
him). This rhetoric of comparison and contrast makes literary sense of the flow of the 
discourse: `The ridiculing of one's enemies is but the natural antithesis to the praising of 
one's friends. '3 The transition to this new discussion is signalled by tiö ? otiröv, the 
vocative k&FA(poi, 4 and the disclosure formula in 3: 1, which together signal the end of the 
commendation of Epaphroditus. In sum, PA, äcctc begins a new thematic development in 
the discourse, but one that is structurally and thematically (by means of contrast) linked to 
the imperatives in 2: 29-3: 15 The transition between the two sections is not as harsh 
grammatically (as evidenced by the use of tib Xotnöv, t6CX poi, the hesitation formula, 
and the succession of imperatives) or semantically (as evidenced by the pairing of positive 
and negative exempla in Philippians [1: 27-28; 3: 17-18; cf. 2: 14-15]) as multiple-letter 
theorists have argued, even if ß ncrs means `beware of. Phil 3: 1b is clearly a pause in 
the discourse-i. e. a parenthetical disclosure by Paul about an important purpose of his 
letter-but one explained by its epistolary function. As T. Y. Mullins notes: `... in a letter 
Redegenus, (iii) 3: 4-6 (and 4: 10-13,16-17) show signs of the dialogischer Diatribe-Stil mit fiktiven 
Einwänden und Zurückweisungen, (iv) the absence of explicit or implicit OT citations (though implicit 
'allusions' exist). Regarding the use of diatribe, Schoon-Janßen concludes that Phil 3: 2-11 is being used as 
a 'Beispiel, und nicht als aktuelle Gegnerauseinandersetzung' (Apologien, p. 144). In his sociological 
approach to motivation behind 3: 1-11, Tellbe ('Factors', pp. 103-105,116-20) argues that the Philippian 
Christians (non-Jews) would have been enticed to adopt Judaism so as to attain legitimacy in Roman 
society (religio illicita). Accordingly. Paul writes his letter in part as an 'apologetic letter' to encourage 
them to be loyal to the Lord Jesus Christ in the face of sufferings due to their displacement in society. 
Although his reading is suggestive, it cannot be assumed that becoming a Jew would result in acceptance 
by the locals, as is clear from the anti-Judaism in Acts 16: 20-21. In addition, Tellbe assumes that Paul and 
the Philippian converts did not already consider themselves Jews (whether by birth or conversion). The 
polemic of 3: 1-11 could just as well be intra-Jewish polemic, in which Paul argues for his particular brand 
of Judaism so as to keep the Philippians away from another brand of Judaism. 
'Paul's use of comparison and contrast in the letter is best treated as a rhetorical strategy: (i) comparison 
so as to create boundaries of identity for himself, his readers, and other Christians (e. g. Timothy, 
Epaphroditus, Euodia and Syntyche), in part using Christ as an exemplum and (ii) contrast so as to set up 
boundaries separating himself and his readers apart from various unspecified opponents. 
2For the juxtaposition of positive and negative examples see 1 Cor 9 and 10: 1-13; 2 Pet 2: 4-6 and 7-8. 
Schoon-Janßen (Apologien, p. 143) also points to the repeated use of anithesis in Philippians, perhaps 
based on the style of diatribe: 1: 15a/b, 16/17,21a/b, 23/24,29a/b; 2: 8/9,15a/b, 17a/b, 21a/b, 27aa/1i, 
27ba/1i; 3: 2/3,7a/b, 8a/b, 9a/b; 4: 11a/b, 12a4,12balß, 12ca1 . 3Fitzgerald, 'Philippians', p. 321. For similar paraenetic use of virtue and vice-e. g. one's own example, 
the example of family and friends, and the example of ancient worthies-see Malherbe, Moral Exhortation, 
pp. 135-43.1 Clement is one early Christian discourse in which personal examples appear in the 
epistolary genre. 
4The use of the vocative ä. ScX. coi serves as a transitional marker in Phil 1: 12; 3: 17; 4: 1,8; see the study of 
vocatives in the NT by Banker, 'Vocative &Se oi', pp. 29-36, and Rogers, 'Vocatives', pp. 4-29. The 
vocative of &8eß (usually in the singular and in conjunction with r6pte) with µov often appears in 
letters at points of transition as well as in conjunction with an epistolary formula; see e. g. CPR 6.80.24 (II 
CE); CPR 8.28.29 (IV CE); P. Brem. 8.7 (II CE); P. Brem. 56.1 (II CE), in which it appears with the 
imperative xatpe; P. Oxy. 14.1775.6 (IV CE); P. Oxy. 18.21922.25 (II CE); P. Ryl. 4.695.11 (111 CE); SB 
16.12570.25 (II-III CE). It may also serve simply as a marker of emphasis (focus), with no transitional 
function; cf. B. Johanson, To All the Brethren, p. 32. 
51n defense of the letter's unity, White ('Epistolary Literature', p. 1750 n. 59) notes: '... We might 
anticipate-by analogy with the sequence of his paraenesis elsewhere-some further instruction even after 
his announcement of the dispatch of Timothy and of Epaphroditus (2: 19-30)'; contrast his earlier comment 
about the letter's integrity in 'Introductory Formulae', p. 95. 
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of any considerable length there will be places where a writer will pause and break the flow 
of his thought for a moment. He may mark such pauses with epistolary forms ... '11 
likewise, an epistolary reading of 3: 1b may help ameliorate the trouble scholars have had 
with the shift in tone and subject matter at 3: 2.2 
Summary 
The main function of epistolary hesitation formulas is to maintain relationships between 
sender and recipient (often between friends or patrons and clients) either (i) by requesting 
the recipient to write about his or her situation and needs or to carry out some set of 
instructions or (ii) by notifying the recipient that the sender will write again in the future or 
will carry out some task for the recipient. Most hesitation formulas consist of a form of 
öxv&w (usually negated) and a form of ypäcpo (usually the infinitive). Paul employs the 
negated adjective öxvrpöv ('hesitating, cause of hesitation'), instead of the verb, in order 
to form a double predicate adjective (or nominative) construction which notifies the 
recipients what it means for him `to write the same things'. As a disclosure formula 
(ypäc co) it provides a window through which we get a rare glimpse at Paul's own 
intentions for his letter. In this case, the disclosure formula reveals the importance which 
Paul attributed to the act of `rejoicing'. Based on the majority of uses of the hesitation 
formula studied above, it might be argued that Paul's hesitation formula would probably 
occur at the end of the letter, verifying a multiple-letter theory. However, Paul relates his 
hesitation formula to the immediate situation (viz. the exhortation to rejoice) rather than 
solely to future correspondence. When this is done in letters, the hesitation formula is 
often located in the main body of the letter, typically following a narrative account of some 
event, as in Phil 2: 25-30 with the narrative about Epaphroditus' illness 3 
The above epistolary reading of Phil3: lb has several implications for interpreting the 
grammar and semantics of Phil 3: 1-2. Even if one is not convinced that Paul is employing 
an epistolary hesitation formula (or a modified one), the literary evidence strongly suggests 
that öxvripöv means something like `hesitating' (or `cause of hesitation'), not `irksome, 
troublesome'; if this is granted then other interpretative dominoes in this problematic 
section start to fall: äagaX probably means `steadfast, trustworthy, dependable, secure' 
(or `cause of steadfastness') not `safeguard'; ti& aütiä refers to Phil 3: la (xatpctc... ); , [ö 
Xotxöv means `in the future, henceforth' or `so then, therefore' (illative); xaiacrc is an 
exhortation to rejoice in view of Epaphroditus' recovery and honourable service (the third 
of three commands in 2: 29-3: 1); and Phil 3: 2-punctuated by the disclosure formula of 
3: lb-continues Paul's exhortations to the Philippians begun in 2: 29. In sum, this reading 
does not merely support single-letter theorists' claim that nothing in the text necessarily 
suggests a multiple-letter theory, but it argues that the epistolary nature of 3: 1 plays a 
definite structural role in the development of the discourse from 2: 30 to 3: 2. Rather than 
seeing a break at 3: 1a, 3: 1b or 3: 2, as has been variously debated, it has been argued here 
1Mullins, 'Formulas in New Testament Epistles', p. 387. 
2This use of an epistolary formula, I believe, partly answers one of Schmithal's arguments (Paul, p. 72) 
against the literary integrity of Philippians: viz. every normal letter writer accounts for and explains 
unusual writing style and since Paul does not do this in Phil 3: 1-2, the natural conclusion is that 3: 2 
begins an editorial insertion. To the contrary, Paul accounts for the repetitiveness of his discourse by 
means of the hesitation formula. 
3Cf. Demosthenes Ep. 2A. 3; P. Lond. 6.1916.17,21 (330-40 CE); P. Oxy. 14.1775.8 (IV CE); P. Oxy. 
18.2190.2.44 (I CE); P. Oxy. 31.2596.11 (III CE); P. Oxy. 38.2862.7 (III CE); P. Wisc. 2.73.9 (II CE); SB 
16.12496.7 (c. 300 CE); SB 16.12994.18 (241 CE); P. Mich. 8.498.14 (II CE); P. CairZen. 1.59034.15 
(257 BCE); P. David 14.20 (II-III CE). 
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that the hesitation formula punctuates (as a parenthetical comment on the discourse itself) a 
series of present tense exhortations. In addition, it concludes positive ones and thus 
provides a transition into negative commands. The shift in tone and mood from exhortation 
to warning is not evidence for a disjointed discourse; rather, it supports a coherent reading. 
The syntactic structure of these exhortations is set forth in the following diagram. 
npoaSEXea9E ovv avt6v ... 
b xai tioüs tiotovtiovg &tiiµovS ciXctc ... q do aotnöv, &Bc%goi µov, xat r, 
c& 
c cv xvpt 
aütiä ypäcpety vµiv 
Eµot µßv 0-01C oxvrIpov 
v 
µiv U äacpaXiq 
(3ý ýxc c tiovS xüvaS 
3X&ctc tiob; xaxovc £pyataq 
px6cvrc AV xaiatiopiiv ... 
In conclusion, J. L. Lemke, in a study of discourse cohesiveness, contends: 
Thematic and structural organization in a text are complementary in the interests of 
maintaining its coherence (and, a fortiori, its cohesiveness). When thematic continuity is 
at a minimum, e. g. when there is total change of topic, coherence is maintained by 
rhetorical and genre structure, so that the new topic may be seen as a digression, a new case, 
or example of a specific sort which will later be synoptically reintegrated somehow into the 
structure of the text. 1 
At Phil 3: 2 there is an undeniable change in thematic organisation and the thematic 
continuity is, problematically for some, at a minimum. Upon this, scholars generally 
agree. What the interpreter might ask, then, is what structure of the genre, if any, 
maintains the coherence and cohesiveness of the discourse? In part, Phil 3: lb-an 
epistolary hesitation formula-is that structural device. In addition, the three exhortations 
in 2: 28-3: 1 play an important part in the broader paraenetic structure of the letter. They 
represent positive exhortations which are followed by negative warnings in 3: 2. Seen 
together, the hesitation formula and positive-negative exhortations help explain the 
transition from Paul's commendations of Timothy and Epaphroditus to his polemic and 
self-appraisal in 3: 2ff. 
FINAL REQUESTS/PETITIONS (4: 2-9) 
Until now, Paul's petitions/requests have followed on the heels of various kinds of 
exposition and narrative: 1: 27-30 follows (is occasioned by) personal disclosure in 1: 12- 
26; 2: 1-5 follows personal disclosure in 1: 12-26; 2: 12-18 follows the `story' of Christ in 
2: 6-11; 2: 29-3: 2 follows commendations in 2: 19-30; 3: 15-17 follows comparison/contrast 
with `enemies' in 3: 3-14 (esp. w 12-14); 4: 1 follows comparison/contrast with `enemies' 
in 3: 18-212 In 4: 2-9, Paul again turns to make further requests/petitions of the 
Philippians; here, however, he employs conventional epistolary language, viz. 
napaua) and Eparw verbs, in order to introduce a new topic in the discourse .3 
1Lemke, 'Text Structure, p. 168. 
2Mullins ('Formulas', pp. 386-87) has shown that epistolary petitions are not restricted to one portion of a 
letter. 
3Schenk (Philipperbriefe, pp. 256-59), in arguing that the imperatives in 4: 1.3 belong together as the 
concluding 'you-imperatives' of Letter C (3: 2-21), fails to recognise the epistolary break at 4: 2. This 
failure to account for epistolary elements is somewhat characteristic of his entire analysis, which is 
surprising in that he claims to be doing a 'textlinguistic' analysis-an approach which is keenly interested 
in the linguistic structure of genres/registers as a feature of discourse structure. 
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Whereas in his other petitions Paul employs discourse particles with imperatives to set off 
the unit (1: 27 govov... xo? vrc moc...; 2: 1-2 oüv... 7cXfptaatic...; 2: 12 
Wtis... xaticpy& caGe...; 2: 29 npoa8eXea9c ovv...; 3: 15 ovv... cppovw tcv; 4: 1 
äi (Ytic... acjicce), 1 here he need only use the itapaxakf and ipwti6 verbs in order to 
mark a topical development in the discourse, because the generic conventions themselves 
act as ORGANIC TIES. The verbs xapauaki and iponw are often found in epistolary 
petitions. 2 Thus, their appearance in Paul's letter would invoke MENTAL SCRIPTS of 
petition from many of his readers. The remaining petitions in this section have the 
following structure: (i) vv 4-6 several petitions strung together with only one connecting 
particle ä71Xa (the rest by asyndeton); (ii) v7 `peace' wish connected with uai; (iii) vv 8- 
9a two closing petitions joined together with no connecting particles (asyndeton) but linked 
to the preceding petitions with tib ?, outöv ('lastly' or `therefore'); 3 and (iv) v 9b final 
`peace' wish connected with Kai. 
Epistolary petitions typically contain three basic elements: (i) background information 
which created a setting for the request; (ii) petition verb; and (iii) desired action to be 
carried out by the recipient (e. g. legal requests, business matters, family instructions) 4 
Just as in the papyri it is clear that Paul the letter writer made good use of petition formulas 
so as to persuade his readers to some course of action. 5, Of the four verbs of epistolary 
petitions-äýtoüv, 6ciaOat, ipcotav, and napauaXety (all sharing a basic function of 
`to ask, request, beseech')6-the fourth type, when it is used in the context of petition, 
occurs 14 times in the first person singular in the Pauline letters (Rom 12: 1; 15: 30; 16: 17; 1 
Cor 1: 10; 4: 16; 16: 15; 2 Cor 2: 8; 10: 1; Phil 4: 2 [2x]; Phlm 9,10; cf. Eph 4: 1; 1 Tim 2: 1) 
and five times in the first person plural (2 Cor 6: 1; 1 Thess 4: 1,10; 5: 14; 2 Thess 3: 12). 
These follow a basic structure: (i) person(s) addressed, e. g. v tas; (ii) itapaxa%ro verb; 
(iii) vocative &86 . oi; and (iv) desired action.? Paul sometimes adds a modifying 
prepositional phrase to indicate the intermediate agency of his command, e. g. Stä tioi 
xvpiov (see Rom 12: 1; 15: 30; 1 Cor 1: 10; 2 Cor 10: 1; Phil 4: 2?; cf. Eph 4: 1; 1 Tim 2: 1). 
The third type of petition verb, Fponw, occurs in Phil 4: 3; 1 Thess 4: 1; 5: 12; 2 Thess 2: 18 
1Schoon-Janßen (Apologien, p. 143) tentatively suggests that Paul's use of imperatives may be influenced 
by the diatribe style; however, the abundance of imperatives in documentary and private letters suggests that 
the diatribe style need not be appealed to in order to explain the presence of epistolary petitions in the 
letter's structure. 
ZSee esp. Bjerkelund, PARAKALO; Mullins, 'Petition', pp. 46-54; and Stowers, Letter Writing, p. 24, 
who notes that napauaXTh expressions are found not only in '"letters of request" but "paraenetic letters"'. 
3-t6 Xoun6v is perhaps used here as it is in 3: 1 to indicate a final exhortation(s) in a set of related 
exhortations. Accordingly, xb A, ounöv here is a connecting device limited to an immediate context (viz. the 
present set of exhortations), rather than a device used in relation to the entire discourse (e. g. 'this is my 
final thing to say') as some single-letter theroists have argued (e. g. Haupt, Briefe, p. 100). 
4Mullins, 'Petition', p. 46. This structure is true of both private and official correspondence. 5For additional examples see Mullins, 'Petition', pp. 53-54. He distinguishes between familiar and 
personal petitions, placing Phil 4: 3 in the former and 4: 2 in the latter category. According to my scheme, 
family formulas are a subtype of personal ones. 
6Mullins ('Petition'. p. 47) notes that this order indicates 'their increasing degree of personal concern'. 
7The vocative is also an optional element of epistolary petitions; so also a courtesy phrase is found in 
some petitions (eäv (roü x &ign), but not in Paul (see Mullins, 'Petition', pp. 46-47). The 
courtesy phrase is virtually abandoned in personal letters (p. 48). Paul's second petition, which employs an 
expanded vocative address yvt ote avgu'e, resembles other expanded addresses in the papyri; see Mullins, 
'Petition', pp. 48-49, and BGU 8.1871.6-7 (56-57 BCE) Stb napaxaA, w... a6 c; SB 4.7335.3-5 (117- 
38 CE) dc i &Coµat ee ij8ta-r[a, 71?. ux&rarc Eapaaiaov, uai napaKu)J ae; P. Oxy. 3.486.33 (131 
CE) napaxaX& CE, ilyc tv uvpte; P. Brem. 1.15.18 (II CE) napaxaMo CIE oüv, xvptc. 
8Mullins ('Petition', p. 48) claims that this verb 'has an air of familiarity to it, as if the one who is 
petitioning were of equal social standing with the petitioned official'; this, however, is difficult to 
substantiate when applied to specific texts. 
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F, pa t& petitions are also more rare in the papyri (by about a 2: 1 ratio), but they are far more 
prevalent around Paul's time (first century CE) than napaxaX& expressions. Paul uses a 
combination of both verbs in a petition only in Phil 4: 2-3 and 1 Thess 4: 1, but in the former 
each verb occurs in its own petition (v 2 Evo&av 7tapaxaXw lcai Evvtiüxrly 
napauaX,... v3 vai ipconw xai QE... ) whereas in the latter they appear in the same 
petition (Epon& tcv vµäc ua't napaxa?, ovµcv... ). This latter type is paralleled in 
P. Oxy. 2.294.28-30 (22 CE) ipaxo SE ae xai napaxaX[w ypä]yrat ([ypa]ycct} got 
ävtiupohvTaty ncpi rv ycvop v[cuv] `I ask and beseech you to write me a response 
concerning the present matters. '1 As in Phil 4: 2, the author of SB 1.3939.18-25 (? ) 
identifies the two people whom he petitions, asking them to send a letter upon the arrival of 
his son: napaxa?, bp&S Tatipupovce xat KcC a? Iä , 
eäv {tav) , 
On Ai6upog... 6 
viöS pov, Epwtiw bp&g &xoatictkat {anoatit? at) £ntato? v. So also Paul names two 
of the individuals he petitions, exhorting Euodia and Syntyche tiö aüiö cppovety & 
xupiw. The predominance of cppov&o) language in Philippians has been repeatedly noted 
by modern readers (Phil 1: 7; 2: 2,5; 3: 15,19; 4: 2,10); here I would simply add that 
cppov&o verbs combined with adverbs such as Mw; are used in epistolary literature to 
define interpersonal relationships (e. g. friendship ties). For example, in P. Oxy. 
31.2594.4-8 (II CE) the author describes a problem in his relationship with the recipient: 
`When I saw you, I told you what to do about the maids, but you think that I have other 
feelings about you (C"Uwg nepi aov (ppovciv) and that I was not advising you as a friend 
(ov cpt?. wv ae auv(36cvov), although I have suffered from them. '2 To `think otherwise' 
is to be in discord with another, to `think the same' is be in conformity3 And to think of 
one's friend meant that you were maintaining friendship ties. 4 Paul similarly employs 
lexical items meaning `same, differently, otherwise' with the verb cppov&w (2: 2 [2x]; 3: 15; 
4: 2) so as to encourage unity in relationships. Paul's second request (4: 3) that someone 
dear to him (viz. the two women) be taken care of is paralleled in P. Oxy. 4.744.6-7 (2 
BCE) Epcnw ae xai napaxa%ro ac EntpEX O<11ti>t (cntgc%n0t) -Tcp xat&lp `I ask and 
beseech you that you be concerned about the child'. As in the previous letter, Paul may be 
requesting material aid, not spiritual counsel, for the two women .5 He 
is trying to ensure 
that the Philippians provide for his gospel-team (they &v tiw cüayycA, icp (YuvfjO? tlaäv 
pot). Even more similar to Paul's two petitions are those in P. Mich. 8.487.6-12 (II CE), 
in which the author first makes a request for information (&U& vvv nap[a]xa? 6f 6v 
pot notrla, [ nou atg] äywvtwvtt tii np&oocts (npaaatq)) and then further asks that 
the recipient `assist' (or `receive') the person commended (' Xcp to ' Epona rev 
1For use of both verbs in the same petition see also P. Oxy. 4.744.6 (2 BCE); SB 5.7600.4 (16 CE); 
P. Col. 8215.8-9,21 (c. 100 CE); P. Strass. 5.344. frB. 5-6 (1.11 CE); P. Wuerzb. 1.21. frA. 18-19 (II CE); 
P. Oslo. 2.60.7-8 (II CE). 
2Cf. BGU 6.1443.4-6 (247-46 BCE) 'Aicca&vSpov &z&µä cppovoüvcos xa. täµä voo[üv]Tos e aoi, Ety 
aircwt n&vr(xr& 18ta öea im&pxe[t «týA]Tepat; P. Wisc. 2.84.17-19 (U BCE) [6](pi lIjS Tä 
äv[9]p[w]ntva cppoveiv E4atpeCM (E EpETaý) ev TotoStp; P. Ness. 3.29.6 (590 CE) 'eTEpa c povEiv. 
3Cf. P. RyL 4.624.18-19 (HI CE) twv MAa[v] t& [v ä]X? w 9povo$vTmv µucpbv cppoveiv '[he taught 
us] to think little of those who think otherwise'. This word does not have to do with 'thinking' for the 
sake of thinking (i. e. philosophical reasoning); so Zahn (Introduction, p. 537) correctly notes that it 
'always denotes agreement for the accomplishment of practical aims'. 
4E. g. P. Brem. 1.11.33-34 (II CE) iva äct xote cppovtt, ävstyp6nc `... in order that you write back to us 
because at some time you thought (of us)'. 
5Zahn, Introduction, p. 537; so Kim (Recommendation, pp. 128-29) takes Phil 4: 2-3 to be a 
commendation formula. Kim (Recommendation, p. 122 n. 8), accordingly, adopts a multiple-letter theory 
because 4: 2-3 'fits very well into the usual order of Pauline letters without the section of thanks (4: 10-20)'. 
Paul's petitions (esp. in [undisputed sections of] Philippians), in response, are not limited to the final 
section of the letter, nor are those of the papyri. 
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hµAtc[po]v. Stö Ep(rw avva, aßov aütiw öBwS... ). 1 Similarly, Paul requests his 
unknown recipient in 4: 2 to assist (av71. Xaµßävov) his gospel-compatriots Euodia and 
Syntyche. 2 Two other features of Paul's petitions deserve mention. Firstly, more than one 
petition could be used in the same letter, as in the previously mentioned P. Oxy. 4.744 (2 
BCE) which contains another request in line 13.3 Paul similarly makes multiple petitions in 
his letter. Secondly, Paul's petition in 4: 6 that the Philippians should not worry (µijSýv 
µgptµv&rc) parallels similar epistolary requests of recipients not to worry: P. Oxy. 
4.744.14 (1 BCE) ipenw ac ovv iva µi1 äyo vtäapg `I ask that you not be distressed' 4 
Paul's petition is not a timeless, theological exhortation but one occasioned by the 
threatening circumstances facing the Philippians. 
One aspect of Paul's final set of petitions is said to point to the hand of a redactor. The 
`peace of God' and `God of peace' benedictions in vv 7 and 9,5 typically found at the end 
of Paul's letters, signal the close of an originally separate letter (probably letter B). 6 In 
response, it should first be noted that Paul's two `peace' expressions in 4: 7,9 are slightly 
different: v7 il cipijvri toil Ocoil (only here in Paul) and v9b 0c6;, C% cipTjviic (cf. 
Rom 15: 33; 16: 20; 2 Cor 13: 11; 1 Thess 5: 23; cf. 1 Cor 14: 33). Only v9 is precisely 
paralleled in Paul's other letters. Gal 6: 16, also cited as a closing benediction by scholars, 
is quite different in form from both: ciptjvrl' avtiovS... `peace upon them... '; if this is 
treated as a form of the `peace' wish then Rom 2: 10, which is obviously not at the end of 
the letter, should also count as evidence (in this case contrary to the multiple-letter view, 
though its different form and function does not provide a strict parallel with Phil 4: 9,7). In 
addition, it should be noted that 1 Cor 14: 33, although not a `peace' wish, is a case where 
the phrase b Oeo; siprjv11c is not used at the end of a letter. Secondly, if chap. 16 of 
Romans is part of the original letter, then the `peace' (and `hope' and `joy') wish of Rom 
15: 33 falls a considerable distance away from the end of the letter. Thirdly, the peace wish 
of 1 Thess 5: 23 is not at the immediate end of the letter, followed both by an exhortation to 
pray and closing greetings. In the letter to the Philippians, the `peace' wish is followed by 
two epistolary sections-acknowledgement of receipt of gift and closing greetings. Of 
1For examples of both verbs used individually in separate petitions see SB 6.9122.3-10 (I CE) and the 
fragmented P. Strass. 5.344. frA3-6 (I-II CE). Many petitions had to do with the care of people (e. g. 
recommendations); but they could also be used to request goods (e. g. P. Mich. 8.503.14 [II CE] in which 
the letter writer requests that three cows be sent to him). 
2Cf. P. Mich. 8.485.9 (II CE), in which the letter writer urges the recipient to act on his behalf as a 
mediator between disputing parties: napaica) ae, &S e, &vc' kLoü n&X[tly yev&aOat uai 
.. tiv tot sPospeW aa0atGov Ou 
' [Xle' pt[ov al 7p " Wattwt Qetwt'"a xavT ev its ov o [' l µi1 [K "]vov (ý10k 
ap&y)=oc %M vai äc'aOös xußepvATnS, viöv aatpi xap[t]ý6 icv[o]S 'I beseech you, brother, on my 
behalf to urge Valerius to write to Pius ... so that in every way you may not only be a helper in the affair but a good pilot, restoring a son to his father. ' Paul's petition that Euodia and Syntyche 'think the same 
may imply that the two were disputing over some matter and, thus, he requests 7v1 aye c «vye to help in 
the resolution of this problem; but if the exhortation to his 'yokefellow' is rather one of assistance (a 
commendation, see above on 2: 19-3: 1) then no discord may be implied but instead Paul may be simply 
exhorting them to be united in their work on behalf of the gospel. 
3Cf. the three uses of eponia in P. Mich. 8.465.23,29,35 (107 CE). In the first Eponiu request, the 
letter writer requests that the recipients be aap& because he is in a good place. An appeal (not using a 
request verb; so also many of Paul's requests) is then made for linens to be sent. Then a second epon& 
request is made in which the recipients are asked to grieve not 'my lady Julia' (apparently by telling her that 
the letter writer is not doing well). In the third Epon request, the recipients are asked to send news about 
their welfare. See also P. Mich. 3.201 (99 CE), in which occur five loosely connected requests. 
4Cf. P. Oxy. 8.1154.6-7 (I CE) µi1 äyo vtöcanS Se nepi eµoü; P. Oxy. 3.530.21.22 (II CE) Jill äywvia Be 
Kepi fµwv; SB 16.12591.4-5 (III CE) µn äywvtäans (agywvvis) nEpt'toütov (touto). 
? Weima (Endings, p. 99) suggests that the origin of this formula is probably not Jewish liturgy but 
Semitic epistolary closings, in which the farewell includes a wish for peace. 
6Schenk, Philipperbriefe, p. 244. 
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course, the acknowledgement of receipt comprises a more lengthy section; but the point is 
that in terms of topical discussions, the `peace' wish in Phil 4: 9 is followed by two 
coherent units which may be treated as closing sections of the letter. Fourthly, Rom 15: 13 
6 BE Oc6S Aq nt8og nXilpwaat vµäc näaric xapäc iced cipi vis ev tiw n UTC`6cty, 
which is also a form of the `peace' wish (e. g. it uses the optative), is not at the end of the 
letter. 1 Similarly, the presence of the peace wish in Philippians is not far removed from the 
end of the letter. 2 Lastly, T. Y. Mullins, in arguing for a LXX and synagogue worship 
background for Paul's expressions, classifies the following cases as a form of the 
benediction which are not restricted to the opening or closing sections of letters: Rom 
15: 33; 2 Cor 13: 11; Phil 4: 9; 2 Thess 2: 16,17; Rom 15: 5,6,13; 1 Thess 3: 11; 5: 23; 2 
Thess 3: 5,163 If we use Mullins' classification, then, the location of Phil 4: 7 and 9 are 
not unusual. 
In sum, Paul employs epistolary terminology to begin his last set of petitions to the 
Philippians. As Mullins notes, `Combinations of ipanäv and napauaXciv... become 
numerous in Private Petitions' 4 Paul's petitions show several areas of overlap with such 
personal petitions in the papyri; for example, his first two petitions are personal in nature, 
requesting that certain individuals be taken care of. However, Paul's petitions on the 
whole deal with ethical matters rather than business and personal ones (as most papyri), 
using mostly religious language to move his readers to action: v3 &v ßißß; v4 xaipetc 
¬v xupiq ;v56 xvptoq Cy'(S; v6 prayer terminology. Furthermore, his two sets of 
1For a comprehensive treatment of Pauline benedictions see Weima, Endings, pp. 78-103. Weima 
(Endings, p. 89) does not treat Rom 15: 13 as a type of 'peace' benediction-he classifies it under the 
heading 'other benedictions'-even though it has his four basic elements (introductory element; wish, 
divine source; recipient). He allows for grammatical differences in the form (e. g. 'God of peace' and 'peace 
of God') but sees no functional difference between these since 'peace may be said to be the wish in each' (p. 
88). Peace, however, is also part of the wish of Rom 15: 13, even though grammatically it does not 
directly modify Ocös. Thus, if Gal 6: 16 is treated as a 'peace' wish (so Weima; Schenk), then Rom 15: 13 
should also be treated as a type of 'peace' wish. See also Jewett, 'Form', pp. 25-27, who treats Rom 15: 13 
(and 15: 5-6) as a 'homiletical' benediction. 
2Weima (Endings, pp. 191-94), although he takes Phil 4: 9 as a closing peace benediction, is not forced to 
conclude that Phil 4: 10-20 is a separate letter (so Schenk) since he takes 4: 8-23 in its entirety as the 
closing. In other words, he defines what constitutes a closing and then reads Phil 4: 9 into that; in contrast, 
Schenk also defines what constitutes a closing element (including the 'peace' expression) but excludes Phil 
4: 9 from it. Weima's analysis does not support a single-letter theory, however, since his use of the term 
`closing' is not an ancient formula but a modem designation of elements that occur towards the end of 
epistolary discourse; thus, his label of 4: 8-23 as a 'closing' is arbitrary (i. e. he determines what constitutes 
a closing element)--Philippians does not neatly fit Weima's schema of Paul's closings (peace benediction; 
hortatory section [can also come before a peace benediction]; greetings [closing greetings; kiss greeting; 
autograph]; grace benediction), so it should not be used prescriptively with respect to at least Philippians 
(p. 154). (In addition, Weima's outline fails to connect the final petitions in 4: 8-9 with the preceding 
petitions, which also represent petitions that may appear at the end of letters. He also surprisingly fails to 
note the peace wish in Phil 4: 7. ) The term 'closing' is better defined as a spatial location in letters which 
contain certain epistolary formulas (see Appendix B). Schenk's analysis is equally arbitrary since he 
determines what may constitute a true closing with no epistolary evidence (even Paul's letters can be used 
to counter his claim; so above); on this issue see also the discussion below on the 'joy' expression. In any 
event, epistolary closings, i. e. spatial locations at the end of letters, show much flexibility as to what 
might appear there; firm conclusions regarding the integrity of Philippians should not be based on supposed 
'closing' elements. 
3Mullins, 'Benedictions', p. 63. His comparison of these with LXX benedictions (e. g. 2 Kgs [2 Sam] 
24: 23) is more convincing than his argument that Paul's salutations and closings also parallel LXX 
benedictions, since the former is based on more clear formal evidence (e. g. use of a verb [future or 
optative]). However, the evidence is not overwhelming. Notably, Mullins treats Phil 4: 7 as a 'closing 
type' of benediction but says nothing about its relevance for a multiple-letter theory; apparently, this is 
because he does not believe that a 'closing type' of benediction is limited to the immediate end of a 
discourse--he also treats 2 Tim 1: 16 as a 'closing type'. 
4Mullins, `Petition', p. 49. 
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petitions end with particularly Christian blessings/promises: v7 TI Eiptjvri ¶oü 
6coü... cppovpijact T&; uapSia;... uai t& voAgwra vµwv iv Xptaut 'Iqaov and v9ö 
Ocb; triS eipijvrlS &rrat µ£A' vµwv. Paul again has reworked social conventions for his 
own ideological goals. 
EXPRESSION OF JOY FOR RECEIPT OF GIFT (4: 10-20)1 
Phil 4: 10-20 is a combination of two closely related epistolary conventions: expression 
of gratitude and acknowledgement of receiving gifts. J. L. White makes cursory reference 
to the joy expression in Phil 4: 10,2 but G. W. Peterman provides the most thorough 
discussion of this section in its socio-literary context 3 Regarding epistolary convention, 
White identifies five parts to expressions of `joy's (i) the verb Xaipw in the aorist tenses 
or the noun xäptc in the accusative case as the object of the verb Z'Xo); (ii) an adverb of 
magnitude (no%%a v, geyä ,? 
Iav); (iii) a statement regarding either the arrival of a 
letter or other forms of news; (iv) that which has been heard, introduced by 'ht; and (v) the 
vocative. 6 As White notes, these expressions of joy are typically occasioned by news 
which the letter writer has received about a distant friend or family member, hence, these 
and other expressions of writingtreceiving letters are characteristic of personal letters.? Phil 
4: 10 does not contain an explicit reference to a letter received but only Paul's statement of 
rejoicing `because now at last you have revived8 again to think9 about me, on the basis of 
the fact that you did indeed think (about me) beforehand10 but did not have occasion (to 
send assistance)' 8-n ij6rl xotii &vt0&Xcte th vd'p c gob cppovciv, Ecp' w icai ýcppovcitc, 
rlxatpcioOc SE. However, if it is remembered that the verb for `to think' often implies the 
sending of gifts/letters, then 4: 10 at least has to do with the re-establishing of relationships 
(at least in the form of a gift, which probably would have been delivered with a letter or 
oral message). 1I Indeed, some `joy' expressions do not mention the receipt of a letter but 
llf this section actually represents part of an originally separate letter, then it is possible that v 20 was 
added (ex nihilo or from another letter) during the process of redaction. If, however, this section is part of 
the original whole, then v 20 naturally follows from v 19 as part of the entire section. 
2So also Weima, Endings, p. 191. 
3White, 'Introductory Formulae', pp. 94-96, and Peterman, "`Thankless Thanks"', 261-70. Contrast 
Mullins, 'Formulas', pp. 384-85, who is not convinced that this is a true epistolary formula because 'some 
sort of repeated pattern must be exhibited' (p. 385). 
4'Gratitude' may be a better description of this formula in Phil 4: 10, since Paul does not seem to be simply 
joyful over the gift but thankful for it. 
5This is the typical construction; however, Paul's use of the present tense Xaipw in 1 Cor 16: 17 as an 
expression of joy for the arrival of a person parallels some of the following 'joy' expressions which use the 
aorist tense. 
6White, 'Introductory Formulae, pp. 95-96; he cites Phlm 7; Phil 4: 10; P. Giss. 21.3-4 (II CE); P. Eleph. 
13.2-3 (111 BCE); P. Lond. 42.7ff. (168 BCE); P. Lond. 43.3-4 (II BCE); and P. Mich 483.3ff. (Reign of 
Hadrian) as examples. Mullins ('Formulas', p. 385) rebuts that such expressions are not epistolary 
formulas on the grounds that 'reference to the contents of a letter and a response to it is not in itself an 
epistolary form. Some sort of repeated pattern must be exhibited. ' White's examples and those which I 
cite at least demonstrate that expressions of joy (using similar forms and having similar functions) are 
common when separated individuals received notice of one another (through a gift, letter, or oral messages), 
whether or not one wants to call these formulaic. For other treatments of 'joy' expressions see 
Koskenniemi, Studien, pp. 75-77, and Weima, Endings, pp. 149-50. 
7White, 'Epistolary Formulas'. p. 304. 
BAs BAGD s. v. &v(xO&V note, Phil 4: 10 may include the factitive 'cause to revive'; the cause would 
be, then, the sending of the gift and news. 
9'Think' is only a rough equivalent of what in Greek conveyed also the senses of concern and recollection. 
10The imperfect tense indicates a remote (or past time) reference, warranting a translation here with a past 
time English verb. 
11P. Brem. 1.11.33-34 (II CE) tva ön note cpove%S kvtt PöcyrýS'... in order that you write back to us 
because at some time you thought (of us)'. A letter could specify what the separated persons were thinking 
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only imply the receiving of news, l though admittedly most make some sort of explicit 
reference to a letter or the `hearing' of news. In P. Oxy. 47.3356.10-13 (76 CE), the letter 
writer is joyful upon reading a letter about the recipient's excellent health: exäprly 5e 
µeyaXuoc 8[t]ava7voüS aov TT'Iv c tato?. iiv, cv il oc cpp« t vcatiatiov c[e]yvo)v `I 
was very glad reading through your letter, in which I learned of your very good health'? 
Often the letter writer's joy is based primarily upon the fact that the receipt of a letter helps 
maintain personal relationships with distant confidants. However, the person's `joy' is not 
always due to information about the recipient's good health; 3 it may be occasioned by the 
general good standing of the recipient. 4 For example, in P. Yale 1.42.10-11 (229 BCE) the 
letter writer is glad because he has been told by Protolaos (letter carrier? ) about the current 
situation of the recipient: IIpwtio? ou S' ä7cayyctXavtios i1µiv c& uaiä ac, ?. iav 
eXä[piiv] 5 Similarly, Paul is glad because he has been reassured of the Philippians' 
concern for him; 6 they are maintaining friendship ties. As Peterman notes, the epistolary 
`joy' formula `serves to confirm the bond between the parties'? 
. White's analysis of 
joy expressions falls under his study of introductory formulae in 
Paul's letters and, thus, might suggest that Phil 4: 10 begins an originally separate letter 
(letter A). So White asserts, `Since expressions of joy usually introduce the body of the 
letter, the presence of such a formula in Phil 4: 10 supports Robert Funk's proposal that 
"this may... be an independent letter, now truncated". '8 Schenk, in support of his partition 
theory, also argues that Phil 4: 10-20 has a form of an epistolary opening similar to that of 
about one another; e. g. P. Phil. 1.33.17-19 (II CE) önws avayvot; cd n To bntat6Xtov (cntato). ctov) 
ToüTO, iv' ei&p Ti (ppovw'... so that you might read this letter to him in order that he may know what I am 
thinking'. See above under Final Petitions for discussion of 4ppovec) language in letters. 
1E. g. P. Wisc. 2.73.3-6 (II CE) cus 6 x&A. A. taTOS ilµwv 6ZA96c, Iaßävwv aot ypäcpet &8pc"ºx EX&piµev 
xa. Eop dv (ewpTrly) i cqizv X, apovTcS aov T6 ktct6Xtov (these letter writers are joyous because of the 
correspondence between two other people and they are 'having a feast' because they had received their own 
letter from the recipient); PSI 8.971.14-17 (III-N CE) äp[ii]v Se nt&vv &Tt 6 (p(Xos [a]ov a'vOiS Av 
xwpav avto"v &v en? po aev 'I am glad that your friend paid back? (or completely planted? ) his land again' 
(this statement is made only later in the letter which earlier mentioned the receipt of a letter); P. Fouad. 
1.80. frA. 9-10 (IV CE) äxoüaavres Tap r cpi TES vtxrl ELSai tovo[S] Toü µtxpo"v aoaäx; (naoacoS) noTE 
10 pmµev; P. Ross. Georg. 3.9.10-11 (IV CE) eµapT$pna&v pot t& nap& aoü avTo% aaov6aaOevTa, 
xai navu exapily. 
2Cf. P. Cair. Zen. 4.59580.4 (III BCE) vytaivvre exäpr[µev]; SB 3.6823.3-7 (41-54 CE) np6... a&vTwv 
eXaPTIv µE7& oS 71. acJwv aov [E! ]mßTO%Alv. o.. Tt vt. yuxýuetS (v7etatvetS) xat o ... Tt , r1v auvßto .v ßov xa. t 
TÖ [TE]KVOV ctpES is ov taS (to ovtcs); P. Col. 8215.7-8 (100 CE) Exäcpqv SE äKOVßaß[a] öTt 
xoFlVFOq (xWi. taoc) EßxYjxas (ea icoS); P. Mich. 8.495.11-12 (II CE) tcy&Au & &pilv nept rn 
a 1p aS ((FOn1PiaS) Twv...; P. Hamb. 1.88.3-5 (II CE) &Xapily Xap6v aov %6 r to Atov xaXXS 
qöcßcao , 
&Tt eyaia1ßac (cyataarlaec, ) xai &Tt äaOevi oaS (a) Ea66rl<Q (eawOrl); P. Sarap. 1.95.3-4 
(11 CE) t apn(v) Xa46v aov entaToMMv wS vytatvetS xat anpoaxonos yeyov&;; PSI 7.837.3-4 (111-1V 
CE) Exoµtaäµ1v aou 'pawaTa xai [e]xäpiv &Tt Uor liipctS (oXox%riptc, ); cf. BGU 14.24182-10 (II 
BCE). 
3E. g. SB 14.12177.3-4 (III CE) xoµtaäµEVO( aov Yp& iaTa aiµepov 11 (rttc, ) Eativ Mav (XXtav) 
eX&pllµe'. 
4E. g. P. Laur. 2.41.8-9 (III CE) dcxo$aaa nap' avroü Tö TES txt8yµiaS aov aäcvv... exäpiv 'hearing 
from him that you are at home, I was very glad'. 
? Cf. P. Mich. Michael 23.3-4 (51-65 CE) &c piv Mav dcxovaas 8[Tt] elvOiic... that you were released 
(from prison? ); P. Yale 1.80.6 (II CE) &w (icayw) &äpty x6U= äxoüaaS ött iijxet (rlxt) eic, Tentty; 
P. Mich. 8.4742 (II CE) [nap]eyevou (a genitive absolute probably referring to the travel of the recipient) 
e[i]S 'A) 4dcv6p[et]av 7liav &Xäp1v [µ]et& [Tw]v eµ[&] nävTwv. 
6Phi14: 11-18 makes it clear that his joy is partly in response to a gift (of assistance) sent by the 
Philippians through Epaphroditus; cf. P. Oxy. 14.16764-6 (III CE), in which the letter writer is joyous 
over the receipt of a letter, which apparently was accompanied by a sword (which had probably been 
requested): eXäpiv µelror, %w; xo tw64mv6; aov bttaToMv, Söv r }wt aaTily Toü taxatpä. 
7Peterman, "'Thankless Thanks"', p. 269. 
8White, 'Introductory Formulae', p. 95, citing Funk, Language, p. 272; cf. White, 'Epistolary Literature', 
pp. 1749-50. 
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Philemon (v 7). 1 Rather than the supposed shift in `tone and mood' at the beginning of 
chap. 3, this argwnent is the strongest formal internal evidence for a multiple-letter 
theory. 2 It is, nevertheless, open to cross-examination at several points. Firstly, 'joy' 
expressions are typically used in brief letters where by nature they would appear towards 
the beginning of a letter, therefore, it is difficult to compare them to Paul's more lengthy 
letter here. Secondly, some 'joy' expressions do not occur at the beginning of a letter. For 
example, in P. Mich. 8.473.26-27 (II CE) kX&pi1vO'XaK [ h]t VTJxe[v], the expression of 
'joy' (which amounts to gratitude due to the recovery of a sick person) comes near the end 
of a relatively long letter and is followed by a brief thanksgiving, indirect petition, and 
closing greetings. 3 In the same letter, the letter writer uses a 'joy' expression mixed with a 
prayer formula at the beginning: (lines 45) &xä[p]q<v> n[k] Et tcä t[o]u Tbv uiöv 
' avt2 v (the god? ) npoarcuvýao . Titus, it was probably not obligatory 
for 'joy' con 
expressions to appear at the beginning of a letter, nevertheless, it would be expected that 
they gravitate towards the beginning and closing sections of letters due to their 
'maintenance of contact' function. 4 Indeed, Paul's use of it at the end of Philippians would 
correspond well with the 'maintenance of contact' function of the closing (and opening) 
sections of letters. Therefore, Mullins' statement that 'expressions of joy... might occur 
anywhere in the letter' is confirmed by some evidence and, hence, he is correct to caution 
against the use of 'joy' expressions (and most of White's supposed 'introductory 
formulae') to support a multiple-letter theorys Lastly, to prescribe when Paul's letters 
'Schenk. Philipperbriefe. Pp. 57-61; Schenk does not treat the epistolary evidence. unfortunately focusing 
on the Pauline letters (as if these assume a rigid structure), but he is apparently aware of it in 'Der Philipperbrief Oder Die Philipperbriefe'. p. 125. Koperski ('Textlinguistics'. pp. 337-38), in criticising Schenk for failing to note that Zap. words appear throughout the letter. fails herself to see the most cogent 
part of the argument with respect to 4: 10. viz. the linguistic 'form' of 4: 10 resembles other epistolary formulas (not simply the semantics of 'joy') which regularly appear towards the beginning of letters. Although some counter-examples exist. the burden of proof would seem to rest on those who would argue 
that 4: 10 'coherently' fits into an epistolary scheme. 2Black ('Discourse Structure'. p. 47 n. 50). because he fails to treat the epistolary structure of the letter vis- a-vis actual epistolary convention. overlooks the weight of White's and Schenk's argument. claiming instead that 'there are no compelling reasons to isolate 4: 10-20 as an independent letter of thanks or to 
Presuppose a different rhetorical situation from that of the rest of the epistle; indeed, he shows no 
awareness of their formal evidence and yet claims. against all other rhetorical analyses of the letter. that 4: 10-20 is a concluding narratlol 3Cf. P. Mich. 8.482.22 4 (133 CE) µh Ulvrl]ottt yp&vw tXLCnoUts. txei (eat) & &pi v 7liav It= 
co; ° Pal't'aµivou (IIapa7cva4LtvoS) 'do not hesitate writing letters, since I am exceedingly glad that (in doing so) you arc present; cf. P. Brem. 1.59-9.10 (H CE). in which the 'joy' expression immediately 
Precedes dosing greetings. although the letter is so brief that it is near the beginning as well. Indeed. Pland. 6.11122-25 (c. 200 CE) c az& eoOe I c.? ]wv %i[v &]S&Xgr v icai IhoX[) (ava] ex&p[ilv 6`] 61060cS ön iE(afinevye] tily [&pp3mat(av etbvµoý.... in which the 'joy' expression appears between two closing g ngs. 4In his 'Introductory Formulae' (p. 95). White maintained that 'joy' expressions introduce the body. but in his 'Epistolary Formulas' he suggests that 'such phrases [including astonishment expressions] tend, like the eng and closing greetings, the wish for health. and related phrases. to express the maintenance of contact aspect of letter writing' (p. 296); cf. the almost identical statement in Light. p. 201. Weima (Endings. P. 150. citing only a quotation from light. p. 201) suggests that White has recanted his former 
Pa tition view of Philippians ('Introductory Formulae'. p. 95; cf. White, 'Epistolary literature'. pp. 1749- 50)* This Is probably a mistaken use of White, however. since White. six years after his 'Epistolary Forms' article, is Still reticent about the function of 4: 8-23 in the scheme of the letter. even suggesting that 4: 8-9 may have arisen 'from an independent epistolary setting' ('Epistolary literature'. P. 1750 n. 59). White does not appear then to be recanting his earlier view regarding Philippians; rather. he seems to change his view on the epistolary function of 'joy' (and other) expressions, viz. they function as do most formulas in the opening and closing (viz maintaining contact) rather than as formulas in the body. 5MuU'ns. 'rormulat', pp. 387.388. Cf. Welma. Endings. p. 150. who claims. "De position of joy expressions at the close of Paul's letters, therefore, is epistolarily proper, and need not give rise to theories of textual corrupts. 
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must have ended and began based upon the presence of a particular epistolary formula is a 
hazardous endeavour when it is remembered that ancient letter writers could pick up their 
stylus and add a postscript even after penning the farewell and date of a letter (e. g. BGU 
4.1207.14-20 [28 BCE]). 1 Ancient letter writers such as Paul could decide to add further 
information to their discourse even if it meant that the resulting structure would not be 
strictly conventional; indeed, they (like us) are not enslaved to convention when using 
generic formulas. 
The expression of 'joy' is only one epistolary feature of 4: 10-20; indeed, it is secondary 
to the main epistolary function of this section, viz acknowledgement of receiving goods 
(financial gift? ). "Me scnding/rcceiving of messengers and parcel post (food, clothing, 
etc. ) is also a common epistolary topic. '2 The acknowledgement of receiving/sending 
material goods (e. g. letters; wheat; cloak) was important in antiquity not only because letter 
carriers (e. g. camel caravans) could not always be trusted but also because such 
acknowledgement would be a form of thankfulness. In P. Mich. 8.481.5-8 (II CE), the 
goods sent were accompanied by a letter containing the following statement: xöµtaat 
nap& t[o]v äaoStSdvtos (aaa6tSovto; ) cot rb &xtar6)tov xaX60tov ev To £äv 
eüpiaxetS avTt ävztcppäyretS (avztypa4rts) pot 'Receive a basket from the one 
delivering the letter to you and respond to me what you have found in it' 3 In addition, for 
a person not to acknowledge receipt might be an offence to those who had sent it. 4 Much 
of Paul's language throughout 4: 10-20 parallels the epistolary situation of the 
sending/receiving of goods/money and concomitant social obligations :5v 14 uaM 
JitOu aatg6 v 16 etc rily Xpe(av got bctµvratc (cf. v 19 Xpciav vµWV) 7v 18 äaexw; 8 
v 18 844evo; nap& 'l3aac poS(tou ¶& nap' vµwv. 9 
'For discussion and examples see Wcima, Endings. pp. 52-55. 2White, 'Epistolary Formulas'. p. 304. 3Cf. P. Mich. 8.499.12.14 (1I CE); P. Oxy. 2.3003 (late I CE); P. Oxy. 12.14883 (1I CE)-cited by White, 
'Epistolary Formulas'. p. 305. 4Petennan's study ("'Thankless Tanks"'. pp. 261-70) especially reveals the subtleties of social reciprocity in letters. 
5Kennedy ('Financial', pp. 42-44) similarly suggests that much of Paul's language here. including the 
phrase dS X, WV Harn =1 Vgi ycaoc in v 15. represents 'a certain financial strain of language'. The historical situation described here recalls that described in 2 Cor 11: 8-9. 6Similar expressions abound in the papyri; for examples near the time of Paul see P. Fouad. 1.75.3-4 (64 CE) KCt)J aotýjveIS ýajüw týv inwtoXity µov itautiS eio 1Ocuv...; P. BerlZi11.9.6-7 (68 CE) xa ovv aotfjont itocutý U6 (M ig&* P. Bon. 1.433-4 (I CE) tca). ä aotjoctc apovcdjact -, P. Oxy. X99 3-4 (1 CE) mxX&; aotljact; xi1 'etc pot ovt P. Oxy. 423061.8-9 (I CE) walk nodjaetS 
a19WaI Not i "SXUKu cvv b lnýatt; SB 69165.6-9 (I CE) icaXk aodjoets (aotiiatc) atýµtaS 
Pot tbv » )tov tbv6ctp&rctvov rat p"vty; PSI 4391.2-3 (II CE) =M; aotitvetc napaö[ovs c.? ] Kvibta 
tptCtKOVtaS 
o...; the tivo forms contrast with similar epistolary formulas urging responsible behaviour, e. g. µi1 öc sow 
a%. 
et ödJU; xoti nr. and oü iaxXk boilaaS; see White, 'Epistolary Formulas', p. 306. For a combination of both we P. Oxy. 4.745.7-8 (c. 1 CE) pO t&o ovv ee µi1 511 CO; 
sott acct (sot ac t) otbac 6 &rt a&cvta tea xot jvctS (sot aets). 7Cf. SB 6.9017.10.2.4 (I-II CE) iac Ly& got tb Vutov. Cwt ttvoc xpttav E S. a&µiov, ccaty-, P. Phil. 1A. 1-24.25 (137 CE) ätp yac apbt vt µnß rat &v [: caaav xptiav t"7rety apbs toil EA&ovc P. Mert. 2.80.4.6 (II CE) oSic ixti lac Zap crý6cµµov. etS& ött xpet(a) (Xpt) ainoü ketiv &VO&S&. On Xpcta expressions see White. Llght. p. 207. Part of the same semantic field. though not as frequent in the 
papyri, am various cognates of i)attplce. which Paul employs in 4: 11 o6X ätt ua9' 6=1pi atv Xhw. Whether this CIause implies real noel on Paul's part ('It is not my want [though that is real] which makes me say this') of not ('I do not say this because I am in want [for I am not]'}-on this debate see Drummond, 'Note', pp. 284.381. and Lambert. 'Note'. pp. 333-34-his language in v 11 reflects a social context of rociproclty, e. g. P. Mcrt. 2.83.23-24 (I1 CE) Tva ob &&v ypf1CIK µn üatepioa1S. g« P-Mich. 5.25931.32 (33 CB) dxiXm crap' ovto0 Xatpj; Lwvoc tb hnotg1vov &P7uptxbv lcllq' Utov (Irr u cov); P. Kron. 1.48.35-36 (35 CE) &xf2m (axtxmt) sity rq v ix XXAPovs; BGU 7.1660.3.5 (41 CC) ccaExco xap& QoV tb ). o%xbv mb ivotic ov ('house-rent'); BGU 13.2335.8-9 (42-43 CE) (WXao Thy (xtc)aav iqd v; P. IF. A. O. 1.17.2-3 (54 CE) aiLxo t& tpt&Icovta 8,6101 (to[oJ) 
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As has become expected of his epistolary style in Philippians, Paul makes use of 
epistolary convention here so as to convey his own ideology on certain matters: viz. he has 
learned to rely upon the one who empowers him (Iv rcp Ev&vvaµoüvrt µ£) in all situations 
(v 13). Accordingly, Paul's expression of joy and acknowledgement of receipt has been 
understood by some as strangely thankless (a danklösen Dank). 1 But G. W. Peterman, 
attentive to the epistolary context of this section, has demonstrated that gratitude is not 
necessarily required in letters which mention the receipt of goods or other favours (see esp. 
P. Mert. 1.12 [58 CEJ)? Paul's atypical use of convention is to be found elsewhere. Paul's 
hesitancy to acknowledge his need of their gift in 4: 10-20 may be explained by his 
expressed practice elsewhere (1 Cor 9: 1-18; 2 Cor 11: 7-10; 1 Thess 2: 5-9; 2 Thess 3: 7-12); 
but, as Peterman argues, this need not be understood as unconventional. Peterman's study 
reveals how Paul, upon receiving the gift from the Philippians (perhaps unsolicited), would 
have probably felt some social obligation to repay them, i. e. he was now indebted to the 
Philippians. 3 however, rather than state his intention to repay (the 'write to me whatever 
you have need' formula) Paul bequeaths God with the debt to repay to the Philippians (4: 19 
'he will fulfil their needs'; cf. v 17). 4 Paul does not seem to be attacking social 
conventions of reciprocity per se (e. g. client-patron responsibilities), but he does transfer 
the obligation of repayment (indeed, a non-monetary payment! ) to someone other than 
himself. In this way, Paul is at least partly circumventing social convention. 
Lastly, it is necessary to mention here the study of Pauline epistolary closings by J. A. 
D. Weima, since it has implications for the integrity debate. Weima's study of the Pauline 
closings is representative of the often unsubstantiated equation of rhetorical theory and 
Pauline epistolary convention. Weima, in a very cursory discussion of the relationship 
between epistolary and rhetorical genres, claims that 
Paul adapted the epistolary conventions of his day in writing his letter closings, with a view 
to having final sections of his letters synthesize the major arguments previously developed 
in the respective bodies of his lettcrs. s 
I do not necessarily doubt that cohesive links may occur between the closing sections and 
the bodies of letters"6 however, Weima simplistically attempts to support his conclusion by 
8P1a)X1L& P. Mich. 5335.1.7-8 (56 CE) öcxi c, xap& %6 KpoviowoS thv ttg v elc s). i'ipous Sa xetpk it otKOV; P. Oxy. 49.3487.28-29 (65 CE) dzIXw %&S woü äcp7upiov Spax t&c tpu; 1covsa &o...; P. Aberd. 1.633.4 (101 CE) cxixm aapä aoü tb FKdpwv ('payment'). Such expressions occur in all sections of kuers but tend to gravitate towards the opening or closing; they were especially common in documentary letters which deal with the sale of something (e. g. land) or the receipt of financial payment (e. g. loans); see Weima. Endings, p. 124. Paul's use may also imply a sense of debt (so Kennedy. 'Financial', p. 43). 9Cf. BGU 1793.3-6 (51-49 BCE? ) Scl; &pevoc'lap& Ilupp(ou toü FaattA. ou; sic Easag&cc; sn6 IAißcßatdoacao SB 16.12685.27 (139 CE) Sct&&tvoS rcat üab [z(v)WV; BGU 7.1671.6 (II CE) %oµai; P. Harr. 2.1996-7 (222 CE? ) "0ocv>{ (cßos) övto. "pte aapä a[oül She[a]Oat itµty (npelv). 1See e. g. Gnilka" Phdipperbrlef, p. 173. 2petean" "`Iiuankless ? banks"", pp. 261.70. His epistolary study would also seem to support the view that the phrase SdacciS rcai Jl w yew; In v 15 refers to social reciprocity not commercial exchange (see his 9 n. 39). UMP. 
Oxy. 423057.7-9 (141 CE), cited by Potennan, In which the letter writer asks that he not be overloaded with continual kindnesses because he cannot repay them: o$ Ulm 81 ae. äScXce, ßapSvety 
"la% ovvcxiat (avvexeaeal) oL? ~av0paoaiaK... o6 Suvdcµcvov agelvaa6at. The author then claims to have offered (or perhaps better 'to be presently offering') only feelings of friendship: ainb & µ6vov hgeK xpoc4caºv Iv%X%x j &czO&acw; voµdCoµcv (vojnC cv)'oapeamtcivat not; see Peterman, less Thanks-, pp. 266.68. His. like Paul's. Is a non-monetary repayment. 4Cf Rom 15: 26.27 where mowaov(a can involve both spiritual and material payments. Paul's modification my be based on OT policies of reciprocity (sec Deut 14.. 29; 15: 10,24: 19; Prov 19: 17). 3Weima, Endings, p. 26. ýhn (Introduction, p. 564) already made this point with regard to Philippians (1: 3-8, -2-17,25.30; 4: 10- 20) at the turn of the century. 
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appealing to rhetorical convention (see Appendix B). His thesis could have be 
substantiated by only analysing epistolary literature, but even there the evidence does not 
provide an inflexible principle of epistolary convention. 1 Furthermore, the attempt to 
identify an actual 'closing' of a letter is a modem enterprise. Ancient letter writers may 
have brought their discourse to a close by employing various epistolary conventions (e. g. 
greetings); but not only do these conventions vary but there is no clear delineation between 
the so-called body and closing (primarily because they did not exist as conventional 
fonms! ). 2 Thus, for Weima to claim that the closing of Paul's letters performs the role of 
summarising the body begs the question of what constitutes a closing-a very tricky 
endeavour since the ancients do not define this so-called 'closing'. Consequently, 
Weima's attempt to relate 4: 10-20 to the preceding text of Philippians (thus demonstrating 
its literary integrity) can be easily challenged by proposing a different 'closing' in 
Philippians. For example, Weima's 'hortatory section' (vv 8-9a) and `joy expression' (vv 
10-20), which he treats as part of the letter's closing, are not (as epistolary formulas) 
restricted to the end of letters; indeed, joy expressions rarely appear at the end of a letter 
(see above). Accordingly. if vv 8-9a and especially vv 10-20 are not treated as part of a so- 
called 'closing' (if such a thing actually existed in letters), it would seem difficult to follow 
Weima's thesis and find 'thematic echoes' in 4: 21-23; thus, we have no evidence for a 
single-letter theory after all. Furthermore, Weima's methodology of what constitutes 
cohesiveness (and hence literary unity) is methodologically vague. He repeatedly refers to 
the'summarising' and 'echoing' functions of the closing without precisely defining what 
this entails? Unless he can claim Pauline intent for these parallels (which is difficult to 
prove), lexical parallels do not necessarily prove a single-letter theory (see below on 
Textual Meanings). Therefore, although there are cohesive links between Phil 4: 10-23 and 
other places in the letter (see chap. 5), Weima's thesis that Paul's closings summarise the 
body and 'echo' previous material is not, in view of the stated problematics, a reliable or 
adequately proven structural principle to be used in the debate over literary integrity. 4 
In summary. Paul's use of an epistolary expression of 'joy' as well as the many uses of 
`receipt' language further point to the personal (i. e. friendly and familial) nature of his 
letter. In this way Paul is 'conventional'; however, he again modifies epistolary 
conventions for his own ideological reasons. G. W. Peterman has demonstrated that 
Paul's adaptation of convention is not to be found in a 'thankless thanks' but in Paul's 
manner of repaying the Philippians for their gift, viz. God is the one who will take care of 
He does in part successfully demonstrate this function in epistolary practices (Weima. Endings, pp. 55-56. 76). but his thesis has not been demonstrated as a general principle of epistolary 'closing' sections. Cf White. 'EPistol8ry Literature', p. 1738, who notes: 'Turning to the section of the body that falls between the Introductory and concluding pacts, we find ourselves on less solid ground; the brevity of most letters prohibiting talk about a -middle. ' 3T1us. according to his outline of the closing In Philippians, Weima finds 'echoes' only in the 'hortatory motion' and 'Joy expression' (Welma. Endings, p. 194). In the light of some personal letters. it could 
reasonably be argued that these two sections of Paul's letter are part of the letter's body (viz. the regWSUcommand section of the letter). His conclusion that 'the fact that the letter closing recalls Issues found in all the major sections of Philippians Provides strong evidence for the literary unity of the letter' betrays his unawareness of the subtleties of multiple-kttet partitions. Schenk. for example, might admit that Phil 4: 10-20 parallels features of 223 (both historically and thematically). but he bases his partition of 4: 10-20 on other formal grounds. WeIma's theory does not 'undermine' the validity of partition theories (so he claims on p. 200); 
s4 
speaking. strictly only offers one 'unified' reading of the letter-indeed. on some methodologically 
grounds. 
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their every need (xpeia) and he is the one to whom praiser is to be given (4: 19-20)? In 
addition, Paul steers away from the material worth of their aid and highlights its `spiritual' 
worth for them (v 18). 3 
CLOSING GREETINGS (4: 21.22)4 
Paul (or a redactor) clearly turns to the close of the (or a) letter with a series of three 
`closing' greetings in Phil 4: 21-22-a request to greet n&vta äytov and statements of 
greeting from of aüv & tot d& X poi and t&vuc of äytot, gaiaca... oi &x Tfi; 
Kaiaapo; oiuiaS s In all of his letters, Paul never sends his own greetings in the first 
person singular, only in Rom 16: 22 is the first person singular äanäýoµa. t found and 
there Paul's secretary, Tertius, is the subject of the verb. The remaining greetings involve 
second and third person indicatives and imperatives in which Paul conveys the greetings of 
others (Rom 16: 16,21-23; 1 Cor 16: 19-20; 2 Cor 13: 12; Phil 4: 21-22; PhIm 23; cf. Col 
4: 10,12,14; 2 Tim 4: 21; Titus 3: 15) or requests the recipients to greet certain individuals 
(Rom 16: 10-16; 1 Cor 16: 20; 2 Cor 13: 12; Phil 4: 21; 1 Thess 5: 26; cf. Col 4: 15; 2 Tim 
4: 19; Titus 3: 15). 
Although closing greetings are found in most types of letters, they are frequently found 
in personal letters. 6 This is in part due to the function of the greeting formula: 'It was 
essentially one of those gestures which has little intellectual content but which has 
emotional expression as its main purpose. '? Thus, it would be expected to be located in the 
opening and closing sections of letters where letter writers especially sought to maintain 
and establish relationships. Weima rightly notes that the 'greeting was, in fact, one of the 
key means of expressing "philophronesis"-i. e., the friendly relationship that existed 
between the sender of the letter and its recipients'; 8 hence, this formula highlights another 
feature of `friendship' in Paul's letter. From the first century BCE onwards, closing 
greetings start to appear more readily in Hellenistic letters-they were also found at the 
beginning of letters. The sender and/or a third party greets the recipient and/or those with 
the recipient, typically using some form of the verb &axägeaoat (e. g. äaaaaat, aax(il; mat). Mullins identifies four elements of the greeting: (i) the greeting verb; (ii) 
indication of the person who is to do the greeting; (iii) indication of the person who is being 
fuse' may Imply gratitude for fulfilled needs, thus suggesting perhaps a parallel between epistolary convention and Paul's so-called doxology. However, it is difficult to substantiate Funk's claim that the so- 
called doxology or benediction in Paul's letters (Rom 11: 36; 16: 27; Gal 1: 5; Phil 4: 20) is a modified 
epistolary closing used to increase his 'apostolic presence' (Language, p. 249). The doxology appears in the Opening (Gal 1: 5; cf. 1 Tim 1: 17), body (Rom 11: 36b; cf. Eph 3: 20-21). and closing (Rom 16: 25-27; cf. 1 Tim 6: 16; 2 Tim 4: 18) areas of Paul's letters: thus, its use here in Philippians contributes little to the debate over Integrity. Weima (Endings, p. 140) makes a plausible case that this formula originated in Jewish worship. 2SChoon-J 
en (Apologlen. p. 144) locates diatribal forms in 4: 10-13 and 4: 16-17, which may also demonstrate how Paul Integrates other generic forms into his letter writing. 3Cf. Hainz, 'KOINANIA'. p. 381. 41-his section has traditionally raised the issue of where Paul may have started penning a personal closing in his own hand. Paul's handwriting has been relegated to e. g. 4: 21-23.4: 10-20. or 4: 10-23 (Gamble, Tom" History, pp. 94.145.46); 3: 1-4: 23 (Bahr. 'Subscription'. p. 38); 4: 9b-23 (Weima, Endings. pp. 191-94). Such conjectures are quite speculative since, Paul makes no reference to his 'own hand' and the precise beginning of Paul's 'closing' section in Philippians is difficult to identify; indeed, ancient letters do not always contain clear distinctions between the spatial locations of the body and the closing. 5 he last greeting p uppers a similar situation to that of Phil 1: 13. and so several partition-theories place it with letter B. öý" Form. p. 116: examples on p. 115. 7MuWns, 'Greeting', p. 418; cf. Welms. Endings, p. 115. 8Cf. Welma, Endings, p. 39. 
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greeted; and (iv) elaborating phrases (e. g. the adverb ioXXt ; personal descriptions; 
identifying phrases). ' The first three are obligatory and are found in Philippians; the fourth 
is optional, of which two types-personal descriptions and identifying phrases-are also 
1&&194 found in Philippians (v 21 aävta äytov tv Xptatco 'I1laoi ;2v 21 of (Yüv igoi &&194 
v 22 aävtc; of äytot, µäXtcta... ol & tiffs Kaiaapo; oixias) 3 Paul's modifications 
are partly religious in nature, viz. the äytot are being greeted and doing the greeting, 
though his epistolary style is perhaps most conventional here in his use of closing greeting 
formulas. 4 In P. Oxy. 3.200.6-10 (1 CE), Indike, after informing the recipient, Thaisous, 
that a breadbasket has been sent, closes the letter with a twofold greeting. She first 
commands Thaisous to greet five individuals (&ait& ou OEwva rbv uvptov xat 
Ntx6po-Aov xai Atbaxopov iced e& va xal 'EpgoiA fiv) and then informs Thaisous 
that Longinus greets her (äartiCcrat vµä; Aoyycivoc) before concluding the letter. 5 
Paul follows the same order of greetings, first using the imperative and then the indicative. 
Why does Paul command the Philippians to greet specific individuals rather than greeting 
them himself (so the common äait6. oµett greeting)? Mullins argues that second person 
greetings are 
an indirect salutation. The writer of the letter indicates that the addressee is to greet 
someone for him. In this way, the writer of the letter becomes the principal and the 
addressee becomes his agent in establishing a communication with a third party who is not 
intended to be among the immediate readership of the letter. 6 
If this is true in Paul's letter, then he is requesting that either (i) his target recipients greet 
other Christians (in and around Philippi) or (ii) the Philippian Christians (all of whom are 
the target recipients of the letter) greet any other Christian they come across (including one 
another)? The former seems more appropriate in an epistolary context, which would 
suggest that Paul's letter was originally addressed only to a subgroup of the Christians at 
Philippi (e. g. particular house-churches who had sent the aid with Epaphroditus). This 
reading further coheres with the use of the second person singular in 4: 3 and Paul's 
prescript in which he (perhaps) specifies that his recipients are those with 'overseers and 
deacons' (see above on the Prescript). If this understanding of the second person greeting 
is correct, then his letter was not intended as a rhetorical tract to be read to all Philippian 
Christians in a group setting, but may have only conveyed specific requests, information, 
and gratitude to a small group of Christians there (though it surely would have found its 
way eventually into worship contexts). 
1Mullin. %'Greeting', pp. 418419, with examples. 2Phil 1: 1 suggests that the prepositional phrase modifies ic&vra änov in 4: 21 rather than &wx&caaOc; 
Cf. O'Brien, Philippians, p. 553. 3For many other expansions sec Weima. Endings, pp. 42-45. See esp. SeLPap. 1.119? 4-26 (II CE) in 
which a household (and others) sends greetings: &exä{etat at Aovytvos v Iapaaia)v xat of iv oiuqu 
a&vze(c). 
4lndecd Paula letters provide excellent evidence that at least some of the epistolary formulas from letters found in Egypt circulated in the brooder (; row-Roman world as well. For similar patterns we P. Oxy. 7.1061.24-25 (22 BCE) äaiugov toi)j aoic adcvwraS. äoaä{esat at 'ABrlvapo0, read t& xaºbia t& kotx& P. Col. 8.216.6-10 (c. 100 CE) amtä{ov Av µnzfpav aou [xa]i [. «. ]tov tb(v] dZeX94v aov Kai x&vtUS (aavtt; ) zok aoüs. &nc&{esat at Bix[s]tmp icai...; P. Heid. 3.243.6-9 (I-H CE) (kx&{ov Bticoptmva. &cR&C<vcai (acxa{gsat) as 'Auxwcvtl uni fl&pt Icat of 
gyp' UV a&vtcS. Fora rare use of the plural verb see P. Oxy. 3533.27-28 (II-s CE) (an&ga er- söv 
µticpbv (µtucpov) Iepfjvov uul Koocpfa rat to[ü]Shp&v a&vmmm (jIFt ixvm) =. t* övoµa. &aa&{ovrat {' S 'At&pavioS ical z uiparb&S. 6Mullins. 'Greeting', p. 420. 7See Welma, Endings, p. 112. who against Gamble's suggestion that this is a kiss greeting (Textual History, p. 75 n. 88). states that "the exhortation can stand on its own as a simple request for the readers to 
get one another'. 
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PAUL'S (; LOSING GRACE EXPRESSION (4: 23) 
To be precise. Phil 4: 23 is not an cpistolary'closing', since the term 'closing' is a 
modern construct not a Greco-Roman epistolary one; instead, it is Paul's closing grace 
wish which functions like other epistolary formulas found near the end of letters, viz. 
maintaining personal contact and signalling the end of the correspondence. 1 Clearly, 
Paul's final closing is integral to his letter writing style, being used in all of the uncontested 
letters (Rom 16: 20 [or 16: 24 j; 1 Cor 16: 23; 2 Cor 13: 13; Gal 6: 18; Phil 4: 23; 1 Thess 5: 28; 
Phlm 25) as well as the others (Eph 624; Col 4: 18; 2 Thcss 3: 18; 1 Tim 6: 21; 2 Tim 4: 22, 
Titus 3: 15; cf. lieb 13: 25; Rev 22.21) with slight modifications; 2 the textual history reveals 
that this part of Paul's letter was open to later redaction. Paul's closing expression is 
noticeably similar to the opening salutation, which may perhaps be explained by the use of 
Kvvuµt health expressions at the opening and closings of lettcrs. 3 Although Paul's 
closing expressions are not paralleled in I icllenistic letters, especially in the light of his 
other epistolary modifications delineated above, it is possible that Paul creates his own 
epistolary closing expression from canonical convention which usually employed a form of 
the verb pwvvvµt to end a lettcr. 4 Such epistolary formulas are sometimes absent from the 
'closing' section of letters-the letter simply ends. 5 Iiowevcr, many letters employ 
various epistolary formulas to signal the end of the communicative act-one of these is 
commonly referred to as the closing 'farewell' (e. g. cp 
e 
pcoao). Although the expressions 
"ppcovo'be strong' or tvtvxtt (later Stcut ct) 'be prosperous' (i. e. 'may things turn 
out well for you') or the combination Ippc)OOat ac t xo tat 'I pray that you are well' are 
often found in this slot in personal letters, it is noticeably absent in Paul's letters. 6 Despite 
the possible functional similarity with other epistolary 'farewell' closings, it is worth noting 
that many Philipplan readers would have noticed the contrast between Paul's grace wish 
and the typical wish for physical well-being. Paul again has probably modified canonical 
convention to save his own ideological purposes. Furthermore, Paul's final closing 
'O'Brien (Philippians, pp. 554.33) calls Paul's closing a'bmcdiction'. Although the grace and peace expression 8137 be traced to G'tuial n worship practices (sec Champion, Benedictions. pp. 25-37; Jewett, 'Form', PP- 18-34. Cuming, 'Sevke-Endings', pp. 110-13; Gibbs. 'Service-Endings', pp. 545-47), my intense here Is in how It has been integrated into the epistolary structure; of. Weima. Endings. pp. 84-87, who warns against hastily reading liturgical practices Into Pauls closings. 2a useful chart and discussion we Wehaa. Endings, pp. 78.87. Ne distinguishes two features of the 
closing: (I) divine source and (ü) recipient. Unfortunately. he attempts to make an issue of the absence of a verb. seeking to determine what 'mood' was intended by Paul (pp. 83-84); cf. van Elchen ('Verb', pp. 46- 48) with reget to the salutation (1: 2). In response, Greek need not use a verb; this is an 'unmarked' expression (i, e no dal choice is made) and therefore to ask the question of mood is to ask a question dt which Paul never intended in the rust place. This may be an interesting theological question (i. e. is the benediction a promise a fact. or a wish) but lt has no basis in the text 
4Ct 
hWhite, 
Epistolary Focmulss', pp. 295-96. White- TP lary Literature', p. 1740; Stowers, Letter Writing. p. 22. That the common eppo ao 
'Y 
omen 3s mean more than a simple 'good-bee' is suggested by its two-fold use in P. Oxy. (i CG) of col a&vic; %panºtat. euxoµa(ae ippSkoOai, &&Xq e'All of yours are well; I Pray that you aro weil'; see White ('Eptssotagr Formulas', ppa 295-96) for its frequent use meaning 'well- being, in the openings and closings of kaus. is especially true of business letters. but is true of other types as well Including friendship and familiar sec r-nux1, 'Fo m', P. 125. 
" m. pp. 69.77; WeIma, Endings. pp. 29-34; for examples near the time of Paul we (1) P-Mat 1.12.26 (58 CE) fppawo racl p1#vrtao sSsv e ivmv); P. Bad. 2.35.26 (87 CE) e"ppoao (epP°po). aper *vtftv as noü (ouiou) ixq xXo vu (iaQvp , which 
is prodded by a closing greeting: Pa Kh. MkUe12i. 13 (88 tai) lppm(ao). which is followed by a closing greeting; cu') P. Mich. 3.172,17 (62 (. ) cuR 2(ct); P. Oay. 2.285.21(50 CE) tv« ct; (iii) P. Bad. 4.100.10 (I CE) eppeýoGal (cppaooaQ9) (4L&. (ovµc&) tvy t (cvXMu); P. Co1.8.216.11(100 CE) ippöooOat at e0xopan. The th" type of C U*lOn is mostly relegated to the second century CE and beyond but a possible example [it is fragmented] from the third century BCÜ is SB 12.10644.12 (IU BCE) ipp[6koßcn Ce] c[uX]oµau. 
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expressions have considerably more semantic `weight' than their one-word counterparts. 
However, various elaborations of the verbal 'farewells' do occur in letters: (i) the 
affectionate vocatives aScX p&, x&rrp, kvptc, ctXrcrm Ttµtc&tate, ijStatc, 7Xux6taT 
(ii) prepositional phrases which specify the extent of the closing such as p ct& ttwv aWv 
mivtcov, ouv toi{ cot; xäot, or Ev xavot"af¢; and (iii) prepositional phrases with a 
temporal function such as St& $Xou ßiou, cl; tbv ecd xpövov, el; µaxpok ai&vas or 
the simple dative phrase xoXXot; xp6vot;. t In the light of these, Paul's modifications are 
not entirely uncanonical. The content of his closing grace wish, nevertheless, betrays the 
fact that his letters were not merely familiar or friendship letters but closely tied to his 
personal religious convictions and rhetoric. 
OONCWSION 
In recent years, the debate over the literary integrity of Philippians has found a new issue 
to discuss, viz genre. This would. of course, be a natural place to look in order to ask 
questions of a text's structure, making it all the more surprising that the issue has been 
raised this late in the debate. Especially since the nineteenth century, scholars responding 
to multiple-letter theories have generally conceded the disjointed structure of the letter as a 
sign of its 'personal' nature. In the 1980s and early 90s the unity of the letter has been 
more aggressively maintained on the basis of epistolary, rhetorical and even chiastic 
(parallelisms) interpretations (though Schenk employs a rhetorical analysis of Phil 3 to 
support his partition theory). 
The above analysis of the epistolary structure of Philippians, it is argued, places the 
letter firmly in the context (i. e. register) of I lellenistic (Greek, Latin, and Jewish) personal 
letters. Much of the lexico-grammar and several formulas-e. g. prescript thanksgiving; 
prayer, disclosure; pcddons/requests; commendation; 'visit' talk (or travelogue); 'joy' 
expression; closing greetings-parallel those found in other family and friendship letters. 
Furthermore, the relatively lengthy opening section of the letter (1: 1-11) points to its 
6Persona1' naturc. 2 The analysis was intentionally based on a study of epistolary formulas, 
not on the anachronistic notions of an 'opening', 'body', and 'closing', which tend to raise 
issues which were not originally present in the composition of ancient letters. 
Nevertheless, the spatial locations (as Indeterminate as these are) of the beginning, 
middle, and end of the letter often contain epistolary formulas which serve particular 
communicative tasks, viz. the opening and closing sections were used to maintain 
relationships and the middle often conveyed requests and information to the recipients. 3 Although it is unnecessary and perhaps linguistically unwise to confine Philippians strictly 
to a subgenre of friendship or family letters, the above analysis (and Appendix B) suggests 
that the genre of Philippians is not a rhetorical speech. It is difficult to overlook, both in 
terms of their form and function, the many uses of personal epistolary conventions. In 
IS" Weima, pp. 31.32; he notes ahu such elsboradonu reflected the content and mood of the kua as a wbolo (pp. 33.34). 
White, Lishi. p. 19, who claims: 'Generally speaking. it the opening and closing are full. the letter is a f&may laut of a letter between fxk ds in whkh the ongoing maintenance of friendship is an important cans. * This Is undoubtedly a difficult principle to apply since the 'opening' and 'closing' are Subjective detam}natior4 bowcvtr, in Pällipp uu least the prescript. salutation. and thanksgiving wggeat that Pauls uL a food dcal of tlme estabilshing contact befac wining to his first disclosýue ! Ow ls in 112, 3l hero we Iýavo i amrs of the'peraonal' mood o[ his letter. 
rtlas my outline is quite difturnt from taut of nloomqulst (Fwctton, p. 117). who IndixrünI u ly mlýq locatlon3l labeb (orrnl^g, body, closing) and ep'st°larl' °nes (thanksg"z18)" 
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contrast, rhetorical letters (of the few which are extant) contain only a few epistolary 
conventions (e. g. prescript, salutation, and closing farewell). While on a general level the 
present study supports the view that Philippians is `personal' in nature and thus its 
`cohesiveness' should not be treated on the same level as a literary treatise, a concerted 
effort has been made to show how the individual epistolary units of the letter support either 
a single- or multiple-letter theory, based primarily upon a comparative study of epistolary 
literature. The majority of the epistolary structure of Philippians conforms to other 
epistolary practices. The one section which at least is untypical (but not unprecedented) in 
epistolary literature is 4: 10-19 (20), i. e. its placement in the letter is not typical of similar 
expressions from the same genre. 
Thus, in terms of the epistolary S1RUCI URE of Philippians, the following elements are 
clearly identifiable in terms of form and function. 
1: 1 Prescript 
1: 2 Salutation 
1: 3-11 Thanksgiving and Prayer 
1: 12-26 Disclosure 
2: 19-3: 1a (3: 2) Commendations and Petitions 
3: lb Hesitation Formula 
4: 2-9 Final Petitions 
4: 10-20 Expression of Joy for Receipt of Gift 
4: 21-22 Closing Greetings 
4: 23 Closing Grace Expression 
This approach to epistolary structure noticeably lacks the designations of `opening', 
`body', and `closing', since these are difficult to distinguish formally and perhaps place an 
unwarranted modem perception of literary structure on the letter. Nevertheless, 1: 1-11 and 
to a lesser degree 4: 10-22 contain epistolary formulas which are found towards the 
beginning and closing sections of ancient letters and which, more importantly, serve in part 
to maintain and establish relationships between the communicants. This epistolary 
outline-it is only one way of doing an outline-is not foremost an outline of the `content' 
of the letter (i. e. its linguistic TEXTURE); rather, it seeks to reveal its generic structure. This 
structural outline, then, provides a macrostructural framework with which to interpret the 
discourse's microstructures-a TOP-DOWN ANALYSIS of the discourse. 
As is evident in the above epistolary outline, other parts of the letter (esp. 3: 3-4: 1)1 are 
more difficult to account for with an epistolary analysis. While it is basically painless to 
admit that Romans, 1 and 2 Corinthians, and Galatians are quite unique as epistolary 
discourses, Philippians stands apart, as has often been noted, as a less didactic, less 
argumentative, and more `personal' letter. Nonetheless, the detailed epistolary analysis 
above betrays another side to the letter-one which aligns it more with the aforementioned 
discourses-viz. its many ethical exhortations. This feature is largely what distinguishes 
Paul's epistolary style from most epistolary literature. Embedded in Philippians are various 
1 Schenk, interpreting Phil 3 as Rede not Brief, takes this to support his partition theory (`Der 
Philipperbrief oder Die Philipperbriefe', p. 127-28). However, if we accept Fairclough's approach to 
intertextuality (see chap. 2 on Register/Genre), i. e. texts may reuse and modify several kinds of text-types 
in one discourse, then there is nothing inherently impossible about Paul's epistolary style here. Indeed, as 
the following outline demonstrates, Paul employs the same type of narrative. -exhortation pattern elsewhere in the letter as he does in 3: 3-4: 1. Thus, while I essentially concur with Schenk's stylistic appraisal of this 
section. it does not lead me to conclude that its historical situation must have been a rhetorical speech and, 
hence, different from the situation of that of the rest of the discourse. 
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petitions/requests based upon preceding exposition and narrative (indicative-imperative). 
This repeated use of moral exhortation accounts for the somewhat unique length and 
content of Paul's letter in comparison to most of the personal letters discovered in Egypt 
and Judaea. However, we are not without some precedent for this style. Such 
petitions/requests and their background settings partly parallel the use of petition formulas 
in Hellenistic letters, and their moral tone also resembles Hellenistic letter writers such as 
Seneca and Cicero. The petitions/requests and their backgrounds in Philippians are set 
forth below, l which when combined with the preceding layout of epistolary elements 
represents what is meant when, at the beginning of this chapter, I speak of the generic 
structure of Philippians as a personal, hortatory letter. 
Background Petitions 
1: 12-26 1: 27-30; 2: 1-5 
2: 6-11 2: 12-18 
2: 25-28 (2: 19-23? ) 2: 29-3: 2 
3: 2-14 3: 15-17 
3: 18-21 4: 1 
4: 2-9 
In terms of Fairclough's model of intertextuality discussed in chap. 2, the genre of 
Philippians is a `letter' or `epistle', the activity type is `exhortation', and the style is 
`personal'? 
The paraenetic aspect of the letter is not its only distinguishable intertextual feature. In 
addition, the presence of OT language in Philippians is not representative of epistolary 
literature .3 It is often noted that Philippians contains no explicit use of OT citations; yet it is 
generally admitted that Paul repeatedly embeds (rather than cites) OT language in his 
epistolary argument: 1: 11 (Prov 3: 9; 11: 30 LXX); 1: 19 (Job 13: 16 LXX); 2: 7 (Isa 53: 3, 
11); 2: 10-11 (Isa 45: 23 LXX); 2: 15 (Deut 32: 5; Dan 12: 3 LXX); 2: 16 (Isa 49: 4; 65: 23 
LXX); 3: 19 (Hos 4: 7); 3: 21 (Ps 8: 7 LXX); 4: 3 (Ps 69: 28); 4: 5-6 (Ps 145: 18); 4: 18 (Gen 
8: 21; Ex 29: 18; Isa 56: 7) 4 Indeed, whereas we might expect Paul to cite sacred texts in 
the polemical Phil 3 (an apologetic opportunity) in the same way he does in Galatians and 
Romans, all that is found is a possible allusion in 3: 19; for some, this might be used as 
evidence for the letter's literary integrity since it is consistent with his OT usage elsewhere 
in the letter. Regardless of its relevance for the integrity debate, such appropriations of OT 
1Outlines have the tendency to break the linear flow of discourse and, thus, the one presented here is only 
intended to represent how a given petition results from previous exposition/narrative. Indeed, the 
background material often develops out of previous petitions/iequests. 
2This description is not intended to be reductionistic, but rather a generalisation of the macro-function of 
the letter based on a detailed comparative analysis of its microstructures. Any characterisation of the genre 
of Paul's letters must, in the end, be based on a comparative (and contrastive) analysis of their formulas 
with other literature from the same or similar registers. 
3However, see Plutarch's A Letter of Condolence to Apollonius for the repeated use of quotations on the 
letter's topic (Stanley, Paul, pp. 287-89). 
4For a more detailed list of possible Isaiah allusions in 2: 6-11 see Minear, 'Singing', p. 213. It is not the 
purpose of this study to determine if these are conscious citations (or allusions) of the OT nor to evaluate 
their role in Paul's argument (a difficult task as revealed by their relative absence in Hays' study [Echoes]), 
but simply to note here one particularity of Paul's epistolary style. It cannot be assumed that Paul reflected 
upon the original context when employing OT language in Philippians (Paul the 'reader'), since the status 
of these 'allusions' are unclear; hence, I but them as part of his idiolect rather than his rhetoric. In his - 
extensive analysis of Paul's use of Scripture, Stanley (Paul) does not analyse any of the Philippian 
examples as citations or allusions per se, though noting that Phil 1: 19; 2: 6-11; 2: 15; 3: 21 may be 
classified as such. 
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texts reveal one feature of Paul's idiolect, even though various original readers would have 
interpreted these allusions differently (e. g. Gentile readers may not have even recalled the 
LXX 'echoes'). 
In contrast to what is proposed in P. Wick's chiastic outline of the letter, Paul's use of 
the OT is best treated as a microstructural feature of the letter rather than a macrostructural 
one. Wick puts particular emphasis upon 'die tiefe Verankerung des Philipperbriefes im 
jüdischen und alttestamentlichen Denken'. 1 He goes so far to claim that the structure of 
Philippians is based on the OT style of parallelism, with the so-called 'Christ-hymn' at the 
centre: al (1: 12-26), a2 (3: 1-16); bl (1: 27-30), b2 (3: 17-21); cl (2: 1-11), c2 (4: 1-3); dl 
(2: 12-18), d2 (4: 4-9); el (2: 19-30), e2 (4: 10-20). For evidence he cites chiastic studies of 
Qoh 1: 3-3: 15,2 Sam 9-20, and 1 Kgs 1-2, concluding, 'Diese Beispiele zeigen, daß 
wenigstens die Vermutung berechtigt ist, daß Paulus für die parallele Strukturierung des 
Philipperbriefes auf alttestamentliche Traditionen zurückgreifen konnte. '2 With respect to 
the obvious methodological problem of comparing Philippians (a letter) to the poetic 
parallelisms in the Psalms, Wick claims that this problem 'verschwindet, wenn man 
beachtet, daß eine Hauptfunktion des Briefes das Lob der Philipper ist' 3 In response, 
although I find some of Wick's work quite informative, his chiastic approach to Philippians 
seems forced, being based on only a sparse amount of literary evidence (and none that are 
letters) .4 (1) His OT examples do not comprise an entire discourse. More 
importantly, 
Wick does not provide a single example from the epistolary genre. In other words, his 
theory faces the same difficulty as that of rhetorical treatments of Philippians, viz, the lack 
of literary examples from the epistolary genre which may be used as a standard of 
comparison. (2) His outline of Philippians seems somewhat contrived when the functions 
of epistolary formulas are understood in their own literary context: (i) he parallels the 
commendations in 2: 19-30 (noticeably omitting 3: 1 from this section) with the 'joy' 
expression in 4: 10-20 as 'Korrespondenz', but with no discussion of the epistolary 
structure and the fact that these sections perform distinct functions; (ii) he must omit the 
thanksgiving from his outline despite its importance to Paul's epistolary strategy; (iii) he 
must separate 4: 1-3 from the exhortations of 4: 4-9 in order to parallel the call to unity with 
similar language in 2: 1-11; (iv) he distorts the epistolary function of the disclosure in 2: 12- 
18 by paralleling it with very generic exhortations in 4: 4-9. In sum, Wick's chiastic 
understanding of Philippians is built on slim literary evidence and distorts what can be 
known about the structure of Philippians in the light of epistolary parallels. 
- In an essay on the theology of the shorter letters of Paul, R. B. Hays has cogently 
argued and demonstrated that in order to understand Paul the 'hermeneutic theologian' Q. 
C. Beker's terminology) 
... we must seek to comprehend his writings as intertextual performances that presuppose 
and depend on their relation to a body of precursor 'texts', many of which are irretrievably 
'Wick, Philipperbrief, p. 174. 
2Wick, Philipperbrief, p. 175. 
3Wick, Philipperbrief, p. 177. 
4His is, nonetheless, far more persuasive than Luter and Lee's ('Philippians', pp. 89-101) chiastic analysis 
of Philippians; they provide no evidence at all that ancient letters would be written in such a macro-chiastic 
form. Furthermore, they are far less attentive to the epistolary formulas in the letter which assist in 
distinguishing its thematic development. In contrast to Wick's outline they end up with: A. 1: 3-11 and 
A': 4: 10-20; B: 1: 12-26 and B': 4: 6-9; C: 1: 27-2: 4 and C': 4: 1-5; D, 2: 5-16 and D': 3: lb-21; E 2: 17-3: 1a. 
Above all, their conclusion that 2: 17-3: la provides the 'crowning central thrust of the letter' (p. 98) is not 
only forced but skews the less grandiose function of commendations and travel information conveyed in this 
section and paralleled in other personal letters (see above on 2: 19-3: 1). 
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lost to us... I propose that the best place to focus our efforts is on Paul's use of scripture, 
for there we at least have access to the text to which he alludes. 1 
However, especially in the case of Philippians where scriptural citations are absent and 
allusions are at a minimum, I would counter that a `better' (or at least an equally important) 
place to focus an analysis of Paul's `hermeneutical theology' is on Paul's particular 
adaptation of the Hellenistic epistolary genre, another set of `intertextual performances' 
related to his message. 2 The theology of Philippians, 3 I would suggest, is in part revealed 
through Paul's often uncanonical appropriation of epistolary conventions. Paul's 
modifications are instigated by or, more accurately, reflect his theology. Furthermore, it 
would seem reasonable to say that such modifications may serve as a more subtle way of 
introducing ideological and social change to the readers. In what has been treated in more 
detail above, Paul's modifications of epistolary conventions are now summarised. In the 
prescript, Paul employs `Christian' religious language (Sov?, ot Xptatiov 'I11aov... ToIS 
aytotc) to establish the current relationships between the communicants, in contrast to the 
familial and friendship expansions found in most prescripts of personal letters. In the 
salutation, he departs from the verbal greeting formula (x(xipcty) in favour of the nouns 
xäpt; and cip1jvrl, which have unambiguous religious overtones (Jewish and Christian); 
in addition, the source of his greeting involves the supernatural-a quite uncanonical 
modification of the epistolary salutation. In the thanksgiving, (i) Paul gives thanks to only 
one god (a Jewish one at that) who is identified in relation to himself (O i tov) and (ii) 
Paul thanks his god for the `religious' (or `spiritual') welfare of his recipients, 4 viz. their 
participation in the gospel (both experientially and in practice), rather than their physical or 
material welfare. In the disclosure formula, Paul narrates his own situation in order later to 
exhort (petitions/requests) the Philippians to behave in the same way. In the 
commendations, Paul's use of epistolary convention is both canonical (i. e. he commends 
Timothy and Epaphroditus into the care of the Philippians) and modified (i. e. he sets up at 
least one of the commended persons, Epaphroditus, as a model of moral imitation). In the 
hesitation formula, Paul does not speak of his lack of hesitation to write to or to carry out 
some task for the recipients (so most uses of the formula); instead, his lack of hesitation 
has to do with moral exhortations (viz. the call to rejoice) repeated throughout his letter. In 
the final set of petitions/ requests, after his initial petitions to individuals in vv 2-3, Paul 
turns to more general, ethical requests rather than the typical business and personal ones 
(so most papyri), using mostly `religious' language to do so (v 3& ßif A. q ;v4 xaipetc 
Ev xupiw; v5ö xvpto; CM';; v6 prayer terminology). In the `joy' expression, Paul's 
adaptation of convention is not to be found in a `thankless thanks' but in his method of 
repaying the Philippians for their gift, viz. God is the one who will take care of their every 
need (xpeta) and he is the one to whom praise is to be given (4: 19-20). In the closing 
grace wish, Paul almost entirely abandons epistolary convention (i. e. he chooses to `reject' 
epistolary convention); his grace wish contrasts with the typical closing `farewell' in which 
1Hays, 'Crucified', p. 246. 
2In a response partly to Hays, Lull ('Theology', p. 249) suggests that Paul's theology should be studied in 
the light of traditions 'from posthiblical Judaism and from the nonbiblical Greco-Roman world'. In his 
earlier work Hays does note that his intertextual approach 'in no way seeks to deny or exclude the presence 
of nonscriptural influences on his discourse (Echoes, p. 16). 
3By 'theology' here I mean the 'religious' world view (coherence) of the text as revealed (contingence) by 
the configurations of linguistic meanings in the text-ideational, interpersonal, and textual-and their use 
in the generic structure of the discourse. 
4Cf. White, Light, p. 20: 'Though Paul never cites the conventional wish for health, he does express his 
concern for his recipients' welfare; his concern is not with ordinary well-being, but with his recipients' 
spiritual conformity to the standards of a new spiritual age. ' 
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the author shows concern for the well-being of the recipient, although it still retains the 
function of concluding the communicative act and maintaining social relationships with the 
recipients. Paul, like the `gospel' writers, is unmistakably engaged in a process of not only 
reusing traditional generic forms but also rewriting them for his own religio-rhetorical 
ends. 
This is, of course, not all that can be said about the `particular' theology of Philippians. 
My immediate concern has been to demonstrate how the structure (genre) of Paul's 
discourse reveals the dynamic interrelationships between Paul's use of epistolary 
conventions (personal, including friendship and familiar, letters), his use of hortatory 
conventions of friendship (Hellenistic moralist letters), and his own theological agenda (his 
idiolect). On this last point, J. L. White is worth citing in closing: `The Apostle Paul 
appears to be the Christian leader who was responsible for first introducing Christian 
elements into the epistolary genre and for adapting existing epistolary conventions to 
express the special interests of the Christian community. '1 
'White, Light, p. 19. 
Chapter 5 
THE TEXTURE OF PHILIPPIANS 1 
The debate over the literary integrity of Philippians, as surveyed in chap. 3, primarily 
revolves around two key issues: genre and theme. Whereas the above discussion of 
STRUCTURE in Philippians largely concerns the macrostructure of the discourse (i. e. its 
register or genre), the following treatment of TEXTURE deals primarily with its 
microstructures and, more relevant to the integrity debate, how they combine to produce 
cohesiveness (or the lack thereof). Hence, a mostly BOTTOM-UP ANALYSIS is appropriated 
here, treating the three metafunctions of language in the discourse-IDEATIONAL (language 
as reflection on experience), INTERPERSONAL (language as social action), and TEXTUAL 
(both the semantic and grammatical symmetry and the thematic organisation of discourse). 
Most single-letter theorists have put forth the existence of lexical and conceptual parallels 
throughout the letter as the strongest evidence in favour of their view, although this has 
typically been done with little or no linguistic sensitivity to theories of semantic 
cohesiveness. Due to the importance of this issue for the debate, it is first necessary to 
analyse all of the lexical choices in Philippians and locate them in their respective semantic 
chains (domains). This then will provide a basis for the analysis of ideational, 
interpersonal, and textual aspects of the letter. 
SEMANTIC CHAINS 
Although the presence of lexical parallels throughout the disputed sections of the letter 
has been used as key evidence in defence of the literary integrity of Philippians, to my 
knowledge there is no systematic, comprehensive analysis of the semantic texture of the 
letter as a particular representation of linguistic choices from the Greek lexical system. In 
what follows, every lexical choice in Philippians (except the article)2 is analysed in terms of 
semantic chains (or domains), following in part the lexicographical model set forth in Louw 
and Nida's Greek-English Lexicon. 3 A semantic chain (or domain) refers to words 
grouped according to their shared, distinctive, and supplementary (i. e. contextually 
relevant) semantic features 4 The semantic analysis here is distinct from Louw and Nida's 
in that (i) it is also informed by Halliday and Hasan's theory of cohesiveness and semantic 
chains (both ORGANIC TIES and COMPONENTIAL TIES; see chap. 2) and (ii) it is limited to a 
single discourse, the letter to the Philippians (thus, these are really semantic `chains' in a 
discourse rather than `domains' in the language). Attention is also devoted to the use of 
similar words in the wider Pauline corpus and the NT as well as in Hellenistic and, more 
! Ibis chapter should be read in conjunction with the breakdown of clauses set forth in Appendix A. 
2The article is treated only when it proves informative for interpreting a particular clause. 
3Some of the theory is also informed by the linguistically-astute works of Thiselton, 'Semantics', pp. 75- 
104; Silva, Biblical Words and their Meaning; and Cotterell and Turner, Linguistics, chaps. 2-5. 
4Louw and Nida, Lexicon, I, p. vi. 
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rarely, Classical discourses. 1 (This is not intended as a focus on words in and of 
themselves-which would be uncharacteristic of discourse analysis-but on words in their 
syntagmatic and paradigmatic discourse contexts. ) 
The labels for the semantic chains and the glosses for individual words are not intended 
to represent `core meanings' of words but rather to suggest that there are `chains of 
meaning' shared by lexical forms in the discourse? The observation that the same word 
may have several different meanings-sometimes clearly distinct and sometimes only 
slightly nuanced-is not contested among NT exegetes. A hermeneutical framework by 
which one decides what a particular use of a word means is, however, far from agreed 
upon and rarely clearly stated. Therefore, in order to assign a word (and its various uses) a 
particular semantic label I have followed, on the whole, the following basic principles: (i) a 
word should not be given a semantic label which does not reflect any of its uses in Greek 
literature (first that which is contemporary and then that which is remote) unless 
overwhelming evidence can be garnered which demonstrates that a different semantic label 
is the only one which makes sense of the word in its immediate linguistic context; (ii) a 
word should not be given a semantic label (even if it may have such a meaning in the wider 
literature) which does not reflect its use in literature of the same genre (fast that which is 
contemporary and then that which is remote) unless substantial evidence can be garnered 
demonstrating that the semantic label is the only one which makes sense of the word in its 
immediate linguistic context; (iii) a word should not be given a semantic label which does 
not reflect its use in other discourses by the same author unless reasonable evidence can be 
garnered demonstrating that the semantic label is the only one which makes sense of the 
word in its immediate linguistic context. 3 In other words, the immediate linguistic context 
(i. e: syntagmatic choices) is ultimately determinative of how a particular word functions. 
However, other sociolinguistic influences such as standard and regional dialects, register, 
and idiolect (i. e. paradigmatic choices) also contribute to the interpretation of words. I 
have not tried to state these principles in absolute terms-a virtual impossibility when 
dealing with language. I use terms like `overwhelming', `substantial', and `reasonable' (a 
cline of options) to reveal what I consider to be the burden of proof for claiming that a 
word has a certain meaning in a given context. 
Lastly, the following is a practical guide to the layout of the analysis. (1) For most 
semantic chains (and sub-chains), words with a generic function are listed first, followed 
by more specific meanings-a hyponymous approach to lexicography. (2) Each word is 
usually treated first with respect to its function in Philippians (all occurrences are cited), 
then in the Pauline letters (with distinction between the accepted Pauline letters and the 
disputed ones [2 Thessalonians, Colossians, Ephesians, 1 and 2 Timothy, Titus]), and, if 
informative, its use in other literature (NT, Hellenistic, and Classical), giving preference to 
literature from the same genre. (3) Attention is given to the way in which Paul uses the 
same or similar words in Philippians with slightly different connotative meanings 
(distinctive supplementary meanings); thus, the same lexical form may appear in more than 
one semantic chain. Care has been exercised, however, not to identify distinctions where 
these are not explicitly indicated in the text. (4) Except for the definite article, every use of 
1Besides analysis of actual texts (especially epistolary ones), the lexicons of Bauer-Arndt-Gingrich-Danker, 
Liddell-Scott-Jones, and Louw-Nida inform much of the study. ' 
2See Nida, 'Linguistics', p. 84. - 
3Paul's other discourses must be used with care, especially when his usage elsewhere shows significant 
diversity, because (i) Paul like every other Greek speaker had a vocabulary which was multivalent and (ii) 
immediate situational and syntagmatic contexts are more determinative for an author than remote contexts. 
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a lexical form in the letter is included in the analysis. ' If the same word appears in a 
different semantic field, cross-references to these are provided. In addition, the index of 
Greek words provides references to the semantic chain(s) in which any given word 
appears. 
1. GEOGRAPHICAL OBJECTS AND FEATURES, PLACES 
Regions Above the Earth 
o$pav65, oO 'heaven', the supernatural dwelling place of God and other supernatural beings: Phil 3: 20. 
ptoup&vtoS, ov 'in the sky, celestial': In the Pauline letters, this adjective designates the place where 
celestial bodies (1 Cor 15: 40) or human/spiritual beings (1 Cor 15: 48-49; Eph 1: 20; Phil 2: 10; 2 Tim 
4: 18) reside, probably with the implication that this place is above the earth although not always visible. 
By extension, it can sometimes refer to the actual beings residing in the heavens (LSJ s. v. Enoup&vtos), 
but the genitive plural in Phil 2: 10 suggests that it has a locational sense there ('every knee ... in [of] the 
heavens'; cf. Eph 1: 3). 
Regions Below the Surface of the Earth 
=taxO6vtoc, ov 'the world below, under the earth': Phil 2: 10 (hapax legomenon in the NT); the lack 
of other references in the NT makes it difficult to determine if the realm of dead people is in view here or 
that of demonic powers; but its use in other Greek literature suggests the latter interpretation (see LSJ s. v. 
xataXOovit w). 2 If this is correct, this is the only reference to 'negative' supernatural powers in the 
letter. 
The Earth's Surface, Earth 
=aiios, ou 'earth, world', the earth as a dwelling place: Although the phrase iog fpuiatpc; iv u6ajup 
'as stars in the sky' in Phil 2: 15 would appear to use xövµoc, as a region above the earth, it is used as a 
reference to the earth and/or its inhabitants (often antithetical to God's people) elsewhere in the Pauline 
literature (47x in all, e. g. Rom 1: 8; 1 Cor 4: 9; 2 Cor 1: 12; Gal 6: 14; Eph 2: 2; Col 1: 6; 1 Tim 1: 15; only 
Gal 4: 3 and Col 2: 8,20 perhaps have a universal reference, but these are disputed). It is probable, then, 
that 4pcoat pEG means 'light source' and iv x6aj tq means 'the earth and its inhabitants: 'in which you 
shine as lights in the world [i. e. people dwelling on earth]'. 
extyetos, ov 'earthly, of earthly beings', pertaining to human or earthly activity: Phil 2: 10 apparently 
refers to the realm of the earth and 3: 19 to anything that may characterised as earthly (i. e. of the earth). 
2. ARTEFACTS 
Instruments Used in Punishment and Execution 
amavp6S, ob 'cross', an upright pole with a cross-beam (or X-shape) used in Roman practices of 
punishment or torture: Phil 2: 8 and 3: 18-the second use, although based on the physical cross used in 
Christ's crucifixion, denotes that which Christ's death on the cross symbolises for Paul. 
3. PEOPLE3 
Human Beings 
ävOpo to;, ov 'human being': The use of this noun in Philippians is relatively infrequent compared to 
Paul's other letters (only 2 Corinthians and Philemon compare). He uses it in Phil 2: 7 twice to describe 
Christ's humanity (cf. Rom 5: 15,19; 1 Cor 15: 21,47; 1 Tim 2: 5) and in 4: 5 to refer to the wider public 
('persons') to whom the Philippians are to show gentleness. 
y &aaa, ilc, 'person, individual', figurative extension (meronymy) of the meaning 'tongue': Phil 2: 11; 
cf. Rom 14: 11; Isa 45: 23. 
y6vu, g6varo; 'person, individual' figurative extension (meronymy) of the meaning 'knee': Phil 2: 11; 
cf. Rom 14: 11; Isa 45: 23. 
1The text of UBSGNT4 is followed (noting cases that might be disputed); but see Price ('Commentary', 
pp^253-90) for evidence for the following readings: 1: 14 ). *v tot Ocoü X, eiv; 2: 5 Toüto y&p; 2: 26 
u &a t8eiv; 2: 30 , reu Xptatob; 3: 16 Tb avtb cpovety, t4 awkip xavbvt (notzcty; 3: 21 eavtw; 4: 23 
v ti av, aµIIv. For a helpful survey of textual issues in Philippians see Silva, Philippians, pp. 22-27. 
2It is often found in inscriptions dedicated to the 'gods below' with the abbreviation 6(Eois) x(aT(XxOovioW) 
or in full; see e. g. IG 2.13209.4. 
31-his semantic chain is closely related to and sometimes indistinguishable from the chain of Classes of 
Persons and their Members. 
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4. CLASSES OF PERSONS AND THEIR MEMBERS 
Groups and Members of Groups Related by Blood or Social Relationsl 
oiuia, aS 'family, household', those related by blood and marriage or by social ties (e. g. slaves): Phil 
4: 22; cf. 1 Cor 16: 15 `the household of Stephen'. 
zc ti p, aatp6s 'father', a person of higher status than another: In Philippians, Paul apparently uses 
this noun to indicate the higher rank of God (1: 2; 2: 11; 4: 20) and perhaps of himself (2: 22, in relation to 
Timothy). 
seicvov, ou 'child, offspring', a person of lower status than another. In Phil 2: 15 Paul uses this noun to 
describe the Philippians as `children of God', a figurative extension of the word. In Phil 2: 22 he uses it in 
a literal sense-'as a child to a father', but in an analogy to describe Timothy's service with Paul. These 
are noteworthy examples of figurative extensions of a word which in one case is linguistically marked in 
the discourse (by &S) and in the other is not marked. 
&8c) pöS, ov `brother or sister, fellow believer', people of equal or similar status: This word appears 
nine times in Philippians, only once in the singular (2: 25) with reference to Epaphroditus and the remainder 
in the plural mostly with reference to the Philippians (1: 12; 3: 1,13,17; 4: 1,8,21) but once with reference 
to believers associated with Paul's immediate situation (1: 14). 
Socio-Cultural 
yvos, our, `race, ethnic group, nation', a relatively large group of persons who are biologically or 
socially related: In Phil 3: 5 Paul defines his ethnic identity as ix y vows IapaAX-, cf. 2 Cor 11: 26 and Gal 
1: 14 where the term also has ethnic connotations. 
7eveä, & `those of the same generation': This noun is found only in Phil 2: 15 in the accepted Pauline 
letters (cf. Eph 3: 5,21; Col 1: 26), Paul may be setting the Philippians apart from the Jewish nation (esp. 
if he intends to echo the song of Moses in Deut 32: 5; cf. Phil 3: 5 ex 'yevovs 'Iap(xijX), but the general 
nature of the language suggests a reference to all of humanity instead. In either case, the term is used as a 
boundary marker of people-groups. 
p? %j, AS subgroup of a `nation, people, tribe': Paul uses the expression cullf s Brvtaµiv in Rom 11: 1 
and Phil 3: 5 to speak of his ethnic origins. 
'Eßpaiog, ov 'Hebrew': Paul describes himself as a Hebrew only in 2 Cor 11: 22 and Phil 3: 5 (2x). The 
latter is a particularly socio-cultural usage, if the phrase'EßpaioS i 'Eßpaicov is taken to mean 'a Hebrew, 
the son of Hebrews' 2 
'Iäpail7,. the nation of Israel: Used in Phil 3: 5 to define Paul's socio-religious origins. 
Socio-Religious 
exx , ijaCa, aS'congregation, gathering, group': In Philippians, Paul speaks of his persecution of the 
Christian 'church' in general (Phil 3: 6; cf. 1 Cor 15: 9; Gal 1: 13) and the participation of particular 
'churches' in his ministry (Phil 4: 15). 
äytos, a, ov 'God's people, Christians' when used as a substantive (usually in the plural, but see Phil 
4: 21): It is used in the opening (Phil 1: 1) and closing (4: 21,22) of the letter as a general reference to a 
limited group of Christians (see chap. 4 on the Prescript for further discussion). Even if the term had 
become technical, there is no reason to believe it did not still have the sense of 'holy, dedicated'. 
&x6ai o, ou 'messenger, envoy': It is difficult to know if Paul's description of Epaphroditus as the 
kx6aToXos of the Philippians (2: 25) parallels his understanding of his own religious role as 'apostle' (Rom 
1: 1; 1 Cor 1: 1; 2 Cor 1: 1; Gal 1: 1; cf. Col 1: 1; 1 Tim 1: 1; 2 Tim 1: 1; Titus 1: 1), a term which he does 
not use of himself in Philippians. However, his use of the term to describe other Christian workers 
elsewhere (Rom 16: 7; 1 Cor 9: 5; 1 Cor 12: 28-29; 2 Cor 8: 23 [contra the RSV translation 'messengers']) 
would suggest that his description of Epaphroditus involves more than a reference to his activity as a 
'messenger'; a religious role is implied by the phrase )xvrovpyöv rilS xpeiaS toi (so LXX usage). 
Epaphroditus, thus, probably serves in some official capacity on behalf of the Philippian house church(es), 
again suggesting some sort of institutional roles present there (cf. 1: 1). 
8t4icovoc ou `servant, deacon': Whether or not this term has a more technical meaning as in the 
Pastorals ('deacon'; 1 Tim 3: 8,12; 4: 6), it is clearly used in a socio-religious context in Phil 1: 1 (whether 
or not it is a gloss). Elsewhere Paul uses the word to describe himself (1 Cor 3: 5-6; 2 Cor 6: 4; cf. Eph 
1Although the words in this sub-chain often refer to literal blood-relationships, Paul (and other letter 
writers) can extend these terms to describe social relationships between people without implying blood- 
relationships. 
2Goodspeed, Problems, pp. 175-76. 
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3: 7; Col 1: 25), Christ (Rom 15: 8), ministers of churches (Rom 16: 1; cf. Eph 6: 21; Col 1: 7), 'false' 
ministers (2 Cor 11: 15), and even the government (Rom 13: 4). 
exiaicoaoS, ou 'church leader, minister': Whether this term has a more technical meaning as in the 
Pastorals ('overseer'; 1 Tim 3: 2 and Titus 1: 7), it is clearly used in a socio-religious context in Phil 1: 1(cf. 
Acts 20: 28). The fact that it is used in the epistolary prescript suggests that it serves to distinguish a group 
of people within the churches at Philippi who play specific institutional roles (see chap. 4 on the 
Prescript); contrast 1 Pet 2: 25 where this noun describes the role of Christ. 
OapwQaioc ou 'Pharisee': Paul is associated with the religious group of the Pharisees only in Phil 3: 5 
in the Pauline letters. 
Socio-Political 
xoUteupa, tos the place of one's citizenship, 'state, commonwealth': Phil 3: 20 (hapax legomenon in 
the NT)-see also noXvteüoµat. 
xpavrc ptov, ou 'palace guard', those serving in the palace guard: Paul apparently uses this term in Phil 
1: 13 Ev O'X p Tw apavrwpiw not simply to refer to a building, 'palace of Roman official' (cf. Matt 27: 27; 
Mark 15: 16; John 18: 28,33; 19: 9; Acts 23: 35, a reference to the palace of Herod in Caesarea in which Paul 
is to be held), but to those soldiers serving as the palace guard, especially in view of the adjoining phrase 
Tot, Xotnoiý näaty which most likely refers to people. 
5. SUPERNATURAL BEINGS 
xveÜµa, vos 'spirit', a supernatural non-material being: Of the five uses of this noun in Philippians, at 
least two fall under this semantic field (1: 19; 3: 3) and two under the semantic field of 'inner being' (1: 27; 
4: 23, both referring to the collective 'spirit' of the Philippians). This makes it all the more difficult to be 
definitive on the meaning of Phil 2: 1 ET TV, icoivwvia twci taioS, but 1 Cor 1: 9 tcotivcovia ro"v 
viov... 'Irýaov Xptatov and Phil 1: 7 av icotvwvovs... A x&ptroG (see discussion of Thanksgiving in chap. 
4) suggest an objective genitive reading 'participation in the Spirit'. 1 
AEÖS, oü 'god, God': In Philippians, this word refers to the god of Paul's Jewish heritage. Phil 1: 2,3,8, 
11,28; 2: 6,9,11,13,15,27; 3: 3,9,14,15,19; 4: 6,7,9,18,19,20. 'God' and 'Christ' are the two 
most frequently mentioned secondary participants in the letter. 
Xpwi 6Ö , oB Greek translation of the Hebrew and Aramaic word 'messiah', a proper name for Jesus 
'Christ'? Xpta v6S is used proportionately more in Philippians (37x) than any other Pauline letter- 
proportionately twice more than Romans, 1 and 2 Corinthians. It is used in conjunction with 'IiaoüS in 
1: 1,2,6,8,11,19,26; 2: 5,11,21; 3: 3,12 [textually disputed], 14,20; 4: 7,19,21.23. These references 
do not appear to be semantically different from uses of the word by itself (see esp. 3: 8 where both 
expressions are used in the same context). 
'Iiaoüs, ob 'Jesus': Next to Philemon (6x) and 2 Thessalonians (13x) 'IiaoüS is used proportionately 
more in Philippians (22x) than in the other Pauline letters (see above on Xptat6c). Only in Phil 2: 10 ('by 
the name of Jesus') and 2: 19 ('I hope in the lord Jesus') is it not used in conjunction with Xptasös. 
6. BE, BECOME, EXIST, HAPPEN 
State 
eigi 'to be, to exist': Phil 1: 1,7 (2x), 10,23,28; 2: 6,13,26,28; 3: 3,7,8; 4: 8,9,11 (2x). 
vx&pzw 'to be, to be in a state': Phil 2: 6 and 3: 20. 
7ivoµat 'to be': See the discussion under Change of State below. 
ati icm 'to continue to be, to stand', to continue in a state: Except for Rom 14: 4 Paul always uses this 
verb in the second person plural with respect to the conduct of his audience: 1 Cor 16: 13; Gal 5: 1; Phil 
1: 27; 4: 1; 1 Thess 3: 8; cf. 2 Thess 2: 15. 
Change of State 
7ivoµat 'to become': At least two of Paul's six uses of this verb in Philippians-1: 13 and 3: 17-imply 
a change in state, not merely a state that already exists (as is true of Fiµi). It is less clear, however, whether 
Phil 2: 7 and 8 imply a change in state with respect to Christ: 2: 7 may imply a change in state from non- 
humanlike existence to humanlike existence, but 2: 8 does not seem to imply a change in state from non- 
obedience to obedience, unless Paul means that Christ's change in state was one from obedience in life to 
1So O'Brien, Philippians, pp. 173-74. 
2For plausible arguments that Xptasös has not lost its messianic overtones in Paul and should not solely 
be treated as a proper name see Wright, Climax, pp. 41-55. 
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obedience that resulted in death. It is equally unclear in 3: 6 whether Paul himself came into a state of 
righteousness under the law or was always in that state. Phil 2: 15 is also somewhat unclear, however, the 
tva purpose clause suggests a change in state, i. e. by doing all things without grumbling or disputes the 
Philippians become äµeµxTOt xa. i äxepatot. 
ipxopat 'to become', i. e. to come into a particular state: Of the three uses of this verb in Philippians, 
one indicates a process that ends in a particular state (1: 12); contrast its use to indicate linear movement or 
travel in 1: 27 and 2: 24. 
icaTav v&u 'to come to be, to arrive at': Although this verb is often translated 'to attain' in Phil 3: 11 
(an active meaning), implying that Paul is the one doing the obtaining, its basic meaning simply indicates 
a change of state (e. g. the movement from one location to the other is typical of its use in Acts [e. g. 
28: 13)); this seems to be the meaning in 1 Cor 10: 11 and 14: 36 as well (but see Eph 4: 13 for a possible 
active use of the word). Similarly, Phil 3: 11 simply indicates a change in state without specifying the 
agent of this change. 
d. vaO&)i. w 'to be again in a position to, to be as one was formerly': Phil 4: 10 (hapax legomenon in 
the NT). 
evp(aum 'to attain to', i. e. to attain a state: Paul does not use this verb in Philippians as an act of 
'discovery' but as a process resulting in a state of being: of Christ (2: 7) and of himself (3: 9)-both passive 
voice forms (cf. Gal 2: 17). 
4pO&vm 'to come to be, to arrive at, to attain', i. e. to attain a particular state: Phil 3: 16; cf. Rom 9: 31. 
apoxoiri, i1S `advance, progress', i. e. a change of state for the better: Phil 1: 12,25 (cf. 1 Tim 4: 15)- 
these are the only three instances in the NT. 
Exist 
tyeipm 'to cause to exist', with the implication of increasing: This meaning of the verb in Phil 1: 17 is 
unique in the Pauline letters (where it appears 41 times). 
iceiµat 'to exist, to exist for, to be set', with the implication of having been established and thus having 
purpose: Phil 1: 16; cf. 1 Thess 3: 3 where it is stated that Paul's mission necessarily involves afflictions. 
Happen 
iavte%1w 'to accomplish, to bring about, to cause to happen': The use of this verb in Phil 1: 6 with the 
preposition äxpt suggests that Paul has in view a process begun by God (or Paul? ), continued by God, and 
brought to completion in (until) the day of Christ. A very similar usage is found in 2 Cor 8: 6 where Titus 
is to complete the (work of) grace which he began in the Corinthians. See also Gal 3: 3 where Paul 
questions if what was begun in the Galatians in the Spirit now is being 'completed' in the flesh. 
7. LINEAR MOVEMENT 
Move, Come/Go 
e"pxoµat 'to come, to go': Of the three uses of this verb in Philippians, two imply linear movement or 
travel (1: 27 and 2: 24)-both used to describe Paul's travel plans (cf. Rom 15: 29; 1 Cor 4: 19; 16: 5; 2 Cor 
13: 1)-and one indicates a process of 'happening' (1: 12, see BE, BECOME, EXIST, HAPPEN above). 
Leave, Depart, Send, Flee (motion away from) 
&Fipxoµat `to go out of, to depart from': Phil 4: 15 (used with reference to Paul's travels); cf. 2 Cor 
2: 13. 
xiµ, a `to send': Phil 2: 19,23,25,28; 4: 16 (see chap. 4 above on Commendations). 
8. VIOLENCE, HARM, DESTROY, HILL 
Destroy 
axdi eta, aS `destruction': Although this noun may simply refer to the `destruction, waste' of earthly 
objects (Matt 26: 8; Mark 14: 4), it is a favourite term of NT authors to describe the ultimate destruction of 
the opponents of God and his people (Matt 7: 13; John 17: 12; Rom 9: 22; 2 Pet 2: 1,3; 3: 7,16; Rev 17: 8. 
11; cf. 2 Thess 2: 3; 1 Tim 6: 9; and Acts 8: 20 which uses both meanings of the adjective and Heb 10: 39 
where it describes apostates). It is used in Phil 1: 28 and 3: 19 similarly to describe the destruction of 
opponents. 1 
1Against Tellbe ('Factors', pp. 105-106), this word and &vtucttgivwv in 1: 28 may be used of internal 
opposition or general (unspecified) opposition in Paul (Phil 3: 19 and 1 Cor 16: 9), and thus should not be 
presented as clear-cut evidence that the opponents in 1: 27-30 are external to the church (pagan officials) in 
contrast to those in 3: 2-4 which are internal (Judaizers). 
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9. DANGER, RISK, SAFE, SAVE 
Expose Oneself to Danger 
sapaßoXeüoµat 'to risk (one's life)': Phil 2: 30 (hapax legomenon in the NT). 
Trouble. Hardship, Distress 
O Vig, egos 'trouble, distress', implying some type of suffering: Phil 1: 17 and 4: 14, both referring to 
Paul. . 
x&Nµa, xoG 'suffering, misfortunes': This word can imply a general type of suffering which may or 
may not involve physical pain (e. g. economic deprivation, hunger, being in prison, social ostracism, or 
even death; cf. Rom 8: 18; 2 Cor 1: 5,6,7). 1 Phil 3: 10 seems to fall into this general function and, thus, 
the Philippians, whom Paul challenges to imitate him (3: 17), were not necessarily facing physical 
punishment from the State; their suffering could just as likely be a result of social stigma associated with 
adopting a different (indeed atheistic) religious world view. 
x&a 'to suffer': As with the noun näOrlµa, this verb need not indicate physical pain (indeed in Gal 
3: 4 it means 'to experience'); thus, its use in Phil 1: 29 may simply mean a general act of suffering, which 
could involve various kinds of hardship (e. g. social ostracism). See 2 Cor 1: 5-6 in which Paul's sufferings 
(including Christians' in general) are associated with the sufferings of Christ. 
Beware, Be Concerned About 
ß7l&xw 'to beware of, to watch out for': The basic function of this verb involves learning something 
about an entity through observation, but in certain contexts an element of 'danger' is also in view. Its use 
in Phil 3: 2 (3x) probably also includes an aspect of 'danger', thus 'beware of the dogs... ' (see chap. 4 on 
Hesitation Formulas). 
Safe, Secure 
aacaXjS, &S 'safe, secure': Used only in Phil 3: 1 in the Pauline letters, here it describes the purpose of 
Paul's repeated exhortations to rejoice, viz. it will bring security from dissension (see chap. 4 on Hesitation 
Formulas for further discussion). 
Save in a Religious Sense 
vmnip, ilpoc'saviour, the one who saves': Phil 3: 20 (hapax legomenon in the accepted Pauline letters, 
though frequent in the Pastorals [10x]), referring to Christ; cf. Titus 2: 13 'awaiting... the appearance of our 
saviour Jesus Christ'. Paul clearly has more than a physical rescue in view here, but it does not follow that 
the 'saviour' only provides a 'spiritual' rescue, since at least part of what the 'saviour' does is to change the 
'form' of the body into the body of his glory (Phil 3.21). 
aamlpia, ccS 'salvation, rescue', a figurative extension of the notion of 'rescue from physical danger': 
Phil 1: 19 is the only probable instance in Paul where this noun takes the sense of rescue from physical 
danger (a meaning found in epistolary literature); contrast eschatological and 'spiritual' salvation in Rom 
1: 16; 10: 1,10; 11: 11; 13: 11; 2 Cor 1: 6; 6: 2; 7: 10; Phil 1: 28; 2: 12; 1 Thess 5: 8,9; cf. Eph 1: 13; 2 Thess 
2: 13; 2 Tim 2: 10; 3: 15.2 Cor 1: 6 especially expresses a clear distinction between a 'salvation' which 
involves 'spiritual rescue' (e. g. matters of eternal judgement) and one which involves rescue from 
hardships-i. e. Paul is afflicted for their 'salvation' and yet they still suffer. Similarly, Phil 1: 28 indicates 
a spiritual salvation in spite of the reality of present suffering; this use does imply, however, that an 
eschatological salvation offers the eventual hope of rescue from earthly suffering. In sum, Paul's own 
idiolect and the surrounding context suggest that Phil 1: 19 is also a case of religious 'salvation' not 
immediate, physical 'rescue' (i. e. release from prison), although the epistolary context reveals a 'word play' 
on his part (see chap. 4 on the epistolary Disclosure Formula). 
Favourable Circumstances or State 
eipilvii, nc, 'peace, tranquillity': Used in Phil 1: 2 and 4: 7,9 in Philippians, this noun is always used 
with reference to God-God is the source of peace (1: 2 and 4: 7) and peace is a quality of God (4: 9). 
10. PHYSIOLOGICAL PROCESSES AND STATES 
Die, Live 
&xoOvnaw 'to die': When speaking of 'spiritual' death Paul prefers the verb ctoOvnaicw (Rom 6: 2,8; 
7: 10; 1 Cor 15: 31,32; Gal 2: 19). However, in Phil 1.21 he uses the verb äaoOvfjaxw to describe his 
physical death (cf. Rom 14: 8). (See also the discussion of 6av&tog. ) 
'For evidence that disloyalty to the state cult could result in physical persecution see Donfried, 'Cults', p. 
350. 
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6va). 6w 'die, death, departure', figurative of 'being released': When speaking of spiritual death Paul 
prefers the verb &xoOljaxw (see above). However, in Phil 1: 23 he employs the only occurrence of 
äv&, SW in the Pauline letters (cf. the use of the noun dv&). uats in 2 Tim 4: 6) as well as the verb 
&xoOvijrncw in 1: 21 to describe his physical death. 1 
vexp6c, 6,6v 'dead': In Phil 3: 11 this adjective is used in conjunction with resurrection 'out from 
among the dead ones'; cf. Rom 1: 4; 4: 24; 6: 4,9; 7: 4; 8: 11; 10: 9; 11: 15; 1 Cor 15: 12,20; Gal 1: 1; 1 
Thess 1: 10; Eph 1: 20; Col 1: 18; 2: 12; 2 Tim 2: 8-Christ is typically the one being raised from the dead. 
In Phil 3: 10-11 Paul makes a clear link between the resurrection of Christ and a more general resurrection 
involving humans (cf. Rom 8: 11). 
O6varos, ou 'death', either the process or end result: This noun occurs in Philippians (1: 20; 2: 8 [2x], 
27,30; 3: 10) proportionately more than any other Pauline letter (Romans is next with 22 occurrences, then 
2 Corinthians with nine). All of the uses in Philippians are related in some way to Christ, directly (Phil 
2: 8) or indirectly (1: 20; 2: 27 in the light of 2: 30,3: 10). 
d; v&aTaßtS, tog 'resurrection': In Phil 3: 10 Paul uses this noun to refer to the resurrection of Christ, 
as he does elsewhere only in Rom 1: 4 and 6: 5. 
14av&aract;, em; 'resurrection': A hapax legomenon in the NT, this noun is used in Phil 3: 11 with 
the prefix Ex either because of the immediately following ex vEUpü v or so as to create prominence 
(emphasis), i. e. in contrast with 3: 10 which uses &. v&aTaai;. 
Cbm 'to be alive' in the physical, material sense: Phil 1: 21,22. 
co i, fS'life': In Phil 1: 20 this noun is clearly used in the sense of the physical, material life of a 
human, but in Phil 2: 16 and 4: 3 it seems to be extended beyond just material life to a 'life' of a spiritual 
kind (i. e. a life that is not merely composed of physiological processes). Nonetheless, Paul's God-endowed, 
eternal life is still one in which the material body is present (see Phil 3: 21). 
VvXj, its 'life', a living entity: In Phil 2: 30 this noun is used in the sense of physical life. In contrast, 
in 1: 27 it is used in the sense of sharing the same mental and emotional feelings, i. e. the Philippians are 
unified with respect to their inner psychological faculties (a different semantic field). 
Body, Body Parts 
a&p4, aapu&, 'flesh', pertaining to the fleshly body: Paul can speak of a&pt in positive terms in Phil 
1: 22,24 and in negative terms in Phil 3: 3,4 (2x) where it is treated in terms of 'human' accomplishments. 
amµa, roc, 'body', the physical, material aspect of living entities: Phil 1: 20 and 3: 21 (2x); as with 
a&pt, in Philippians Paul can speak of the a& to as having both positive and negative traits. 
Sickness, Disease, Weakness 
äaOevem 'to be sick, to be ill or weak': Paul regularly uses this verb with reference to Christians who 
are or are not 'weak' spiritually (Rom 4: 19 [Abraham by analogy]; 14: 1-2; 1 Cor 8: 11-12) or himself as 
one who suffers on behalf of Christ (2 Cor 11: 29; 12: 10; 13: 9; cf. 2 Cor 13: 4). In Phil 2: 26-27 he uses it 
twice with reference to the illness of Epaphroditus (cf. 2 Tun 4: 20). Thus, it is at least possible that he 
chose this verb so as to highlight the honourable ministry of Epaphroditus; but this must remain conjecture 
and one would not expect the Philippians to have drawn such an inference from a common word used to 
refer to illness or sickness in epistolary literature (see chap. 4 on Commendations). 
Eat, Drink 
zopt&Cw 'to eat' resulting in being full (hapax legomenon in the Pauline letters): Phil 4: 12 (cf. John 
6: 26). 
setväcm 'to be hungry, to have hunger': Phil 4: 12; cf. 1 Cor 4: 11 where Paul also uses the verb to 
describe his own experiences. 
ITU parallel with 6moOavety in 1: 21 is the best evidence for reading &cE vaati in v 23 as 'physical 
death' rather than 'release from prison'. Reeves (To Be. p. 287), who adopts the latter interpretation, must 
claim that 'remaining in the flesh' in v 24 refers to Paul's remaining in prison, an unlikely understanding 
of ettµevety especially in view of the fact that the following µevc) verbs in v 25 most assuredly mean 
'physical presence with the Philippians' as is clear from the modifying iva clause in v 25 which indicates 
that Paul has in view his physical presence among them ri S Eµfis napovaiaS t tv npOS v i&c . 
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11. SENSORY EVENTS AND STATES 
See 
et8ov (from bpäw) 'to see: All of the occurrences of this verb in Philippians imply the sensory process 
of seeing (1: 27,30; 2: 28; 4: 9), but 1: 27 and 2: 28 (both participle forms) have the additional connotation of 
'to meet with, visit', a frequent meaning of the verb when used in epistolary contexts. 
cmctp, npoS 'light, luminary', that which gives light and thus is seen (hapax legomenon in the Pauline 
letters): Since the phrase iv ic6a p in Phil 2: 15 probably refers to the earth and not the 'sky' (see on 
x6ago), this noun in Phil 2: 15 probably refers to any light-source (so Rev 21: 11; cf. Matt 5: 14 with cps; 
see LSJ s. v. (pwaAp) and not specifically to heavenly bodies (e. g. stars). 
12. ATTITUDES AND EMOTIONS1 
Desire, Want, Wish 
ßo6A, op at 'to desire, to want, to will': Paul uses this verb in a catenative construction in Phil 1: 12 (cf. 2 
Cor 1: 15) as part of an epistolary disclosure formula: 'I want you to know... ' (see chap. 4 on Disclosure 
Formula). 
bntCtl vo 'to desire, to want': Phil 4: 17 (2x); only elsewhere in Paul in Rom 11: 7. 
FatOoµia 'to long for, to desire very much': In Phil 1: 23, Paul uses a word closely related to entnoOEW 
in sense (see below) to describe his desire to die and be with Christ (in contrast to his desire to stay alive 
and be with the Philippians). 
ktso0im 'to long for, to deeply desire': Paul uses this verb in Phil 1: 8 and 2: 26 to describe his and 
Epaphroditus' desire for the Philippians (with the implication that they want to see them again); cf. Rom 
1: 11 EntnoO&... i&Eiv vµäc. 
btts6Oi voS, ov 'very dear, longed for': Phil 4: 1 (hapax legomenon in the NT). 
Cnzew 'to desire, to want': Phil 2: 21; cf. 1 Cor 10: 24 where Paul is also critical of those seeking 'their 
own interests'. 
xota, ia, as 'physical desires, desires of the body': In Phil 3: 19 and Rom 16: 18 Paul uses this noun 
with a metaphorical extension ('physical desires') of its typical physiological denotations ('stomach, belly, 
womb', so 1 Cor 6: 13 and Gal 1: 15) 2 
Love, Affection 
&7äm1, 'S 'love, ! ov^: ng concern': The word is used four times in Philippians, three times with 
reference to the morality of the Philippians (1: 9; 2: 1,2) and once with reference to those proclaiming 
Christ for 'pure' and 'loving' reasons (1: 16). 
&yaw c6S, u, 6v 'the object of one's affection, beloved, dear': This adjective is used twice in 
Philippians, both times as vocatives of address preceded by the discourse marker cýia to (cf. 1 Cor 15: 58)- 
once as a substantive (2: 12) and once modifying &S t (4: 1). 
Hope, Look Forward To 
epic (So; 'hope': This noun is concatenated with äaouapaSouia in Phil 1: 20 as an expression of 
Paul's hope that he will be 'saved' (or 'rescued'). The expression may go with the following äct clause 
('my hope and eager expectation that... '), but when Xni% is followed by a &tt clause elsewhere in Paul it 
does not have this function (see Rom 5: 5 and 2 Cor 1: 7). It is probably better, then, to read thedTt clause 
as the 'reason, cause' of Paul's belief that he will be 'saved' (see änouapa6ouia). 
ciiUm'to hope, to hope for': This verb is used twice in Philippians (2: 19,23), both times as part of 
an epistolary commendation-'I hope to send... '; cf. Rom 15: 24 and Phlm 22 where Paul uses eAniCW to 
describe his own travel plans. 
&xexSLZoµat 'to await expectantly': Paul always uses this verb to describe the future expectation of the 
return of Christ (1 Cor 1: 7; Phil 3: 20) and, consequently, the redemption of creation (Rom 8: 19,23,25; 
Gal 5: 5-6). 
dxoicapa8ouia, as 'that which one eagerly expects, eager desire': Phil 1: 20 Rom 8: 19 (the only 
other use in Paul), which speaks of the final redemption of 'the sons of humanity', suggests that this noun 
is closely related in meaning to the verb äaeuS&&ogat (4nouapa8oxia... &ex8exe-rat). Paul uses the 
1Some sub-chains in this semantic chain are closely related to Think and Moral and Ethical Qualities. 
"2For a similar libertine reading of the word see Beare, Philippians, p. 136; but on the debate of libertine 
versus legalist interpretations see O'Brien, Philippians, pp. 455-56. 
3Against Bertram ("AnoKcapa. Soicia', pp. 264-70), Denton ("AnoxapaSoida', pp. 138-29) argues 
convincingly that the noun need not imply 'uncertainty and doubt'. 
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same verb in Phil 3: 20 where it is also used in an eschatological context (cf. Rom 8: 19,23.25; 1 Cor 1: 7; 
Gal 5: 5-6), viz. the expectation of the saviour Jesus Christ. This, in addition to Paul's typical use of the 
noun awtpia to refer to a 'spiritual' salvation (see above on aom pia), suggests that Paul's expectation 
(6irouapaSoxiav... }µov) in Phil 1: 20 is that of eschatological salvation (or at least the process of spiritual 
salvation which culminates in the resurrection of the body), not simply physical rescue from his immediate 
situation. According to this reading, the äct clause is probably not the content of Paul's hope and 
expectation ('my hope and expectation that... ', a recitative clause) but the causal explanation of his 
conviction that the proclamation of Christ despite antagonistic circumstances (i. e. persecution) will result 
in his salvation. 1 (Elsewhere in Philippians Paul does not suggest that vindication from persecution will 
take place in the earthly lives of Christians. Suffering is a part of the Christian's earthly experience [1: 29- 
30]; vindication will take place in the eschatological future [3: 20-21]. ) This reading also makes sense of 
Paul's claim that he will magnify Christ whether through life or death. If he truly believes he may die in 
prison, would not his joyful expectation of physical rescue from prison then appear somewhat superficial? 
If the reference is to eschatological salvation, then the phrase eire && Coils eire SL& 6avätov fits 
coherently into the wider context. 
Be Eager. Be Earnest 
caovba(wG 'earnestly, eagerly', with respect to an activity: Phil 2: 28 (hapax legomenon in accepted 
Pauline letters); cf. 2 Tim 1: 17 and Titus 3: 13. 
CjXo;, ou 'earnest concern, deep devotion': Phil 3: 6; cf. Rom 10: 2 in which Jews are also described in 
terms of t; IXos and Gal 1: 14 in which Paul is ali omjs of his Jewish traditions. Paul can also use the 
term as a negative moral attribute (e. g. Rom 13: 13 and 1 Cor 3: 3), but this does not seem to be implied in 
the description of himself in Phil 3: 6. 
Content, Satisfied 
aviÖCpxcs, es 'content, satisfied': A hapax legomenon in the NT, Paul uses this adjective in Phil 4: 11 
to describe his ability to be content or satisfied in any circumstance. This is the general function of the 
word and the co-text does not indicate that the word also includes the Stoic notion of 'self-sufficiency'? 
Acceptable To, To Be Pleased With 
Be=6;, il, 6v 'acceptable': Phil 4: 18. The Philippians' gift is an 'acceptable sacrifice' (not necessarily 
with the implication of pleasing [as is suggested by its other uses in Luke 4: 19,24; 2 Cor 6: 2; but Acts 
10: 35 may have this connotation], a connotation which is, instead, indicated by eväpe(tov). 
68oidce, as 'what pleases': Phil 1: 15 and 2: 13. Both occurrences of this noun refer to actions which 
are 'pleasing' to God; cf. Phil 4: 18. Christians are to act in a way pleasing to God and God works in his 
people in a way that is pleasing to him. 
eMpeaiog, ov 'pleasing': Phil 4: 18 eväpeatov yip hew; cf. Rom 12: 1; 14: 18; 2 Cor 5: 9; Eph 5: 10; 
Col 3: 20. 
apoagnX jS, ES 'pleasing', i. e. that which causes someone to be pleased: Phil 4: 8 (hapax legomenon in 
the NT)., 
Happy, Glad, Joyful 
Zaipao 'to rejoice, be glad': Paul uses xatpw in the sense of 'rejoice' proportionately twice as many 
times in Philippians (9x) to 2 Corinthians (its closest competitor). He uses it both in the indicative first 
person singular (to describe his own attitude; see 1: 18 [2x]; 2: 17; 4: 10) and imperative second person plural 
(to exhort the Philippians to have a similar attitude; see 2: 18,28; 3: 1; 4: 4 [2x]). There is some debate 
whether its use in Phil 3: 1 is that of an epistolary farewell ('Farewell'), a sign of the end of an originally 
separate letter. In the light of epistolary literature, this suggestion is untenable (see chap. 4 on epistolary 
Hesitation Formulas). 
Zap&, &c 'joy, gladness': This noun is used proportionately more in Philippians (5x) than in any other 
Pauline letter (1 Thessalonians is closest with four occurrences). Paul uses it with reference to his own 
attitude regarding the Philippians (1: 4; 2: 2; 4: 1) and the joyous attitude he desires from the Philippians 
(1: 25; 2: 29). 
uu atpm 'to rejoice with': Phil 2.17,18; cf. 1 Cor 12: 26 and 13: 6, the only other uses in the NT. 
e$ ¬ao 'to become encouraged, to be of good cheer': Phil 2.19 (hapax legomenon in the NT). 
Encouragement, Consolation, Comfort 
_. 
lI understand w%n6 in v 19 as a reference directly to the statement of v 18 and, thus, indirectly to the 
antagonistic situation discussed in vv 15-17. 
2See O'Brien, Philippians, p. 521. 
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xapäxatlatc em(; 'encouragement, consoling, comfort': Phil 2: 1-the very general context makes it 
difficult to know if this noun here implies the act of encouraging others (e. g. Rom 12: 8) or the state of 
being comforted or encouraged (e. g. 2 Cor 1: 5). The context of Phil 2: 1-4 suggests, however, that Paul is 
speaking of an encouragement which is being done by the Philippians to one another as those `in Christ', 
not a comfort which they possess as Christians. 
xapaµvOtov, ov 'consolation, encouragement': Phil 2: 1 (hapax legomenon in the NT). 
Courage, Boldness 
xappileia, as `boldness, courage': In the accepted Pauline letters, in 2 Cor 3: 12 and 7: 4 Paul uses the 
noun to speak of the 'confidence' he has of the Christians there (although based on Eph 3: 12 where iv 
nenotKact functions as `confidence' while aappllßia signals `boldness', the 2 Corinthian uses may better 
be understood as meaning `boldness'), but in Phlm 8 he uses it to describe his own `courage, boldness' to 
command Philemon to obey. Thus, in the light of the context of Phil 1: 20 Paul is probably speaking of 
his own `courage' when magnifying Christ in the face of potential death (cf. Eph 6: 19). Based on the 
meaning of iv nappiIaiq in Col 2: 15 there is a slight possibility that in Phil 1: 20 (ev t&" napp-na () 
Paul is speaking of his public proclamation of Christ (in the tribunal? ); but the adjective `all' argues 
against such a specific reading. 
toA. t&c `to dare, to be bold' in the face of potential danger. Phil 1: 14; cf. 2 Cor 11: 21 in which daring 
is linked to the act of speaking. 
&6r, `fearlessly, without fear': Phil 1: 4. 
Hesitate 
6xvrp6S, ä, 6v `hesitating, a cause of hesitation, delaying', to extend a period of time, with the 
implication of lack of activity: For a detailed argument suggesting that this adjective means 'hesitating' in 
Phil 3: 1 rather than 'burdensome, bothersome' (so most) see chap. 4 on the epistolary Hesitation Formula. 
Shame, Disgrace, Humiliation 
aiývvopat `to feel shame' because of one's actions or situation: The verb is used in Phil 1: 20 in the 
future passive form (note the abundance of future forms in 1: 18-26) to describe the type of attitude Paul 
hopes not to have in the face of his imprisonment (contrast the use of the noun in 3: 19 to describe 
'shameful activity'). The verb is a deponent and, thus, raises the question of whether the passive form in 
1: 20 is a true passive (i. e. someone else is bringing shame upon Paul) or active (Paul is the one feeling 
shame). 1 This is further complicated by the prepositional phrase iv o168Evi. Does it mean (i) `by no one' 
(masculine gender functioning as agent), (ii) `by nothing' (neuter gender functioning as agent; cf. Mark 
9: 29), or (iii) `in nothing' (neuter gender as circumstance of location; cf. 1: 28 which suggests this 
meaning). The use of the future passive with a clearly passive meaning in the immediately following 
clause seems to suggest that aiay v6'jaoµat is also passive. Furthermore, the existence of a middle form 
(Luke 16: 3) would imply that the passive form still retains its passive function. In other words, the middle 
form may function as an active voice form, but the passive form was maintained in the language with its 
passive function. (See also &noicapaSoKia. ) 
Sorrow, Without Sorrow, Cry 
Iv", qS `sadness, sorrow, distress': Phil 2: 27 (2x); cf. the similar syntactical construction in 2 Cor 2: 3 
Xvnnv ayW. 
&A. v 6 tepog, a, ov `relieved of anxiety, without more sorrow' (but not implying happiness): This 
word, a comparative of c un6c, is a hapax legomenon in the NT, only appearing in Phil 2: 28. Based on 
the context, it may be a true instance of the comparative, indicating that Paul has sent Epaphroditus back so 
as not to have more grief (because of the Philippians' worry? ) than he has already had during the sickness of 
Epaphroditus. 
claim 'to weep, to lament': Phil 3: 18 is the only place where Paul describes himself with this verb as 
one who 'weeps'. 
Worry, Concern 
pov¬m 'to be distressed and troubled': Phil 2: 26 (hapax legomenon in Pauline letters); cf. Matt 26: 37 
and Mark 14: 33. 
peptµvUM `to be worried about, to be concerned about': In Phil 4: 6 this verb has a negative connotation 
(`Do not worry about anything') whereas in Phil 2: 20 Timothy is described as legitimately being concerned 
1The use of the same form of the verb in 2 Cor 10: 8 is equally ambiguous. On linguistic problematics 
with the concept of deponency see Porter, Idioms, pp. 70-73. He wams: 'One must be cautious before 
abandoning too quickly the semantic feature usually grammaticalized by a particular voice form' (p. 72). 
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for the Philippians. In 1 Cor 7: 32-34 Paul plays off of these two types of worries-worrying about the 
things of the Lord and the things of the world. 
Fear, Alarm 
4p6ßos, cm 'fear': Paul uses this noun as a positive attitude in Phil 2: 12; cf. Rom 3: 18; 13: 7; 2 Cor 5: 11; 
2 Cor 7: 1,11; 2 Cor 7: 15; Eph 5: 21; 6: 5; 1 Tim 5: 20. In these cases, 'reverence' is a fitting translation, 
but this does not preclude the emotion of fear. The expression 'in/with fear and trembling' appears in 1 Cor 
2: 3; 2 Cor 7: 15; Eph 6: 5; and Phil 2: 12. In 1 Cor 2: 3 it is used in a clause speaking of Paul's 'presence' 
among his readers and in 2 Cor 7: 15 it describes the attitude with which the Corinthians 'received' Titus (on 
Paul's behalf), suggesting that the phrase geT& c 6ßov xat rpogou in Phil 2: 12 goes with the preceding 
prepositional phrases, which it is argued here go with the following imperative uaTepy& caOe (note the 
negative µßj followed by an imperative); cf. 2: 29 and 4: 6 in which µeä + genitive indicates the manner in 
which a command is to be carried out. l Paul wants them to work out their salvation with fear and 
trembling whether or not he is with them. (See analysis in Appendix A. ) 
zt$poµat 'to be afraid, to fear': Phil 1: 28 (hapax legomenon in the NT). 
zp6poc, ou 'fear', a figurative extension of the physical act of trembling: In all four uses in the Pauline 
letters, this noun is concatenated with c6ßos to denote an attitude of fear and serious concern: 1 Cor 2: 3; 2 
Cor 7: 15; Eph 6: 5; Phil 2: 12. (See above on cp65os. ) 
13. LEARN 
uxvO&vw `to learn, to acquire information': Phil 4: 9,11. 
&i op&m 'to have in full view, to learn about, to find out about from someone' (hapax legomenon in the 
Pauline letters): Phil 2: 23; used elsewhere in the NT only in Heb 12: 2. Although in Classical literature 
this verb often means the physical act of seeing (LSJ s. v. &(pop&o ), it is also used of 'learning about 
something' (cf. P. Fouad. 1.54.29 [c. 142 CE] e&v... &q &S ). 
pubo 'to teach', in the passive it indicates an act of learning: Though in extra-biblical literature this verb 
is used of mystery-initiations (LSJ s. v. µvew), it could also have a general meaning of 'to teach, instruct' 
as it does in Phil 4: 12 (hapax legomenon in the NT), but there in the passive 'to be taught, to learn'. 
14. KNOW 
Know , 
1tvroßxw 'to know, to know about, to possess information about': Of Paul's five uses of this verb in 
Philippians, at least four probably have this basic sense: 1: 12; 2: 19 (the placement of the participle 'rvok 
after the main verb suggests that it means 'know' not 'learn'); 2: 22; 4: 5. Phil 3: 10, however, may imply a 
knowledge that is experiential, i. e. Paul knows, understands, and experiences Christ and the power of his 
resurrection and the participation in his sufferings. However, the sense of 'experience' may be a 
contribution of the co-text and not the verb nvaxw, i. e. Paul is speaking about knowledge which he 
gains though experiencing the resurrection and sufferings of Christ. 2 
ot8a 'to know, to have knowledge of: Phil 1: 16,19,25; 4: 12 (2x, 'I know by experience'), 15. 
Known (the content of knowledge) 
yvº ais, em; 'knowledge, what is known': The phrase 'knowledge of Christ' is only found in Phil 3: 8 
in the Pauline letters. The similar genitive phrase, 'knowledge of God (or glory of God)' is found in Rom 
11: 33 where God does the knowing (subjective genitive) and 2 Cor 4: 6 where people have knowledge about 
the glory of God (objective genitive); 2 Cor 10: 5 also seems to imply a knowledge about God. Paul uses 
the verb yivüaxw in 2 Cor 5: 16 with respect to knowing Christ (cf. 2 Cor 8: 9 and Eph 3: 19). It is more 
likely then that Paul deems everything as loss on account of the 'knowledge, what is known' about Christ 
(not the knowledge which Christ possesses). 
iaiyvwatc, ecK 'knowledge (either content or activity)': - Paul uses the expression 
.v Entyvcüact to 
describe the context in which some other action or event takes place (see Rom 1: 28; Phil 1.9; Phlm 6). In 
these cases it seems that the 'content of knowledge' is being described. Paul desires that the Philippians' 
love increase with respect to knowledge, i. e. a 'knowledgeable kind of love. 
7vwp{tw to cause information to be known by another person, 'to make known': In every occurrence in 
the Pauline letters except perhaps Phil 1: 22, this verb includes the sense of 'making known' not just the act 
of 'knowing' (which is attested outside the NT): Rom 9: 22,23; 16: 26; 1 Cor 123; 15: 1; 2 Cor 8: 1; Gal 
lAgainst Baker, 'Note', pp. 146-47. 
2S ee Forestell, 'Perfection', p. 125. 
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1: 11; Phil 4: 6; cf. Eph 1: 9; 3: 3,5,10; 6: 19,21; Col 1: 27; 4: 7,9. Many of these are followed by a dative 
of direction, 'I make known to you. ' Therefore, the burden of proof lies upon those wishing to understand 
7vcupigw in Phil 1: 22 simply as 'to know'. It makes just as much sense of the context to translate the 
verb with the active 'to make known': 'Yet that which I shall choose, I am not able to make known to you 
(because I desire both of them). 'l 
Well Known, Clearly Seen, Revealed 
4pavep6;, ä, 6v 'evident, plain, clearly known': In Phil 1: 13 Paul describes his 'imprisonment' as 
something that became cpavep6v 'clearly known' ev Xptai4. The phrase 'in Christ' (in the realm or 
sphere of Christ), then, would seem to explain what it is that became known, viz, that Paul's 
imprisonment had to deal with his Christian existence (his 'being in Christ'). For the use of this adjective 
as an attribute of a -yivoµat clause see 1 Cor 3: 13; 11: 19 (which also has a modifying ev phrase, iv v tv); 
and 14: 25. 
ouaXvx rw 'to reveal, to disclose, to make known': God is often the direct or indirect agent of Paul's 
use of this verb (Rom 1: 18; 8: 18; 1 Cor 2: 10; Gal 1: 16; 3: 23; cf. Eph 3: 5 in which the Spirit is the 
agent), as he is in Phil 3: 15 'God will reveal this to you'. The verb is typically used in contexts about the 
acquisition of 'religious' (or ethical) knowledge. 
iv8etkK, em; 'proof, evidence, indication', the means by which one knows that something is a fact: 
This noun is only used in Paul in the NT: Rom 3: 25-26; 2 Cor 8: 24; Phil 1: 28. 
caivw 'to come to light, to bring to light, to appear', figurative extension of 'to shine': Phil 2: 15. This 
verb is sometimes used by NT authors metaphorically as a description of Christian witness and of 
testimony to the truth: John 1: 5; 5: 35; 2 Pet 1: 19; 1 John 2: 8. However, in Rom 7: 13 and 2 Cor 13: 7 
the passive forms mean `appear to be'. If Phil 2: 15 (paiveaOe is passive in function a similar meaning 
may be in effect. A passive reading is supported by the use of the passive in other literature to refer to the 
'shining' of heavenly bodies (LSJ s. v. epaivw). Paul is clearly playing on the `shining' sense of the word 
(ius c atpE; iv xöaµ(p) but extending it to a more general meaning, `come to light' (i. e. the 
Philippians' identity has been revealed to the surrounding world). Thus, Paul seems to be describing the 
Philippians in 2: 15 as people who 'stand out' (i. e. can be identified) in their environment-perhaps an 
exhortation directly relevant to those being persecuted and thus wishing to conceal their religious 
convictions? 
Capacityfor Understanding or Knowing 
aiaOnatc tans `ability to perceive, understanding': This word only appears in Phil 1: 9 in the Pauline 
letters, although the verb appears in Luke 9: 45 and the masculine form of the noun in Heb 5: 14. Its use 
alongside the more general term bztyv&ats'knowledge' may suggest that Paul uses a oOrlatS in a more 
specific sense meaning 'the capacity or ability to perceive' (see LSJ s. v. aia6GaK II). In this case the word 
is not primarily the possession of understanding but the mental faculty enabling a person to perceive one's 
surroundings (including immaterial, 'spiritual' things, LSJ s. v. aiaOrlatq IlI); this active sense of the word 
is revealed in Heb 5: 14, where the masculine form aioft6ptov is modified by the participle 
yeyu tvaat&va 'being trained'. 
15. MEMORY AND RECALL 
Recalling from Memory 
µveia, cgs `to remember, to recall, to think about again', often with the additional notion of 'mention', 
but without implying that someone or something has been forgotten: In all but 1 Thess 3: 6 (where the 
Thessalonians are remembering Paul), this noun is used in the epistolary thanksgivings/prayers of the 
Pauline letters: Rom 1: 9; Phil 1: 3; 1 Thess 1: 2; Phlm 4; cf. Eph 1: 16; 2 Tim 1: 3. For further discussion 
of whether the noun in Phil 1: 3 refers to Paul's or the Philippians' act of remembering--an important issue 
in the integrity debate-see chap. 4 above on the epistolary Thanksgiving. 
1So O'Brien, Philippians, pp. 127-28. 
2Cf. Moffatt, 'Notes', p. 345. 
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Not Remembering, Forgetting 
extXavOävoµat 'to forget, to not recall': 'To not recall' (an act of choice) seems to be a better 
translation of this verb in Phil 3: 13 (hapax legomenon in the Pauline letters). 
16. THINK, HOLD A VIEW, BEUEVE1 
Think About, Have an Opinion, Hold a View 
e"xO) 'to hold a view, to regard': Although e"xw is used nine times in Philippians with the basic sense of 
'to have, to possess' (1: 7,23,30; 2: 2,20,27; 3: 4,9,17), it is used once as an imperative with the sense 
of 'to hold a view of (2: 29). 
hylogat 'to hold a view, to consider, to regard': This verb is used more in Philippians (2: 3,6,25; 3: 7, 
8 [2x]) than any of the other Pauline letters (2 Cor 9: 5; 1 Thess 5: 13; cf. 2 Thess 3: 15; cf. 1 Tim 1: 12; 
6: 1). 
loyCCoµat 'to think about, to consider', using one's reasoning abilities: Whereas the use of this verb in 
Phil 3: 13 implies that Paul 'holds a particular opinion', its use in 4: 8 only indicates the act of thinking 
about or considering. 
avoaim 'to keep thinking about, to fix one's attention on': Phil 2: 4 (used in a negative sense 'thinking 
about one's own matters'; contrast Gal 6: 1) and 3: 17 (used in a positive sense 'consider those who... '). 
cpoveao 'to have an attitude, to think in a particular manner': Not only is this used proportionately more 
in Philippians (10x) than any other Pauline letter (Romans is closest with nine occurrences), but it is used 
with a relatively high frequency in Philippians itself: Phil 1: 7; 2: 2 (2x), 5; 3: 15 (2x), 19; 4: 2,10 (2x). Of 
its uses in Paul, the expression cppovecü ävtÖ 'to think the same' (to have a unified attitude) appears five 
times: Rom 12: 16; 15: 5; 2 Cor 13: 11; Phil 2: 2; 4: 2. 
iaSwuzoc, ov 'having the same mind, similarly minded': Phil 2: 20 (hapax legomenon in the NT). 
a6 jtVuXoc, ov 'being one in spirit or attitude': Phil 2: 2 (hapax legomenon in the NT). 
Psychological Faculties 
yiuxij, iS 'inner self, being', including mental and emotional feelings: In Phil 1: 27 this noun is used in 
the sense of sharing the same mental and emotional feelings, i. e. the Philippians are unified in how they 
think and feel. In contrast, in Phil 2: 30 it is used in the sense of physical life, a different semantic field. 
xap8{a, aS literally 'heart', but also a meronym of 'inner self : Notably, icapSia is used at least once 
in every Pauline letter except Titus and Philemon. In Phil 4: 7 Paul seems to be differentiating between 
xap&ia and voiga, suggesting that the former may refer to the 'inner self responsible for emotive 
faculties ('emotions', see BAGD s. v. uapSia 1. b. e). In Phil 1: 7 uap&ia is also used with reference to the 
emotive faculties of the 'inner self'. 
v6gpa, roS the content of thinking, 'thought, what is thought': The general meaning of this noun is the 
process of thinking and resulting 'thoughts' (2 Cor 2: 11; 10: 5; 11: 3; LSJ s. v. v61lµa) and only by 
extension the 'mind' (2 Cor 3: 14; and perhaps 4: 4) which does the thinking. Thus, in Phil 4: 7 the peace of 
God is said to be protecting the actual `emotive' and 'mental' processes of the believer (see on uapSia). 
vo"vS, vo6S 'mind': This noun typically refers to the psychological faculty, the 'mind' (LSJ s. v. vöoc), 
not to the reasoning processes, i. e. 'understanding' (so most translations of Phil 4: 7). Hence in Phil 4: 7, 
especially in view of the use of the more specific v6ijµa'thoughts, content of thinking', the peace of God 
is said to be more powerful than any reasoning faculty, i. e. the mind cannot protect one's inner thoughts 
and emotions in the way that God's peace can. 
xvevµa, %os'spirit, inner being', non-material, psychological faculty particularly concerning 'religious' 
and ethical matters: Of the five uses of this noun in Philippians, at least two fall under this semantic field 
(1: 27; 4: 23, both referring to the collective 'spirit' of the Philippians) and two under the semantic field of 
'supernatural spirit' (1: 19; 3: 3). Phil 2: 1 ei ztS uowwvia nvc tatoc is problematic, but see above on 
Supernatural Beings in support of a divine 'Spirit' reading. 
ax)A vov, ov 'feelings, desires, longings', specifically, the psychological faculty of desire: In Phil 
1: 8 this noun most likely means 'desire'. However, the lack of context in Phil 2: 1 makes it difficult to 
identify the precise meaning there, although the sense of 'desire parallels well with the following 
oi=tpltot. 
1This semantic field is similar to that of Attitudes and Emotions, but here the emphasis is on mental 
processes and faculties. 
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Intend, Purpose, Plan 
Bel `to purpose, to plan', based upon one's desire: In Phil 2: 13 it is God's purpose for the Philippians 
which is in view with this verb; for other uses with God as subject see Rom 9: 18; 1 Cor 4: 19; 12: 18; 
15: 38; Col 1: 27. 
Choose, Select, Prefer 
atpeoµat 'to choose, to select' from one or more possible alternatives: This deponent verb is used only 
in Phil 1: 22 and 2 Thess 2: 13 in the Pauline letters. 1 
Distinguish, Evaluate, Judge 
Soict i&Cm `to distinguish that which is good, to evaluate': In Phil 1: 10 the Philippians are exhorted to 
distinguish what is good from a number of different possibilities (see on Sta(pepw); cf. Rom 2: 18 for the 
same expression. 
Suppose, Think Possible 
Soxero 'to suppose, to believe, to presume': This is a favourite verb of Paul to describe the opinions of 
others (1 Cor 8: 2; 10: 12; 11: 16; 12: 22-23; 14: 37; 2 Cor 11: 16; 12: 19; Gal 2: 2,6,9; 6: 3; Phil 3: 4), 
frequently with reference to self-evaluation. 
o%µat `to suppose, to presume, to assume': Phil 1: 17 (hapax legomenon in the Pauline letters and rare 
in the NT; see John 21: 25 and James 1: 7). 
Believe to Be True 
Esexao `to hold firmly to' a particular belief: Phil 2: 16 (hapax legomemon in the accepted Pauline 
letters); cf. 1 Tim 4: 16. 
Trust, Rely, Confidence 
xeCO `to trust, to have confidence': Besides the single occurrence in Philemon, the six uses of this verb 
in Philippians are proportionately more than any other Pauline letter by at least a 3: 1 ratio: Phil 1: 6,14, 
25; 2: 24; 3: 3,4. All uses are in the perfect tense-form, which is true of 15 of the 19 uses in the accepted 
Pauline letters. The meaning of the verb in the perfect is `to be in a state of persuasion' ('to have 
confidence') rather than the meaning of the verb when not in the perfect (viz. `to persuade'). 
xesoi671at5, em(; `trust, confidence': Phil 3: 4. 
xtarevm `to be a believer, to trust in', frequently used in Pauline literature in the sense of `religious 
belief, conviction': Phil 1: 29. 
xiatts, eco 'trust, faith, religious belief : The use of this noun in Philippians (5x) allows for a variety 
of senses: aia its as religious conviction and belief (1: 25; 2: 17; 3: 9 i Tp aiaTet); marts as a religious 
world view (1: 27); marts as trustworthiness, faithfulness, i. e. one who acts in a way deserving trust (3: 9 
St& niateoK Xptaiov; though highly disputed in Pauline studies, Christ seems to be the actor here 
[Christ's faithfulness] since Paul's [`my'] righteousness is being contrasted with another type of 
righteousness, one which is based on Christ's trustworthiness and which comes `from God'). 
Change an Opinion Concerning the Truth 
8 w5tpbp `to cause someone to turn away from a belief, to mislead': A hapax legomenon in the 
Pauline letters, the perfect passive participle of Staa-rpEco is used in Phil 2: 15 to describe either Israel (i. e. 
Gentile Christians are a testimony to wayward Israel, Rom 9-11) or more likely the world in general as `a 
generation crooked and being misled' (see on ycvr. ). The whole expression to which the participle 
belongs (Texva 6e6 äµwµec ttaov'yevc& aicollt& uat Steacpaµµevs) is one of the few transparent 
references to an OT passage in Philippians (Deut 32: 5 il u ptoaav ovu avtw tttxva µwµtltä, ycveä 
auoXI& xat Stearrpaµµevn). 
17. COMMUNICATION 
Written Language 
7p&gm `to write': Paul uses this verb only once (out of 61 uses in the accepted Pauline letters) in 
Philippians (3: 1) where it is used in a disclosure formula (see the discussion of Hesitation Formulas in 
chap. 4); for similar epistolary uses (typically in the first person) see Rom 15: 15; 1 Cor 5: 9; 2 Cor 13: 10; 
Gal 6: 11; Phlm 19. Its rarity in Philippians is due in part to Paul's frequent use of the term elsewhere for 
OT citations (esp. in Romans, 1 and 2 Corinthians, and Galatians). 
1Droge ('Mori Lucrum', p. 279) suggests that because this verb denotes an actual volitional choice Paul 
must have in view in Phil 1: 21-23 a choice between suicide and life; cf. Vollenweider, 'Waagschalen', pp. 
93-115. 
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PipXoS, ov 'book', esp. the contents of a book: Paul uses the expression 'book of life' (ev (343)4 CwýS) 
only in Phil 4: 3, where it serves to describe the place in which Paul's co-workers' names have been written. 
Elsewhere the same imagery is used of those who will attain eternal life rather than wrath (Dan 12: 1; Rev 
3: 5; 20: 15). This heavenly register of names would provide an ample contrast with the earthly register of 
names kept in many Greco-Roman cities (cf. 3: 20). 1 
Speak, Talk 
) ym 'to say, to tell': Phil 3: 8 (2x) (cf. Gal 1: 9 where past and present speech are indicated in the same 
context) and Phil 4: 11 (the expression Xeyw with a oath prepositional phrase is a favourite of Paul; see 
Rom 3: 5; 1 Cor 7: 6; 2 Cor 8: 8; 11: 21; Gal 3: 15). 
etxov (perhaps from Xk7w) 'to say, to talk, to tell': Phil 4: 4; cf. also 1 Cor 11: 22; 2 Cor 12: 6; and Gal 
2: 14 for other first person singular uses of this verb. 
a, a). eau 'to speak, to tell': Phil 1: 14; cf. Col 4: 3. 
)4oS, ob 'speech, message', the content of what is spoken: In Phil 1: 14 and 2: 16 this is the function of 
the noun; in contrast, in Phil 4: 15,17 it is used with reference to the record of a transfer of goods 
('account')-a different semantic field. 
Name 
Svoµa,, coS the proper name of an entity, 'name': Phil 2: 9 (2x), 10 (cf. 'the name of the Lord' in 1 Cor 
1: 2,10; 5: 4; 6: 11; Eph 5: 20; Col 3: 17; 2 Thess 1: 12; 3: 6); and Phil 4: 3. 
Ask For, Request 
epaarr6 o 'to ask for, to request': This verb is used in the papyri in conjunction with or as a substitute for 
xapaic&? o epistolary formulas (see chap. 4 on Final Petitions), as it is used in Phil 4: 3; 1 Thess 4: 1; 
5: 12; and 2 Thess 2: 1. 
ai, Mµa,, roS 'request, demand, that which is being requested' : This word is only used in Phil 4: 6 in the 
Pauline letters, where the process of requesting is not in view but rather the things being requested. Here 
and in 1 John 5: 15 the word is used in the context of prayer (i. e. it is one of the specific activities of 
prayer), but Luke 23: 24 (the people's request of Pilate to execute Jesus) shows that it may be used in a 
broader context (cf. the use of the verb in 1 Cor 1: 22). 
Shuts, emS 'request': Paul uses this word in a thanksgiving formula only in Phil 1: 4 (2x) (cf. 2 Cor 
1: 11), where it naturally has the meaning of 'prayer' (on behalf of the Philippians). In Phil 1: 19 and 4: 6 it 
is also used in the context of prayer, but that of the P iiippians on behalf of Paul. 
xapaicaA, em 'to ask for, to request, to appeal': Used in all of the Pauline letters except for Galatians, in 
Phil 4: 2 (2x) it is used as an epistolary formula, viz. petition/request (see chap. 4 above on Final 
Petitions). 
Inform, Announce, Message 
xata&), ao 'to announce, to speak about': This is a favourite word in Acts and the Pauline letters 
for designating the activity of announcing the gospel message. In Phil 1: 17,18 it serves the same purpose 
but there the object of the proclaiming is specifically Christ; furthermore, the agents of proclaiming are not 
all sympathetic to Paul's mission. 
uqp$aam 'to tell, announce' (publicly): Phil 1: 15; for other cases in which the object of the verb is also 
Christ see 1 Cor 1: 23; 15: 12; 2 Cor 1: 19; 4: 5; and 11: 4. The last reference suggests that those 
proclaiming Christ from evil motives in Phil 1: 15 are nonetheless not proclaiming an essentially 'different' 
Christ than Paul's. 
e6(zyyi Xtov, ou 'the good news, the gospel': An important word in Paul's 'Christian' dialect, this 
noun is used proportionately more in Philippians (9x) than in any other Pauline letter-the next closest is 
1 Thessalonians with six occurrences. Six of these are used in chap. 1 (1: 5,7,12,16,27 [2x]); the others 
are in Phil 2: 22-. 43,15. Paul frequently speaks of various people's service or behaviour with respect to 
the gospel: of himself (1: 7,12,16; 4: 15); of the Philippians (1: 5,27 [2x]); of Timothy (2: 22); of Euodia 
and Syntyche (4: 3). 
&icoSa 'to receive news, to be informed about, to hear': Although this verb often implies the physical 
process of 'hearing'. Paul uses it in 1: 27.30 and 2: 26 with reference to the exchange of information 
between himself and the churches at Philippi. This might involve verbal correspondence (through the 
sending of an envoy such as Timothy or Epaphroditus) or written correspondence (through a letter). This 
process of 'being informed about' also seems to be in effect in 4: 9, where Paul speaks about his earlier 
1So Hawthorne, Philippians, p. 181. 
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ministry to the Philippians using several verbs of communication (µavOäww, rapaXaµ4iäcv(0); however, 
its use in conjunction with the word for 'seeing' (etSov) indicates that by &xo6oo in 4: 9 Paul also has in 
view the physical process of 'hearing'. 
Witness, Testify 
p&ptvS, g&prpoS `witness, one who testifies': Phil 1: 8; cf. Rom 1: 9 where God is also the witness of 
Paul's travel plans. 
Profess Allegiance 
e4oµoXoyloµat `to profess, to confess': The use of this verb in Rom 14: 11 and Phil 2: 11 is probably 
part of an OT allusion, Isa 45: 23. 
Call ' 
ic? ats, mog `calling, calling to a task': This noun is only used in Phil 3: 14 (in the Pauline letters) in 
reference to Paul's own calling (contrast Rom 11: 29; 1 Cor 1: 26; 7: 20; Eph 1: 18; 4: 1,4; 2 'Mess 1: 11; 2 
Tim 1: 9). 
Law, Regulation, Ordinance 
v6goc, ov `law, ordinance, rule', implying formalised law: Its three occurrences in Philippians (3: 5,6,9) 
are all in reference to formalised Jewish legal traditions (probably Torah). 
Thanks 
e$xaptat a, as `thanksgiving, thankfulness': Phil 4: 6; cf. 1 Tim 2: 1 where `thanksgiving' is also 
used in the context of prayer. 
a aptateo 'to thank, to express gratitude': In the Pauline corpus, the first person form of 
evxaptotew is commonly used as part of an epistolary thanksgiving formula; see Rom 1: 8 (cf. 16: 4); 1 
Cor 1: 4 (cf. 1: 14); Phil 1: 3; Col 1: 3 (plural); 1 Thess 1: 2 (plural); 2: 13; Phlm 4. Despite the mention of 
Timothy in the prescript, Paul uses the first person singular verb in Phil 1: 3 (cf. 1 Cor 1: 4), whereas in 1 
Thess 1: 2 (also a plural prescript; cf. Col 1: 3) the plural verb is used. 
Praise, 
864a, 71; 'praise, glory': In Philippians 864a is used in two senses: (i) an act or process of praising or 
glorying in something (God as object in 1: 11; 2: 11; 4: 20) and (ii) an entity possessing splendour, glory, 
i. e. that which is worthy of praise (3: 21; 4: 19). Phil 3: 19 could reasonably be translated either way (`They 
glory in what is shameful' or `That which is worthy of praise to them is in their shameful conduct'); what 
is unique about this verse is that 864a is used with reference to opponents rather than God or Christians. 
e"satvoS, ov 'praise, something worthy of praise': Whereas in Phil 1: 11 this noun takes on a verbal 
sense 'the act of praise', in Phil 4: 8 it designates `something that is worthy of praise'. 
69ggos, ov 'worthy of praise': Phil 4: 8 (hapax legomenon in the NT). 
Boast 
xavZnµa, pos `boast': In Phil 1: 26 the Philippians are apparently portrayed as boasting in Paul (cf. 2 
Cor 1: 14; 5: 12); in Phil 2: 16 Paul is boasting in the Philippians (cf. 2 Cor 1: 14; 9: 3). In the light of Phil 
3: 3 (xavxcäµevot iv XptaTw Ii aoü), in Phil 1: 26 Paul may be speaking of the Philippians' boast 'in 
Christ' which is occasioned 'by Paul' (i. e. 'through' Paul's presence), rather than their boast 'in Paul'. 
xavZ&oµat 'to boast, to express a high degree of confidence': Phil 3: 3; cf. Rom 5: 11 uavxc511evot Fv 
ti Oe . Complain 
7onußµ6S, ob 'complaining, grumbling': In the light of the intertextual references in 1 Cor 10: 10 to 
the grumblings of Israel in Num 16: 41 and 17: 5 (as well as similar 'echoes' in Phil 2.15 to Deut 32: 5), 
Paul may be using an example from the past in Phil 2: 14 (E&vva noteiTe ycop. S 7o7YvaJWv scat 
StaXoytaµwv) as a general exhortation to the Philippians. 
Defend, Excuse 
&no){a, cc; 'defence': Despite the legal connotations of this word, its use in Phil 1: 7 does not 
necessarily imply a context in which Paul is standing before a Roman court It may be a more general 
reference to his belief that he always stands in defence of the gospel (cf. Phil 1: 16). It is noteworthy, 
however, that only in Philippians (1: 7,16) does Paul speak of his ministry as a 'defence' of the gospel (cf. 
1 Cor 9: 3 where he defends himself and 2 Cor 7: 11 where the Corinthians defend themselves). 1 
peßa{mats, eoc 'confirmation, verification' (used only here in the Pauline letters): Perhaps in 1: 7 
Paul intends to distinguish between the act of defending (&noXoyia) the gospel and the act of verifying 
'Paul perhaps thought of his own personal defence as a defence of the gospel (see 2 Cor 12: 19). 
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(Pepa%watc) it-one defensive and the other offensive-but this must remain a conjecture due to the lack of 
co-textual and contextual queues. 
Greetings 
&ax6Co tctt 'to greet, to send greetings': Used only at the close of Pauline letters (Rom 16: 3-23; 1 Cor 
16: 19-20; 2 Cor 13: 12; Phil 4: 21-22; Col 4: 10-15; 1 Thess 5: 26; 2 Tim 4: 19,21; Titus 3: 15; PhIm 23) 
and only in the initial position of its clause, this verb is a common expression of greetings used by 
Hellenistic letter writers at the end of letters, often for the purpose of maintaining social relationships 
between friends and family. 
Argue, Quarrel 
Stacil, oytaµ6S, ob 'argument, dispute': The context of Phil 2: 14 (xopt; yyoyyuaµwv uat 
6taXoytaµ6v) suggests that this noun implies contention ('disputes') rather than the more general meaning 
'reasoning' (cf. 1 Tim 2: 8) 
18. ASSOCIATION 
Visit, Meet With 
et8ov (from bpäw) 'to see': All of the occurrences of this verb in Philippians imply the sensory process 
of seeing (1: 27,30; 2: 28; 4: 9), but 1: 27 and 2: 28 (both participle forms) have the additional connotation of 
'to meet with, visit', a frequent meaning of the verb when used in epistolary contexts. 
Welcome, Receive 
xpoaSexogat 'to receive, to welcome': This verb is used as part of an epistolary commendation in Phil 
2: 29 and Rom 16: 2 (see chap. 4 on Commendations); it is only found elsewhere in the Pauline letters in 
Titus 2: 13, but there indicating a 'waiting, receiving' of the Lord Jesus. 
19. HELP, CARE FOR 
Help 
vv»l, aµß6vw 'to help, to join in helping': This verb can be used in the middle voice to indicate the act 
of giving aid or assistance: Phil 4: 3 (hapax legomenon in the Pauline letters); cf. Luke 5: 7. The context is 
too terse to clarify whether Paul is asking his unnamed cohort to help the two women (as if they need 
assistance for some reason) or to join in assisting them in the ministry. The epistolary convention of 
commendations, which 4: 3 formally resembles (see chap. 4 on Commendations), suggests that perhaps 
Paul is commending the women into the care of his 'yoke-fellow', as if they are part of Paul's travelling 
ministry team. 
Serve 
Soi aSw 'to serve', with connotations of lower social status: Phil 2: 22 (Timothy served on behalf of the 
gospel); see below on 8ovXos. 
So"v71, oc, ov 'slave, servant': Appeal to the OT might suggest that by 6O W. os in Phil 1: 1 Paul has in 
view a term of honour (divinely given authority; e. g. Ps 88: 21 LXX); but, on the other hand, the Greco- 
Roman background of at least some of the audience would have resulted in 'slavery' readings (cf. Phim 
16). 1 Neither Phil 1: 1 (Paul and Timothy as 8oW ot) nor 2: 7 (Christ becoming SoüWoc) provide enough 
context to be definitive on this issue. Perhaps for Paul the word has elements of both Jewish and Greco- 
Roman backgrounds (which, in fact, are not easily distinguishable): servanthood as divine commission (cf. 
Rom 1: 1) and servanthood as subjugation to God. 
Provide For, Support 
Ailp6m 'to provide fully, to provide a complete amount': In Phil 4: 18,19 the verb includes the sense of 
'to provide for', implying a complete provision; contrast Phil 1: 11(cf. Rom 8: 4) and 2: 2 in which the 
verb is used to indicate the process of completing something (literally, 'filling up'). 
eat%op, Yia, ark 'provision, support': Paul uses this noun in Phil 1: 19 and the participle form of the 
related verb in Gal 3: 5 with reference to the Spirit's provision. 
20. CONTROL, RULE 
Control 
cuv&xw 'to control': When a human is the agent of this verb, it is not difficult to translate into English 
the notion of 'control'; but non-human agents as in Phil 1: 23 can also exercise control over some entity: 'I 
IOn the debate see O'Brien, Philippians, pp. 44-45. 
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am controlled (in the sense of being moved to make certain decisions) by two desires'-viz. to die and be 
with Christ or to live and serve the Philippians. 
{n ozäaßao `to subject to, to bring under control': Phil 3: 21, in which Christ is the one doing the 
subjecting; cf. 1 Cor 15: 27-28; Eph 1: 22; 5: 24, in which God subjects all things under Christ. 
Imprison 
Beßµ6S, ob `bonds, imprisonment': Paul uses this noun four times in Phil 1 as a figurative expression 
indicating his imprisonment (1: 7,13,14,17). It is also used in Col 4: 18 and Phlm 10,13 to describe an 
imprisonment of Paul. 
Guard, Watch Over 
4poup&ao `to guard against, to watch over': Phil 4: 7. 
21. HOSTI TTY, STRIFE 
Opposition, Hostility 
&vTixetµat 'to oppose, to be hostile toward': In Phil 1: 28 and 1 Cor 16: 9 (cf. 2 Thess 2: 4 and Luke 
13: 17; 21: 15) Paul uses the participle form of this verb to refer to adversaries against Christians. It is a 
general term describing opposition, thus it is difficult to ascertain what types of opponents are in view (e. g. 
pagan officials, Judaizers, Jews). 
exOp6S, ä, 6v 'being an enemy, in opposition to': This adjective is used in Phil 3: 18 as a substantive 
to describe certain `opponents' as 'enemies of the cross of Christ'; cf. 1 Cor 15: 25 in which it is said that 
Christ will reign until he puts his 'enemies' under his feet. Paul, then, probably does not endorse the 
theology of these opponents (contrast those in 1: 1S-17). 
Strife, Struggle 
&y v, äovos 'struggle, fight' with force: Paul's use of the term in 1: 30 (see also 1 Thess 2: 2; cf. 1: 29 
näaxety) perhaps implies more than a methaphorical struggle on behalf of the gospel ministry (so Col 
2: 1); it implies some sort of material suffering (e. g. social ostracism). 
e"pts, t8oS 'strife, discord': Paul often uses this noun in vice lists (Rom 1: 29; 13: 13; 2 Cor 12: 20; Gal 
5: 20; cf. 1 Tim 6: 4; Titus 3: 9); in Phil 1: 15 he uses it to characterise the reason why certain persons are 
preaching Christ, viz. Sta (pO6vov xai e"pty 'on account of envy and strife'. Their hostility is directed at 
Paul (see 1: 17). 
eptOeia, as 'hostility, being against', with the implication of selfish ambition: Phil 1: 17 and 2: 3. 
Whether this noun means 'hostility, contentiousness' or 'selfish ambition' is debatable (see BAGD s. v. 
eptOeia, who claim that Aristotle's Politics is the only use before the NT; but see P. Sorb. 1.34.9 (230 
BCE] eptOeiav). Its use in vice lists with e"pts in 2 Cor 12: 20 and Gal 5: 20 is of little help; the general 
nature of Rom 2: 8 is hardly informative. However, it is not unreasonable, based on the context of Phil 
1: 17 and the warnings against disunity throughout Philippians, that the noun includes the inherent hostility 
that is part of selfish ambition (i. e. to be selfish implies that one engages in hostility towards others). 
This meaning would make sense of the context of Phil 2: 3, viz. creating unity (see esp. 2: 2 from which 2: 3 
syntactically follows) by looking out for the interests of others. 
Persecution 
btdoxm 'to persecute, to harass': When Paul uses Stwxw in Philippians to describe his religious pursuits 
as a Christian it means broadly 'to pursue, to strive to' (Phil 3: 12,14; this is the only place where he uses 
it to describe his own religious pursuits, but cf. Rom 14: 19), but when used to describe his pre-Christian 
religious pursuits it takes on a negative connotation `to persecute, to harass' (Phil 3: 6; cf. 1 Cor 15: 9; Gal 
1: 13,23; and 2 Cor 4: 9 and Gal 5: 11 [with respect to his own persecution]). 
22. BEHAVIOUR 
Behaviour, Conduct 
xeptxwrem `to behave, to go about doing': Phil 3: 17,18. 
atotxem 'to behave, to live in a particular manner': Phil 3: 16; cf. Rom 4: 12; Gal 5: 25; 6: 16-all uses 
are associated with some type of standard, rule, or principle.: 
xo) t reüoµat `to live, to conduct one's life, often with reference to one's obligations in a community: 
In Acts 23: 1 the verb has a more general function, probably without implying the conduct of a citizen, but 
in the light of the use of ao) ttc µa in Phil 3: 20 (where citizenship is in view) and the Roman setting of 
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the Philippian audience the use of the verb in Phil 1: 27 probably includes the idea of one's proper conduct 
in relationship to a community (here, however, the government of God in heaven). 1 
speZo 'to behave, to go about doing', implying some type of progress, a figurative extension of the 
literal meaning 'to run': Phil 2: 16; cf. Gal 2: 2. In 1 Cor 9: 24 the figurative extension is used in the same 
context of the 'literal' (or unmarked) meaning. 
Imitate Behaviour 
avµµtp. i ti c, oü 'joint imitators': Phil 3: 17 (hapax legomenon in the NT). Its sole appearance here in 
the NT raises the difficulty of determining whether Paul is exhorting the Philippians to join with Paul in 
imitating (Christ? ) or to join together in imitating Paul .2 The last portion of the clause (xaOius 
eycTe 
tvnov i1µä. ) suggests that Paul is offering himself as an example to be imitated (cf. Phil 4: 14 
aveyicoivwvAaavt c gov and perhaps Phil 1: 7 au-yicotv(ovo$S µou; on imitating Paul see 1 Cor 4: 16; 11: 1; 
1 Thess 1: 6; cf. 2 Thess 3: 7,9) 3 
Obey, Disobey 
vxaxovao 'to obey, to behave in accordance to a standard': Phil 2: 12. . 
v uooS, ov 'obedient': Phil 2: 8; only elsewhere in Paul in 2 Cor 2: 9. 
23. PERFORM, DO 
Do. Perform, Work 
zoteao . 'to do, to perform' (hyponymous 
for many other activities): Phil 1: 4; 2: 14; 4: 14. 
xp6aaw 'to do, to perform (a deed)': Phil 4: 9-another generic term used by Paul to speak of moral 
activity (cf. Rom 1: 32; 2: 1,2,3,25; 7: 15,19; 13: 4; 1 Cor 5: 2; 9: 17; 2 Cor 5: 10; 12: 21; Gal 5: 21; 
contrast 1 Thess 4: 11; Eph 6: 21). 
e"pyov, ov 'work, task', that which is done or performed: An important term in Paul's vocabulary (only 
missing from Philemon in all of the Pauline letters), this noun is always used as a positive behavioural 
term in Philippians: of the Philippians (1: 6); of himself (1: 22); and of Christ (2: 30). Paul does not take it 
up as a theological issue with respect to law and faith as he does in Romans and Galatians (e. g. 'the works 
of the law'). 
kvipyetcc, aS 'working in, empowering', with focus on the power behind the action: Phil 3: 21 is the 
only occurrence of this noun in the accepted Pauline letters, but see Eph 1: 19; 3: 7; 4: 16; Col 1: 29; 2: 12; 2 
Thess 2: 9,11. These references all share the idea of the power behind the process of doing or working-but 
not always God's power (e. g. 2 Thess 2: 9). In Phil 3: 21 it is followed by & vaµat in an infinitive clause: 
`... according to the empowering [with which] he [Christ] is also able to subject all things to him [God? ]'. 
&veP y&o 'to work, to be at work in': Phil 2: 13 (2x) uses this verb to describe God's work in the 
Philippians on behalf of [his] good pleasure and 1 Thess 2: 13 similarly uses it to describe how the 'word of 
God' is at work in the Thessalonians (cf. 1 Cor 12: 6). 
eP7äcTns, ou 'worker, one who does something': Although the Gospels frequently uses this noun with 
reference to paid labourers (e. g. Matt 20: 2), it may have a wider reference to anyone who 'engages in an 
activity'. In both 2 Cor 11: 13 and Phil 3: 2 Paul uses this noun (with derogatory adjectives 'deceitful' and 
'evil') to designate certain (specific or non-specific) opponents, most likely missionary opponents with 
Jewish backgrounds; cf. Luke 13: 27 'those who engage in iniquity'. 
avvep , oü 'fellow worker': Paul often uses this word to designate his co-workers in the ministry: 
Rom 16: 3,9,21; 2 Cor 8: 23; Phil 2: 25; 4: 3; 1 Thess 3: 2; Phlm 1,24; cf. Col 4: 11. 
mS u, ov 'fellow worker', implying a close relationship: Phil 4: 3 (hapax legomenon in the NT). 
Though this noun in 4: 3 perhaps refers to the specific recipient of the letter (see chap. 4 above on the 
epistolary prescript), attempts to identify the person (e. g. Epaphroditus, Paul's wife, Luke. Timothy) have 
failed. 4 
1On the socio-cultural background of noXtr- terms see Winter, Welfare, pp. 82-104. 
2For a summary of the issues see O'Brien, Philippians. pp. 445-47. 
3Cf. Stanley, 'Imitators', p. 859. McMichael ('Followers', p. 287) comments that elsewhere in the NT 'a 
compound of evv may take an objective genitive denoting a thing, but not a person' (e. g. Eph 3: 6 and 5: 7). 
Though a generally true principle (see esp. Phil 2.25 avvcP7öv uai avavpaTiiaty µov), he fails to 
account for Phil 4: 14, which according to the context is best taken as an objective genitive denoting a 
person, as well as the context of Phil 3: 17 itself. 
4See e. g. Häjek, `Philippians 4: 3', pp. 261-62, who fails to recognise that the individual is unnamed 
because the letter may have been specifically addressed to him on the verso. 
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icapi 6s, o"v the result of a person's 'deed, activity' sometimes implying a reward-figurative extension of 
'fruit': Although aware of the literal use of this word (1 Cor 9: 7), Paul more often uses it in the context of 
Christian 'activity', especially the yield of that activity (Rom 1: 13; 6: 21,22; 15: 28; Gal 5: 22). Whereas 
the idea of 'activity, deeds' resulting in a 'yield, payment, reward' is implied in Phil 1: 22 and 4: 17, in Phil 
1: 11 it is not as clear whether Paul is speaking of the 'resulting yield' produced by Christian activity or 
simply the activity of becoming totally righteous (at the day of Christ): nenkilpco i vot uapnöv 
8txatoaüv1S. Paul's use of the perfect aspect ( kilpwµevot) perhaps refers to the culmination of the 
Christian's labours at the day of Christ which results in the product or reward of complete righteousness, 
i. e. at the day of Christ the believer is in the state of being completely (active or passive? ) righteous 
(fulfilled with the reward of righteousness). 
xasepyäl oµat 'to accomplish, to perform successfully': Only in Phil 2: 12 does Paul make 'salvation' 
the object of this verb, which understandably has occasioned some theological debate. In Rom 15: 18 
(IcaTetP76a0TO XptaTÖs St' e toü Ei; vnaicoily i0vwv) Paul's 'accomplishments' have been done through 
him by Christ. Similarly, Phil 2: 12 is balanced with God's 'working' in the Philippians in v 13.1 
Nevertheless, Paul does put the emphasis here upon the Philippians' role in aarcrpia. 2 
am14pavos, ou 'symbol of success, sign of accomplishment', figurative extension of the meaning 
'crown': Paul describes his communities with this word in Phil 4: 1 and 1 Thess 2: 19-these churches are a 
symbol of his success (hence, he can boast of the Thessalonians). 
Work Hard, Toil 
8t&cm 'to do with effort, to strive toward', a figurative extension of the literal 'to pursue, to chase': 
When Paul uses Stwxw in Philippians to describe his religious pursuits as a Christian it means broadly 'to 
pursue, to strive to' (Phil 3: 12,14; this is the only place where he uses it to describe his own religious 
pursuits, but cf. Rom 14: 19) 3 but when used to describe his pre-Christian religious pursuits it takes on a 
negative connotation 'to persecute' (Phil 3: 6; cf. 1 Cor 15: 9; Gal 1: 13,23; and 2 Cor 4: 9 and Gal 5: 11 
[with respect to his present persecution]; so the meaning 'to prosecute, to bring a charge against' in Greek 
literature, LSJ s. v. Stwxw). 
esexteivoµat 'to seek strongly to, to try hard to', i. e. to attempt energetically to attain a state or 
condition: Phil 3: 13 (hapax legomenon in the NT). 
icont&m 'to work hard, to labour', sometimes implying difficulties and trouble: In Phil 2: 16 and Gal 
4: 11 Paul expresses his concern that his pastoral labours may have not produced the desired results. Paul 
uses uoxu o several times to describe missionary and pastoral duties (Rom 16: 6,12 [2x]; 1 Cor 15: 10; 1 
Thess 5: 12). 
QovaUfw 'to labour with', implying strenuous activity: Phil 1: 27 and 4: 3-only here in the NT. 
avatpartäni1S. ov'one who struggles with, fellow struggler', figurative extension of 'fellow soldier': 
Phil 2: 25 and Phlm 2-the only instances in the NT. 
24. RELIGIOUS AC IViTIFS 
Religious Practice 
a, etvoup lia, cc; 'performance of religious duties': Phil 2: 17,30 (see on Xetroupy6s and Xarpevw). 
. evtoupy6S, o4 'religious servant', a person who performs religious activities: Phil 2: 25 (cf. Rom 
13: 6; 15: 16). As with the noun Xzttoupyia, this noun always occurs in NT contexts where a person's 
'service' is done on behalf of the gods (cf. Heb 1: 7; 8: 2); hence it is a religious activity (contrast its use in 
Greek literature to mean also a public servant, LSJ s. v. rrovpy4. 
Offering, Sacrifice 
Oua(a, as 'sacrifice', that which is offered as a sacrifice: In both Phil 2: 17 and 4: 18 Christian service is 
described as a 'sacrifice'; cf. Rom 12: 1, but contrast 1 Cor 10: 18 which refers to altar sacrifice. Combined 
with anev6oµat, this noun may also indicate Paul's potential sacrificial death (see on axev6o). 
% 1Stagg, `Mind', p. 345. 
2So Fortna, 'Philippians', p. 225, who concludes that this is an 'egocentric' Pauline perspective (i. e. 
humans can bring about or 'effect' salvation) which Paul subsequently abandons in letters such as Romans 
and Galatians (dated later) for a salvation which cannot be accomplished in any way by humans. Contrast 
Doughty, 'Citizens', pp. 102-22, who for similar (and other) reasons dates Phil 3: 2-21 as a later pseudo- 
Pauline writing. 
3Paul also uses the verb to describe Christian (Rom 12: 13; 1 Cor 14: 1; 1 mess 5: 15) and non-Christian 
(Rom 9: 30-31) religious pursuits; on the pursuit of moral virtues see Pseudo-Crates, Ep. 15. 
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axev6co `to pour a libation, to pour out an offering': The only two NT uses of the verb are found in Phil 
2: 17 and 2 Tim 4: 6, both of which seem to indicate a possible (but not necessarily looming, see 2: 24) 
death of Paul-the middle voice indicates Paul's own involvement in his own libation offering. In vv 17- 
18 Paul again rejoices (and calls the Philippians to rejoice) not because he may suffer but because he serves 
the Philippians in spite of suffering (so also with Epaphroditus and the call to joy in 2: 25-3: 1). 
Dedicate, Consecrate 
xepttoµj 'circumcision', a religious rite which serves as ethnic and religious identification: In Phil 3: 5 
Paul uses this in the literal sense of physical circumcision, but in 3: 3 he extends it metaphorically to 
identify those who have the 'true' circumcision as those who worship in the Spirit and boast in Christ. 
Above all, it is this word (and uatarotLA below) which suggests that Paul's real or implied 'opponents' 
concern a Jewish group or at least persons adopting certain Jewish practices. 1 
xa r xtoµd, ijS 'mutilation, cutting': This noun seems to be a hyperbole for `circumcision' in Phil 3: 2 
(hapax legomenon in the NT), but at the least it is used with negative religious overtones here as it is with 
verbal forms in the LXX (Lev 21: 5 and Hos 7: 14) 2 
Worship, Reverence 
)arpevm 'to perform religious rites, to worship': Phil 3: 3. The only two other uses in the accepted 
Pauline letters (Rom 1: 9,25) suggest that for Paul this verb includes the idea of religious activity on 
behalf of God. 
1c&1Lazao when used with Tö yövv this verb is an idiomatic expression meaning `to worship, to bend the 
knees': Phil 2: 10. 
Pray 
xpoaeuxj, A; `prayer', request directed to gods: Phil 4: 6 'make your prayers with thanks... '. Prayer is 
linked with 'thanksgiving' elsewhere in Paul but typically in epistolary thanksgivings (cf. Rom 1: 10; Phil 
1: 9; 1 Thess 1: 2; Phlm 4; cf. Eph 1: 16). 
xpoaeüxoµat 'to pray, to ask a god for': Paul uses the verb as part of an epistolary prayer in Phil 1: 9, 
following his epistolary thanksgiving (see chap. 4 on epistolary Thanksgivings). 
25. POSSESS, TRANSFER, EXCHANGE 
Have, Possess, Property 
exm 'to have, to possess': e"yo is used nine times in Philippians with the basic sense of 'to have, to 
possess' (1: 7,23,30; 2: 2,20,27; 3: 4,9.17) and one time as an imperative with the sense of 'to hold a 
view of (2: 29). 
z)oütoS. ou (m, n) 'riches, abundance': Paul uses this term to speak of wealth (not necessarily 
monetary) which comes from God in Rom 2: 4; 9: 23; 11: 33; Phil 4: 19. 
Need, Lack 
varepiµa, roc'what is lacking': Phil 2: 30; in contrast to the verbal form in 4: 12 the noun here does 
not refer to material 'needs' but generically to an absence or 'lacking' with respect to the Philippians' 
service on behalf of Paul. 
vacep&ao 'to be in need of, to lack': Phil 4: 12; cf. 2 Cor 11: 9. 
1For a list of 18 different views regarding the opponents in Phil 3 (of which the majority involve Jewish 
opponents) see Gunther, Opponents, p. 2. Grayston ('Opponents', pp. 170-72) provides perhaps the most 
cogent argument for Gentile Christian opponents underlying the polemic of Phil 3; it is at its weakest, 
however, when he interprets 'circumcision' in Phil 3: 2 as 'Gentile propagandists... promoting circumcision 
as an initiatory rite-not out of native Jewish conviction, but out of semi-magical belief in ritual blood- 
shedding' (p. 171). While Grayston argues (immediately before this statement) that Paul would not call 
fellow-Jews 'dogs' because it was the Jews (as a social convention) who called Gentiles 'dogs' (though 
Maccoby ['Paul', pp. 177-80] denies the plausibility of this argument), he admits that the Gentile 
propagandists are adopting (misusing) Jewish circumcision albeit for their own purposes. Accordingly, the 
ethnic identity of the opponents is irrelevant; instead, what matters to the rhetoric of the discourse is hat 
the opponents hold a particular Jewish ideology (albeit for their own purposes) to which Paul is opposed 
Surely we will never know the actual ethnic identity of the opponents (indeed, it might have been mixed); it 
is their ideology which is at issue in the text. - Ii 2Maccoby, 'Paul', pp. 177-80. At the least. Paul's use of this word indicates his opposition to a Gentile 
becoming circumcised-but this may not be Paul's characterisation of Judaism per se (so Maccoby) but 
polemic occasioned by the (real or potential) circumstances of the letter. e. g. Christian Jews (religious 
missionaries) denying the 'salvation' of Gentiles (Pauline ones at that) unless they become 'full' Jews via 
circumcision. - 
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vaTepTatc, ewS'need, lacking', implying some form of poverty: Phil 4: 11 (hapax legomenon in the 
Pauline letters); cf. Mark 12: 44, the only other instance in the NT. 
xpeia, a; 'need, lack, what is needed', usually implying material needs: This noun and its related forms 
are frequently used in epistolary literature with respect to the needs (usually physical) of the sender (Phil 
2: 25; 4: 16) or recipient (4: 19)-see chap. 4 on the Joy Expression. 
Give, Gift 
86Ra, -roc, 'gift, that which is given': Only used in Phil 4: 17 (cf. 6öatS in 4: 15) and Eph 4: 8 (a citation 
of Ps 68: 18) in the Pauline letters, this noun does not have the religious overtones that xäpts does (see 
below) for Paul. In Phil 4: 17 it is clearly part of an epistolary context, viz, mention of the sending or 
receiving of gifts. 
86atS, eawS (f): 'gift, the act of giving': Only used in Phil 4: 15 (cf. 86µa in 4: 17) and James 1: 17 
('gifts from God') this noun does not have the religious overtones in Philippians that xäptc does in the 
Pauline writings. In Phil 4: 15 it is clearly part of an epistolary context, viz. mention of the sending or 
receiving of gifts. Its concatenation with X#iutc (eis ). 4ov 66aeoc uat ). At cco) suggests that Paul is 
using it here with the added sense of 'the act of giving' not just 'gift', since a 'gift' may be given and 
received. P. Marshall has argued (I think convincingly) that 'given the financial basis of the majority of 
friendships and the common use of commercial language and ideas in describing them, it is fair to suggest 
that the entire phrase, uowwveiv ci; v 66aewS icät XAAVEws, is an idiomatic expression indicating 
friendship'. 1 
xapigoµat 'to give, grant' with the implication of goodwill: In Philippians, God is the agent of this 
verb, the giver of faith and suffering to the Philippians (1: 29) and the giver of Christ's exalted name (2: 9). 
x6ptc, i to; 'that which is given' with the implication of goodwill: This sometimes theologically 
pregnant noun is used in all of the Pauline letters (with only slight variation) as a salutation (Phil 1: 2) and 
closing (Phil 4: 23)-the sources of grace are God and Christ. In Philippians, Paul's only other use is 
found in 1: 7, which may mean (i) God's justifying grace (cf. Rom 3: 24; 1 Cor 1: 4 [also in a thanksgiving 
formula]) or, more generally, any type of God's spiritual gifts (cf. Rom 12: 6), (ii) the collection for 
Jerusalem (cf. 1 Cor 16: 3) or, more generally, Paul's ministry (cf. Rom 1: 5), or (iii) friendly goodwill (cf. 
2 Cor. 1: 15). According to Paul's description of the Macedonian churches in 2 Cor 8: 1-5 it is quite 
possible that elements of each meaning are in view: the Philippians, in an act of gracious goodwill which 
comes from God, have materially and spiritually participated in Paul's ministry (µou tic, xäptroc). This 
understanding fits well with the larger discourse, viz. a hortatory letter of friendship partly recalling the 
'friendship' relationships between Paul and the Philippians. (See chap. 4 on the epistolary Thanksgiving) 
ßpapetov, oo 'prize, reward': Paul uses this athletic term metaphorically of the prize which he himself 
(and Christians) seeks to obtain at the culmination of his service on behalf of the gospel: 1 Cor 9: 24 and 
Phil 3: 14. The identity of this prize may include for Paul any blessing of the gospel (1 Cor 9: 23, which 
provides the basis for the analogy in v 24)-e. g. righteousness and resurrection, which are both part of the 
context surrounding Phil 3: 14. 
icotvaovea 'to share possessions', often with the implication of joint participation: Phil 4: 15. The 
prepositional phrase tic )4yov 86aews uai XA1i revs modifying this verb makes it clear that the 
Philippians have shared some form of financial goods with Paul (cf. Rom 12: 13). But for Paul, xowwv&w 
was not simply limited to material goods but also involved 'spiritual' goods (cf. Rom 15: 27); thus, it may 
be unwise to reduce his understanding of icotvwv- terms in Philippians always to material sharing-their 
act of giving is an act of their faith (see chap. 4 above on the epistolary Thanksgiving). 
votvmvia, aS 'the act of sharing, the act of partaking', with the implication of joint participation: 
Paul's semantic field of uowwvia words is not limited to either the sharing of material or 'spiritual' (or 
moral) goods, but can be applied to both even in the same letter, so in Philippians it is used in 1: 5 
(ambiguous); 2: 1 (spiritual goods; cf. 2 Cor 13: 13); 3: 10 (spiritual goods; 1 Cor 1: 9; 10: 16) and the verb 
in 4: 15 (material goods; cf. Rom 15: 26; 2 Cor 8: 4; 9: 13). 
voyncotvi ov &ao 'to share with, to give in the sense of a partnership: Phil 4: 14 (hapax legomenon in 
accepted Pauline letters); contrast Eph 5: 11 where it is used in moral exhortation. (See below on 
avpicotvwvSc,. ) 1, - 11 .11 
vo1cotvwv6S, o"v 'one who shares in, partner': Phil 1: 7; cf. Rom 11: 17; 1 Cor 9: 23. The genitives 
µov in 3: 17 auWt1n1=(pov and 4: 14 au7Icotvwvnaavtec gov are best taken as objective genitives (i. e. 
1Marshall, Enmity, p. 163. 
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objects of an action, 'imitating me'), perhaps suggesting the same function of µou in 1: 7 avyxotvwvoüs 
gov ciS x&pvtoc'you gave to me the gift of grace (spiritual or material? )'. But other uses of ovv- prefixes 
are not followed by an objective genitive involving a person (see esp. Phil 2: 25 avvepyöv xai 
au(npatiwrgv gov); rather, the meaning is 'fellow-' (cf. 'fellow-servant' in Matt 18: 28). 1 It is just as 
likely that µov in 1: 7 describes the Philippians as Paul's fellow-participants of grace. (See chap. 4 above 
on the epistolary Thanksgiving. ) 
Take, Obtain, Gain, Lose 
Anp. &vco 'to acquire, to obtain': Although this verb is often translated with the English 'receive' (e. g. 
Rom 1: 5 'through whom we have received grace and apostleship... '), the basic semantic contribution of the 
verb is that someone has 'acquired' or 'obtained' something; the context may then indicate any attenuating 
circumstances. Thus, both Phil 2: 7 and 3: 12 are understood here under the semantic domain of 'take, 
obtain, gain'. 
xata7la1ißävm 'to acquire, to attain, to obtain': Phil 3: 12 (2x), 13. 
xepSaivm to gain by means of one's activity, 'to earn, to gain, to obtain': Phil 3: 8 ('to gain Christ'; cf. 
Phil 1: 21 where this event apparently takes place at death); cf. 1 Cor 9: 19-22 where Paul seeks to 'gain' 
various non-Christians for the sake of the gospel. Although frequently a term of monetary gain in the 
Gospels, in Matt 18: 15 it is used with reference to gaining one's 'brother'. 
xep8oS, ouS that which is gained or earned, 'gain, profit': Phil 1: 21 and 3: 7 (only here in the accepted 
Pauline letters; contrast Titus 1: 11). 
Ciiµia, aS'loss', that which is suffered as a loss, i. e. not a possession: Phil 3: 7,8 (only here in the 
Pauline letters). 
CTIµtöm (deponent in the NT) 'to suffer loss, to consider loss that which was possessed': If this verb was 
a true deponent by Paul's time, then it is unclear whether his statement in Phil 3: 8 implies that he himself 
considered his ethnic and moral possessions in Judaism as loss or that (if it is a true passive) his 
possessions were taken from him on account of Christ. 
axvpaa, ov, ou 'worthless, useless items', a figurative extension of 'rubbish, waste material': Phil 3: 8 
(hapax legomenon in the NT). 
Receive 
dmiXw 'receive in full, be paid in full': Whereas in 1 Then 4: 3 and 5: 22 this verb means 'abstain' (cf. 1 
Tim 4: 3), in Phil 4: 18 its meaning is dictated by the epistolary context of 'receiving' and 'giving' of gifts. 
Thus, it has a quite distinct meaning, viz. 'I received' (cf. PhIm 15, in which Philemon is similarly 
exhorted to receive Onesimus; Matt 6: 2,5,16). 
Sexoµat'to receive': Very similar to &x&xw, Paul uses Sexogat to indicate the receipt of a gift from 
the Philippians (4: 18) -a common epistolary expression (see chap. 4 on Joy Expression). 
zapaXu &vm 'to receive from', with the implication of acceptance: In the accepted Pauline letters, 
Paul always uses this verb to speak of himself or others receiving information about God and about 
Christian traditions (beliefs and ethics): 1 Cor 11: 23; 15: 1,3; Gal 1: 9,12; Phil 4: 9; 1 Thess 2: 13-. 4: 1; cf. 
2 Thess 3: 6; Col 2: 6; 4: 17. 
anµyrtc, ems 'receiving': Phil 4: 15 (hapax legomenon in the NT). 
Keep Records 
3.67oS, oS 'account, credit, debit': In Phil 4: 15,17 this noun is used as a record of assets and liabilities 
('account'; cf. Matt 18: 23), whereas in Phil 1: 14 and 2: 16 it has the sense of 'speech, message', the content 
of what is spoken. 
Seize 
. äpxmW6s, ob 'something to be seized by force, something to be forcibly retained': Phil 2: 6 (hapax 
legomenon in the NT); the verb is always used in the passive in Paul with reference to 'being seized' into 
the heavens (2 Cor 12: 2.4; 1 Then 4: 17; cf. Rev 12: 5). It may imply that Jesus did not grasp (seek after) 
that which he did not already possess or that which he already possessed; but Wright (following Hoover) 
makes a convincing case (both linguistically and contextually) for understanding the whole phrase oirti 
äp11cz v ilYr'aato as an idiomatic expression approximating 'not regarded as something to be taken 
advantage or 2 Thus, Christ did not consider his 'equality with God' as a possession that could be used 
over against others or for his own gain-the attitude Paul exhorts the Philippians to in vv 3-4. 
'See McMichael, 'Followers', p. 287, though his conclusion regarding avµµtµ1tS is unwarranted. 2Wright, Climax, pp. 56-98; originally Wright, 'äpnayµ6S', pp. 321-52. 
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26. NATURE, CLASS, EXAMPLE 
Nature, Character 
µopc ij, t; `visual form, appearance': This noun only appears three times in the NT: Mark 16: 12; Phil 
2: 6,7, all with reference to Jesus and thus perhaps revealing an early Christian tradition. In Mark 16: 12 
and Phil 2: 7 it most likely means appearance as an outward manifestation of form, but its meaning in Phil 
2: 6 is debated (is it `nature' or 'appearance'? ). 1 The basic meaning is `form' in the sense of external 
manifestation and this is at least in part the function in 2: 6. The distinction between nature and appearance, 
however, seems unwarranted since taking a form does not imply not having the nature of something; for 
example, the fact that Jesus took the form of a slave does not seem to indicate primarily his external 
appearance but his `attitude' and `behaviour'. 
aiµa, sog `form', with particular focus on physical form: Only used in 1 Cor 7: 31 and Phil 2: 7, this 
noun seems to highlight specifically the outward, physical form of an entity. 
auµµopciCm `to share in likeness, to become like': Phil 3: 10 (hapax legomenon in the NT). 
a6pgopcoS, ov 'similar in form or nature': This noun only appears in the NT in Rom 8: 29 and Phil 
3: 21, both of which have to do with becoming like Christ. 
µe%caax-qµaT{Cap `to change, to change from one form to another': This verb is used only in Phil 3: 21 
(in the Pauline letters) to refer to the change in the `glorified' body of the believer cf. 1 Cor 4: 6; 2 Cor 
11: 13-15 for the only other uses in the NT. 
Same or Equivalent Kind or Class 
aSs6S, ij, 6 intensive pronoun often translated 'same' or '-self': Of Paul's 31 uses of this pronoun in 
Philippians, 22 are third person pronouns2 (19 singular, three plural) and nine are intensive `same' (eight 
singular, one plural). The singular forms of the intensive pronoun are frequently used to exhort the 
Philippians to become 'unified' in their thinking or behaviour. 1: 30; 2: 2 (2x), 18; 3: 16(? ); 4: 2. The one 
plural form in 3: 1 avT& most likely refers to Paul's repeated exhortations to rejoice (see chap. 4 on 
epistolary Hesitation Formulas). 
Tao(;, q, ov 'equal, equivalent, same': Phil 2: 6 (hapax legomenon in the Pauline letters). 
Different Kind or Class 
&. %). o;, il, o 'different, other': Phil 3: 4. 
Frepos, a, ov `other, another': Paul uses this adjective three times as a substantive in contexts of 
ethical exhortations-viz, how we should act with respect to others (Rom 13: 8; 1 Cor 10: 24; Phil 2: 4). 
kepmc, `differently, other than': Phil 3: 15 (hapax legomenon in the NT). 
Stacepm 'to differ from': Paul uses the expression Soutg&ýcwt& Stac pov'ra in both Rom 2: 18 and 
Phil 1: 10-'knowledge' is also part of both contexts. Rather than translate the participle as 'what is 
excellent' (RSV), it seems better to translate it as 'differing things' (e. g. competing ideologies) with the 
implication that what the Philippians are to approve is the better of the differing things, viz. Paul's 
ideology. This understanding corresponds with his other uses of the verb: 1 Cor 15: 41; Gal 2: 6; 4: 1. 
Distinctive, Unique 
6voS, i, ov `only one, alone, only': Phil 1: 27,29; 2: 12,27; 4: 15. In Phil 1: 27 this adjective is placed 
as the front and, accordingly, becomes a discourse marker setting this clause apart from the previous 
discussion. In doing so, it serves to indicate that Paul's command is not dependent upon his presence but is 
something that should be carried out regardless-viz. 'conduct yourselves worthily of the gospel of 
Christ. .. whether or not I am present'. 
Pattern, Model, Example 
Zvxo;, ou `model, pattern' to be imitated: Phil 3: 17; cf. 2 Thess 3: 9 in which Paul (and his unnamed 
companions) are presented as a model to be imitated. 
27. QUANT ry 
Many. Few (Countables) 
xo%Sg, xoUj, ao). S 'many, a great number of, a relatively large quantity': In Phil 1: 14 and 3: 18 this 
adjective implies a countable number, but in Phil 1: 23 and 2: 12 (in the construction aoX4 gw ov) it 
refers to a mass 'much' (see below). 
Much; Little (Masses, Collectives, Extension) 
xoX6v , aoUaj, so 
4 'much, extensive': Phil 1: 23 and 2: 12; see the sub-chain of Many, Few above. 
1On the debate see O'Brien, Philippians, pp. 206-11. 
2See under the semantic chain of Discourse Referentials. 
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All, Any, Each, Every (Totality) 
z&r, aäcßa, xav the totality of an object, mass, or group, 'all, every, each, whole': This adjective 
occurs proportionately more in Philippians (33x) than in any other accepted Pauline letter (2 Corinthians is 
next with 116x); only Colossians has more proportional occurrences (39x). Its use is distributed quite 
evenly throughout the letter. Phil 1: 1,3,4 (2x), 7 (2x), 8,9,13,18,20,25; 2: 9,10,11,14,17,21,26, 
29; 3: 8 (2x), 21; 4: 5,6,7,12 (2x), 13,18,19,21,22. Paul often speaks in a positive manner regarding 
'all' of the Philippians (1: 4,7 (2x), 8; 2: 17); however, he can use the adjective in a hyperbolic manner (e. g. 
2: 21) and, thus, this adjective does not necessarily imply that Paul did not have difficulties with certain 
persons within the Philippian churches. 
lxaa tog, i, ov 'each': Phil 2: 4 (2x). 
Aip6c to make something total or complete, 'to make complete': In Phil 1: 11 (cf. Rom 8: 4) and 2: 2 
Paul uses this verb to indicate the process of completing something (literally, 'filling up'); contrast the use 
of the verb in the sub-chain of Provide Fully in Phil 4: 18,19. 
ävwc? r pow 'to bring to completion, to complete': Paul uses this verb in Phil 2: 30 and 1 Cor 16: 17 to 
refer to the actions performed by envoys on behalf of a church. (The precise sense of this verb is difficult to 
identify; it may also be similar to the uses of nXgpöw in 4: 18,19, but with the emphatic prefixed 
preposition. ) 
Abundance, Excess 
xeptaac60 `to abound, to exist in a large quantity': Phil 1: 19,26; 4: 12,18. 
xXeov&Co `to increase considerably, to become more and more', with reference to the extent of an 
activity or state: Phil 4: 17. A difficult phrase to translate into English, rbv uapnbv Töv x cov&Covta 
Eic X6yov v t6 v apparently refers to the increasing 'reward' which results from the Philippians' work on 
behalf of Paul. 
28. NUMBER 
One, Two, Three, Etc. (Cardinals) 
tk, gia, ev 'one': Phil 1: 27 (2x); 2: 2; 3: 13 (cf. John 9: 25). In the first three occurrences, Paul uses 
the cardinal 'one' in clauses which exhort the Philippians to unity. 
Süo 'two': Phil 1: 23. 
x p&tos, Ti, ov 'first' in a series (also involving time): Phil 1: 5. 
Once, Twice, Three Times, Etc. (Cardinals of Time) 
&=4 'once': In Phil 4: 16 and 1 mess 2: 18 Paul uses this adverb in conjunction with the adverb Sic 
idiomatically in the sense of 'again and again, repeatedly', without specific reference to extent but clearly 
not an indefinite number of occurrences. 1 
%% 'twice': In Phil 4: 16 and 1 Thess 2: 18 Paul uses this adverb in conjunction with the adverb äna4 
idiomatically in the sense of 'again and again, repeatedly', without specific reference to extent but clearly 
not an indefinite number of occurrences. 
29. WHOLE, UMTE, PART, DIVIDE 
Whole 
gloS, 11, ov 'whole, all, entire': Phil 1: 13 iv Uw, Tw icpavro pi p. Paul uses this adjective (i) to 
designate an entire realm without seeming to include each individual as part of the whole (2 Cor 1: 1; so 
Phil 1: 13? ) or (ii) in a hyperbolic manner (Rom 1: 8). 
Remnant (Part of a Whole) 
). out6s, A, 6v 'rest, remaining, what remains': Phil 1: 13 and 4: 3; contrast its use as a discourse marker 
in Phil 3: 1 and 4: 8. 
30. COMPARISON 
mc, 'as, like' a marker of comparative relationships between participants or events: The seven uses of Luc, 
in Philippians are somewhat diverse: (i) subordinating conjunction, nominal 'how' (1: 8), comparative 'as' 
(2: 22), temporal 'as soon as, when' (2: 23); (ii) comparative particle 'as' (1: 20; 2: 7,12,15). 
=O&S'just as, as, in comparison to': This meaning is clear enough in Phil 2: 12 and 3: 17. but its use 
in 1: 7 is not as transparent, unless it is recognised that Paul's statement in 1: 7 ('just as it is right forme to 
I See Morris, 'AIIA! ', pp. 205-208, who limits his study to LXX parallels (Deut 4: 13; 1 Kgs 17: 39; Neh 
13: 20; 1 Macc 3: 30). I have found three similar expressions in the papyri: P. Oxy. 31.2596.13 (III CE); 
34.2731.9 (IV-V CE); SB 12.11153.7 (III-IV CE). 
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think this [what I previously said]... ') looks back to his appraisal of them in 1: 5-6, providing the basis for 
a comparison. 1 
otos, a, ov 'such as, like': Paul can use this pronoun in a comparative manner when two clauses are 
being related in some way (1 Cor 15: 48), justifying the translation 'such as, in a similar manner' in Phil 
1: 30 rather than 'which'. 
b io(w ia, cog 'similarity, likeness, being similar': Both Rom 8: 3 and Phil 2: 7 (two of the five 
occurrences in Paul; see Rom 1: 23; 5: 14; 6: 5) use the noun with respect to Christ coming in the likeness 
of humanity. 
xapax) atoc, a, ov 'coming near, closely resembling, such-like': Phil 2: 27 (hapax legomenon in the 
NT). The typical use of this adjective as a comparative (see LSJ s. v. aap(xnX1 atos) would suggest that its 
use in Phil 2: 27 does not necessarily imply that Epaphroditus almost died, but that his sickness was very 
much like death (i. e. he looked deathly); nevertheless, the possibility of his death does not seem far 
removed. 
31. VALUE2 
Valuable, Lacking in Value 
Soiag , ijS 'value, proven worth': In Phil 2: 22 Timothy's 'value' or 'worth' is proven by his faithful 
ministry with Paul; cf. 2 Cor 2: 9 in which Paul writes to find out if the Corinthians have established their 
worth through their obedience. 
bxep&Xo) 'to surpass in value', implying something better than something else: Only used five times in 
the NT, three instances of this verb appear in Philippians-each in disputed sections of the letter. Phil 2: 3; 
3: 8; 4: 7; cf. Rom 13: 1 and 1 Pet 2: 13. 
Worthy, Not Worthy 
cido 'worthily, of comparable value': This adverb is used invariably in the Pauline letters in 
exhortations of Christians to conduct themselves in a way that is 'worthy' of their identity (Rom 16: 2; Eph 
4: 1; Phil 1: 27; Col 1: 10; 1 Thess 2: 12). 
e"vttpos, ov 'valuable, precious': Against the RSV's translation of EvTtµos in Phil 2: 29 as 'honor' (i. e. 
hold in honour), its usage elsewhere in the NT (Luke 7: 2; 14: 8; 1 Pet 2: 4,6) suggests a more general 
translation of 'valuable'. 
Good, Bad 
xal, ä 'well, good': In Phil 4: 14 Paul uses this adverb in an epistolary formula indicating his gratitude 
for their gift (see chap. 4 on the Joy Expression). 
xpe(%Twv, ov 'better, superior': Phil 1: 23. 
32. TIME 
A Point of Time without Reference to Other Points of Time 
xoWicts 'often, many times', a number of related points of time: Phil 3: 18. 
clicatp&oµat 'to lack an opportunity, to have no chance to', i. e. to not have time to do something: This 
verb is only used in Phil 4: 10 in all of the NT; the adverb äxaipo g is only used in 2 Tim 4: 2. Its use 
with the imperfect tense (remoteness) indicates that this action took place in the past time (relative to the 
sending of the 'gift'). 
A Point of Time with Reference to Other Points of Time 
n&t 'already, now', a point of time preceding another point of time and implying completion: In Phil 
3: 12 A&rl is used twice in the sense of 'already' (but there it is negated, i. e. Paul has not already... ), but in 
Phil 4: 10 its concatenation with nose ('at some time) results in an idiomatic expression indicating a time 
simultaneous with the discourse but also with reference to a preceding time, viz. the Philippians 'now at 
last' have revived their (economic? ) concern for Paul (which they had before but were not able to carry out); 
cf. Rom 1: 10. 
xoze when combined with ASn, 'now at last, now at length', a time simultaneous with the discourse but 
also with reference to a preceding time: Phil 4: 10; see on n81l above. 
v{iv 'now', a point in time simultaneous with (or only shortly removed from) an event: Phil 1: 5,20,30; 
2: 12; 3: 18. 
1Note, for example, how both 1: 5 and 1: 8 speak of their uotvaovia. 
2These are closely related to some sub-chains in the semantic chain of Status. 
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, caxemc, 'very soon', pertaining to a point of time subsequent to another point of time and implying a 
short interval: Phil 2: 19,24 (cf. 1 Cor 4: 19), both in the context of travel plans. 
5%e 'when', a point of time which is roughly simultaneous to or overlaps with another point of time: 
Phil 4: 15. 
dos 'when', a point of time subsequent to another point in time: The seven uses of wS in Philippians are 
somewhat diverse: (i) subordinating conjunction, nominal 'how' (1: 8), comparative 'as' (2: 22), temporal 
'as soon as, when' (2: 23; cf. 1 Cor 11: 34); (ii) comparative particle 'as' (1: 20; 2: 7,12,15). 
x&). tv. 'again', a subsequent point of time involving repetition: Phil 1: 26; 2: 28; 4: 4 (cf. 2 Cor 11: 16; 
Gal 1: 9). 
A Point of Time with Reference to Duration of Time 
&p 'l, ij 'beginning': In the Pauline letters, this noun probably means 'beginning' only in Phil 4: 15 
(contrast Rom 8: 38; 1 Cor 15: 24; Eph 1: 21; 3: 10; 6: 12; Col 1: 16,18 [against RSV 'beginning']; 2: 10, 
15; Titus 3: 1). 
cv&p%oµat 'to begin, to commence': This verb is used in the Pauline letters only in Gal 3: 3 and Phil 
1: 6. In Gal 3: 3 it is paired with the verb EntTeXew 'to complete, to finish' in Paul's question to the 
Galatians: 'Having begun with the Spirit, are you now ending with the flesh? ' (RSV). This question is 
immediately preceded by another question: 'Did you receive the Spirit by works of the Law or by hearing 
with faith? ' (Gal 3: 2). The discussion would appear to be about their original experience of salvation. Phil 
1: 6 is less clear. It could be interpreted as a reference to how God began a good ethical work-viz, their 
participation with Paul in the ministry of the gospel-or how God began a good salvific work-viz. the 
acceptance of the gospel during Paul's first visit to Philippi-in them. (See chap. 4 on the epistolary 
Thanksgiving. ) 
Duration of Time without Reference to Points of Time 
x&v rove 'always, at all times', duration of time with reference to a series of events: Phil 1: 4,20; 2: 12; 
4: 4. , 
etS 'for, into', marker of extent of time: Of the 23 uses of this preposition in Philippians, three are used 
to indicate the extent of a process: 1: 10 Eis ilµepav Xptatoi and 2: 16 etc i gipav Xptaiob; and 4: 20. 
1 ixpoaOev 'in front of, in the future', marker of an extent of time in the future: Phil 3: 13 is the only 
case in Paul's accepted letters where erpoo0ev is used as an adverb meaning 'in front of' ith respect to 
time (not space); contrast its use as an improper preposition of spatial positions in 2 Cor 5: 10; Gal 2: 14; 1 
Thess 1: 3; 2: 19; 3: 9,13. 
6xiam 'before, in the past', marker of an extent of time in the past: Phil 3: 13 (hapax legomenon in 
accepted Pauline letters); contrast 1 Tim 5: 15 'certain people have strayed after Satan'. 
etau rf S 'at once, immediately' (hapax legomenon in the Pauline letters): In Phil 2: 23, this adverb 
designates a very brief period of time between two states or events; cf. Acts 23: 30. 
,t oc oug 'end', a point of time marking the end of a duration: Phil 3: 19 'their end is destruction'. 
Paul's use of the noun is closely related to the sense of 'result' (cf. 2 Cor 11: 15 ow TÖ T EaTat uara 
%& e"pya av-cwv), but a result that is closely tied to a time frame of events; cf. 1 Cor 1: 8; 10: 11; 15: 24- 
see Phil 1: 28 where destruction does not seem to occur until a later time. 
Duration of Time with Reference to Some Point of Time 
d=6 'since, from': In Phil 1: 5 Paul uses this preposition as an indicator of time. His three other uses are 
as Discourse Relations (Phil 1: 2,28; 4: 15). 
äxpt 'until': Phil 1: 5,6. 
Duration of Time without Reference to Some Point in Time 
aiaöv, mvoS, etc TobS aiwvaS T &W ai vwv 'always, forever and ever': The two uses of the word in 
Philippians are found in the phrase etc robq aiwvag t&v uWvwv in the benediction of 4: 20. The same 
expression is used in a benediction in Gal 1: 5 (cf. Eph 3: 21; 1 Tim 1: 17; 2 Tun 4: 18) but at the beginning 
of the letter. Elsewhere Paul prefers the single use of the term eis soic aiürvas (Rom 1: 25; 9: 5; 11: 36; 
16: 27; 1 Cor 3: 18 [where it is not used to describe a characteristic of God]; 2 Cor 9: 9; 11: 31); 
consequently, the double use of the term in Philippians and Galatians may have an emphatic function. 
Indefinite Units of Time 
ilp&pa, as 'time, period', an indefinite unit of time, but one that is not particularly long in extent 
Although typically translated 'day', the use of this noun in Philippians refers to an indefinite (although 
relatively brief) unit of time: viz. the time when the Philippians first shared in the gospel (1: 5) and the 
time of the parousia of Christ (1: 6,10; 2: 16). 
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Definite Units of Time 
6=ajjLepoS, ov 'on the eighth day': Phu 3: 5 (hapax legomenon in the NT). 
33. AFFIRMATION, NEGATION1 
Affirmation 
vai'yes, indeed': This particle is more than a marker of emphasis ('indeed') in Phil 4: 3, but serves to 
affirm Paul's request to his 'legitimate yokefellow'; cf. Phlm 20 which also uses the particle in the context 
of a request. The other Pauline uses clearly function as affirmations (i. e. 'yes'): Rom 3: 29; 2 Cor 1: 17, 
18,19,20. 
Negation 
µf1 'not': The letter to the Philippians has proportionately fewer µßj particles than any other accepted 
Pauline letter (typically by a 3: 1 ratio): Phil 1: 28; 2: 4,12,27; 3: 9; 4: 15-only 1: 28 and 2: 4 are used in 
negative exhortations. This might seem insignificant if it were not true of oo particles as well (except for 
the letter to Philemon). (See the section below on Interpersonal Meanings and Polarity. ) 
ov 'no, not': Phil 1: 17,22,29; 2: 6,16,21,27; 3: 1,3,12,13; 4: 11,17. See on µßj above for relative 
frequencies. Notably, the expression ovx kt... 'it is not that... ' only appears in the accepted Pauline letters 
in 2 Cor 1: 24; 3: 5; 7: 9 and Phil 3: 12; 4: 11,17 where its use spans two of the disputed sections of the 
letter (cf. 2 Thess 3: 9; the same expression is rare in the rest of the NT as well, see John 6: 26,46; 7: 22; 
12: 6; 1 John 4: 10). 
Negation Combined with Clitics 
&i U 'and not, nor, neither': Phil 2: 3. 
ov8e 'and not, nor, neither': Phil 2: 16. 
34. MODALTTY2 
Possible 
&v 'whenever' (wherever, whatever, whoever, however), a marker of the possibility of an occurrence of 
some event: The combination of i (temporal sense) and äv (modal sense) occurs six times in Paul (Rom 
15: 24; 1 Cor 11: 34; 12: 2; 2 Cor 10: 9; 11: 16; Phil 2: 23)-nowhere else in the NT. In Rom 15: 24,1 Cor 
11: 34, and Phil 2: 23 it means 'whenever'. 
Necessary 
&vayxaios, a, ov 'necessary, compelling': Phil 1: 24 and 2: 25-adverbial uses. 
35. TRUE, (FALSE) 
dcWetac, ots'truth': This very general, abstract noun appears frequently in the NT (109x), esp. in 
Johannine (45x) and Pauline literature (47x). Paul uses it to describe his view of religious truth (Rom 
1: 18,25; 2: 20; 3: 7; 1 Cor 13: 6; Gal 2: 14) or to describe the activity and object of his preaching (Rom 9: 1; 
2 Cor 6: 7; 7: 14). In Phil 1: 18, he uses it in this latter sense (but in a negative context) in reference to the 
'insincere' preaching of certain persons around him, i. e. the manner in which some preach is not 'in the 
truth' (they preach as if they are doing it for pure reasons, but in reality they preach Christ so as to raise 
Paul's affliction). 3 
d1n0 lc ec, 'truth': In Phil 4: 8 this adjective is used at the beginning of a list of virtues, perhaps as a 
general term covering all of the virtues which follow. 
& dIv 'truly': Paul uses this particle in benedictions in Phil 4: 20, Rom 11: 36 (cf. 16: 27), Gal 1: 5 (cf. 1 
Tim 1: 17; 6: 16; 2 Tim 4: 18) as a type of emphatic marker of modality, i. e. to emphasise his approval of 
the benediction. 
36. GENUINE, PHONEY 
yvilctiog, a, ov 'genuine, real': In Phil 4: 3, Paul describes an unidentified recipient of the letter as 
yvriate aguye (cf. 1 Tim 1: 2; Titus 1: 14); his use of the same adjective in 2 Cor 8: 8 suggests that he 
may be distinguishing genuine compatriots from counterfeit ones (cf. Phil 1: 15-18). In Phil 2: 20 Paul 
describes Timothy's concern for the Philippians as 7vi aiaoS, perhaps implying that others (e. g. those 
1Negation is the marked category, i. e. positive statements do not require special markers; vai is, however, 
a marker of affirmation perhaps used for focus (emphasis). 
2Conditionals such as ei could have been included here, but their primary function is as a Discourse 
Relation (see below). 
3Contrast Phil 4: 8 where he uses the adjective in the former sense, 'whatever istrue'. 
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representative of the opponents implied in Phil 3), although concerned about the Philippians, do not 
possess a genuine concern. 
ya wq 'genuinely' (hapax legomenon in the NT): Phil 2: 20; see above on yvAatoc. 
37. ABLE, CAPABLE 
Süvaµat 'to be able to': Phil 3: 21; cf. 1 Cor 10: 13 where the infinitive is also used with the genitive 
article to express 'purpose'. The meaning of the verb in Phil 3: 21 may also include the sense of 'power' 
(see on & vaµtS below). 
(aX6m 'to be able to, to have the strength to': Phil 4: 13, cf. Gal 5: 6 where power is said to originate in 
divine not in earthly (e. g. circumcision and uncircumcision) circumstances. 
ev8uvaµ6m 'to make someone able, to empower' (closely related to the semantic chain of Power, Force): 
As in Phil 4: 13, this verb is used elsewhere in the NT to describe Paul as being empowered (Acts 9: 22; 1 
Tim 1: 12; 2 Tim 4: 17). 
38. POWER, FORCE 
Svvaµts, em; 'power': In Rom 1: 4 and Phil 3: 10 this noun is used in conjunction with the 
&vaat&atc, of Christ. 
icev6m 'to cause to lose power, to cause to be emptied of significance': Although typically translated 'to 
empty' in the so-called Christ-hymn (Phil 2: 7). the use of this verb elsewhere in Paul's letters implies that 
something is brought into a state in which its previous power (or 'significance') no longer exists (Rom 
4: 14; 1 Cor 1: 17; 9: 15; 2 Cor 9: 3). 
39. DEGREE 
Much, Little (Positive-Negative Degree) 
pzy&Xcog 'greatly, to a great degree', the upper range of a scale of extent: Phil 4: 10 (hapax legomenon 
in the NT). 
More Than, Less Than (Comparative Degree) 
p& ov 'more, more than, to a greater degree': Of the seven uses of this adverb in Philippians at least 
six are used in a comparative sense: Phil 1: 9 (2x), 23; 2: 12; 3: 4; 4: 22 (the superlative g&Xtata still 
implies a comparison, viz. those in the house of Caesar 'especially' greet the Philippians, even 'more than' 
all of the other saints). Its use in Phil 1: 12 has typically been translated with 'really' or 'rather' (cf. 1 Cor 
5: 2 and Gal 4: 9) -a marker of contrast indicating an alternative as if some people thought that Paul's 
circumstances had hindered the spreading of the gospel. However, the disclosure formula is not necessarily 
a response to what the Philippians believed to be true; it could simply be a disclosure of information 
which they did not already know, viz. Paul's imprisonment resulted in the advance of the gospel even more 
than if he had not been imprisoned. 
xeptaaot pmS 'much greater, in great excess': Phil 1: 14. 
About, Almost 
errat w 'to come near, to come close to': Phil 2: 30 (contrast Rom 13: 12, the only other occurrence in 
the Pauline letters): 'Epaphroditus came near to death', i. e. he 'almost' died. 
Up To, As Much As, To the Degree That (Marked Extent of Degree) 
p& pt 'to the point of, to the extent of, up to': Phil 2: 8 and 2: 30 both use the expression µtxpt 
Oav&rou, the former implying that the point of death was reached, the other not. 
öaos, 71, ov 'as much as, as many as': Phil 3: 15 and 4: 8 (6x). 
40. FEATURES OF OBJECTS 
Fragrance, Odour 
ei a8ia, as'aroma, fragrance', with the implication that it is pleasing: Phil 4: 18; cf. 2 Cor 2: 15 and 
especially Eph 5: 2 6aR v ei w8ia. 
6apj, AS 'smell, scent, odour': Phil 4: 18; cf. Eph 5: 2. 
41. SPATIAL RELATIONS 
Among, Between, In. Inside 
fv `in', the sphere or realm in which a participant exists or a process occurs: Of the 66 uses of &v in 
Philippians, approximately 58 are probably best classified as some type of spatial relation, 'in' (locative): 
1: 1(2x), 4,6,7 (3x), 9,13 (2x), 14,18,20 (iv oSSevi [cf. 1: 28]), 22,24 (textually disputed), 26 (ev 
Xpta v ), 28,30 (2x); 2: 1,5 (2x), 10,12 (2x), 13,15 (2x); 19,24,29; 3: 1,3 (2x), 4 (2x), 6,9,14,19, 
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20; 4: 1,2,3 (2x), 4,6,7,9,10,11,12 (2x), 15,16,19 (2x), 21. Spatial position does not always imply 
a physical location; rather, it encompasses the `sphere' (sometimes temporal as in 4: 15) in which some 
participant exists or process takes place. This `sphere' may involve either a physical location or another 
element in the discourse (e. g. 1: 18 'I rejoice in this'); hence, in some cases this `spherical' understanding of 
iv is hardly distinguishable from the function of Specification (see under Discourse Relations). The phrase 
iv Xptcrcw (or Ev ruptc) has received much attention as to its function in Paul's writings; 1 its importance 
in Philippians is obvious in view of its 10 uses in the letter (found in every chapter). Placing it under the 
category of Spatial Positions allows for more specific interpretations (e. g. iv as the content or the basis of 
an action, e. g. Phil 3: 3)? but its classification here, nonetheless, points to its role as identifier of the 
'realm' in which a Christian exists or performs some action-viz. a realm controlled by Christ. 3 In 
contrast to Christ as a 'positive' realm of existence for the Christian Paul speaks of three antithetical 
spheres of existence: 'flesh' (3: 3), 'law' (3: 6), and 'shame' (3: 19). 
p. oo5, n, ov 'in the middle, in the midst': Paul uses this adjective as an improper preposition (accusative 
case) only in Phil 2: 15; cf. 1 Cor 5: 2; 6: 5,17; 1 Thess 2: 7; 2 'Mess 2: 7; Col 2: 14. 
Near 
I; üs 'near in proximity': The expression b xüptos eyy(S is only used in Phil 4: 5 in the Pauline letters, 
lending to the difficulty of interpreting it. Phil 4: 5 may indicate a spatial relation 'the Lord is near in 
presence to us' (for this function of the adverb see Rom 10: 8 and Eph 2: 13,17). This meaning is found in 
LXX Ps 118: 151 and 144: 18 in which e'S xüptioS has a spatial meaning immediately followed by the 
participle tro Emxa%ouµevotS cr&r6v 'the Lord is near to those calling upon him'. Similarly, b 1a ptoc, 
eyyuG in Phil 4: 5 is followed by an exhortation not to be worried and to make their requests known to 
God. (Note also that the verb &Yyigw in Phil 2: 30 does not probably have a temporal function. ) 
However, the expression b xvptos yyüS may indicate a temporal relation 'near in time'; see Rom 13: 11 for 
an apparent eschatological-temporal use of this adverb (cf. Rom 13: 12 for the use of the verb). The 
terseness of the phrase here prevents dogmatic conclusions on the matter. 
Above 
&vm 'up, above': Although this adverb may be used to indicate relative spatial locations involving 
physical objects (John 2: 7), it is used in the Pauline writings only with reference to the heavenly sphere 
(Gal 4: 26; Phil 3: 14; Col 3: 1,2). 
42. EXISTENCE IN SPACE 
Bein a Place 
xapouaia, as 'presence, personal presence': In Philippians both uses of this noun refer to Paul's 
potential physical presence among the Philippians: Phil 1: 26 and 2: 12-perhaps the only time it is used in 
such a way (out of 14 occurrences in the Pauline letters), but cf. 2 Cor 10: 10 'the presence of his [Paul's] 
body is weak'. 
To Not Be in a Place 
fixetp, t 'to be absent' to not be in a place: Paul uses this term exclusively to describe his spatial 
separation from his churches (1 Cor 5: 3; 2 Cor 10: 1,11; 13: 2,10; Phil 1: 27; cf. Col 2: 5). This verb is 
commonly used in epistolary literature (esp. friendship and family letters) with reference to the distance 
separating the communicants and the desire to be together again (n&petµt); thus, cognates n&petµt and 
ZmEtgt are often found in the same context (1 Cor 5: 3; 2 Cor 10: 1-2; 11; 13: 2,10). 
ouaia, a; 'absence, being away from': Whereas Paul prefers the verb äaetµt to refer to his 
separation from his churches (see äactµt), he uses the nominal form in Phil 2: 12 (hapax legomenon in the 
NI). 
Remain, Stay 
give 'to remain, stay': Phil 1: 25. 
ixtµevm 'to remain, stay': In 1 Cor 16: 7 and Phil 1: 24 (cf. Gal 1: 18) this verb is used with respect to 
Paul's travel plans. 
10n the issues see Wedderburn, 'Some Observations'. pp. 83-97. 2The best evidence for ev as the object of an action appears in Phil 3: 3-4, but these uses may also stein 
from the more general 'spherical' function-'I can be confident in the sphere of fleshly ideals'. O'Brien 
(Philippians, p. 362) rightly cautions against making too fine a distinction regarding Ev XpwzT phrases. 
3Cf. Porter, Idioms, p. 159. 
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xapaµevm `to remain with, to stay with': The difference in meaning between this verb and the non- 
prefixed form (both of which are used in Phil 1: 25) has to do with the prefixed preposition, viz. napaµevm 
specifies where it is that Paul will remain (with them); cf. 1 Cor 16: 6, the only other use in the Pauline 
letters. 
43. SPATIAL EXTENSIONS 
Extension From a Source 
ex 'from' a marker of source: Of the 10 uses of this preposition in Philippians, at least one implies a 
spatial extension: Phil 3: 20. Phil 3: 11 may also mean that resurrection involves spatially coming out 
from among the dead ones. 
Extension to a Goal 
xp65 'to, towards': Phil 1: 26; 2: 25,30; 4: 6. 
cncoa6S, ov 'goal', that toward which activity is directed: Phil 3: 14 (hapax legomenon in the NT, but 
similar in function to other Greek literature, LSJ s. v. ßxon6S II). Paul's pursuit is based on (uatä) that 
toward which his activity is directed, viz. the 'above' calling of God in Christ Jesus. 
44. STATUS 
To Honour or Respect in Relation to Status 
µeyaXiSvw 'to hold in high honour, to regard as important': Phil 1: 20; contrast its use in 2 Cor 10: 15, 
the only other use in the Pauline letters. 
vnepi ,6 'to give exceptional honour' to someone in view of their status: Phil 2: 9 (hapax legomenon 
in the NT and rare elsewhere, so LSJ s. v. vnepvvöw). 
High Status or Rank 
xüptoS, ou 'lord, ruler', one who exercises authority: This title is used of Jesus at least in Phil 1: 2; 2: 11, 
19; 3: 8,20; 4: 23 and never unambiguously of God. The other ambiguous uses probably also refer to Jesus 
unless good evidence to the contrary is forwarded: Phil 1: 14 (esp. in the light of v 13); 2: 24,29; 3: 1; 4: 1, 
2,4,5,10 (in the light of the typical use of the preposition ev in constructions involving Jesus). 
vaep with accusative 'above': Of the seven uses of this preposition in Philippians, one is used with the 
accusative in the semantic chain of Status, i. e. 'above every name' (2: 9) and six are used with the genitive 
in the sense of Benefaction (see below) (1: 4,7,29 [2x]; 2: 13; 4: 10). 
Low Status or Rankl 
tw etvocpoaa vrl, t1S'humble attitude', implying lower status: Phil 2: 3 (hapax legomenon in the 
accepted Pauline letters; cf. Eph 4: 2 and Col 3: 12, but contrast Col 2: 18,23 where it is used in a negative 
sense, 'self-abasing' [fasting? ]). In Phil 2: 3 it seems to specify an attitude commensurate with a self- 
perceived lowly status. 
ssacxetv6 o 'to cause to be in a lower status or rank, to make humble': Both Phil 2: 8 (referring to Christ) 
and 4: 12 (referring to Paul; cf. 2 Cor 11: 7) deal with humility in the sense of low status or rank. 
ruseivwcYts, can 'low status, humility': In Phil 3: 21 (hapax legomenon in the Pauline letters) this 
noun seems to indicate 'humility' in the sense of status, i. e. the human body is lower in status (implying 
'worth') than the glory of Christ's body. 
45. MORAL AND ETWCAL QUALITIES AND RELATED BEHAVIOUR2 
Goodness 
dcyuOds, 1,6v 'moral goodness, good': This noun is used once in Phil 1: 6 to describe the 'good work' 
God was working'in' (or'through') the Philippians-a common expression in the Pauline literature used 
to describe the moral work to be done by Christians (Rom 2: 7; 2 Cor 9: 8; cf. Eph 2: 10; Col 1: 10; 2 Thess 
2: 17; 1 Tun 2: 10; 5: 10; 2 Tim 2: 21; 3: 17; Titus 1: 16) or by people in general (Rom 13: 3; Titus 3: 1). 
although the Pastorals prefer the expression xa). E"P7os. The expression 'good works' is a generic way of 
1Although the Taaety- terms in this sub-chain are often treated as moral and ethical qualities (cf. LSJ) in 
the NT, they are often used in contexts dealing with status issues; cf. Winter. Welfare, p. 99: Jesus 'took 
upon himself a non-status posture'. All of the terms in Philippians can be adequately explained in this 
sense, without denying the fact that low status exemplifies a viable moral quality for Christians. 
2lliis chain overlaps with several semantic features of the Behaviour chain, in that ethical qualities are often 
related to how people conduct themselves. The focus in this chain, however, is upon various moral and 
ethical qualities of behaviour and states of being (cf. Louw and Nida, Lexicon, I, p. 742). 
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speaking about positive moral behaviour, in at least 2 Thess 2: 17, however, 'good works' specifically 
involves acts of 'doing' rather than 'saying'. 
&pe nj, fl; 'outstanding goodness, virtue': Used elsewhere in the NT only in the Petrine epistles (1 Pet 
2: 9; 2 Pet 1: 3,5), this noun has a broad meaning in Phil 4: 8. where it forms part of a list of virtues. 
Just, Righteous, Right 
Sixatog, a, ov 'that which is proper, just, righteous': In Philippians this adjective is used generically 
(1: 7; 4: 8) without reference to Paul's theology of righteousness-but see Sucatoa Svil below. 
Sixatoavvil, 11; 'righteousness, doing what is right': This noun is used in Phil 3: 6.9 (2x) so as 
contrast the righteousness of the law with that of faith and in Phil 1: 11 as part of Paul's exhortation to the 
Philippians to 'fulfil the fruit of righteousness'. 
Holy, Pure 
&yv6j, ii, 6v 'pure, without blemish or moral defect': Phil 4: 8 (part of the virtue list). 
&yv&; 'purity of motive': Phil 1: 17 (hapax legomenon in the NT). 
d: 1cepatoc, ov 'pure, untainted': This adjective is used only in Phil 2: 15 and Rom 16: 19 in the Pauline 
letters, both with the general meaning of 'purified, clean' with respect to moral conduct. In Phil 2: 15, it is 
difficult to find a semantic distinction with its partner &gcpmot (and the following äµµa); thus, it is 
perhaps safest to follow Silva's claim that the two terms are used synonymously here (but not everywhere) 
for the sake of 'stylistic reinforcement', i. e. an indicator of prominence. 1 
gcµmµo;, ov 'blameless, without fault': This adjective is only used in the accepted Pauline letters in Phil 
2: 15. Eph 1: 4; 5: 27 and Col 1: 22 use the term in conjunction with &yios. Its use in Phil 2: 15 with the 
similar adjectives äµe u tot and &icepatot is probably for 'stylistic reinforcement', i. e. prominence (note 
the use of alliteration). 
äcµeµ=os, ov 'without blame, innocent, without guilt': This adjective is used in Phil 2: 15 and 3: 6 and 
only elsewhere in the Pauline letters in 1 Thess 3: 13. In each case, the word describes the moral standing 
of an individual: (i) in Phil 3: 6, Paul's blamelessness with respect to the law; (ii) in Phil 2: 15, the 
Philippians' potential blamelessness until (or at? ) the day of Christ; (iii) in 1 Thess 3: 13, the 
Thessalonians' blameless hearts at the parousia of Christ. Therefore, Paul uses the term relatively, not 
absolutely. In other words, blamelessness does not always imply some sort of eschatological perfection. It 
is a blamelessness from a certain perspective. Paul can speak of his own blamelessness at one stage in his 
life, but then also speak of only potential blamelessness during the Christian life. 
ditp6aKoaos, ov 'without blame, blameless': Whereas in 1 Cor 10: 32 this adjective describes the type 
of behaviour Christians should have with respect to Jews and Gentiles, viz. 'without reproach', it is used 
more broadly in Phil 1: 10 to describe the type of moral behaviour expected of Paul's followers, viz. 
'blameless into (or at? ) the day of Christ'. 
Perfect, Perfection 
zeXewc a, ov 'perfect' in moral qualities: Phil 3: 15. 
se) et6 'to make perfect, to become perfect': Phil 3: 12 (hapax legomenon in the Pauline letters). 
Honesty, Sincerity 
eiXixpMIS, eS 'sincere, without hidden motives': This adjective is used only in Phil 1: 10 and 2 Pet 3: 1 
in the NT. 2 Pet 3: 1 implies that the sincerity has to do with one's motives (EUkucptvA Suävotav 'sincere 
mind'), but the generic nature of its use in Phil 1: 10 makes it difficult to identify the precise type of 
morality Paul has in view. It may foreshadow, however, the insincere motives (ovx &yv&)) of those 
preaching Christ mentioned in 1: 16-17. 
Propriety 
aeµv6G, il, 6v 'honourable, worthy of respect, of good character': Used only in Phil 4: 8 in the accepted 
Pauline letters and only in 1 Tim 3: 8,11 and Titus 2: 2 in the rest of the NT, this noun appears each time 
in a virtue list. 
Gentleness, Mildness 
&xtet ci , 
&S 'gentle, mild, with moderation': Phil 4: 5 (found elsewhere in the NT in virtue lists; see 1 
Tim 3: 3; Titus 3: 2; James 3: 17; 1 Pet 2: 18); cf. the noun form in 2 Cor 10: 1, where it probably means 
'gentleness'. 
1Silva, Philippians, p. 149. 
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Mercy 
e7leem 'to show mercy': God showed mercy to Epaphroditus and healed him (Phil 2: 27); cf. Rom 9: 16 
and 11: 32. 
o1xstpp4c, oil 'to have mercy, to show compassion': Of the three uses of this noun in Paul, two are an 
attribute of God (Rom 12: 1; 2 Cor 1: 3; cf. Luke 6: 36; James 5: 11) and one is possibly an attribute of those 
'in Christ' (Phil 2: 1; cf. James 5: 11 for a similar combination of 'compassion' words). 
Bad, Evil, Harmful 
=x65,11,6v 'bad, evil': Phil 3: 2; cf. Rom 2: 9 Toe K tpyatoµevou Tö xaxöv and Rom 13: 10 
xax6v o1)x Epy&CETal. 
x6o v, xuv6s 'wicked person', a figurative extension of the meaning 'dog': Phil 3: 2 (hapax legomenon 
in the Pauline letters); cf. Matt 7: 6 and Rev 22: 15-a term early Christianity apparently adopted so as to 
define social boundaries (i. e. the 'insiders' and 'outsiders'). 
Arrogance, Haughtiness, Pride 
xevo8otia, as 'empty prided, vain pride, unjustified pride': Phil 2: 3 (hapax legomenon in the NT). 
Shameful 
tax6vTl, % 'shameful action, indecent behaviour, shameful deed': The noun is only used in Phil 3: 19 
and 2 Cor 4: 2 in the Pauline letters (see the verbal form in Phil 1: 20, but with a different sense). The 
genitive a& r& v, which modifies at 6vn in Phil 3: 19 seems to function more naturally as a subjective 
genitive, viz. 'shameful action' or 'they act shamefully')-contrast the use of the verb in 1: 20 to describe 
an attitude rather than an action. The general nature of the term makes it difficult to determine what sort of 
activity (e. g. sexual? ) Paul is referring to in 3: 19. Its only other use in Paul, 2 Cor 4: 2, also has a general 
meaning but clearly does not refer to sexual activity. Its other uses in the NT do not imply sexual activity 
either. Luke 14: 9; Heb 12: 2; Jude 1: 13; Rev 3: 18. Therefore, Paul's description of his opponents with 
this term is best left at a general level, viz. 'shameful activity', leaving it difficult to say much about the 
nature of the opponents in the light of its usage here. 
Envy. Jealousy 
4O6vo;, ov 'envy, jealousy': Used with Epts 'strife' in Phil 1: 15, this noun is frequently found in lists of 
vices in the Pauline letters (Rom 1: 29; Gal 5: 21; 1 Tim 6: 4; Titus 3: 3). 
Hypocrisy, Pretence 
xp6caatc, eat 'pretence, dishonesty': Phil 1: 18. Paul's use of this word in reference to certain 
individuals proclaiming Christ from 'impure' motives (i. e. as a 'pretence' for increasing his affliction) 
suggests that he upholds the content of their message but questions their motive; cf. 1 Thess 2: 5 in which 
he defends the motives of his 'message' to the Thessalonians. 
Perversion, Deviation 
axoa, t6S, 4,6v 'deviant, wicked', a figurative extension of a physical description of an object 'crooked': 
Phil 2: 15 (hapax legomenon in the Pauline letters); cf. Acts 2: 40, which also seems to recall Deut 32: 5. 
46. REFERENTIALS 
Speaker 
iydo 'I, I indeed' (implied speaker): Except for the letter to Philemon, Philippians contains almost two 
times proportionately more uses of the first person singular pronoun than any of the other accepted Pauline 
letters. In proportional order, the following is a list of occurrences of the first person pronoun in all of the 
Pauline letters: Phlm (17x); Phil (54x); 2 Tim (33x); Gal (40x); 2 Cor (64x); Rom (92x); 1 Cor (86x); 
Eph (17x); Col (l lx); Titus (4x); 1 Tim (6x); 1 Thess (2x); 2 Thess (Ox). , This high frequency perhaps 
reflects the overall personal character of the letter (chap. 4). Most of these occurrences are in the genitive 
and dative: six times in the nominative (2: 19,28; 3: 4 [2x], 13; 4: 11); 25 in the genitive (1: 3,4,7 [2x], 8, 
13,14,17,20; 2: 2,12 [3x], 25 [2x]; 3: 1,8,17; 4: 1 [2x], 3,10,14,19); 17 in the dative (1: 7,19,21,22, 
26,30 [2x]; 2: 16,18,22; 3: 1,7; 4: 3,9,15,16,21); and six in the accusative (1: 7,12; 2: 23,27,30; 
4: 13). (There appears to be no semantic difference between the regular and emphatic forms of the pronoun 
in Philippians; note, however, that the emphatic form is preferred when it is the headword of a prepositional 
phrase, which appears also to be a general tendency in the entire NT. ) (See the discussion on Information 
Flow below. ) 
iµavsoB, ft 'myself, me': Phil 3: 13. 
iµös, ij, 6v 'my, mine': Phil 1: 26 and 3: 9. 
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Speaker and Those Associated with the Speaker (exclusive and inclusive) 
hµetS 'we': Although Paul uses first person singular pronouns in Philippians two times proportionately 
more than the other accepted letters, he uses itµeiS proportionately less than all of the other Pauline 
letters-his letter to the Philippians, despite the plural prescript (Paul and Timothy), is primarily between 
himself and the Philippian readers. In Phil 1.2; 3: 3,20,21; 4: 20 itgetS encompasses the implied reader, 
but in Phil 3: 17 it is limited to Paul and those with him .1 
Receptor 
vµezS 'you' (implied reader): Of the 51 uses of the second person plural pronoun, the majority are in the 
oblique cases-24 genitives; 12 datives; 12 accusatives-as would be expected with references to main 
participants in discourse (i. e. there would be less need for the nominative since it could be encoded in the 
verb). (See the discussion on Information Flow below. ) 
ov 'you' (implied reader): Phil 4: 3. 
eavTov, AAS, o"v 'himself, herself, itself, ourselves, yourselves, themselves': This reflexive pronoun is 
used with reference to the Philippians (2: 3,4,12), Christ (2: 7,8), and an unspecified group (2: 2 1). 
Whom or What Spoken or Written About 
a$t6s, A, 6 'he, him, she, her, it, they, them': Of Paul's 31 uses of this pronoun in Philippians, 22 
function as third person pronouns (19 singular, three plural) and nine as intensive pronouns2 (eight 
singular, one plural). The singular forms of the third person pronoun refer to various singular entities: 
Jesus (1: 29 [2x]; 2: 9 [2x]; 3: 9,10 [4x]; 3: 21 [2x]); Timothy (2: 22); Epaphroditus (2: 27-28 [4x]); and God 
(4: 19). The plural forms refer to implied 'opponents' (1: 28; 3: 19) and to Euodia and Syntyche (4: 3). (See 
discussion on Information Flow below. ) 
iavto4, iS, ov 'himself, herself, itself, ourselves, yourselves, themselves': This reflexive pronoun is 
used with reference to the Philippians (2: 3,4,12), Christ (2: 7,8), and an unspecified group (2: 21). 
µn6eic, µ11Seµia, µtlSev 'no one, none, nothing', a negative reference to an entity or event: Phil 
1: 28; 2: 3; 4: 6. 
o$Se(S, ovSeµia, ov8ev 'no one, none, nothing', a negative reference to an entity or event: Phil 1: 20; 
2: 20; 4: 15. 
oiiTmc, or oS vo (rare) 'so, thus, in this way': This adverb is used in Phil 3: 17 and 4: 1 as a discourse 
referential referring to that which was spoken about in the preceding discourse. The more rare form otnco in 
Phil 3: 17 is a hapax legomenon in the Pauline letters and only appears elsewhere in Acts 23: 11; Heb 
12: 21; Rev 16: 18. 
sue, tt 'someone, something, anyone, anything', reference to an indefinite entity: Phil 1: 15 [2x]; 2: 1 
[4x]; 3: 4,15; 4: 8 [2x]. 
zis, 'r{'who?, what? ', interrogative reference to someone or something: Phil 1: 18,22-these perhaps 
reflect features of diatribe. 
Reciprocal Reference 
&A, AXc v, otS, ovs'each other, one another': In Philippians, this pronoun is used only in 2: 3, but is 
commonly used by Paul elsewhere with reference to how Christians should treat 'one another' (e. g. Rom 
12: 10,16; 15: 5; 1 Cor 12: 25; 2 Cor 13: 12; Gal 5: 13; 1 Thess 3: 12). At first glance, it appears that Phil 
2: 3 is not a true reciprocal use of the pronoun in view of the pronoun eavTwv: 'Do nothing from 
selfishness or conceit, but in humility count others better than yourselves' (RSV). However, Paul 
probably does not mean a group different from the Philippian Christians by his use of 611A%ou; (esp. 
since he can use the demonstrative pronoun ä in 3: 4), but speaks of the individual who acts 
unselfishly with respect to other individuals in the Christian community (so 2: 4 exaßxoC). A suitable 
translation, then, might be: '... but in humility each one reciprocally counting one another better than 
himself or herself. 
Relative Reference 
öS, 4j, ö 'who, which, what', relative reference to any entity, event, or state explicitly mentioned in the 
immediate co-text or implied in the discourse or context of situation/culture: In Phil 2: 5,6,15; 3: 8,12, 
18.19,20,21-, 4: 3,10 (perhaps referring to Paul's previously stated objects of desire in vv 9-11) the 
relative pronoun is occasioned by a another linguistic item in the discourse, whereas in Phil 3: 16 and 4: 9 it 
1Contra Robinson, 'We', p. 35 n. 19, who argues that all 'we' language excludes the Philippians. 
2See under the semantic chain of Nature, Class, Example. 
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apparently is not occasioned by the surrounding co-text. In Phil 4: 11 the relative pronoun perhaps refers to 
the following discourse (cataphoric reference) or to extra-textual experiences. 
bans, 4jatis, 6 it 'who, which, what', relative reference to any entity, event, or state explicit in the 
immediate context or clearly implied in the discourse or context of situation/culture: None of the uses of 
this pronoun in Philippians are 'indefinite' in function: 1: 28; 2: 20; 3: 7; 4: 3. 
Demonstrative Reference 
of tos, awm, ro"vro 'this, this one', a reference to an entity which is part of the discourse context: Phil 
1: 6,7,9,18,19,22,25,28; 2: 5,23; 3: 7,15 (2x); 4: 8,9-these all follow a word order which reflects 
their anaphoric or cataphoric reference, i. e. anaphoric reference results in placement at the beginning of the 
clause and cataphoric reference results in placement of the demonstrative towards the end of the clause (see 
on Information Flow below). 
zotoütos, couzlkn, rotoörov `of such a kind, of a kind such as this', a reference to that which is 
similar to something identified in the immediate discourse: Phil 2: 29. 
47. NAMES OF PERSONS AND PLACES 
Persons 
ßevtäµeiv or ßevtaµiv a son of Jacob and ancestor of an Israelite tribe, 'Benjamin': Paul describes 
himself twice as a descendant of the tribe of Benjamin (Rom 11: 1; Phil 3: 5; cf. Acts 13: 21; Rev 7: 8)-this 
noun could perhaps be included also under the semantic chain of Classes of People. 
'Eaapp68vroc ou 'Epaphroditus': Phil 2: 25 and 4: 18 (cf. 'Ena(ppäs in Cot 1: 7). 
EvoSia, as 'Euodia': Phil 4: 2 (hapax legomenon in the NT). 
'Igao%, ot 'Jesus': Next to Philemon (6x) and 2 Thessalonians (13x) 'InaoüS is used proportionately 
more in Philippians (22x) than in any other Pauline letter (see Xpta roq). Only in Phil 2: 10 ('by the name 
of Jesus') and 2: 19 ('I hope in the Lord Jesus') is it used not in conjunction with XptaTo,;. 
Kaiaap, oS 'Caesar': Phil 4: 22 (hapax legomenon in the Pauline letters). 
KXjtt s, evtoS 'Clement': Phil 4: 3 (hapax legomenon in the NT). 
Ha» . os, ov 'Paul': Phil 1: 1. 
EvvTü , ns 'Syntyche': Phil 4: 2 (hapax legomenon in the NT). 
Tiµ60coS, ov 'Timothy': Of the 17 references to Timothy in the Pauline letters, two appear in 
Philippians (1: 1 and 2: 19). 
Xptasöc oü Greek translation of the Hebrew and Aramaic word 'messiah', a proper name for Jesus 
. 
'Christ' but perhaps still with connotations of 'messiah': See the discussion in the SUPERNATURAL 
BEINGS chain. 
Ot7LxxiatoS, ov 'a person who is a native of Philippi' (a derivative of OiXtmmot): Phil 4: 15 (hapax 
legomenon in the NT). Paul employs the Latinised Greek name for the Philippians, perhaps revealing that 
he was aware of their Roman heritage and the pride they attached to it. l 
Places 
Maue&ovia, as'Macedonia': Paul's use of the noun in Phil 4: 15 suggests that some of his other uses 
refer in part to the Christians at Philippi; see especially Rom 15: 26; 2 Cor 8: 1; 11: 9; 1 Thess 1: 7-8; 4: 10. 
Oeaaaa, ovixtl, 'S 'Thessalonica', city of Macedonia: Phil 4: 16; cf. Acts 17: 1,11,13; 2 Tim 4: 10. 
OJU, xxot, my 'Philippi': Phil 1: 1; cf. 1 Thess 2: 2; Acts 16: 12; 20: 6. 
48. DISCOURSE RELATIONS2 
Cause and/or Reason 
y&p 'for, because': Of the 13 uses of this conjunction 11 are co-ordinating (one continuative [Phil 1: 18] 
and 10 explanatory [Phil 1: 8.19,21; 2: 13,20,21.27; 3: 3,18,201) and two subordinating (causal [Phil 
1: 23; 4: 11]). The sole continuative case is a simple marker of transition, probably best translated as 'then'. 
The continuative, explanatory (why? ), and causal uses often overlap in function and can be translated 'for'. 
e. g. the reason (explanatory or causal) for a preceding statement. 
&& 'because of, on account or: Of the 14 uses of the preposition in Philippians, those with the 
accusative (1: 15 [2x]; 1: 24 [benefaction? ]; 2: 30; 3: 7; 3: 8 [2x]) and the one in an infinitive construction 
1Ramsay, `Name', p. 116. 
2Discourse Relations include words that create cohesive links between words (e. g. the use of prepositions to 
create a relation between predicates and substantives), phrases, clauses, sentences, or paragraphs; contrast 
Louw and Nida, Lexicon, I, p. 796, who treat several of these under the domain of Case. 
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Speaker and Those Associated with the Speaker (exclusive and inclusive) 
ilµe"tc, 'we': Although Paul uses first person singular pronouns in Philippians two times proportionately 
more than the other accepted letters, he uses hµet; proportionately less than all of the other Pauline 
letters-his letter to the Philippians, despite the plural prescript (Paul and Timothy). is primarily between 
himself and the Philippian readers. In Phil 1: 2; 3: 3.20,21; 4: 20 itµei , encompasses the implied reader, 
but in Phil 3: 17 it is limited to Paul and those with him. 1 
Receptor 
vµctS 'you' (implied reader): Of the 51 uses of the second person plural pronoun, the majority are in the 
oblique cases-24 genitives; 12 datives; 12 accusatives-as would be expected with references to main 
participants in discourse (i. e. there would be less need for the nominative since it could be encoded in the 
verb). (See the discussion on Information Flow below. ) 
ai 'you' (implied reader): Phil 4: 3. 
eavtoü, iS, oü 'himself, herself, itself, ourselves, yourselves, themselves': This reflexive pronoun is 
used with reference to the Philippians (2: 3,4,12), Christ (2: 7,8), and an unspecified group (2: 21). 
Whom or What Spoken or Written About 
uvsds, j, 6 'he, him, she, her, it, they, them': Of Paul's 31 uses of this pronoun in Philippians, 22 
function as third person pronouns (19 singular, three plural) and nine as intensive pronouns2 (eight 
singular, one plural). The singular forms of the third person pronoun refer to various singular entities: 
Jesus (1: 29 [2x]; 2: 9 [2x]; 3: 9,10 [4x]; 3: 21 [2x]); Timothy (2: 22); Epaphroditus (2: 27-28 [4x]); and God 
(4: 19). The plural forms refer to implied 'opponents' (1: 28; 3: 19) and to Euodia and Syntyche (4: 3). (See 
discussion on Information Flow below. ) 
i auto>5, ijS, ov 'himself, herself, itself, ourselves, yourselves, themselves': This reflexive pronoun is 
used with reference to the Philippians (2: 3,4,12), Christ (2: 7,8), and an unspecified group (2: 2 1). 
µt18eis, µiSeµia, µi1Sev 'no one, none, nothing', a negative reference to an entity or event: Phil 
1: 28; 2: 3; 4: 6. 
ov&e , o$Seµia, ov6Ev 'no one, none, nothing', a negative reference to an entity or event: Phil 1: 20; 
2: 20; 4: 15. 
oikco; or o ko (rare) 'so, thus, in this way': This adverb is used in Phil 3: 17 and 4: 1 as a discourse 
referential referring to that which was spoken about in the preceding discourse. The more rare form ovtoo in 
Phil 3: 17 is a hapax legomenon in the Pauline letters and only appears elsewhere in Acts 23: 11; Heb 
12: 21; Rev 16: 18. 
tts, -it 'someone, something, anyone, anything', reference to an indefinite entity: Phil 1: 15 [2x]; 2: 1 
[4x]; 3: 4,15; 4: 8 [2x]. 
r(S, ýi'who?, what? ', interrogative reference to someone or something: Phil 1: 18,22-these perhaps 
reflect features of diatribe. 
Reciprocal Reference 
&71, jXwv, otc ov; 'each other, one another': In Philippians, this pronoun is used only in 2: 3, but is 
commonly used by Paul elsewhere with reference to how Christians should treat 'one another' (e. g. Rom 
12: 10,16; 15: 5; 1 Cor 12: 25; 2 Cor 13: 12; Gal 5: 13; 1 Thess 3: 12). At first glance, it appears that Phil 
2: 3 is not a true reciprocal use of the pronoun in view of the pronoun i au t&av: 'Do nothing from 
selfishness or conceit, but in humility count others better than yourselves' (RSV). However, Paul 
probably does not mean a group different from the Philippian Christians by his use of 6. U Xovs (esp. 
since he can use the demonstrative pronoun ä in 3: 4), but speaks of the individual who acts 
unselfishly with respect to other individuals in the Christian community (so 2: 4 eicaacoc). A suitable 
translation, then, might be: '... but in humility each one reciprocally counting one another better than 
himself or herself. 
Relative Reference 
ös, il, ö 'who, which, what', relative reference to any entity, event, or state explicitly mentioned in the 
immediate co-text or implied in the discourse or context of situation/culture: In Phil 2: 5,6,15; 3: 8,12, 
18,19,20,21; 4: 3,10 (perhaps referring to Paul's previously stated objects of desire in vv 9-11) the 
relative pronoun is occasioned by a another linguistic item in the discourse, whereas in Phil 3: 16 and 49 it 
1Contra Robinson, 'We', p. 35 n. 19, who argues that all 'we' language excludes the Philippians. 
2See under the semantic chain of Nature, Class, Example. 
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xev6S, il, 6v 'without result, without effect': In Phil 2: 16 (cf. 1 Cor 15: 10; Gal 2: 2; 1 Thess 2: 1; 3: 5) 
Paul is concerned that his religious service produces results, i. e. that it 'not be without result'. 
Benefaction 
ißt&p with genitive 'on behalf of, for the sake or: Of the seven uses of this preposition in Philippians, 
six are used with the genitive in the sense of benefaction (1: 4,7,29 [2x]; 2: 13; 4: 10); one is used with the 
accusative in the sense of status (see above), i. e. 'above' (2: 9). 
Condition 
ei 'if': Phil 1: 22; 2: 1 [4x], 17; 3: 4,11,12,15; 4: 8 [2x]; contrast Phil 4: 15 ei µj where it is used as part 
of a contrastive relation (see below). Notably, My is not used in the letter even though it is expected in 
3: 12 with the subjunctive and perhaps in 3: 11 which has uasavTjaw (which may also be a subjunctive 
form). ' 
eiTe... e re'if... if, whether... or': This conjunction is always used in doublets in Philippians: 1: 18,20, 
27. 
Concession 
xatXep 'although, though, even though': This co-ordinating conjunction only appears in Phil 3: 4 in the 
Pauline letters. 
xa{ 'yet': In Phil 1: 22 xai Ti aipt aoµat ov yvwpiUw, the particle uai may have a concessive function 
'indeed, yet'; in contrast, the other 108 uses of uai in the letter probably perform a type of additive relation 
(see below). 
Means, Agency 
Sui 'by means of, through, by': St& with the genitive is used to express means (intermediate agency) in 
Philippians: 1: 11,19,20 [2x], 26; 3: 9. In 1: 26 the expression carries with it the idea of 'reason' ('you 
will boast in Christ because of my presence again towards you'), a result of the close semantic relationship 
between means and cause/reason-the agency (means) of an action may thus be the cause of that action. 
he 'by': Of the 10 uses of this preposition in Philippians, Phil 1: 23 is perhaps best understood as an 
indicator of means (a passive interpretation of ßuvexoµat further supports this reading), although this 
expression is recognisably difficult to translate. The basic function is clear, however, the options facing 
Paul (viz. to live or die) are the cause of his distress (see on auv&XW). 
iv 'by, by means of': Of the 66 uses of iv in Philippians, only 1: 20 (ev Tip aWµazt toi). 26 (eve toi) 
and 4: 13 are perhaps expressions of means. 
p& 'by means of, with': Of the seven uses of this preposition in Philippians-proportionately more 
than any of the other accepted Pauline letters-four are used as indicators of 'means' (1: 4; 2: 12,29; 4: 6)2 
and three are best treated under the semantic sub-chain of Association below (4: 3,9,23). 
x&g'how, by what means', interrogative reference to means: When combined with the conditional 
particle ei the particle aüus indicates indefinite means in the NT'somehow, by some means' (Rom 1: 10; 
11: 14; Phil 3: 11; cf. Acts 27: 12). The meaning is not necessarily an incertitude in the outcome of an event 
but in how it will be attained-so in Rom 1: 10 and 11: 14 Paul apparently believes in the plausibility of 
his statements. Thus, the theological problematics of Phil 3: 11 do not centre around Paul's uncertainty 
about his 'salvation'; but rather on how (by what means) he may attain 'resurrection' (cf. 2: 12) 4 
vs6 'by' (direct agency): Phil 1: 28 and 3: 12. 
I On the encroachment of ei on edcv in the NT see BDF § 3723. 
21bese references all concern an attitude with which one performs an action. 
3So rightly Norbie, "'If"', pp. 224-26. 
40n this supposedly 'undeveloped' aspect of Paul's theology in Philippians (viz. emphasis on human 
works rather than God's faithfulness) see Fortna, 'Philippians', pp. 220-34. Although certainly plausible, 
Greenlee's ('Paul', pp. 53-55) and Perriman's ('Pattern', pp. 68-79) interpretation of 3: 10-11 as a statement 
of Paul's desire to attain physical death (sufferings) and subsequent resurrection before Christ's return 
makes little sense of v 12: 'It is not the case that I have already (now) obtained (resurrection) or have 
reached the goal, but I press on if indeed I might take possession (of resurrection)... '; it would be 
superfluous for Paul to state the obvious to the Philippians, viz. he is not dead (Perriman's translation 'It is 
not the case that ... I have now reached the goal, i. e. the moment of death' does not reflect the Greek [p. 75, 
emphasis mine]). Thus, though 'resurrection' is probably the object of the verbs of vv 12-14 Paul is more 
likely speaking of an 'inward' death and life of Christ which he may possess in some capacity now (Rom 
5: 6: 4; 2 Cor 4: 10), but not fully until the parousia (Rom 8: 17-30). This would effectively combat any 
over-realised eschatology at Philippi (Phil 3: 15). 
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Manner 
iv 'in' this way or manner. Of the 66 uses of iv in Philippians, five are best treated as expressions of 
manner. 1: 8,20 (ev n&afl aapp1lai ), 27; 2: 6,7. 
ipöxo;, ov 'manner, way' in which something is done: Phil 1: 18. 
be 'how, in what manner': The seven uses of kin Philippians are somewhat diverse: (i) subordinating 
conjunction, nominal 'how' (1: 8), comparative 'as' (2: 22), temporal 'as soon as, when' (2: 23) and (ii) 
comparative particle 'as' (1: 20; 2: 7,12,15). 
Addition 
Se 'and', continuative conjunction (but in some way advancing the topic of discourse): Si is mostly used 
in Philippians as a conjunction: 15 are most likely continuative (1: 12,22,23; 2: 8,18,19,22,24,25 
ecvayicaiov Si; 4: 10,15,18,19,20,22) and 10 adversative (1: 24,28; 2: 25 vµcüv Si, 27; 3: 1,12,13 
[2x], 18; 4: 10). It is used twice as an alternating particle (1: 15,17), but the difference between these and 
the adversative conjunction is slight. 
6 XU 'and, but also': This particle is used in basically two ways in Philippians: addition and contrast. 
When used to indicate an additive relationship between discourse units, it is accompanied by xai used as an 
adverb 'also' or'indeed' (1: 18,29; 2: 4 [though xai is textually disputed], 17,27; 3: 8) or the adverbial 
expression aoXX&, 1i&AXov 'much more' (2: 12). Phil 1: 20 may also be a case of an additive relationship, 
if ä717lä belongs with the uai that appears six words afterwards. It is probably contrastive, however, in 
view of the placement of iv n&-o nappi1a cz at the beginning of the clause-an obvious contrast with 
ai vv%aogat in the preceding clause. 
eai 'in addition to, and', marker of an addition to what already exists: Of the seven uses of Fni in 
Philippians six are with the dative and one with the accusative. Its appearance with the accusative in Phil 
2: 27 indicates a relation of addition: '... in order that I may not have grief in addition to (already existing) 
grief'. 
ert 'in addition' to that which already exists: Phil 1: 9; cf. 2 Cor 1: 10 'he will deliver us again (kn)'. 
xa('and, also': Of the 109 uses of xai in Philippians-all of which except perhaps 1: 22 probably 
indicate an 'addition' relation-at least 26 function as adverbs (1: 18,20,29; 2: 4,5,9,17,18,19,24,27 
[2x], 28; 3: 4,8,12 [2x], 15,18,20,21; 4: 3 [2x], 10,15,16) and at least 82 as co-ordinating 
conjunctions, of which the latter type may be subdivided into 16 correlative uses (1: 7,15?; 2: 13 [2x]; 4: 9 
[4x], 12 [6x], 16 [2x]) and 66 copulative uses (e. g. 1: 1 IIa Xow uai Ttµ6Beo). Of the copulative uses 25 
connect clauses (1: 9,14,15?, 18,21,23,25 [2x], 28 [2x], 30; 2: 7,9,11,17,18,26; 3: 8,9,17; 4: 7,8, 
9,18). A few uses deserve special mention. Two uses of icai in Phil 1: 15 icai 5tä 4P06vov ... 100A St' 68ouiav are perhaps used as an additive conjunction (both... and), indicating that although Paul is 
speaking of two separate groups (14v... 8&), they both share in common the fact that they are proclaiming 
Christ; or perhaps they function as adverbs 'indeed'-the language is particularly elusive. In Phil 1: 22 uat 
-ii aip(aoµat ou -ivwpiCco, the particle xai may have a concessive function 'indeed, yet'. 
Xoug6s, il, 6v 'furthermore', a marker of additional comment closely related to what has preceded: Phil 
3: 1 and 4: 8 (see chap. 4 on the Hesitation Formula); contrast its use in Phil 1: 13 and 4: 3. 
se... uai 'both... and': Phil 1: 17. 
Association 
p& 'with': Of the seven uses of this preposition in Philippians-proportionately more than any of the 
other accepted Pauline letters--three indicate 'association' (4: 3,9,23) and four are best treated under the 
semantic sub-chain of Means above (1: 4; 2: 12,29; 4: 6). 
o4v 'together with', a marker of associative relation: All four uses of this preposition in Philippians are 
best understood in the sense of association: Phil 1: 1 (see chap. 4 on the Prescript); 1: 23; 2: 22; 4: 21. 
Dissociation 
Zwp(c 'without, not with': Phil 2: 14; cf. 1 Tim 2: 8. 
Contrast 
6"A 'but, instead': This discourse marker is used in basically two ways in Philippians: contrast and 
addition. When used to indicate a contrastive relationship between discourse units it is used alone (1: 20; 
2: 3,7,27; 3: 7,9; 4: 6,17); contrast its use to indicate additive relations (where it typically occurs with 
xai). Ile use of a negative particle near &"A is a good indicator of a contrastive use. 
SE 'but, on the other hand, yet, however', adversative conjunction (not as strong as 6"4): Of the uses of 
Se in Philippians, 15 are most likely continuative (see above on Addition) (1: 12,22,23; 2: 8,18,19,22, 
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24,25 ävayKaiov Se; 4: 10,15,18,19,20,22) and 10 adversative (1: 24,28; 2: 25 { L& v U. 27; 3: 1, 
12,13 [2x], 18; 4: 10). 
p&v... S& `on the one hand ... on the other hand': All of Paul's uses of iv in the letter to the Philippians 
may be understood in a µev... S& relation (alternating relation)-1: 15,16-17; 2: 23-24; 3: 1,13-and thus 
take part in a contrastive relation. However, it must be noted that the 'contrastive' relation into which they 
enter is also based on similarity. That is, although some items contrast (e. g. 1: 15 'on account of envy and 
rivalry' versus `on account of goodwill') some items in the same clause are similar (e. g. 1: 15 both 
contrasting groups `proclaim Christ'). Therefore, although this particle is included under the semantic sub- 
chain of Contrast here it could also be placed under Addition based on which items (the contrastive or 
similar ones) are being emphasised by the interpreter. 
e( pA `except that, but, but only', a marker of contrast by indicating an exception: Phil 4: 15. 
x7. ijv 'but, except', marker of contrast in which the validity of something is established irrespective of 
other considerations: This particle is used in each supposed partition of Philippians (1: 18; 3: 16; 4: 14) to 
correct possible misunderstandings of Paul's surrounding statements; it is only found elsewhere in the 
Pauline letters in 1 Cor 11: 11 and Eph 5: 33 where it may also have corrective functions. 
p&71, aov 'rather': Of the seven uses of this adverb in Philippians at least six are used in a comparative 
sense: Phil 1: 9 (2x), 23; 2: 12; 3: 4; 4: 22 (the superlative t(itata still implies a comparison, viz. those 
in the house of Caesar 'especially' greet the Philippians, even `more than' all of the other saints). In 
contrast, its use in Phil 1: 12 has typically been translated with `really' or `rather' (cf. 1 Cor 5: 2; Gal 4: 9)- 
a marker of contrast indicating an alternative, as if some people thought that Paul's circumstances had 
hindered the spreading of the gospel. However, the context is not suggestive either way in Phil 1: 12. The 
disclosure formula is not necessarily a response to what the Philippians believed; it could simply be a 
disclosure of information which they did not already know, viz. Paul's imprisonment resulted in the advance 
of the gospel more than if he had not been imprisoned. However, the unambiguous and very similar 
construction in Mark 5: 26 µtn3ev iapeXg0cWa %M µ&XXov rk Tö xeipov &) Oovßa `she was not 
getting better but rather was getting worse' might suggest a similar function in Phil 1: 12. 
Alternative Relation 
jj `or' a marker of an altennative: Phil 3: 12. 
Content 
el; (with the accusative) `concerning, with respect to, with reference to, about': Of the 23 uses of this 
preposition in Philippians, 11 are used to indicate the content of a process: 1: 5,16,23,29; 2: 22; 3: 11, 
14,16; 4: 15,16,17. 
&n `that', markers of discourse content: Of the 21 uses of this particle in Philippians, 15 have a recitative 
(and closely related epexegetical, see esp. 1: 18; 4: 11,17) function (1: 6,12,16,18,19,25,27; 2: 11,22, 
24,26; 3: 12; 4: 11,15,17) and six most likely have a causal function (1: 20 [see on Itoxapa8ouia], 29; 
2: 16 [ambiguous], 30; 4: 10,16). 
Specification 
icc rr& `in relation to, with regard to': Of the 11 uses of xat& in Philippians, one is used to specify 
`with regard to' (1: 12) and 10 indicate the basis or standard of a process 'according to' (1: 20; 2: 3 [2x]; 3: 5,6 
[2x], 14,21; 4: 11,19)-though the semantic difference between the two functions is sometimes slight 
(e. g. 3: 5). 
xepi `in relation to, with regard to': Of the four uses of this preposition in Philippians, one appears with 
the accusative in the sense of specification (2: 23). This is the only use with the accusative in the accepted 
Pauline letters (but see 1 Tim 1: 19; 6: 4,21; 2 Tun 2: 18; 3: 8; Titus 2: 7 for the only other occurrences in 
Pauline letters). Its use in Phil 2: 7 &q%&n x& nepi & stands out not only because of its rarity but 
because it does not seem to differ from the function of aepi with the genitive `concerning, with regard to, 
about'. ' The other three uses appear with the genitive also in the sense of specification: Phil 1: 27; 2: 19, 
20. The difference between these and the one with the accusative seems to be that in 2: 7 the focus is on the 
external 'situation of Paul (viz. his imprisonment, the trial, the situation of the Christians there) and its 
impact on himself, whereas in 1: 27; 2: 19,20, r& nepi vµiav the focus is on the Philippians themselves (an 
internal perspective). 
Markers of Identificationl and Explanatory Clauses (Epexegetical) 
ivcz `namely, that is': Of the 12 uses of this particle in the letter, in Phil 2: 2 (and 1: 9) it may have an 
epexegetical function. 
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Source of Event or Activity 
&nö 'from, by': Paul uses this preposition three times in Philippians to indicate the source (animate or 
inanimate participant) of an event or activity (Phil 1: 2,28; 4: 15); in contrast, in Phil 1: 5 he uses it as an 
indicator of time. 
ix 'from', a marker of source: Of the 10 uses of this preposition in Philippians, five are best understood 
in teens of a generic 'source' relation: 3: 5 (2x); 9 (2x); and 4: 22. 
xap& 'from, by', a marker of the source of an activity: Phil 4: 18 (2x). 
Markers of Transition 
y &p 'then, and' or sometimes best left untranslated: Of the 13 uses of this conjunction 11 are co- 
ordinating (one continuative [Phil 1: 18] and 10 explanatory [Phil 1: 8,19,21; 2: 13,20,21,27; 3: 3,18, 
20]) and two subordinating (causal [Phil 1: 23; 4: 11]). The one continuative use (1: 18) is a simple marker 
of transition, probably best translated as 'then'. However, the distinction between these functions is often 
slight (see above under Causal relations); that is, the unmarked function of -y'xp seems to be that of a 
marker of transition, but it often appears in contexts of clauses with a causal relationship. 
Markers of Emphasis 
µevoBv ye 'indeed': This is a difficult particle to translate, especially in Phil 3: 8. It is only used in Rom 
9: 20,10: 18, and Phil 3: 8 in the NT. Perhaps in Phil 3: 8 Paul uses it in its typical 'corrective' sense (often 
in the sense of 'rather' following a question, BAGD s. v. µsvoüvye) so as to indicate that he considers all 
things (not just his Jewish heritage and accomplishments) to be void of value-nävta is the key difference 
between v7 and v 8. At the least, it serves as a marker of emphasis. 
IDEATIONAL MEANINGS 
Now that the individual lexical choices in Philippians have been treated in their 
immediate, Pauline, and wider linguistic contexts and placed into their respective semantic 
chains, we have a basis upon which to investigate their ideational, interpersonal, and 
textual functions in the letter. To recall the theoretical discussion in Part I, IDEATIONAL 
MEANINGS refer to what is `going on' in the text with respect to what is going on outside of 
the text, i. e. the use of language to represent `doings, happenings, feelings, and beings' in 
the real or imagined world. This is what people usually have in mind when they talk about 
what a word or sentence `means'-viz. the `representational content' of language. This 
function of language enables readers to build a mental portrait of a discourse. It enables 
them to relate language to what goes on around them (viz. the context of situation and the 
context of culture) and to what they have individually experienced in the course of their 
lives. The grammar of the clause accomplishes this primarily by means of 
PROCESSES(e. g. verbs), PARTICIPANTS in a process, and CIRCUMSTANCES associated 
with a process. 
In the first part of this section, the task is to summarise how the Greek lexical system is 
used to represent ideational meanings in the discourse. As a general principle (following 
Louw-Nida), the semantic chains may be classified as (i) objects or entities, (ii) events or 
processes, (iii) abstracts, (iv) discourse markers, and (v) discourse referentials (which may 
refer to any of the first three) -though some chains overlap categories. Under each 
category, the respective semantic chains (e. g. Classes of Persons and Their Members) are 
listed with their sub-chains (e. g. General; Socio-Religious; Socio-Political), including the 
number of occurrences of words in Philippians. In addition, particular mention will be 
made of semantic chains which are not part of the letter but were available for Paul to 
choose from (i. e. his VIRTUAL SYSTEM). The second part of this section takes up in more 
detail an analysis of the processes, -participants, and circumstances 
in the discourse. 
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1. GEOGRAPHICAL OBJECTS AND FEATURES, PLACES (6): Regions Above the Earth 
(2); Regions Below the Surface of the Earth (1); The Earth's Surface, Earth (3) 
2. ARTEFACTS (2): Instruments Used in Punishment and Execution (2) 
3. PEOPLE (5): Human Beings (5) 
4. CLASSES OF PERSONS AND THEIR MEMBERS (33): Groups and Members of 
Groups Related by Blood or Social Relations (16); Socio-Cultural (6); Socio-Religious (9); 
Socio-Political (2) 
5. SUPERNATURAL BEINGS (87) 
The two dominant semantic chains of objects/entities concern CLASSES OF PERSONS (and 
PEOPLE) and SUPERNATURAL BEINGS. The high percentage of words of supernatural 
entities is not a sign of their relative importance in the discourse; indeed, such words play 
only peripheral roles in the discourse (see on Information Flow below). The main 
participants (Paul and the Philippians) receive less coding in the text because of their greater 
prominence, i. e. they are topical to the whole discourse and thus less frequently require full 
noun phrases. In contrast, supernatural beings are not always in the foreground of the 
discourse and thus require full noun phrases to prevent referential confusion. 
Nevertheless, their relatively high number of occurrences reveals one significant semantic 
feature of Paul's discourse, viz. it is imbued with the activities of supernatural entities. Of 
these, Paul makes perhaps only one reference to `negative' supernatural beings (2: 10 
uatiaaOov1wv), 1 despite the presence of several earthly groups of opposition; 
consequently, Paul does not link the actions of the implied `opponents' to evil spiritual 
beings. 2 Regarding the semantic chain of Classes of Persons and Their Members, social 
boundaries are implied in several of the lexical choices (especially socio-religious 
categories). This is one of the more salient ways in which Paul distinguishes himself and 
his readers from others (e. g. `I was a Pharisee', `you are the saints at Philippi', `you are 
the children of God'). 
Noticeably, objects and entities play only a small role in the letter-according to Louw 
and Nida's lexicon, this is true of much of NT discourse. The letter lacks mention of 
several semantic domains of objects and entities: e. g. natural substances, plants, animals, 
foods and condiments, and constructions. The purpose of this observation is to place the 
discourse into the broader linguistic system from which Paul could have chosen to 
construct his discourse. The relative lack of objects and entities is perhaps in part the result 
of the purposes and topics of Paul's letters in general. His is not merely a representation or 
description of objects and entities in the perceived world. Accordingly, a hermeneutic of 
`meaning' which focuses on reference cannot account for much of the language of Paul's 
discourse; a study of `sense' relations is necessary to account for how many words are 
used in the discourse. 
'Furthermore, the emphasis here is on universal acknowledgement of Christ as Lord (perhaps including 
both animate and inanimate objects; neuter adjectives), not solely the subjugation of opponents; cf. 
O'Brien, Philippians, pp. 243-45. 
2Contrast 1 Timothy. in which a dualistic supernatural world view is used to interpret human opposition; 
see Reed, 'Cohesive Ties'. pp. 131-47. 
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EVENTS OR PROCESSES 
6. BE, BECOME, EXIST, HAPPEN (34 + 4? ): State (21); Change of State (10 + 4? ); 
Exist (2); Happen (1) 
7. LINEAR MOVEMENT (8): Move, Come/Go (2); Leave, Depart, Send, Flee (6) 
8. VIOLENCE, HARM, DESTROY, KILL (2): Destroy (2) 
9. DANGER, RISK, SAFE, SAVE (14): Expose Oneself to Danger (1); Trouble, 
Hardship, Distress (4); Beware, Be Concerned About (3); Safe, Secure (1); Save in a 
Reli gious Sense (4); Favourable Circumstances or State (1) 
1 10. PHYSIOLOGICAL PROCESSES AND STATES (30): Die, Live (18); Body, Body 
Parts (8); Sickness, Disease, Weakness (2); Eat, Drink (2) 
11. SENSORY EVENTS AND STATES (5): See (5) 
12. ATTITUDES AND EMOTIONS (62): Desire, Want, Wish (9); Love, Affection (6); 
Hope, Look Forward To (5); Be Eager, Be Earnest (2); Content, Satisfied (1); Acceptable 
To, To Be Pleased With (5); Happy, Glad, Joyful (17); Encouragement, Consolation, 
Comfort (2); Courage, Boldness (3); Hesitate (1); Shame, Disgrace, Humiliation (1); 
Sorrow, Cry (4); Worry, Concern (3); Fear, Alarm (3) 
13. LEARN (4) 
14. KNOW (20): Know (11); Known (4); Well Known, Clearly Seen, Revealed (4); 
Capacity for Understanding or Knowing (1) 
15. MEMORY AND RECALL (2): Recalling from Memory (1); Not Remembering, 
Forgetting (1) 
16. THINK, HOLD A VIEW, BELIEVE (52 + 1? ): Think About, Have an Opinion, Hold 
a View (23); Psychological Faculties (9 + 1? ); Intend, Purpose, Plan (1); Choose, Select, 
Prefer (1); Distinguish, Evaluate, Judge (1); Suppose, Think Possible (2); Believe to Be 
True (1); Trust, Rely, Confidence (13); Change an Opinion Concerning the Truth (1) 
17. COMMUNICATION (60 + 1? ): Written Language (2); Speak, Talk (7); Name (4); 
Ask For, Request (7); Inform, Announce, Message (16); Witness, Testify (1); Profess 
Allegiance (1); Call (1); Law, Regulation, Ordinance (3); Thanks (2); Praise (6 + 1? ); 
Boast (3); Complain (1); Defend, Excuse (2); Greetings (3); Argue, Quarrel (1) 
18. ASSOCIATION (3): Visit, Meet With (2); Welcome, Receive (1) 
19. HELP, CARE FOR (6): Help (1); Serve (2); Provide For, Support (3) 
20. CONTROL, RULE (7): Control (2); Imprison (4); Guard, Watch Over (1) 
21. HOSTII. TTY, STRIFE (8): Opposition, Hostility (2); Strife, Struggle (4); 
Persecution (2) 
22. BEHAVIOUR (8): Behaviour, Conduct (5); Imitate Behaviour (1); Obey, 
Disobey (2) 
23. PERFORM, Do (26): Do, Perform, Work (19); Work, Toil (7) 
_ 
24. RELIGIOUS ACrIvrrIES (13): Religious Practice (3); Offering, Sacrifice (3); 
Dedicate, Consecrate (3); Worship, Reverence (2); Pray (2) 
25. POSSESS, TRANSFER, EXCHANGE (49): Have, Possess, Property (10); Need, 
Lack (6); Give, Gift (14); Take, Obtain, Gain, Lose (12); Receive (4); Keep Records (2); 
Steal, Rob, Seize (1) 
Events and states are not limited to verbal forms of language. They include, for example, 
various processes indicated by nouns. The most prevalent types of events and states in 
Philippians occur in the semantic chains of ATTTIUDES AND EMOTIONS (62); 
COMMUNICATION (60 + 1? ); THINK, HOLD A VIEW, BELIEVE (52 + 1? ); POSSESS, 
TRANSFER, EXCHANGE (49); BE, BECOME, EXIST, HAPPEN (34 + 4? ); PHYSIOLOGICAL 
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PROCESSES AND STATES (30); PERFORM, DO (26); 1 KNOW (20). (These are discussed in 
more detail below under Central Tokens. ) The semantic chain of POSSESS, TRANSFER, 
EXCHANGE has been of particular interest for scholars pointing to social `reciprocity' in the 
letter, e. g. one of Paul's purposes for writing is to thank the Philippians for their 
assistance. Although this has typically been discussed with reference to the 1coivcovia 
language, the web of semantic relations in this chain extends much further, involving both 
material and `spiritual' possessions. Other prominent semantic sub-chains include (i) Die, 
Live (18) of the PHYSIOLOGICAL PROCESSES AND STATES chain and (ii) Happy, Glad, 
Joyful (17) of the ATTITUDES AND EMOTIONS chain. The latter has frequently been 
mentioned as an important if not the most important theme of the letter. Its significant role 
in the message(s) of the letter cannot be denied, especially when its relative frequency is 
compared with other attitudes and emotions in the discourse. However, the other chains 
put its topical importance into perspective, demonstrating that it is only one feature of the 
letter's semantic texture. Some of the semantic domains (from Louw and Nida's scheme) 
which do not factor into the discourse (but were available to Paul's lexicon) include: non- 
linear movement; stances and events related to stances; attachment; physical impact; guide, 
discipline, follow; punish; reconciliation, forgiveness; agriculture; animal husbandry, 
fishing; building, constructing; household activities; activities involving liquids and masses; 
activities involving cloth; activities involving clothing and adorning; contests and play; 
festivals; funerals and burial; maritime activities; military activities; courts and legal 
procedures. Of course, some of these (e. g. reconciliation, forgiveness) are more revealing 
than others (e. g. agriculture) for understanding how the semantic structure of Paul's letter 
represents a particular manifestation of the Greek lexical system. 
ABSTRACTS 
26. NATURE, CLASS, EXAMPLE (25): Nature, Character (5); Same or Equivalent Kind 
or Class (10); Different Kind or Class (4); Distinctive, Unique (5); Pattern, Model, 
Example (1) 
27. QUANTITY (47): Many, Few (2); Much, Little (2); All, Any, Each, Every (38); 
Abundance, Excess (5) 
28. NUMBER (8): One, Two, Three, Etc. (6); Once, Twice, Three Times, Etc. (2) 
29. WHOLE, UNITE, PART, DrvIDE (3): Whole (1); Remnant (2) 
30. COMPARISON (11) 
31. VALUE (8): Valuable, Lacking in Value (4); Worthy, Not Worthy (2); Good, 
Bad (2) 
32.11mE (39): A Point of Time without Reference to Other Points of Time (2); A Point 
of Time with Reference to Other Points of Timen (15); A Point of Time with Reference to 
Duration of Time (2); Duration of Time without Reference to Points of Time (11); Duration 
of Time with Reference to Some Point of Time (3); Duration of Time without Reference to 
Some Point in Time (1); Indefinite Units of Time (4); Definite Units of Time (1) 
33. AFFIRMATION, NEGATION (22): Affirmation (1); Negation (19); Negation 
Combined with Clitics (2) 
34. MODALITY (3): Possible (1); Necessary (2) 
35. TRUE, FALSE (3) 
36. GENUINE, PHONEY (2) 
37. ABLE, CAPABLE (3) 
'This semantic chain is closely related to those of Religious Activity and Behaviour (an abstract). 
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38. POWER, FORCE (2) 
39. DEGREE (18 + 1? ): Much, Little (1); More Than, Less Than (7 + 1? ); About, 
Almost (1); Up To, As Much As, To the Degree That (9) 
40. FEATURES OF OBJECTS (2): Fragrance, Odour (2) 
41. SPATIAL RELATIONS (59 + 1? ): Among, Between, In, Inside (58); Near (1? ); 
Above (1) 
42. EXISTENCE IN SPACE (7): Be in a Place (2); To Not Be in a Place (2); Remain, 
Stay (3) 
43. SPATIAL EXTENSIONS (6 + 1? ): Extension From a Source (1 + 1? ); Extension to a 
Goal (5) 
' 44. STATUS (22): To Honour or Respect in Relation to Status (2); High Status or Rank 
(16); Low Status or Rank (4) 
45. MORAL AND ETHICAL QUALITIES AND RELATED BEHAVIOUR (29): Goodness 
(2); Just, Righteous, Right (6); Holy, Pure (7); Perfect, Perfection (2); Honesty, Sincerity 
(1); Propriety (1); Gentleness, Mildness (1); Mercy (2); Bad, Evil, Harmful (2); 
Arrogance, Haughtiness, Pride (1); Act Shamefully, Shameful (1); Envy, Jealousy (1); 
Hypocrisy, Pretence (1); Perversion, Deviation (1) 
The MORAL AND ETHICAL QUALITIES AND RELATED BEHAVIOUR (29 words) chain 
undeniably comprises a prominent feature of Paul's lexical choices in the letter, although no 
particular sub-chain takes precedence-closely related to it are the above chains of 
RELIGIOUS ACTIvrrY and PERFORM, DO. However, this chain's relative importance in 
the discourse is brought into perspective when Paul's actual lexical choices are compared to 
what he might have chosen. He uses 14 sub-chains out of a possible 38 from this semantic 
domain (based in part upon Louw and Nida's breakdown)--missing are kindness or 
harshness; self-control, lack of self-control; sensible behaviour, senseless behaviour, 
mature behaviour, peaceful behaviour, treat badly; act harshly; act lawlessly; exploit; 
mislead, lead astray, deceive; resentful, hold a grudge against; anger, be indignant with; 
despise, scorn, contempt; hate, hateful; stubbornness; show favouritism, prejudice; being a 
busybody; laziness, idleness; extravagant living, intemperate living; impurity; sexual 
misbehaviour, drunkenness; sin, wrongdoing, guilt. Thus, there are many moral and 
ethical qualities which are not raised in this letter. 
None of the remaining chains particularly stand out as a prominent feature in the 
semantic texture of the letter. The STATUS chain is noteworthy, however, although it is 
mostly dominated by xvptog. The QUANTITY chain is dominated by it&S, which is the 
most frequently used adjective in the accepted Pauline letters; ' hence, the chain's 
importance is somewhat skewed. In addition, the SPATIAL RELATIONS chain primarily 
consists of uses of £v. It is worth noting, however, that the TIME chain reveals how Greek 
vocabulary (rather than grammatical tense) is repeatedly used to indicate relative time in 
discourse. 
DISCOURSE REFERENTIALS 
46. REFEREN'TTALS (198): Speaker (57); Speaker and Those Associated with the 
Speaker (6); Receptor (55); Whom or What Spoken or Written About (45); Reciprocal 
Reference (1); Relative Reference (18); Demonstrative or Deictic Reference (16) 
1It occurs approximately 268 times in all of the accepted letters (excluding Philippians); the next most 
frequent adjective noA, vs occurs 75 times. 
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47. NAMES OF PERSONS AND PLACES (Unique Referents) (73): Persons (70); 
Places (3) 
DISCOURSE REFERENTIALS are essentially deictic indicators, i. e. linguistic resources used 
to `point to' other entities or events in the discourse or in the context of situation or culture. 
They do not actually represent semantic chains, since any given referential (e. g. IlaUoq) 
may function in another semantic chain (e. g. People); nevertheless, as linguistic resources 
they do serve as CO-REFERENTIAL TIES. Simple REFFERENTIALS are dominated by those 
dealing with the Speaker and Receptor. This is due in part to the iconicity principle (see the 
study below on Information Flow), viz. a linguistic item maintaining a topic/theme often 
employs `leaner' semantic content (e. g. pronouns, verbal suffixes). In all but one of the 
six uses of first person plural pronouns (viz. 3: 17, in which Paul and an unidentified group 
become a `model' for the Philippians), Paul includes the Philippians within the referential 
scope. The `Philippians' as a group are the focus of Receptor referentials, except for the 
sole use of second person singular in 4: 3. Paul uses a variety of lexical items (but prefers 
(x&röS) to refer to those who are not main participants (i. e. not Speaker or Receptor), viz. 
Whom or What Spoken or Written About: e. g. (i) `Jesus Christ' (13x); (ii) unspecified 
individuals and groups (7x); (iii) `Epaphroditus' (4x); (iv) `God' (lx); (v) `Timothy' (lx); 
(vi) `Euodia and Syntyche' (lx). Paul's use of Relative referentials is similar: (i) `Jesus' 
(3x); (ii) implied `opponents' (5x); (iii) implied `allies' (lx); (iv) `Timothy' (lx); (v) 
`Euodia and Syntyche' (lx). With respect to NAMES AND PLACES, the use of 'Irlaovc 
and Xptatög as unique referents dominate the sub-chain of Persons; however, although 
these play more of a role in Philippians than is generally true of the accepted Pauline letters 
(see below), they are distributed evenly throughout the entire letter except in 4: 10-20 where 
both words appear only in 4: 19-xvpio; also appears in 4: 10 probably as a reference to 
`Christ' (cf. 1: 2; 2: 11,19; 3: 8,20; 4: 23). This may supporta multiple-letter theory or it 
may simply demonstrate an inconsequential stylistic difference in 4: 10-20. Also worth 
noting is the fact that all three uses of Place names (cf. also 4: 15 OtXucdjatoS) are limited 
to the Macedonian region. 
PARTICIPANTS, PROCESSES, AND CIRCUMSTANCES 
Whereas the above summary of semantic chains primarily concerns how lexical choices 
contribute to the semantic texture of the letter, it now remains to summarise the ideational 
functions which these lexical items play as participants, processes, and circumstances in 
clauses (see Appendix A for analysis of each clause). 
PARTICIPANTS (i. e. participant roles) and PROCESSES are closely related elements of 
ideational meaning, partly because certain types of processes invoke certain types of 
participant roles. These are summarised in the following diagram, which includes the 
number of occurrences of each function in the letter (for theoretical discussion see chap. 2 
on Ideational Meanings). 
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Process Function Participant Rolesl 
material: (85x) doing Actor (85), Goal (53) 
action (77) doing 
event(8) happening 
mental: (97x) sensing Senser (98), Phenomenon (74) 
perception (8) seeing 
affection (41) feeling 
cognition (48) diinldng 
verbal: (18x) saying Sayer (18), Target (7), Verbiage (12) 
relational: (100x) being 
attribution (97) attributing Carrier (94), Attribute (94) 
intensive (57) 
circumstantial (33) 
possessive (7) 
identification (3) identifying Identified (3), Identifier (3) 
intensive (2) 
circumstantial (1) 
possessive (0) 
I existential: (6x) exists Existent (6) 
Process Types and Their Participants 
On a general level, material, mental, and relational processes occur in almost equal 
proportions in Philippians. One feature of Paul's epistolary style here which distinguishes 
it from the majority of `everyday' letters is his frequent use of mental and especially 
relational processes. Paul is not solely concerned with `doings' and `happenings' in his 
discourse, but speaks often of `sensing' and `being' processes. Furthermore, the material 
processes in Philippians repeatedly concern moral or ethical behaviour. 
Regarding MATERIAL PROCESSES, action processes predominate. All types of 
participants play the role of actor in action processes, the most notable of these being: Paul 
(1: 4b, 20c, 27c; 2: 16b, c, 19b, 23b, 24b, 25b, 28a; 3: 3b, 6b, 8f, 12c, d, 13d, 14,16b; 
4: 13a, 15c, 18a, d); the Philippians (1: 11,27a, g; 2: 2a, 3a, 12a, b, 14,29a, b; 3: 3b, 16b; 
4: 5a, 6b, 9b, e, 14a, b, 15d, 16,18c, 21a); Christ (2: 7a, 8a; 3: 12e, 21a, c); and God 
(1: 6b, c, 29a; 2: 9a, b, 13b, d, 15d; 4: 7a, 13b?, 19). ' There is no real concentration of 
action processes in any portion of the letter, though the Philippians clearly play less of a 
role as actors in Phil 3 than in any of the other disputed sections. In contrast, event 
processes are restricted to the first two chapters of the letter, with Paul (1: 21b, d, 22b, 
23d), Epaphroditus (2: 26d, 27a), and the Philippians (1: 29c, 30a) as actors-the majority 
of these concern statements regarding a person's well-being or personal circumstances (a 
semantic feature of many personal letters). 
Regarding MENTAL PROCESSES, affection and cognition processes predominate. Such 
functions of language might be expected in a `personal' letter which does not primarily 
involve descriptions of `doings' and `happenings' in the material world (such as e. g. 
Synoptic narratives). On the one hand, one reason the letter to the Philippians may be 
characterised as a `personal' letter (see chap. 4) is the repeated use of affection processes, 
'The two other types of participants-beneficiary (14) and range (6)--are found in 1: 2,22a, 29a; 2: 9b, 19b-, 
3: 7a, 8d, 15d, 21c; 4: 6b, 15b, d, 16,18c and in 1: 4b, 23b, 30a; 2: 2c, 27e; 3: 4a respectively. 
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which would be expected in a letter that deals in large part with maintaining interpersonal 
relationships. Indeed, Paul (1: 6a, 8b, 12a, 18c, d, 22d, 23b, 25a; 2: 17b, c, 19a, c, 23a, 
24a, 27e; 3: 3d, 4a, d, 18d, 20b; 4: 10a, 17a, b) and the Philippians (1: 28a; 2: 2c, 18a, b, 
28b; 3: 1a, 3d, 20b; 4: 4a, c, 6a) are almost always the subjects (actors) of such verbs and 
they often `feel' things with respect to one another (e. g. Paul desires [to see] the 
Philippians). 1 On the other hand, a significant portion of the letter's ideational content has 
to do with cognitive processes ('thinking, knowing, believing'). For this reason, it may be 
characterised as dealing with `beliefs, attitudes, opinions'. As part of his rhetorical 
strategy, Paul not only attempts to influence his readers' behaviour but just as frequently 
their beliefs and opinions. Again, Paul (1: 7b, c, 19,22c, 25b, 29d, 23c, 25a; 3: 7b, 8a, e, 
10a, 13a, c, d, 15b; 4: 1lb, 12a, c, e) and the Philippians (1: 10a, 12b; 2: 2b, e, 3b, 4a, b, 
5a, 22a; 3: 2a, b, c, 15b, c, 17b; 4: 8i, 9a, 10c, d, 15a) are typically the subjects of cognitive 
processes. 2 The last type of mental process-viz. perception-plays a minor role in the 
discourse, but nevertheless always concerns Paul's or the Philippians' `seeing' or `hearing' 
with respect to one another (1: 27b, d, 30b, c; 2: 26c, 28c; 4: 9c, d). This would be expected 
in `personal' letters which often deal with recollections of past visits or news about the 
letter's sender or recipient. 
Regarding VERBAL PROCESSES, Paul is typically the one doing the `saying' (1: 1a, 3-5, 
9a; 3: 1b, 18b, c; 4: 2a, b, 3a, 4b, 11 a)-four of these involve Paul's own comment on the 
content of his immediate discourse (3: lb, 18c; 4: 4b, 11 a). Other participants are also the 
`sayers' of a verbal process (1: 14c, 15,15a, 17a, 18b; 2: 11 a), in which Christ (or more 
generically, the gospel message) is always the `verbiage' of the process. 
RELATIONAL PROCESSES are much more complex than the above process types, 
primarily because they involve a broader range of participants (including many peripheral 
ones). But one thing is for sure, Paul makes frequent use of relational processes 
throughout the letter, of which the majority are attributive. He repeatedly makes use of 
relational processes with reference to his own state of `being'. This is especially true of 
intensive processes (the most common), which abound in Paul's self-description in Phil 3 
and 4: 10-20 (3: 5a, d, e, 6a, c, d, 12b; 4: 1 ld, 12b, d, f, g, h, i, 18b). Notably, when the 
Philippians are the subject of a circumstantial process of attribution, in every case an Ev 
phrase is used as the circumstance to describe them with respect to moral or ethical 
attributes (1: 9b, 26,27f; 4: 1). Similarly, when they are the subject of an intensive process 
of attribution, moral or ethical qualities are also used as `attributes' to describe them (1: 7d, 
10c; 2: 2d, 15a, b; 3: 17a). The only three relational processes of identification involve the 
Philippians (1: lb), God (1: 8a), and Christ (2: 1 lb, question: `who is Lord [a relevant 
question in social contexts of emperor worship]', answer. `The Lord is Jesus Christ'). 
Existence processes-which are similar to relational processes but without a complement 
appear only in 2: 1a, b, c, d; 4: 8g, h. 
The following chart provides information about how the various processes are used in 
the disputed sections of the letter. 3 Though it should not be used hastily as an argument for 
(or against) literary integrity, it does reveal one aspect of the ideational content of these 
disputed sections in relation to one another. 
1For other participants see 1: 14a, b; 2: 20b, 26a, b, 27b, c, d; 3: 4c. 
2For other participants see 1: 16b, 17c; 2: 6a, 13c, 21a, b; 3: 4b, 19e; 4: 2c. - 
3This partition includes the three most debated sections of the letter, though several variations of this three- 
part partition exist (see chap. 3 on Partition Theories). Cases where occurrences in questionable sections 
(viz. 3: 1; 4: 1-9,21-23) might skew the evidence are specifically noted. 
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1: 1-3: 1; 4: 4-7 3: 2-4: 3,8-9 4: 10-23 
(1007 words) (421 words) (203 words) 
material: 49 21 15 
action 41 21 15 
event 8 - - 
mental: 62 25 13 
perception 32 6 6 
affection 24 17 7 
co ition 6 2 - 
verbal: 11 6 1 
relational: 
attribution 45 38 14 
intensive 23 24 10 
circumstantial 19 10 4 
possessive 3 4 - 
identification 3 0 0 
intensive 2 - - 
circumstantial 1 - - 
possessive - - - 
existential: 4 2 0 
Three observations are noteworthy: (i) the relatively high proportion of relational clauses 
of attribution in 3: 2-4: 3,8-9 (letter C); (ii) the use of event clauses only in 1: 1-3: 1 and 4: 4- 
7 (letter B); and (iii) the high proportion of perception clauses in 1: 1-3: 1 and 4: 4-7 (letter 
B). 
The participant roles played by the main participants-viz. Paul and the Philippians-are 
diverse and, furthermore, distributed throughout the letter, typically spanning disputed 
sections: (i) Paul as actor (1: 4b, 20c, 21b, 21d, 22b, 23d, 27c; 2: 16b, c, 19b, 23b, 24b, 
25,28a; 3: 3b, 6b, 8f, 12c, d, 13d, 14,16b; 4: 13a, 15c, 18a, d), senser (1: 6a, 7b, c, 8b, 
12a, 18c, 18d, 19,22c, d, 23b, 25a, b, 27b, d; 2: 17b, c, 19a, c, d, 23a, c, a, 24a, 25a, 
27e; 3: 3d, 4a, d, 7b, 8a, e, 10a, 13a, c, 15b, 18d, 20b; 4: 10a, llb, 12a, c, e, 17a, b), 
sayer (1: la, 3-5,9a; 3: lb, 3c, 18b, c; 4: 2a, b, 3a, 4b, l la), carrier (1: 16c, 12c, 13,23e, 
24b, 25c, 27e; 2: 20a, 28d; 3: 3a, 5a, b, c, d, e, 6a, c, d, 9a, b, 11,12a, b, 16a, 20a; 4: 11c, 
d, 12b, d; 4: 7b, 12f, g, h, i, b), goal (1: 17b, 20b, 23a; 2: 2a, 17a, 10c, 12e, 13b; 4: 13b, 
14b), phenomenon (1: 14b; 2: 23c, 27d), attribute (3: 17d); and (ii) Philippians as actor 
(1: 11,27a, g, 29c, 30a; 2: 2a, -3a, 12a, b, 14,29a, 29b; 3: 3b, 16b; 4: 5a, 6b, 9b, e, 14a, b, 
15d, 16,18c, 21a), senser (1: 10a, 12b, 28a, 29b, 30b, c; 2: 2b, c, e, Sb, 4a, b, 5a, 18a, b, 
22a, 26c, 28b, c; 3: la, 2a, b, c, 3d, 15b, c, 17b, 20b; 4: 4a, c, 6a, 8i, 9a, c, d, 10c, d, 
15a), sayer (3: 3c), carrier (1: 7d, 9b, 10c, 16,27f; 2: 2d, 15a, b, 16a, 17a, d; 33a, 16a, 
20a; 4: 1,10b, e), identified (1: 1b), goal (1: 28b; 2: 30c; 4: 7a, 19,21b, 22), phenomenon 
(1: 7c, 8b, 27b, d; 2: 4a, 19d, 20b, 26a), target (1: la; 3: 1b, 18b), attribute (4: 23). 1 
Notably, almost every participant role spans disputed sections? While this does not prove 
literary integrity, the analysis of both participant roles and process types does demonstrate 
'Whereas logical subjects in the letter typically concern one of the main or peripheral human participants in 
the letter (Paul; Philippians; God; Christ; Timothy; Epaphroditus), logical complements are much more 
varied, often involving inanimate objects (e. g. love). 
2See, however, the absence of Philippians as actors and carriers in Phil 3 (except for in first person plural 
expressions) as well as the use of the Philippians as a phenomenon in only Phil 1-2. 
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that the use of ideational functions do not evidence a multiple-letter reading, even though 
some differences occur within particular sections (e. g. Paul's lack of role as logical subject 
in 2: 1-11 and the sole use of first person plural logical subjects in Phil 3). Furthermore, it 
provides a precise account of Paul's functional use of language in this letter, i. e. 
contingent Pauline style. ' 
Besides participants and processes, most Greek clauses contain expressions of 
CIRCUMSTANCES, another major component of ideational meanings. Indeed, almost 50% 
(150) of the clauses in Philippians have circumstantial expressions which modify the verb, 
which does not even include the many circumstantial expressions which modify other 
nouns. Adverbs, prepositions, and case-forms are repeatedly used to specify functions of 
extent, location, manner, cause, accompaniment, matter, and role. The lexical items used 
in such expressions have been detailed above in the semantic chain of DISCOURSE 
REFERENnALS, though other semantic chains are also employed, the most notable being 
Spatial Relations, Degree, Time, and Comparison. Whereas many of the discourse 
referentials function between clauses (e. g. yäp, Stkt, Urt)-i. e. they are organic ties-a 
significant number of them function within the clause as circumstantial expressions 
modifying a verbal process. The purpose here is to analyse the latter type of circumstantial 
expressions in Philippians. These are summarised in the following diagram. 
Extent (15x) 
duration-temporal (13) how long? 
distance-spatial (2) how far? 
Location (70x) 
time-temporal (13) when? 
place-spatial (57) where? 
Manner (64x) 
means (17) how? what with? 
quality (34) in what way? 
comparison (13) like what? 
Cause (39x) 
reason/purpose/result (34) why? what for? what result? 
behalf (5) who for? 
Accompaniment (7x) 
comitation (7) who/what with? 
addition (0) who/what else? 
Matter (20x) what about? who re ardin ? 
Role (9x) what as? 
, 
Regarding circumstances of extent, Paul employs only two expressions of spatial 
distance (1: 26 and 2: 25b), of which both concern travel vp6q `toward' the Philippians. Of 
the 13 expressions of temporal duration, Paul prefers adverbs ('always' 1: 3-5,20c; 2: 12a; 
4: 4a; `often' 3: 18b; `once and twice' 4: 16), and prepositions (1: 6b, 10c; 2: 8b, 16a, 30a; 
4: 20). Of these, three have eschatological references (1: 6b, 10c; 2: 16a). 
Regarding circumstances of location, Paul repeatedly uses spatial expressions of place, 
often with an &v phrase to indicate a spherical realm in which a process occurs-these are 
1Such data should prove even more informative for the interpretation of individual Pauline letters and 
Pauline style when compared to data gathered from the other Pauline letters-a future project (but see Reed, 
'Cohesive Ties', pp. 131-47, on 1 Timothy). 
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distributed evenly throughout the entire letter. Notably, several of the temporal expressions 
are used in clauses dealing with various types of correspondence between Paul and the 
Philippians (2: 19b, 23c, 24b, 28c; 3: 18c; 4: 10b, 15b). 
Paul repeatedly describes processes with circumstances of manner. Of these, quality 
expressions predominate and almost always in material and mental processes (but see 2: 6b, 
7c, d, which have relational clauses describing the manner of Christ's existence). 
Expressions of means are used throughout the letter, yet with a variety of grammatical 
forms-ýv (1: 20c, 26,28a; 4: 6b, 13a), vn6 (3: 12e), 3tä (1: 19-20a, 20c, 26), ix (1: 23a), 
xatiä (3: 21a; 4: 19), participles (2: 7a [2x], 8a; 3: 10a), and one adverb (3: 11). Expressions 
of comparison are mostly found in 1: 1-3: 1 and 4: 4-7 (letter B), though the use of R , ov 
is used as a comparison in 1: 9b, 12c, 23c and 3: 4d. OK is another preferred word for 
comparisons (1: 20c; 2: 7d, 12a, 15c, 22b). 
Next to circumstances of location and manner, those of cause appear frequently in the 
letter. This fact is even more noteworthy when it is recalled that Paul also employs many 
causal conjunctions and particles between clause units (organic ties), not just within them. 
On a linguistic level, this is in part why Paul's discourse can be read as `rhetoric' or 
`argumentation'. ciS is one of Paul's favourite ways of expressing reason / purpose /result 
(1: 11,12c, 16c, 25c; 2: 11 b, 16a, b, c); in contrast, in Phil 3 he prefers uatiä and 6u 
phrases to denote causal circumstances (3: 5e, 6a, c, 7b, 8d, 14, though see 1: 19-20a; 2: 3a 
and 4: 1 la for oath examples). Participles are often used in causal expressions as well 
(1: 23a; 2: 19c, 28b; 3: 8a; 4: 18c). Circumstances of behalf are less common, found only in 
1: 24a, 29a, c; 2: 13d; 4: 10c, of which the last four use vnip. 
Circumstances of accompaniment appear only seven times in the letter and, except for 
µctä in 4: 3a, they are always expressed with a aüv phrase (1: 1b, 23e; 2: 17c, 18b, 22b; 
4: 3a; cf. 4: 21 where it modifies a noun but with a similar function). This evidence 
supports the reading of 1: 1b suggested in chap. 4 above (see Prescript) that the epistolary 
prescript is addressed specifically to those Philippian house-churches with `deacons' and 
`overseers'. 
Circumstances of matter are frequently expressed with the simple dative (dative of 
respect) in the letter (1: 7a, 21a, 27g; 3: 1c, d, 5a; 4: 14b), though prepositions and 
participles are also used (1: 7b, 9b, 17c, 20b, 29b; 2: 10,16a, 22b; 3: 11,14; 4: 15b, 16, 
17c). 
All circumstances of role are expressed with participle clauses (2: 6a, 8a, 30a; 3: 3a [4x], 
9a; 4: 14a). 
In sum, circumstances of location, manner, and cause (in that order of frequency) appear 
frequently in the letter. As the following diagram demonstrates, there is no evidence that 
circumstantial expressions are used differently in any of the disputed sections of the letter in 
comparison to the other sections. Lastly, regarding word order, there are no patterns 
which suggest that particular circumstances occur in a specific order in relation to others. 
However, one quantitative observation is worth making: Paul typically uses only one or 
two circumstances per clause (if he uses any at all); some notable exceptions to this are 1: 3- 
5,20c, 26; 2: 12b-these clauses all contain a relative high degree of communicative 
dynamism (see on Information Flow below). 
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1: 1-3: 1; 4: 4-7 3: 2-4: 3,8-9 4: 10-23 
(1007 words) (421 words) (203 words) 
Extent 
duration-temporal 9 1 2 
distance-spatial 2 - - 
Location 
time-temporal 8 3 2 
place-spatial 31 16 10 
Manner 
means 8 4 2 
quality 26 6 2 
comparison 11 1 1 
Cause 
reason/purpose/result 25 7 2 
behalf 4 - 1 
Accompaniment 
comitation 5 2 - 
addition - - - 
Matter 13 3 4 
Role 3 5 1 
INTERPERSONAL MEANINGS 
To summarise the theoretical discussion set forth in Part I, INTERPERSONAL MEANINGS 
are used to act on participants in a communicative event, i. e. they represent language as a 
form of action. Interpersonal meanings, at their most basic level, consist of statements, 
questions, offers, and commands. Halliday takes a functional approach to the four speech 
roles, seeing two fundamental 'actions' behind them: GIVING and DEMANDING. 
Either the speaker is giving something to the listener (a piece of information, for example) 
or he is demanding something from him... giving means 'inviting to receive', and 
demanding means 'inviting to give'. The speaker is not only doing something himself, he 
is also requiring something of the listener. ' 
These two speech roles are done with respect to two kinds of commodities, GOODS-AND- 
SERVICES and INFORMATION. Goods-and-services are not limited to material products 
('buy some meat! '), but include any speech event which aims at getting the audience to 
perform an action ('open the door! ') or give an object ('send the letter! '). The other 
commodity is the exchange of information (e. g. 'the Lord is Jesus'), which awaits a verbal 
response. Treating the two speech roles in terms of the two commodities results in four 
primary interpersonal speech functions, each of which is used with various types of 
intermediacy and grammatical expressions, as seen in the following diagram (with statistics 
from Philippians). 
1Halliday, Functional Grammar, p. 68. 
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Commodity Speech Type of Linguistic 
exchanged function intermediacy Formst 
statement (264x) probability 
question (2x) assertion (100x) indicative (100x) 
projection (15x) subjunctive (15x) 
expectation (15x) future (15x) 
information (266x) possibility (11x) modal adjunct (11x) 
participle (50x) 
indicative ON 
usuality modal adjunct (5x) 
sometimes (1 x) 
usually (lx) 
always (3x) 
command (39x) obligation imperative (26x) 
allowed subjunctive (2x) 
goods-and- supposed participle (6x) 
services (41x) required infinitive (2x) 
offer (2x) inclination particle (2x) 
willing 
anxious 
determined 
The interpersonal meanings are informative of how Paul interacts with his readers in the 
world of the text. On a general level, the majority of the letter involves the exchange of 
information (both about the past, present, and future), not goods-and-services. 
Approximately 264 clauses function as statements and only two as questions. However, at 
least 39 clauses function as commands, and perhaps only two as offers? So clearly, the 
text is primarily an exchange of statements by the author-which the reader can 
acknowledge or contradict but also contains several commands-which the reader can 
undertake or refuse. 
Statements of information are used throughout the letter, mostly in the indicative mood 
(when the verb is expressed)-notably, 4: 10-20 consists only of statements. Paul rarely 
uses modal adjuncts to indicate intermediacy in the various interpersonal speech functions 
(1: 3-5,20c; 2: 12a; 3: 18b; 4: 16); instead, verbal mood forms are used to indicate four types 
of intermediacy in statements of information: assertion; projection; expectation; possibility. 
The frequent use of indicatives in assertions is not unexpected. The future tense-form is 
often used to indicate Paul's expectation regarding his own circumstances (1: 18d, 19-20a, 
20b, c, 25; 2: 24b) and his expectation that God/Christ will act with respect to his readers 
(1: 6b; 3: 15d, 21a; 4: 7a, 9f, 19; cf. 2: 20b in which Timothy will care for the readers). All 
of these concern events expected to happen in the future, except for 4: 4b x&%tv EpW `again 
I will say' which is an expectation only in the sense that it looks forward to Paul's ensuing 
command. Statements of possibility are all indicated with the modal adjunct ci (never 
Mv), even in a clause using the subjunctive (3: 12d; see also the possible subjunctive in 
'Because some clauses are verbless, the statistics in this column do not always reflect totals in the other 
columns. I. ý,.. t 2The majority of speech functions can be determined by grammatical forms of the verb in the clause. 
However, 50 clauses lack a verbal form. Of these, five most likely function as commands (2: 2d, 3a, 4b, 
27g, 28a), two perhaps as offers (1: 2; 4: 23), and the remaining as statements (e. g. elided eiµi). 
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3: 11). 2: la, b, c, d and 4: 8g, h all have similar structures, viz. verbless clauses of 
existence followed by an imperative. In 3: 4b, 15c Paul employs statements of possibility 
perhaps as a polite device for proposing that some may object to his views; he does not 
challenge them outright. The subjunctive is typically used to project a possible realm, 
mostly in chaps. 1-2 and never in 4: 10-20: 1: 9b, 10c, 26,27b; 2: 10, l la, 15a, 19c, 23c, 
27e, 28b, e, 30c; 3: 8f, 9a. 1 Of these, four-viz. 1: 9b, 10c, 26; 2: 15-are found in 
relational clauses which describe the Philippians and which are very similar in function to 
commands, i. e. Paul in an indirect way alludes to behaviour or moral attributes which he 
wants the Philippians to have (cf. 2: 2b which is best treated functionally as a command). 
Lastly, a number of clauses are best treated as statements of information, though they are 
unmarked with respect to intermediacy: (i) 38 clauses without a verb or modal adjunct; (ii) 
52 participles; (iii) 37 infinitives-the last two types are found throughout the disputed 
sections of the letter, but clauses without a verb or modal adjunct are absent from the so- 
called `thank-you' section (4: 10-19, if the disputed doxology is left off). The majority of 
these are in embedded clauses, but nevertheless demonstrate that many of Paul's clauses 
are not marked as to their interpersonal function. 
. 
Only two question-forms appear in the letter, and both are rhetorical questions. 1: 18a is 
essentially a discourse marker, in which Paul raises the question of the value of his 
situation (viz. what do I make of those who are preaching the gospel so as to increase my 
suffering? ) and then proceeds to answer it himself (viz. as long as Christ is proclaimed I 
am glad ... )-a type of diatribal use of the interrogative (cf. Rom 3: 3). He uses the 
interrogative in 1: 22d so as to highlight his dilemma: Should I choose life or death?. In 
sum, Paul does not seek the immediate response of his readers (i. e. he is not per se 
engaged in dialogue), as he does so often in Romans with his use of diatribe (even his 
questions in Philippians are not phrased as challenges to his own viewpoint), but instead 
his exchanges of information chiefly consist of statements. This feature (or lack thereof) 
of the letter's interpersonal nature is even further highlighted when compared to the use of 
interrogative pronouns and particles in the other Pauline letters: Romans (57x); 1 
Corinthians (75x); 2 Corinthians (21x); Galatians (8x); 1 Thessalonians (4x); Philemon 
(lx). 
After statements, commands are the next most prevalent type of interpersonal meaning in 
the letter: 1: 27a; 2: 2a, b, c, d, e, 3a, b, 4a, b, 5a, 12b, 14,18a, b, 22a, 29a, b; 3: la, 2a, 
b, c, 15b, 16b, 17a, b; 4: 1,2c, 3b, 4a, c, 5a, 6a, b, 8i, 9e, 21a. 2 However, they are 
absent from 4: 10-20. Until the end of Phil 1(esp. in the thanksgiving/prayer and 
disclosure formulas), Paul mostly conveys information to the Philippians; beyond that 
section Paul repeatedly issues commands especially at transitional sections in the letter, 
sections which often culminate a series of preceding statements (1: 27a; 2: 2-5; 2: 12b, 14; 
2: 18a, b; 2: 29a, b, 3: 1a; 3: 2a, b, c; 3: 15b, 16,17a, b; 4: 8i; 4: 9e). These commands are 
sometimes introduced with a discourse particle (e. g. 6atic, µövov). In contrast, the string 
of commands in 4: 2-6 stands apart as a distinct set of petitions without connection to what 
precedes, though the initial epistolary petition formula introduces the section. Similarly, 
the final closing greeting in 4: 21a stands alone as a distinct petition. - The majority of 
commands are expressed with the imperative mood (26x). Paul also employs various other 
13: 12d and perhaps 3: 11 also use subjunctives, which combined with the modal adjunct Ei both express 
possibility and projection--clearly events which are not asserted as to their probability. 
3Paul's use of commands in Philippians is characteristic of his other letters; for example, imperative forms 
are used approximately 62 times in Romans, 99 times in 1 Corinthians, 22 times in 2 Corinthians, 21 
times in Galatians, 25 times in Philippians, 20 times in 1 Thessalonians, and 4 times in Philemon. 
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grammatical forms to express commands. Of these the hortatory subjunctive in 3: 15b and 
infinitives in 3: 16b; 4: 2c are fairly clear. ' However, the series of participles (2: 2c, e, 3b, 
4a), verbless clauses (2: 2d, 3a, 4b), and subjunctive (2: 2b), which are all initiated with the 
particle tva and all arise from the imperative n?, rrpuiaatie in 2: 2a, are also probably best 
treated functionally as commands, albeit made in a circuitous manner. 2 So also the 
participles in 1: 27g, 28 after the imperative atjxcc similarly function as commands. All 
of the commands are directed specifically at the Philippian readership, except for those in 
3: 15b, 16b which are broadened to include the `we' (Paul and the Philippians) and those in 
4: 2c, 3b which are directed at specific individuals within the Philippian community. Some 
of the commands involve general exhortations to the Philippians (1: 27a `conduct 
yourselves, live as citizens'; 2: 2a `complete my joy'; 2: 12b `work out your salvation'; 
3: 16b `live in this way'; 4: 1 `stand in the Lord'; 4: 9e `do these things'; 3: 17 `imitate me and 
others walling thus'). Several are more specific: mental or `thinking' commands (2: 2b, d, 
e, 3b, 5a; 3: 2a, b, c, 15b; 4: 2c, 8i); rejoice, be glad (2: 18a, b; 3: 1a; 4: 4a, c); exhortations 
concerning `humility' or concern for others (2: 3b, 4a, b); exhortations to unity (1: 27g, 
2: 2b, c, d, e); know or `be aware of' imothy's approval (2: 22a? ); receive Epaphroditus 
into your care (2: 29a); honour those like Epaphroditus (2: 22a); assist Euodia and Syntyche 
(4: 3b); be kind to all people (4: 5); be worried about nothing (4: 6a); make your requests 
known to God (4: 6); greet (4: 21a). There is no one thematic pattern to Paul's exhortations 
nor can they be squeezed into one macro-theme (esp. those in 4: 1-9)3-as in many 
personal letters, Paul's petitions are varied in scope but, nevertheless, mostly involve 
matters of moral and religious behaviour (in contrast to the typical `Send the olive oil! ' in 
the papyri). Most of these commands are positive exhortations and perhaps only a few 
should be interpreted as prohibitions (2: 3a, 4a, but even these follow the initial command 
in 2: 2a to `complete' Paul's joy), thus implying that from Paul's perspective there was 
much that the Philippians were already doing well. The exhortations in 1: 28 to not be 
afraid and in 4: 6a to worry about nothing are hardly implicating them of wrongdoing. 
Paul's exhortations, hence, do not directly accuse the Philippians of anything (whether or 
not there were actual, i. e. extratextual, behavioural problems at Philippi). That is, he does 
not say `Stop doing this! ' or `Do not do this! '. Instead, he says `Do everything without 
grumbling! ' (2: 14) rather than `Quit grumbling! ' or `Do not grumble! ' 4 
Perhaps Paul's unique salutation (1: 2) and closing (4: 23) `grace to you... ' are examples 
of offers, i. e. Paul offers grace and peace to his readers as a gesture of cordiality at the 
1The infinitive clause in 4: 2c, 6 avTo' eppovety iv xupiw has the force of a command as a result of its 
concatenation with the verbs of beseeching napaxaXw in 4: 2a, b. The imperatival infinitive in 3: 16b is 
found elsewhere in Paul only in Rom 12: 15. 
2Even if the tva clause and the following clauses are taken as an'epexegetical limitation of the verb' (so 
O'Brien, Philippians, p. 177) rather than an imperatival iva, the result is that Paul is exhorting the 
Philippians to behave in a certain way. 
3Against Black, 'Discourse Structure', p. 45, who wants to fit the whole communicative goal of the letter 
into Paul's desire 'to persuade the Philippians to put aside their differences and, with single-minded purpose, 
to live for the gospel'. The difficulty of such a reductionistic agenda is especially revealed in his attempt to 
deal with the varied exhorations of 4: 1-9 (pp. 41-42; see Final Petitions in chap. 4 above against taking 4: 1 
with what follows). For example, he lumps all of the exhortations in 4: 2-6 into the theme of 'living in 
harmony with one another in the church' (trying to explain vv 2-3,5 but side-stepping v 6) and those in vv 
7-9 into the theme of 'enjoying the peace and harmony that God alone can give' (without explaining how 
the various virtues promote harmony in any precise way; indeed his outline summarises this section quite 
differently, 'Renewed Exhortation to Godly Patterns of Thought and Conduct' [4: 8-9] placing v7 instead 
with vv 4-6). 
4So Koperski ('Concerns', p. 290) rightly observes that although in 4: 2 'an admonition is present, it is 
expressed in respectful terms'. 
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beginning and end of his letter. Regardless, the rest of the letter is not a discourse of 
explicit offers, i. e. Paul is not offering goods-and-services to the Philippians. While this 
is true at a grammatical level, there are a few generic formulas that may imply an indirect 
offer (e. g. 2: 19-30 the sending of Timothy and Epaphroditus and 1: 8-9 mention of his 
desire to visit them so that their love may increase). 
Lastly, polarity is used infrequently in the letter to negate a verb, as has already been 
noted with respect to commands: positive (295x) and negative (12x in 1: 22c, 28a; 2: 4a, 
21b, 27e; 3: 1c, 9b, 12a, b, 13a; 4: 6a, 17a). Besides the letter to Philemon, negatives are 
used almost twice as few times in Philippians than in the other accepted letters: Romans 
(190x); 1 Corinthians (222x); 2 Corinthians (135x); Galatians (57x); Philippians (19x); 1 
Thessalonians (31x); Philemon (2x). 
In sum, an analysis of the interpersonal functions in the discourse provides a clearer 
picture of Paul's epistolary style vis-ä-vis his linguistic choices. In chap. 4 above it has 
been noted that, although much of the letter can be treated in terms of epistolary 
conventions (prescript; salutation; thanksgiving, disclosure; commendations; petitions; 
acknowledgement of receipt of goods; closing greetings), Paul's repeated use of statements 
followed by petitions is somewhat unique to his epistolary style (though paralleled 
somewhat in the moral letters by Seneca and Cicero). Rather than treat this solely as a 
feature of genre (e. g. background-petitions), it is more prudent based on the scarcity and 
indeterminateness of parallel evidence-to treat this primarily as a feature of discourse 
texture (i. e. Paul's functional use of language). The letter to the Philippians consists 
mostly of statements of information but many of these give rise to a command for certain 
goods-and-services. That is, statements of information lead into commands. Lastly, with 
respect to the question of literary integrity, it is worth repeating again the observation that 
4: 10-20 consists only of statements of information, lacking any of the other speech 
functions (including commands which Paul often places at the end of a succession of 
statements). While this does not definitively prove that 4: 10-20 represents an originally 
separate letter, it does specify one way in which the style of this section differs from other 
sections of the letter. 
TEXTUAL MEANINGS 
.. 
This section is primarily concerned with how the above 48 semantic chains (and their 
sub-chains) do and do not interact, i. e. the cohesive texture of the text as revealed by 
cohesive ties. Those semantic chains were categorised into (i) objects or entities, (ii) events 
or processes, (iii) abstracts, (iv) discourse markers, and (v) discourse referentials. In 
terms of the model of COIESrvE TIES presented in Part I, the first three (objects/entities, 
events/processes, abstracts) generally involve cohesive ties of CO-CLASSIFICATION 
(denotation) or CO-EXTENSION (sense) and the last type (discourse referentials) typically 
involves cohesive ties of CO-REFERENCE. These all represent COMPONENTIAL cohesive 
ties. Discourse markers, instead, have to do with ORGANIC ties. Both of these types of 
cohesiveness are analysed in Philippians below, followed by a study of INFORMATION 
FLOW, the third primary linguistic means for creating cohesiveness in discourse. 
ORGANIC TIES 
Hellenistic Greek developed an extensive set of lexical items-mostly conjunctions, 
particles, and prepositions but also some adjectives and nouns-to communicate `relations' 
or ORGANIC TIES between the words, clauses, and paragraphs of discourse. Clearly, 
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Philippians exemplifies the communicative importance of such lexical items for NT 
discourse, using approximately 340 words as either circumstances within a clause or as 
logico-semantic ties between clauses. ' The following summary lists the semantic 
functions (and statistical counts) played by these discourse markers in Philippians (see 
individual analysis of them above under Semantic Chains). 
48. DISCOURSE RELATIONS (339 + 3? )? Cause and/or Reason (30); Basis (16); 
Purpose (10 + 1? ); Result (21); Benefaction (6); Condition (15); Concession (2); Means, 
Agency (17); Manner (7); Addition (135 + 1? ); Association (7); Dissociation (1); Contrast 
(27 + 1? ); Alternative Relation (1); Content (26); Specification (5); Markers of 
Identificational and Explanatory Clauses (1); Source of Event or Activity (10); Markers of 
Transition (1); Marker of Emphasis (1) 
Many of the words from the Specification category through to the Manner category perform 
a HYPOTACnC function, i. e. the logico-semantic relation between a dependent linguistic 
element and an element on which it is dependent. In contrast, many of the words in the 
Addition category through to the Marker of Emphasis category perform a PARATACTIC 
function, i. e. the logico-semantic relation between two linguistic elements of equal status. 
Of all the discourse relations used in Philippians the `addition' type is clearly the most 
predominant (135x), with imi being the most frequent lexeme-Contrast (27x) and 
Content (26x) relations are the next most predominant types. In addition, Paul employs a 
wide variety of causal-conditional types of discourse relations (hyptotactic functions) 
throughout the letter but especially concentrated in Phil 2.3 Furthermore, his use of 
paratactic particles are distributed evenly through the letter. 
We have already treated these discourse relations as circumstances in the clause (see 
under Ideational Meanings). Here the focus is on discourse relations as organic ties which 
bind clauses together. This analysis centres around the logico-semantic relationships 
between clauses (rather than within clauses). The logico-semantic relationships between 
clauses include those of PROJECTION (locution or idea) and EXPANSION (elaboration, 
extension, enhancement). (1) In PROJECTION, one clause is `projected' (extended) through 
another (the primary clause) by means of (i) a locution or (ii) an idea. LOCU11ON occurs 
with verbs of saying (direct or indirect discourse); in Greek the secondary clause is usually 
expressed with the infinitive or with finite verb forms using particles such as ötit, or wS. 
IDEA covers a broad range of projections, in which the secondary clause presents an idea, 
i. e. a projection of meaning. The idea is a way of `completing' the process of the primary 
clause. These, like locutions, are commonly expressed with an infinitive or with a'öTt 
construction. (2) The three types of EXPANSION may be likened to enriching a building: (i) 
elaborating the existing structure of a building; (ii) extending it by addition or replacement; 
(iii) enhancing its environment. 
It is well known that Hellenistic Greek frequently employs connectives to join clauses. 
The letter to the Philippians is no exception to this tendency. However, as seen in 
Appendix A, approximately 123 clauses do not employ particles or conventionalised 
111e ratio is about even, half of the discourse relations functioning as circumstances in the clause and half 
as organic ties between clauses or paragraphs. - aTo these may be added some of the particles (e. g. &G and ("ne) used in the semantic chains of Comparison 
and Time. 
3For example, of the 54 uses of clausal-conditional particles in the letter (äst, Zrocp, &&n, eaet&j, SAS, 
oüv, 5-me, tiva, ei), the breakdown by chapter is: 1(12x); 2 (26x); 3 (9x); 4 (7x). This is not intended as 
a statement on integrity, but an observation on how Paul's causal-conditional arguments are linked together 
proportionately in various parts of the discourse. 
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grammar to indicate clause relations; most of these are embedded (or rank-shifted) clauses 
and thus hardly unusual, though some other types are also asyndetic: participles (46); 
infinitives (10); verbless (26); indicatives (27); imperatives (13); and one subjunctive used 
as an exhortation (3: 15b). 1 It is not that these clauses may not have a functional 
relationship with the surrounding discourse (e. g. participles with a causal function), but 
that they are unmarked as to that relationship. In the remaining non-asyndetic clauses, 
particles/conjunctions (158x) or conventionalised syntax (17x, mostly infinitives) are 
employed to express organic ties. Clauses with indicative or subjunctive moods are 
generally explicitly marked as to their clause relation, except in relative clauses (though 
even here the use of a relative pronoun in a frontal position seems very similar to particles 
and conjunctions used to join clauses)? Imperatives, however, are split as to their use of 
explicit discourse relations: marked (1: 27a; 2: 12b, 18a, b, 22a, 29a, b; 3: la, 17b; 4: 1,6b) 
and unmarked (2: 2a, 5a, 14; 3: 2a, b, c, 17a; 4: 3b [though clearly a projection in function] 
4a, c [though clearly a projection in function], 5a, 6a, 8i, 9e, 21). 3 Furthermore, those 
imperative clauses which do have organic ties employ a diversity of lexical forms: µövov 
(1: 27a); mats (2: 12b; 4: 1); ovv (2: 29a); S6 (2: 18a, 22a); xai (2: 18b, 29b; 3: 17b); Xotx6v 
(3: 1a); 6116 (4: 6b). Thus, clauses with imperatives (or `imperatival' functions) are much 
more complex as to their discourse relations than those with indicatives and subjunctives; 4 I 
find no functional principle, however, that explains why Paul sometimes uses organic ties 
in imperative clauses and sometimes does not. 
As to the logico-semantic functions of the discourse relations, the following summary 
highlights what types of functions are found in the letter-this may be compared to the 
complete chart of functions in the discussion of Organic Ties in chap. 2 above. 
Clauses of projection appear throughout the letter (35x), mostly of the idea-type (1: 6b, 
8b, ' 12b, c, 14c, 16c, 17c, 19-20a, 23c, 25c; 2: 19b, 22b, 23b, 24b, 25b; 3: 4c, 8b, 13b, 
21b; 4: l ld, 12b, d, f, g, h, i, 15b) but also of the locution-type (1: 27f; 2: l lb, 16b, 26d; 
3: 18e; 4: 2c, 3b, 4c)-note that none of the latter are found in the disputed section 4: 10-20. 
The majority of these are expressed with infinitives or ht clauses, but i (1: 8b) and 
simple imperatives (4: 3b, 4c) are also found. 
Clauses of elaboration are used 10 times in the letter. (i) apposition: expository (2: 2b? ) 
and (ii) clarification: corrective (1: 18b, 27a; 2: 4b; 3: 12a, 16b; 4: l la, 14a, 17a), 
particularising (2: 27a). Although 'I'M in 2: 2b may be interpreted as an elaboration of the 
preceding exhortation (`Complete my joy by thinking the same... '), this is clearly not a 
common discourse relation in Philippians, which suggests that the iva here probably (also) 
carries connotations of its typical `purpose' function (i. e. by completing Paul's joy they 
will begin thinking the same... '). In contrast, Paul more often elaborates a preceding 
clause with a clarification. Notably, he uses the expression oirx ötit three times in 
Philippians to introduce a clarification (3: 12a; 4: l la, 17a), but only elsewhere in 2 
Corinthians (2 Cor 1: 24; 3: 5; 7: 9; cf. 2 Thess 3: 9); thus, since this appears to be a stylistic 
lIn addition, several cases of asyndeton involve relative clauses which employ relative pronouns to create 
links with other clauses. However, it is questionable whether this is actually asyndeton since the pronoun 
has become conventionalised as a discourse marker. 
21n all but 3: 15b where it is used with an imperatival sense, the subjunctive is always marked with a 
discourse relation. Clear examples of asyndeton in indicative clauses occur in 3: 13a [but note the use of the 
vocative]; 4: 2a, 12a, c, e, 13a, 18c, 21b, 22. Notably, the asyndeton in the disputed section 4: 10-20 (esp. 
w 12a, c, e, 13a) is stylistically similar to the type of asyndeton in 4: 4-9e. 
3Six of the 15 unmarked (asyndetic) clauses are part of the string of imperatives in 4: 4-9. 
4This difference is highlighted by the fact that the hortatory subjunctive in 3: 15b is in an asyndetic clause, 
though subjunctive clauses typically have organic ties. 
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construction only used rarely by Paul (or his secretary), its use in Philippians appears to 
support a single-letter reading of those two sections or at least points to similar authorship. 
Similarly, Paul only uses r? d v in 1 Cor 11: 11; Phil 1: 18b; 3: 16; 4: 14 (cf. Eph 5: 33) and 
always (at least in Philippians) as a corrective-again this reveals a stylistic consistency in 
the letter (though it may only point to the same author of multiple-letters). 
- Clauses of extension appear 86 times in the letter, the most of any type of clause- 
expansion: (i) addition: positive (62x dispersed quite evenly through the letter), negative 
(2: 16c); (ii) adversative (1: 15,17a, 20c, 24a, 28d; 2: 3b, 7a, b, c, 17a; 3: 1d, 7a, 9c, 12c, 
13d, 14,18c; 4: 6b, 10e, 17b); (iii) variation: subtractive (4: 15d), alternative (3: 12b). 
Extension is mostly indicated by expressions of addition (usually xai or SE) and contrast 
(adversative, always &X) or 8e). Although SE may be used in both types of expressions, 
perhaps the best way to describe its function is that it moves the topic of the discourse in a 
different direction, usually by taking up a new topic (1: 12a), developing an old one in a 
significantly new way (1: 22a, in which Paul continues with the topic about his `living or 
dying' but begins to comment upon its relevance for his current situation), or contrasting a 
topic with a previous one (3: 18c). In contrast, xai is unmarked with respect to this 
function, i. e. it only indicates a general linking of clauses. 
Clauses of enhancement appear 61 times in the letter, next only to those of extension: (i) 
spatio-temporal: simultaneous (2: 23c; 4: 15c); (ii) comparative: positive (1: 7a; 2: 12a; 
3: 17d); (iii) causal: result (1: 10a, 13,9a, 12b, 23a, 28a, b, 29a; 3: 1Oa, 15a; 4: 1), purpose 
(1: 9b, 10c, 26,27b; 2: 10,15a, 19c, 27e, 30c; 3: 8f), reason (1: 7c, 8a, 18a, 19,20b, 21a, 
29a; 2: 13a, 20a, 21a, 26a, c, 30a; 3: 3a, 8c, d, 18a, 20a; 4: 10b, llb, 16), basis (3: 12e; 
4: 10d); (iv) conditional: positive (2: 1a, b, c, d, 17a; 3: 4b, 11,12d, 15c; 4: 8g, h), 
concessive (3: 4a). Firstly, it is worth noting that spatio-temporal relations are rare in the 
letter, in that sense, Philippians is not a narrative (i. e. it is not a sequentially ordered 
discourse). Secondly, causal relations are frequent in the text, giving it somewhat of a 
rhetorical character (i. e. the author is arguing for or drawing consequences from his 
statements in the discourse in an attempt to persuade the reader). 
In sum, despite its relevance for a discourse analysis of the letter, an analysis of organic 
ties might mean little with respect to the integrity debate, since a redactor could have either 
added discourse relations or merged the text in relatively seamless manner at the points of 
dispute. However, in terms of the use of discourse relations in the disputed sections of the 
letter, there is nothing peculiar about any of the disputed sections which might suggest a 
different occasion of writing or different style of writing. Indeed, one particular 
characteristic of asyndeton in Phil 4 argues against separating 4: 10-20 from the immediately 
preceding exhortations: the asyndeton in 4: 10-20 (esp. vv 12a, c, e, 13a) is stylistically 
similar to the type of asyndeton in 4: 4-9e. Furthermore, the use of o6 'n and 7cX v as 
corrective relations, as mentioned above, reveals elements of stylistic consistency across 
disputed sections of the letter. 
CONMNENTLAL TEES 
Whereas organic ties generally concern various paratactic and hypotactic, logico- 
semantic relationships between clauses and paragraphs, componential ties generally 
concern the cohesive relationships between individual linguistic components (primarily 
words and phrases) of the discourse. 
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Peripheral and Relevant Tokens 
As noted in the theoretical discussion of Part I, claims of textual cohesiveness in the NT 
could be evaluated more precisely as to their persuasiveness if interpreters would 
differentiate (in a scalar manner) supposed cohesive links in the letter in terms of their 
relative importance to the text's message. PERIPHERAL TOKENS are those linguistic items 
in the text which play no role in a semantic chain (e. g. a single use with no other 
semantically related items) or comprise a very limited chain (or sub-chain). These types of 
topics are typically brought into the message and then subsequently dropped without 
further being developed. The chains (small caps) and sub-chains (capitalised) in 
Philippians which can arguably be treated as peripheral in the discourse include: 
GEOGRAPHICAL OBJECTS AND FEATURES, PLACES; ARTEFACTS; VIOLENCE, HARM, 
DESTROY, KILL; Eat, Drink; SENSORY EVENTS AND STATES; Encouragement, 
Consolation, Comfort; Hesitate; Shame, Disgrace, Humiliation; Capacity for 
Understanding or Knowing; MEMORY AND RECALL; Choose, Select, Prefer, Distinguish, 
Evaluate, Judge; Change an Opinion Concerning the Truth; Name; Witness, Testify; 
Profess Allegiance; Call; Complain; Greetings; Argue, Quarrel; ASSOCIATION; Guard, 
Watch Over, Imitate Behaviour, Keep Records; Steal, Rob, Seize; Pattern, Model, 
Example; WHOLE, UNITE, PART, DIVIDE; MODALITY; ' POWER, FORCE; FEATURES OF 
OBJECTS; Near, Above. This is not to say that the words in these chains and sub-chains 
are unimportant to the message of the text, but that peripheral tokens are less convincing (or 
carry less rhetorical weight) when used as arguments for the literary integrity of the letter. 
Furthermore, they do not represent what Paul is `on about' (i. e. purpose, theme, goal, 
speech act, intent, argument) with respect to the content of his discourse. Thus, to read 
peripheral meanings into other parts of the discourse without explicit evidence in the text is 
immediately suspect or, at least, bears a significant burden of proof. 
- PE? EVANT TOKENS, on the other hand, are those lexical items which are part of a larger 
chain (e. g. those which at least contain more than one word occurrence) and, thus, play a 
relatively more important role in the semantic structure of the discourse than peripheral 
tokens do. As revealed in the Topical Survey of Evidence in chap. 2, single-letter theorists 
have often attempted to demonstrate the `unity' (and hence the literary integrity) of 
Philippians by listing the distribution of synonymous words or `motifs' as they appear 
throughout the disputed sections of the letter-coined here the `distributional' approach. 2 
A similar approach could have been taken above by listing in three columns the distribution 
of relevant tokens as they appear throughout the disputed sections of the letter, i. e. 
highlighting the distribution of relevant tokens. For example, the following chart reveals 
how several sub-chains span disputed sections of the letter. 
1: 1-3: 1; 4: 4-7 
(1007 words) 
3: 2-4: 3,8-9 
(421 words) 
4: 10-23 
(203 words) 
be confident 1: 6a, 14b, 25a; 2: 24a 3: 3d 4c d 
be glad, rejoice 1: 18c, d; 2: 17b, c, 18a, b, 
19c 28b; 3: 1a 
4: 4a, c, 10a 
consider 2: 3b, 4a, b, 6a, 25a" 4: 8i 3: 7b 8a e, 17b 
think 1: 7b, 17c; 2: 2b, e, 5a 3: 4b, 13a, 15b, c, 
19e" 4: 2c 
4: 10c, d 
1Although lexical items are peripheral in this chain, it is clear that modality as a grammatical device 
appears throughout the discourse: see on Interpersonal Meanings. '" . 2Besides those words often cited by scholars (see chap. 3 on Topical Survey of Debate), see also the above 
discussions of nXi v, 716Wo0/71EMOi aIS, üatp&Xw, and the sub-chain of Change in State. 
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know 1: 12b, 19,22a, 22c, 25b; 
2: 19d 
3: 10a 4: 12a, c, 15a 
serve, work 1: 27g; 2: 16c, 22b 4: 3c 
learn 2: 23.4: 9a 4: 11b 12e 
destroy 1: 28c 3: 19a 
trouble, hardship 1: 17c 29c 3: 1Oa 4: 14b 
acceptable to 1: 15.2: 13d 4: 8e 4: 18d 2z 
low status or rank 2: 3b, 8a 3: 21a 4: 12b 
To a certain degree these chains demonstrate cohesive ties in the letter. To invoke a legal 
term, we might say that such evidence indicates `probable cause' for a single-letter theory. 
However, Halliday and Hasan have shown that this is not necessarily the case, neither 
with respect to how authors create cohesiveness and how readers interpret it. Although 
relevant tokens may in part signal cohesiveness, a distributional approach to the question of 
literary integrity is sometimes a less than candid portrayal of cohesiveness because (i) it 
tends to lump together words from the same lexical root without accounting for differences 
in function and (ii) it tends to focus solely on cases which supposedly prove cohesiveness 
while overlooking (or avoiding) counter-evidence. 
(1) The former inadequacy can be illustrated in the Socio-Cultural chain, one which has 
clear word parallels between disputed sections (2: 15 and 3: 5 [3x]). Three of Paul's socio- 
cultural words for classes of persons are found in 3: 5 where they are used to define his 
socio-cultural heritage (ytvo;, 'Iapai , cpuXi ). His use of yevcöc in Phil 2: 15 parallels 
yboq in Phil 3: 5. Nonetheless, the cohesive tie between these sections is slight (at best) 
since 2: 15 is treated in terms of the Philippians (viz. `they are to shine in the midst of a 
crooked and perverse generation' [i. e. the surrounding world]) and 3: 5 specifically 
concerns Paul's ethnic heritage in contrast to the Philippians' (i. e. the Philippians are not 
from the nation of Israel, as is implied by his saying that they are the `true' circumcision). 
That is, while it is true that Paul uses `similar' kinds of words, he is not talking about 
`similar things in similar ways'. In Halliday's terms, what is not happening here is `chain 
interaction'. 
(2) Whereas the above criticism of the distributional approach is more of a caveat, the 
second criticism seems more damaging to a single-letter theory, viz. a distributional 
approach may be used to provide counter-evidence to a single-letter theory. Such evidence 
comes from words which play distinct functions as they appear in the disputed sections of 
the letter, illustrated in the following examples. u£v6o in 2: 7 `to cause to lose power' 
(POWER, FORCE chain), xEvo&o4ta in 2: 3 `vain pride' (Arrogance, Haughtiness, Pride 
sub-chain), and ucvÖS in 2: 16 `without result' (Result sub-chain) are used in distinct 
senses despite their formal similarities. In Phil 1: 27 yruxj is used in the sense of sharing 
the same mental and emotional feelings, i. e. the Philippians are unified with respect to their 
inner psychological faculties; however, in Phil 2: 30 it is used in the sense of physical life, a 
different semantic field. Of the three uses of C'MOtica in Philippians, one indicates a 
process that ends in a particular state (1: 12), but two indicate linear movement (1: 27 and 
2: 24). In Phil 1: 14 and 3: 18 the adjective no? 6v implies a countable number, but in Phil 
1: 23 and 2: 12 it indicates a mass, `much'. Of the seven uses of t=& in Philippians- 
proportionately more than any of the other accepted Pauline letters-four are used as 
indicators of `means' (1: 4; 2: 12,29; 4: 6) and three are best treated under the semantic chain 
of `association' (4: 3,9,23). In Philippians 864a is used in two senses: (i) an act or 
process of praising or glorying in something (God as object in 1: 11; 2: 11; 4: 20) and (ii) an 
entity possessing splendour, glory, i. e. that which is worthy of praise (3: 21; 4: 19). In Phil 
1: 14 and 2: 16 ? yo; has the sense of `speech, message', the content of what is spoken; in 
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contrast, in Phil 4: 15,17 it is used with reference to the record of a transfer of goods 
('account'). In Phil 1: 13 and 4: 3 the adjective A. otnöc indicates a remnant, 'rest, 
remaining'; contrast its use as a discourse marker in Phil 3: 1 and 4: 8. In Philippians the 
adjective Sixato; is used generically (1: 7 'it is right for me... '; 4: 8 'whatever is just... ') in 
a way that is hardly related to a Pauline theology of righteousness; however, Stxatoaüvri 
is used in Phil 3: 6,9 so as contrast the righteousness of the law and that of faith and in Phil 
1: 11 as part of Paul's exhortation to the Philippians to `fulfil the fruit of righteousness'. In 
Phil 3: 21 the human awµa is portrayed negatively, needing transformation into its glorious 
state, but in Phil 1: 20 Paul portrays a6lga as a tool which can effectively glorify Christ in 
its present (pre-glorified) state. In Phil 4: 6 geptµväw has a negative connotation ('Do not 
worry about anything') whereas in Phil 2: 20 Timothy is described as being legitimately 
concerned for the Philippians. In contrast to the use of o p4 in the sense of 'inner' 
psychological faculties especially in Rom 6-7, in Philippians Paul can speak of flesh in 
positive terms in 1: 22,24 and in negative terms in 3: 3,4 (2x) where it is treated in terms of 
'human' accomplishments. Whereas in 4: 12 batep& and in 4: 11 vati&priatc have to do 
with material `needs' (e. g. food), in 2: 30 vatiepilµa generically indicates an absence or 
'lacking' with respect to the Philippians' service on behalf of Paul. All of these examples 
involve words with different functions (at varying degrees) in different disputed sections of 
the letter, which could be used to support a multiple-letter theory or at least challenge the 
relative value of a distributional approach for the question of literary integrity. 
(3) Another problematic with the distributional approach is that a certain amount of 
lexical similarity would be expected between different letters written by the same author to 
the same recipients in a confined space of time, especially if the particular words are used 
similarly by that author or in other biblical literature. 1 For example, although änwXeta 
(often cited by single-letter theorists) may simply refer to the physical `waste' of earthly 
objects (Matt 26: 8; Mark 14: 4), it is a favourite term of NT authors to describe the ultimate 
destruction of the opponents of God (Matt 7: 13; John 17: 12; Rom 9: 22; 2 Pet 2: 1,3; 3: 7, 
16; Rev 17: 8,11; cf. 2 Thess 2: 3; 1 Tim 6: 9; and Acts 8: 20 which uses both meanings of 
the adjective and Heb 10: 39 where it describes apostates). We might expect, then, that its 
use in Phil 1: 28 and 3: 19 would describe the destruction of opponents; its use, then, in two 
disputed sections is hardly weighty evidence for a single-letter theory. In addition, the use 
of O?. i aS in Phil 1: 17 and 4: 14 (both referring to Paul) may be the result of the same 
situation faced by Paul during the time he wrote two different letters. Furthermore, single- 
letter theorists who employ some form of the distributional approach often cite words 
which only appear in Philippians or only in a few of the Pauline letters, as if such cases are 
more weighty. In response, the potential feebleness of such evidence is demonstrated, for 
example, in the case of avaipattthtlic which only appears in Phil 2: 25 and PhIm 2 in the 
NT. Surely it does not follow that these two instances were originally part of a single 
letter. 
As a case study, some of the above criticisms may be directed at the methodology used 
in P. Wick's Der Philipperbrief. " Der formale Aufbau des Briefs als Schlüssel zum 
Verständnis seines Inhalts-one of the most detailed recent discussions of the thematic 
structure of Philippians. 2 Wick argues that Philippians was intentionally, constructed as a 
series of parallelisms in 10 parts: al (1: 12-26), a2 (3: 1-16); b1 (1: 27-30), b2 (3: 17-21); cl 
(2: 1-4 [5-11]), c2 (4: 1-3); dl (2: 12-18), d2 (4: 4-9); el (2: 19-30), e2 (4: 10-20). Central to 
1Cf. Schenk, Philipperbriefe, pp. 335-36. Admittedly, the analysis of some central tokens below could be 
disputed along these lines, though to a lesser degree. - 2For a similar view of parallelisms in Philippians see Rolland, 'La structure', pp. 213-16. 
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these parallelisms are (i) the Christ-hymn and the theme of Gesinnung Christi (2: 5-11) 
between cl and c2 and (ii) the exhortation to Freude im Herrn in 3: 1a between the first set 
of parallelisms (al + bl + cl + dl + el) and the second (a2 + b2 + c2 + d2 + e2). 1 Wick 
brings both elements together under the theme of Gemeinschaft im Evangelium? I have 
already critiqued his approach from a structural level (i. e. in terms of genre) in chap. 4; 
here I limit my comments to his notion of theme (e. g. Grundthema, Inhalt) and its 
relevance for the integrity debate. Wick suggests that the letter consists of five basic 
themes: Freude; Gegner, Selbstbericht; Gesinnung; and Korrespondenz. Furthermore, 
these themes are structured in such a way to support his thesis that the letter is a series of 
parallelisms (similar to those found in OT literature): `So gäbe es nur fünf verschiedene 
Grundthemen in diesem Briefkorpus, aber in je doppelter Ausführung. '3 
A= al Freude + Gegner + Selbstbericht 
B- =bl Gegner 
C =cl Freude + Gesinnung 
D =dl Freude 
E= el Freude + Korrespondenz 
+ a2 Freude + Gegner + Selbstbericht 
+ b2 Gegner 
+ c2 Freude Gesinnung 
+ d2 Freude 
+ e2 Freude + Korrespondenz 
In further support of his outline of parallels, he provides three other types of evidence: 
secondary themes, word parallels, and the number of words in a section. 4 I do not doubt 
that Wick (in his outline) has rightly identified some thematic elements (cohesive ties) in the 
letter, however, these do not necessarily lead to his scheme of parallelisms, nor as 
decisively, as he seems to advocate, to a single-letter theory. Firstly, while the fact that his 
sections contain similar number of words may be interesting, Wick gives no reason why 
this establishes parallelism (either as a literary or linguistic device). This seems a very 
arbitrary means for determining parallels. 5 My main criticism, however, concerns (i) his 
method of determining themes by often appealing to word repetition rather than `chain 
interaction' (i. e. his is primarily an incomplete list of relevant tokens, a distributional 
approach) and (ii) his view that the letter is limited to five basic themes. On the former 
point, the same type of word parallels Wick finds to prove his thesis can be used to 
disprove it. For example, Wick claims that the words u4Soc/xcp6atvety, Ev aapxi are 
restricted to the al and a2 parallels and the word O vatioq is found in both. 6 While this 
1See Wick, Philipperbrief, esp. pp. 61-63. Wick (Philipperbrief, p. 58) claims: 'Der Hymnus ist somit 
das exakte thematische Zentrum des Briefes'; however, this is only true after Wick has excised the prescript 
(1: 1-2), thanksgiving/prayer (1: 3-11), and closing (4: 21-23) from the letter. The 'joy' and 'Christ' themes 
then become a determinative factor in Wick's exegesis of the entire letter. His is another example of 
attempts to restrict the thematic purpose of Philippians so as to demonstrate supposedly its literary 
integrity; he does, nonetheless, allow for other purposes in the letter. 'Zugleich hat Paulus mit diesem 
Schreiben auf die verschiedenen Gegebenheiten reagiert, die Philipper anhand von diesen etwas gelehrt und 
"last but not least" mit ihnen die Gemeinschaft und den Kontakt gepflegt' (p. 149). 
2Wick, Philipperbrief, p. 149. 
3Wick, Philipperbrief, p. 39; the chart is taken from p. 41. He later identifies five different 'reasons' why 
Paul wrote the letter: 'Er berichtet über sein Ergehen, er ermahnt die Leitung, er kündigt die baldige 
Ankunft des Timotheus an, er erklärt die Ankunft des Epaphroditus und er dankt für die Gabe der Philipper' 
0.138). 
se are summarised on pp. 43,45,47,51,53. He also gives stylistic evidence for the parallels al and 
a2. -. 5For example, one of his arguments for treating 2: 5-11 as a somewhat distinct unit is its unparalleled 
number of words (Philipperbricf, p. 45). This seems like special pleading, especially since he admits that 
the Christ-hymn shares features with 2: 1-4 (cl) which, if they were treated together, would mean that the 
number of words in cl and c2 are not very akin. ' 
60ne of his most arbitrary word parallels is that the name of `Epaphroditus' appears in el and e2. Is Paul 
really consciously using the name of Epaphroditus as a chiastic parallel? 
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may be true, other evidence could be used to form other parallels: for example, (i) 
rcptaae'm is limited to 1: 26 and 4: 12,18 (and 1: 9 which falls outside of Wick's 
parallels); (ii) icapitöS is limited to 1: 22 and 4: 17 (and 1: 11 which falls outside of Wick's 
parallels); (iii) aicon&i is limited to 2: 4 and 3: 17; (iv) gopcp- words are limited to 2: 6,7 and 
3: 10,20; (v) bthpxu» is limited to 2: 6 and 3: 20; (vi) atiavp6S is limited to 2: 8 and 3: 10; 
(vii) $yetos is limited to 2: 18 and 3: 19. All of these examples (albeit incomplete) 
represent word parallels (relegated to particular sections of the letter) which do not fit 
Wick's outline but are based in principle on the same method which he uses to create it. 
With regard to Wick's thematic approach, not only does the letter consist of many more 
themes and secondary themes than Wick proposes (as the above study of chains 
demonstrates) but his thematic breakdown can be challenged at several points: (i) the so- 
called `self-report' theme of al and a2 is also a feature of 4: 11-18 (part of Wick's e2) and 
(ii) the so-called `correspondence'1 theme of cl and c2 may also be seen in 1: 3,8 (longing 
`to see' them) and in Paul's own plans to visit Philippi (1: 24-25). Furthermore, others 
have highlighted themes in the letter which do not fit into his scheme: call to unity in 1: 27- 
28 and 2: 16; sufferings in 1: 29-30 and 3: 10; exhortation to imitate in 1: 30,2: 11 and 3: 17; 
humility in 2: 1-11 and 3: 1-11; progress in Christian life in 2: 12-18 and 3: 12-13; and `race' 
motif in 2: 16 and 3: 12: 16.2 This all seems to suggest that different outlines could be 
arrived at (and have been) using the same basic method as Wick. Hence, while I agree 
with several of his observations, his macrostructural scheme seems to be based on his own 
attempt to put it into a series of parallelisms rather than on methodologically justified 
evidence from the text; in other words, his analysis of word-pairs and themes does not lead 
me or others to the same conclusion about the structure of the letter primarily because it can 
be used arbitrarily. Furthermore, his conclusion about Paul's literary style seems 
overstated: `Paulus hat mit dem Philipperbrief auf formaler Ebene ein sprachliches 
Kunstwerk geschaffen. '3 These and other very elusive and emotionally-laden statements 
(e. g. the letter is `artless') are best left out of the debate. 
In sum, the above problematics with the `distributional' approach, which has typically 
been used to argue in support of literary integrity, are in part why Halliday and Hasan 
differentiate between peripheral, relevant, and central tokens. This is not to say that 
relevant tokens do not necessarily factor into the cohesiveness of discourse, but that it is 
only one level of cohesiveness and not the strongest evidence for a single-letter theory as is 
sometimes claimed. 
Central Tokens 
In contrast to a distributional approach which tends to rely inordinately on RELEVANT 
TOKENS, textual cohesiveness is better evidenced by CENTRAL TOKENS, i. e. when at least 
two members of a chain interact with two members of another chain. 4 This typically 
'Wick (Philipperbrief, pp. 52-53) specifically understands 'correspondence' with respect to the sending of 
Timothy and Epaphroditus, but in Paul's cultural context correspondence between 'friends' included these 
things as well as visiting in person and sending letters. 
2These are taken from Bloomquist, Function, p. 103. 
3Wick, Philipperbrief, p. 62. 
4Garland's ('Composition', pp. 160-62) argument for the literary integrity of Philippians is based primarily 
on the view that 1: 27-4: 3 represents a distinct (and intended) structural unit, as seen in the repetition of 
'rare' words in 1. '27 and 3: 20; 4: 1,3 (artjua); ßvvaO). & o; wAtieu-). While his observation is 
particularly convincing in that his examples are all part of chain interactions (i. e. central tokens, not just 
relevant tokens), his interpretation of the structure is different from my reading because I would place lexical 
semantic cohesiveness at a different structural level than genre cohesiveness. His outline stems primarily 
from a semantic analysis of the text, whereas mine starts first with an analysis of genre. Thus, in my 
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occurs when PARTICIPANTS (agents) from one chain interact in multiple places in the 
discourse (i) with PROCESSES (events) from another chain or (ii) with other PARTICIPANTS 
(complements) from another chain. Chain interaction is a theory of similarity in texts- 
cohesiveness is created linguistically when speakers say similar kinds of things about 
similar kinds of phenomena. 1 Such evidence will probably be the most persuasive (but of 
course not definitive) kind when it comes to arguing for a single-letter theory based on so- 
called lexical or conceptual parallels. 
As demonstrated in the above study of ideational meanings and the treatment of topicality 
below, the main participants in the discourse are `Paul' (implied author) and the 
`Philippians' (implied reader)-these are typically expressed with discourse referentials 
(e. g. first and second person grammar; see Information Flow below)? One group of less 
prominent participants centre around the chain of SUPERNATURAL BEINGS (esp. `God' and 
`Jesus'). Other peripheral participants are signalled by discourse referentials (e. g. third 
person grammar): (i) `Epaphroditus'; (ii) `Timothy'; (iii) `Euodia and Syntyche'; (iv) 
implied `opponents'; and (v) implied `allies'. Although i and iii are part of the Philippian 
community, they are presented as peripheral participants in the discourse, i. e. they are 
being talked about, not to. These, then, are the tokens which comprise chains of 
participants which will interact with chains of processes and chains of other participants. 
'The PROCESS structure of the letter is much more complex, including actions, states, 
and abstracts expressed both by nouns and verbs. The most prevalent types of events and 
states occur in the semantic chains of ATITTUDES AND EMOTIONS (62 words); 
COMMUNICATION (60); THINK, HOLD A VIEW, BELIEVE (52); POSSESS, TRANSFER, 
EXCHANGE (49); BE, BECOME, EXIST, HAPPEN (34 + 4? ); PHYSIOLOGICAL PROCESSES 
AND STATES (30); PERFORM, DO (26); KNOW (20). Two prominent sub-chains of 
processes include (i) Die, Live (18) of the PHYSIOLOGICAL PROCESSES AND STATES 
chain and (ii) Happy, Glad, Joyful (17) of the ATTITUDES AND EMOTIONS chain-together 
these explain the frequent claim that the letter is about `joy' and `suffering'. Two of the 
abstract chains which are often part of relational processes include STATUS and MORAL 
AND ETHICAL QUALITIES. 
These then represent the majority of participant and process chains which interact with 
one another (i. e. the central tokens of the discourse). It remains now to explicate the details 
of this interaction. The following charts represent the various chain interactions as they 
scheme 4: 2-8 is part of epistolary petitions-i. e. structure-whereas the cohesive ties are part of Paul's 
'being on about' similar topics-i. e, texture. (Furthermore, Garland does not demonstrate that inclusio or 
chiasm as an ancient rhetorical device occurs at the macrostructural level, though it clearly occurs at a 
microstructural level; see especially the trenchant criticism by Schoon-Janßen, Apologien, pp. 139-41, esp. 
p. 118: 'Man kann daher offensichtlich die Inclusio nicht benutzen, um die Zusammengehörigkeit von 
1,27-4,3 zu beweisen, da die Basis, die die Rhetorik-Bücher bieten, zu schmal ist, um die ganze Beweiskraft 
dieser Garland-These tragen zu können. ) Therefore, Garland's evidence, although perhaps supporting a 
single-letter reading in teens of TEXTURE, does not seem to be of the 'structural' (genre) type that he makes 
it out to be. This is significant for the debate in that arguments for a single- or multiple-letter theory are 
often considered more weighty if they are based on ancient literary conventions. In contrast, an 
interpretation of the 'content' of the letter is notoriously difficult to use as definitive evidence for or against 
the letter's literary integrity. 
1Here I am highlighting the linguistic means by which speakers create cohesiveness and readers interpret it, 
since the text of Philippians is all that remains for us to investigate. 
2First person plural language occurs less frequently in Philippians than in any of the other accepted Pauline 
letters; yet the pronoun eyo appears relatively more in Philippians than in any of the other accepted letters 
except Philemon. Second person language, in contrast, does not stand out when compared to the other 
accepted letters. 
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appear throughout the disputed sections of the letter. 1 They are organised around the 
previously mentioned participants, both as agents (logical subject) and complements 
(logical, direct and indirect objects) of processes. 2 Each chain interaction for a participant 
is listed in decreasing order of importance in terms of its contribution to the cohesive 
texture of the discourse, based on the following criteria: (i) a chain of participants (as 
agents of the verb) used in conjunction with (i. e. interacting with) a particular chain of 
processes and interacting with a chain of complements-abbreviated with APC; (ii) a chain 
of participants (agents) used in conjunction with a chain of processes-abbreviated with 
AP; (iii) a chain of processes used in conjunction with a chain of complements- 
abbreviated with PC; (iv) a chain of participants (agents) interacting with a chain of 
complements-abbreviated with AC. 3 
First Person Singular (Implied Author `Paul')4 
1: 1-3: 1; 4: 4-7 
(1007 words) 
3: 2-4: 3,8-9 
(421 words) 
4: 10-23 
(203 words) 
(i) APC interaction 
Paul-hope-to, send 2: 19 23a 
P-be-blameless/ 
righteous 
3: 6c, d, 9b, c, 
12b, 5 15a6 
P-know-abundance 4: 12a c 
-say-about people 3: 18b c 
P-send-Epaphroditus 2: 25b, 28a 
P-send-Timothy 2: 19b 23b 
P-consider-worthless 3: 7b 8a, e 
Philippians-aid-P 4: 14b, 15d, 16, 
18c 
(ii) AP interaction 
P-be 1: 12c, 23e; 2: 28d 3: 3d, 5a, b, c, d, e, 
6a, c, 9b, c, 11, 
20a 
4: 11 
P-be confident of 1: 6a, 25a; 2: 24a 3: 3d, 4a, d 
P-abound (+1-) 4: 12b, d, f, g, h, i, 
18b 
P-consider, think 1: 7b; 2: 25a 3: 7b, 8a, e, 13a, 
15b 
P-die 1: 21d 23d 
P- o 1: 27c; 2: 24b 4: 15c 
P-desire 1: 7c 23b 4: 17a b 
P-hope 2: 19 23a 
P-know 1: 19 22c, 25b; 2: 19d 3: 10a 4: 12a, c 
P-learn 2: 23c 4: 11 b 12e 
P-live 1: 21b 22b 
P- petition 4: 2a b 3a 
P- ursue 3: 12c, 13d 14 
ITU most frequently cited three-part division is followed, though particular attention is given to chain 
interaction clearly within the confines of a disputed section (viz. 1: 1-2: 30; 3: 2-21; 4: 10-20). 
2Participants expressed with a genitive modifying another participant are also treated (e. g. the grace of 
Christ is treated as Christ's grace). 
3Chain interaction is not dependent upon negation, i. e. for Paul to say that he is 'blameless' and later that 
he is not 'perfect' is still a case of chain interaction on the basis of antonymous co-extension. 
4Fust person plural language which includes Paul in its purview is also included here. 
5As a perfect tense verb wteXeiwµat has a stative aspect and thus may also be treated as a relational type 
of verb (is perfect). 
611bough the reference here is to an indefinite group (5aot), 3: 15 makes it clear that Paul (at least for the 
sake of argument) includes himself in this reference. 
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P-receive 4: 18a d 
P-remain 1: 24b c 
P-say 4: 4b 3: 18b c 4: 11a 
P-send 2: 19b, 23b, 25b, 28a 
P- grieve 2: 27e cf. 2: 28d 3: 18d 
P-be glad 1: 18c d" 2: 17b c 19c 4: 10a 
(iii) PC interaction 
acquire-P 3: 12e, 13b 
share with/assist-P 4: 14b, 15b, d 
(iv) AC interaction 
P-Christ 3: 8f 10a 
P-Epaphroditus 2: 25b, 28a 
P-Philippians 1: la 7c 8b 27b d" 2: 19d 
P-Timothy 2: 19b 23b 
P-morally pure 3: 6c, d 
P-' Opponents' 3: 18b c 
P-all things... 3: 8a 9b 4: 13a, 18a 
P-to send 2: 19a, 23a, 25a 
God/Christ-P 2: 27d 3: 12 3: 1Ob? 
Philippians-P 2: 2a 3: 17d 4: 14b, 15d, 16, 
18c 
` nents'-P 1: 17b, 20b 
Believers-P 1: 14b 4: 15b 
(1) In the category of APC interaction (which happens more with `Paul' than any other 
participant), most chain interaction occurs within clauses in close proximity to one another 
and none cross the boundaries of the disputed sections-this is generally true of all APC 
interaction in the letter (see below). (2) In AP interaction (which happens more with `Paul' 
than any other participant), several instances of interaction span disputed sections of the 
letters (typically between Phil 1-2 and 4: 10-23): be; be confident of; consider, think go; 
desire; know; learn; say; grieve; be glad. One noteworthy aspect of such interactions is that 
in the case of Paul as the participant of AP interaction, there are more chain interactions 
between Phil 1-2 and 4: 10-23 than in any other case of AP interaction. On the one hand, 
chap. 4 above suggested that the epistolary nature of 4: 10-20 provides some of the best 
evidence for a multiple-letter view. The fact that there is little chain interaction (with respect 
to participants other than Paul) between this section and other portions of the letter would 
substantiate that claim. On the other hand, with respect to `Paul' as participant, several 
chain interactions between 4: 10-23 and other disputed sections of the letter highlight one 
aspect of the letter's cohesiveness. Other instances of AP interaction are more restricted 
(die; hope; live; remain; send), but are nonetheless useful for identifying the semantic 
content of certain portions (e. g. paragraphs) of the letter. (3) In PC interaction (which is 
the least frequent type of chain interaction used in the letter for all participants), Paul is the 
complement of a process only twice and in both cases the interaction is restricted to clauses 
which are in close proximity to one another. (4) In AC interaction, only a few interactions 
span disputed sections (Philippians-Paul and God/Christ-Paul). 
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Second Person (Implied Reader `Philippians')' 
1: 1-3: 1; 4: 4-7 
(1007 words) 
3: 2-4: 3,8-9 
(421 words) 
4: 10-23 
(203 words) 
(i) APC interaction 
Ph-hear-things (in me) 1: 30c 4: 9c 
Ph-see-things (in me) 1: 30b 4.9d 
Ph-think-one/same 2: 2b, e 
Paul-desires-Ph 1: 7c, 8b 
Christians- t-Ph 4: 21b 22 
(ii) AP interaction 
Ph-be l: lb 7d, 10c" 2: 2d, 15a 3: 17a 20a 
Ph-be lad 2: 18a, b, 28b; 3: 1a" 4: 4a, c 
Ph-consider, think 2: 2b, e, 3b, 4a, b, 5a 3: 2a, b, c, 15b, c, 
17b" 4: 8i 
4: 10c, d 
Ph-do 2: 3a, 12b, 14 3: 16b" 4: 9e 4: 14a 
Ph-complete 1: 11; 2: 2a 
Ph-have 1: 30a; 2: 2c 29b 3: 17d 
Ph-hear 1: 30c; 2: 26c 4: 9c 
Ph-know 1: 12b; 2: 22a 4: 15a 
Ph-make known 4: 5a, 6b 
Ph-receive 2: 29a 4: 9b 
Ph-remain in state 1: 27f 4: 1 
Ph-see 1: 30b; 2: 28c 4: 9d 
Ph-share 4: 14b, 15d 
Ph-abound 1.9b 26 
(iii) PC interaction 
desire-Ph 1: 8b; 2: 26a 1: 7c? 
greet-Ph 4: 21b 22 
be-Ph 1: 2 4: 23 
(iv) AC interaction 
Ph-E a hroditus 2: 28c, 29a 
Ph-Paul 2: 2a 3: 17d 4: 14b, 15d, 16, 
18c 
Ph-nothing 2: 3a" 4: 6a 
Ph-one/same 2: 2b, e, 18a 
Ph-in Christ 1: 26 4: 1 
Paul-Ph 1: la 7c 8b 27b d; 2: 19d 
God/Christ-Ph 4: 7a 4: 9f 4: 19.23 
Christians-Ph 
Epaphroditus-Ph 
Timothy-Ph 
2: 26a, 30c 
2: 20b 
4: 21,22 
peace-Ph 1: 2.4: 7a 
(1) In the category of APC interaction, most chain interaction occurs within clauses in 
close proximity to one another-this is generally true of all APC interaction in the letter, 
however, two examples do span disputed sections of the letter: Philippians-hear--things 
(related to Paul) and Philippians-see-things (related to Paul). (2) In AP interaction, again 
several chain interactions span disputed sections of the letter. be; consider, think; do; have; 
hear, know; receive; remain in a state; see. (3) In PC interaction, only the `be' process 
appears in two of the disputed sections, viz. the prescript and closing of the letter. (4) In 
AC interaction, again only a few interactions span disputed sections, the most notable of 
these being the Philippians-Paul interaction. 
1First person plural language which includes the Philippians in its purview is also included here. 
2Although f btc e in 3: 2 probably implies danger (Le. `be concerned about, beware of'). the basic sense 
of this word (and all those listed here) includes a mental process of thinking about something. 
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Third Person (Supernatural Beings)1 
1: 1-3: 1; 4: 4-7 
(1007 words) 
3: 2-4: 3,8-9 
(421 words) 
4: 10-23 
(203 words) 
(i) APC interaction 
G-mercy-E hroditus 2: 27b, c 
C-lose status-C 2: 7a, 8a 
le- laim-C 1: 15,16a, 17a, 18b 
(ii) AP interaction 
C- acquire 2: 7b 3: 12e 
C-be 
G-be 
2: 6b, c, 7c, d, 8b (4: 5b? ) 
2: 13a 4: 5b? 4: 9f 
4: 23 
C/G-lose/raise status 2: 7a, 8a, 9a 
G-o 2: 13b d 
G- ive 1: 29a; 2: 9b 
G-mm-y 2: 27b, c, d 
(iii) interaction 
procWm-C 1: 15,16a, 17a 18b 
be-C (or in Christ) 1: 21a; 2: 5b, I lb 3: 9a 
lose ain status-C 2: 7a, 8a, 9a 
worship-G/C 2: 10 3: 3b 
(iv) AC interaction 
C-C 2: 7a, 8a 
C-form 2: 6b, 7b, d 
G-Epaphroditus 2: 27b, c 
G/C-Philippians 4: 7a 4: 9f 4: 19,23 
G-work 1: 6b c 
people un ified C 1: 15 16a, 17a 18b 2: 1la? 
Paul-C 
Paul-G 
1: 20c 
1: 3-5 8a 
3: 8f, 10a 
3: 3b 
As a general observation, chain interactions involving supernatural beings occur mostly 
in chaps. 1-2 of the letter. (1) In the category of APC interaction, each chain interaction 
occurs within clauses in close proximity to one another-this is generally true of all APC 
interaction in the letter-and none cross the boundaries of disputed sections. (2) In AP 
interaction, chain interaction is mostly limited to closely proximate clauses, except for the 
`be' (Paul frequently uses RELATIONAL clauses with reference to supernatural beings) and 
`acquire' process types-contrast AP interaction with respect to `Paul' and the 
`Philippians' above. (3) In PC interaction, only the `be' and `worship' process types 
appear in two of the disputed sections. (4) In AC interaction, again only a few interactions 
span disputed sections, most notably the interaction between Paul and God/Christ. 
Third Person (Implied `Allies')2 
1: 1-3: 1; 4: 4-7 3: 2-4: 3,8-9 4: 10-23 
(1007 words) (421 words) (203 words) 
(i) APC interaction - 
U- laim-Christ 1: 15 16a 
U- t-Phili ians 4: 21b 22 
E/T-desire-Philippians 2: 20b 26a 
1G =God and C=C nh 'st (Jesus). 2E=Epaphroditus; T=Tnnothy; ES=Euodia and Syntyche; U=Unspecified allies. 'Implied allies' refers to 
those human participants who are portrayed in the discourse as being on the side of Paul and the Philippians 
or at least within the realm of 'believers'. The reason for dividing third person language into two categories 
is in part based on the discussion in chap. 4 (see esp. Hesitation Formula and the Conclusion) on Paul's 
use of positive and negative examples. ý. 
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Paul-send-TIE 2: 19b, 23b, 25b, 28a 
Paul-petition-ES 4: 2a, b 
God-mere -E 2: 27b c 
(ii) AP interaction 
E-be sick 2: 26d, 27a 
U-announce 1: 14c, 15 16a 18b 2: lla7 
EJT-desire/concem 2: 20b, 26a 
T/ES-serve 2: 22b 4: 3c 
U- greet 4: 21b 22 
U-be 3-15a, 4-3d 
(iii) interaction 
mere -E 2: 27b c 
send-T/E 2: 19b, 23b, 25b, 28a 
petition-ES 4: 2a, b 
(iv) AC 
U-Christ 1: 15 16a, 18b 
U-Paul 1: 14b 4: 15b 
T/E/U-Phili ians 2: 20b, 26a, 30c 4: 21b, 22 
U-Christ 1: 15 16a 
God-E 2: 27b, c 
Philippians-T/E/U 2: 3b 22a 28c, 29a 3: 17b" 4: 3b 4: 21a 
Paul-T/E/ES 2: 19b, 23b, 25b, 28a 4: 2a, 2b 
(1) In the category of APC interaction, chain interactions occur within clauses in close 
proximity to one another-this is generally true of all APC interaction in the letter-and 
none'span the disputed sections. (2) In AP interaction, chain interaction is mostly limited 
to closely proximate clauses, except for perhaps the `serve' process type--contrast AP 
interaction with respect to `Paul' and the `Philippians' above. (3) In PC interaction, none 
of the interactions span disputed sections of the letter. Nonetheless, the distribution of 
`send' process types indicates that 2: 19-30 comprises a distinct semantic section in the 
letter, corresponding to an epistolary structure as well (see chap. 4 on Commendations). 
(4) In AC interaction, there are several instances of chain interaction which span disputed 
sections of the letter unspecified `allies'-Paul; Timothy / Epaphroditus / unspecified 
`allies'-Philippians; Philippians-Timothy / Epaphroditus / unspecified `allies'; Paul- 
Timothy / Epaphroditus / Euodia and Syntyche. Several of the topics which Paul deals 
with throughout the letter concern himself, the Philippians, and other fellow `Christians'; in 
contrast, the implied `opponents' do not factor into the semantic texture of the letter nearly 
as much (see below). 
Third Person (Implied `Opponents')' 
1: 1-3: 1; 4: 4-7 
(1007 words) 
3: 2-4: 3,8-9 
(421 words) 
4: 10-23 
(203 words) 
(i) APC interaction 
U- laim-Christ 1: 15,17a 1: 18b? " 2: 11a? 
Philippians-beware-U 3: 2a b 
(ii) AP interaction 
U-be 2: 15b 3: 18e 19a b, c, e 
U-seek 2: 21a b 
1U=Unspecified opponents. 'Implied opponents' refers to those human participants who are portrayed in 
the discourse as (i) antithetical to the best interests of Paul and the Philippians, (ii) acting in a negative 
manner, or (iii) non-Christians in general (but not necessarily antithetical to Christians). However, in 
some instances, reference to third person participants may include both implied 'allies' and 'opponents' (e. g. 
2: 3b the 'others'); accordingly, these are treated as only possible cases of chain interaction. 
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U-think 1: 17c 3: 4b 19e 
U- roclaim 1: 15,17a 1: 18b?; 2: lla? 
(iii) PC interaction 
beware-U 3: 2a, b 
(iv) AC interaction 
U-Christ 1: 15,17a; 2: 21b (1: 18b?; 
2: 1la? 
U-Paul 1: 17b, 20b 
Philippians-U 2: 3b? 3: 2a, b 
- On a general level, chain interactions involving implied `opponents' are restricted to Phil 
1-2 and 3; in contrast, Phil 4: 10-23 does not develop such a topic. In addition, in only two 
or three cases (viz. `opponents'-be; `opponents'-think; Philippians-`opponents') do chain 
interactions span disputed sections of the letter. (1) In the category of APC interaction, 
each chain interaction occurs within clauses in close proximity to one another-this is 
generally true of all APC interaction in the letter. (2) In AP interaction, chain interaction is 
mostly limited to closely proximate clauses; in contrast, the `think' process type stands out 
as an example of interaction involving implied `opponents' which spans two disputed 
sections of the letter. (3) PC interaction is hardly present here, found only in 3: 2a, b. (4) 
In AC interaction, there is only one possible case in which chain interaction spans disputed 
sections of the letter (Philippians-`opponents'). 
In sum, several of the above chain interactions might suggest that the letter stands as an 
original whole; on the other hand, chain interaction is also frequently restricted to certain 
sections. In other words, whereas the above charts reveal several CENTRAL cohesive links 
between the disputed sections of the letter, there is much that is limited to particular 
sections. In contrast to 1 Timothy (using the same model of analysis), chain interaction in 
Philippians is much more complex, verifying some scholars' observations that the letter 
serves several purposes for Paul, i. e. it is not governed by one overarching theme. i For 
some this has been taken as a sign of multiple letters; for others it is merely a stylistic 
characteristic of Paul's `personal' letter. Indeed, some of the above chain interactions 
could be used to support either a single-letter or multiple-letter theory. Perhaps the most 
telling example of this in the history of the debate concerns Paul's use of `rejoice, be glad' 
language. For example, one multiple-letter theory has evolved based on the distribution of 
such terms in 2: 18a, b, 28b; 3: 1a; 4: 4a, c. For single-letter theorists, the same distribution 
is used to substantiate their view. In addition, different chain interactions may be 
highlighted by various interpreters to prove their point. For example, some multiple-letter 
theorists might argue that the absence of implied `opponents' in 4: 10-23 supports their 
view. In contrast, single-letter theorists might argue that the many chain interactions 
involving 'Paul' which span Phil 1-2 and 4: 10-23 proves the opposite. Nonetheless, the 
value of studying chain interaction lies in the ability to demonstrate precisely what it is that 
may be used by either side to support their theory. In addition, whereas single-letter 
theorists might use a study of chain interaction to highlight themes which span various 
parts of the discourse, both sides of the debate can use this method to delineate semantic 
paragraphs in the discourse (i. e. proximately limited chain interaction). 
INFORMATION FLAW 
, 
Chain interaction is one way in which language may be used to create TFxIUAL 
meanings. It represents a cohesion of similarity. This area of discourse analysis can be 
1For a study of chain interaction in 1 Timothy see Reed, 'Cohesive Ties', pp. 131-47. 
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somewhat static, not treating how the cohesive ties fit into the linear flow of the discourse. 
Texts are not only put together hierarchically (i. e. thematically), but they must be put 
together linearly (i. e. one element after the other). The concept of information flow is an 
attempt to deal with this latter feature of all discourse. INFORMATION FLOW is an 
intentional metaphor used to refer to the ongoing change in status of discourse entities 
through time. Information flow may affect several lexical and grammatical choices in 
Greek discourse, especially word order, pronomilisation, and tense/aspect. The first two 
grammatical conventions are often treated by linguists in terms of topicality (given-new 
and theme-rheme) and the last in terms of discourse prominence. 
Topicality 
`' The positional order of linguistic elements in discourse has received considerable 
attention from linguists studying notions of given versus new information, theme versus 
rheme, and topic versus comment the relevant points of discussion in Part I are 
summarised here for the analysis of Philippians. According to T. Givon's ICONICITY 
PRINCIPLE, as topic continuity decreases, there tends to be a progression from referents 
which are not coded (zero-anaphora), to those coded by pronouns, to those coded with 
definite nouns, to those coded with modified definite nouns. His quantitative approach to 
topical information is based on three types of analysis: (i) referential distance-the 
number of clauses between the previous occurrence of a topical entity and its current 
occurrence; (ii) potential distance-the existence of competing topical entities within the 
last few clauses; and (iii) persistence-the number of clauses after the current one in 
which the topical entity continues to be included. Supplementary to Givon's method, E. F. 
Prince distinguishes between three types of participants with respect to INFORMATION 
STATUS: new, evoked, and inferable. When a speaker/author introduces NEW linguistic 
elements (e. g. participant) into the discourse, they will be either brand-new or unused. A 
BRAND-NEW entity is not previously known to the audience at all and is typically 
introduced by means of an indefinite expression or a full noun phrase. Brand-new entities 
may be ANCHORED (i. e. linked to another discourse entity) or UNANCHORED. An UNUSED 
entity is readily known to the audience (based on their knowledge of the context of situation 
or culture) but is not at the forefront of their consciousness at the time of utterance (e. g. an 
issue Paul had talked about in a previous letter). The second class of participants are 
EVOKED (i. e. already in the discourse). They are either (i) situational or (ii) textual. 
Situationally-evoked entities are interpreted via access to the context of situation. 
Textually-evoked entities are interpreted via the co-text. INIERABLES are linguistic entities 
which the speaker/author believes the listener/reader can infer from a discourse entity 
already introduced or from other inferables. These are usually expressed by means of 
another full noun phrase with a similar or hyponymous meaning (e. g. ti&xvov in Phil 2: 22 
is an inferable of Ttµo9F. ov in v 19). 
., When investigating information status in the Pauline letters (and I suspect the same is 
true of narrative), it is beneficial to distinguish between main and peripheral (secondary) 
participants. Main participants play a central role in the discourse usually appearing 
throughout the text (although not in every section), whereas peripheral participants play a 
secondary role (in the case of a letter, typically anyone who is not the author or audience) 
usually appearing only occasionally in the text and only in a supportive role to the main plot 
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or argument. 1 As already argued above, the main participants in the letter are `Paul' and 
the `Philippians' (sender and recipient), as first explicated in the epistolary prescript 
(Timothy is later dropped from the implied author scheme) and subsequently manifested in 
the prevalent use of first person singular and second person plural pronouns and verbal 
suffixes. The letter to the Philippians consists of approximately 307 clauses (see Appendix 
A), of which about 90 may be treated as embedded (or rank-shifted) clauses (mostly 
participle or infinitive clauses). In 113 clauses (37%) Paul is the implied subject- 
indicated by name, pronoun, verbal suffix, or zero-anaphora. In 66 clauses (22%) the 
Philippians (as a collective group) play the role of subject. In eight clauses (2.6%), both 
Paul and the Philippians are treated as a collective subject (i. e. first person plural). The 
remaining 120 clauses (39%) have peripheral subjects, the most frequent being `God' 
(16x) and `Jesus Christ' (13x). It is clear from this quantitative analysis that Paul and the 
Philippians, as participants, play a vital role in the topical flow of information in the letter. 
With respect to the ICONiCTTY PRINCIPLE it is first necessary to keep in mind the feature 
of referential distance, i. e. the number of clauses between the previous occurrence of a 
linguistic element and its immediate occurrence. The greater the referential distance the 
greater the need for more coding when reintroducing an already introduced participant (e. g. 
`God' in 2: 9 [full noun phrase followed by verbal suffix] and 2: 13 [full noun phrase]). A 
number of observations regarding the iconicity principle in Philippians follow, mostly with 
respect to the use of grammatical subjects. 2 (1) In the case of main participants (Paul 
and the Philippians), the iconicity principle is fairly straightforward: (i) new (either brand- 
new or used) participants are introduced with a full noun phrase (1: 1 IlaW o;... tio% 
# 41 äytot;... & cI O1nnot) and (ii) evoked and inferable main participants receive less coding, 
either with a verbal suffix, 3 zero-anaphora, 4 or pronoun. The use of pronouns for main 
participant subjects occurs (i) in clauses with verbs which do not have suffixes for 
indicating person and/or number (viz. participles and especially infinitives) (1: 7c, d, 10a, 
12b) and (ii) for the purpose of comparison and contrast with other participants (2: 4a, b5, 
18a, 19c, 24b, 28d; 3: 3a, 4a, d, 15d) or for focus/emphasis (3: 13a [2x]; 4: l lb, 15a). An 
inferable full noun phrase (usually a vocative) may be used as a transitional device (1: 12a 
&&X poi = Philippians) or in order to bring the participant back into the foreground of the 
discourse (2: 12a W%cpoi = Philippians; 3: la, 17a [specification of a smaller group after 
the use of first person plural grammar]; 4: 1 [cf. 3: 17a], 8a, 15a). (2) Most peripheral 
participants only appear a few times and thus require a full noun phrase, indefinite 
lI am particularly referring to the general distinction in texts between first and second person grammar 
implied author and reader as main participants) and third person grammar (peripheral participants). 2Participants 
which are not grammatical subjects are almost always encoded with pronouns if they are main 
participants but with full noun phrases if they are peripheral participants. An exception to peripheral 
encoding occurs when a secondary participant has considerable referential persistence (such as 'Jesus' in Phil 
25-11), in which cases subsequent references are made with third person pronouns. 
31: 3 exaptatw, 4b noto-5gevoS, 6a, 7b, 8b, 9a, 10c, 11,12a, 16c, 18c, d, 19,20b, 22c, d, 23a, b, 25a, c 
[2x], 27b, c, d, e, f, g, 28a, 30a, b, c; 2: 2a, b, c, e, 3b, 4a, 5a. 12b, 14,15a, b, 16a, b, c, 17a, b, c, 18b, 
19a, d, 20a, 22a, 23a, c, 24a, 25a, 26c, 27e, 28a, b, c, 29a, b; 3: 2a, b, c, 3b, c, d, 6b, d, 7b, 8a, d, e, f, 9a, 
b, 10b, 11,12a, b, c, d, e, 15b, c, 16a, 17b, d, 18b, c, d, 20b; 4: 2a, b, 3a, b, 4a, b, c. 6a, 8i, 9a, b. c. d, e, 
10a, b, d, e, 1la, c, 12a. c, e, 13a, 14a, b, 15c, 16,17a, b, 18a, b, c, d. Verbal suffixes include here 
indicators of person and number (finite verbs) and indicators of number alone (participles). 
41: 21b, d, 22b, 23d, e, 24b, 25b, 29b, c; 2: 23b, 25b; 3: ib, 9c, 10a, 13b, c, d, 14,16b; 4: 10c, l Id, 12b, d, 
f, g, h, i. Note, however, that in the case of the zero-anaphora infinitives in 1: 21-22 the dative pronoun got 
is added for clarity; cf. 6pty prior to the infinitives in 1: 29b, c. 
5Notice here how pronouns are used to distinguish between the implied readers ('yourselves', `each one') 
and an indefinite class of persons ('others'). If the UBSGNT4 text is correct then the author. after using the 
singular Exaato;, moves back to the plural exaatot in alignment with the plural implied reader. 
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pronoun, or (more infrequently) an inferable-examples of these appear repeatedly in the 
letter. An exception to this general pattern occurs in participle clauses, in which a participle 
functions as the verb (without a separate subject) and partly marks the subject by means of 
grammatical number (1: 6c [unless Paul, not God (so most), is the subject], 14b, 16b, 28b; 
2: 3c, 6b, 7b, c, d, 8b, 13b, 30b). In addition, peripheral participants receive less coding 
when they have a more prominent role in certain sections of the discourse, i. e. when they 
have referential persistence. For example, references to Jesus Christ follow the iconicity 
principle in 1: 29, in 2: 6-9 (but notice how a full noun phrase is used again in 2: 10-11 
probably to distinguish Christ from God), and in 3: 20-21. The same principle applies once 
in a reference to God (2: 13) and is also true of Timothy (2: 19-23) and Epaphroditus (2: 25- 
30). Compare also how the unidentified `proclaimers of Christ' in 1: 15 are first identified 
with an indefinite pronoun and then subsequently with an article (1: 16-17) and zero- 
anaphora (1: 17b, c)-more coding to less coding. In this way, the author leaves 
identifiable traces of topicality in the discourse-albeit at varying levels of significance to 
the message. 
The preceding observations provide a linguistic basis for interpreting certain clauses in 
Philippians. For example, in 3: 13 (&&X(oi eyw F tautiöv ov ? oyiýoµat... ) the main 
participants receive additional coding three times (more than any other clause in the 
discourse), viz. vocative, pronoun (subject), pronoun (complement). Clearly, here is a 
case in which Paul draws the reader's attention to his following statement (viz. 
... uatictkil(p&vat)-a theme central to the immediate section. Paul emphasises his own 
example of imperfection so as to align his readers with his brand of eschatology (perhaps in 
opposition to some who had a realised eschatology at Philippi). 
Information status is not only reflected in the use of full noun phrases, various 
pronominals, and verbal suffixes (as studied above), but, as is true for several languages, 
various word order constructions are often motivated by informational requirements of the 
discourse. ' S. E. Porter has provided a useful account of the word order of clauses in 
Philippians; 2 my own study of the formal structures of word order in the letter confirms his 
quantitative analysis. In contrast to, but in some ways building upon Porter's study, I am 
particularly interested here in the functions of word order variations in terms of the 
information flow of discourse participants. Generally speaking, most clauses lack a 
grammatical subject and thus have either VO or OV order-in Philippians VO occurs 64 
times, OV 54 times, and OVO seven times 3 When the grammatical subject is expressed it 
typically appears before a complement-the subject precedes the complement or predicate 
adjective/nominative approximately 83% of the time in Philippians. 4 In 22 clauses SR is 
the pattern, with probably only one case in which the predicate adjectiv/nominative (R) 
precedes the subject (1: 8a); in 19 instances the subject (S) precedes the complement (0), 
and in only 7 instances the complement (0) precedes the subject (S). This SO or SR 
pattern is significant for interpreting an especially disputed clause in the letter, viz. 1: 7 St& 
tb excty tc CVti, uap&c vg Et;. Not only does the general SO regularity suggest that 
this clause is to be understood as `I have you in my heart' instead of `You have me in your 
1Cf. Werth, Focus, p. 12. 
2Porter, 'Word Order', pp. 177-206; see also Davison, 'Word Order', pp. 19-28. 
3The following codes are used: S=subject; V=verb; and O=object or complement (direct object); 
R=predicate nominative/adjective. 
4For other studies in support of this pattern see discussion in Porter, 'Word Order', pp. 188-89. There is 
enough variation in other Greek authors to suggest that while the pattern of SO is generally true, various 
other factors (e. g. idiolect, situation, genre, topicality) may influence the word order pattern of a particular 
author or text. 
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heart', but such a reading is also substantiated by the same pattern in Phil 1: 10 (and similar 
infinitive clauses in the NT). 1 
When the verb is considered in the word order scheme, there is some dispute whether 
NT Greek has an unmarked SVO, SOV, or VSO word order. 2 In response, SVO and VSO 
both seem to be fair characterisations depending on the nature of the grammatical subject. 3 
(1) If the subject's information status is new then its unmarked position is before the verb, 
and it is typically the first major word in the clause. In the case of main participants, the 
first referential use follows this word order (1: 1a). Because peripheral participants are 
typically new in status, they (as grammatical subjects) too are generally initial in the 
clause. 4 A prime example of this is the use of `God' Ocög as subject, which almost always 
appears before the verb and sentence-initial (1: 6c if ö Evap4& voq is an inferable of 
`God' [not `Paul']; 2: 9a, 13a, 27b; 4: 9f, 19). The one exception is 1: 8a where µäpiuS 
perhaps plays a focal role in the clause (b OEÖS is the subject in view of the articles), 
suggesting that Paul makes a point of establishing God as a witness of his personal feelings 
for the Philippians. In 3: 15d, Oc6q is still functionally initial, since it follows a 
demonstrative pronoun which, if it has anaphoric reference, always appears first in the 
clause; in other words, there is a hierarchy to the regularities of word order (see below). 
Another rare exception to this general principle is 1: 20c gcya? v%atat Xpta'tös, which 
is perhaps explained by the initial position of prepositional phrases and adverbs ('always') 
so as to contrast (&U&) with the initial £v ovScvi in the previous clause. (See below for 
an explanation of the VOS word order in 4: 21b, 22. ) (2) If the subject is evoked or 
inferable, then there is a difference between main and peripheral participants with respect 
to word order. Whereas peripheral participants are typically clause-initial, a main 
participant, when it is expressed apart from the verbal suffix (e. g. with a pronoun), will 
appear either after the verb (1: 7c, 10a, 12b; 4: 15a) or prior to the verb but after some other 
major linguistic item such as a prepositional phrase or complement (1: 7d; 2: 18a). This 
unmarked pattern may be altered for the sake of comparison/contrast with another 
participant in the co-text (2: 18a, 19c, 24b, 28d; 3: 3a, 4a)6 or for the purpose of focus 
(4: 11 b). 
The previous regularities concern grammatical subjects, but the majority of participants 
in clauses do not occur in the subject slot but play other grammatical roles-viz. 
complements (e. g. direct and indirect objects) or head-terms in prepositional phrases. In 
11 have already demonstrated this pattern in the entire NT, noting its relevance for the Phil 1: 7 debate (Reed, 
'Infinitive', pp. 1-27; cf. Silva, Philippians, pp. 56-57); but Witherington (Friendship, p. 38), who shows 
no awareness of the grammatical evidence, can still claim: 'Verse 7 is ambiguous, but in view of what 
follows in v. 8, I take it to mean that Paul is saying, "you have me in your heart". ' 
2VSO is the view of several standard grammars; see Porter, 'Word Order', pp. 186-87, for discussion. For 
an SOV model see McKay, Syntax, p. 6. 
31n Philippians, five clauses have SVO order (1: 14a; 2: 27b; 3: 4a; 4: 1lb, 19), five have SVP order (1: 28c, 
13a; 3: 3a, 7a; 4: 8a), two have SVOO order (3: 21a; 4: 7a), one has SVSO order (3: 4b), five have SOV order 
(1: 13,17a; 2: 9a, 20b, 21a), two have SPV (2: 28d; 3: 8b), one has SSOV order (1: 15), two have SOVO 
order (2: 6a; 3: 13a), two have VSO order (1: 10a; 3: 21b), one has VSOO order (1: 7c), one has VOS order 
(4: 21b), one has VOSS order (4: 22), and four have OSV order (1: 7d; 2.4a, 18a; 3: 15d). Clearly, it is 
difficult to speak of an unmarked word order when all three elements (subject, verb, complement, predicate 
nominative/adjective) are considered; yet, the subject tends to precede the verb. 
41: 6b, 9b, 12c, 13,14a, 15,16a, 17a, 19-20a, 22a, 23d, 24a, 26,28c, d; 2: 1a, b, c, d, 5b, 6a, 9a, 10, h a, 
b, 13a, 20b, 21a, 27b; 3: 4b, 7a, 8b, 15d, 18a, 21a, 4: 3c, 5a, 6b, 7a, 8a, 9f. 19; cf. 1: 2 and 4: 23 which are 
verbless clauses. 
50n this principle see McGaughy's rule 3c: The word or word cluster determined by an article is the 
subject' (Toward, p. 49). Although the linking verb is absent here, the clause is clearly a relational one. 
6In these cases adverbial xai is often an indicator of comparison. 
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such cases, it again proves useful to differentiate between main and peripheral participants. 
(1) In non-subject roles, 1 main participants typically appear somewhere after the initial 
major participant(s) (1: 2; 3: 13a, 15d; cf. 4: 15b, 16), usually after the verb (1: 3-5,7a, 8b, 
25c, 27d; 2: 3c, 19b, 26a; 3: 1b, 7a, 17d, 18b; 4: 3a, 13b, 21b, 22) except in the case of 
comparison or contrast with a previous participant (1: 29a). (2) Peripheral participants, to 
speak only of complements (direct and indirect objects; predicate nominatives and 
adjectives), 2 fall before3 or after the verb4-OV, VO, SOV, SVO. In both cases, the SO 
word order is almost always respected. It is worth noting that named participants (e. g. 
Timothy, Epaphroditus, Euodia, Syntyche) are always introduced as the first word in the 
clause (2: 19b, 25; 4: 2a, b). (3) Lastly, if two evoked (or inferable) participants are in the 
same clause, the one considered the topical participant (which includes peripheral 
participants with referential persistence) tends to appear prior to a less topical participant 
(with respect to the immediate section), even if this means breaking the typical SO word 
order. 5 This may explain (i) the appearance of the datives in 1: 18 before the subject 
`Christ', viz. the focus of Paul's immediate discussion is on the different ways in which 
Christ is proclaimed (the topic of vv 15-17) and (ii) the somewhat anomalous word order in 
4: 21,22 äax&ýovtat b t&g of avv i to . &Sra, cpoi, äa7t& ovtiat b t&s nävti of äytot, 
viz. greeting is the topic of the clauses and it is the greeting of the Philippians which is in 
view. 
Lastly, there are two grammatical expressions in Greek which regularly follow a given- 
new (or anaphoric-non-anaphoric) information flow, viz. relative pronouns (1: 30b; 2: 5b, 
6a, 20b; 3: 7a, 15a, 18b, 21a; 4: 3c, 8a, 9a) and demonstrative pronouns (1: 7b, 9a, 18c, 19- 
20a, 22a, 25a, 28d; 2: 5a, 23b, 29b; 3: 7b, 6 15b, d; 4: 8i, 9e). When a demonstrative 
pronoun represents already `given' information (anaphoric reference) it appears as the first 
major word in the clause, whether it is a subject, complement, or in a prepositional phrase. 
This suggests that the content of Paul's prayer in 1: 9 tio, 3'co 7tpoa6xo tat is to be found 
in the preceding discourse,? most likely referring to his desire for the Philippians (i. e. his 
desire to visit them). In contrast, if a demonstrative refers to upcoming information 
(cataphoric reference) then it appears towards the end of the clause (1: 6a). In other words, 
the word order of discourse referentials such as relative pronouns and demonstratives 
depends upon their anaphoric or cataphoric function. This is particularly evident in 3: 15d 
in which a peripheral participant, `God' comes after the demonstrative, even though the 
expected location of a peripheral participant in the subject role is at the beginning of the 
clause. 
1Genitives which modify another noun are excluded here ('the joy of me'), since their word order is 
determined by the noun's. 
2T his includes infinitive clauses completing a clause in which they are embedded (e. g. 1: 14). 
31: 4b, 7b, 9a, 12a, 13,14c, 15,17a, c, 22c, d, 23b, 25a, 30a, b; 2: 2b, c, e, 3b, 4a, b, Sa, 6a, 7a, b, 14, 
16a, 18a, 19b, 20a, b, 21a, 22a, 23a, b, 25b, 27e, 29b; 3: lb, 7b, 8d, f, 13c, d, 15b, c, d, 17b, 18b, 19e, 
20b; 4: 2a, b, c, 6a, 8i, 9a, e, 13a. 
41: 6a, c, 7c, 10a, c, 11,14a, b, 17b, 27b, 28c; 2: 2a, 6a, c, 8a, b, 9b [2x], 12b, 15a, 19a, d, 23c, 25a, 27b, 
28a, c, 29a, 30c; 3: 2a, b, c, 4b, 6b, 7b, 8a, e, 9b, 10a, 13a, 18c, 20b, 21b, c [2x]; 4: 3b, Sa, 7a, b, 8a, l lb, 
12a, c, e, 17a, b, 18a, d, 19,21a. 
5This conforms to Grimes' principle: 'Because of their lower probability, fronted nominatives have a 
higher communicative load than nominatives that come after the verb or other constituents that go ahead of 
it' ('Signals', p. 155, emphasis mine). 
6This is a particularly revealing example since the demonstrative, referring to the pc eceding discourse, 
precedes the verb but the other complement Cnµiav appears after xu ra ijmµat && Iröv Xp to thv 
TA 
Against O'Brien, Philippians, p. 73, who takes it with the following iva clause. 
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The following outline attempts to summarise the above observations of iconicity and 
information status (i. e. topicality) in Philippians. The principles are only intended as 
regularities of discourse, not absolute rules of language-but they may serve as a basis for 
the analysis of information flow in other NT discourse. 
Main Participants 
Iconicity Principle: 
1. Grammatical subjects: Initial references are expressed with full noun phrases. 
Subsequent references are expressed with verbal suffixes, zero-anaphora 
(infinitive or verbless clause), and pronouns (first and second person)-in that 
order of relative frequency. 
2. Non-subjects (complements and prepositional phrases): Evoked references are 
almost always expressed with pronouns (first and second person) and less 
frequently with zero-anaphora. 
Word Order. 
1. The subject typically appears before the complement. 
2. Grammatical subjects: If the subject's information status is new then its 
unmarked position is before the verb, and it is typically the first major word in 
the clause. If the subject's information status is evoked or inferable, then its 
unmarked position is either after the verb or prior to the verb but after some 
other major linguistic item such as a prepositional phrase or complement (i. e. it 
is not clause-initial). 
3. Complements: Main participants typically appear somewhere after an initial 
major linguistic item(s) and usually after the verb. 
4. The above three patterns may not be followed (i) when new information is 
being introduced, (ii) when a comparison or contrast is being made with other 
discourse entities, or (iii) more rarely for the sake of focus. In other words, 
topicality may govern the choice of word order. 
Peripheral Participants 
Iconicity Principle: 
1. Full noun phrases (and more rarely indefinite pronouns) are used to express 
peripheral participants, unless a participant has referential persistence beyond a 
clause, in which case subsequent references are typically made with third 
person pronouns. However, once a peripheral participant loses itself referential 
persistence then it is typically expressed with a full noun phrase when 
reintroduced into the discourse. 
Word Order. 
1. The subject typically appears before the complement. 
2. Grammatical subjects: Peripheral participants typically appear as the first major 
word (i. e. excluding particles) in the clause. 
3. Complements: Complements appear with almost equal frequency before and 
after the verb; however, several pre-verb placements are due to (i) the use of a 
pronoun or demonstrative (which appear at the beginning of a clause when 
anaphoric reference applies) or (ii) the initial reference to a peripheral participant 
which thereafter has some referential persistence. 
In sum, mere statistics of word order cannot be used to determine an unmarked word 
order of the Greek language (e. g. is it SVO or VSO based? ), since such data-gathering 
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does not take into account discourse influences on word order such as information flow 
which may result in various word order patterns in different texts by the same or different 
authors (and even within a single text). Consequently, in terms of linguistic typology of 
word order, the above study suggests that Greek is a pragmatically-based language rather 
than a syntactically-based language. Of course, the study of information flow in other NT 
and related discourse needs to be compared with this one before such claims can be taken 
as normative. ' Nevertheless, in the letter(s) to the Philippians there are recognisable 
patterns of information flow which not only follow Givbn's iconicity principle and can be 
explained in functional terms, but also prove useful in the task of interpretation (e. g. 1: 7,9; 
3: 13; 4: 21-22). Furthermore, these regularities were seen to be generally characteristic in 
each of the disputed sections of the letter, which, while not necessarily proving a single- 
letter theory, at least demonstrates another aspect of stylistic consistency throughout the 
letter. 
Prominence 
Another aspect of information flow has been treated by linguists and literary theorists 
under the heading PROMINENCE (also known as emphasis, grounding, relevance, 
salience)-see chap. 2 for detailed theoretical discussion which is only summarised here. 
Prominence typically refers to the means by which speakers/authors draw the 
listener/reader's attention to important topics and motifs of the discourse and support these 
topics with other less-prominent material. Prominence, in comparison to cohesive ties (the 
cohesion of similarity), represents the cohesion of dissimilarity. In other words, 
language is used to set apart (i. e. to disassociate) certain entities from other entities of the 
discourse. Prominence is defined here as those semantic and grammatical elements of 
discourse that serve to set aside certain subjects, ideas, or motifs of the author as 
more or less semantically and pragmatically significant than others. Rather than speak 
in terms of emphatic and non-emphatic features of texts (as most NT grammarians do), 
most discourse analysts suggest at least three, sometimes more, levels of prominence. 
With regard to NT non-narrative discourse the following three relative levels are proposed: 
background, theme, and focus. It must be emphasised that these are relative terms to be 
understood in relation to one another on a cline; thus, more important than strict labels is 
the notion of a cline on which some information in the discourse is less prominent than 
other information. 
The following analysis of prominence in Philippians focuses on five signalling devices, 
with particular attention on the last type: generic formulas; boundary markers (organic 
ties); discourse participants/events (cohesive ties); word order, and verbal aspect? Each of 
'Much of Grimes' treatment ('Signals', pp. 151-64) of topicality in koind Greek further substantiates the 
conclusions presented here regarding Philippians. In addition, Stanley (Paul, p. 349) has shown that Paul 
alters the word order of OT citations to serve the rhetorical purposes of his own discourse-this is perhaps 
the most convincing evidence that word order played a functional role in Greek grammar. 
2As a caveat, I am not claiming that every time one comes across a particular tense-form that it must be 
fitted into this model of prominence. However, both the ancient and modern evidence suggests that 
speakers, /authors do alternate tense-forms so as to communicate prominence. Perhaps the best basis for a 
prominence reading occurs when particular tense-forms are used with particular words (or concepts) so as to 
set them apart from other tense-forms used with different but topically-related words (or concepts) (i. e. the 
author is contrasting or setting apart certain information from other related information in part by means of 
tense-forms). This is particularly evident in two parts of the letter. 1: 21-25 and 4: 10-20. The fact that a 
temporal understanding of the tense-forms in Philippians cannot account for all of the data at least calls for 
other attempts to explain Paul's varied use of tense-forms (see e. g. aorist tense for present-time in 2: 25 
[hynaäµnv; cf. present Ax(Co) in 2: 19,23 also with nigWat]; 4: 5 [cf. present tense yvaoptCEoOm in v 
6! ]; 4: 10 [exä p, iv] and aorist tense for future-time or 'projected' events in 1: 21,23,27; 2: 10-11,15 
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these will be treated according to their domain of prominence (phrase, clause, paragraph, 
discourse) and level of prominence (background, theme, focus). 
Prescript and Salutation (1: 1-2). Phil 1: 1-2, despite its brevity, is a thematic statement 
of the entire discourse in that it identifies two main participants and one peripheral 
participant (Ilai». os, Ttg60eos, and tolq oüaty Ev 1t? A*notcl) as well as establishes the 
perceived interpersonal relationships between them. Although these participants are 
thematic at the level of discourse, they may or may not be thematic at the level of paragraph 
or clause. They are mentioned in 1: 1 with full noun phrases, and later with first (e. g. 1: 2 
ht v) and second (e. g. 1: 2 %Ctv) person pronouns or verbal inflections (unless being 
brought into focus with a full noun phrase). The use of the first person plural pronoun 
hpc v describes the interpersonal relationships between the major participants. They all 
share the same religious tradition. Other peripheral participants are also introduced in this 
unit (Bcov natip6; and xupiov Irlaov Xpt(; rov). The epistolary prescript and 
salutation also play the role of boundary markers for the ensuing discourse. 
Thanksgiving (1: 3-11). The thematic unit in 1: 3-11 concerns Paul's thankfulness for the 
Philippians' participation in and on behalf of the gospel. The epistolary thanksgiving 
formula serves as a boundary marker, setting the unit apart from the previous and next 
thematic sections. Paul gives thanks (d xaptatw) to God (tic; 8cij) concerning the 
Philippians in view of their participation in the work of the gospel. As in several other 
letters, Paul's thanksgiving precedes the main body of his letter. Paul and the Philippians 
are the thematic participants of this paragraph, being expressed with pronouns and verbal 
inflections (as is expected with thematic, non-focal, elements). Background participants 
include God and Christ Jesus; they are expressed with nominal phrases. Other potential 
topic entities exist in this unit (e. g. prayer, heart, gospel, love) but their role is to describe 
the actions of the main participants. Consequently, they serve at the level of the clause as 
comments upon the thematic participants. That is, their thematic domain is limited to the 
clause, but they are background at the level of the section/paragraph. This paragraph 
concerns Paul's prayer and thanksgiving for the Philippians-thanksgiving is an activity of 
prayer. The events/actions in which he participates involve words and phrases from these 
semantic fields. Paul gives thanks (1: 3), petitions (1: 4), is confident of (1: 6), esteems 
(1: 7), holds them in his heart (1: 7), desires them (1: 8), and prays for them (1: 9). The 
Philippians are the object of Paul's actions. They also participate in a recognisable event 
structure: they share in the task of the gospel (1: 5) and are partakers in grace (1: 7). They 
are also described in terms of future (or projected) roles: completing a good work (in you) 
(1: 6), abounding in love that is full of knowledge and perceptiveness (1: 9), discerning 
(1: 10), sincere and without offence (1: 10), and fulfilling the work of righteousness (1: 11). 
Word order further illustrates the use of prominence in this thematic unit. The basic 
word order is VO (Verb-Object). In only three cases is the word order OV: 1: 4 Av 
8&atv notovµcvog and 1: 7 tioi to cppovciv and 1: 9 tioVro npoacS opat. In 1: 4 
Sgaty is initial because it is both theme/topic and anaphoric information. In 1: 7 tiovtio is 
[present tense ciyuif with the aorist participle 7vovs! ] and aorist tense for timeless events in 1: 29; 
present tense for past-time in 1: 14-17; 4: 18 [(n&w followed by aorist! WAgevoc] and present tense for 
future-time in 2: 2-5.15); explanations of the aorists xigWat in 2: 19-28 as epistolary aorists fail to account 
for such present tenses as eirxap=& and aotoüµevoc, in 1: 2-4-Paul could have easily described his 
'thanksgiving' as a process in the past from the perspective of the reader. Nonetheless, temporal reasons 
seem to be the basis of Paul's use of the aorist followed by present tense in 1: 30 otov et8eTe... xai vüv 
äxoüeie. To allow for multiple functions of tense-forms is no different than allowing for multiple 
functions of the same word. _ 1Certain leaders (avv ixwic hots xai SuauSvow) are singled out as participants of the letter. 
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initial because it too is anaphoric information, referring back to the preceding clause. 1: 9 is 
similar to 1: 7-T6tio refers back to Paul's desire for them (i. e. his desire to be with 
them). 1 When a subject is present the word order is typically SVO or SV. Paul and the 
Philippians are the subjects in all but two cases: 1: 6 b Lvap46cµevo; E pyov äya0öv 
F. nttic) act (unless Paul is the implied subject here) and 1: 8 µäprug... pou o' ®c6;; 2 both 
refer to God (the first implicitly, the second explicitly). Notably, the second example is the 
only case of VS word order, probably because the testimony of God (not the person of 
God) is focal-Paul appeals to a witness so as to validate his purported `love' for the 
Philippians. 
The use of verbal aspect also reflects elements of prominence in the thanksgiving prayer 
section. The present tense predominates (9x), with the aorist used only once and the 
perfect twice. Most of the paragraph is thematic, i. e. it contributes to the function of the 
thanksgiving. When a background element appears as the subject ('God ... the one 
working... ', SOV word order), Paul uses the aorist tense (background aspect) with a 
participle. The two uses of the perfect tense (focal or frontground aspect) indicate focal 
prominence. The first (1: 6 7cptotO6c)3 perhaps highlights Paul's affirmations of the worth 
and continuing growth of the Philippians (1: 6-11)-this might be expected with a verb 
indicating `confidence' (i. e. one who is persuaded) rather than mere 'belief. In 1: 11 Paul 
concludes the thanksgiving formula with a participial clause using the perfect tense. The 
clause ('fulfilling the fruit of righteousness') is not only significant theologically for Paul, it 
seems to indicate what will happen if the Philippians carry out his preceding exhortations 
(1: 9-10). 
Disclosure (1: 12-26). The disclosure formula in 1: 12 (ytvthaicctv... ßo-5 ogat), a 
common epistolary formula used at the beginning of the body, signals a new thematic unit. 
In addition, SE (unlike uai) in 1: 12 marks a new development in the discourse-here it 
signals a change in topic. First person grammar is predominant throughout, since Paul is 
revealing `things regarding himself that have come about for the advance of the gospel'. 
Besides himself, other unspecified participants play a major role in this section, viz. the 
ones proclaiming the gospel; thus, as noted above in the study of topicality, these are 
expressed with reduced grammatical forms (verbal suffixes and zero-anaphora) and have 
referential persistence (unlike most peripheral participants). Verbal aspect is a key indicator 
of prominence especially in the latter part of Paul's disclosure. The aorist appears three 
times, once in 1: 13 where Paul makes a background statement about the result of his 
apparent imprisonment (set against the present tense in 1: 14 which is thematic and thus 
further developed) and twice in 1: 21,23 where Paul debates between dying and being with 
Christ or remaining alive and ministering to the Philippians. These latter cases (1: 21,23), 
which describe Paul's option of dying (äxoOavEiv and ävaxc aat), are especially 
interesting since they are set against another topic described using present and future tense- 
forms, viz. the option of living (i; Av [2x]) and remaining (Entµ£vety; gevi ; napaµevö) 
with the Philippians. Clearly, two different topics are set apart with different tense-forms. 4 
One possible explanation of this is that the choice which Paul clearly expects to happen is 
set apart with the more prominent present and future tense-forms. The perfect tense (stative 
1Far arguments see chap. 4 on the epistolary Thanksgiving. ' 
21n 1: 9 the grammatical subject is h& in , but the modifying genitive 
6prov indicates that it is the 
Philippians' love that is in view. 
3Expressions of confidence such as this are found elsewhere in the papyri; see e. g. P. Mert. 1.12.9 (58 CE) 
using the present tense. 
4etvat in 1: 23 is aspectually vague (i e. no aorist form was available to choose) and, thus, it does not 
factor into the analysis of prominence. 
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aspect) is used frequently in this section (1: 12,14,16,19,25 [2x]), typically with verbs of 
saying or confidence. They serve to draw attention to particularly important statements of 
the author. The present tense (thematic aspect) is used 18 times, primarily with statements 
regarding two topics: (i) the expansion of the gospel albeit through good and bad motives 
and (ii) Paul's probable release from prison and his potential visit to Philippi. 
Petitions (1: 27-30). The imperative mood is used for the first time here, signalling a 
new thematic development (albeit with ties to the preceding one). The particle µövov and 
the shift to second person grammar also signals this development. The Philippians are now 
central to the topic of the discourse. Only the aorist and present tenses are used in this 
section. The ten uses of the present occur in thematic material (see especially the initial 
1: 27 followed by the present aAiccre and two present participles). The aorist occurs in 
background material. For example, the aorist passive iXapia8 is not thematic, but is 
followed by thematic material ('to believe... to suffer'). A prominence view can also 
explain the use of aorist participles in 1: 27 (XOthv and t6thv) to describe future events, viz. 
these activities contribute background information to the theme line which concerns Paul's 
desire to learn of the Philippians' good standing. 
Petitions surrounding Narrative (Story) about Christ (2: 1-18). The second occurrence 
of an imperative begins this section, which is part of a conditional clause set off from the 
preceding discourse by the particle o$v. Here, however, it is in the aorist tense. This is 
not because it is not thematic, but more likely because the perfective aspect was deemed 
appropriate as a description of a general command ('complete my joy'), which is then 
specified with more specific directives using the imperfective aspect, viz. unity and self- 
sacrificing love. After the initial aorist imperative, the present tense is used until 2: 5 (one 
subjunctive and five participles). At that point the so-called `Christ-hymn' provides an 
example of what it means to look out for the interests of others rather than only of oneself. 
Especially significant is that the story about Christ uses the aorist throughout (in contrast to 
the preceding present tense-forms), not necessarily because it recounts past-time events 
(note the future events in 2: 10,11) but perhaps because as a whole it plays a background or 
supportive role to Paul's primary purpose in this section, viz. the appeal to unity and self- 
sacrificing love. 1 In 2: 12, Paul continues with the particle 65atc (used also in 4: 1 at the 
close of a section) followed by two commands (xatirM&& caOE and xoteite). The first 
command is modified by a comparative clause (uaOci); ) using the aorist which is only 
background to the thrust of the imperative (i. e. the modifying uaOcic clause adds 
supplementary information, `therefore-just as you have always obeyed-work out your 
salvation'). Another interesting feature of prominence in this section is the use of OV 
(Object/Complement-Verb) word order in 2: 2-5, where the complement occurs first in view 
of its thematic importance (viz. each complement concerns the idea of unity or `oneness'). 
Commendation of Timothy (2: 19-24). In this and the next section new participants enter 
into view: Timothy (only mentioned earlier in 1: 1) and Epaphroditus. This section is 
introduced with the indicative (in contrast to the preceding imperatives) as well as the 
connective 6 (used to mark a new development). Unlike the previous sections, in this 
epistolary commendation and the next (2: 25-30) the aorist predominates and the present is 
lAgainst Hawthorne (Philippians, p. 76) and several others: `This section is the most important section in 
the letter. ' Why and in what sense is it the most important? Because of its Christological claims? 
Because of scholarly attention devoted to it? Is it more important than his `thank you', his many 
exhortations, or his commendations of Timothy and Epaphmditus? While the so-called Christ hymn may 
be important to scholars, it does not follow that it was the most important point (if there was just 'one') of 
Paul's purposes. Surely it plays a role in Paul's message, but I doubt Paul sat down to write his letter 
primarily so as to convey the so-called Christ hymn. 
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infrequent. This is especially strange in 2: 19,23,25,28, where the verb for `to send' is in 
the aorist although it would seem to represent the theme of these sections, viz. Paul 
announces his plans to send Timothy and Epaphroditus. There are perhaps a few 
explanations. Firstly, the use of the aorist could indicate that these sections as a whole are 
of less importance with respect to the rest of the letter. Secondly, in the commendation of 
Timothy, the present tense-forms (thematic aspect) and the one perfect tense-form are often 
used in expressions that convey Paul's feelings or attitudes. This is especially obvious in 
2: 24 where Paul emphasises that he also (uai) will be coming to see them. Perhaps the 
focus here is on Paul's concern with what he is to gain from the sending of Timothy rather 
than with the commendation of Timothy itself. Thirdly, this may simply be a case of 
idiolectal or dialectal preferences. In the context of sending envoys or material goods, Paul 
simply prefers the aorist to describe the act of sending-in Pauline letters it is used 13 times 
in the aorist (1 Cor 4: 17; 9: 3; Phil 2: 19,23,25,28; 4: 16; 1 Thess 3: 2,5; cf. Eph 6: 22; Col 
4: 8) and once in the future (1 Cor 16: 3). 1 
Commendation of Epaphroditus (2: 25-30). This section is set apart by the initial 
thematic marker Se. Here the attention is directed towards the relationship between 
Epaphroditus and the Philippians. This is most clearly indicated by the only use of the 
present tense-forms (thematic aspect) in 2: 26 (the longing of Epaphroditus for the 
Philippians) and 2: 29 (their need to receive him and honour those like him)-the imperfect 
tense i '1v indicates a past-time event; thus, the present tense participle in this periphrastic 
must be understood in a non-temporal sense (prompting some other explanation of its use). 
The fact that Epaphroditus almost died plays only a background role in this section (aorists 
are used throughout); or perhaps Paul prefers the aorist tense in clearly narrative contexts 
(as in the so-called Christ-hymn in 2: 6-11). However, the narrative context is clearly set 
apart from the three present tense imperatives in 2: 29 and 3: 1 (i. e. by recounting 
Epaphroditus' illness and ministry Paul supplies the reason why they should receive him, 
honour him, and be glad). 
`Implied Opponents' versus Paul and the Philippians (3: 1-4: 1) 2 From this point 
forward, the analysis of prominence becomes more difficult in view of the disjointed 
exhortations and lack of clear transitions. Nevertheless, on the whole the use of indicators 
of prominence resemble those found in Phil 1-2. In chap. 4 above, it has been argued that 
3: 1a ('rejoice in the Lord') is part of the succession of imperatives begun in 2: 29 and 
ending in 3: 2-3: lb ('to write the same things... ') punctuates these as an epistolary 
formula of disclosure. The lack of connective at 3: 2 further suggests that the Pk6ctre 
imperatives are part of this chain. Nonetheless, semantically, 3: 2 contrasts with the 
preceding commands and thus develops the discourse in a different direction. The three 
imperative verbs in 3: 2 precede the complement probably because the idea of `caution' is 
the theme (thus, initial), not necessarily the objects of that caution (who are notably 
unidentified as are all of the `implied' opponents in the letter [1: 15-17,28; 2: 15,21; 3: 18]). 
Although the Philippians are major participants in the section, Paul follows his imperative 
with lengthy supportive statements which do not directly involve his audience (as he does 
elsewhere, e. g. 2: 6-11). Not until 3: 17 with the use of &Be l"i do the Philippians come 
1The present tense is used once in 2 Thess 2: 11 but there in reference to God's sending of 'delusion' upon 
people. 
2The content of this section could be summarised in various ways, but with the heading 'Implied 
Opponents' versus Paul and the Philippians I am highlighting the dialectic between Paul's theological 
convictions and those of his 'implied' opponents which appears throughout this section. In addition, the 
Philippians are in view as seen in the commands in 3: 15-17 and 4: 1. 
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back into view. As is the case elsewhere, the present tense predominates since most of the 
material is on the theme-line of the discourse. The perfect tense, in addition, is again used 
frequently with verbs of volition or will. Two special occurrences (not with verbs of 
volition) appear in 3: 12,13 where Paul draws special attention to the fact that he is not 
`perfect'-the idea of `perfection' is central to Paul's discussion throughout 3: 2-16. Such 
focal prominence is especially evident in v 13 where a combination of focal indicators are 
used (ä& X pot'; eyw egavti6v; perfect tense) to introduce the perfect tense 1caticL%i q vat. 
Similarly, the perfect ijyrutat introduces Paul's emphatic denial of the worth of his heritage 
and accomplishments, but then is followed by the present tense ilyovµat in v8 in clauses 
that specify what this entails for Paul (viz. `on account of knowing Christ' and `in order 
that I may gain Christ... '). From 3: 13 on, which itself punctuates the discourse with 
several markers of focus (suggesting some type of transition), the present tense-forms 
predominate (except the two aorists in 3: 16,21, which are part of dependent clauses). 
Clearly, with the discourse particle ovv at 3: 15, Paul comes to the close of a section (in this 
case begun with a discussion of `implied' opponents and his own Christian `spiritual' 
status) with a succession of commands (hortatory subjunctive; rare imperatival infinitive, 
and two imperatives). Based on this as well as the lack of a connective at 3: 17, the text 
suggests that the implied `opponents' (whomever they may be) treated in 3: 2 are the same 
as those treated in 3: 18-19. That is, Paul's transition to the imperatives in 3: 15-17 is 
clearly linked to the discussion of his spiritual standing in 3: 4-13 (specifically that of v 13) 
which originated in the threefold invective against `opponents' in 3: 2; thus, according to the 
topical flow of the discourse, the description of `opponents' in 3: 18-19 falls coherently into 
the whole discussion of 3: 2-21. If these actually represent different opponents 
(theologically), it is at least noteworthy that this is not indicated by Paul in the progression 
of the discourse-the only way to distinguish them is to argue about the precise meanings 
of ambiguous terms (e. g. uotX(a, aiaxvvil, bciyetoq). In 3: 20-21, Paul ends where he 
began in 3: 3, viz. with a description of what constitutes a `Christian' in contrast to certain 
`opponents'. Lastly, this section also provides a good example of the use of word order to 
indicate prominence. Phil 3: 15 (wit to 6 8cÖc itiv änouaX6i ct) has marked word 
order (OSV)-the complement precedes the verb, functioning as the topic/theme in the light 
of its reference to the preceding clause (i. e. the sentence begins where the preceding clause 
left off). 
Final Petitions (4: 2-9). This section is set apart from the preceding by a device often 
found in ancient letters, viz. the xapauaA, w formula (see chap. 4 on Final Petitions). 
Such a common formula may explain the lack of a connective; the verb was all that was 
needed to indicate a change in topic. In addition, the various commands in this section 
seem disjointed, appearing one after the other with few connectives. Nevertheless, there is 
some structure as is seen by the use of ? otnöv in 4: 8 which signals that this is the last of 
Paul's exhortations in this section. The use of imperatives and present tense-forms 
suggests that most of this section is thematic, almost every unit playing its own part (rather 
than a supportive role) in the series of exhortations. The aorists in 4: 9 are easily explained 
in light of their background role in relation to the present imperative upäaactc they do 
not necessarily indicate solely past time events (e. g. Paul's initial bringing of the gospel) 
but may denote timeless activities (i. e. whenever they receive `things' from Paul, be it 
during his past ministry or his present letter). The use of the aorist tense with an imperative 
in 4: 5, however, is more problematic, especially since Paul clearly knows of the present 
tense passive imperative (e. g. 4: 6 ywoptý&006). It may be that (i)'the aorist passive is 
used because the verb `to make known' is really non-thematic or, more likely, (ii) this 
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clause is set against the more prominent affirmation 6 xvpto; yy';, i. e. `make your 
kindness known to all humanity vis-ä-vis the nearness of the Lord'. 1 Admittedly, this 
example is difficult for any grammatical model of the verb. Finally, 4: 2 and 4: 8,9 are 
good examples where OV word order is used to indicate thematic prominence at the level of 
the paragraph-the complement introduces topical material. 
Expression of Joy for the Philippians' Assistance (4: 10-20). Besides SE, this section is 
set apart by the use of the indicative mood and change of person. This section deals with a 
topic that is found in several ancient letters: mention of and thanks for items received from 
others. However, as many have noted, Paul's thankfulness is obscured here in the light of 
his repeated mention that he can live without assistance from the churches. While the label 
`thankless thanks' is probably not an accurate description of the sociological background of 
Paul's thanks (see chap. 4 above), Paul clearly spends much of his time discussing his 
ability to `live without'. Perhaps this explains the consistent use of present tense-forms 
when discussing his ability to live in all circumstances and the aorist tense-forms when 
mentioning the gift from the Philippians. That is, the fact that Paul can do without is given 
more topical prominence in this section than the fact that the Philippians have sent him 
assistance. In this case as in 1: 21-25 (see above), Paul seems to use tense-forms with 
certain words or information in the discourse so as to contrast them with other information. 
Here the present tenses in 4: 12-13,17 coincide with descriptions of his independence from 
the Philippians whereas the aorists in vv 14-16,18 describe their work on his behalf. 
Indeed, Paul can say that he is in the state of being full zcx% jpwp. at, i. e. he has always 
been content and continues to be content, and that the Philippians have contributed to this 
state when Paul received the aid from Epaphroditus (though he has already made it clear 
that he can be content without such aid). Paul, as elsewhere, uses the perfect tense with 
verbs of knowing and learning (mental events) several times in this section (v 12 olga, 
gEµüniµat, v 15 oi6atic) 2 
Epistolary Closing (4: 21-23). Just as most dialogue requires some sort of close to the 
communicative event, letters also developed forms that finalise the discourse. In Paul's 
closing he not only gives greetings (4: 21-22) but also a farewell (4: 23). The greetings all 
begin with a verb, since `greetings' are the topic of this section. However, the first verb is 
in the aorist, the other two in the present. This perhaps indicates that the greetings directed 
towards the Philippians are more prominent than the greetings that the Philippians are to 
give to every saint. In other words, the author-recipient relationship is more important 
than the author-peripheral recipient relationship., However, it is perhaps better to leave 
Paul's use unexplained in view of the brevity of the greetings. It is exegetically unwise to 
impose a prominence view of tense-forms on a section that does not provide any other 
clues to the thematic structure; nonetheless, the change in tense-forms does beg the 
question of meaning, no matter what grammatical model of the verb the interpreter adopts. 
CONCLUSION 
We are now in a position to summarise the above analysis of the linguistic TEX1URB of 
Philippians (trying not to be too reductionistic), viz. its semantic content (IDEATIONAL 
ICE Ogara, 'Dominus'. p. 23: 'Modestia vestry rota sit omnibus hominibus: Dominus prope ist. ' 2The aorist e"µa0ov (a verb of learning) in v 11 rather than the perfect is perhaps explainable in that v 11 `I 
have learned in whatever I am to be content' is a general statement (perhaps even a timeless aorist) followed 
by present tense clauses specifying these circumstances (e. g. wealthy, impoverished, full, hungry) which 
themselves are introduced with perfect verbs of learnirigAmowing. 
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MEANINGS), author-reader interaction (INTERPERSONAL MEANINGS), and cohesiveness 
(TEXTUAL MEANINGS). (The direct relevance of this analysis for the integrity debate will 
be taken up in more detail in the concluding chapter. ) 
Much of the above discussion comprises a semantic analysis of ideational meanings in 
the letter, with special emphasis on how semantic structure may be used to interpret 
cohesiveness in the letter. This analysis then resulted in study of the broader functional 
categories of participants (both objects/entities/referentials and their functional roles [e. g. 
actor, sayer, carrier]), processes (events/states and some abstracts), and circumstances 
(e. g. manner, means, location). Most of the lexical choices involve events and abstracts, 
with a relatively small number of objects and entities. Those objects and entities (i. e. 
participants) which are regularly featured in the text include Supernatural Beings and 
Classes of Persons (especially group boundaries). The other participants in the discourse 
which play either a main or peripheral role are expressed instead with discourse referentials 
and personal names. Main participants include the implied author `Paul' (first person 
singular and plural grammar) and the implied readers the `Philippians' (second person 
singular and plural, first person plural grammar). Peripheral participants, who may or may 
not have been target readers but nonetheless are not `spoken to' in the discourse (third 
person grammar), include: (i) `Epaphroditus'; (ii) `Timothy'; (iii) `Euodia and Syntyche'; 
(iv) implied `opponents'; (v) implied `allies'. Noticeably, Paul does not link the implied 
`opponents' with `evil' supernatural beings, ' yet he uses God and Christ repeatedly as 
forces at work in himself and his readers. These then are the central animate participants in 
the letter which then function in various types of processes and events. 
Before highlighting some of these processes and events, it is worth stating first that the 
analysis of ideational meanings supports a multi-thematic approach to the letter (i. e. there is 
no dominating theme or `macro-theme'). Specifically, not only are there several different 
participants, but the processes and events featured in the letter are varied, of which the most 
prevalent include: Attitudes and Emotions; Communication; Think, Hold a View, Believe; 
Possess, Transfer, Exchange; Be, Become, Exist, Happen; Physiological Processes and 
States; Perform, Do; Know; Moral and Ethical Qualities and Related Behaviour (abstract). 
Two prominent sub-chains, the first of which is rarely mentioned and the second which is 
almost always mentioned, include (i) Die, Live of the Physiological Processes and States 
chain and (ii) Happy, Glad, Joyful of the Attitudes and Emotions chain. These main 
participants and processes interact in various ways to create a semantic texture in the 
discourse, i. e. cohesiveness and information flow. 
When then turning to a functional analysis of these participants and processes (including 
circumstances), it was observed that on a general level, material, mental, and relational 
processes occur in almost equal proportions in the letter. However, one feature of Paul's 
lexical choices here which distinguishes it from the majority of `everyday' letters is his 
frequent use of mental and relational processes. That is, Paul is not solely concerned with 
`doings' and `happenings' in his discourse, but speaks often of `sensing' and `being' 
processes. Several of the mental processes (`sensing') have to do with cognitive processes 
('thinking, knowing, believing'), which prompts a characterisation of the letter as dealing 
with `beliefs, attitudes, opinions'. That is, as part of his rhetorical strategy, Paul not only 
attempts to influence his readers' behaviour but just as frequently their beliefs and 
opinions. Along these lines, the material processes ('doing') in the letter repeatedly 
concern moral and ethical behaviour (including religious activities) and the many relational 
1Contrast the author's approach in 1 Timothy (see Reed, 'Cohesive Ties', pp. 13147). 
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processes ('being') are of the attributive type, in which the subjects of the clause are often 
attributed a moral or `religious' quality (e. g. `in Christ', `blameless', `obedient', `sincere'). 
Indeed, such lexical choices in the letter can be paralleled more readily in Septuagintal and 
non-epistolary Greek literature, accounting for one reason why Paul's letter stands out in 
the epistolary tradition. Nevertheless, some of Paul's lexical choices are commensurate 
with `personal' letters; for example, the repeated use of affection processes (types of mental 
processes) would be expected in a `personal' letter which deals in large part with 
maintaining interpersonal relationships. Besides participants and processes, most Greek 
clauses use language to express circumstances, another major component of ideational 
meanings. Indeed, almost 50% (150) of the clauses in Philippians have circumstantial 
expressions which modify the verb. Circumstances of location, manner, and cause (in that 
order) appear the most frequently in the letter. Those of manner highlight `how' certain 
types of processes are to be carried out and those of cause highlight the rhetorical side of 
the discourse (i. e. Paul argues for certain statements). 
The interpersonal meanings (statements, questions, offers, and commands) in the 
discourse were then analysed, using as a basis the insights from the study of ideational 
meanings. As a general observation, it was noted that the majority of the letter involves the 
exchange of information (e. g. `Let me tell you about... ' past, present, and future 
information) and less so an exchange of goods-and-services (e. g. `Go do this! '). 
Regarding exchanges of information, approximately 264 clauses function as statements and 
only two as questions. Regarding exchanges of goods-and-services, at least 39 clauses 
function as commands, and perhaps only two as offers. So clearly, the text is an exchange 
of statements by the author-which the reader can acknowledge or contradict but also of 
commands-which the reader can undertake or refuse. The use of questions are almost 
absent in the letter. Paul does not seek the immediate response of the reader (i. e. he is not 
per se engaged in dialogue), as he does so often in Romans with his use of diatribe (and 
even those questions in Philippians are not phrased as challenges to himself), but instead 
his exchanges of information are primarily in the form of statements. Similarly, the letter is 
not a discourse of explicit offers, i. e. Paul is not offering goods-and-services to the 
Philippians (e. g. `I will do this for you... '). In contrast, commands of goods-and- 
services, which are varied in purpose, appear throughout the letter. The majority are 
directed at the broader Philippian readership, except for those in 3: 15b, 16b which are 
further broadened to the `we' and those in 4: 2c, 3b which are directed at specific 
individuals within the Philippian readership. Most of these commands are positive 
exhortations and perhaps only a few should be interpreted as prohibitions (2: 3a, 4a). On 
the whole, Paul interacts cordially with his readers through these interpersonal meanings 
(as also seen in his use of polarity), whether or not he actually had difficulties with some 
in the church-here a useful distinction can be made between the interpersonal mood 
'implied' in the discourse and that of the actual historical situation. An analysis of 
statements and commands as interpersonal functions in the discourse is also relevant to the 
question of Paul's epistolary style raised in chap. 4 above. Although much of the letter can 
be treated in terms of epistolary conventions, Paul's repeated use of statements followed by 
petitions is somewhat unique to his epistolary style. Rather than treat this solely as a 
feature of genre (e. g. background-petitions), it is perhaps wiser to treat this primarily as a 
feature of discourse texture (i. e. Paul's functional use of his linguistic code). 
More directly related to the integrity debate was the analysis of textual meanings, 
although this was carried out in dialogue with the interpersonal and especially ideational 
texture of the letter. The study of topicality (esp. word order) and prominence (esp. verbal 
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aspect) attempted to show how some of the letter's information (themes or topics) flows in 
a linear succession through the discourse. When analysing discourse texture, it is not 
enough to explain its semantic content (a hierarchical approach to discourse) but it is also 
necessary to investigate how the content is presented from beginning to end (a linear 
approach to discourse). However, textual meanings were primarily treated in terms of the 
interaction between the 48 semantic chains of lexemes in Philippians (treated in the first 
section of this chapter), specifically the interaction between participant chains and process 
chains (componential ties). First, however, it was noted that organic ties are used 
throughout the text to create logical-semantic relations between clauses, including those of 
projection (35x), elaboration (10x), extension (86x), and enhancement (61x). Of these, 
addition and causal relations were the most frequent. Componential ties (i. e. semantic 
relations between words and phrases) were then treated in terms of peripheral, relevant, 
and central tokens in the discourse. While acknowledging the relative worth of relevant 
tokens for creating cohesive links in the discourse (what I refer to as the `distributional' 
approach which is characteristic of many single-letter theories), it was argued that an 
analysis of central tokens (i. e. chains which interact at least twice with other chains) 
provides more substantive evidence that an author is `on about' similar topics in the 
discourse. Central tokens were then treated with respect to the main and peripheral 
participants and processes in the discourse. It was argued that, while several central tokens 
span disputed sections of the letter (at least supporting a single-letter reading), in many 
cases they were limited to certain sections or paragraphs, again supporting a multi-thematic 
(but not necessarily a multiple-letter) approach to the letter. Consequently, an analysis of 
cohesive chains and chain interaction suggests ways in which the text allows for coherent, 
single-letter readings. This has been especially important for single-letter theorists pointing 
to verbal and thematic links in Philippians. Textual meanings are only one way in which 
authors' create cohesiveness in texts, but one which is directly relevant to the integrity 
debate; indeed, they are perhaps the only direct recourse we have to cohesiveness in the 
text historical difficulties have been solved rather easily with creative speculation. Of 
course, Kümmel correctly notes that we cannot `prove' literary integrity even by pointing 
out semantic parallels in the letter. 1 Schenk uses this as an argument against such semantic 
analyses in support of a single-letter theory2 though Kümmel seems to be arguing 
primarily against simplistic listings of lexical parallels. Of course, absolute proof is an 
impossibility; the rhetoric of the integrity debate has typically been an exercise in 
probabilities-argument and counter-argument. Nonetheless, even Schenk, based on his 
syntax-semantics-pragmatics model of discourse analysis, must engage in a semantic 
analysis of the text. He seems to deny single-letter theorists doing in principle the very 
type of analysis he does. Indeed, it is almost impossible to see how a study of discourse 
cohesiveness could avoid dealing with the semantic texture of a discourse, no matter what 
the initial bias is regarding its literary integrity. (An analogy here may be drawn from 
linguistic history, wherein early generative grammars eventually admitted that syntactical 
rules must be informed at least in part by semantic ones, e. g. transformations. Syntax 
cannot be compartmentalised over against semantics. ) What has been needed, as argued 
above, are more empirically- and linguistically-based criteria for discussing the question of 
1Kiimmel, Einleitung, p. 293, who notably, in the earlier 1963 edition of his Introduction to the NT, 
employs this method in support of a single-letter theory. 
2Schenk, Philipperbriefe, p. 335, critiquing Jewett ('Epistolary Thanksgivings', pp. 40-53) and similar 
attempts to bolster a single-letter theory. 
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semantic `motifs' in the canonical letter to the Philippians-this will at least take the debate 
to a new level even if it does not resolve it. 
Chapter 6 
CONCLUSION 
An sit, Quid sit, Quale sit 
In an era of biblical studies which might question not only the likelihood of even 
remotely answering a historical question such as the literary integrity of Philippians but also 
the worth of such an analysis, a few remarks seem warranted. ' In a provocative, 
programmatic essay on Pauline hermeneutics, part of a volume mostly containing 
historical-critical studies, E. Schüssler Fiorenza contrasts historical-critical with modern 
literary hermeneutics of biblical (esp. Pauline) texts. 2 In favour of postmodern literary and 
cultural criticism, she summarises: 
Those who adopt literary formalism, stylistic rhetorical analysis, or poststructuralist 
criticism emphasize the impossibility of moving from text to reality [historical situation], 
underscore the linguisticality of all knowledge, and maintain the inextricable entanglement 
of present interpretation and knowledge of the past. 3 
In principle, I agree with all three of these hermeneutical lenses ('impossibility' and 
`inextricable' are overstated), but Fiorenza's second point, viz. the linguisticality of all 
knowledge, is especially relevant for the present investigation of the literary integrity of 
Philippians vis-ä-vis theories of discourse analysis. For her, readers should `understand 
language not as a closed linguistic system but as a social convention and communicative 
tool' 4 Discourse analysts have typically treated these as different sides of the same coin 
rather than as incompatible. Indeed, language as system is a product of social 
convention. People use language in part to encode situations, and even though language is 
ever changing to meet social needs it is not in an absolute state of flux; otherwise, it could 
never be used to encode any particular situation or to affect successfully (to accomplish 
intent) the actions and beliefs of otherss it is not necessary to claim how often this 
happens, but just that it happens (this, I believe, is uncontested). So, regarding the 
dialectic between language as `system' and language as `use', J. Gumperz maintains: 
It seems clear that knowledge of grammatical rules is an essential component of the 
interactive competence that speakers must have to interact and cooperate with others. Thus 
if we can show that individuals interacting through linguistic signs are effective in 
1Indeed, some might ask and some of my final-form colleagues actually have challenged, 'Who cares if 
Philippians was originally two or three separate letters? All we have is the extant letter, so let's leave it at 
that. ' Foreshadowing some modern literary critical approaches to the Bible. Dalton asserts, 'Any interpreter 
of Philippians should accept the fact that in its manuscript tradition and in the tradition of the Church it is 
one document. Hypotheses about its pre-history may come and go, but the text abides forever' ('Integrity', 
p 102, emphasis mine). 
3Fiorenza, 'Rhetoricity', pp. 443-70. 
3Fiorenza, 'Rhetoricity', p. 456 (emphasis mine); cf. her claim that 'access to reality is always mediated 
through language', p. 455. 
4Fiorenza, 'Rhetoricity', p. 459. 
5This point does not dispute the fact that texts can also express more than or less than an author's original 
intent; it simply resists any categorical denial that authors can encode intents in discourse and through texts 
accomplish their intents. Both realities must be held at the same time when approaching NT interpretation. 
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cooperating with others in the conduct of their affairs, we have prima facie evidence for the 
existence of shared grammatical structure. 1 
Discourse analysis (especially linguistic discourse analysis) has traditionally evolved as 
a hermeneutic which seeks to understand how speakers encode situations into texts by 
investigating, among other things, the language of those texts. Although linguists have 
been criticised rightly at times for mere fact-gathering with no clear methodology, cultural 
and ideological interpretations of texts may conversely be criticised for a lack of `adequate 
linguistic basis'? As Halliday puts it, `The study of discourse... cannot be separated from 
the study of the grammar that lies behind it. '3 Hence, the first part of this work has 
proposed a functional grammar of Greek for use in discourse analyses of NT texts. It is 
put to the test in the second part of the work, viz. a discourse analysis of the letter to the 
Philippians with special reference to the question of the letter's literary integrity. In sum, 
this work is about both methodology and analysis, attempting to meet the occasional 
objection that NT discourse analysis (and linguistics in general) is either all theory with no 
analysis or superficial analysis with no theory. The results of this discourse analysis of 
both the genre (structure) and lexico-grammar (texture) of Philippians have already been 
summarised in the respective conclusions of chaps. 4 and 5. It remains now to provide 
some final comments on the place of discourse analysis in NT hermeneutics and the 
conclusions which resulted from its application to Philippians regarding its literary 
integrity. Admittedly, the multiple-letter and single-letter readings of Philippians proposed 
below are, in the final account, my readings of the cohesive structure and texture of the 
discourse. For some they are readings which reveal something about the original author 
and various original readers, but for others they are readings which have been created 
solely by my interpretative lenses or my community's (e. g. discourse analysis). 
Hopefully, and more likely, they embody elements of both. 
DISCOURSE ANALYSIS AS A NEW TESTAMENT HERMENEUTIC 
Surprisingly, methodology has not been a significant issue in the debate over literary 
integrity and to my knowledge no study of the issue has treated questions of discourse 
cohesiveness as extensively as the present one before turning to an analysis of the letter 
itself-W. Schenk's Linguistik und Exegese (pp. 13-28) introduction to his 
Philipperbriefe is probably the closest. The debate, instead, may be generally 
characterised as argument and counterargument (rhetoric) with little discussion of what 
counts as an argument (method). 
As a contribution to the debate, then, the first part of this work spends a significant 
amount of time presenting a functional framework for doing discourse analysis. It may 
prove useful in other debates over the literary integrity of Pauline letters. The model 
emphasises the role of genre or register, i. e. the STRUCTURE of discourse, in the 
production and interpretation of discourses. It also underscores the ideational, 
interpersonal, and textual functions of language, i. e. the TEXTURE of discourse, in the 
production and interpretation of texts. In the case of the NT, language (i. e. shared symbol) 
is the primary means of communicating structure and texture. Consequently, this model of 
discourse analysis represents a discourse grammar, i. e. an analytical theory of Hellenistic 
Greek. Effective discourse analysis, discourse analysis that will not only be persuasive to 
1Gumperz, Discourse Strategies, p. 19. 
2Stubbs, 'Grammar', p. 202. 
3Halliday, Functional Grammar, p. 345. 
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the broader scholarly community as to its veracity but also as to its usefulness, must be 
based on the grammar of discourse, i. e. the linguistic regularities governing the surface 
structure of actual texts. The model is not exhaustive-such a task is enormous, but worth 
the effort but it does map out a general framework of such a NT discourse grammar. It is 
ideologically based on systemic-functional linguistics, specifically those theories of M. A. 
K. Halliday. According to Halliday, a discourse grammar should lean towards 
the applied rather than the pure, the rhetorical rather than the logical, the actual rather than 
the ideal, the functional rather than the formal, the text rather than the sentence. The 
emphasis is on text analysis as a mode of action, a theory of language as a means of getting 
things done. ' 
Systemic-functional linguistics is a theory especially applicable to such a discourse 
grammar of NT texts: `Systemic theory is designed not so much to prove things as to do 
things. It is a form of praxis. '2 In terms of linguistic ideology it may be contrasted with 
several attempts at Transformational-Generative theories of Hellenistic Greek, which lean 
towards the formalist school of linguistics; of course, this is not to say that there is nothing 
to learn from such approaches. 3 Perhaps more importantly, this model is quite distinct 
from the three-part model appropriated by W. Schenk in his commentary on Philippians .4 
His compartmentalisation of textlinguistics into syntax, semantics, and pragmatics tends to 
prolong the misconception that pragmatic meaning is something other than semantic 
meaning and, even worse, that syntax can be analysed apart from semantics. s More 
critically, such an approach to language is absent in most current models of discourse 
analysis and general linguistics 6 (This is not a critique of Schenk's exegetical conclusions 
per se, but rather his characterisation of textlinguistics. ) 
In contrast, the model of discourse analysis proposed in Part I is, firstly, functional in 
orientation. So Halliday contends that `a discourse grammar needs to be functional and 
semantic in its orientation, with the grammatical categories explained as the realisation of 
semantic patterns'? W. Chafe makes an eye-opening, albeit tentative, prophecy or this 
type of linguistics: 
My guess is that much of what passes for syntax today will be explained in functional- 
discourse terms tomorrow.... I have a vision of language structure in which the relevance 
of syntax as currently conceived will decline, while morphology at one end, discourse at the 
other, will share between them most of what is necessary to understand what has 
traditionally been called grammar. 8 
Greek grammar still requires further study with respect to morphology (e. g. verbal aspect 
and tense-forms), but surely it requires even more research with respect to discourse 
functions of language. Indeed, Chafe's model is a relatively unheard of approach in NT 
grammatical research. Hopefully, the present study is a step in that direction. 
The model is, secondly, based on the grammar of both the sentence and the discourse 
or, stated in the negative, it is not limited to the sentence. Several areas of grammar 
traditionally treated at the level of sentence may be treated in terms of discourse influences: 
e. g. passive and middle voices, word order, pronominalisation, choice of tense-aspect- 
1Halliday, Functional Grammar, p. xxviii. 
2Halliday, 'Systemic Background', p. 11. 
3See esp. Schmidt, Hellenistic Greek; Mueller, 'Observations', pp. 117-29; and to a lesser degree Black, 
Linguistics. 
4Black's ('Structure', pp. 16-49) so-called textlinguistic analysis of the letter is too generic in 
methodological description to warrant comparison with the model of Part I. 
5So Beaugrande, 'Text Linguistics', p. 11. - 6Tiiis point was acutely made to me by Robert de Beaugrande in personal correspondence on 27 July 1994. 7Halliday, Functional Grammar, p. xvii. 
8Chafe, 'Looking Ahead', p. 21. 
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modality, formation of questions, relative clauses. 1 Although grammatical categories 
remain equally important, they are, nevertheless, subservient to functional ones. (The 
balance between morphological and functional analysis must always be maintained. ) The 
movement towards such a discourse grammar of Hellenistic Greek (and indirectly of NT 
Greek), I believe, necessitates some sort of functional framework similar to the model 
proposed above. Certainly, different terminology may be proposed and various linguistic 
models appealed to, but inevitably it should not be structured according to traditional 
grammatical categories (e. g. noun, verb, adjective, etc. ). The task of creating such a NT 
reference work has been aided by similar works for other languages such as those by J. E. 
Grimes (1975), R. E. Longacre (1983), and M. A. K. Halliday (1985), but in the end the 
Greek of the NT must be treated in its own right. The importance of such a discourse 
grammar for NT hermeneutics could be far-reaching, since discourse analysis not only 
encompasses several of the major disciplines which are currently shaping NT scholarship 
(e. g. sociological, literary, and rhetorical studies) but as an interdisciplinary model it has 
the flexibility to persist as well as to evolve into the future of NT hermeneutical theories. 
Furthermore, a discourse grammar of the NT will in all likelihood demonstrate that Greek 
grammar is not a resolved area of academic study and that, while there is much that has 
been said, there is much left to say about Greek grammar and semantics. The present study 
is hopefully a step in that direction, leaving room for further application of the model to 
other NT discourse especially regarding issues of textual cohesiveness and style; indeed, 
this work has not taken up a comparative analysis of Pauline letters which might provide 
some suggestive insights into questions of authorship and the rhetorical contingencies of 
Pauline theology. 
Finally, discourse analysis, indeed the entire enterprise of modem linguistics which 
undergirds it, is not a panacea for all of the hermeneutical difficulties faced by NT 
interpreters, nor should it be proposed as such. Nonetheless, it has much to contribute to 
NT studies by way of methodological clarity and quantitative analysis of Hellenistic Greek. 
The results of such research, of course, will not go without challenge. When linguistic 
analysis supports common belief, many reply that `everyone knows that'. When it 
provides an unexpected finding, the response is that `you can prove anything with 
linguistics'. Rather than respond in isolationism, those who are convinced that NT 
interpretation necessitates an analysis of a text's lexico-grammar must be explicit about their 
linguistic method and apply it to actual texts (preferably whole texts or text corpora) so that 
it may be critiqued and improved upon or discarded. 
THE LITERARY INTEGRITY OF PHILIPPIANS 
There is a vicious problem for both sides of the debate over the literary integrity of 
Philippians. On the one hand, proving the letter's unity does not prove its literary integrity, 
for the obvious reason that a later redactor can produce a unified discourse from distinct 
texts. Redaction criticism of the gospels has demonstrated this. Can, therefore, the fact 
that there are recurrent themes and lexical parallels in Philippians prove its integrity? On 
the other hand, proving the letter's disunity does not prove its multiplicity, for the equally 
obvious reason that an original author can produce an incohesive discourse. Schizophrenic 
1Cf. Celce-Murcia, 'Discourse Analysis', p. 136. 
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discourse is an extreme case of incoherence, as the example cited by M. Coulthard 
demonstrates: 1 
A: What is your name? 
B: Well, let's say you might have thought you had something from before, but 
you haven't got it anymore. 
A. I'm going to call you Dean. 
And yet this is one single exchange. Can, therefore, the view that the beginning of Phil 3 
is too harsh for the preceding context -a much less abrupt change than the previous 
example-really be used as substantial evidence against its integrity? 
It would be useful for the debate if scholars would (and some do) clarify exactly what 
they are claiming for a particular argument. Someone arguing for the integrity of the letter 
would want to provide evidence that falls on the following cline: 
Could not have been done by a redactor 
Probably by the original author 
Evidence which points to something a redactor could not have done is really the only type 
that might sway those who lean towards a multiple-letter theory. Someone arguing against 
the integrity of the letter would want evidence that falls on the following cline: 
Could not have been done by an original author 
Probably by a redactor 
Evidence which points to something an original author could not have done is really what 
the multiple-letter theorist wants to discover. However, none of the evidence surveyed in 
chap. 3 or presented in chaps. 4 and 5 above definitively proves that something in the 
canonical form of Philippians either (i) could not have been done by a redactor or (ii) could 
not have been done by the original author. The only definitive evidence that would do so 
amounts to discovering Paul's original letter. Even textual evidence for a different form of 
Philippians (so Sellew's study) does not prove that the canonical Philippians is not the 
Pauline original (so Le Moyne proposed that Paul's canonical Philippians was perhaps later 
dissected). The final verdict hinges on probabilities. In this respect, interpreters of 
Philippians would be best off adopting a `scholarly agnosticism' with respect to the 
integrity issue, while nonetheless proposing readings based on historical reconstructions 
and the lexico-grammar of the text. 
I propose the following cline for making claims about textual cohesiveness in the NT. 
The terms cohesive and incohesive on this cline suggest respectively unity, singular, 
undivided and disordered, conglomerate, mixed. 
1Coulthard, Discourse Analysis, p. 6. 
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totally incohesive 
more unusual 
H 
V 
cohesive 
(unusual) "ý 
T 
- aý less unusual 
U 
less usual 
cohesive y 
(usual) 
more usual 
Totally incohesive texts are the extreme exceptions in human communication. More 
typically, a discourse is cohesive of an `unusual' kind (i. e. it contains noticeable 
peculiarities that do not follow the patterns of other discourse) or cohesive of the `usual' 
kind (i. e. it follows shared rules of language use). In the present study, the linguistic 
criteria employed to determine the cohesiveness of Philippians revolved around the analysis 
of the STRUCTURE (genre) and TEXTURE (ideational, interpersonal, and textual meanings) 
of the disputed sections of the letter. This provided a useful hermeneutic since it deals with 
key issues raised in the history of the debate: (i) apparent shift in tone and mood at the 
beginning of Phil 3; (ii) location and temporal lateness of 4: 10-20; (iii) lexical and 
conceptual parallels used throughout the disputed sections of the text; and, more recently, 
(iv) the precise genre of the text. Issues i, ii, and iv were primarily treated in chap. 4 and 
issue iii in chap. 5. The results of these analyses suggested a possible two-letter theory but 
also firmly supported a single-letter reading of the letter. 
TWO LETTERS TO THE PHILIPPIANS? 
I propose that the strongest multiple-letter theory is that which treats at least 4: 10-19 as 
an originally separate letter, while maintaining the literary integrity of the remaining 
discourse (without making a final verdict on v 19 and w 21-23)-the first proposal of its 
kind in the debate but one based on previous observations. This so-called `thank you for 
the receipt of goods' (at least 4: 10-19) was perhaps sent by Paul soon after Epaphroditus' 
arrival (perhaps with verbal news of the latter's sickness). Upon receiving subsequent 
communication from Philippi, Paul then wrote and sent the remainder of the canonical letter 
in its original form (at least 1: 1-4: 9 and perhaps also 4: 21-23). 1 Initially, it was argued that 
the genre of Philippians is best treated on a general level as a personal, hortatory letter. The 
evidence in support of this was detailed in the analysis of its many epistolary formulas 
(chap. 4). More specifically, on the one hand, it was argued that the imperatives in Phil 3: 2 
fit naturally into the flow of the discourse in the light of the epistolary hesitation formula in 
3: lb and the positive-negative exhortation pattern here (2: 29-3: 2) and elsewhere (e. g. 3: 17- 
1Though the question of the date and place of writing of Philippians remains unresolved (see O'Brien, 
Philippians, pp. 19-26), this two-letter theory including one additional letter (or news) from Philippi can 
easily account for Rome as Paul's place of imprisonment. See Meeks (Urban Christians, p. 18) for travel 
estimates of 100 miles per day by sea or 15-20 miles per day (at most) walking by land. Using rough 
mileage estimates (and depending on the route taken), a journey from Philippi to Rome by sea could be 
made easily in less than a month (cf. Reicke, 'Caesarea', p. 284), and a journey by land could be made in 2- 
3 months. Lightfoot (Philippians, p. 38 n. 1) estimates a journey of about a month based on a common 
travel route of that day: 370 miles from Philippi to Dy+r6o,, Won on the Via Egnatia, 100 miles across the 
Adriatic fromDyrrhaýhium, to Brundisium, and 360 miles from Brundisium to Rome. 
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19) in the letter. On the other hand, an epistolary analysis of 4: 10-20 suggests that similar 
expressions of joy for the receipt of goods in epistolary literature typically appear at the 
beginning of a letter, i. e. it is unusual in terms of the cohesive structure of letters for these 
epistolary conventions to appear at the end of a letter. This two-part reconstruction 
provides a stronger basis for other evidence that also suggests that 4: 10-19 (and 20? ) was 
originally part of a separate letter. (1) The `peace' benedictions or wishes in v7 (f Eiprjv11 
tov Oeov) and v9 (b 06 A eipijviic), when studied in the other Pauline letters (Rom 
15: 33; 16: 20; 2 Cor 13: 11; 1 Thess 5: 23; cf. 1 Cor 14: 33), suggest that 4: 9 comprises the 
end of an originally separate letter and 4: 10 begins a different one (see Final Petitions in 
chap. 4). (2) This reconstruction answers one of the difficult historical problems of a 
single-letter theory, viz. why didn't Paul thank the Philippians formally when news was 
first sent to them regarding Epaphroditus' sickness (as is implied in 2: 26)? 1 4: 10-19 (20), 
according to this reading, comprises Paul's response which was sent soon after receiving 
the aid. However, this reconstruction raises its own historical problem. Namely, if (as is 
more likely) Paul first wrote 4: 10-19 (20) so as to acknowledge the receipt of the 
Philippians' assistance, then his failure to mention Epaphroditus' sickness implies that the 
latter had not become ill yet and, thus, a reasonable amount of time had to occur in order to 
account for (i) his sickness (after his arrival and after Paul sent the first letter), (ii) the 
Philippians' hearing about this and then responding, (iii) his recovery, and (iv) the writing 
of Paul's other letter which conveyed information about Epaphroditus' sickness (1: 9-4: 9). 
Only a reasonably lengthy imprisonment (e. g. two years in Rome) is able to explain this. 
(3) This two-letter theory accounts for extra-biblical references (Polycarp; Syncellus; 
Catalogus Sinaiticus; and implicitly in the letter to the Laodiceans)2 to multiple Philippian 
letters without having to explain them away (see discussion of External Evidence in chap. 
3). (4) This multiple-letter theory makes better sense of a redactor who wanted to combine 
a smaller letter (perhaps threatened by extinction) with the longer one so as to ensure its 
survival. Rather than the redactor who is claimed to have interspersed various letters 
throughout his creation, even splitting up a single letter to make room for others, our 
redactor simply adds a letter to the end of the discourse; indeed, whereas multiple-letter 
theorists have found it difficult to decide on the partitions of other parts of the letter they 
generally agree on the beginning of the `thank you' note. In addition, this type of redaction 
better parallels what we know about the textual history of Romans, viz. that closing 
portions of Pauline letters were open to redaction 3 Although we have no textual evidence 
of this in Philippians (except perhaps indirectly through the spurious letter to the 
Laodiceans), neither do we know the time when Paul's letters started their textual history. 
The redaction of Philippians could have started before the textual history started (perhaps 
'The only assumption in this question is that news was sent upon or after Epaphroditus' arrival at Paul's 
location. If Epaphroditus became sick on the journey and thereupon news was sent back to Philippi before 
he reached Paul's location, then Paul was not in a position to send the thank you. This latter 
reconstruction, however possible, is unlikely since it means that when Epaphroditus became ill he had 
access to someone who could journey back to Philippi and tell them the news-this would be impossible if 
he were travelling by ship (Ewald, Brief, p. 19). There is no indication in Paul's letter that anyone other 
than Epaphroditus was sent to assist Paul; so Epaphroditus (even if he were travelling by land) would have 
had to have found a willing letter carrier, which we know from the literacy evidence was not any easy affair 
(see Epp, 'Manuscripts', pp. 35-56). Thus, it is more probable that Epaphroditus became ill after his 
arrival at Paul's location, and then he or Paul sent news to Philippi. 
2If Laod. 13 includes a reference to 3: 2, then Phil 4: 10-20 is the only partition which is not cited in the 
compiler's spurious patchwork. 
3But see Gamble, History, pp. 145-46, who does not see an exact parallel between the two letters, opting 
for the view that 4: 10 begins Paul's own autographical certification. 
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by Paul himself) or, if Polycarp's mention of multiple letters is true, the combined letter 
could have simply been the preferred final form yet with different versions existing in 
various circles (e. g. at Philippi where the original letters may have been redacted); the 
former is more likely in view of the textual evidence. (5) Lastly, some linguistic evidence 
gathered in the discourse analysis of chap. 5 at least points to stylistic differences between 
4: 10-20 and the rest of the letter. Regarding interpersonal meanings, 4: 10-20 consists only 
of statements of information, lacking any of the other speech functions. Commands 
(which are repeatedly placed at the end of a succession of statements), next to statements, 
are the most prominent feature of the interpersonal texture of Philippians: 1: 27a; 2: 2a, b, c, 
d, e, 3a, b, 4a, b, 5a, 12b, 14,18a, b, 22a, 29a, b; 3: 1a, 2a, b, c, 15b, 16b, 17a, b; 4: 1, 
2c, 3b, 4a, c, 5a, 6a, b, 8i, 9e, 21a. However, they are absent from 4: 10-20. In addition, 
the use of the subjunctive to project a possible realm, mostly occurs in Phil 1-2 and never 
in 4: 10-20: 1: 9b, 10c, 26,27b; 2: 10, l la, 15a, 19c, 23c, 27e, 28b, e, 30c; 3: 8f, 9a. 
Regarding textual meanings, the study of central tokens revealed that chain interaction 
involving implied `opponents' is restricted to chaps. 1-2 and chap. 3; in contrast, Phil 4: 10- 
20 (and 21-23) does not develop such a topic. 
Despite its plausibility, the obvious problem with this two-letter reconstruction is that it 
does not escape the circular reasoning inherent in much of the integrity debate. It must 
admit that the redactor has altered the original letters by either (i) moving 4: 21-23 (and 
perhaps v 20) of letter B (1: 1-4: 9) to the end of the inserted letter A (4: 10-20) after first 
excising the latter's epistolary closing or (ii) excising the epistolary closing of letter B (1: 1- 
4: 9) before inserting letter A (4: 10-20) and its (or a created) closing (vv 21-23) at the end. 
Without a doubt, (i) the epistolary prescript and salutation have been excised from letter A 
(4: 10-20) and (ii) at least one epistolary closing has been excised. Therefore, this redactor 
is certainly engaged in a creative process of composing (not simply preserving) a text. If 
that redactor thought it necessary to rearrange and excise epistolary prescripts, salutations, 
and closings in order to make the final form of the text match epistolary convention, then it 
follows that the same redactor would adhere to common epistolary convention with regard 
to the location of `joy' expressions in letters. Thus, the frequently raised critique of a 
redaction theory follows: If the redactor did not deem it obtrusive to place a `joy' 
expression at the end of a letter then why must we believe that Paul could not have done the 
same and thus conclude that 4: 10-20 is a part of separate letter? 1 Hence, the original reason 
for questioning the originality of the `joy' expression in 4: 10-20 is undercut. 
ONE LETTER TO THE PH1LIPPIANS 
It is difficult to be even remotely confident of a multiple-letter theory, since stylistic 
arguments almost always become circular (Paul would not have done this but a redactor 
would have); this is in part what makes Schenk's sometimes over-confidence in his 
multiple-letter reading unpalatable? His and others' partitions only represent `theories' 
(indeed, some still describe them with the less-definitive term `hypotheses'). Of these, it 
IA possible response to this argument is that during the redactor's era (which we do not know) epistolary 
convention had changed from Paul's era, allowing 'joy' expressions to appear towards the end of a letter. 
This must assume that Paul did not have the same freedom as the redactor and that epistolary convention 
had changed at least by the early second century CE (the latest reasonable date for the redaction)-the 
epistolary evidence is silent on the time of a change except that at least by the early second century CE it 
had occurred (if one occurred at all). Of course, the redactor may have altered convention or simply knew of 
different conventions, but this is the type of circular reasoning that a multiple-letter theory should surely try 
to avoid. 
2See his heading 'Die Unmöglichkeit der Einheitlichkeits-Hypothese' (Philipperbriefe, p. 334). 
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was argued that the above two-letter partition is the most plausible `theory' based on the 
comparative evidence of genre and linguistic texture. But even this reasonable 
reconstruction prompts reasonable counter-arguments. The discourse analysis of the 
structure (genre) and texture (ideational, interpersonal, and textual meanings) of Philippians 
detailed in chaps. 4 and 5 above highlights several features of `cohesiveness' in the 
canonical letter to the Philippians. It is an approach which starts with the lexico-grammar 
of the text and works back to understand how and why `Paul' as an original author may 
have created this text and how and why various `Philippian' readers may have interpreted 
it. The resulting evidence allows for a single-letter reading of the letter, i. e. a reader is able 
to produce a coherent reading of the discourse as a single whole via its linguistic structure 
and texture. Because it is a discourse analysis of the letter, this evidence will probably be 
considered as a challenge to W. Schenk's textlinguistic analysis of the letter, in which he 
decides in favour of a multiple-letter theory based on his industrious reading of the 
syntactical, semantic, and pragmatic structure of the letter. 
- The epistolary STRUCTURE (register) of Philippians (chap. 4) may be accounted for as a 
single whole when compared to other epistolary literature of its type, despite the 
observation that 4: 10-20 is untypical (but not atypical) of epistolary convention and that 
Paul's repeated use of exposition followed by exhortation is not common in personal 
letters. Paul's epistolary style is, no doubt, not representative of most personal letters, but 
his use of contemporary epistolary formulas in the letter clearly allows for a single-letter 
reading (i. e. its genre does not preclude a single-letter theory). For example, Paul's 
placement of the commendations (and his own travelogue) at 2: 19-3: 1 does not signal the 
end of a letter. The travelogue (and specific mention of individuals) need not appear at the 
end of Paul's letters (1 Cor 4: 14-21; Gal 4: 12-20; 1 Thess 2: 17-3: 13), nor is such a rule 
found in epistolary literature. Perhaps most significant for the integrity debate was the 
argument that the function of the epistolary hesitation formula in 3: lb and the positive- 
negative exhortations in 2: 29-3: 2 make perfect sense of the linear flow of the discourse in 
its final form. On the other hand, the epistolary analysis sometimes argued against the 
value of certain evidence proposed by single-letter theorists. Regarding the epistolary 
thanksgiving (1: 3-11), although the linguistic evidence suggests that Fact aäßn Tp tvEi 
bpAv should be interpreted with a causal meaning, it has not been demonstrated, either in 
terms of grammar or genre, that vµwv is a subjective genitive (i. e. `your remembrance 
[aid] of me'). Therefore, this phrase does not provide conclusive evidence against the 
multiple-letter argument that Paul's thank-you comes too late in the letter (though the 
validity of that argument is questionable in and of itself). In addition, the supposed 
thematic function of the thanksgiving must be demonstrated from an analysis of the 
semantic content of the letter and cannot be attributed to an inherent trait of epistolary 
thanksgivings. Furthermore, despite generally supporting a single-letter reading, the 
analysis of the genre (structure) of Philippians does not point to one unifying theme or 
purpose in the text. This appraisal contrasts with Black who, in his so-called textlinguistic 
(and mostly rhetorical) analysis of Philippians, fails to treat the genre of Philippians as a 
personal letter even though he stresses a so-called macrostructural and top-down approach 
to discourse analysis; ' thus, we arrive at different appraisals of the purpose(s) of the letter. 
1Black fails to note (though I doubt he denies) that a macrostcuctural or top-down approach cannot be 
performed on the text without entering into a microstructural or bottom-up analysis. Thus he must 
interpret 2: 1-4 as implying some sort of discord and then read that (what he now considers a macrostructure) 
into (and I stress 'into' because it is not a logical entailment of the text) 4: 2-3, viz. that the two women are 
engaged in some sort of serious personal dispute which was causing the members to take sides; indeed. the 
text is not even clear that Euodia and Syntyche were to think the same with respect to one another or with 
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The very genre of the discourse, viz. a personal hortatory letter, allows for multiple 
purposes and themes. When the epistolary structure of Philippians (chap. 4) is paralleled 
with other texts from the same genre, then the letter need not be approached with the 
expectation of finding some macro-themes or with the requirement that there must be such a 
unifying theme in order for it to be one original letter. For example, the statement-of- 
reason-for-writing function of disclosure formulas has serious ramifications for the literary 
integrity of Philippians because single-letter theorists have always been searching for a 
thematic thread which binds the letter together. Paul's use of a disclosure formula (1: 12- 
26) should not be used for such an endeavour, since, although it is true that disclosure 
formulas reveal an author's purpose for writing, they do not necessarily reveal the purpose 
for writing. Neither epistolary nor rhetorical approaches have come to a consensus on the 
sole theme of Philippians. This is, I would argue, due to the likelihood that no one 
individual theme exists, though the letter clearly develops several topics as signalled by 
epistolary formulas (e. g. thanksgiving; disclosure of Paul's situation; travel plans; 
petitions; mention of receipt of material goods; closing greetings) and lexical and 
grammatical choices (e. g. joy, suffering; unity; thanks). Indeed, it is at this point where 
my `discourse analysis' of Philippians clearly parts ways with Black's so-called 
textlinguistic analysis of the letter (1995), which seeks to read the topic of `unity for the 
sake of the gospel' behind the entire letter, but rather it parallels those who stress multiple- 
themes in the letter without trying to fit them into some macro-theme, such as Hawthorne 
(1983), who concludes in favour of literary integrity, and even Schenk (1984), who 
concludes that different topics in part point to separate letters. 2 This multi-thematic 
approach is not indiscriminate pluralism (the opposite of reductionism), but is founded 
firmly in the function of the epistolary genre and the historical realities of ancient 
communication `at a distance'. Furthermore, to designate this multi-thematic trait of Paul's 
discourse as `artless' has misdirected the discussion. Such statements seem emotive and 
anachronistically qualitative; a multiple-theme approach to the generic structure need not be 
based on a description of the letter as `artless'. 
respect to Paul, i. e. if they were disputing, was it with each other or with Paul? Another macrostructural 
interpretation could start with the epistolary background (i. e. the register/genre of Philippians) of the 
petitions in 4: 2-3 (and the function of (ppoveco) and see a commendation of two of Paul's travelling 
missionaries whom he encourages to continue working together for the sake of the gospel (on this reading 
of the petitions see chap. 4 on Final Petitions), without reading discord into the text. In the end, Black 
presents what is one among many plausible reconstructions of the historical situation (what he calls 
exigence) so as to interpret the letter as a whole, though his is the least convincing in terms of analysis of 
genre-4i) putting a narratio at 4: 10-20 and (ii) failing to treat epistolary features and anachronistically 
imposing a opening-body-closing scheme-and the least convincing rhetorical outline. Though I find his 
reading plausible at many points, he unfortunately claims that `our reading will demonstrate that there is 
coherence in Philippians' ('Discourse Structure', p. 18 n. 5); coherence is something he brings to the letter 
with his reconstruction of the exigence, and not vice-versa. This is most evident, for example, in his 
interpretation of the 'theme' of 1: 9-11: 'I pray that your love [for one another] may become so mature that 
you will be able to see what is really important sincere and blameless conduct [toward each other]. ' Note 
that he must add two phrases to the text viz. 'for one another' and 'toward each other'-in order to fit 19- 
11 into his macrostructural reconstruction. -,, 1So Black's formative questions for his exegesis: '(l)What macrostructure binds the letter into a cohesive 
whole?; and (2) How do the microstructures--especially any ambiguous ones-fit into the macrostructure? ' 
Discourse Structure', p. 22). 
ZAfter citing various attempts to describe what the letter was mainly about (e. g. instruction about Jesus; 
exhortation to holiness; encouragement in suffering, exchange of news; reaffirm friendship), Black 
('Discourse Structure', p. 20), opting for his own interpretation, concludes, 'AU of these different 
interpretations obviously cannot be valid, unless one embraces absolute interpretive relativism. ' This 
conclusion just does not follow; to claim, for example, that Paul tries to reaffirm his friendship with the 
Philippians and in the same letter to exhort them to holiness is not an embracing of mutually exclusive 
purposes. Indeed, we might expect multiple topics from a discourse written in the epistolary genre. 
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Also in support of a single-letter interpretation of Philippians was the study of the letter's 
linguistic TEXTURE, these being treated in an analysis of ideational, interpersonal, and 
textual functions (chap. 5). Some of the most significant stylistic similarities which span 
disputed sections of the letter are summarised here. (1) Regarding ideational meanings, the 
analysis of both participant roles and process types support a single-letter reading, even 
though some functional differences occur within particular sections (e. g. Paul's lack of 
role as logical subject in 2: 1-11 and the sole use of first person plural, logical subjects in 
Phil 3). There is no substantial evidence that Paul uses circumstantial expressions uniquely 
in any of the disputed sections of the letter over against the other sections. (2) Regarding 
interpersonal meanings, it has already been noted that statements are used throughout the 
letter, though commands are not found in 4: 10-20-offers and questions are rare 
throughout. (3) Regarding textual meanings (perhaps the most relevant to the integrity 
debate), both the use of organic ties and componential ties support (or at least allow for) a 
single-letter reading. With respect to organic ties, the asyndeton in the disputed section of 
4: 10-20 (esp. vv 12a, c, e, 13a) is stylistically similar to the type of asyndeton in 4: 4-9e. 
Clauses of projection appear throughout the letter (35x), mostly of the idea-type (1: 6b, 8b, 
12b, c, 14c, 16c, 17c, 19-20a, 23c, 25c; 2: 19b, 22b, 23b, 24b, 25b; 3: 4c, 8b, 13b, 21b; 
4: l ld, 12b, d, f, g, h, i, 15b) but also of the locution-type (1: 27f; 2: l lb, 16b, 26d; 3: 18e; 
4: 2c, 3b, 4c)-note, however, that none of the latter are found in the disputed section of 
4: 10-20. Clauses of elaboration are used 10 times in the letter. (i) apposition: expository 
(2: 2b? ) and (ii) clarification: corrective (1: 18b, 27a; 2: 4b; 3: 12a, 16b; 4: 1la, 14a, 17a), 
particularising (2: 27a). Of the latter type, Paul uses the expression o'i tt three times in 
Philippians to introduce a clarification (3: 12a; 4: l 1a, 17a), but only elsewhere in 2 
Corinthians (2 Cor 1: 24; 3: 5; 7: 9; cf. 2 Thess 3: 9); thus, since this appears to be a stylistic 
construction only used rarely by Paul (or his secretary), its use in Philippians would seem 
to support a single-letter reading of those two sections or at least demonstrate stylistic 
consistency in both. Similarly, Paul only uses 7c? v in 1 Cor 11: 11; Phil 1: 18b; 3: 16; 4: 14 
(cf. Eph 5: 33), and at least in Philippians it is always used as a corrective; again this feature 
highlights one area of stylistic consistency across disputed sections. Clauses of extension 
and enhancement are found in all parts of the letter. With respect to componential ties, 
when it came time to analyse semantic ties in the discourse, "a differentiation was made 
between peripheral, relevant, and central tokens. In ascending order, these three types of 
linguistic tokens indicate relative degrees of discourse cohesiveness. Some of the relevant 
tokens which span disputed sections include: be confident (1: 6a, 14b, 25a; 2: 24a; 3: 3d, 
4c, d); be glad, rejoice (1: 18c, d; 2: 17b, c, 18a, b, 19c, 28b; 3: la; 4: 4a, c, 10a); consider 
(2: 3b, 4a, b, 6a, 25a; 3: 7b, 8a, e, 17b; 4: 8i); think (1: 7b, 17c; 2: 2b, e, 5a; 3: 4b, 13a, 15b, 
c, 19e; 4: 2c, 10c, d); know (1: 12b, 19,22a, 22c, 25b; 2: 19d; 3: 10a; 4: 12a, c, 15a); serve, 
work (1: 27g; 2: 16c, 22b; 4: 3c); learn (2: 23; 4: 9a, l 1b, 12e); destroy (1: 28c and 3: 19a); 
trouble, hardship (1: 17,29c; 3: 10a; 4: 14b); acceptable to (1: 15; 2: 13d; 4: 8e, 18d [2x]); low 
status or rank (2: 3b, 8a; 3: 21a; 4: 12b). However, a similar approach was then used to 
highlight possible counter-evidence against a single-letter view. Thus, relevant tokens and 
the so-called `distributional approach' (citing individual words or cognates which appear in 
different parts of the letter) gave way to an analysis of central tokens (viz. when at least two 
members of a semantic chain interact with two members of another chain)-the strongest 
linguistic evidence for discourse cohesiveness. This was done with respect to the two main 
participants in the letter (Paul and the Philippians) and third person participants 
(supernatural beings; implied human `allies'; implied human `opponents') interacting in 
certain processes. In sum, the details of this analysis reveal several chain interactions 
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which span the disputed sections of the letter and thus support a single-letter reading. For 
example, regarding `Paul' as the participant, several chain interactions span disputed 
sections of the letter, typically between chaps. 1-2 and 4: 10-23: be; be confident of; 
consider, think; go; desire; know; learn; say; grieve; be glad. On the other hand, chain 
interaction is also frequently restricted to certain sections. Furthermore, in contrast to 1 
Timothy (using the same model of analysis), 1 chain interaction in Philippians is much more 
complex, verifying some scholars' observations that the letter develops several (not always 
related) topics, i. e. it is not governed by one overarching topic. Indeed, several of Paul's 
topics (thanks for assistance; explanation of his circumstances; warnings against 
`opponents'; exhortations to the two women; unity in the face of adversity) were perhaps 
not occasioned by a single rhetorical exigence but for the simple reason that Paul, at a 
particular point in time, gained access to a letter-carrier to Philippi and thus composed his 
letter so as to address several issues (after all, he might not get an opportunity to write 
again for some time). Some take this as a sign of multiple letters; others interpret it as a 
stylistic characteristic of Paul's `personal' letter. Indeed, some of the above chain 
interactions could be used to support either a single-letter or multiple-letter theory. Perhaps 
the most telling example of this in the history of the debate concerns Paul's use of `rejoice, 
be glad' language. For example, a particular partition theory has evolved based on the 
distribution of `joy' language in 2: 18a, b, 28b; 3: 1a; 4: 4a, c. For single-letter theorists, the 
same distribution is used to prove their view. In addition, other chain interactions may be 
highlighted by various interpreters to prove their point. For example, some multiple-letter 
theorists might argue that the absence of implied `opponents' in 4: 10-23 supports their 
view. In contrast, single-letter theorists might argue that the numerous chain interactions 
involving `Paul' which span Phil 1-2 and 4: 10-23 prove the opposite. Nonetheless, the 
value of studying chain interaction lies in the ability to demonstrate precisely what it is that 
may be used by either side to support a particular view of integrity. Furthermore, 
recognition of the multi-thematic nature of the letter partially explains the fact that the debate 
over integrity has had such a long-standing tradition in scholarly circles. 
Lastly, the study of information flow primarily sought to investigate how particular 
topics are grammatically expressed in the discourse and how they are given prominence 
over against other topics. The study of topicality (viz. Givön's iconicity principle and 
Prince's information status taxonomy) and prominence revealed that the use of pronouns, 
verbal suffixes, word order, particles, and in some cases verbal aspect (esp. in the 
Disclosure 1: 12-26 and Expression of Joy 4: 10-20) were used in consistent ways across 
disputed sections of the letter. While not definitively proving a single-letter theory, it again 
demonstrates one aspect of stylistic consistency throughout the letter. 
1See Reed, `Cohesive Ties', pp. 131-47. 
Appendix A 
sx 
CLAUSE STRUCTURE OF PHILIPPIANS 
The following breakdown of clauses into their constituent units serves as a synopsis of 
much of the analysis of IDEATIONAL, INTERPERSONAL, and TEXTUAL meanings in 
Philippians-see chap. 2 for theory and chap. 5 for analysis of Philippians. A few 
remarks on policy will guide in the use of the chart. 
The primary basis for setting apart a series of words with their own verse reference (e. g. 
1: 1b) revolves around the presence of a verbal form, though some clause units may lack a 
verb because of elision or idiomatic expressions (e. g. epistolary prescript). 1 One 
advantage to this approach is that embedded clauses (rank-shift) may be treated apart from 
their dependent clause? The glosses of Greek words are intended only as rough 
translations for detailed discussion see the study of Semantic Chains in chap. 5. 
Regarding ideational functions, participants are divided into two categories (bold letters 
correspond to codes used in the chart): logical subject or `agent' (Actor, SEnser, SAyer, 
Carrier, IDentified, Existent) and logical complement (Goal, Phenomenon, Target, 
Verbiage, Attribute, IdentifieR). Other participants include Beneficiary and Range. The 
participant types are listed first and then the actual participant is listed (e. g. Paul). 
Processes involve four different functional categories with further sub-divisions: 
MATerial (Action, Event); MENtal (Perception, Affection, Cognition); VERbal; 
RELational (Intensive, Circumstantial, Possessive; and Attribution, Identification); and 
EXIstential. For each clause unit, the functional categories are listed first (e. g. Mat-A =a 
material process of the action sub-type or Rel-C-I =a relational process of the 
circumstantial and identification sub-types) and then a gloss of the actual process is given 
(e. g. praise). Circumstances modifying the verb of a clause fall into one of thirteen 
functional categories: Duration and dIstance (extent); Time and Place (location); meaNs, 
Quality and Comparison (manner); Reason / purpose / result and Behalf (cause); 
cOmitation and Addition (accompaniment); Matter, role 3 The circumstances are 
underlined in the Greek for easy identification, and their functional roles are listed in the 
order in which they appear in the clause. 
Regarding interpersonal functions, the first three columns of the chart respectively refer 
to speech functions (Statement, Question, Command, Offer), type of intermediacy 
(probability [Assertion, Projection, Expectation; possiBle-conditional], usuality 
111iose clauses which do not contain a verb, however, still stand out in relation to surrounding clauses with 
verbs. See the discussion of Levels of Discourse in chap. 2. 
2Embedded clauses typically (sometimes a verb is absent) involve any verbal clause (usually non-finite) 
which plays the role of subject, object or circumstance in another clause (e. g. 4: 13). In the chart, an 
embedded clause is marked off with brackets p and its position in its main clause is indicated by [... ]. For 
example, the clause b evapt&gevoS iv vµiv e"pyov ' 'v is both its own clause unit as well as an 
embedded subject of the main verb eiivTeMaet (1: 6). 
3T'he level of clause is being analysed here; thus, the use of prepositional phrases and case forms (e. g. 
modifying genitive) which modify nouns are not treated. To do so, it would be necessary to isolate every 
noun phrase, rewrite it ('transform' it) into a clause form, and then analyse the circumstances; but this is to 
go behind the surface structure of the text into hypothetical reconstructions of deep structures. 
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[Sometimes, Usually, alWays], obligation [aLlowed, sUpposed, Required], inclination 
[willinG, anXious, Determined]), and polarity (Positive or Negative). The fourth column 
lists the lexical and grammatical expressions used in the clause: Indicative; Subjunctive; 
iMperative; Optative; Future; iNterrogative; Participle (unmarked intermediacy); infinitiVe 
(unmarked intermediacy); and modal Adjunct. 
Regarding textual functions, the study of logico-semantic relations is broken down into 
Projection (Locution and Idea) and Expansion (eLaboration; eXtension; eNhancement). 
Elaboration types are further subdived into Apposition (eXpository and exeMplifying) and 
Clarification (Corrective; Particularising; Summative; Verifactive). Extension types are 
further subdivided into Addition (Positive and Negative), adVersative, and vaRiation 
(Replacive; Subtractive; Alternative). Enhancement types are further subdivided into 
Spatio-temporal (Following; Simultaneous; Preceding; Conclusive; iMmediate; 
iNterrupted; Repetitive; spEcific; Durative; Terminal; pUnctiliar), Comparative (Positive 
and Negative), cAusal (Result; Purpose; rEason; Basis), and cOnditional (Positive; 
Negative; Concessive). Thus, for example, the abbreviation E-N-A-R would be an 
expanding type of clause relationship of the enhancing, causal, and result categories. The 
following codes are employed for word order. T=Vocative; S=Subject; V=Verb; 
O=Object; I=Indirect object; P=Preposition; A=Adverb; C=Copulative verb; R=Predicate 
nominative/adjective. 
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Appendix B' 
THE INFLUENCE OF RHETORICAL THEORY ON GRECO-ROMAN LETTER WRITING 
Rhetoric and epistles' were two of the most significant genres of communication during 
the Classical and Hellenistic eras. Despite their similar importance, both served somewhat 
different purposes. Rhetorical theory was primarily intended for the law courts and public 
arena, typically with the audience in full view of the speaker and with some persuasive goal 
in mind. Letters primarily served the task of bridging spatial distance separating 
communicants, originating in administrative practices but soon finding a place in personal 
correspondence. The resulting multi-functional nature of letters begs the question whether 
rhetorical practices were employed in letter writing=a debate taken up by the Ciceronians 
and humanists during the medieval era? The very flexibility of the epistolary genre 
allowed for the possibility of rhetorical influence. But did this actually occur, either in, 
theory or practice? This question proves directly relevant for the growing trend in Pauline 
studies to interpret his letters according to the canons of rhetoric. 3 The following study 
suggests ways in which rhetoric was and was not employed in letter writing, citing 
evidence from the rhetorical and epistolary theorists4 and actual letters. ' The various 
`species' as well as three of the five categories of rhetorical practice (inventio, dispositio, 
elocutio) provide a useful outline for the investigations Finally, attention is given to actual 
letters which apparently employ a rhetorical macrostructure. 
RHETORICAL TYPES (SPECIES) IN EPISTLES 
Oral and literary genres are functional, i. e. they develop conventional forms and patterns 
of language appropriate to the basic situational function which they serve. Ancient 
rhetorical speech-a genre of argumentation-was typically divided into three sub-genres 
(or registers): judicial, deliberative, and epideictic. In general, judicial speech operated in 
the courtroom, deliberative speech in the political assembly, and epideictic speech in the 
public arena (frequently at ceremonial occasions). `Did something happen or not? ' was an 
essential question scrutinised by judicial speech, often being answered with physical 
evidence. `Is it more beneficial to do this or that? ' was the question explored by 
deliberative speech. `Should something be praised or blamed? ' was the question discussed 
by epideictic speech. Are these three types of spoken genres found in ancient epistles? In 
order to probe this question, it is first necessary to discuss ancient attempts to classify 
various types of letters. 
1No semantic distinction between 'epistle' and 'letter' is intended in this study. Greek terminology made 
no such distinction (Stirewalt, Studies, p. 87). 
2Henderson, 'Erasmus', pp. 331-55. 
3See Reed, 'Rhetorical Categories'. pp. 292-324. 
4By 'epistolary theorist' I include both the authors of the epistolary handbooks as well as letter writers who 
make less systematic (sometimes casual) comments about letter writing. ' 
5Memory (memoria) and delivery (pronuntiatio) had little, if any, relevance for letter writing, cf. De 
componendis et ornandis epistolis of Giovanni Sulpizio of Veroli (Rome, 1491), cited by Henderson, 
'Erasmus', p. 337. 
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In contrast to the oral, face-to-face context of most ancient rhetoric, l the epistolary genre 
was occasioned by situations where one or more individuals, spatially separated, wished to 
communicate with others? Writing to C. Scribonius Curio in 53 BCE, Cicero describes 
this essential function of letters: 
That there are many kinds of letters you are well aware; there is one kind, however, about 
which there can be no mistake-for indeed letter writing was invented just in order that we 
might inform those at a distance if there were anything which it was important for them or 
for ourselves that they should know (Fam. 2.4.1). 
Cicero goes on to speak of letters which are `intimate and humorous' and letters which are 
`austere and serious' .3 He differentiates between public and private letters: `You see, I 
have one way of writing what I think will be read by those only to whom I address my 
letter, and another way of writing what I think will be read by many' (Fam. 15.21.4). 
Elsewhere, Cicero mentions informative letters, domestic letters, letters of commendation, 
letters of solace, and letters promising assistance (Fam. 2.4.1; 4.13.1; 5.5.1); but his 
comments are casual and do not reflect an elaborate system. Philostratus (Ep. 2.257.29- 
258.28 [third century CE]), although providing only a partial list, mentions letters giving 
(StMövtic; ) or requesting (Scöµcvot) something, agreeing (4vYZcop6vtCr, ) or disagreeing 
(µßj... ) on some issue, attacking (uaOantiöµcvot) someone or defending 
(& to?. oyoi tcvot) the writer, and expressing affection (epwvticc). In a letter to Gnaeus 
Pompeius, Dionysius of Hal icarnasus describes a letter, which he had received from a 
friend, as &tatio? v rtva... cünai. Sevtiov `an educated letter' 4 In his categorisation of 
the five characters of rational discourse (oi tioi ? 6you xaparCfipEc), Apollonius of 
Tyana (Ep. 19; first century CE) includes the philosopher (cptXöao(pog), historian 
('tatioptxöS), advocate (StxavtKöS), writer of epistles (ext(; to%tKöS), and commentator 
(vnoµvrlµatitxöc). The authors of `letter-essays' such as The Martyrdom of Polycarp, II 
Maccabees, and those of Epicurus, Dionysius of Halicarnassus, Plutarch, preferred the 
term Xöyo; rather than Ematio? to classify their wr tings. s The most comprehensive 
attempts to classify letters are the epistolary handbooks. The one falsely attributed to 
Demetrius of Phalerum, Vim 'EatatioXtxoi (II BCE III CE), details twenty-one types of 
letters. In addition, the epistolary handbook falsely attributed to Libanius (another edition 
is attributed to Proclus), 'E, ttatioA, tµaiot Xapaxtjpc; (IV-VI CE), delineates forty-one 
types of letters .6 Each type serves different, although at times overlapping, 
functions 
1Speech was the primary medium of rhetoric (i. e. primary rhetoric; Kennedy, Classical Rhetoric, pp. 4-5); 
rhetoric was 'the art of the rhetor, -the speaker's (the public speaker's) art' (Roberts, Rhetoric, p. 22). ' 
Nonetheless, other written mediums were influenced by rhetorical principles: e. g. 'Plutarch's Lives and 
Moralia... the commentaries of Philo of Alexandria, the discourses of Dio Chrysostom, and the letters of 
Seneca'; cf. Mack, Rhetoric, p. 30. Cicero and Seneca note the dialogical- nature of letter writing (Cicero, 
Att. 8.14.1; 9.10.1; 12.53; Seneca, Ep. 75.1). These are secondary mediums of Classical rhetoric, 
however, being mostly influenced by stylistic choices (Kennedy, Classical Rhetoric, p. 5). 
2Cf. the epistolary definition of White, 'Letter Tradition', p. 91. Besides this primary function, the letter 
was used for a host of other purposes (e. g. letters of friendship, letters of praise and blame, letters of 
recommendation, letters of petition, business letters, and administrative letters). 
3Cicero's typology conflates one function of the genre-viz. to inform-with the primary occasion of the 
genre-viz. to bridge the spatial gap between people. Many of his own Epistulae ad Familiares convey 
political information about himself and/or the recipient in both formal and informal manners. 
4Roberts, Dionysius, p. 89. 
5Stirewalt, Studies, pp. 18-20,86. 
6For a brief introduction, texts and translations of the two handbooks as well as other works on epistolary 
theory see Malherbe, Ancient Epistolary Theorists; the handbooks were perhaps written for advanced 
epistolary students or more likely for professional letter writers (pp. 6-7). The Tvnot 'Ext oXtxot, which 
originated in Egypt, had only marginal influence on actual letter writing there; cf. C. W. Keyes, 'Letter', p. 
44, who says it had 'little influence on Greek letter writing in Egypt' and Malherbe, Epistolary Theorists, 
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which involve different relationships between the communicants and, thus, require 
different styles or writing. The above abbreviated list of ancient typologies reveals the 
difficulty of any modern attempt to classify what could and could not constitute secondary 
functions of a letter. If a text indicates (usually at the beginning) that it is written between 
two or more spatially separated individuals (real or imaginary), the body of the letter might 
contain anything. Ancient typologies were practical (e. g. they served the needs of 
professional letter writers). Thus, they were flexible and allowed the individual to handle a 
variety of situations with a variety of types of letters. ' 
Therefore, it is not surprising that some of the epistolary types parallel the three sub- 
genres of rhetoric. Such functional parallels do not necessarily indicate, however, that an 
author patterned his or her letter after the rhetorical handbooks. Rather, the similarities may 
simply be due to culturally-shared means of argumentation. In other words, argumentation 
is universal as well as particular. Groups within the society (e. g. rhetors and philosophers) 
may have developed and classified ways of `persuading others' to serve their own needs. 
Thus, functions of judicial, deliberative, and epideictic `species' of rhetoric would 
probably have been used in various literary contexts such as the letter. This functional 
overlap between the rhetorical species and epistolary types is demonstrated in the epistolary 
theorists. With respect to the possibility of a `judicial letter', perhaps the `accusing' 
(uatyoptxöc) letter comes nearest, but the parallels may only be functional and there is 
no mention of a courtroom setting. 2 In rebuttal to the `accusing' letter, someone might 
employ the `apologetic' (äno? oyntiuc6S) letter to ward off an indictment. 3 Again this type 
of letter clearly did not replace the courtroom rhetoric nor, more importantly, does this type 
speak of `inventing' or `ordering' such a letter according to rhetorical conventions. A 
deliberative type of rhetoric is mentioned in the epistolary theorists. Pseudo-Demetrius 
speaks of `advisory' (au 43ovXavcctxög) letters, which are used to `impel [someone] to 
something (xpotip to tcv F. ni tit) or dissuade [someone] from something (äno rp&(oLcv 
änö titvo; )' 4 Pseudo-Libanius categorises the same type of letter as `paraenetic' 
(nap(xtvcttx7j). `The paraenetic type of letter is that in which we impel someone by, 
urging him to pursue something or to avoid something. Paraenesis is divided into two 
parts: encouragement (npotipoM v) and dissuasion (äxotipo7njv). '5 It is difficult to 
know if this theorist's terminology has been borrowed directly from the rhetorical 
handbooks. The divergent language suggests otherwise. - Even if it has, the fact remains 
that nothing else is said about the `rhetorical' nature of such letters. Once again, the parallel 
between the epistolary types and the rhetorical species may only be functional. Of the three 
p. 4, who notes that 'many similarities between it and Egyptian papyrus letters can be identified... but this 
cannot be taken to prove that this particular manual significantly influenced actual practice', making it , difficult to draw conclusions from this epistolary handbook about the indirect influence of rhetorical theory 
on letter writing. 
'Pseudo-Demetrius (Tünot 'Enta to). ucoi 1.22-24) notes the flexibility of the epistolary genre and the 
possibility of further developments to epistolary typologies such as his. 
2Pseudo-Demetrius, T(ot 'Entmo). txot 17. Cf. the 'blaming' (tc m k-6) letter in Pseudo-Libanius, 
'Einato) taiot Xapaxrýpr; 6 and die 'counter-accusing' (äcvscyKkilµastxcj) letter in 'Eataro%tµaiot 
Xapai riipcS 22. 
3Pseudo-Demetrius, Tünot 'EntaroXticot 18. 
4Pseudo-Demetrius, Tvnot 'Eitu, to). txot 11. 
5Pseudo-Libanius, 'Ent(to) t tc&tot Xapaxrnpeq S. The author differentiates between the paraenetic and 
advisory types of letters, stating that the latter assumes a counter-argument (i. e. someone who needs to be 
persuaded) whereas the former does not. Both types of letters, nonetheless, parallel deliberative rhetoric in 
that they speak of what is beneficial and harmful. 
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rhetorical sub-genres, the epideictic type is most at home among the epistolary theorists. ' 
Several of Pseudo-Libanius' epistolary types resemble Quintilian's categorisation of 
epideictic rhetoric (Inst. 3.4.3), e. g. the `praising' (FicatvcttuöS) and `blaming' 
(ggL=uc0q) letters. In sum, the terminology used by the epistolary theorists suggests 
some type of relationship with the rhetorical handbooks.. Whether the precise nature of this 
relationship is direct or indirect, it is clear that the epistolary theorists were not limited by 
the three genera of the rhetorical handbooks. Letter writing demanded a much more 
flexible typology in order to handle a wide array of situations. 
In conclusion, it is reasonable to surmise that ancient letter writers could conceive of a 
letter in terms of `accusation or defence', `expediency or non-expediency', and `praise or 
blame' without necessarily being limited to the genera of the rhetorical handbooks. 2 Such 
letters are perhaps best treated as argumentative speech acts practised in everyday 
communication. Epideictic was the most suitable of the three to the epistolary genre, but I 
would concur with J. L. White (but on a broader scale) that `the judicial ... and the - 
deliberative-were not the traditions upon which ancient letter writers depended, at least 
not through the first two or three centuries of the Christian era. 3A fundamental distinction 
between the epistolary and rhetorical genera (sub-genres) is that the former were relegated 
to spatially-separated communication, limiting the extent to which they could parallel the 
typical oral, face-to-face context of judicial, deliberative, and epideictic speech. Some of 
the epistolary typologies at least functionally parallel the three rhetorical species, yet the 
epistolary theorists were not bound by a formal `rhetorical' agenda for letter writing. 
RHETORICAL INVENTION IN EPISTLES 
Rhetorical invention (inventio) concerns the speaker's attempt to select or find 
(EVpijatc) valid arguments to render a thesis plausible. 4 This could be accomplished, first 
of all, by determining the `status' or `issue' to be resolved, asking questions b;, ut the fact, 
definition, and nature of the issue under discussion., Another means of invention was the 
use of `topoi' (topics) or `commonplaces' both common (e. g. division; consequence; 
cause-effect; definition) and special (e. g. customary maxims, proverbs, oracles, citations, 
figures of speech, and stock metaphors). Did letter writers invent the content and argument 
of a letter by these means of rhetorical invention? 
The general principle of rhetorical invention is not limited by the theories of rhetors but 
is a phenomenon of language use in general. Thus, as with the species of rhetoric treated 
above, it should be no surprise that epistolary theorists and letter writers discuss how to 
create epistolary topics. Pseudo-Demetrius (Eloc. 230) notes the existence of topics or 
`matter' appropriate only for the letter (np6tygatiä Ttva Fictaio%tth), citing Aristotle in 
support of this: `I have not written to you on this subject, since it was not fitted for a letter' 
(Fr. 620). Pseudo-Demetrius goes on to discuss literary conventions appropriate for 
letters: proverbs (napotµiat; Eloc. 232) and logical proofs (äno5d'4etq, Eloc. 233). In 
contrast, he states that it is inappropriate to employ clever types of argumentation 
1Cf. Stowers, Letter Writing, p. 27. Of the three species of rhetoric, epideictic was most at home in 
written discourse. 'Epideictic oratory, such as that of Isocrates, was coming more and more to be a 
pamphlet, not a speech; in theme and occasion it had never been so restricted as the other branches of 
oratory' (Roberts, Greek Rhetoric, p. 55). 
2Not until the 16th century did Erasmus categorise letters according to deliberative, demonstrative, and 
judicial species, adding to this a fourth category, familiare (Henderson, 'Erasmus', p. 355). 
3Tobin, Jewett, White, 'Discussion', p. 52 (White). 
4The author of 'Eatto) tiertot Xapwcti per uses the Greek technical term eüpeaty for inventio in his 
example of a letter of 'inquiry' (82). 
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(ao(piaµatia) in letters: `If anybody might write a skilful argument (ao(piap. aTa) or 
questions of natural history in a letter, he indeed writes, but not a letter' (Eloc., 232). In'- 
one of his sample letters, Pseudo-Demetrius (T-Snot 'EntatioA. txoi. 4) cites the maxim 
`Know yourself' tiö yv&Ot aavtiöv). Gregory of Nazianzus approves of the graceful 
style of letter writing, avoiding the unadorned (äxöaµitia) style `which allows for no 
pithy sayings, proverbs or apophthegms, witticisms or enigmas', but he warns against the 
undue use of these devices' (Ep. 51.5). He tentatively adheres to the use of tropes (but 
only if done so sparingly and without seriousness) and to the use of antitheses, parisoses 
and isocola (Ep. 51.6). 1 Pseudo-Libanius explains how topics should be used in letters: 
`Mentioning works of history (tatoptwv) and fables (g- o v) will bring charm to letters, 
as will the use of venerable works (na?. atwv avyypaµµätiwv), well-aimed proverbs 
(napotgtwv cüatiöXwv), and philosophers' dogmas (cpt?. oaöcpwv SoyµäT(ov), but they 
are not to be used in an argumentative manner' (Enter ro?. tµaiot Xapaxrjpeq 50). 
Some letter writers speak of the process of inventio involved in composing a letter. 
Cicero tells of his difficulty in choosing a topic to write about: `I have been asking myself 
for some time past what I had best write to you; but not only does no definite theme 
suggest itself, but even the conventional style of letter writing does not appeal to me' (Fam. 
4.13.1); he was looking for a topic appropriate for `these times of ours in its gloom and 
melancholy'. In a letter to Atticus, Cicero finds himself in a similar dilemma: ý `Though 
now I rest only so long as I am writing to you or reading your letters, still I am in want of 
subject matter' (Au. 9.4.1). Cicero knew that letters need not have one particular subject 
matter, or any for that matter. Letters written as friendly correspondence reveal this 
particularly well: `I have begun to write to you something or other without any definite 
subject, so that I may have a sort of talk with you' (Att. 9.10.1). This `friendly' aspect of 
the epistolary genre had its own set of topoi (cf. Cicero's 'free and easy topics of friendly 
correspondence' in Au. 9.4.1). H. Koskenniemi detects three special topoi of friendly 
letters: maintaining friendship (Philophronesis), bridging the spatial gap through the 
sender's presence (Parusia), and carrying on a dialogue with the recipient (Homilia) 2 
Regarding parusia, a function typifying the epistolary genre, he states, `Es wird nämlich 
als die wichtigste Aufgabe des Briefes angesehen, eine Form eben dieses Zusammenlebens 
während einer Zeit räumlicher Trennung darzustellen, d. h. die änouata zur 2tapovafa 
machen. '3 Other possible topoi of the epistolary genre include health wishes, prayer 
_., formulas, disclosure formulas, and closing greetings. -+ These conventions developed apart 
from rhetorical concerns, but not necessarily without `argumentative' functions. : 
In sum, the epistolary theorists stressed the importance of carefully selecting the topic of 
one's letter based on the epistolary situation. That is, they show concern that the writer 
`invent' or compose a letter appropriate for the occasion or issue at hand. This concern at 
least functionally parallels the process of inventio treated in the rhetorical handbooks. 
Indeed, the sample letters provided by the epistolary theorists serve as a type of special 
topol which could be used by professional letter writers to invent their own letters. .. ' Nevertheless, the epistolary topoi were not limited by rhetorical concerns, and the 
relationship between the two genres may be treated in terms of common practices of human 
communication. 
1Although Gregory of Nazianus is discussing `style' per se, the elements of style he discusses are part of 
the inventio process. 
2Koskenniemi, Studien, pp. 35-46. 
3Koskenniemi, Studien, p. 38. 
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RHETORICAL ARRANGEMENT IN EPISTLES '. . 
After selecting the type of speech to be delivered, and `inventing' the subject matter, the 
rhetor could proceed to arrange the material into the best possible order. Rhetorical 
arrangement (dispositio) often consisted of four sections in the following order exordium 
(introduction); narratio (the statement of the facts of the case); confirmatio (proof); and 
perorado (conclusion). 1 The epistolary theorists say nothing about arranging letters 
_ according to this standard rhetorical convention. What they do say, instead, conforms to 
standard patterns of letter writing. In part, the reason epistolary theorists do not prescribe 
rhetorical arrangements to epistolary structures is because letters had their own long- 
established, structural conventions. Therefore, before suggesting any parallels between 
epistolary structure and rhetorical arrangement, a discussion of epistolary structure is in 
order. 
There are three standard conventions found in the majority of letters: opening, body and 
closing? Rather than speak of these in formal terms (as if they can be precisely demarcated 
in actual letters), these are best treated as spatial locations in the letter which are filled with 
epistolary formulas. The body section, for example, could be filled with a petition, a 
marriage contract, or a commendation. The opening section could include, among other 
things, a health wish, greeting, or thanksgiving formula. The obligatory elements of the 
opening include the superscription (i. e. from whom the letter is sent; e. g. 'Avt& vtg 
Aövyoq) and the adscription (i. e. to whom the letter is sent; e. g. ti j pi rpi). Apart from 
these formulas, other elements used in the opening arediscretionary. 3 Even the commonly 
employed salutation (e. g. xaipety) is sometimes omitted from the opening, especially in 
formal contexts (e. g. petitions, complaints). With respect to the body, a host of epistolary 
materials could fill this slot. Nevertheless, the slot had to be filled 4 The common .. epistolary closing of the letter (e. g. Eppuoao) is not strictly obligatory, since it is frequently 
1To these categories, other rhetorical theorists (e. g. the author of Ad Herennium) add the divisio (outline of 
the steps in the argument), which follows the narratio, and the confutatio (refutation of the opposing 
arguments), which follows the co> flrmatio. Another common part was the propositio, the essential 
proposition of the speech. 
2Seneca recalls the traditional use of the health wish: 'The old Romans had a custom which survived even 
into my lifetime. They would add to the opening words of a letter. "If you are well, it is well; I also am 
well"' (Ep. 15.1). Pseudo-Libanius speaks of the proper way to begin a letter. 'So-and-so to So-and-so, 
greeting' 6 Setva %W 86vt xaipety ('Eatato%+aiot Xapa pec 51). Nonetheless, ancient letter writers 
and theorists do not speak of an epistolary opening, body, and closing in formal terms as is frequently done 
in NT scholarship. 
3Two types of letters-'Questions to the Oracle' and 'Letters of Invitation'-often omit the superscription 
and/or adscription, 'since the correspondence was usually local and delivered to the door by a messenger' 
(White, 'Epistolary Formulas', p. 294; see e. g. the invitation in P. Oxy. 1484 (2nd or 3rd century CE): 
Epwo of. 'Ano))4vtos Saumvivat; and the question to the oracle in P. Fay. 133 (58 CE): . Eoicowvvwuvvvi Oahu pvy6 ottay&Xwt. In these cases, the lack of the superscription and/or adscription 
does not negate the obligatory nature of the formulas; rather, the written formulas would be replaced by oral 
ones in order to fulfil the obligatory function of identifying the communicants (cf. Kim, 'Invitation', p. 
397). Nevertheless, omission of the addressee and recipient are rare, and White ('Epistolary Formulas and 
Cliches', p. 294) rightly notes that 'it can be demonstrated in almost every instance, however, that these 
anomalous forms are the result of the letter being either a first draft or copy'. 
4Although White ('Letter Tradition', p. 92) notes that 'the only epistolary element which can not be 
omitted from a letter is the opening', this is only the case for formulaic elements, not for the spatial 
locations in the letter. Even 'family letters', which White claims `often have no specific body', have 
communicative elements which fill the position of the body. In other words, there are no letters that 
simply have a prescript. Instead, every letter contains some communicative element after the prescript. 
However, what fills this region of the body varies, yet with some patterns (e. g. petitions, letters of 
commendation). 
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absent from letters, especially official and business letters. ' Most letters, however, used 
various formulas to signal the end of the communicative process (e. g. closing greetings). 
J. L. White provides a helpful functional definition of these three sequences in ancient 
letters. In the opening and closing, `the keeping-in-touch aspect of letter writing 
(maintenance of contact), which reveals the general character of the correspondents' 
-relationship toward each other, comes to expression'? In the body, stock phrases express 
the circumstances which motivated the message of the letter. ý The bulk of the body, 
however, varies according to the epistolary skills and needs of the particular author. 
Another way of looking at the opening, body, and closing sections is that the opening 
section establishes who the participants of communication are and the nature of their 
immediate relationship, the body section advances the information or requests/commands 
which the sender wants to communicate, and the closing section signals the end of the 
communicative process, often involving language that again establishes the immediate 
relationship between sender and recipient. 
There is no inherent one-to-one correspondence between the epistolary opening, body, 
and closing and the exordium, narratio, confirmatio, and peroratio. ' In fact, epistolary 
conventions used in actual letters resist a dispositio classification. If a letter does contain 
an explicit rhetorical arrangement (e. g. the letters of Demosthenes), then epistolary 
conventions are at a minimum and are distinct from the four rhetorical parts. Furthermore, 
epistolary theorists do not speak of epistolary arrangement in rhetorical terms. In Türrot 
'Entatio? tuoi, the author first describes the method by which he has constructed his work. 
He has set out to describe the various `styles' (`ways of writing') of letters and what 
distinguishes each style from the other. 3 He then provides a sample of each type, 
demonstrating how each is arranged (c jq Euäatov ? vovg r6. c )S). Although his term 
for `arrangement' parallels that of the rhetorical handbooks (, c& 4t;, Lat. dispositio), the 
twer. y-one letters exemplified in his epistolary handbook are not arranged according to a 
rhetorical dispositio. What the author means by arrangement instead has to do with the 
language and function of each kind of letter, e. g. friendly letters are filled with `friendly' 
language, which appropriately reflect the relationship between the communicants and the 
goals of the letter. What the author does not do is construct examples with a four-part (or 
any other) rhetorical schema. Regarding epistolary openings and closings, even Julius 
°Victor, who advocates the use of rhetorical convention in letters (specifically, `official' 
letters), maintains that `the openings and conclusions of letters... should be written - 
according to customary practice' (Rh. 27.8-9). ' He espouses no theory for employing anexordium 
or peroratio in these parts of the letter. Finally, to speak of the propositio of a 
letter is dubious since letters often develop more than one `theme'-a feature of their 
`conversational' nature 4 
Despite these differences, certain functional parallels do exist between standard 
epistolary arrangement and rhetorical arrangement. In the same way that epistolary 
openings function to expose the general nature of the relationship between the sender and 
the recipient (be it positive or negative), so also the exordiwn serves to generate a positive 
relationship of trust and compliance between the speaker and listener, i. e. to build ethos. 
1Exler, Form, pp. 69,71. 
2White, Light, p. 219. 
3Cicero is apparently familiar with various classifications of letters, specifically mentioning=a'letter of 
exhortation' which he had previously written (Fam. 49.1).. .. 4An exception to this may be found in several of Pliny's letters (61-112 CE), in which he often uses a 
standardised opening to state the 'subject' of the letter. 
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The same may be said of the epistolary closing and the peroratio. One type of letter in 
particular created ethos, the friendly type ((pt%tx6g). 1 Because the epistolary body was 
open to various medid of communication, the possibility always exists for finding a 
rhetorical arrangement here; nevertheless, it is worth noting that the theorists do theorise 
about the use 
partes orations in the body of letters. Epistolary disclosure formulas like `I 
wrote these things to you... ' also slightly parallel the recapitulatio function of the 
peroratio; however, such expressions occur throughout the body of the letter whereas the 
peroratio came at the end of the speech. Finally, there is no functional parallel between the 
epistolary closing and the enumeratio. 
In summary, a few epistolary formulas found in the three spatial locations of letters 
(opening, body, closing) share some similarity with the four principal parts of rhetorical 
arrangement (exordium, narratio, confirmatio, peroratio). But the slight similarity is 
only functional, not formal. In other words, there is no inherent formal relationship 
between the basic theory of epistolary structure and the technical teachings about rhetorical 
arrangement. The similarities may be explained by the fact that language is often used 
pragmatically in different genres to do similar things. More importantly, the epistolary 
theorists and letter writers say nothing explicit about structuring letters according to a 
rhetorical arrangement. 
RHETORICAL STYLE IN EPISTLES 
The rhetorician's concern for style (A tS, elocutio) was also the epistolary theorist's 
concern 2 This primarily involved questions of grammar, syntax, and choice of words. 
Clarity, figures of speech, metaphors, periodic and continuous syntax, and citations, to 
name a few, were also discussed under the rubric of style. The epistolary theorists were 
aware of rhetorical practices and even debated the use of distinctively rhetorical styles in 
letters. 3 Indeed, epistolary theorists and letter writers show signs of rhetorical influence 
mostly in the area of style. For example, although royal letters are largely `uninfluenced by 
the rhetorical schools', 4 some of them do exhibit features of style characteristic of rhetorical 
practice (e. g. antitheses, triads, homoeoteleuton, chiasmus, litotes) s Many of the 
imaginary letters6 also employ stylistic features found in ancient literary and rhetorical 
practices. For example, Alciphron (dubbed The Rhetor') composed imaginary letters 
purportedly written by fishermen, farmers, prostitutes, and parasites. In several of these 
the author cites and borrows from other literature (especially from Classical authors). The 
letters attributed to Aelian (entitled Ex tiwv Aia tavoü äypouctxwv extOTO , v) also echo 
the voices of the Classical era (e. g. Homei, Hesiod, Aristophanes, Demosthenes, and 
Menander). 
lpseudo-Demetrius, Tvnot 'EntcPzo%vcoi 1. 
2For Aristotle (Rh. 3.1-12), 'style entailed the 'way of expressing' something through the choice of words 
or arrangement of clauses, in contrast to the 'content' of the message. 
3See also the discussion of rhetorical invention above. 
4Welles, Correspondence, p. 42. Welles goes on to state, 'This neglect of rhetoric is in general 
characteristic of the royal letters, not only of the purely administrative notes but also of texts of a more 
"diplomatic" character' (p. 46). 
5See the following letters in Welles, Correspondence: Ptolemy II to Miletus (14), Antiochus II to 
Erythrae (15), Seleucus II to Miletus (22), Ziaelas of Bithynia to Cos (25), Ptolemy IV to a provincial 
governor (30). 
61maginary letters hardly resemble the purposes and practices of most Greco-Roman letter writing. They 
are clearly 'literary' (if such a word can be used) in tone and substance; see the love letters of Philostratus 
('EnwtoXai 'Epwruazt) which lack all of the common epistolary elements. 
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One of the more well-known discussions of epistolary style is the treatise attributed to 
Demetrius of Phalerum, De Elocutione (IIep't 'Epµriveiaq), which discusses the 'style' 
(xapaictnpiic) appropriate for letter writing. It shows some dependence on the third 
book of Aristotle's Rhetoric (Eloc. 11). Initially, Demetrius advocates writing letters 
according to the `plain' (iaxvöTntioc) style (Eloc. 223), which is one of four kinds or 
`characters' of styles-elevated (geya%o1cpcicA; ), elegant (yXwpvp6S), plain (iaxvöc), 
and forceful (5etv6). 1 Later he summarises that the letter should be a compound of the 
graceful (xapicvtog) and plain (iaxvov) styles? This style lacks 'ornament and oratorical 
device', 3 suggesting this author did not readily conflate the epistolary and rhetorical styles. 
For example, he maintains that 'it is absurd to build up periods, as if you were writing not 
a letter but a speech (Sixrly) for the law courts' (Eloc. 229). He is most concerned that 
letters be written with clarity and fitness, two features of the plain style. Similarly, 
Gregory of Nazianzus warns against the abuse of rhetorical style: 
When the birds were disputing about who should be king, and they came together, each 
adorned in his own way, the greatest adornment of the eagle was that he did not think that 
he was beautiful. It is this unadorned quality, which is as close to nature as possible, that 
must especially be preserved in letters (Ep. 51.7; cf. also 5-6). 
Seneca as well attempts to distance the letter writer from the orator, without denying the 
applicability of argumentation to letters: 
Even if I were arguing a point, I should not stamp my foot, or toss my arms about, or raise 
my voice; but I should leave that sort of thing to the orator, and should be content to have 
conveyed my feelings toward you without having either embellished them or lowered their 
dignity (Ep. 75.2) 4 
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concerning the appropriate epistolary style. As to the length of letters, Pseudo-Demetrius 
argues for concise ones (Eloc. 228); 6 he was not supported by Pseudo-Libanius 
('EntatioXtµaiot Xapaumjpcc 50). 'Clarity' of style (aacpnvcia) in letter writing was 
esteemed by many (Gregory of Nazianzus, Ep. 51.4; Pseudo-Libanius, 'EntatioXtµaiot 
Xapaxztjpc; 48-49, quoting Philostratus of Lemnos). For example, Gregory of 
Nazianzus avows: 'As to clarity (aapvciaq), everyone knows that one should avoid 
prose-like (Xwyoct8 ) style so far as possible, and rather incline towards the 
conversational (A, aXtxöv)' (Ep. 51.4). His basis for this assertion follows: 
1These four kinds of style represent only one theory on the subject. 
'Another theory. developed by 
Dionysius of Halicarnassus and later advanced by Hermogenes, combine various qualities and virtues of 
style (e. g. clarity, grandeur, beauty, vigour, ethos, verity, and gravity) into a more complex scheme 
(Kennedy, Classical Rhetoric, p. 104). 
2It appears that by 'graceful' he is referring to the heightened epistolary style with which one should write 
to states or royal personages, which he just mentioned in 234. However, he may be referring to the same 
'graceful' style which he describes under the section on the `elegant' style (128-89). 
3Roberts, Greek Rhetoric, p. 68. Roberts also notes that 'when he [Demetrius] refers to "rhetoricians" 
there is sometimes a shade of irony or contempt' (p. 68). :-. 
41n another letter Seneca mentions his preference for philosophy over speech-making (Ep. 14.11). 
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6He uses the term pdiwa-rä rather than i tvTOaäci to refer to `so-called' letters (such äs severral of 
Plato's letters and those of Thucydides) which are, according to him, too long and stilted in expression 
(Eloc. 228). 
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Stated briefly, the best and most beautiful letter is written so that it is persuasive to both 
the educated and uneducated, appearing to the former as written on the popular level and to 
the latter as above that level, and being immediately understandable. (Ep. 51.4) 
Although much more could be said about epistolary style (e. g. use of asyndeton, ' novel 
expressions, direct address, compliments and jesting), the standard principle of epistolary 
style seems to be that there was no strictly endorsed stylistic theory. However, a few 
principles seem to have existed. Theorists generally agree that letters should be written in a 
style most appropriate for the situation (cf. Cicero Fam. 15.21.4).. This generally involved 
a style characteristic of dialogue and everyday speech (Cicero Fam. 7.32.3; 9.21.1; Seneca 
Ep. 75.1; Pseudo-Demetrius, Eloc. 223), i. e. a style conducive to bridging the spatial gap 
between the sender and the recipient and creating a face-to-face atmosphere. Seneca speaks 
of a friendly, not artificial, setting in which he writes letters: I prefer that my letters should 
be just what my conversation would be if you and I were sitting in one another's company 
or taking walks together-spontaneous and easy; for my letters have nothing strained or, 
artificial about them' (Ep. 75.1-2). 1 Similarly, Classical theorydistinguished the sermo 
(ordinary language) of the letter from the contentio (formal speech) of the oration .2 
Furthermore, much of the discussion of style by rhetoricians (e. g. whether to use the 
dactyl, iambus, or paean as the basic ingredient of rhythm) is absent from epistolary 
stylistic theory, again probably because it is the `plain' style which should be used in 
letters. 
In summary, two features of epistolary style most parallel rhetorical discussions: clarity 
and appropriateness for the situation. Nevertheless, the letter writers and theorists (even 
those well versed in rhetoric) still differentiate between the epistolary style and rhetorical 
style (because some were conflating them? ) 3 The fundamental difference was a result of 
the epistolary situation (viz. spatial separation), as Julius Victor identifies: 
When there is no need to hide anything from others, avoid obscurity more painstakingly in 
letters than you do in speeches and conversation. For although you can ask someone who 
is speaking uncleanly to elucidate his point, it is impossible to do so in correspondence 
when the other is absent (Rh. 27.19-21). 
Consequently, a mixture of rhetorical and epistolary styles was not encouraged by some. 
Cicero states this pointedly in a letter penned to L. Papirius Paetus: 
How do I strike you in my letters? Don't I seem to talk to you in the language of common 
folk? For I don't always adopt the same style. What similarity is there between a letter, 
and a speech in court or at a public meeting? Why even in law-cases I am not in the habit 
of dealing with all of them in the same style (Fam. 9.21.1). 
RHETORICAL EPISTLES? 
The above study reveals epistolary and rhetorical theorists'. resistance to marrying the 
epistle and oration. 4 Theory and practice do not always harmonise, however. If the 
1Contrast Pliny the Younger's letters which tend to be prose exercises on various subjects, many of which 
were directed to a public audience (Ep. 1.1). 
2Henderson, 'Erasmus', p. 334. In his Commentaria epistolarum conficiendarum (Pforzheim, 1509), 
Heinrich Bebel appealed to Classical sources to prove that a letter should not be written in oratorical style 
but in Latin sermo (cited by Henderson, 'Erasmus', p. 340). 
3Quintilian Inst. 9.4.19-22 also sets the epistolary style apart from the rhetorical. 'According to him, the 
former should have a 'looser texture' (as in dialogue, sermon) and the latter a more closely connected style 
(Inst. 9.4.23). 
`This resistance was later advocated by Classical purists, the medieval Ciceronians, who confined the 
epistolary genre to the limits of the familiar letter and desired to 'purge humanist epistolography of all 
vestiges of the ars dictaminis' (Henderson, 'Erasmus', p. 332). ' The ars dictaminis divided the letter 
according to the structure of Classical oration, adding the salutatio which distinguished it as the epistolary 
genre: salutatio, exordium (or captatio benevolentiae), narratio, petitio, and conclusio. 
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epistolary genre is defined functionally as the communication between spatially separated 
individuals (absentis ad absentem colloquium)-which is necessary to account for actual 
letters (e. g. private; official; public; novelistic; magical; scientific; literary-critical; erotic; 
poetic; introductory; heavenly)-then it is difficult to imagine that the Classical rhetorical 
conventions were never employed in actual letters, especially since rhetoric was part of 
Greco-Roman public consciousness. 
Perhaps the best extant examples of `rhetorical letters' come from the eminent orator 
himself, Demosthenes, or someone writing under his name. ' Epistles 1-4 are set in the 
fourth century BCE during Demosthenes' exile and the oncoming `Lamian' war to 
overthrow Macedonian domination over Greece. 2 The letters were deemed significant 
enough to be preserved throughout the Hellenistic and Byzantine eras. Plutarch (Lives 
20), Quintilian (Inst. 10.1.107), and Cicero (Brut. 121, Orat. 15) knew of and were 
perhaps influenced by Demosthenes' epistolary style. Modern scholars generally classify 
the letters according to one of four genres: a rhetorical exercise treating the theme `What 
would Demosthenes have written to the Athenians from exile? '; a historical novel in the 
form of a collection of letters (Briefroman); a creation of a rhetorical historian or 
biographer, or political propaganda. 3 In any case, the texts are an attempt to defend 
Demosthenes' career. 4 They are in the form of a letter only because he is in exile (Ep. 1.2- 
4; 3.1.35); otherwise, they consist of self-apology and advice to the public. As letters, 
they lack the many epistolary formulas and the style of the `familiar'- letters (familiares) 
and instead may be categorised as negotiales, to which Julius Victor claims the canons of 
rhetoric apply (Rh. 27). The prescripts take the form AHMOE8ENHE THI BOYAHI 
KAI TS2I AHMfI XAIPEIN ('Demosthenes to the Council and Assembly, greetings'), 
setting the stage for the epistolary body in which Demosthenes attempts to persuade his 
audience on a particular subject. Epistle 2 is an example of the forensic-epideictic genre of 
self-apology, perhaps repeating much of the defence given at his trial. J. Goldstein has 
analysed them according to the partes orations. The main body of the letter consists of (i) 
a prooemium written in the indignant tone of one who had been wronged but at the same 
time appealing to the audience's good will through flattery (2.1-2); (ii) a propositio calling 
the Athenians to exonerate him (2.3); (iii) a confirmatio favourably portraying the career of 
Demosthenes according to the so-called rhetorical topics of te%vc& utcpt czta-the 
propositio is just, lawful, expedient, honourable, pleasant, easy to accomplish or, if 
difficult, possible and necessary (2.4-20); (iv) an epilogue reiterating the appeal for 
exoneration and containing pathetic amplification and a final appeal to their good will (2.21. 
26). 5 The closing farewell (d tuxcire) is as terse as the prescript. 
Another illustrative example of a `rhetorical letter' is the first letter of Dionysius of 
Halicarnassus to Ammaeus-a lengthy argument advocating that Demosthenes did not learn 
the rules of rhetoric from Aristotle. 6 Like most `literary' letters, the prescript is terse: 
'The authenticity of the letters have been debated; but for persuasive arguments in favour of the authenticity 
of letters 1-4 see Goldstein, Letters, esp. his rhetorical commentary on them in pp. 133-81. 
ZLetters 5-6 (one to Heracleodorus and the other to the Council and Assembly) are relatively short and 
resemble in part an attempt at interpersonal dialogue. 
3Goldstein. Letters, pp. 31-34. 
4For similar letters of defence see Plato Ep. 1 and Aeschines Ep. 11 and 12. 
5Hermogenes Id. 1.7,2.8 and Pseudo-Aristides Rh. 1.45,47 interpret letters 2 and 3 in terms of their 
rhetorical style. For a more detailed rhetorical analysis of this letter see Goldstein, Letters, pp. 158-66. 
6Cf. also his second letter to Ammaeus and his letter to Gnaeus Pompeius. The former is a polemic 
against an excessive admiration and imitation of Plato's style; the latter is a polemic against similar 
attitudes towards the style of Thucydides. 
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AIONYEIOE AMMAISQI TfIl CbIATATflI IIAEIETA XAIPEIN. Dionysius, in 
response to the request of Ammaeus, sets forth arguments (2.6 notiaat toüS X*ouS) 
which convinced him that Aristotle did not write his Rhetorica until Demosthenes had 
reached his prime and had already delivered most of his speeches. Consequently, 
Demosthenes was not dependent on the former's rules of rhetoric, as someone had 
suggested to Ammaeus (Amm. 1.6). He ends his letter claiming to have proved his point 
('txavc & to6c&Eix8at voµiýc)), viz. Demosthenes did not base his speeches on 
Aristotle's rhetorical theory. Unlike the letters of Demosthenes, this letter is written to an 
individual. There is, then, no reason to suggest that a letter employing rhetorical 
conventions would have had a plural audience. Like the letters of Demosthenes, it lacks the 
many epistolary formulas found in personal letters. 
Letters like those of Demosthenes and Dionysius of Halicarnassus, however, represent 
only a small portion of the extant epistolary literature. Most letters do not reveal a rhetorical 
macrostructure, nor are they as long as these. Nevertheless, even brief, `non-literary' 
letters require persuasive devices to accomplish their goals. For example, in Sel. Pap. 
2.287 (194 CE), a copy of a complaint by Saprion (ävtiypa(pov Eyx%AgatoS 
Eaxpiwvog), the author writes to Heraclides, narrating how his mother and an accomplice 
assaulted him in order to `deprive me of my own property'. After narrating the `facts' of 
the event he requests Heraclides to file his petition so that it may be used as evidence (npb; 
µaptiupiav) in a later trial. In other letters, several epistolary formulas were used with 
persuasive functions: (i) disclosure formulas reveal the author's reason for writing; (ii) 
statements of reassurance and concern appeal to the pathos of the reader, (iii) statements 
used to persuade, coerce, or threaten seek the reader's obedience concerning important 
(often business) matters. 1 The `rhetoric' of such letters, however, is probably not 
dependent upon rhetorical theory; they more likely represent a type of `universal' rhetoric 
prevalent at the time and still functionally found in other communicative forms today. 
The above examples demonstrate that letter writing was at least partly influenced by 
rhetorical conventions. Despite epistolary and rhetorical theorists' attempt to discourage 
such practices, various reasons prevented their complete success. Firstly, the flexibility of 
the epistolary genre allowed for its conflation with other genres. Quintus Horatius Flaccus, 
the Latin poet, demonstrated this with his invention of the letter poem. He admired the 
`personal' nature of the letter: The poem as letter allows a privacy of speech, and a certain 
confidentiality of tone that other genres tend to repel. '2 Some of Plutarch's letters (e. g. 
6.464 ncpi c' Ouµiag and 13.1012 Wit A; iv Ttjuz(q yiuxoyovia) are similar in 
content with his other moral writings, also demonstrating a mixed genre. The Corpus 
Hippocraticum contains various kinds of propagandistic, pseudepigraphic letters, of which 
letters 10-17 are in the form of novels narrating Hippocrates' visit to Democritus 3 In other 
Hippocratic letters, treatises (Xoy6; ) were sent with a letter (18-19,20-21) or incorporated 
into a letter (21). 4 Much later, Erasmus-somewhat confined by the narrow Classical 
definition of the letter as a conversation between separated friends-distinguished the 
epistolary genre from others in terms of its f lexibility of styles This flexibility resulted in 
an array of letter-types such as official letters, philosophical letters, magical letters, letters 
'See White, Light, pp. 204-208. 
2j" 'PAY'. pp. 228-34. 
3For a critical edition and introduction see Smith, Hippocrates: Pseudepigraphic Writings. 
4E. g. cFataX SE aot thy ! [Ep; Eiav(tj; X yov (18.12-13) and 6x Xxa 81 Qot =1 c tb; tbv 
wept M, eßopta to"v )4yov (20.28-29). 5Henderson, `Erasmus', p. 355. 
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from heaven, and erotic letters. Secondly, the epistolary genre originated in an oral and, 
consequently, a rhetorical environment viz. the official correspondence of royalty. The 
official letter usually accompanied the oral message of a herald or embassy. For example, 
one author notes that `Menodorus, whom you sent to me, gave me your letter.. . and spoke 
himself at considerable length on the matters concerning which he said he had 
instructions'. 1 Thus, M. Stirewalt rightly claims that `in dealing with the city state, the 
popular assembly, and public forensic activity, the official administrative, diplomatic letter 
was a rhetorical product'? However, while the official letter had ties to forensic practices, 
the personal letter evolved independently of such influences. Thirdly, educational 
exercises-practised at least by the time of the second century BCE-promoted the use of 
rhetorical conventions in letters .3 
For example, the use of chreiai in pithy letters was a 
popular practice, as in the syllogistic letter. 
[Brutus] to the people of Pergamon 
I hear that you have sent financial aid to Donobellas. If you did this willingly, you admit to 
wrongdoing; if unwillingly, prove it by giving to me willingly (Brutus 1). 4 
Students could exercise their rhetorical style by writing letters under the name of celebrated 
persons of the past (e. g. Alexander, Aristotle, Pythagoras, Socrates, Plato, Diogenes, 
Isocrates, Hippocrates, and Euripides) .5 Consequently, pseudonymous letters, more so 
than authentic letters, often exhibit rhetorical practices. Such examples should not obscure 
the fact that the majority of letters discovered from the Hellenistic era do not lend 
themselves to an analysis guided by the canons of rhetoric. Nevertheless, a careful reading 
of the extant texts reveals that rhetorical conventions were at times employed in letters. 
Indeed, some ancient scholars analysed letters in terms of rhetoric, 6 leaving the possibility 
that they may be analysed similarly today as well, yet with methodological caution. 
CONCLUSION 
The above survey of Greco-Roman rhetoricians, epistolary theorists, and letter writers 
(personal, official, and literary) reveals both similarities and differences between epistolary 
and rhetorical practices. On the one hand, epistolary theorists and letter writers often 
dissuade the writer from using rhetorical conventions. The manuals on letter writing do not 
deal with the officia oratoris or the parses orationis as set forth in the rhetorical 
handbooks; instead, they list a wide array of letter-types and the style appropriate for their 
use. In addition, a systematic theory of how to write a `rhetorical letter' is lacking in the 
rhetorical handbooks; the few remarks on letter writing that do exist are mostly on matters 
of style, and often those which contrast rhetorical and epistolary style? As S. K. Stowers 
observes, `The letter-writing tradition was essentially independent of rhetoric. '8 C. J. 
Classen puts it in more disjunctive terms: `Rhetoric (oratory) and epistolography were 
regarded as two different fields in antiquity, and it seems advisable, therefore, to stay 
within the elaboration and presentation of their respective theory. '9 On the other hand, 
1Welles, Correspondence, letter 58. 
2Stirewalt, Studies, p. 9. 
3For examples see Stirewalt. Studies, pp. 20-24; cf. Sykutris, 'Epistolographie. cols. 210-13. 
4Cited in Stirewalt, Studies, p. 50. 
5Schneider, 'Brief', cols. 573-74 6Dionysius of Halicamassus (Th. 42) judged the letter of Nicias in Thucydides and the letters of Plato 
according to the canons of oratory. 
7Debate over the appropriate use of style in letter writing, for example, implies that some wire writing 
letters with an 'oratorical' style. 
8Stowers, Letter Writing, p. 52. 
9Classen, 'Epistles', pp. 288-89. 
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rhetorical conventions are clearly found in letters-a result of the epistolary genre's 
flexibility-but rarely in a systematic manner governing the entire letter such as the letters 
of Demosthenes. There are also several functional parallels between the two genres, but 
the epistolary theorists do not develop these in a formal, methodical manner, thus, the 
similarity may only be a result of culturally-shared or `universal' principles of 
argumentation. To be more precise, inventio and especially elocutio seem to have 
marginally influenced the theories and actual practice of letter writing. The three species of 
rhetoric were too limited to provide a model for letter writing, but their functions are often 
represented in actual letters. Rhetorical dispositio seems to have had little, if any, 
influence on theory or practice. Despite the presence of rhetorical conventions in the 
epistolary genre, two observations based on the literary evidence suggest that the rhetorical 
and epistolary genres were not readily merged, either in theory or in practice. Firstly, up 
until the fourth century CE (Julius Victor De Epistolis) I letter writing was not treated as 
part of a systematic rhetorical theory, and even here it is relegated to an appendix alongside 
the de sermocinatione. So A. J. Malherbe concludes: `It is thus clear that letter writing 
was of interest to rhetoricians, but it appears only gradually to have attached itself to their 
rhetorical systems. '2 Secondly, there appears to be a general principle that letters 
displaying rhetorical influence lack many of the optional epistolary formulas found in the 
personal letters (e. g. prayer, thanksgiving; disclosure formulas; closing greetings) . an 
observable difference between literary and personal letters .3 Conversely, letters replete 
with epistolary formulas lack full-blown rhetorical conventions. In sum, the rhetorical and 
epistolary genres may have been betrothed, but they were never wed. " 
'Even here, Julius Victor suggests that rules of rhetoric should only be applied to 'official' (negotiates) 
letters. 
2Malherbe, Epistolary Theorists, p. 3. 
3Sykutris ('Epistolographie', col. 188) mentions a specific difference between literary and private letters: 
'Ein wichtiges Unterscheidungskriterion liegt mE darin, daß in einer persönlich adressierten 
Schrift der Name des Empfängers gleich am Anfang nach den ersten Worten im Vokativ genannt wird; das findet sich aber in einem Brief nicht. ' 
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Index of Linguistic Terms 
Practitioners of linguistic theory are often criticised by their biblical colleagues for 
employing unneeded specialised terminology. Such criticism is deserved only if the 
terminology is not representative of general linguistic theory. Since biblical scholars are 
first and perhaps foremost interpreters of linguistic texts, they might be expected to become 
familiar with the terminology and concepts of an academic discipline directly related to 
theirs. Nonetheless, in an attempt to prevent obscurantism, the following subject index,. 
serves as a cross-reference to definitions of key linguistic terms which are employed 
throughout this work. In this way, definitions and discussions of terms can be easily 
located in their respective sections in Part I when they are encountered in the discourse 
analysis of Philippians in Part II. 
accompaniment 45 discourse analysis 6 
activity type 33 discourse referentials 245 
actor 38,42 domain of prominence 69 
actual system 28 elaboration 57 
affection 39 ellipsis 62 
anaphoric 60 endophoric 60 
antonymy 63 enhancement 57 
aspect 38 exophoric 59 
attribute 40 expansion 57,256 
attribution 26 experiential meanings 35 
attributive 39,40 
. 
extension 57 
background 68 extent 43 
behalf 45 field 35 
beneficiary 42 fillers 28 
bottom-up analysis 27,200 focus 69 
carrier 40 function 20 
cataphoric 60 functional sentence perspective 65 
cause 44 general lexical relationships 63 
central tokens 64,263 genre 31,101 
circumstances 37,43,240,249 given information 66 
circumstantial 39 giving 50,251 
clause 24,25,26,27 goal 38.42 
co-classification 62,255 goods-and-services 50,251 
co-extension 62,255 graphemes 24 
co-operative principle 22,125 hyponymy 63 
co-reference 59,255 hypotaxis 57.256 
co-referential ties 245 iconicity principle 65,271 
co-text 23 idea 57,256 
code 29 ideational meanings 35,37,79,200,240 
cognition 39 identified 40 
cohesion 55,56 identifier 40 
cohesive ties 56,255 identifying 39,40 
common ground 69 identity chains 64 
comparison 44 idiolect 31 
componential ties 200,258 information 50.251 
context 23, information flow 56,65,271 
context of culture 23,29 information status 67.271 
context of situation 23,31 information structure 66 
deixis - 60 instantial lexical relationships 62 
demanding 50,251 intensive 39 
dialect # ,. % 
29 interactional meanings 35 
discourse 7,24,26 interpersonal meanings 35,50,79,200,251 
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language 29 substitution 62 
levels of discourse 23 synonymy . 
63 
location 43 syntagmatic 28,148 
locution 57,256 syntax 17 
macrostructures 27 system 19 
manner 44 systemic-functional linguistics 18 
material processes 37,246 target 61 
matter 45 task ' 26 
means 44 temporal deixis 61 
mental frames 47 tenor 35 
mental processes 39,246 text 7 
mental script 149 text grammar, 7 
mental scripts " 181 textlinguistics 7 
meronymy 63 textual meanings 35, 55,79,200,255 
microstructures 28 texture 21,200,298 
modal adjuncts 52 thematisation ° 66 
mode 36 theme 66.68 
morphemes 24 top-down analysis 27,195 
new information 66 transitivity 26,37 
organic ties 56,181,200,255 unratified "" 61 
paradigmatic 28,148 varieties of language 29 
paragraph 24,25,26,27 verbal processes 247 
parataxis 57,256 virtual system 28,240 
participants 37,240,245,264 word 24,26 
perception 39 zero-anaphora 65 
peripheral tokens 64,259 
person deixis 60 
phenomenon 39 
phonemes 24 
phrase 25,26 
place deixis 61 
polarity 52 
possessive 39 
pragmatics 16 
processes 37,240,245,264 
projection 57,256 
prominence 67,277 
purpose 44 
quality 44 
range '42 
ratified 61 
reason 44 
recipient 60 
redundancy 64 
register 31,101 
reiteration 63 
relation 26 
relational processes 39,247 
relevant tokens - 64,259 
rheme 66 
role - 46 
scenarios 47 
schemata 47, 
scripts 47 
semantic chains 64 
semantics 17, 
sense 26 
senser 39 
sentence 24,25,26 
similarity chains 64 
slots 28 
source 60 
spokesperson 60 
standard languages 29 
structure 21,101,195,200,296 
style 33 
+, 
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Index of Greek Words 
The following index includes a reference to every Greek word in Philippians as it is 
discussed in the study of semantic chains in chap. 5. The numbers supplied below refer to 
the number (not page) of the semantic chain(s) in which a word is treated. 
äyaOoS 44 «pc1 45 86at ` 25 
«Y«7111 12 &pnayµ6S 25 SovXEVCU 19 
«yan-nt6S 12 dc j 32 So"výoS 19 
äytoS 4 «eOevew 10 Svvaµat 37 
«yv6S 45 «ßnäýoµat 17 aµtS 38 
äyvwS 45 «ßAS 9 &0 -1 28 
«Ywv 21 avr&pxng 12 eavrob 46 
dcsav6c, 4 avtÖS 26.46 'E(3paioS 4 
&6, qµovew 12 cißox; 12 Eyyicw. 39 
aipeoµat 
a"to$na1S 
16 
14 
«gopäw 
a t 
13 
32 
EYYvS 
Eyeipcw 
41 
6 
aiax1 vn 45 
Xp 
ßeßaiwatS 17 er co 46 
aiaxüvoµat 12 Bevtaµeiv 47 Ei 
6 E 
48 
11 aiTrlµa 
aiwv 
17 
32 
ßiß 
ßý enw 
17 
9 
t ov 
c icptvij 45 
äcxatpcoµat 32 fioüxopat 12 Et LL 
t 
6 
17 axepatoS 45 (3paßetov 25 nov e t 9 «xovw 
&? i'jOeta 
17 
35 
yäp 
yevea 
48 
4 
AV i E 
tic 32,48 
«x-ft 35 yevoS 4 ET; 28 
ecxXä 45 yivoµat 6 EITr 48 
&X, % XCOV 46 ytvcüaxw 14 ex e 
43,48 
27 aA. oS 26 yý, wßßa 3 xaatoS 
«ývnöispoS 12 yv#jatoc 36 exx%naia 4 
äpEµ7TOS 45 yvt ai ow 36 EXeew 45 
4AV 35 yvwpit (o 14 e? niýw 12 
«µwµoS 
äv 
45 
34 
yv& atc 
yoryußµoc 
14 
17 
eAniS 
eµainov 
12 
46 
ävayxaioS 34 707 3 Eµ6; 46 
(iva0ä), Xw 6 ypa(pw 17 Eµnpoa0ev 32 
aVaM)co 10 Se ` 48 iv 41 
ävan), npöw 27 Senors 17 Eväpxoµat 48 
«väaTaßtS 
ävOpwnoS 
10 
3 
6c ct6S 
Seap6, 
12 
20 
ev8et4tS 
Ev6uvaµ6w 
14 
37 
ecvtixstµat 21 Sexoµat 25 Evepyeta 23 
äv0) 41 81(i" ; 
48 Evepyew 23 
« iwS 31 8täxovoS 4 evýtµoc, 31 
änat 28 6taxoyßµ6S 17 Etav&araatc 10 
änetµt 42 6taatpecw 16 etavtn%S 32 
4iEKSExortctt 12 6taTEpw 26 & &pxoµat 7 
«nexw 25 Sixatoc, 45 Etoµo)oyeoµat 17 
«nb 32,42 &xatoavvII 45 EnatvoS 17 
anoßaivw 48 816 48 'Enoupp081toc, 47 
(inoOpaxw 10 Stän °' 48 enet8ýj 48 
«noxa%'UxTw 14 SiS 28 enexTeivoµat 
' 
23 
«soxapa6oxia 12 Sto, )xoo 21,23 enixw 16 
ecno7 oyia 17 SOKEo 16 uni 48 
an6oroo7lo, 4 6oxtµät w 26 
&it(yctoS 1 
«nouata 42 8oxgµ# _31 EntyvwatS 14 
aapößxonOS 45 869a 25 EntctkTjS 45 
&xWLF-la - 8 86ta' 17 entCtýTew 12 
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ext0vµia 12 xacato u 24 6xvnp6.; 12 htt) avO&voµat 15 Kataxo6vtoc 1 6Kradjµepos 32 entµEVw 42 xasepy& oµat 23 3I N 29 EntnoOew 12 xavx&oµat 17 öioiwµa 30 htut6& oS 12 Ka$xiµa 17 ovoµa 17 
entaxonoS 
E7tttEXEw 
4 
6 
xEiµat 
Kevo8o4ia 
6 
45 
6ntßw 
a. - 
32 
46 
extxop, q- is 19 Kev6S 48 1 tom 40 
enoupavtoS 1 KEVOW 38 oaoS 39 1 'tT1S FPYä 23 KEpSaivw 25 tS 46 
epyov 23 Kep&oS 25 öTe 32 eptOeia 
E 
21 xgpvaaw 17 ön 
48 
33 PtS 
EPzOF t 
21 
6,7 
x7laiw 
KX, ýjpi S 
12 
47 oiý8 33 
EpwT&w 17 Kililßt; 17 ov&ii 46 
ET PO<; 26 xotXta 12 ov 
48 
iTEPwc 26 KotvWVew 25 o pav6S 1 46 E'[t 
Evayyixtov 
48 
17 
1COtvwvia 
xontäw 
25 
23 
boa 
o Sio S 46 
EväpeacoS 12 ic&c ioS 1 
9ä011µU 9 
e )6o1 La 12 KpCLttOW 31 7t6&? tv 
32 
32 E o&a 47 xvptoS 5 näv core ä 48 Evpißxw 
lP S 
6 
17 
Küwv 
xaxew 
45 
17 
nap 
xapaßoXEVOµat 9 
Eüxaptattw 17 Xajtf &vw 25 napaxaXEw 17 
Evxaptoua 17 ? cvtpevw 24 nap&KXtlatc 
12 
ELWuxew 12 xEyw 17 napaXa t 3&vw 25 
EvwSia 40 a, ettOVpyia 24 napaµ&vw 
42 
Z0p6S 21 XettOVpy6S 24 napaµvOtov 12 
CXO) 16,25 xilµvt, 25 7capa7EXi atoc 30 
Cäw 10 iloyigo tat 16 napovßia 42 
MoS 12 Mrs 17,25 nappi ata 12 
ctiµia 25 A, ovt6S 29,48 näS 27 
Ctlµtöw 25 ?, vml 12 Räßxw 9 
CnTEw 12 MaKcSovta 47 naTAP 44 
ýn 10 µäwv 39,48 IIaWAoS 47 
48 p. avOävw 13 nEiBw 16 ilyeogat 
O1 
16 
32 
µäpTUS 
µEyaX(vw 
17 
44 
7tCtvä(o 
aeµnw 
10 
7 
figets 46 gcyäXwS 39 NEnOV, ßtS 16 hFLPa 32 Ev 
" 
48 7[Ept 
o 
48 
22 6ävatoS 10 vvye tevo 48 _ ) , 
neptaan 
ü 27 Oi%co 16 ttvw 42 w REptaße 6 39 eCOS 5 µEptµvdcw 12 cEpwc 7[eptaa eeaaaXovtxn 47 *OG 41 XEptToµ1j 24 
OXINa, 9 µesä 48 atßTEVw 16 
pia 24 µETaßxnµatiýw 26 marts 16 
1flaoc S 47 µexpt 39 nXeoväcw 27 
tiva 
F(I G 
48 
26 
µßj 
gnsi 
33 
33 
aXf v 
nXnpöw 
48 
19,27 
I MOG 16 µn8E4 46 ll oinoS . 
25 
7ßpaT1ý 4 pveia 15 v to e 
5,16 
23 tonco 
xaOw5 
37 
30 
NOVOG 
PC* 
26 
. 
26. 
not w 
xoý, itevµa 4 
xai 48 µvew 13 noxttcuopa. t 22 
xainEp 48 vat' 33 Ro», äxtg 32 
Kataap 47 vEICP6; 10 7[OXLG 27 
KaxöS 45 v6npa 16 XOTi 32 
KaXwS 31 v6poc 17 tpat« ptov 4 
xäµnTw 
Kap&a 
24 
16 
voüs 
vüv 
16 
32 
ap6aao 
npo l 
23 
6 
Kapast, 23 oTSa 14 XPOG 43 
KaTä 48- oixia 3 icpoa&xoµat 18 
xaTayyWLto 17 oixnppö 45 apoaem 24 
Katakaµßävw 25 ötoµat 16 npoaEtirxoµat 4 
xa tavTäw 6- oToS - 30 npoacpt1S 
12 
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7p6(paair 45 toreprjatS 25 
np&TOS 28 (patvw 14 
nTÜpoµat 12 cavEp6c 14 
4 nWS 48 (DaptaatoS 
aäp 10 goavw 6, 
" aEµvos 45 9ß°^'0S 45 
axX6 45 otXLtiaos 47 
axoneW 16 Otxucnot 47 
a ccn 6q 43 g6pog 12 
axvßaXov 25 (PpovEO) 16 
anev6w 24 (Ppoupew 20 
CYRMTxvov 16 (PXA 4 
anouSaiws 12 'PO)aAP 1 
ataup6; 2 xatpw 12 12 aTECpavoc 
a Akio 
23 
6 
xapä 
xapLýogaL 
. 25 
atotXtW 
GO 
22 
46 
x4l; 
xoptäCcu 
25 
10 
auyxotvcav&w 25 xpEta 25- 
auyicotvcov6; 25 Xpiat6 5,47 1 48 avyxatpca 12 xcop'S 
23 w 10,16 
au, %?, 
aµ(3ävw 
19 w 30,32,48 
aupg1m k 22 WaTE 48 
avµ}Lop(picw 26 
ýF4toPýPýS 26 
Oütw rxo; 16 
GV 48 
auvaOX » 23 
auvcpyö, 23 
auvexco 20 
EuvT6 - 47 
avatpaTLcTic, 23 
axAµa 26 
awµa 10 
aor p 9 
aoy pia 9 
Ta7LEtvo ppoaÜvt 44 
ranctv6oo 44 
Ta1CElvWats 44 
Tax&wS 32 
TE 48 
t&xvov 3 
t Xetos 45 
TEXEt6(o 45 
Te7wS 32 
TLµ6AEo; - 47 
1; 
- 
46 
'Its 46 
Totoinns 46 
Toxµäw 12 
TpexW 22 
TpöµoS 12 
Tp6noS 48, 
Tä71; - 26 
vwv, 46 
vaalcouco 22 
ünäpxw 6 
imp, 44,48, 
vaEpexw 31 
bxcpuw6co 
. 44 
y7KOoS 22 
vnö 48 
ünoTäaaw 20 
vaTEpew 25 
vaTEpnµa 25 
